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WHY YOU SHOULD
CONSIDER THE
DE11 386 SYSTEMS,
DESPITE THEIR
SUSPICIOUSLY lOW
PRliCESO

0

350;~

evaluation of your needs, we'll help you select

less than comparable systems-like Compaq's.

the features that are right for you. After your

Which may make you wonder if we've left some

system unit is custom built, we'll bum-in every

thing important out. Like high performance.

thing, add-in boards and all, to make sure the

ur 386:based systems are priced about

Well we haven't.

entire system works perfectly.

In fact, these are among the fastest 386-based
systems available. With more advanced features

TOLL-FREE SUPPORT AND ON-SITE
SERVICE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE.

than you'd get in systems that list for up to
Every Dell system includes the Dell System Ana

$3000 more.

lyzer, a complete set of diagnostic tools. Which

Like Compaq's.
For instance, our 20 MHz System 310 offers
you the best value available in any 386-based sys
tem. PC Magazine (6/14/88) describes it as "fast
enough to bum the sand off a desert floor."

lets Dell's expert technicians resolve problems
right over the phone. This toll-free support serv
ice is available from 7 AM to 7 PM (CT) every
business day, at no extra charge.
And if your system requires hands-on service,

AND IF THAT SOUNDS FAST,
WAIT TILL You SEE OuR NEw
25 MHz 386-BASED SYSTEM.
At 25 MHz, our new System 325 offers you the

a technician will be at your location the next
business day. At absolutely no charge to you~ ..
Because included in the price of your system is a
full year ofon-site sel'Vice.

highest possible performance in a.386 . Like the

But that's not all. You also get our 30-day

System 310, it utilizes the very latest technology,

money-back guarantee. As well as our one-year

including the Intel" 82385 Cache Memory Con

limited warranty on parts and workmanship.

troller, advanced 32-bit architecture and high per
formance drives. And of course, both systems are
fully IBM" PC compatible. (For more detailed
specifications, see the inside pages.)

THE FIRST PERSONAL
COMPUTER THAT'sTRULY
PERSONAL.
Dell configures systems to your own
personal specifications. After an

Circle 79on &ader Service Card

When you buy or lease from Dell, you buy
directly from our manufacturing facility in Austin,

But speed isn't the only reason to buy from us.
Or even the best reason.

· AND IF You STILL THINK You GET
WHAT You PAY FoR, CONSIDER THIS.

Texas. Which means we eliminate dealer markups,
allowing us to give you a lot more 386 for less.
This same principle is behind

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

all the Dell systems. Review them
in detail. Then call us at (800)
426-5150 to order the system
that's right for you.
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TO AllAY YOUR SUSPliCliONS
YouR ToTAL SATISFACTION
Is GuARANTEED .
Dell offers a complete line of systems, peripherals and
software.
And whatever you choose, you must be absolutely,
totally satisfied with it. If not, simply return it within the
first 30 days for a money-back refund. No questions asked .
We call this our Total Satisfaction Guarantee.

SUPPORT Is
A FREE PHONE CALL AWAY.
Also included in your system price is our toll-free support
line. It's open every business day from 7 AM to 7 PM (CT).
Simply dial (800) 624-9896.

ON-SITE SERVICE Is INCLUDED
IN YouR SYSTEM PrucE.
Fo'r those rare problems that can't be handled over the
phone, we'll send a service technician to your location
by the next business day. At absolutely no charge to
you? Because included in system price is a year's worth of
on-site service.

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY.
Dell offers a one-year limited warranty, which warrants
each system we manufacture to be free of defects in
materials and workmanship for one foll year. During that
period we will repair or replace any defective products
returned to our factory.
For a lot of companies, leasing our systems is an even
better idea because of the cash flow and tax advantages .
And we guarantee fixed rates, so you know exactly how
much to budget each month. We can even custom design
a lease plan to fit the exact needs ofyour business.

25 MHz
386 SYSTEM 325.

THE N EW

When you need the highest possible
performance ofany 386, this is the tech
nology of choice. Running at 25 MHz,
the _System 325 is faster than the Com
paq 386/25. Besjdes unequaled speed, it
also offers Intel's Advanced 82385 Cache
Memory Controller and high perfor
mance disk drives. As a result, it gives
you workstation-level performance for
CAD/CAM and desktop publishing
applications. It's also especially effective
as a network file server, and more than
capable of handling the most complex
spreadsheets and databases.

write: Dell Computer Corporation, 9505 Arboretum Blvd.,
Austin, Texas 78759-7299.

For business users who need a 386 sys
tem, this is the best combination of per
formance and value available. Running
at 20 MHz, this 32-bit system is faster
than the IBM PS!i" Model 70 and the
Compaq 386/20e. Since it has the same
high performance disk drives and Intel
Advanced 82385 Cache Memory Con
troller as our System 325, it brings a new
level ofperformance to complex spread
sheets and databases. As you might expect,
it runs windowed software at extremely
high speed. It's also well-suited for desk
top publishing applications, or as a net
work file server.

STANDARD FEATURES:

·Intel" 80386 microprocessor running at 25 MHz.
• I MB ofRAM" expandable to 16 MB using a
dedicated high speed 32-bit memory slot.
·Advanced Intel 82385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high speed static
RAM cache.
·Page mode interleaved memrny architecture.
•VGA systems include ahigh performance 16
bi tvideo adapter.
·Socket for 25 MHz Intel 80387 or 25 MHz
WE!lEK 3167 math coprocessor.
•5.25" 12 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Dual diskette and hard disk drive controller.
·Enhanced JOI-key keyboard.
• I parallel and 2serial pons.
•200-watt power supply.
•8industry standard expansion slots.
OPTIONS:

•25 MHz Intel 80387 math coprocessor.
• I MB or 4 MB memory upgrade kit.
•2MB or8 MB memory expansion board kit.
""lwefor as lm11as $252/Month.

For the complete terms of our On-Site Service Con
tract, Satisfaction Guarantee, Warranty and leasing plans,

20 MHz
386 SYSTEM 310.

THE DELL

System 32S
Wid1 M0<111ot& Ad>J)Lcr
Hard Disk Drives VCA Mooo VCA Color Pim
ISO MB·l8 ms ESDI
u.m
S1.l"-1
322 MB-18 ms ESD!
511,9'9
S9.299

I

The Dell System 325 is an FCC Class Adevice,
intended for business use only.

STANDARD FEATURES:

·Intel 80386 microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
•I MB of RAM• expandable to 16 MB using a
dedicated high speed 32-bit memory slot.
· Advanced Intel 82385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high speed static
RAM cache.
• Page mode interleaved memory architecture.·
·VGA systems include ahigh performance 16
bitvideo adapter.
·Socket for 20 MHz Intel 80387 or 20 MHz
WEllEK 3167 math coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
·Dual diskette and hard disk drive controller.
• Enhanced JOI-key keyboard.
• I parallel and 2serial ports.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 8industry standard expansion slots.
OPTIONS:

•20 MHz Intel 80387 math coprocessor.
• IMB or 4 MB memory upgrade kit.
• 2MB or 8MB memory expansion board kit.
""leasefor as lm11as $148/Month.
System 310

With Monitor & Adapter
VGA Mono VGA Color Plus
40 MB-28 ms
54,099
54,399
90 MB-t8 ms ESDI
54,899
SS.I 99
ISO MB-18 ms ESDI
SS,399
SS,699
322 MB-18 ms ESDI
57,399
57,699

Hard Disk Drives

All prices and specifications arc subject to change without notice. Dell cannot be responsible for errors in typography or photography. ••Payments based on a 36-month open-end lease.
In Canada, configurations and prices will vary. Microsoft, MS :md MS-DOS arc registered 1rademarks owned by Microsoft Corp. 'Signifies trademarks of entities other than Dell Computer

PlEASE CAll 800=426=51500
LASER PRINTERS AND MORE.
The obvious companion for a high performance Dell
system is a Dell laser or dot matrix printer. All printers
come with 30-day money-back guarantee. And be sure
to ask about our software offerings, which include most
popular third-party applications as well as Dell Enhanced
operating system software.

LASER PRINTERS .

THE DELL

286

20 MHz
220.

THE DELL

SYSTEM

It's an 80286 system that's as fast as most
386 computers. But at less than half the
price. Which means you get the best
price/performance of any system. The
System 220 runs at 20 MHz, with less
than one wait state. It also features com
plete compatibility with Microsoft MS
DOS and MS OS/2, plus a remarkably
small footprint. The System 220 is the
ideal executive workstation.
STANDARD FEATURES:

•80286 microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
·I MB of RAM" expandable to 16 MBt
(8 MBt on system board).
•Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
·Integrated diskette and VGA video controller
on system board.
·Socket for Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
•One 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
•Integrated high performance hard disk inter
face on system board.
·Enhanced IOI-key keyboard.
•I parallel and 2 serial ports integrated on
system board.
•3 full-sized industry standard expansion slots
available.
OPTIONS:

•External 5.25" L2 MB diskette drive.
•3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
•Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
·I MB RAM upgrade kit.
""*Leasefor as !011Jas $85/Month.

12.5 MHz
200.

SYSTEM

A great value in a full-featured AT com
patible. An 80286 computer running at
12.5 MHz, this computer is completely
Microsoft MS-DOS and MS OS/2 com
patible.The:System 200 offers high speed
drive options, industry standard com
patible BIOS and on-site service. As
Executive Computing said of this com
puter's predecessor, "If faster processing
speed and low cost are two key issues
affecting your purchase decision, this
machine might be the ideal choice for
your office'.'

$3,295.

Laser System 60, 6 pages per minute:

$2,195.

All Dell laser printers come with 1.5 MB RAM, full
page 300 DP! graphics, and have 31 standard fonts (7
resident and 24 down-loadable from diskette). Dell laser
p1inters also provide Hewlett-Packard LaserJet; Epson/FX;
IBM Proprinter· and Diablo 630. emulations.

DoT MATRIX PRINTERS.
Printer System 800:

$699.95.

Our highest resolution text andgraphics,24-pin dot matrix
printer. Draft quality at 200 cps. Letter quality at 66 cps.

•80286 microprocessor running at 12.5 MHz.
•640 KB of RAM expandable to 16 MBt (4.6
MBt on system board).
•Socket for Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
•5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
•Dual diskette and hard disk drive controller.
•Enhanced I01-key keyboard.
• Iparallel and 2serial ports.
•200-watt power supply.
•6industry standard expansion slots.

Parallel and serial interfaces. Wide carriage.
Printer System 600:

$499.95.

9-pin dot matrix. Draft quality at 240 cps. Near-letter
quality at 60 cps. Parallel interface. Wide carriage.
Printer System 300 :

$199.95.

9-pin dot matrix. Draft quality at 144 cps. Near-letter

OPTIONS:

quality at 36 cps. Four standard fonts. Parallel interface.

·Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
•512 KB RAM upgrade kit.
-Leasefor as IOllJas $99/Month.

Narrow carriage.

OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE.
*PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS
(SYSTEMS 325, 310 AND 220):

tUsing I MB SIM Ms. Inquire as to availability.
With Monitor
VGA Mono VGA Color Plus
One Diskette Drive
S2,299
S2,599
40 MB-29 ms
S2,999
S3,299
Hard Disk
!00 MB-29 ms
S3,799
S4.099
Hard Disk

$5,995.

Laser System 80, 8 pages per minute:

STANDARD FEATURES :

640 KB is available for programs and data. The
rc'm~ining 384 KB is resetved for use by the sys
tem to cnh:mcc performance.

System 220
Disk Drives

Laser System 150, 15 pages per minute:

System 200
With Monitor& Adapter
Hard Disk Drives VGA Mono VGA Color Plus
40 MB-28 ms
S2 ,699
S2,999
90 MB-18 ms ESDI
S3.499
S3,799
150MB-18msESDI
S3,999
S4,299
322 MB-18 ms ESDI
SS,999
$6,299

Co rporation. 0Scrvicc in remote locations will incur :tddition;t[ travel ch;uges.
©1988 DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION.

Dell Enhanced Microsoft" MS-DOS® 3.3:
Dell Enhanced Microsoft MS-DOS 4.0:

$99.95
$119.95

(Both MS-DOS versions with disk cache and other utilities)
Dell Enhanced MS" OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0: $324.95

To

IN CANADA, CALL

800-387-5752

ORDER, PLEASE CALL

800-426-5150

IN GERMANY, CALL

061031701100
U.K., CALL

IN THE

344-860-456
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Pixels on the March
by Bradley Dyck Kliewer
A look at the IBM 8514/A
and Artist 10 MC graphics
coprocessor boards
for the IBM PS/2s.
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'

program for the Macintosh

213

Irwin Model 5080,

IntegrAda
by Karl Nyberg and Jon Udell
This Ada Programming Support
Environment for IBM PCs
falls short of the standard.

backing up 's not hard to do
Ju~bo, a tape backup unit
for peanuts

dBASEIV,
setting the new standard
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223

getting your affairs in order

by Namir Clement Shammas
A handy tool for exploring
the Toolbox and building
Macintosh applications.
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A look at 21 high-end
PC-compatible digitiz
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A Portable with Punch
by Mark L. Van Name
The luggable Dolch P.A.C.
386-20C provides top
performance and expandability.

233

A Great Communicator

239 Symbolic Math on the Mac

by Nick Baran
Intel's Connection CoProcessor
offers fax, file transfer,
and E-mail capabilities.

.
HJY]iday

Tne PS72"1V1ode1 tu machines
provide 32-bit processing
power on the desktop.

Opusl
by Phillip Robinson
Roykore Software's duet
for graphics and data.
by Peter Wayner
With strong mathematic powers
and excellent graphics functions,
Mathematica has almost
tco many ways to do things.

109 Computing at Chaos Manor:
To the Stars
by Jerry Pournelle
Jerry ponders on portables
and examines game designs.

143 Macinations:
Hooked on Smalltalk-SO
for the Mac

127 Applications Plus:
. The Blight of Bloated
Software
by Ezra Shapiro
Word processors used
to be lean and mean-are they
getting too big?

135 Down to Business:
So, Maybe You Do Need
aLAN
by Wayne Rash Jr.
The kind of network
you need depends on wh;it
you need to share
and how much there is of it.
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by Don Crabb
A new implementation
of this language makes it
a winner.

151

OS/2 Notebook:
1988 in Review: OS/r~2~·s··-·===;=IL
First Year
....
by Mark Minasi
For an operating
system less than
a year old, OS/2
is doing well.

155 COMl:
Making Applications Talk
by Brett Glass
The Communicating
Applications Specification
could take the pain
out of file transfers.
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Integrated Software for
Schematics &PCB Artwork

Introducing HiWIRE~Plus

Wintek's smARTWORK®
pioneered low-cost printed
circuit-board CAD. Then HiWIRE
set the standard for productivity
and ease-of-use in schematic
w Wintek introduce
capture.
HiWl.RE-Plus, integrating
HiWIRE's schematic features
with a powerful printed-circuit
design facility.
Creating Schematic~

With HiWIRE-Plus, simply
connect library symbols with
wires anc Jses. C
-ing ani
changing symbols is fast and
painless. Produce your drawin~
using a dot-matrix printer, lase1
printer, <
in plotter
Circuit-Board Design

HiWIRE-Plus gives you all the
design freedom you want: you
choose the grid size, trace widths,
and pad shapes. The board size
and number of layers are vir
tually unlimited. HiWIRE-Plus i:
perfect for surface-mount, mic1
strip, and ECL applications.

HiWIRE-Plus Advantages

for schematics c
pnmea-circui1 artwork

J 01

D Easy-to-learn menu-driven
operation; complete docu
mentation and tutorial

D Schermrnc libraries with Tl
CMOS, ECL, ladder, micro
processor, and discrete
comoonents

D Nerns1 and bill-c.11-111aterialE
utilities included
D Circuit boards up to 60x6C
inches and 256 layers

D Variable grid size, trace wid ... ,
and pad size (.001" resolution)
l:::J PCB library with DIPs, SIPs,
SMDs, PGAs, TOs. anrl Prlm~
and D connectors

D Schematic-to-layout cross
checking
D Design-rule checker

D 800 number for tree support

"HiWIRE", "smA
registered trade

1..,1rc1e ~YYOn ICl!aaer ::iervice Card

11

~K" , ·wimck", Clld th
11 Win!ek Corpora!io1

k logo are

System Requirements

D IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 with
512K RAM, printer port, color
monitor, and CGA, EGA, or
VGA graphics card
D Microsoft Mouse
D IBM ProPrinter or Epson
dot-matrix printer, and/or
D Houston Instrument or
Hewlett-Packard pen plotter
Higher Performance
Better Value

Still only $895, HiWIRE-Plus
delivers quality schematics and
PCB artwork. You don't need to
guess if HiWIRE-Plus is right for
you -we guarantee it! Try it for
30 days at absolutely no risk.
Call toll free today and put
HiWIRE-Plus to work for you.
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, Indiana 4 7904-2993
(800) 7 42-6809 or
(317) 742-8428
FAX: (317) 448-4823
Telex: 70-9079
Europe: RIVA Ltd., England,
Phone: 0420 22666, FAX: 0420 23700
Australia: Entertainment Audio Pty, Ltd.,
Phone: (08) 363-0454
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Fred Langa

PM, SUNVIEW,
AND THE MAC
Our early benchmarks
show some interesting
similarities and some
surprising differences

the Mac needs to make the window ap
pear on-screen: The window definition
function knows how to draw the win
dow's frame, how to determine if the
pointer is in the window when the mouse
button is clicked, and so forth. Mac win
dows are more or less independent.

PM Windowing
am writing this in my hotel room at
COMDEX in Las Vegas. It's just a
week after the formal release of
Presentation Manager (PM) . All
around the show, signs dangle from the
ceilings: "OS/2," they say, pointing to
the booths displaying OS/2-related hard
ware or software. From a distance, it's
impressive.
But when you follow the signs and
actually go into the booths, you find
more promises than products. The ex
pected flood of OS/2 applications still is
not materializing. .
In a way it's a shame, because our
early benchmarks of PM show that it's a
very nice product: BYTE Lab's prelimi
nary figures on text and graphics perfor
mance indicate that PM is marginally
faster than either of its two chief rivals
the Macintosh and SunView (Sun's
graphical interface for Unix) .
What's the holdup? Senior Testing
Editor Rick Grehan thinks it's in part
due to "a whopping amount of starting
friction," as he puts it. Programmers are
facing a body of documentation that ri
vals (if not surpasses) the gigantic Inside
Macintosh. "Remember how long it took
decent programs to show up on the Mac?
We'll probably see the same phenome
non on PM," Rick warns.
Here's a very cursory summary of
some of the interesting ways that Rick
and the BYTE Lab have found that PM
differs from the Mac and SunView.

I

Macintosh Windowing
On the Macintosh, a window is a data
structure that holds all the information
6
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A PM "window" is actually a bundle of
separate windows, including the frame,
the titlebar, and the client window
(where the actual drawing/text display
occurs). All are windows in their own
right. This bundle is arranged in a hier
archy, the head of which is the frame.
Since windows in PM are hierarchical,
a window can have children. The chil
dren's positions are relative to the par
ent's; when the parent is moved, its chil
dren also move. Also, when the parent
window is closed, its children are also
closed. PM's hierarchical approach al
lows applications to create an arbitrarily
complex system of windows .

SunView Windowing
The Sun window system is constructed
around the idea of multiple panes. A win
dow is built as a bundle of other win
dows; these subwindows are akin to the
PM client windows. Such subwindows
can be canvases (for graphics), text sub
windows (for text entry and editing),
panels (that typically hold static text and
buttons), or TTY subwindows (that act as
a port to a command prompt).

Programming Hassles
In many ways, the Sun system takes care
of many details that Mac or PM program
mers have to handle explicitly. For exam
ple, because of the way user-triggered
"events" are processed and the ease with
which a programmer can "attach" speci
fied actions to events, Rick has written a
demonstration program on the Sun that
creates and labels a button that you can
click on to initiate some predefined ac
tion: It's only about four lines of C code.

In a similar program on the Mac, a
mouse-down event would be detected by
the program's event loop, but the appli
cation program would have to determine
where the mouse was when its button was
pressed, figure out what was supposed to
happen next, and act accordingly.
A PM program would need a proce
dure for responding to a WM_BUTTON
DOWN message, then would have to call
a position function to determine the loca
tion ofthe pointer on the screen, examine
the location to see if the pointer was in
the button to begin with, and initiate the
desired process.

Text Handling
There are also variances in the way the
three systems handle text. The Mac sup
ports a structure called TextEdit. This is
basically a string, but the Mac Toolbox
contains a pile of routines that let a pro
gram manipulate that string for perform
ing text editing-type functions. The
Mac's TextEdit routines handle a lot of
the work programmers would ordinarily
have to do on their own.
·
Rick reports a parallel to the TextEdit
structure on the Sun system: the text sub
window, which is a window to which you
attach a memory- or file-based string.
Text subwindow routines let you display
and manipulate text by means of simple
function calls.
However, using beta software and
documentation, Rick has found no Text
Edit counterpart to this structure in the
PM environment.
Complexities such as these (and there
are many more) add up to a steep learn
ing curve. And that's what's taking so
long.
On the other hand, our preliminary
benchmarks indicate that when applica
tions do arrive-for both PM and Sun
View-we'll probably feel it was well
worth the wait.
-FredLanga
Editor in Chief
(B/X name ''flanga ")
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"Upgrade product ofthe year."
... PCWorlC

Installed in minutes, the Renegade 386™ motherboard turns any
IBM PC, XT, AT or inexpensive clone into a powerful new computer,
lightning fast with both old software AND new 05/2 releases.

I

sthisyou?
You would like to have extraordinary computing
speed and power. You want numbercrunching ability. You
need complex CAD capabilities. Or graphics. Or multi-tasking.
And you haven't got it. (And you don't want to spend a
fortune to replace good equipment with the newest st&ndard.)
Weep no more. You can turn your present system into
the latest, high-performance system that will equal ar exceed
the best ofthe new compufRrs.
Renegade 386:'
A new heart and brain for your computer.
Renegade Technologies offers designers, engineers,
architects, and computer-dependent businesses asimple and
reliable alternative to obsolescence. Or the unreasonable
expense ofa new system.
Simply replace the "motherboard" ofyour present sys
tem with aRenegade 386™ motherboard.
It takes ascrewdriver and less than 20 minutes. And
costs but $1695.
That's tlwmands ofdoUars kss than a new IBM System/2
Model80.
But it gives you more thanjust the latest industry stan
dard. You can run your old software on it. Probably anything
you now use on your XT or AT. Big Blue can't do that.
You can use your present 16-bit peripherals. (If you've
looked at PC "add-on" cards, you already know your old equip
ment would be useless.)
But with Renegade 386™ you'll have to find some other
excuse to throw away your current modem, network card,
8
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EGA or disk controller
cards.
The Renegade 386™
board comes with an iron
clad one year limit.ed
warranty. It uses genuine
U.S. made Intel 386 chips
and is designed and manu
Multi-msk with Lotus 1-2-3an,i,
factured in the U.S.A.
other appli.cationsrunningside-by- by Hauppauge Computer
side on the Mi.crosofl Windows/386 Works. Hauppauge is a
desktop.
major developer ofsoftware
support for Microsoft and IBM products, and is producer of
the highly respected Hauppauge 8087 or 80287 highspeed
math coprocessors. Over 50,000 have been sold.
Major computer magazine reviews in the last year have
hailed our Hauppauge-made board as a major breakthrough
in a high speed, high power, high performance upgrade
product.
Not an accelerator card. Not a "turbo" gimmick.
Renegade 386™ gives you a full-featured
new computer.
Thanks to Renegade's 80386 microprocessor your com
puter will now boast a32-bit data path-and a clock speed of
16 MHz with zero wait state access. Up to 8expansion slots
are provided depending on your computer configuration.
Your "new" computer also will now have 1Megabyte
oflOOns RAM. This is not a naked board. And it also includes
a32-bit high-speed RAM expansion slot which you can popu
late with up to 15Mtrytesof system memory.

In practical terms that simply means that programs like
Lotus 1-2-3 or new products like Foxbase 386, and almost any
thing else, will runfaster than anything you have ever seen.
Which is a minor problem for some folks who are playing
computer games on company time. Renegade 386™ may run
them at speeds far too fast for human reactions.
The world is not perfect.
Otherwise Renegade
386™ is perfectly com
patible with products
like AutoCAD, Aldus
PageMaker, Microsoft Win
dows, Ventura Publisher,
the Novell Network and siz
zlers like Paradox 386. We
Faster, easierpresentatiangraphics haven't yet found a popular
program we can't run
with neu:est sofiuure releases.
with it.

NO-RISK
understand

yourself.

Power hungry? Equip Renegade 386™ with
even more RAM-without speed loss.
Add up to 15 Mbytes of system memory with Renegade™
expansion modules that plug right into your Renegade 386™
32-bit expansion slot. Andrun with no loss ofspeed
-something no IBM or Compaq model can match.
There's alot ofconfusion in computer claims, but the
fact is that with zero wait state, our 16 MHz is effectively the
same as those highly touted machines running at 20 MHz
with one wait state.
So plug in Renegade TM expansion modules in 2-and
4-Megabyte increments and run Windows 386 applications at
the speed God intended.

$1695
The Rcneg~ 386™ motherboard. Next
generation perfannancefor $$thousands less.

~ene&ade
TECHNOLOGIES
Redmond, Washington USA

Circle 233 on Reader Service Card

(206)885·5700
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WINDOWS FOR DATA®

Il

f you program in C, take a few
moments to learn how Windows for
Data can help you build a state-of-the
art user interlace.

~Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, context

sensitive help, and text displays - all within windows.
[i'.l' Develop window-based OS/2 programs right now,
without the headaches of learning OS/2 screen manage
ment. Run the same source code in PCDOS and OS/2
protected mode.
l1f Build a better front end for any DBMS that has a C
language interface (most popular ones do).

---,

FROM END TO BEGINNING
Windows for Data begins
where other screen packages end,
with special features like nested
pop-up forms and menus, field en
try from lists of choices, scrollable
regions for the entry of variable
numbers of line items, and an ex
clusive built-in debugging system.

NO WALLS
If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other
screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into
walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeated
ly tell us how they've used our system in ways we never
imagined - but which we anticipated by designing Win
dows for Data for unprecedented adapatability. You will
be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data.

YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CHARGE
Control functions that you write and attach to fields
and/or keys can read, compare, validate, and change the
data values in all fields of the form. Upon entry or exit
from any field, control functions can call up subsidiary
forms and menus, change the active field, exit or abort
the form, perform almost any task you can imagine.

OUR WINDOWS
WILL OPEN DOORS
Our windows will open doors to
new markets for your software.
High-performance, source-code
compatible versions of Windows
for Data are now available for

PCDOS, OS/2, XENIX,
UNIX, and VMS. PCDOS
versions are fully compatible with Microsoft Windows.

No royalties.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You owe it to yourself and your programs to try
Windows for Data. If not satisfied, you can return it for
a full refund.
Prices: PCDOS $295, Source $295. OS/2 $395.
XENIX $1295. UNIX, VMS, please call.

Call: (802) 848-7731
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT

•

Vermont
Creative
Software

ext. 51
FAX 802-848-3502

21 Elm Ave.

Richford,

VT 05476

MICROBYTES
Staf!-written highlights ofdevelopments
in technology and the microcomputer industry

Voice-System Researchers Hope to Rise Above Noise
!though great progress
has been made in the
quality and accuracy of sys
tems using voice recognition
and voice synthesis, there is
still much work to be done in
both recognizing and syn
thesizing the acoustic varia
tions of speech. That was
the consensus at the annual
meeting of the American
Voice Input/Output Society
(AVIOS), held recently in
San Francisco.
The biggest problem in
voice recognition is being
able to accurately interpret
various accents, intonations,
word ambiguities, and dif
ferent pitches of the male and
female voice. Some prog
ress has been made by using
a technique called the Hid
den Markoff Model, in which
each word is broken up into
syllables and each syllable's
frequency response is ana
lyzed separately. Although
this method has promise, it
requires a totally quiet envi
ronment and has yielded
only 70 percent accuracy for
vocabularies of up to 1000
words.

A

The main objectives of
researchers working in voice
recognition in the next few
years are achieving a ~ per
cent semantic accuracy
rate, real-time performance,
and being able to maintain
accuracy in normal, noisy
environments. Another
challenge facing researchers
is getting voice recognition
systems to sample sounds
faster than once every 10
milliseconds.
Voice synthesis systems
have achieved a high degree
of accuracy in converting
text to talk, but they don't
sound natural. Part of the
problem is that single pho
nemes, like the letter a, for
example, produce a wide
range of frequencies de
pending on the word. For ex
ample, "The fat man ate
jam in the Cadillac" can
yield variations in frequen
cies of up to 300 Hz in the
formant frequencies for the
phoneme a.
The trick is to develop a
parser that can determine the
frequency of the phoneme
depending on the adjacent

letters. For example, the
phrases "Sally" and "sassy"
yield different frequencies
because of the letters imme
diately following a.
Another major challenge
facing voice synthesists is
creating different voice
qualities in text-to-speech
synthesis. For example,
there's no method for ex
pressing breathiness, creak
iness, falsetto, loud and soft
intonations, and variations
in stress on different
syllabics.
The challenge is to de
velop methods for quantify
ing the acoustic variations
in speech and to develop
parsers that can resolve se
mantic ambiguities to help
assign the proper intonation
to a phrase. Work in this area
is being conducted at Stan
ford Research Institute,
Speech Plus (Palo Alto,
CA), and at a number of
other research institutes
and speech-recognition com
panies. AVIOS can be con
tacted at P. 0. Box 60940,
Palo Alto, CA 94306, ( 408)
742-2539.

C ++ Users Await Next Release
s the future of soft
ware engineering looks
more and more object
oriented, C + + looks more
and more significant. Ad
dressing the question of how
to make the programming
environment more produc
tive, Sun Microsystems' co
founder Bill Joy said re
cently, "The name of the
answer is C + +."
C + +, invented by
Bjarne Stroustrup at AT&T
Bell Labs in the early
1980s, is an extended version
of ANSI Standard C that

A

adds the constructs necessary
for object-oriented pro
gramming. Users and re
searchers at a recent
Usenix-sponsored conference
agreed that the next major
release ofC+ +from AT&T,
version 2.0, will resolve
many portability concerns
and add functionality to the
object-oriented paradigm, in
cluding type-safe linkage,
multiple inheritance, and
member-wise assignment
and initialization semantics.
Version 2.0, which should
be released during the first

quarterofthis year, should
coincide roughly with the re
lease of a document that
will comprehensively de
scribe the current state of
standard C + + .
The AT&T C + + com
piler has been considered the
standard since its release in
1985. Unlike C, for which
companies have written
variations on the original, in
completely specified AT&T
C compiler, developers writ
ing their own C + + com
pilers have been careful to

-
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• Since Lotus Develop
ment founder Mitch Ka
por can get pages of
publicity for a product
that isn't even a product
yet, we'll give him just a
paragraph. Kapor has
said that his company,
On Technology, will
develop products that
make computers easier
to use and that they'll
consist of "building
blocks" that will run
under different operat
ing systems. He hasn't
specified how these
products will make com
puters better, but we
can bet the first On prod
uct will implement
object-oriented princi
ples. At a recent confer
ence on object-oriented
programming, 14 of
On's 23 employees were
there. Kapor, a speaker
at the conference, said
OOPS methodology will
prompt "a different ecol
ogy of applications
... more modular, more
like kits that users
assemble."
• Mighty mouse: Marq
Technologies (San Die
go, CA) has a new
mouse that you can trans
form into an image
scanner or an optical
character reader by out
fitting it with special car
tridges that plug into the
front of the input/pointing
device. The Marq
Mouse, which is compat
ible with mice from
Logitech, has a resolution
of 600 pixels per inch.
With the scanning mod
ule attached, the device
can capture images at 300
dots per inch and with
continued

continued
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16 levels of gray. It works
with the IBM PC,
PS/2s, and compatibles.
The basic mouse is
$199; the scanner module
and OCR module will
each sell for $799.
• The pact between
Tandy and Digital

Equipment Corp.,
whereby Tandy will build
personal computers that
DEC will then sell under
its own name, has ad
vantages for both compa
nies. DEC gets a pro
duction line run by one of
the most experienced
electronics manufacturers
in the world. Tandy, as
a result of a "technology
exchange," gets, among
other things, DEC's
DECnet networking
technology. DEC's out
reach to personal com
puter companies like
Tandy and Apple indi
cates an awareness that
you can't plan to sur
vive in a proprietar;
VMS world. DEC also
signed a pact with Ash
ton-Tate to put dBASE
on the VAX.
•DEC is "well along"
in making the transition
from proprietary DEC
net communications pro
tocols to Open Systems
Interconnect protocols,
said DEC vice president
William Strecker at Patri
cia Seybold's Executive
Forum recently. The
move to OSI will take a
couple of years, but it's at
least the right direction,
as OSI provides guide
lines for networks of
computers from different
manufacturers. As
Strecker agreed, the lan
guage of networks has
to be open and interna
tional. "We believe
everybody else will come
to that conclusion," he
said.
• Metaphor (College
Place, WA) has a new li
continued
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stick closely to the example
set by AT&T's own evolving
version of C ++. "The
main players have all de
ferred to us [on compatibil
ity issues]," said Jonathan
Shapiro, a member of the
Bell Labs technical staff.
Programmers and aca
demics at the Usenix confer
ence disagreed on how to
implement several object
oriented constructs, but all
agreed that compatibility
with the AT&T C + + com
piler is essential.
Not everyone is a fan of
C + +; some programmers
think it is too unstructured,
an "anarchist" in Shapiro's
terms (as opposed to a "fas
cist"). "What he's saying is:
Either programmers can do
what they want, or program

mers can do what the lan
guage designers think they
should do," explained An
drew Koenig of the Bell Labs
staff. Bill Joy says, "C + +
gives you enough rope to
hang yourself."
Technical staffers at Bell
Labs point out that C + + is
evolving and that version
2.0 will not be driven by
market concerns. "It has
taken so much more time to
get things working reliably
that we want to wait and
make sure that it's reliable
when released," said Koenig.
Noting that input from the
user community and consul
tation with vendors is vital,
Stroustrup said, "We must
have delays in this process
[the release of2.0]; other
wise, we may have to live

with gross mistakes."
The presence at the
C + + conference in Denver
of representatives from
major computer companies,
including IBM, Hewlett
Packard, Apple, AT&T, and
Sun, makes the language's
future look good. (Notably
absent was Stepstone,
which makes Objective C,
the object-oriented pro
gramming language bundled
with the NeXT machine.
Objective C is not compatible
with C + +.) "As far as I
can tell, we've had a much
bigger impact than any cur
rent language, if you look at
languages introduced in the
last 15 years . It is no longer
controversial to say C + +
is the next generation of C,"
Shapiro said.

Prototype Big LCD Can Display 16 Colors

L

iquid crystal displays
will be one of the hottest
potential markets heading
into the 1990s. And they'll
come in all flavors, sizes,
colors, and resolutions.
LCDs with resolutions of
640 by 480 pixels will be
common on laptops in the
next decade, and as the mar
ket grows, so will the size
of the displays.
And now, IBM Japan and
Toshiba have produced a
prototype of what they say
is "the world's largest color
LCD ." Hitachi recently an
nounced a 2-meter-square
LCD that can display eight
different colors, but a
Toshiba spokesperson said,

"Ours is the largest one
capable of displaying 16
colors."
The prototype, developed
jointly by IBM's Yamamoto
Laboratory and Toshiba's
Electron Technology Labs,
measures almost 15 inches
square. It took 2 years to de
velop, a Toshiba represen
tative told Microbytes Daily.
The LCD uses an "active
matrix-type thin film tran
sistor" for each pixel. The
display can switch between
color and monochrome
mode; in monochrome mode,
the resolution is 1440 by
1000 pixels, for a total of
1.58 million pixels. Color
mode is somewhat less, pro

viding a matrix of 720 by
550 pixels. Each pixel in
color mode is made up of
four colors: red, green, blue,
and white. You can repro
duce up to 16 colors on the
LCD at the same time.
A Toshiba official said
that the "pitch between
pixels is about 200 mi
crons," producing the high
density required for the
LCD's high-resolution
images. The official
wouldn't speculate on when
the LCD would reach pro
duction levels, nor would he
provide any details on what
the display might cost or
when it might appear in
products.

NeXTStep Won't Affect OS/2 Plans, IBM Says

I

BM's deal with NeXT to
license the NeXTStep
Unix-based graphical inter
face prompted speculation
that IBM might be veering
from its proclaimed commit
ment to OS/2. But IBM
claims that its use ofNeXT
Step will have absolutely no
impact on its plans for OS/2.

IBM spokesperson Scott
Brooks said that NeXTStep
and OS/2 are "intended for
different areas. OS/2 is a
strategic system for PS/2s
and Systems Application Ar
chitecture host environ
ments. NeXTStep is purely
for Unix-based environ
ments." Brooks said users

can expect a "steady
stream of enhancements to
both our OS/2 and Unix
based systems. We want to
offer leadership in both
areas over time ."
Brooks declined to com
ment on planned products for
the NeXTStep environment
continued
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Microsoft.QuickC.

Microsoft.QuickIW>IC

Quick.
Despite what some software com
panies are saying, one language just can't
be all things to all programmers. Which
is why Microsoft offers a language for
every level.
When you're starting out, you need
learning tools that make it easier. Take
our Quick languages, for instance. Each
one features an integrated development
environment that puts
a powerful editor~
compiler, debugger
J
and on-line help with
in easy reach. And of
course, all Quick languages are mouse
driven, so all commands are just a point
and a click away.

More specifically, Microsoft®Quick
BASIC comes with on-line support: QB
Advisor serves as a state-of-the-art elec
tronic manual, and QB Express can teach
you how to use the environment in just
minutes. Of course, you'll be more produc
tive even faster with our new Easy Menus
and the instant environment.
Or maybe you already know how to
program and want to be introduced to the
powerofC.
Microsoft QuickC®is your language.
The fastest way to learn C: just use its inte
grated source-level debugger and advanced
graphics capabilities. You'll be up and writ
ing C programs in no time. Just like the
name implies.

© Copyright 1988. Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, the Micro!Vft logo, MS-DOS, Code View and QuickC are registered trademarks and Making it al/ make
sense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. For more information call (800) 541-1261. Customers in Canada call 1-416·673-9811. Outside North America, 1-206-882-8661.
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Microsoft.BASIC 6.0

Prof~ional.
Professional programmers are in a
league all their own. So are the tools
Microsoft provides the professional.
1ls
. Each of our profes
s10nal languages offers MIU
_
~- 2-:t "
the complete develop
YAlR!lPERFICT WonlMect~
ment solution. Includ
PageMaker'~
Professional
ing the acclaimed
o~~i~
CodeView.®An optimiz
M1CROR1M
R:BASE"'
ing compiler for power.
mw ~£
OS/2 support for access
~
to the next generation
of computing. And
011r1m1bqiagesspeaktor 11ie111·
selues-al/ oflhesc industry hard
Microsoft Editor for the 1ti11ers11se Microsoftlang11ages.
most sophisticated source code editing.
As for the most powerful BASIC ever
to grace a PC, there's BASIC Compiler.
naRWlN

With its talent you have the ability to
create smaller, faster executables.
Which isn't to say Microsoft C Opti
mizing Compiler doesn't have a few talents
of its own. Lightning fast at running execut
ables, it also features an incremental linker
and support for various powerful platforms
like MS-DOS®and Microsoft Windows, as
well as Presentation Manager.
So no matter what level of computer
programmer you are, Microsoft makes a
language that lets you be the best you
can possibly be. Which goes to show you,
one language company really does fit all.

AfictOsofl®

Making it all make sense:

PageMaker is a registered trademark of A /du.~ Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks and Metro is a trademark of Lotz~~ Development Corporation. R:BASE is a
registered trademark ofMicrorim, Inc. Oracle is a registered trademark ofOracle Corporation. WordPerfect is a registered trademark of WordPerfect C01poration.
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brary of numerical
methods for Think's
Lightspeed C for the
Macintosh. NuTools con
tains 350 numerical rou
tines and 50 1/0 routines
and sells for $125. Met
aphor said it plans similar
libraries for Lightspeed
Pascal and Borland's
Turbo Pascal.
• Mitsubishi Electron
ics America (Torrance,
CA) is offering a new
line of optical storage
devices to system build
ers. The MW-5Dl
WORM (write once,
read many) drive can
hold 300 megabytes on
each side of a 5 1A-inch
removable disk cartridge
and has an average ran
dom access time of 80
milliseconds; track-to
track seek time is rated
at 1 ms. The company's
two new optical juke
boxes, primarily for
document management
systems, can hold as
much as 90 gigabytes on
152 WORM cartridges or
34 gigabytes on 56 car
tridges. Each cartridge is
good for about 300,000
pages, Mitsubishi said.
• Mitsubishi research
ers in Japan have been
doing overtime in the
optical technology de
partment. The company
says it has come up with a
process that greatly in
creases the writing den
sity on optical media.

• Drexler Technology
(Mountain View, CA)
says it will start market
ing LaserCard-based
workstations next
month. The systems, de
signed for record keep
ing, security, and elec
tronic publishing
applications, use
Drexler's credit-card
size optical memory
cards for storing data;
the cards can now hold as
much as 2 megabytes. A
continued
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but said that IBM products
would follow "closely
behind" the rollout ofNeXT
Step 1.0 on the NeXT com
puter, which is scheduled to
be available during the sec
ond quarter of this year.
Brooks said IBM is "bound
by the schedule that NeXT
has." IBM will have to wait
until early or mid-1989 for a
bug-free version of
NeXTStep.
Regarding the Open Soft
ware Foundation consortium
of Unix vendors, which in-

eludes IBM and is working
on a new interface for
Unix, Brooks said that IBM
"does not have a product to
present to OSF at this time ."
Steve Jobs said that NeXT
has not offered any products
to OSF, either. So far,
NeXTStep will be limited to
the NeXT computer and
IBM's AIX platforms. After
paying a reported $10 mil
lion for the license with
NeXT, IBM may not be too
anxious to share this inter
face with other companies,

and NeXT might feel the
same way.
NeXT has a lot to gain
from IBM's acceptance of
NeXTStep. NeXT knows
that the key to its success is
widespread support from
innovative applications devel
opers. With IBM providing
another major market for
NeXTStep software appli
cations, NeXT could attract
developers who otherwise
might have been hesitant to
commit themselves to
NeXTStep.

With DVI Technology, Intel Could Be Key to PC Video

I

ntel (Santa Clara, CA)
has joined the race to com
mercialize interactive digi
tal video. The company's
surprising purchase of Dig!
ital Video Interactive tech
nology from GE/RCA gives
it the chance to establish a
technical standard for
microcomputer-based digital
video, much as it has done
with microprocessors. Devel
oped by RCA, DVI consists
of hardware and software that
enables microcomputers to
play long videos stored on
conventional digital com
pact disks.
DVI uses a proprietary
data-compression algorithm
to squeeze up to an hour of

full-screen, digitized video
onto a standard CD-ROM
disk. Without compaction,
only 30 seconds of normal
video could be stored on a
disk, yet the quality ofDVI
images is not significantly
different from those gener
ated by a VCR . Half-screen
or smaller images can run
for more than 2 hours, and
moving pictures can be
combined with computer text
and graphics, high-resolu
tion still photographs, and
stereo audio . The digitized
video is played back through
an IBM PC AT or equiva
lent configured with a high
resolution monitor and
three plug-in boards to be

supplied by Intel.
First demonstrated in
March 1987, D VI is now in
beta test at more than 20
sites. Intel plans a commer
cial release of the system in
the second quarter of this
year to software developers
and OEMs. The company
said it intends to improve
the quality and performance
of DVI over the next 2 years
and reduce its cost through
miniaturization and volume
production. By 1990, Intel
aims to package DVI in a
set of chips.
Beta-site applications
will include interactive edu
cation and training, simula
tion, and entertainment.

Japanese Giants Offer New Unix Systems

U

nix workstations have
been the province of
American computer
makers, and they got a glam
our boost last year when
Steve Jobs rolled out the
NeXT cube, but Japanese
companies aren't neglecting
this growing market. Two
industrial giants are showing
a considerable interest.
Sony last year began
offering its NeWS Unix sys
tems in the U.S . and now
will ship them with an eras
able optical disk drive (594
megabytes) as a $4650 op
tion. The newest models are

built around Motorola 25
MHz 68030s and come with
as much as 16 megabytes of
main memory, room for
three 286-megabyte hard disk
drives, a 125-megabyte tape
drive, and a 64K-byte mem
ory cache. The prices for
the NeWS series range
from $3995 (diskless) to
$54,900.
Matsushita Electric In
dustrial has developed four
new Unix workstations it
plans to start marketing this
spring. The four new BE
series models are a diskless
machine with an Ethernet

interface; a desktop machine
that can be used as an MS
DOS computer; a desktop
publishing system,
equipped with a 1312- by
1312-pixel display; and a
deskside machine that can
hold up to 1.5 gigabytes of
hard disk storage internally.
All four new models use
80386 CPUs and have 32K
byte memory caches. They
will run Unix System V re
lease 3.2, including X Win
dows and Sun's NFS. Up to
four 80386s can be in
stalled in a single machine.
continued
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Numerical Recipes in C
The Art ofScientific Computing
Four experienced scientists bring you
this authoritative "cookbook" of C rou
tines for numeric computation. It in
cludes sample code for almost 200
routines, as well as a mathematical
and algorithmic analysis of each
technique.
Over 730 pages long, NUMERICAL

RECIPES IN C covers everything from
linear equations, matrix inversion,
singular value decomposition, and
spline arrays ... to finding minima or
maxima, calculating eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, interpolation and
extrapolation.
Publisher's price: $44.50

Graphics Programming in C
Use the power of C to create efficient
graphics. This example-packed book
is filled with proven graphic routines
and sample programs including many
full-color illustrations. Use the code
modules as is or modify them to meet
your specific needs.
Learn how to create and move graph-

ics cursors ... techniques for coordi
nate transformation ... methods for
creating three-dimensional figures ...
and more. Also includes a fascinating
program for drawing iterated function
systems and fractals.
Publisher's price: $24.95.

C Database Development
Implement and manipulate relational
databases in C with this time-saving
source of portable, reusable C pro
gram modules.
An invaluable collection of C language
functions, it shows you how to use data
pointer operations, assign global al
phanumeric names to integral values,

support independently compiled
source files, and much more.
Containing a complete DBMS, you get
a DM schema compiler, B-index files, a
DB manager, full-screen data entry
query, a data file manager, and report
generator and utilities.
Publisher's price: $23.95

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
In addition to getting the Advanced C Library for only $4.95 when you
join, you keep saving substantially on the books you buy. • Also, you
will immediately become eligible to participate in our Bonus Book
Plan, with savings of 65% off the publishers' prices. • At 3- 4 week
intervals (16 times per year), you will receive the Library of Computer
and Information Sciences News, describing the corning Main Selec
tion andAlternateSelections, together with a dated reply card.• If you
want the Main Selection, do nothing, and it will be sent to you automat
ically. • If you prefer another selection, or no book at al~ simply
indicate your choice on the card and return it by the date specified. •
You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail
delivery of the News, you should receive a book you do not want, we
guarantee return postage.

The Library of Computer and Information Sciences is the
oldest, largest book club especially designed for computer
professionals. In the incredibly fast-moving world of data
processing, where up-to-the-moment lmowledge is essential,
we make it easy to keep totally informed on all areas of the
information sciences. What's more, our selections offer you
discounts of up to 30% or more off publishers' prices.
If reply card is missing, please write to the Library of Computer and
Information Sciences, Dept. 7-FF6-00939, Riverside, NJ 08075, for
membership information and an application.
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new device driver card
will enable the systems
to run MS-DOS software.
Drexler has been one of
the pioneering forces be
hind these optical mem
ory cards.
• NorthBank Corp. re
cently issued a statement
saying it will offer a
$1000 reward to "the
first person to write a
program that will mod
ify, erase, or otherwise
write to a hard disk parti
tion protected by the
Guard Card. The pro
gram may be in the
form of a virus, Trojan
[Horse], or any other
executable program ." If
you're feeling conta
gious, contact Richard
Bronson at NorthBank,
10811 North Bank Dr.,
continued

A-T Won't Put dB into PD
shton-Tate (Torrance,
CA) has no intention of
A
putting its dBASE language
into the public domain as a
standard computer lan
guage, company chairman
Ed Esber told a group of
users recently. "Beware of
Greeks bearing standards,"
Esber told the Boston Com
puter Society IBM group at
one of its meetings.
"If you're talking about

putting dBASE into the realm
of an ANSI standard, I'm
not ready to do that yet,"
Esber said. "If you're sug
gesting that I do that, it's an
issue that I've thought a lot
about. .. but I'm not willing
to put the dBASE language
into the public domain."
On the much-publicized
late shipment of the dBASE
IV package, which finally
came out in late October,

Esber said, "We know we
screwed up."
"If you have some input
to make on our products, and
the first level or two you try
don't work, don't assume that
I don't want to hear it,"
Esber said. "Write to me.
You'd be surprised what
can happen ifl get a letter,
draw an arrow to so-and-so,
and add a note that says
'Please make this happen.'"

Newspaper Designers Putting Desktop Systems to the Test
!though newspapers
still use a delivery sys
A
tem that often depends on
school-age children as the
last link between producer
and customer, they are in
many ways technological
leaders in production. At a

recent meeting of the Soci
ety of Newspaper Design
(SND), attended by page
designers from around the
world, 90 percent of the
members said they use per
sonal computers in their
newsrooms, and 92 percent

Travel
With
Afast Crowd.
Wherever your business takes you, take along
the 'WbrldPort 2400™ Portable Modem. Leaving
the office doesn't have to mean leaving behind
the world of high-speed, 2400 bps communica
tions. Worldwide, in virtually every situation,
including hotel rooms and phone booths, your
ability to communicate clearly and efficiently
remains intact.
Representing the cutting edge of modem tech
nology, the WorldPort line of portable modems
combine a broad range of features that bring
you the best value in modems today. Features

that go far beyond costly internal units, such as
Bell and CCITT standards, direct connect and
acoustic interface (300 and 1200 bps), battery
power, shirt pocket size, and a tiny price.
In fact, the 'WbrldPort modems are the ultimate
for both portable and desktop applications. And
the 'WbrldPort 2400 comes with Carbon Copy
PLUS"' communications software, for even
greater value.
If you want a modem thatworks where you do,
put the WorldPort Series to work for you. In

of those computers are
Macintoshes. Those Macs
are often used to create
graphics relating to local
news stories. Several com
panies now provide a national
service of daily graphics
continued

the office. On the road. Or at home. For more
information about our full line of WorldPort
modems, or the name of your nearest dealer,
call us at 800-541-0345. (In New York, 516
261-0423.)
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Touchbase systems, inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-0423
TELEX: 6502848020
FAX: (516) 754-3491

WorldPort 2400 is a trademark of Touchbase Systems. Inc. Carbon Copy PLUS is a trademark of Meridian Technology, Inc.
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Circle 276 on Reader Service Card

RELIANT

Two Year Data Loss Recovery
Contract.
Can you really trust your backup if
a failure occurs?
Yes-if you're using Sysgen™ Reliant
streaming tape backup for your PC/XT™
I AT'" and PS/2'" systems. Only Reliant
offers you added assurance against
data loss. We'l I guarantee you this: if
you're unable to retrieve your data from
a Reliant tape, we'll pay your data
recovery costs up to $1500 if you're
under our Data Loss Recovery
Contract* (2 years: $50, I year: $25).
No other tape backup manufacturer
offers you this extra protection.
Sysgen's rugged design and
excellent price/performance will give
you peace of mind-and to give you
maximum flexibility, all Reliant
backups are available in both external
and internal versions.
But RELIABILITY is what backup
and Sysgen-are ultimately all about.

data will be secure-at your
convenience.

Menu-driven software includes Reliant's
exclusive Autoverify feature. Compre
hensive backup features for Novell~
IBM~ and 3COM"' make Series 300 ideal
for network use.

Series 200: Cost
effective streaming
backup on digital
cassette.
Series 200 offers 60
MB capacity in a small
6" x 8" footprint. Data is stored on a
compact cassette-you'll never struggle
with a pile offloppy disks again. You
can pre-set your backup times for
automatic operation, while fast 5 MB
per minute performance assures your

*All claims subject to the terms and conditions set foith in the Sysgcn Data Loss Recovery Contract. Sysgcn is a trademark or Sysgcn, Inc.
XT. /\1: PS/2 aie trademarks of IBM Corp. IBM. Novell and JCOM arc registered trademarks.

Circle259on&aderService Card

Advanced features make
Series 500 compact, fast and
quiet. The external system has '
a small footprint and is truly portable.
The internal system fits perfectly into
the 31h'' drive slot of the PS/2. Series
500's unique servo-tracking head
mechanism ensures reliable tape
interchange between PC and PS/2
configurations.

Back up Your Data With Dollars.
Call the Sysgen Hotline for the
name of your nearest dealer:
1-800-821-2151.

SYSGEN
INCORPORATED

556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035
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Richmond, VA 2:
(804) 741-7591.
• Now that the greast
has settled from the elec·
tion of 1988, let's look
back at a truly interestin1
race. Eastgate System!
( 134 Main St., Water
town, MA 02172, (617:
924-9044) has a new
hvnertext nackal!1
at ex
plores ana -····-·Jtes tht

1912 presidential elec
tion. Remember t
one? Rough-and-reaay
upstart Theodore Roo·
sevelt went up ~ainst
Taft and Wilson. East·
gate describes this $45
program, appropriate!~
cam
ion of
1912, as a hypertext
book and says it doesn
have even one "rn

that subscribing newspapers
receive either by telephone
lines and modems or by di
rect satellite link.
These graphics directors
have become more demand
ing of software and hard
ware vendors for the tools of
their trade, but they have
found that they can create
good-looking print publica
tions with personal com
puters and off-the-shelf
parts. Karl Gude of the Asso
ciated Press, for example,
uses MacDraw II despite
what he says are several
drawbacks. What he doesn't

like is that text presentation
isn't what newspaper graph
ics designers demand; kern
ing capabilities are not satis
factory; the ability to have a
continuous-tone screen is
lacking; and when doing
color separations, text cannot
be overprinted.
Bill Campbell, president
of Claris (Mountain View,
CA), said feedback from
AP members is affecting ver
sion 1.04. "You are the
pushers of the limits of tech
nology," he told the SND.
Fred Ebrahimi of Quark
(Denver), whose Quark

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staffat BYTE is
interested in hearing about new technological and scientific de
velopments that might have an impact on microcomputers and
the people who use them. If you know of advances or projects
relevant to microcomputing, please contact the Microbytes staff
at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BJX to Microbytes, or write to
us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. An
electronic version ofMicrobytes, which offers a wider variety of
computer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX.

XPress has proved of par
ticular interest to the newspa
per market, agreed that
users such as the SND mem
bers can play an important
role in the growth of his
product.
Quark XPress 2.0 was
used to produce the 24-page
color newspaper done dur
ing the meeting. About half
of the full-page output was
produced on a Varityper 600
dot-per-inch laser printer,
and the rest was done on a
Linotronic 500 with 1250
dpi. Several designers said
they could not tell which
pages were produced on
which device in the final
product. "It shows that both
of these machines are good
enough for production on
newsprint, although I am
not sure I would want to pro
duce halftones and screens
at 600 dpi for a newspaper,"
explained one of the
designers.

FIVE GOOD REASONS
TO BUY AMOUSE·TRAK:
Count them . With MOUSE-TRAK,
five fingers do all the work. Because
it uses trackball technology, input
and precision control is at your
fingertips, not your elbow.
With CAD, Desktop
Publishing or Spreadsheet
applications, MOUSE-TRAK is easier, faster, more
relaxed and a Jot more comfortable to use than
ordinary input devices.
MOUSE-TRAK OFFERS YOU OPTIONS

is already in use by the military in planes, subs and tanks.
Engineers at IBM"' , Texas Instruments and Motorola are
also using MOUSE-TRAKS.
MOUSE-TRAK carries a money
back guarantee. If you don't
like using MOUSE-TRAK
within 30 days, we'll
refund your money.
And, if you do like
it, we'll give you $10
for your old mouse.
MOUSE-TRAK
ranges in price from
$139-$189.
Call US toll- MOUSB-TRAK combines mouse inJer
free for the
foce technology wilh the conY<nience
complete Story and precision of a tracking ball. There's
on MOUSEno wasted motion or time.
TRAK and the name of a dealer near you.
Our new brochure is available upon request.
TM

T•

1-800-533-4822
(in Texas 214-494-3073)

l 11HHISe••fr;1t r
3121 Bent on Street, Garland, Texas 75042 USA, Telefax 214494-4159

IBM. Tt!xtJS !twrunwmls and Motor<Jl.a arr rrgisltred trad.tmork.s of thtir
MOUSE·TRAK is a rt'gfareud tradtmark 1if ff AC S ys/ems, Inc.
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Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

These unretouched print
samples show the superior
print quality ofQMS.PS 810
over printers using firs/
generation print engines.

ntroducing the Postscript laser printer
that blacks out at high speeds.

The new
8-pagefminute
QMS-PS810
laser
printer

The new QMS-PS" 810 can compose and print
the most complex pages in record times, with
richer, more saturated blacks than .ever before.
All with the desktop publishing power of Adpbe
PostScript•, ana the superior print know-how of
QMS, an industry leader.
Under the hood QMS ASAP™ (Advanced Sys
tem Architecture for Postscript) is proprietary
technology that helps eliminate the hardware
bottlenecks that hinder other PostScript printers.
As a result, QMS-PS 810 boasts processing speeds
remarkably faster than other PostScript printers
in its class. And faster output means greater pro
ductivity. In addition, the QMS-PS 810 laser
.............. .............
printer's new Canon·
sx· print engine
covers solid areas and
prints fine detail
better than previous
generation engines.

Fast start, strong finish You can adorn your
documents with one or all of the 35 Adobe
typefaces. Thanks to Postscript, there's an
infinite number of font variations available. You
can also make type as large or as small as you
want. And put it anywhere on the page. In fact,
with PostScript you enjoy total control over the
design of your page. It gives you the complete
desktop publishing power to do things that
would otherwise be virtually impossible. So you
get high-quality output exactly how you want it.
Along with Postscript, the HP LaserJet+ r7
Diablo" 630 and HP-CL'" printer emulations
are added for your non-Postscript software.
The QMS-PS 810 laser printer iS easy to
use, maintain, and comes with a one-year war
ranty. It's available from Laser Connection
dealers. Laser Connection 1s a sales and
marketing subsidiary ofQMS. For.the de.aler
nearest you call 1-800-523-2696 .

lllE LASER .

~ connecT1on™
A QMS company

© 1987 Laser Connection

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card

The following are trademarks or their respective companies: QMS, QMS-PS, ASAP,
Laser Connection of QMS, Inc. PostScript or Adobe Systems, Inc. Canon, Canon
SX of Canon, U.S.A. LaserJet+ , HP-CL of Hewlett-Packard. Diablo or Xerox Corp.
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Nobody Does It Better.

Aegis Development
Animator / Images
Draw Plus 2000
Son ix
Cinemaware
Rocket Ranger
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Photo Lab
Deluxe Video l. 2
Epyx Software
Xj-500 joystick
Gold Disk Software
Professional Page
Micro Illusions
Photon Paint
Micro Systems Int.
Raw Copy Vl.3
Micro Systems Software
Excellence
New Tek Inc.
Digi-View 2.0
Digi-Paint
Sub-Logic Corp.
Flight Simulator II
WordPerfect Corp.
WordPerfect

• One of the oldest and largest
direct marketers of
er products.
microcompu t
.f.
ed
and courteous
l ou
• Our qual l l
sales consultants can hep y
choose from over 4 ,000
products.
t
• Toll-Free technical suppor
before and after the saled
• All products are new an
warranteed by the
manufacturer. . .
• Competitive pncmg.
.
• Same day shipment on mstock items.
• All major credit cards
accepted.

Olympia
NP-30 Mac l 50cps
Seikosha
SP-lOOOAP Mac
Everex
EMAC 20 Deluxe 20MB
EMAC 60T 60MB Backup
PCPC
21MB SCSI Hard Drive
Cornerstone
SinglePage Display SE
DualPage Display SE
Magnavox
9CM080 14" VGA Display
RasterOps
1948S Trinitron
Sigma Designs
PageView SE
laserView II
New Image Technology
MacScan Pro Sheetfeed
MacScan Pro Flatbed
Practical Peripherals
Mac 2400 Stand Alone
Shiva
NetModem V2400

Call Today!

Atari
$ 74
800XL 64K Computer
149
l 30XE 132K Computer
520ST-FM RGB/Color Syst. 849
Call
l040ST Color System
329
SF 1224 Color Monitor
189
XF551 Disk Drive (XL/XE)
Access
22
Leaderboard Golf
Accolade
19
Hardball
Avant Garde
PC Ditto (IBM Emulation)
64
Sub-logic
Flight Simulator II
33
Soft logik Corp.
59
Publishing Partner
Timeworks
89
Desktop Publisher
VIP
l
09
Professional Gem

*Includes: 800Xl, 551 Drive &
Star Raiders, Missile Command,
Asteroids, Defender, & Qix
WordPerfect Corp.
WordPerfect

$159

$ 89
159
49

39
99
89

7CM8515 14" Comp./RGB $279
CM8762 14" Comp./RGB
249
9CM053 14" HiRes EGA
369
429
9CM082 14" VGA Display
NEC
JC-1402 Multisync
639
Packard Bell
PB-1272 12" TTL Mono
79
PB-1472 14" TTL 132 Col.
109
PB-l 422EG 14" HiRes EGA 359
Princeton Graphics
Max-12e 12" TTL Amber
149

15
259
69
44
189
149
44
39
189

289

Zenith
ZFM-1490 14" VGA Analog

239
595
895
759
899
1699
519
3395

ATD-ZuckerBoard
Color Half Card
Monochrome Graphics Adpt.
AST
Six Pak Plus Board
VGA Plus Adapter
Boca Research
TopHat l 28K Expansion
Boca Ram/ AT 0-4MB Board
Boca MultiEGA
DCA
Irma 2 3278 Board

849
1899
1399
1789

Amdek
Video 210 Amber
Video 410 TTL Monochrome
Color 600 14" RGB w/Text
Color 722 Dual Mode RGB
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber

239
479

89
145
299
4 39
79

FastWrite
5 389

Your Source for Hardware, Software & Peripherals
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79
79
149
389
129
149
199
749

For Quality Computer Products.
Everex
$ 59
Magic 1/0 AT Par/Ser
Ram 3000 Deluxe 0-3MB Bd. 89
Micro Enh. Deluxe 800x600 189
5th Generation
Logical Connection 256K
4 79
Hercules
Graphics Card Plus
1 79
IDEAssociates
IDE-5251 Local Emulation
579
Intel
319
AboveBoard 2 Plus w/OK
AboveBoard PS/286 w/512K 419
Inboard 386/PC 80386 CPU 869
8087 IBM PC/XT CoP.
99
80287-8 IBM XT 8MHz CoP. 239
Orchid Technology
285
TinyTurbo 286
Paradise
AutoSwitch EGA 480 Adpt. Call
Video 7
285
Vega VGA Adapter

ATD-ZuckerBoard
Tandy 30MB HardCard
Everex
Floppy Stream 40 40MB Int.
Excel Stream 40T 40MB Int.
Miniscribe
8425 20MB 3W' 40Msec
3650 40MB 5 \4" 61 Msec
Mountain Computer
TD-4340 40MB Int. Tape
TD-4440 40MB Ext. Tape
Plus Development
20MB HardCard
Seagate
ST-225 20MB w/cont
ST -238 30MB w/cont
Sysgen
Bridge-File 5Vi'' External
Smartlmage 60MB Internal
QIC-File 60MB External

AST
Premium 286/386 Desktops
Compaq
Deskpro 286/386 Desktops
Portable 286/386
NEC
Multimate Laptops
PC-TOO
640K 10MHz 8088 Desktop
512K 8MHz 802B6 Desktop
Sys gen
ProSystem 12MHz w/40MB
Toshiba
Tl200 Floppy/HrdD Lptp
Zenith
80286/386 Desktops
SuperSport Laptops

479
359
529
259
349
379
4 79
549
269
289
249
4 79
599

This Month's Featured Product:

TOSHIBA
TlOOO 8088

Laptop

2400 Baud External
$1 79
ATD-ZuckerBoard
2400 Baud External
129
Everex
Ever\:Om 24E+ 2400 Bd. Ext. 199
MiniModem 1200 Baud Pckt. 129
Hayes
289
SmanModem 1200 Baud
439
SmanModem 2400 Baud
Intel
249
2400B Classic Internal
Murata
779
M 1200 Facsimile
Practical Peripherals
109
1200 Baud Stand Alone
189
2400 Baud Stand Alone
Sharp
F0-220 Facsimile Mach ine 1099
Supra
169
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari
U.S. Robotics
109
1200 Baud Direct Ext.
199
2400 Baud Direct Ext.

PRINTERS
Brother
M-1709 240cps, 132 Col.
HR-20 20cps Daisywheel
HR-40 40cps Daisywheel

489
379
669

Okidata
ML-182+ 180cps, 80 Col. $249
ML-320 300cps, 80 Col.
359
ML-390 270cps , 24-Wire
519
Panasonic
169
KX-Pl080i 144cps, 80 Col.
199
KX-P1091i 194cps, 80 Col.
KX-P1124 192cps, 24-Wire 349
Star Micronics
239
NX-1000 RainBow Color
NX-2400 24-Wire, 80 Col.
369
Toshiba
P321-SL 216cps, 24-Wire
499

5th Generation
$ 99
FastBack Plus
IMSI
OptiMouse w/Dr. Halo Ill
79
logictech
C7 Mouse w/Software
79
ScanMan Scanner
219
lotus Development
Lotus 1-2-3
299
MECA
119
Managing Your Money
Meridian Technology
119
CarbonCopy Plus 5.0
Microsoft
109
Serial or Buss Mouse
Peter Norton
Adv~nced Utilities
79
Peachtree
169
Complete Accounting
Quarterdeck
DESQView 2.02
79
Software Publishing
1st Choice 3.0
89
1st Publisher 2.0
79
Professional Write 2.0
179
The Complete PC
179
HandScan For PC
269
Complete Answer Machine
WordPerfect Corp.
229
WordPerfect 5.0
<; '•I •

Xaro11 Ventura

SOFTWARE
Ashton-Tate
dBase IV
MultiMate Advantage II
Borland
Paradox R-Database
Quattro
Central Point
PC Tools Deluxe
Computer Associates
AccPac Easy Accounting
DAC Software
DAC-EASY Accounting

Publisher

499
289
459
159
49

1.JJ

79
XEROX
Ventura Publishing 2.0
'495

59

Call
Call
Call
Call
749 '
899

Your Source for Hardware, Software & Peripherals
In U.S.A.

2199

800-233-8950

Call
Call
Call

Anchor
99
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud
520 ST520/ 1040 1200 Baud 129
1200 Baud External
109
Atari
XMM301 XL/XE 300 Baud
44
SX-212 ST Modem
89
Avatex
1200 HC External
99

Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

In Canada call: 800-233-8949
All Other Areas call: 717-327-9575 Fax call: 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations
Call toll-free: 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Al, Williamsport, PA 17701
: pson
:X-850 264cps, 80 Col.
:x-1050 264cps, 132 Col.
.Q-500 180cps, 24-Wire
.Q-850 330cps, 24-Wire
_Q-950 264cps, 24-Wire
.Q- 1050 330cps, 132 Col.
'IEC
>2200 Pinwriter 24-Wire
?5200 Pinwriter 265cps

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
369
579

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7 ,00) shipping and hand!-1·
ing. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Per
sonal and company checks require 3 weeks to clear. For
~~~=~Tc~aM~~~,:::::~1.
faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check
or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania
and Maryland residents add appropriate sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and
are subject to change. All items are subject to availability. Defective software will
be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our
discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannm
~uarantee compatibility. All sales are final and re turned shipments are subject to
a restocking fee. We are not responsible for typographic or photographic errors
AlOl

-·=..-·=
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OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE

1$2 49
I
I
I

•

PerDisk
($2.99 per disk
when ordenng
less than 10)

gl
~

,
- 

I
I
1

LETIERS

"'ifi®f!Alt0NIE!fi,j(\tfiEIW[,].!4i=$1~
BUSINESS

I [I] 13 - (2 disks) Prepare spreadshee1s w/powerful Express Cale. I
ID 53 - Create, fill in & print yr business loons w/EZForms. 512K.1
ID 79 - Generate statements, ease rerod keeping withe hvoicer.I
ID 117 - Harde your personal/biz money pictt.re w/Finance Mg II.I
10 135 - (2 disks) Track inventory, sales, w/PC-Acct bookkpg mg. I
10 159 - (2disks) Mass Appeal mail mgrforenvelopes, labels, etcJ
ID 190 - Make ao::urate job, cost estimates w/PDS'Quote. 64CK I
ID 201 -Log bank transactions,produce financ'I reporls w/Ched<sj
I [I] 226 - (2 disks) File Express menu driven al purp database mgl
I [I] 232 - (2 disks) Frierdy Dr. Data mai mgr is easy-tl:'use. 640K.I
D 234 - Control & update inventory w/T-Master; know daily levels.
1
1
D 267 - Ad:J special chars, line graphics to yr word processrw/Oll
: D 316 - Manage dients, sales prospects w/Trackrl 512K, hrd dsk.
I
I rn 319 - (2 disks) Keep appointmnts, update agendas w/EzDesk. 1
D 337 - Analyze your creditcharges,payrnnts, interest w/Charge!
ID 3&1 - Track yr portfolio, get weekly reporls w1Mutual Fund Mgr. I

EDUCATION

I

I

ID 186 - It's painless learning DOS wAhe ilteraclive DOS Tutcr. I
ID 191 -Learn music, US stales w/PC-quizzer. Sign lang demo! I
ID 228- Buikl dazz~ng lyping speed practiOOg w/PC-Faslype. * I
ID 297 -Graphic mathematical puzzle game makes learning fun! I
ID 366 - It's simple to keep, average student gades w/G'adescan11
ID 376 - Teachers &stooents can summarize grades w.GradeM. I
I [I] 384 - (2 disks) XV-See graphic math for HS & college stooents.I

GRAPHICS

I

I

D 58 - Display hi-res 3-DmolOOJlar struct11es w/Chernvw. EGA.
1
:[1J 145 - (2 disks) Paint draw w/Fingerpaint design w/Altamira. *I
Im 210 - (2 disks) Create advanced 3D des\jns! 640K, trd dsk. *I
QJ 285 - (3 disks) Procl.Jce grt 3-D images w/Strfmod graphics.
I[1J 362 - (2 disks) Edit gaphics, colorize pies wNGACad! VGA. I

*'

GAMES

I

I

I D 15 - Billemen game tests knowledge of Bible figures/events. I
ID Z3 - Star Trek, Othello2 board game, artillery bombing.EGA. I
ID 28 - Play Backgammon, or Wordplay (like wheel of fortune)! I
I D 84 - Three solitai'e card games, Spider, Klondike, Canfield! *I
ID 121 - Q1ben, Pango, Centipede, Hopper (lk Frogger), more! *I
ID 151 - Hack puts you & trusty dog in awild adventre (lk Rogue).I
ID 176 - Destroy enemies w/Sbiker, conquer the world in Risk. * I
1
1D215-Solve,createown wold puzzles with Phrase Craze!
I 0 289 - 3-D Pacman, Kong, Spacewar, ABM (missile crnd). * I
D 309 - Blad<jack (you set rules), AnnchairOB, imperial war!
: D 321 - Star Trek, the or\jin'I Colossal Caves Adventt.re,more. :
ffi 365 - (5disks) Create your own gn adventure games.384K.
ID 372 - Pinball, Othello, Dragons, Sopwtth (fly one), battleship. *I

UTILITIES

I

I

ID 138 - Packed wlplilt utils for print spooling, banners,fonts, et:. I
I D 141 - Prill wide doomts/spreadsheets sideways w.On-Side! I
I [I] 214 - (2disks) Search for addresses w/Zlp-Phone cross ref. I
ID 258 -Work around DOS w/Easy Aocess hard disk menu sys. I
ID 275- Acollection of invaluablegeneral purpose DOS utilities. I

MISCELLANEOUS

I

I

ID 31 - Movie Database lists 4,000+ films available on llideotape.1
I ffi 48 - (4 disks) Access 6000+ famous quotes from workl historyi
0 74 - Trouble w/yCJ..Jr landlord? Learn your legal tenantrighls! 1
1
D 85 - Ad:J ~ndows & give your Basicprogs aprofessn look.
: D 146 -PC-Lotto helps you mathematically beat state lotto od:Js! :
[1J 153 - (2 disks) The popular wold processing system; PC-Write.
I 0 291 - (2 disks) Record your own or play music w/PianoMan! I
ID 367 - Keep rack of a!I your tapes, LPs, & CDs w/Music l..Jbrary.1
I [I] 386 - (2disks) 150+ fantastic cooking recipes. Add your own! I
I * Disks so marked above require a color graphics adapter. I

Membership Special! $19.95 (reg. 534.95)
For $19.95 [$25.9&/ear for 3.5") become a MaoCom Systems
1member ard get "fhe. Shateware Boole" ($12.95 separately), a 1
I ~lion to "Shirew.ire Review" magazine, 6 free new 1
1release shareware disks (one fea!t.red each issue), low member I
I prices, and any cisksin lhis ad for only $1.99 each! ($2.99for3.5") I
• 3.5" disks desrred (add $1.00 drsk to applicable prrce)

Power Reading

Cleaning Up Piracy in Hong Kong

Congratulations on "PC Power, Part 1:
Power Protection" by Mark Waller (Oc
tober 1988), a much-needed article.
There is altogether too much misinfor
mation being cast about by those who
pretend to know. Specifications that may
sound impressive in a peddling contest
often have little to do with the real issues.
The problem is compounded by oft
quoted mavens and other self-pro
claimed pundits who still speak from the
"landmark" studies of the 1970s that
have long since been determined to be
invalid.
Mr. Waller described many of the
shortcomings of surge suppressors and
ferroresonant transformers with respect
to the needs of modern electronic loads.
All I want to add to his comments is that
not only are these approaches less good
than alternatives, they are actually
harmful when misapplied. This point
could have been made stronger. All in
all, though, Waller's article should go a
long way toward broadening the respect
for the subject.
Having said all that, one technical
point should be clarified. On page 280,
Waller says, " ... a couple of capacitors
and a MOV across the secondary . . .. "
In actuality, the clamping circuit (MOV
or otherwise) belongs on the primary
side of the transformer.
AC power is a very complex phenome
non. But, like music, it has been made so
readily available that nearly everyone
takes it for granted.
David Fencl
Libertyville, IL

The note in Nanobytes (October 1988)
that software piracy in Hong Kong is get
ting worse is out of date. From late July
to mid-August, the Hong Kong police
and courts shut down all pirated-soft
ware shops and publishers in the colony.
These raids were far larger and more
widespread than previous halfhearted at
tempts, and the results have been crimi
nal convictions, not just seizures of a few
dollars' worth of disks.
No doubt some form of software
piracy by private individuals will con
tinue to exist, just as it does in the U.S.
and elsewhere, but the software piracy
industry is broken. There will never
again be mass marketing of low-cost
copies of famous packages or stores
openly selling racks full of counterfeit
manuals. I have been in the Hong Kong/
Macao computer industry for several
years, and I am certain that the changes
are dramatic and permanent.
Keith Gross
Exton, PA

WE WANT 10 HEAR FROM YOU . Please
double-space your letter on one side of the
page and include your name and address. We
can print listings and tables along with a
letter if they are short and legible. Address
correspondence to Letters Editor, BYTE.
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH03458.

Because of space limitations, we reserve
the right to edit letters. Generally, it takes
four months from the time we receive a letter
until we publish it.

October Inventory
I'm not normally given to spending time
writing letters to magazines, but I
thought I had to offer high praise for the
October 1988 issue. Here's why:
The article entitled "80386s for the
Masses" by Steve Apiki and Stanford
Diehl gives me a good benchmark for
judging such systems, as I am consider
ing the investment myself. As usual,
your comparison covered all the major
points well.
I am a heavy Borland product user.
I'm not attached to Borland in any fash
ion, but I usually wind up buying Bor
land products because of the company's
combination of features, price, and the
excellent customer support available
through the company's upgrades and
technical-support staff. So I found "Bor
land Beefs Up Its Languages" by Rick
Grehan and Tom Thompson, on the new
Borland Pascal/Cl Assembler packages,
of interest, and I was gratified to read of
the recommendation.
continued
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Who Says FoxBASE+
is Better than dBASE"?

The Experts!
The Best just Got Better-Now Shipping New FoxBASE+ Version 2.10!
Nicholas Petreley, Info

Review Board:
"FoxBASE+ has outdone itself. Unce again, FoxBASE+ earns
an "excellent" in performance, with kudos for responding to
user suggestions. For sheer productivity, there is no other
choice." /71:[0World "Editor's Choice" for 1987and1988!
P.L. Olympia, Founder & President, National Dbase Users
Group I Government Computer News:
"FoxBASE+ is a supercharged dBASE, with all the features
Ashton-Tate forgot. If you're into serious dBASE development
and have not tried FoxBASE+, you are living in the dark ages
and wasting your company's money."
George F. Goley Iv, Cont. Editor, Data Based Advisor:
"The product is fast, very compatible, fast, easy to use, fast,
relatively inexpensive, and very fast. In every test, FoxBASE+
outperformed the other products. And people who answer the
phone at Fox know what they are talking about."
David Irwin, Former President/CEO, Data Based Advisor:
"From the dBASE compatibility standpoint, FoxBASE+ is flaw
less. From the speed standpoint, FoxBASE+ is unbelievable.
From the "lazy factor" standpoint, FoxBASE+ is perfect."
Glenn Hart, Contributing Editor, PC Magazine:
"Initial tests of FoxBASE+ were simply stunning. In many
ways, FoxBASE+ gives you the best of both worlds: all the ben
efits of interactive development and debugging, plus the speed
and code protection of a compiler."

Adam Green, Contributing Editor, Data Based Advisor,
dBASE Author:
"For the PC, FoxBASE+ has consistently set the performance
standard for dBASE compatible languages. For the Macintosh,
FoxBASE+ /Mac will set standards for innovation and leader
ship in a new dBASE implementation."
Don Crabb, Contributing Editor, Info World:
"You can expect blazing speed on the Mac. FoxBASE+/Mac
breezes past tests that have proven stumbling blocks for
Macintosh databases in the past. FoxBASE+/Mac combines
complete dBASE compatibility with a genuine Macintosh
user interface."
This is what they said about Version 2.00 of FoxBASE +.
Imagine what The Experts will say about New Version
2.10 with these added features: Menu-Driven Interface, Pro
gram Documentor, Screen Painter and Template-Based
Application Generator ... and Version 2.10 is even faster
than 2.00!
Join The Experts. Get your copy of the New FoxBASE + Ver
sion 2.10 today! Now available at your nearest, quality soft
ware retailer, or directly from us by calling ( 419) 874-0162
Ext. 320.
Because, when it comes to speed, compatibility and value,
nothing runs like the New FOX- Version 2.10!

~~~~~~~~~ Fox Software ~~~
Nothing Runs Like a Fox.
Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
FoxBASE and FoxBAS E+ are trademarks of Fox Soft wa re.
dBASE and dBASE III PLUS are trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
Maci ntos h is a trademark of Apple Co mp uters, In c.

Fox Software
118 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551

(419) 874-0162 Ext. 320.
FAX: (419) 87 4-8678
TELEX: 6503040827 FOX

LETTERS

I am also impressed by the exhaustive
reviewing of Sprint in no less than three
articles, giving it the broadest possible
treatment. Coincidentally, I bought
Sprint the day before my magazine ar
rived and used it for the first time that
day. So I think my own impressions are
not influenced by the articles. Neverthe
less, the articles echo many of my own
sentiments.
The In Depth articles on hypertext
were both informative and appreciated.
Thanks for defining things for me.
Finally, I thought "PC Power, Part 1:
Power Protection" by Mark Waller was
very useful. Everybody I know uses a
surge protector, but not a one can explain
what it does, and the article was on exact
ly the right technical level to clarify mat
ters. Instruction like this is easily worth
the price of a subscription.
Paul E. Tichy Jr.
Houston , TX

Hypertext Update
Your In Depth section on hypertext (Oc
tober 1988) was a valuable contribution
to this emerging technology. As an up
date to your "Hyper Activity" resource
guide, I would like to inform you that
Hyperties, listed as an R&D project of
the University of Maryland, is available
from Cognetics Corp. (55 Princeton
Hightstown Rd., Princeton Junction, NJ
08550, (609) 799-5005). It costs $249.
Hyperties runs on the IBM PC. It uses
the metaphor of an interactive encyclope
dia, or "hyper book." The nodes consist
of articles (text, graphics, and videodisk)
linked together. Retrieval is by brows
ing, an alphabetical index, a topical table
of contents, or string search on article
content. Path history and article printing
are provided. You construct databases
with the Author Tool and read them with
the Browser.
Hyperties continues to be an active re
search project of the Human-Computer
Interaction Laboratory at the University
of Maryland.
Charles B. Kreitzberg, Ph.D.
President, Cognetics Corp.
Princeton Junction, NJ

Missing Points

Made in US.A.
All steel frame construction
Easily holds up to 150 lbs.

IC\

ANT~O

Anthro •
Technology Furniture®
3221 NW. Yeon St.
Portland , OR 97210
503-241-7113
Telex: 940103

AnlhroCart and Technology Furniture are
registered trademarks of Anthr o.

It is not easy to find in your magazine an
article that is not well written, informed,
and correct. IfI have any criticisms , it is
invariably because a specialist tends to
look at particular aspects of a problem or
product only. omitting, without saying
so, other important aspects and some
times drawing conclusions not warranted
by his or her necessarily limited scope.
continued

PC EXPERTS AGREE:

Proteus® offers the fastest for the
least, and supports them the most.
satisfied with Proteus equipment within 30 days,
you can return it for a full refund.
These are the reasons why the experts are so
impressed with Proteus. And they're not alone.
NASA, Xerox, GE, RCA, Dupont, GM, Revlon,
General Dynamics, the U.S. Government, the U.N.,
MIT, Harvard, and Cornell have all become big
Proteus users.
For the fastest, most economical, best supported
computers available, follow the experts to Proteus.

Proteus® sells the fastest personal computers
you'll find. But as experts from BYTE, InfoWorld,
Personal Computing, and others have discovered,
our computers are more than just fast.
They're also an excellent value. You can't find
better performing computers at lower prices.
And Proteus allows you to custom configure a
system to your exact specifications.
Finally, Proteus provides you with 15 months of
Free on-site service and support. And if you're not

12MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
•Intel 80286-12 CPU
• 640K RAM expandable to 16MB
• 32KB cache memory
• 8 expansion slots
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
• 1.2MB floppy drive or 3.5"
microfloppy
• Dual HD & floppy controller
• 200W power supply, 110/220V
• 101 key tactile keyboard
• 15-month free on-site service
•Made in U.S.A.
Complete Systems
with Hard Disk and Monitor:
• 20MB mono $1,995
• 20MB VGA color $2,395
• 20MB VGA plus $2,780
for 40MB add
$150
for BOMB add
$440

16 MHz opt. 20MHz
ZERO WAIT STATE
• Intel 80386 CPU at 16 MHz
•Optional 80386-20MHz
• lMB RAM-Expandable to 16MB,
•Disk cache
• 8 expansion slots
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
• l .2MB floppy drive
• Dual HD & floppy controller
• 200W power supply, 110/220V
• 101 key tactile keyboard
• 15-manth free on-site service
•Made in U.S.A.
Complete Systems
with Hard Disk and Monitor:
' • 40MB 28ms mono $2,899
• 40MB 28ms VGA color $3,299
• 40MB 28ms VGA plus $3,699
for 80MB add
$175
for IOOMB add
$614
for 150MB add
$1,525
'or 340MB
;2,675

.,., I'' I ' LI-LUI '~ l ·~~
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25MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
• Intel 80386 CPU at 25MHz

EXTRA PROTEUS POWER
WITH CUSTOMIZATION
• 1:1 interleave controller
• ESDI HD up to 700MB
• microfloppy drives
• tape streamers, 40MB to 225MB
• coprocessors
• brand name monitors and cards
•floor-stand configuration on all model:
• custom configuration on all models

• Cache memory
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
•Dual HD & floppy controller
• 200W power supply, 110/220V
• l.2MB floppy drive
• 101 key tactile keyboard
• 15-month free on-site service
•Made in U.S.A.
Complete Systems
with Hard Disk and Monitor:
• 40MB 28ms mono $5,635
• 40MB 28ms VGA color $5,995
• 40MB 28ms VGA plus $6,499
for 80MB add
$175
for 90MB add
$1,125
for 150MB add
$1,525
for ~40MR add
ii
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To order, call us direct. 1-800-782-8387
For 24 hr catalog, call 1-800-548-5036 using your modem set at 1200B/N/8/1.
Technical Support Hotline: 1-800-541-8933 Reseller/VAR programs available.

All lradomarks ...,ognizod. © Prot,,u• i• a rcglsl<lrcd tradamark of Prot.eus Tuehnology Corp. All price•, terms, opecs subje<:l to chanse.

Circle 218 on Reader Service Card
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THE INTELLIGENT CONCLUSION
377Rout,; 11s, Airport 11 Center
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Step 286/12
2.45 MIPS
Step 286/16
3.27 MIPS
Step 386/16
3.93 MIPS
Step 286/20
4.24 MIPS
Step 386/20
4.91 MIPS
Step 386/25
6.13 MIPS
Source: Power Meter MIPS Version 1.3. The Database Group, Inc.
'1 used to be afraid of
monsters. Now Ican't get
along without them."
Janet Johnson, President
Coordinated Digital Systems
Dayton, Ohio

"I'll be right over."

The most incredible
collection of people
find theirwaytomy
door. Students.
Aerospace engineers.
Genealogists.
They come because
they hear we do more
than sell computers
out of a box. We try
to make everything
very personal.
We know our
products backwards
and forwards
because we use them
ourselves. We write
custom software.
We're writing alot
of business.
We work almost
exclusively with one
computer company.
Everex.
Because every one of
their six computers is
at the head ofits class.
And because they
take care ofme the
way I like to take
care of my customers.
Find out more
about Everex
Step computers.
Call 1-800-356-4283.
Everex Computer
Systems Division,
48431 Milmont
Drive, Fremont,
CA94538.
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LETTERS

Take, for instance, the article entitled
"The BASIC Revival" by Namir Clem
ent Shammas (September 1988), which
compares Turbo BASIC and Quick
BASIC 4.0 on the one hand to Pascal and
C on the other. I am professionally fa
miliar with three of these, and I find the
article correct in every detail, yet it's
missing some very important points.
At least as important as all the points
mentioned taken together is the advent of
the "Integrated Programming Environ

ment" in QuickBASIC: the immediate
syntax checking, the very fast compila
tion, and the possibility to watch and mod
ify variables during debugging and to
even edit a program while it is running.
Sure, the CodeView debugger is nice,
but the QuickBASIC 4.0 environment is
even better. In my experience, program
ming takes only a little bit of actual pro
gramming-the rest is debugging. That's
why these developments are so very im
portant to the practical programmer.

BASIC has now caught up with Pascal
in that it can be linked to other lan
guages. The BASIC interlanguage calls
are even more powerful than Pascal's.
The CodeView debugger now handles
mixed-language programs, including
BASIC modules.
Analogous to, for instance, C, the new
BASICs introduced structures (called
subprograms and functions in Quick
BASIC) that allow you to add homemade
functions to the language. These func
------------------------------~ tions are subsequently used in exactly the
same way as if they were part of the
BASIC programming language. This
opened the way to the commercial offer
ing of ready-made libraries, more often
The Practical Union
called toolboxes. They give you window
ing, fast communications, and so on
_
of C and Smalltalk
just like a real programming language.
Moreover, language extensions for
Add a new dimension to your C compiler.
BASIC are now available that give the
programmer database structures (e.g.,
From Smalltalk:
From C:
dBASE, dbVista, and B-tree) that are
• Ease of application delivery 
• Data abstraction - data
readily available in a few commands and
portability
hiding I encapsulation
very adaptable to boot.
• Performance - speed and efficiency of C
• Full object inheritance
Of course, there's nothing new here
• Familiarity of C- use all your existing
• Polymorphism - message sending
for C programmers-it just means that,
Ccode
with dynamic binding
one by one, the disadvantages of BASIC
disappear,
while the advantages stay
Boost Your Productivity! C_talk's practical approach to object-oriented program
with us. Incidentally, I sometimes hear
ming in Callows you to realize substantial productivity gains using these tools:
BASIC being criticized because it can
handle only a limited amount of data.
• An automatic Make utility - for
• C_talk's Browser - a powerful
building applications
This may indeed be a handicap for some
Smalltalk-like browser for building
software objects
applications, but on the whole this point
• A Preprocessor - for converting
objects into Csource code.
seems to me rather academic. How many
professional programmers nowadays
• A set of Foundation Classes - to use
as basic building blocks.
would practically consider building a
structure that handles large amounts of
data, from scratch?
... •1
'
Of course I use toolboxes and language
extensions
where available. It's only the
..
. _.."_,....,,
few people developing these tools who
. . .o1r---111
.....
,. ._..,.......,...,..
.,
I
have to worry about this shortcoming of
...t •-.(;J_a.,.,...
.. . .
BASIC-but they don't write in BASIC,
anyway.
If it's all so wonderful, why don't I
Order today!
Why C_talk?
write commercial programs in Quick
C_talk has been proven successful in
Call er write:
BASIC 4.0? Good question. Here are
delivering several large-scale systems in
CNS, Inc.
some reasons:

™

C talk
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demanding realtime environments. It 's
concise, easy to learn and use. It is
programming in C (not a new language).
while adhering to the Smalltalk paradigm.
C_ talk is the practical, and affordable ,
union .

C_ talk is designed to operate with MSOOS on IBM or
compatible computers . At least 512K of memori. a hard
disk and mouse are recommended .

Software Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Rd .
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Tel: (612) 944-0170
Fax: (612) 944-0923

Add for shipping $5 US. $25 Intl
(30-day money-back guarantee)

•••providing and advancing
object-oriented methodology.
C_talk is a trademark of CNS
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CNS is a registered trademark of CNS . Inc.

1. A QuickBASIC program cannot be
larger than 256K bytes, a limitation dis
cussed nowhere in the manual but men
tioned on the back of the packing. And
256K bytes is not enough. Were it 640K
bytes, it still would not be enough. Since
the beginning of computer times, th;.s di
lemma has been resolved by means of
overlays-the technique of keeping the
most often used functions in memory
and reserving space to load less often
used functions from disk as needed.
QuickBASIC 3 .0 was capable of using
continued
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he more invaluable your data is to you, the more you'll
value Verbatim®floppy disks. Because when it comes to
high performance and data protection, Verbatim has the
winning combination no other floppies can copy.
You expect high performance from
Verbatim, so it's no wonder that all our
DataLife® floppies are engineered to
perform an average of SO million
revolutions. That's fifteen times the
industry standard.
Setting ne.v standarus in data protection is another \erbatim
advantage. After all, nearly SO% of all computer users ~
experienced data loss. Which directly translates into lcN time,
productivity and money. That's why Verbatim offers advantages
like DataHold™and DataHold Danti-static liners. So static charges
are dispersed before they ever h~ a chance to build up.

T

For the world's ultimate data protection, DataLifePlus ™
floppies have an exclusive DuPont Teflon® coating. So
fingerprints, coffee, soft drinks, and even greasy foods can
be easily wiped from the recording surface. To virtually
eliminate data loss.
What's more, Verbatim DataLifePlus
and DataLife HD SW' floppy disks are
preformatted . Another Verbatim
advantage. And of course, all Verbatim
floppy disks are tested to be 100% error
free and are backed by a lifetime warranty.
Verbatim data cassettes and cartridges, 8", SW' and 3W'
diskettes. The only clear choice for people who put a
premium on performance and protection.
For more information on the full line of high quality
Verbatim products, call l-800-S38-8S89.
® Teflon is a DuPont registered trademark.

DDING MDRE FDR THE DATA PROCESS ™
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overlays, albeit in a nonstandard way. mentioned in the documentation.
Exit QuickBASIC 4.0 for two-thirds of
This idiosyncrasy has disappeared in
version 4.0. But do you think Microsoft professional programming. BASIC
users, unite! Let's all write a letter to
gave us the standard way of making over
lays in return? Not at all. Version 4 .0 Microsoft about this, and let's do it now!
cannot use overlays (nor can Bascom 6.0,
2 . BASIC is not portable to , say,
for that matter). Worse, if the linker Xenix. Why not? Because it is not a pro
finds one BASIC module in the row, it re
fessional programming language. At
f uses to make correct overlays even when least that's what I suspect, since I cannot
these have nothing to do with the BASIC find any technical reason for this.
3. Intel's way of addressing-and,
module-and it doesn't even give you an
error message. This limitation is not consequently, memory models-are the
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ---.

------

Getting Real

We listened to you and added
hundreds of features to PC-Write.
Larger Files- Break the 60Kfile
limit! Use all available DOS memory
to edit large documents. Rapidly
search and switch between related
files. Lock files on a network.
More Formats- Edit multiple
columns on-screen.Or mark textas
a box, then position and format it.
Create tables and scripts faster.
Easier To Use-Stay on track with
on-screen "reminder" lines. Select
page layout and fontswith new
menus. Fix typing mistakes with our
improved spelling checker:

In the September 1988 issue, Daniel J.
Bernstein states in his letter ("Recursion
vs. Iteration") that " any recursive rou
tine can be written iteratively."
This statement is highly misleading. It
is true that it follows from a theorem of
Kleene that every computable function
can be programmed using a single
WHILE loop, together with some more
elementary aids, such as substitutions,
but there is no known practical way of
doing this in general. The method used
for proving this theorem is unbelievably
inefficient and totally impractical. Let
Mr. Bernstein write an iterative program
for the well-known Ackerman function!
This has, in fact, been done, and the
solution was sufficiently interesting to
have been published.
There is, of course, another way to
avoid recursive function calls, and that is
by mimicking this whole apparatus,
using stacks, but this cannot be regarded
as an iterative solution.
In practice, therefore, the ability to
call functions recursively is one of the
most essential and powerful methods
available to the programmer.
Ivan Danicic
London, U.K.

New catalog adds value.

New Capabilities - Choose
products such as lnSet™graphics,
WordFinder™thesaurus, or popular
soft fon t, grammarchecker, foreign
language, and scientific packages.
Special Discounts- Registered
PC-Write users getphone support and
reduced prices for all products.

Still only $89.
The $89 registrationfee gives you
• software, user's guide with tutorial,
phone support, two free updates, and
our newsletter. PC-Write 3.0 is still
shareware,so you can give copies to
others to try, free!

Order PC-Write 3.0 today.
Call 1-800-888-8088 BYT1
90-day money-back guarantee
PC-W1ite is not shareware outside the U.S. and
Canada. PC-Write•· Ouicksofl. WordFinder'"
Microlytics. k!Sel"' Inset Systems. Quicksall, Inc.,

219 Fim Ave. N#224-BVH Seallle, WA 98109.
206-282-0452.

Quicksoft
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Sorry, I'll have to stick to C for the
time being. But, OK, let's drop Pascal
it has more than served its function.
Hans Mabelis
Amsterdam, The Netherland~

Power. Speed. Per1ormance.

We offer popular products that
work well with PC-Write.
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bitter fruit of the need for compatibility,
way back when it all started. Yet we in
microcomputerworld are stuck with
them and will be for some time to come.
BASIC knows only one memory model
(medium). For many applications, that ' s
no problem: We just buy a database tool
kit or language extension. But sometimes
it just isn't enough.
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Old Hoc
Jud Mccranie (Letters, October 1988)
suggested that the acronym spool (stand
ing for "simultaneous peripheral opera
tion on-line") was a recent ad hoc cre
ation. Since I remember this acronym
being in use when IBM introduced the
original System 360, I decided to check
my now-ancient manuals.
It seems the acronym was first used by
IBM for its 7070 computer, the predeces
sor of the more famous 7090/7094 ma
chines. The date was 1962 or 1963. So,
for the record, the term is certainly not
recent, though it may well be ad hoc.
Robert L. Milton
Agoura Hills, CA •

And abattery.

Introducing the new
COMPA~ SLT/286 Persona1 Compute~
The first PC that puts true
desktop performance in your lap.

When you
there's
a laptop P(
Befa
mea
.couldliv
withou
nanageaole size. Bai
tery. Power. Speed. Screen qualit:
Full-size keys.
We've changed that, with
the new COMPAQ SLT/286. It's
the first laptop from the company
that set the standard in portable
computing. And the first laptop
to give you
rything you
want. Without compromise.
Creating a new high
performance PC this small was
no small feat. It took a series of

irline tray tat'- - -~·,_
n. to spare.
•ou're on the r
rou stranded, eiU
:2 SLT/286 uses inno
bq.ttery technology
1u over three hours of
battery is small, so
spare is no problem
ent and rechar~
...i easy.
what's amazing at
u1c: ucmc:1 y is everything that
runs on it. Every component is
opt n.ized to save battery life.

desktop-on battery power.
wnnscanaaraspacmg.
) resolution with eight
From its com pact size to its highshades of gray. N
dit screen technology
performance components, you'll see that your
produces text m.~ b •• tphics with
needs shaped our thinking.
higher contrast on a 10" di
ffJ////t/c {I
First of all, we knew
agonal screen. So things
,((1 <¥(.'.(!./
you wanted to wield a lot
are easy to read.
lj
Thefirstlaptop{romthecompany
of power, without throwNow let's take
that set the standard for portable PC's.
•
· ht.
· ·de loo k . Th e
mg
around a lot of we1g
an ms1
The new COMPAQ SLT/286 weighs in at just
COMPAQ SLT/286 is A small wonder. Compared to other
laptops, the COMPAQ SLT/286 gives
14 lb., with a space-saving footprint. That means
powered by a 12-MHz
youmorePCinlessspace.

It simply works better.

function PC this small,
for compromise.
.·
erals. You can even add a 12-MHz
80C286 microprocessor that
80C287 coprocessor as an option
drives software 20% faster than
to speed number crunching.
most 10-MHz 80286-based PC's.
At this point you may be
You get the capability to run
thinking that the COMPAQ
the world's largest library of
SLT/286 does ever.ything a
software with MS-DOS~ Plus
desktop can do. You're right. In
Microsoft" Operating System/2.
fact you can even do more at the
Flexibility is
office with its optional Desktop
built in. You can
Expansion Base.
choose a high-speed
Unlike competitive ex
40- or 20-MB fixed
pansion units, ours wasn't an
disk drive to comple
•
after~hought. Its integrated design
ment the standard
Internal 2400-baud
311z 1.44-MB diskgives you two industry-standard
modem optional.
expansion slots along with duplicate
ette drive. Plus you can
easily expand the 640K of standard
interfaces for your pe
ripherals. The expansion
memory to 3.6 megabytes internally.
Its
footprint
is
small
enough
unit even recharges the
You'll find our keyboard is just
tofiton an airline tray table,
your type. It has full-size keys, spaced
battery for you.
with room to spare.
Best of all, the
just like the keys on a desktop PC. The
keyboard is removable, so it adjusts to the way
COMPAQ SLT/286 just snaps right
Battery
into the Desktop Expansion Base.
included for
you work. You get all 12 function keys and an em
over three
bedded numeric keypad. Or if numbers are your
No cord. No wires. No hassle.
hours of
With
all
the.
s
e
innovative
fea
powei:
life, add a separate numeric keypad as an option.
Other creature comforts are also on board.
tures, you can see that the new COMPAQ
SLT/286 leaves absolutely no room for compro
Like an optional internal 2400-baud modem.
mise. It's simply high-performance personal
Room for two internal storage devices. Ports for a
computing in its most concentrated form.
printer, external VGA monitor and other periph11

ramPAa

We have the world's best handle
on portable computing.
~I

satisfaction. And that's an
achievement that stands
unchallenged.
You'll find that we've
built these same uncompro
mising standards into the
new COMPAQ SLT/286.
To get a handle on more informa
tion, including afree brochure and the location of
your: nearest Authoiized COMPAQ Computer
Dealer, call 1-800-231-0900. Ask for Operator 71.
In Canada, 1-800·263-5868, Operator 71.

rllll/PAQ
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CHAOS MANOR
MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

The Care and Feeding of Dinosaurs

Three ways to build
better programs...
POWER 1}:~w
SCREEN P~':;
$129

~o

'Ibi-boc

Screen 1/0 manager. 2.0J
Features: • screen painter • virtual screens
• data validation • context sensitive help
• unlimited screens • definable keys
• &much more!

experiences; as you say, survival of the
Dear Jerry,
fittest will determine who's right.
I'm sure there are lots ofgood reasons
I couldn't help but chuckle when I read
the letter from John Boddie (June 1988). to keep dinosaurs. I'm also certain there
are lots ofpeople who can't afford to feed
As a dinosaur keeper myself (a "thec
odont" system 36 rather than a "sauro
a tyrannosaurus. -Jerry
pod" mainframe), I will agree that many
Beware of Cheap Clones
corporate MIS departments are ponder
ous. I am amused, though, at all the Dear Jerry,
Since you get lots of high-quality hard
squealing little proto-rats from sales, ac
Pol'
counting, and everywhere else who think ware direct from high-end vendors, you
R'fbi.bo
probably don't realize how bad the
they can do a better job.
5.
'llscai
I've dined many times on these mam
cheapest stuff being sold is nowadays. I
·0&4
Full featured function library. ·O!
mals that have spent weeks "developing didn't, either. I bought my Taiwan spe
Features: • TSR support • direct video
applications" in Lotus 1-2-3 that still cial IBM PC XT clone a few years ago,
access • VGA and EGA support • windows
use it a lot, and haven't had any problems
have a few bugs in them when the presi
and menus • DOS memory allocation
dent wants the information, so they rush beyond what I consider to be normal
• interrupt service routines
to the MIS department and I write a wear and tear. It even came with docu
quick RPG (excuse my language) pro
mentation that included schematics that
• & much more!
weren't too wrong for most of the com
gram and get the answer in 2 minutes.
I'm not completely heartless, though. ponents.
Many times I've lent my shoulder to a
However, we bought some clone kits
whimpering mammal that didn't want to for work recently. Wow! Two out of five
motherboards failed. One video card lit
be locked into a daily routine like back
ing up his spreadsheets until after they erally exploded (it wasn't dangerous, but
were accidentally deleted. And then it was showy). Three keyboards failed
there's always the problem of negotiating within 2 months. It took six hard disk
the "cretaceous swamp" of information. drives to come up with three that worked
Little mammals tend to squeal when their reliably. One monitor was too jittery to
work with. We even got one case with the
data doesn't match the data in the dino
Asynchronous communication manager.
saur-usually because they "don't have card slot bracket mounted at enough of an
Features: • speeds to 19.2K baud
time" to follow standard procedure and angle that the cards don't sit securely in
• XON/XOFF protocol • hardware
verify what they've punched.
the left-hand slots.
handshaking • XModem file transfer • 110
In short, mammals are cute and they
The only things we haven't had trouble
buffers up to 64K • & much more!
with are the power supplies and the flop
make nice pets. I think every sales de
partment should have one out in West py disk drives. I won't even talk about the
We're Blaise Computing, manufacturers of high
Fencepost. But when it comes down to quality of the documentation, and lots of
quality function libraries designed to reduce the
devouring the volume of information that parts didn't come with any documenta
time and technical expertise required for serious
most companies generate on a daily tion at all. Clearly, some of the cost re
applications development.
basis, give me a good old tyrannosaurus duction in hardware lately has come at
All of these packages include Peter Norton's On·
any day. Perhaps this sounds a little cold
the cost of product quality.
line Instant Access Program, a comprehensive user
To their credit, the dealers involved
blooded, but when it comes down to it,
reference manual with extensive examples, and full
"survival of the fittest" is the order of have been very responsive. We finally
sample programs.
the day, and barring an asteroid striking got everything working. But it took time
Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 30 days
the earth, I doubt that dinosaurs will be
continued
for a full refund.
come extinct again soon. But keep the
We have a full line of products for Cand Pascal.
mammals coming: They make great Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
For a free brochure or to order call
chology and is a science fiction writer
meals for newly hatched dinosaurs.
Don Varney who also earns a comfortable living writ
800-333-8087!
New Bedford, MA ing about computers present and future.
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe ..lllllilii..
Well, I'm glad things work out well in nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
~~~~~:!111111'!"'.~~~~~~your shop. Some ofus have had different or on BIX as "jerryp. "
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

POWERToOLS
PLUS Now
$129

AsYNCH
PLUS
$129

2560 Ninlh S1ree1. Sui1e 316 Berkeley. CA 947IO (415) 540-5441
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and a fair number of trips to the shops to
do it.
Until this experience, I would have
told anybody looking for low-end equip
ment to buy from the cheapest supplier.
Now I'm not so sure. I guess my advice
would be, "buy cheap, but remember
that it may not work." All other things
being equal, you may be better off buy
ing from a supplier 3 blocks away than
from one 15 miles away who is $20
cheaper and buying from just one sup
plier at a time.
Donald Kenney
San Diego, CA
I have noticed the problem, and one
day I oughtto do a larger treatment ofthe
subject. There was a time when all clones
were nearly equal, and all pretty good.
No longer.
Pournelle 's Rule still applies: "If you
don't know what you 're doing, deal only
with people who do. "-Jerry

Don't Trash That Software!
Dear Jerry,
I read with great dismay that you have
so much software that you're forced to
throw away a great deal of it unopened.
This is indeed a terrible situation. I'd
like to suggest that instead of throwing
away this valuable resource, you send it
to some poor computer user. I think I
qualify for such a donation, since I have
a Corona IBM PC-compatible but only
four pieces of software-one is a utility,
two are languages that I need for school,
and the last is Electric Desk, an inte
grated word processor. Unfortunately, I
don't have the resources to purchase any
more software. If you decide to make any
donations, I'll be happy to pay for the
shipping and handling.
I'm writing this letter somewhat
tongue-in-cheek. While I would appreci
:ite any software you could spare, you
might suggest in your column that any in
stitution or large user group donate its
older software to organizations trying to
spread computer literacy. As our knowl
edge base grows, those outside the main
stream of education will fall further and
further behind until a new class
emerges, the functionally computer
illiterate.
Imagine how much good all those old
Osbornes, Kaypros, and Tandys could do
in inner-city or nonaffluent areas, both
in and outside the U.S. In teaching the
people of undeveloped nations to use
microcomputers for such basic needs as
civic and resource planning, health care,
education, government and police record
keeping, and even cultural preservation,
34
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we would be providing a program that
could far exceed the limited success of
programs like the Peace Corps.
James Carroll
North Lauderdale, FL
Yours is one ofmany letters suggesting
that I donate unwanted :nftware to clubs,
educational institutions, or other worthy
causes.
I completely agree-that would be a
good idea, and I'd really like to do it.
Alas, I don't own the software sent to me
for review, and unless it's accompanied
by a letter specifically authorizing me to
donate it to a good cause-or unless, like
Borland, the publisher has given me
blanket permission to do so-I have no
ethical alternative to destroying it.
I do like your notion that user groups
and other publishers help expand the
computer literacy base. -Jerry

Manipulating Turbo C
Dear Jerry,
After I finished reading Walter K.
MacAdam's letter (June 1988), I
couldn't help but reply. Screen manipu
lation is indeed possible in Turbo C,
though it's a bit esoteric.
I have no intention of coming to Turbo
C's defense. In fact, I prefer QuickC to
it-primarily for the larger number of
run-time routines QuickC comes with.
However, there is a simple way of getting
around some of Turbo C's shortcomings
in this area without resorting to assembly
language. I find it ludicrous that, rather
than pointing these methods out to Mr.
MacAdam, Borland suggested he buy
such routines from another dealer.
Turbo C has several routines that let
the user generate ROM BIOS interrupts.
Int86, the least complex, can be used for
scrolling, clearing the screen, and get
ting and setting the cursor position,
among other things.
Int86 utilizes three parameters, com
monly denoted INTNUM, INREGS,
and OUTREGS. INTNUM is the num
ber of the interrupt to be used. INREGS
and OUTREGS are unions of type
REGS, defined in the DOS.H include
file, which describes the system
registers.
When a call to INTDOS is made, an
interrupt Ox21 is generated; the contents
of INREGS are copied to the registers;
the value of INTNUM invokes the inter
rupt; the function, defined in INREGS.
H.AL, is executed; and the (new) regis
ter values are copied to OUTREGS. This
entire, mind-boggling process is de
scribed in detail in the Turbo C Reference
Guide on page 131.

The only catch is that you must know
what to put in which registers before you
call Int86. (The Turbo C books assume
the user already has knowledge of the
subject. Not for beginners, eh?) How
ever, a partial list can be found in the
wonderful book C: The Complete Refer
ence by Herbert Schildt (Osborne
McGraw-Hill, 1987).
A clear-screen interrupt is generated
by doing the following:
INREGS.H.AH = 6;
/*screen scrolling function*/
INREGS.H.AL =0;
/*number of lines to scroll; '0'
clears screen*/
INREGS.H.CH =O;
/*row starting position*/
INREGS.H.CL = O;
/*column starting position*/
INREGS.H.DH =24;
/*row ending position*/
INREGS.H.DL =79;
/*column ending position*/
INREGS.H.BH =7;
/*blank line's color*/
INT86 ( OxlO, &INREGS, &OUTREGS) ;

Determining the cursor position is
even simpler. Generate the cursor loca
tion interrupt, and the x value (row)
comes back in OUTREGS.H.DH, while the
y value (column) is in OUTREGS.H.DL.
Here's an example:
INREGS.H.AH =3;
/*cursor location function*/
INREGS.H.BH =0;
/*video page* I
INT86 ( OxlO, &INREGS, &OUTREGS) ;
PRINTF ("Cursor was just at %d,. %d\n",
OUTREGS.H.DH, OUTREGS.H.DL);

As for setting the cursor location,
that's a given; it's illustrated in the Int86
example in the Turbo C Reference Guide
on page 132.
Granted, Turbo C doesn't exactly roll
over, play dead, and fetch the newspaper
in the morning. But screen manipulation
is available, and even easy to use, once
you've done it a few times. By making a
procedure out of such processes, as well
as other useful screen functions executed
similarly, you could make a custom user
library. This would obviate the need for
purchasing a separate C library, as Bor
land suggested.
S. Y. Walters
Tempe, AZ
Thank you. I'm no expert on any kind
ofC, so I have to depend on reports from
readers.-Jerry •

Proof is in the Performance
db_ FILE™provides faster file management
for C programmers
Proven performer
'

db_FILP'' from Raima is the only file manager you'll ever need. Other file managers deliver
B-tree/ISAM capabilities, but they slow down as the application increases in size or com
plexity. Only db_FILE combines B-tree/ISAM capabilities with full network model
database capabilities. The result: You get more file management for less! Thousands of C
programmers in over 50 countries worldwide use db_FILE. And, it's fast, 100% faster
than the closest competition. So, for building applications that feature fast data
access, whether simple or complex, db _FILE is the proven performer.

Proven portability
db_FILE is written entirely in C for optimum portability. Unlike others,
db_FILE is not limited to MS-DOS, so your db_FILE applications will
run in any environment that supports the C language. Source code is
available, allowing you to optimize performance or port to new
environments yourself.

More proof- db_J\ETl\IEVE"' SQL-based Query
You can add even more performance with db_RETRIEVE'?"
It provides the familiar relational view, through SQL, of
a db_FILE network model database...without sacrificing
the performance! Source code is also available.

Final proof - the price.

File Structure:
Based on B-tree indexing and
network database model. Both
access methods may be used inde
pendently or in combination for
real power.

Data Types Supported:
Standard C data types plus db_addr
for user created structures

Transaction processing si1pported
Not RAM resident
Operating Systems Supported:
UNIX, XENIX, MSDOS, Macintosh;
Microsoft Windows compatible

You can't buy this much power for less!
Both db_FILE and db_RETRIEVE feature fm.
lifetime support. Plus, applications developed
using db_FILE and db_RETRIEVE are
rounltu-free, so the savings go on and on.
Call us today, and prove it to yourself!

Single-User Object
Single-User Source*
Multi-User Object
Multi-User Source*

db_flLE

db_l\ETl\IE\IE

$ 395.00
$ 495.00
$ 595.00
$ 795.00

$ 395.00
$ 495.00
$ 595.00
$ 795.00

''Source code ma y only be purchased by registered owners or purch<isers of
compatible object code.

For the name of your db_FILE distributor.

CALL: 1-800-db-RAIMA
(that's 1-800-327-2462)

C Compilers Supported:
UNIX, XENIX, Microsoft, Lattice,
TurboC, LightspeedC, MPW

Hardware Independent

Ask about the many other products and services
Raima Corporation offers, including consulting,
application development services, and training.

Major IANs Supported
db_FILE is upwardly compatible
with Raima's db_VISTA III
Database Development System.

~ RAIM~M
~ CORPORATION

Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E .. Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: (206)747-1991 In Texas call: (214)231-3131
International: U.K.: (0992)500919 Germany: 07127/5244 Switzerland: (01)725 04 10 France: (1)47 72 77 77 Benelux: (02159)47 758 Sweden: (013)124780
Finland: (90)42 051 Italy: (11) 871-196 or (045)584-711 India: (812)569 622
© 1988 Raima Corporation
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At Toshiba, we're not only committed to
making computers more portable, but also
to making portables more powerful.
Which is why; in our effort to constantly
improve and refine our machines, we've
added three new computers to what is
already the most complete family of truly
portables available.
Each designed to be powerful enough
to take on the increasingly complex tasks
that face todays sophisticated PC users.
First, theT1600 which weighs under
12 pounds and which is the fastest battery-

powered computer we've ever made.
Second, the T3100e, the successor to
our most popular machine-theT3100/20.
We've made it over two pounds lighter and
a lot faster-we've even
added expansion cap
.,m:..,~~
abilities. About the only
thing w_e didn't add was
more size.
T1600: Battery-powered 286112MHz,
coprocessor socket, 20MB hard disk at
27msec, 1.44MB3 112"diskettedriue,
lMBRAM iJKf!andable to 5MB, detach- •
able backlit EGA compatible LCD,
removable rechargeable battery pack.

Toshiba is the world leader in truly portable PCs and manufactures a complete line of high quality dot-matrix and laser printers. For more information call 1-800-457-7777.
All ToshibaPCsare backed bytheExceptional Care program (no-cost enrollment required). IBM is a registered trademark oflntemational Business Machines Corporation.
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And finally, theT5200, which has enough
power to replace virtually any desktop PC.
But we haven't just concentrated on
power and portability.Weve also constantly
looked for ways to make our machines more
durable, more reliable, and easier to use
down to the 800 number our customers can
call for help with any technical question that
might come up.
We figure thafs what our users demand.
And itS by anticipating the growing
needs of our users that we have continually
found ways to make our machines weigh

less and do more. So you can work wher
ever you want and however you want.
All of which might make it tempting
for some people to
abandon theirdesktop
for the convenience of
portability. Go ahead.
Weve given you
the power to do it.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba Americc:1 Inc.. lnfom1.atio11
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ASK BYTE
BYTE technical editors answer your questions on microcomputing

Turning Apples to Oranges
I have a Compaq Deskpro 286 in my
office for business.
My son, who is 8 years old, is learning
about Apple computers at school. Rather
than buy two computers, I would like to
know what hardware and software are re
quired to make the Compaq Deskpro or
IBM PC AT series act like and look like
the Apple computers.
Lee Rose
Deerfield, IL
I assume that by "Apple computers"
you mean the Apple II series of com
puters, which have become popular in the
classroom. Though I can understand
your desire to make your work machine
compatible with your child's school ma
chine, such an effort borders on the im
possible. Even if you are successful, you
might not be acting in your son's best
interest.
First, not only are the CPUs different
in both machines, the disk formats are
also incompatible, as are the video sys
tems and operating-system software.
That just about covers it, doesn't it? The
best you could do would be to locate one
of the peripheral boardf that allow a PC
to interface to an Apple disk drive, but all
that buys you is the ability to transfer
data files from one system to another.
Also, it probably wouldn't be a good
idea to keep your son tied to the Apple II.
Not that I'm passing judgment on that
machine, but the situation in the real
world today doesn't point to the Apple II
as being a major player. Realistically,
your son would probably benefit from ex
posure to the AT computer.
With luck, your son's computer class
will focus on languages that are more or
less common across all computers. Even
(f the language of choice is Applesoft
BASIC, your son will pick up enough fun
damentals to allow him to operate PC
BASIC with ease. -R. G.

The Hacker's Mac
A couple of years ago, I heard about Lee
Felsenstein's "Hacker's Mac" project, a
proposal for the development of an open,
38
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Macintosh-like homebrew system for the
hobbyist. I contacted him at Golemics
and received a preliminary specification
in the mail. I have been unable to contact
him again or learn any more about the
project. Do you know if this project is
ongoing and, if so, how I can get current
information?
David Lanznar
Boston, MA

would be worth it ifyou turned them up.
If you want to put together your own
personal computer from parts, you
should try one ofthe many computer flea
markets that take place monthly around
the country. Computer Shopper maga
zine publishes a schedule of these swap
meets in its "Coming Events" section.
You should also pick up a copy of one of
the following books:

You might check out Max Stax 's recent
columns in Computer Shopper magazine
(beginning in August 1988). His "Hack
intosh" may be the answer to your
prayers. -R. G.

How to Build Your Own IBM PC-Com
p a ti ble Computer (Comprehensive
Guides, 7507 Oakdale Ave., Canoga
Park, CA 91306, 1987)

INA.SK BYTE, BYTE editors answer questions
on any area ofmicrocomputing. The most rep
resentative questions will be answered and pub
lished. Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Due to the high volwne ofinquiries, we can
not guarantee a personal reply. All letters and
photographs become the property ofBYTE and
cannot be returned.

Build Your Own IBM Compatible and
Save a Bundle by Aubrey Pilgrim (Tab
Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214,
1987)
Build Your Own 80286 IBM Compatible
and Save a Bundle by Aubrey Pilgrim
(Tab Books, 1988)
As far as putting together a laptop
goes, I suggest you regulate your enthusi
asm. You may be able to put together a
portable, but the engineering gauntlet
you'll have to run to stick a laptop to
gether might be more than you've bar
gainedfor. -R. G.IS. W.

Do Get Me Started
Do you have any suggestions for some
one who wants to get started designing
circuits or putting together a portable
IBM PC from parts? Where could I order
parts that are found in a Toshiba or Ze
nith laptop (e.g., a screen, a power sup
ply, a 3 1h-inch hard disk drive, and a
3 lh-inch floppy disk drive)?
Walter George
San Francisco, CA
For getting started in digital circuit de
sign, I've always liked Don Lancaster's
Cookbook series (this includes The
CMOS Cookbook and The TTL Cook
book, both published by Howard W.
Sams, Indianapolis, JN), as well as the
BugBook series from Blacksburg books.
Though they may be difficult to find, a
search through a used technical bookstore

Who Needs All Those Bits?
Someone once suggested to me that IBM
has ever had only one successful per
sonal computer, the original PC. The
XT, AT, and PS/2 models are only faster
or larger versions of the PC. This is not
strictly true, of course, but it fits my
understanding of how microcomputers
have been used so far and exactly de
scribes what I want: my own computer
with a lot of memory and a lot of speed
and software that I understand.
The only arguments that I remember
hearing (7 years ago) in favor of purchas
ing an IBM PC instead of an Apple II
were the IBM name and increased speed.
Speed isn't the only issue, of course, or
we might still be using CP/M.
Why doesn't anyone make a fast 8088
continued
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ChiWrite(~
How are you currenUy producing your scienlfflc
documents? Are you using a " golf ball" style
typewriter? A regular word processor, hand let
tering the special symbols? Are you fighting
against a "wh1:1t-you-see-is.definilely-not-what
you-get" system with· a special command
language? Or are you using one of our com
petitors' expensive and lnHexible programs? Find
out how ChfWriler can solve your scientific word
processing problems.

Powerful Sclentific/Multifont Word
Processing at a Reasonable Price
ChiWriter is a complete word processor, designed
especially for scientific and foreign language teKt.
Its features include: intuitMI formula editing com
mands, automatic pagination, variable headers
and footers, footnotes, box draw mode, a notepad
window, and an integ·rated spelling checker.
Best of all, ChfWriler is completely "what-you-see
is-wha1'you-get.'' Even complicated formulas can
be entered easily because the screen display cor·
responds exactly to the printout.
ChlWriter runs on an IBM PC with GGA graphics,
2 floppy or 1 hard/1 floppy drive, and an Ep·
son/IBM compatible 9 pin printer. Hi res screen
support (Hercules, EGA, VGA, AT&T), 24 pin
printer support, and laser printer support (HP
LaserJet, Deskjet, Postscript) are available.
"Ch/Writer ls a nifty product with a price I defy you
to beat aild performance I defy you to snub... I
know of several $500 programs that will do the job,
but for the same money you could buy ChiWriter
and a vacation."
Phil Wiswell, PC Magazine

.- - - - ·- - ·- - - - ---,
D ChiWriter Program
$99.95
Screen Support
$24.95
I DD 24Hi Res
Pin Printer Support
$24.95

II

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Laser Printer Support
$59.95
International Keyboard Support
$19.95
Chemistry Suppor1
$49.95
Word Perfect C-onverter
$49.95
Conographic Font Set
$149.95
MergeChi Mail Merge Facility
$24.95
lndexChi Index Generator
$59.95
Shlpoin!l & handling
$5 U.S. & Canada, $10 Europe, $15 elsewhere

I
s....,,..,.,,,....,.......,...
1
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
I Address
I City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I State _ _ Zip _ _ _ Country _ _ __

I

I

Phone (
l
Payment by D Check D Purchase Order D VISA D MC

__j__
L.- -----~ ~Y~ j
Card #

Exp.

Horstmann Sollwara Design Corporallon
140 E. San Carlos S1JP.O. Box 5039
San Jose, CA 9515().5039, USA
(408) 298-0828

hontmann ~
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or 8086 computer? Why do we need an
80286 or 80386 to get above 10 MHz?
Aren't 8 bits plenty for word processing?
We haven't been using the extra memory
addressing abilities of 16-bit and 32-bit
buses, so what have we been using? Is
there some reason why the 8088 and
8086 are limited in speed?
Perhaps the answer lies in the econom
ics of designing and building computers
or is buried in the history of computer
developments.
Dennis P. McGuire
Minneapolis, MN

Ifpeopie used microcomputers only for
word processing, 8 bits mig/u be enough.
(Even so, a large cut-and-paste operation
involves moving blocks of memory
around, and (f the move can be per
formed 16 bits [2 bytes] or 32 bits [4
bytes] at a time, the cut and paste will ex
ecute much faster.) But the fact is that
more than character manipulation oc
curs out there in the computer world. For
example, one of the great attractions of
the ·Macintosh is the alloy of text and
graphics it provides, making yesterday's
dreams ofdesktop publishing today's re
ality. Efficient manipulation ofgraphics
on a par with those of the Macintosh
would be prohibitively slow on an 8-bit
wide machine.
Perhaps you haven't been using the
extra memory-addressing abilities of 32
bit buses, but /'ll wager that a number of
80386-based Unix users have. I submit
that they would be rather cool to any sug
gestion to return to an 8-bit bus. -R. G.
lmagewriter on a Laptop
I'd like to connect a laptop Toshiba
T1200 with an Apple Imagewriter I. Be
cause I am using MS-DOS at work and a
Macintosh at home, I want to print some
work at home, but I wasn't able to find
documentation on proper pin arrange
ment for the ends of the connecting
cable. Could you recommend a publica
tion that would help me?
SergeAmoos
Geneva, Switzerland

I have been using an Imagewriter I
connected via a T-switch to an Apple
Macintosh and a Zenith MS-DOS com
puter for over a year now with no prob
lem, so you should encounter none. All
the documentation you need is in the
Imagewriter user's manual (pin-outs for
the serial port are in appendix F). Also,
there have been a number ofreplies to let
ters in recent Ask BYTE columns with de
tailed connection diagrams for RS-232
products and how to handle the infamous

Table 1: Pin-outjor Al~compatible
serial port.
Pin

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Carrier detect
Receive data
Transmit data
Data terminal ready
Signal ground
Data set ready
Requestto send
Clear to send
Ring indicator

"crossover" problem.
Keep in mind that you should use the
Toshiba's serial port to connect to your
Jmagewriter, not the parallel port. The
Toshiba's 9-pin serial port should be IBM
PC AT-compatible; refer to table I for a
pin-out ofthe AT's serial connector. And
remember to use MS-DOS's MODE.
-R.G.

Laptop Expansion
For the past year, I have been looking (in
vain, it seems) for an external 3 Y.z-inch
floppy or hard disk drive for my Toshiba
T 1000. Do you know of such a unit that I
could connect to the external drive port
on the back of the T 1000?
Gary Ridley
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

I have looked in vain as well. It seems
that the only external drive currently
available for the TIOOO is a 5!4-inch
model. I suggest you contact your nearest
Toshiba dealer for price and ordering in
formation. -R. G.

Permutations
I have an Apple Ile with 128K bytes of
memory. I want to find a program (pref
erably in the public domain) that will
compute and print all possible combina
tions of any entered group of numbers,
letters, or words. For example, I want to
find all possible combinations of "Com
pute with Apple." If I enter the three
words in any order, I would like the com
puter to print out the following:
Compute with Apple
Compute Apple with
with Apple Compute
with Compute Apple
Apple Compute with
Apple with Compute

This appears to be a simple task for a
competent programmer. Alas, I am not
continued
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In just three years,
the PostScript
language has been
adopted by more
than 25 ofthe
world's leading
computer equipment
manufacture1-s.

Agfa-Gevaert Apollo Computer
Apple Computer ASTResearch
Autologlc Dataproducts Diconlx
DigitalEqulpmentCorporatlon Fujitsu
General Computer Hewlett-Packard IBM
More than 3,000
Linotype Matsushita Monotype NBI
software programs
/or minicomputers,
NEC NeXT QMS Quadram
mainframes, work
Qume Ricoh R.R.Donnelley
stations and pei-sonal
Scitex Texas Instruments
compute1-s-support the
PostScript language.
Varityper Wang

l&DI :- ~a¥i
--·..

lHE Our SIDE.

To professionally
print words and
pictures on the
same page, all you need are laser printers and typesetters that speak the
right language. The language of PostScript.
As the standard page description language of electronic publishing,
PostScript software from Adobe Systems is your
Look for this symbol
key to complete device independence-giving you
'~ on computers, printers the freedom to select the right hardware, soft
and other products
POsncRJPT' that support Postscript
ware and vendors for your needs and budget.
software from Adobe Systems. It's your
Isn't it time you put the power of PostScript
guarantee of quality and compatibility.
'
on your side?

Adobe and Post ~t are registered trademarks and the Adobe logo, the PostScript logo, and Display Post Script are trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated.
The logos of the onginal equipment manufacturers supporting PostScript and the Display PostScriptsystem and the software titles supporting PostScr~t are the trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respettive companies. • 1988 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.
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Computers and workstations
with the Display PostScript
system deliver a variety of
screen resolutions in
black & white,
grayscale and color.
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Display Postscript
is already the graphics
standard for a new
generation ofcomputer
and workstation
displays from these
·manufacturers.

Taking advantage of
enhanced software portability,
applications with greater
power and potential are
already emerging to support
Display PostScript.

1HEINSIDE.

Introducing Display
Postscript™ from
Adobe. With the
same imaging standard and language used in PostScript printers, this
system software module is now in computer and workstation displays.
And because it's transparently integrated over a variety of oper
ating systems, Display PostScript is your key to hardware compata
bility and software portability.
Take advantage of a powerful, new graphics standard for today
and tomorrow. Be sure to insist on the Display PostScript system.
If you'd like more inside information
about PostScript software and/or the Display
Postscript system, call 800-29-ADOBE.
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TheWorldS lowestPrice
AtoD Si7.e Flatbed Plotter.

(8V1" x 11" b 22" x 34" plot sizes)
Abreakthrough in X·Y positioning gives
remarkable performance and low price in
the MURAL™ Plotter.
• Plots any size from Ato O+
Maximum pen travel is 25" x 34'.' Pre-printed media

is easily registered to this plotter.

• Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
If not completely satisfied, ret11n it within 30 days
of purchase for afull refund.

• FREE information kit
Phone or write today for sample plot, brochure, and
name of nearest dealer.

• Simplified flatbed construction for durability
and performance
Contains aprecision molded zero backlash drive
chain embodying two steel aircraft cables. Uses no
moving electrical components in the pen carriage.
Assures virtually perfect repeatability every time.

• HPGL compatible
Works with all software that drive H-P plotters includ·
ing AutoCAD, VersaCAD, and DP.sinnr.AD R11ns nn ~II
systems from IBM PC (and
patrbles) lo Apple
and more.
Plots 01 any size media to 1/4"
thick, including bond, vellum,
mylar, posterboard.

• Fits anywhere
Designed fer desktop
or space-saving wall
mount use.

VERSION 5.0

$69!

5

For IBM ® PC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines. Needs only 1 disk
drive and 128K memory. This is the one you've heard so much about· with
fast compile times, small object code modules, not copy protected, no
royalties, and clear error messages. Version 5.0 is based upon ANSI- 7 4
standards with new dynamite features inc luding:
• Nested IF's and nested conditions.
• Indexed files (ISAM) with up to 24 keys (includes START verb). This
"-<:- "I'#---::,.,., ~
advanced feature requires the software package Btrieve® which is
'<~'looptionally available.
.___,__,,___.....
• ACCEPT (line, column) numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric
checking, AUTO-SKIP, SECURITY, LENGTH-CHECK, EMPTY-CHECK, ATTRIBUTE (color), FROM ES·
CAPE KEY, DAY, DATE, TIME, DAY-OF-WEEK.
·Fast memory mapped DISPLAY's (line, column) ERASE, BEEP, ATTRIBUTE (color). Can display
entire screen with one DISPLAY statement.
• Windowing, pop-ups, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software package
Saywhat?!'" which is optionally available.
·An easy to use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A-margin, B-margin tabing with
full screen cursor control.
Also available: Utah SuperSort®, a fast sort program callable from Utah COBOL; Utah FORTRAN; Utah
BASIC; Utah PASCAL; Utah PILOT. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries.
30-day money back guarantee. Discover the ease and simplicity of COBOL, today!

~
~
mA _

(702) 827-3030

«t
'

-

Since 1977

Ellis Computing, Inc.

5655 Riggins Court, Suite 1O
Reno, Nevada 89502

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is a registered trademark of Novell. Inc.
Saywhat?I is a trademark of The Research Group. SuperSort is a registered trademark of Micropro International Corporation
Utah COBOL is a trademark of Ellis Computing, Inc. © 1987 Ellis Computing. Inc.
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How do you write a program that can
generate all possible permutations of an
array of tokens (where the tokens are
strings, as in your example)? Thinking
about how to solve that problem without
the help ofa computer is one good way to
discover an algorithm that you can then
translate into a program. Consider how
to permute all the digits in a number.
Start with an easy case-the two-digit
number 34. Clearly, there are just two
permutations:
34
43

• Printsonanymedia

Phone order rushed
by UPS 2nd Day Air:

one. I would use such a program as a
code breaker; I could set it up to keep
searching until it found a certain code
combination.
Roderick I. McNeil
Warner, NH

Circle 98 on Reader Service Card

What if you're working with the three
digit number 234? Well, there have to be
combinations that begin with 2, 3, and 4.
How many ofeach? Two, since when you
"freeze" each first digit, what's left is a ·
two-digit number that-like 34-has two
permutations. Working step-by-step for
each of three possible initial digits, there
are. two permutations; the total yield is
six permutations. A template ofthe solu
tion loob like this:

2
2
3
3

4
4

When the first digit is 2, the remaining
digits are 3 and 4. You know how to per
mute 3 and 4, so you get
234
243
3
3
4
4

When the first digit is 3, 2 and 4 re
main. So you get
234
243
342
324
4
4
You get the idea. Now, what about the
continued

Now you can grab, store, and process
16 images in Real Time on the PC AT.

The many faces of Fred Molinari, President.

that's 4 times better than anything else
made for PCs, give us acall today.

The DT2861 Arithmetic Frame .
including CAT scanners, scanning
Grabber can process 4 times as many
electron microscopes, line-scan
images as any other frame grabber
cameras, as well as
built for the PC AT.
ordinary video cameras
{_
With abuilt-in processor, the DT2861 and VCRs. It even ships
also lets you process 4images in parallel,
with IRIStutor'" softwareor switch display instantaneously from
for free!
as many as 16 images. The DT2861 grabs
For more information
images offvirtually any video source,
about the Frame Grabber
Image
Processing
Board

Compu ter

Reso lutio n

Gray Levels

RS -1 70, NTSC,
RS-330, CCIR,
PAL Compa tible

VCR
Compatible

Number

Slow Scan

OT2861

Frame

IBM PCAT

512x512

Grabber

256

Yes

Yes

0-12 MHz

of Video
Inputs

a·

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

.,. OT-Connect'" is an open interface

specification which permits the direct
connection of stand-alone data acquisi
tion and frame grabber boards to pro
cessor boards for greatly accelerated
signal (DSP) and image processing.

Real- Time
Frame Grab
Yes

On Board
8-bi t ALU

I

Yes

Memory-Mapped
· zoom, Pan,
Frame-Store
Scroll
Memory
16 buffers
512x512x 8 each
(4 Mbytesl

Yes

Soft ware

Price

Support
OT-IRIS
IRIStutor

$5995

• w ith DT 2859 I/, size multiplexer board ($3 95).

DA1JI TRANSLATION.
World Headquarters: Data Translalion. Inc .. 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro. MA 01752· I 192 USA, (508) 481 ·3700 Tix 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Dala Translation Lid . The Mulberry Business Park. Wokingham. Berkshire RG 11 20J. UK (0734) 793838 Tix 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH . Stunganer St1asse 66. 7120 B1et1ghe1mB1ssingen. West Germany 07t42·54025
International Sales Ottices: Australia (2) 662-4255: Belgium (2) 735·2135: Canada (800) 268·0427: Chile (2) 25·3689: China (408) 727·8222. (I) 868· 721 : Denmark (2) 27 4511: Finland (90) 372· 144: France [I)
69077802: Greece [1) 951·4944. (31) 527.039. (1) 361·4300: Hong Kong (5) 448963: India (22) 23·1040: Israel [3) 32·4298: Italy [2) 82470.1: Japan (3) 348·8301 . [3) 502·5550. (3) 355· 11It: Korea (82) 756·9954 .
Morocco [9) 30·418t: Netherlands (70) 99·6360: New Zealand (9) 504759: Norway (2) 53 12 SO: Peru (14) 31·8060: Phi11pp1nes 818·0103: Portugal 545313, Singapore 779762 1: South Alrica (12) 8037680/93: Spain (11
455·8112: Sweden (8) 761 ·7820: Switzerland (I) 723· 14 IO: Taiwan (2) 918·4740: Uniled Kingdom (0734) 793838: West Germany 07142·54025.
Data Translauon is a registered trademark of Data Translatton. Inc. Other brands and products are lrademarks of !heir respec1111e holders
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ASK BYTE

Break the 32M barrier without
breaking your wallet with EZ-DOS 4.0.
EZ-OOS 4.0 was developed by Digital
Research as an alternative DOS for PCs.
As such, EZ-DOS 4.0 allows 512M
partitions and file/subdirectory
PASSWORD protection. On-line HELP is
another user-friendly feature.
EZ-DOS 4.0 also comes with GEM/3
Desktop, this graphic, windowing user
interface:

./

/

four-digit number 1234? You know that
there are six permutations ofa three-digit
number and that you have to solve the
three-digit problem four times-once for
each possible first digit. Taking it step
by-step, the four-digit template looks like
the array in table 2a. Each column now
reduces to a three-digit problem, and you
can add the appropriate three-digit tem
plates; see table 2b. Now you 're back to
the degenerate two-digit problem. To
complete each number, permute the two
unused digits, and you have table 2c.
It's a classic recursive problem. To
solve it for n tokens, find the solution for
n-1 tokens; keep decomposing the prob
lem until you get to the trivial case of 2
tokens; then let the results percolate back
up to the top level.
Now you can express the method in al
gorithmic terms. A first draft (in pseudo
code) is shown in listing 1. For a second
draft, use two variable-length arrays
called prefix and suffix. The prefix is
the part that's fixed, and the suffix is the
Table 2: Templates for permuting
a 4-token entity: (a) The first step
(leftmost token), (b) the next step,
and (c) the final array.

--

/I

(a)

C:\CC1"'PS\J

1
1
1
.ID~

·~•

_q

~\

,,....

1
1
1

.

' -•

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

21
21
23
23
24
24

31
31
32
32
34
34

41
41
42
42
43
43

continued

Listing 2: Algorithm oflisting 1,
shown now in greater detail.
permute n(prefix,suffix)
{

n := count of tokens in
(suffix)
for d := 1 to n
{

if 2 token(suffix)
{

-

\
'



2001 Sales, Inc.
Cor2. Headquarters:

16580 Harbor Blvd., Ste. D.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Tel : (714) 531-6551 Fax: (714) 531-8546
CANADA:
Tel: (416) 591-6600
TAIWAN:
Tel (02) 542-4575

else

(b)

Fax: (416) 591-6808
Fax: (02) 536-3405

HONG KONG:
Tel: 5-890-3707

Fax: 5-895-6241
Dealer, Distributor & OEM inquiries welcome.
VISA and Master Card accepted.
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12
12
13
13
14
14

{

new_prefix : = (prefix +
dth token of(suffix))
new suffix
(suffix 
dth token of(suffix))
permute (new prefix,
new::::suffix)

==

}
}

(c)

1234
1243
1324
1342
1423
1432



permute 2 and print
(prefix, suffix)

\

EZ-DOS 4.0 ..... . $79.00
with True BASIC .. . $99.00
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2
2
2
2
2
2

part that's variable. For example, when
permuting the digits 1234, 1, 2, 3, and 4
will in turn be the top-level prefixes, and
234, 134, 124, and 123 will be the corre
sponding suffixes. At the next level, the
prefixes (for solutions starting with 1)
will be 12, 13, and 14, and the suffixes
will be 34, 24, and 23. See listing 2.
To start, you needa main program that
initializes the prefix to be an empty token
array (since nothing is fixed yet) and a
suffix that is the array oftokens you want
to permute (since at first the whole thing
is variable). The pseudocode for the
main program is shown in listing 3.
To translate this algorithm into a pro
gram, you'll need a language that sup
ports recursion, such as Pascal or one of
the more modern dialects ofBASIC. Ifthe
tokens you 're interested in permuting are
letters or digits, you can use strings to
represent arrays of them. It's best if the
language you choose provides intrinsic
support for variable-length strings; that

}

2134
2143
2314
2341
2413
2431

3124
3142
3214
3241
3412
3421

4123
4132
4213
4231
4312
4321

Listing 1: First step in casting the
technique shown in table 2 into an
algorithm.
For each token of an n-token
array, append to that
token all permutations of
the remaining n-1 tokens .

permute 2 and print(prefix,
- suffix)
{

print ( pref ix +
1st token of(suffix)
2nd-token-of (suffix)
print ( prefix +
2nd token of (suffix)
lst::::token::::of(suffix)

+

)
+
)

KEY FEATURES:
Outline Gantt
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Harvard

TPM\\2..0
(weighting)

pertorrnance

\

(225)

f ea1uresiUexibility

Leveling speed

Satisfactory

(50)

Good

(100)

Documentation
Ease of learning

\

satistactory

(75)

P.eca\cu\ati on speed

Good

{125)

very Good

REPORT CARD

Microsol\
Project 4,0
Good

Very Good

very Good

very Good

Good
very Good
Very Good
very Good

(25)

very Good

I

very Good
Excellenl

Very Good
Good

very Good
EJ(cellenl

very Good

Very Good

Good
Eicce\lenl
very Good

Good
(50)

support policies

(50)

Technical support

(75)

very Good

Good

Good

Erroi messages

\

v ery Good

very Good
(75)

support

3.0
El(cellenl

Good
Very Good

\

Time Li ne

Supeo>roj ect
Ellpert 1.0
very Good

Good

Good
sa1islac\ory

salls!actory

Good

6 .8

Very Good

very Good

Good

'1.2

ua1ue

THE #J PROJECTMANAGER IS BEHIND
THE BEST COMPARATIVE REVIEWIN THE WORLD.
...

Just why is Time Line #1, review after review, evaluation after evaluation?* Is it our
advanced outline structure or true "what-if" analysis using unlimited undo/ redo? Maybe
it's our completely customizable Gantt charts, PERT charts, and form-driven reports.
Could it possibly be the way we handle multi-project scheduling and resource allocation
without having to manually link files?
We think Time Line is #1 because of its seamless combination of advanced technology
and ease of use. But we're biased. Decide for yourself. Call now for a free Time Line demo
disk (you may alsoqualifyforourfreecorporate evaluation program). You'll see what
rr'h #'1 P . t nlf
"thebestprojectmanagerin the World"candofor you.
1 ., e 1
roiec manager

"tdTEC
J
I
I'
SVM

~· ·

,..

FREE DEMO DISK, CALL (BOO) 228-4122 EXT. 429Y.
: T.imc /:in~ is tli~·-#1 fwsl·s~·l!in;r projt:r.f n~nn~IKCJ"fS/I Yl'f?)'Of_. Vational f?istri/J11t11rs). // isa/.wi flu · ff } cJ;oi~1.·.of48~/ flu· !-i 1~·f111:1· ."j().
, M Tum: LnwJ O(.'f",:,95) n·cm:cd Info Worlds l11Klwsl 1!18 8 mlmKf11rpm1i:cl 111wu1}.!r' lll £' 11! sof/H'tll'd8.8J. Tum: Lnw 2 .IJ (.'f. ./.'J:JJ was

~
PC i\tlagaz ineS Editor's Clwin: in 86 mu/87 and 1ct1s mfcd tl l by Software /JiKt:SI i1187. '/i-aininK t111d cm1sulli11J!sff t1frt•s. mu/ li11ks
to CA- TELLAPLA N are mu1i/tlble, wl/( 415)898-1919. ~) /!188Synumta Corp, JO:!OJ 'forn.• J\11c .. Cupertino, CA. UOHJ 2S."J·!J600.
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ASK BYTE

Listing 3: Main routine for
calling the permutation function
oflisting 2.
permute
{

prefix := new_array
suffix := 1234
permute_n(prefix,suffix)
Universal Cartridge Maclnker

$68.50

lmagewriter or Epson Maclnker

$42.00

Eliminate expensive ribbon replacement
with the famous Maclnker. The Universal New
Cartridge Maclnker ($68.50) will re-ink
most cartridges with the appropriate
adaptor. The Universal Spool Maclnker
will re-ink all spools. Operation is very
simple & automatic. Our extra dark, lubri
cated ink yields better than new printout
quality and its cooling effect extends
print-head life. New ink dispenser en
sures precise ink metering. Average num
ber of re-inkings/cartridge is 60-100 at an
average cost of Scents/re-inking. We al- Band Printer Maclnker
so have dedicated Maclnkers for special
cartridges. All Maclnkers, with appropriate Multicolor Adaptor can re-ink multicolor
cartridges (2 or 4 colors). Or use your Maclnker to re-ink in 1O different colors:
red, green, blue, yellow, purple, brown, orange, gold and silver. Our Customers
range from individuals to Fortune 500 Corporations. In 1982 we pioneered re-ink
ing technology and are dedicated to its development. We have a complete range
of accessories, heat-transfer re-inking adaptors, special inks and cartridges.

$299.00

Universal Cartridge Maclnker .....................68.50 Call for free catalog
Multicolor Adaptor (specify printer) ........... 40.00 ··-···-·---------·- -····- ·-······-···
Special Offer
lmagewriter I/II Maclnker mod 234 IM ....... .42.00
Epson Maclnker mod 271 EP ....................... 42.00
Universal Spool Maclnker ...........................68.50 Just say, "I saw it in 'Byte' and get a
Heat Transfer Adaptor .................................40.00 free mousepad with any order >$60.00,
Extra Ink bottle ....••.... 3.00 pint ................. 18.50 or free key-beeper & flashlight combi·
nation for orders >$100.00.

All Maclnkers delivered with bottle of ink, ink
meter, reservoir, reservoir cover.
Black, uninked, colored, special cartridges
available. Best ribbon quality at lowest costs.

Buy the Universal Cartridge & the Uni
versal Spool at the same time and get
the second unit for $50.00

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-------

Multiuser Printer Buffers

--

Let us configurn the most economic & efficient buffer set-up when using two ;Jrint
ers with one computer or two computers and two printers. We have the most com
plete range of buffers, converters, switches, cables & custom cables. Award win
ning Proteus switches manually or by software between 2 printers. Memory is au
tomatically partitioned & both printers can print simultaneously.
64k ....... 160.00
UG-411, 1 comp. I 1 printer
256k ...... 230.00
- . aaca
UG-402 2 comp. I 2 printers
64k ........ 199.00
'Ii!
256k ...... 240.00
PROTEUS, 1 comp. I 2 printers 64k ........ 199.00
UG-402
256k ...... 240.00
256k ...... 275.00
UG-403 4 comp. I 2 printers
512k ...... 375.00
UG-408 4 comp.14 printers
UG-412 Serial buffer card 1 MEG .............. 500.00
CBL-715 Univ. ser-par-ser converter ........ 159.00
................99.00
CBL-705 Ser-par converter
Proteus
Autoscanning switches (4 to 1) .............. 169.00

aa

Satisfaction or 30 day refund on all products - Immediate shipment - Major credit cards

Computer Friends, Inc.

Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303

14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland OR 97229

in Oregon (503)626-2291
fax (503)643-5679
telex 4949559 CF
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way, you don't have to explicitly manage
their length when you append prefixes to
suffixes, append tokens to prefixes, and
delete tokens from suffixes.-]. U.

Help with Hercules
I have an Epson Equity II IBM PC XT
clone with a monochrome monitor. It
came with a built-in video board that
supports both regular monochrome text
mode and Hercules graphics. The
GWBASIC that came with it supports
monochrome text (mode 7) and Hercules
graphics modes. However, my custom
ary programming language is Lahey
FORTRAN 77, which provides a con
venient subroutine that can be used to
perform BIOS or DOS function calls. I
have used it to set up my screen 1/0,
menus, and so on, in text mode.
Now, however, I would like to per
form graphics from FORTRAN. I
thought mode 6 might support Hercules
graphics via the BIOS video services, but
it didn't work when I tried it. Perhaps it
will be necessary for me to write an as
sembly language subprogram to do Her
cules graphics. Lahey includes a sample
that shows how to interface assembly lan
guage with his FORTRAN, and I have
programmed in assembly language on
several machines (although not on an
8086). I expect I can handle it, but I need
to know the protocol for manipulating
Hercules graphics. Can you tell me
where to look? I tried Peter Norton's
Programming Guide to the IBM PC, but I
couldn't find the information I needed.
James C . Wilcox
Palos Verdes Estates, CA
None ofthe standard IBM video modes
will work with Hercules graphics. Writ
ing graphics routines for the Hercules
cards requires programming the 6845
graphics controller, but it's not difficult,
especially with the proper sources. Two
good references are Richard Wilton's
Programmer's Guide to PC and PS/2
Video Systems (Microsoft Press, 1987)
and David Dory's Programmer's Guide
to the Hercules Graphics Cards (Addi
son-Wesley, 1988).-S.A. •

MS-DOS $99

OS/2 $199
• Default initialization and the
absence of declarations shorten
programs.

fWll e call PolyAWK our "tool
~box: language" because it is
a general-purpose language that
can replace a host of specialized
tools or programs. You will still use
your standard language (C, Pascal,
Assembler or other modular
language) to develop applications,
but you will write your own
specialized development tools and
programs with this versatile, simple
and powerful language. Like
thousands ofothers, you will soon
find PolyAWK to be an indis·
pensable part of your MS-DOS
toolbox. If you don't have enough
OS/2 development tools, now it's
easy to write your own.

Large Model &
Math Support
PolyAWK is a large model imple
mentation and can use all of
available memory to run big pro·
grams or read files greater than
64K. PolyAWK also includes exten·
sive support for math functions
such as strings, integers, floating
point numbers and transcendental
functions (sin, log, etc.) for scien·
tific applications. Conversion
between these types is automatic
and always optimized for speed
without compromising accuracy.

A True Implementation
Under MS.DOS & OS/2
Bell Labs brought the world UNIX
and C, and now professional pro·
grammers are discovering AWK.
AWK was originally developed for
UNIX by Alfred Aho, Richard
Weinberger & Brian Kernighan of
Bell Labs. Now PolyAWK gives
MS-DOS & OS/2 programmers a
true implementation ofthis valuable
"new" programming tool. PolyAWK fully conforms
to the AWK standard as defined by the original
authors in their book, The AWK Programming
Language.

A Pattern Matching Language
IblyAWK is a powerful partem matching language fee
writing short programs to handle common text
manipulation and data convet>ion tasks. A PolyAWK
program consists of a sequence of patterns and actions
that tell what to look for in the input data and what
to do when it's fuund. PolyAWK searches a set of files
for lines matched by any of the patterns. When a
matching line is found, the corresponding action is
perfurmed. A pattern can select lines by boolean
combinations of regular expressions and comparison
operations on strings, numbers, fields, variables, and
army elements; patterns may reference properties of
the current input line or any other program variables.
Actions may perform arbitra1y processing on selected
lines. The action language looks like C, but there are
no declarations, and strings and numbers are built·
in data types. You can have multiple input flies and
output flies, regular expressions, user-defined func·
tions, and run other programs.

Saves You Time & Effort
The most compelling reason to use PolyAWK is
that you can literally accomplish in a few lines of
code what may take pages in C, Pascal or
Assembler. Programmers spend a lot of time

PolyAWK Comes With
The Book

writing code to perform simple, mechanical data
manipulation - changing the format of data,
checking its validity, finding items with some
property, adding up numbers and printing reports.
It is time consuming to have to write a special
purpose program in a standard language Ii ke C or
Pascal each time such a task comes up. With
PolyAWK, you can handle such tasks with very
short programs, often only one or two lines long.
The brevity of expression and convenience of
operations make PolyAWK valuable for prototyping
even large-sized programs.

Very Concise Code
Where program development time is more
important than run time, AWK is hard to beat.
These AWK chamcteristics let you write short and
concise programs:
•The implicit input loop and the pattern-action
paradigm simplify and often entirely eliminate
control flow.
• Field splitting parses the most common forms of
input, while numbers and strings and the
coercions between them handle the most
common data types.
• Associative arrays use onlinary strings as the in·
dex in the array and cffer an easy way to imple
ment a single-key database.
• Regular expressions are a uniform notation for
describing patterns of text.

When you order PolyAWK you
receive a copy of The AWK
Programming Language written by
the authors of the original UNIX
based AWK. The book begins with
a tutorial that shows how easy
AWK is to use, followed by a
comprehensive manual. Because
PolyAWK is a complete implementation of AWK
as defined by the book's authors, you will use this
book as the manual for PolyAWK.

PolyShell Bonus For MS-DOS!
PolyShell gives you 96 of the most useful UNIX
commands and utilities under MS-DOS in less
than 20K. You can still use MS-DOS commands
at any time and exit or restart PolyShell without
rebooting. MS-DOS programmers - discover what
you have been missing! UNIX programmers ·
switch to MS-DOS painlessly! PolyShell and
PolyAWK are each $99 when ordered separately.
Save $50 by ordering the PolyShell + PolyAWK
combination package for $149 (MS-DOS only).

30-Day Money Back Guarantee
You can purchase PolyAWK and the book, The
AWKProgramming Language, for $99 (MS-DOS)
or $199 (OS/2), or $249 fur both. If you already have
the book, deduct $14. The combination package
includes only one book. Order PolyAWK (MS-DOS
& OS/2) plus PolyShell (MS-DOS) for $348.

To Order: 1-800-547-4000
Ask for Depr. BYT. Send Checks and P.O.s To:
POLYTRON Corpomtion, 1700 NW 167th Place,
Beaverton, OR 97006, (503) 645-1150 ·
li<\X: (503) 645-4576, TILEX: 325800 POLYTRON.

Fmally, a Mouse
at Won't
TieYou own.
The New Cordless
Manager Mouse
Finally, a mouse that won't hold you back.
Manager Mouse Cordless, the world's
first and only cordless mouse .
Better by design, it offers
variable resolution, from 10 
1000 dpi, and the reliable,
maintenance-free performance
that's become a trademark
of the Numonics Manager
Mouse line.
Amazingly simple to
operate, Manager Mouse
Cordless is compatible
with virtually all mouse- driven
software.
It's one mouse that breaks
away from the pack.

~NUMONICS
101 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, PA 18936
Toll free: 1-800-247-4517 •In PA call collect: 215-362-2766
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Descartes' Dream
by Philip J. Davis
and Reuben Hersh
Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, MA: 1986, 320pages,
$12.95
Reviewed by Mark Bridger

Il("ti,eir first book, The
Atalhematical Experience
I(Birkhauser,
1981), Philip
J.

Davis and Reuben Hersh tried
to explain, for the nonmathe
matician, what mathemati
cians do for a living and what
they think about what they do.
In addition to providing some
interesting descriptions of
areas of contemporary re
search, the authors let every
one in on a secret of which
many mathematicians seem to
be unaware: Not all mathema
ticians agree on the scope, va
lidity, or relevance of their
field. In Descartes' Dream,
the authors turn their attention
to a fact that is no secret at all:
Not everyone is entirely happy
with the way mathematics
seems to be applied in the
modern world.
The year 1987 marked the
350th anniversary of the pub
lication of Rene Descartes'
celebrated Discourse, in
which he introduced many of
the ideas of what has come to
be called Cartesian or analytic
geometry. Of equal impor
tance, Descartes also de
scribed a way to determine
"truth" in the sciences.
Loosely speaking, this meth
od consists of 1) assuming
only what is intuitively self
evident, 2) arguing from the
simple to the complex, by di
viding a problem into small
enough steps, and 3) carefully
checking one's work for cor
rectness. Hardly anyone now
adays would dispute this as a
generally reasonable proce
dure to follow in scientific

research (although what is in
tuitive in quantum mechanics,
for example, is open to argu
ment). What Descartes pro
vided that was unique was the
vision thatthiscouldalways be
ALSO

made to work; in other words,
that you could unravel any
problem, pure or applied, by
following this method . This
"revelation" seems to have
dated from a series of mystical

REVIEWED

Structured Programming Using Turbo BASIC
Programming in ANSI C
Macintosh Family Hardware Reference
Computer Cryptology: Beyond Decoder Rings
Program Design for Knowledge-Based Systems
Expert Systems in Data Processing:
A Professional's Guide

ILLUSTRATION: MARK MOSCARILLO © 1989

dreams that Descartes experi
enced in 1619 and that provide
Davis and Hersh's title.
Descartes had more than a
dream to support his opti
mism. His own research had
shown him ways in which
problems in geometry could
be translated into problems in
algebra, hence into numerical
calculations. By using geom
etry to model the physical
world, by applying "analytic
geometry" to derive algebraic
equations, and by solving
these equations, you could
learn whatever you wanted to
know.
The Discourse had a very
powerful effect on philos
ophy, logic, science, and
mathematics. Fifty years after
its appearance came an event
that seemed to justify without
a doubt Descartes' dream: the
publication in 1685 of New
ton's Principia. Physics and
mathematics research, from
Newton through Einstein and
from Euclid through Hilbert,
promised the eventual knowl
edge of everything. Only in
this century, with Godel's
theorem and quantum me
chanics, have we awakened
from this dream of certainty.
The theme for Descartes'
Dream, then, is the "mathetiz
ation" of the modern world,
the attempt to apply the tools
of mathematics to every facet
of our existence. And these
tools are not to be taken light
1y: algebra, geometry, logic,
calculus, probability and sta
tistics, numerical analysis, to
pology, and .. . computer sci
ence. Hersh and Davis devote
the first few chapters of their
book to a discussion of how
and why these techniques
came to play roles in our lives.
They discuss topics ranging
from social structuring to
computer dating, from com
puter art to IQ testing. Their
tale is a cautionary one. We
continued
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BOOK REVIEWS

asks:

"Did your best friend nm off with your
wife and your software manuals? And you
.miss your manuals!" Well, we can help,
as w stock th e industry's best computer
books, and at great discount s !
SA VE UP TO 40% OFF!
OF
DISC.
PAGES OUAL GAD. PRICE

tt

BOOK TITLE
PUB.
Build Your Own 80286 IBM
Compatible
TAB
SAM
6090 C Pri mer Plus. Revised Ed.
2519 Compl. Hypercard Hndbk 2nd edBAN
5008 Custorr-izing AutoCAD
NRD
5240 dBase 111 • Handbook. 2nd Ed. OUE
7903 Desktop Publish. w/PageMaker WL Y
NRD
5002 Inside AutoCAD
4300 Inside OS/2
MS
7107 Lotus 1-2- 3 Desktop CompanionSYB
71 12 Mastering AutoCAD . 2nd Ed. SYB
7114 Mastering Crosstalk XVI
SYB
6601 Mastering First Choice
SF
7012 Mastering Ouatlro
SYB
7023 Mastering Ventura
SYB
7007 Mastering WordPerfect 5.0
SYB
7031 MS-DOSPowerUsersGd 2nd EdSYB
5255 Norton·s Prgmr's Gd to PC&PS/2MS
4249 Prgmr's Gd to PC&PS/2 video sysMS
4230 Proficient C
MS
2306 Programm ing in Clipper. 2nd Ed.AW
4279 Programm ing Windows
MS
4242 Running MS-DOS. 3rd Ed.
MS
7053 Understanding dBASE Ill Plus SYB
5282 Using 1-2-3. Special Edition
DUE
5288 Using Enable. 2nd Ed.
DUE
DUE
5222 Using WordPerfect. 5.0
5208 Using WordStar, ver 5.0
DUE
No.
7266

•
GOOD
•• VERY GDO!l
••• EXCELLENT

B BEGINNER
I INTERMEDI ATE
A ADVANCED

208
576
720
560
519
289
576
685
976
739
187
301
576
547
708
511
544
512
728
852
512
425
905
750
876
535

Bil
I
I/ A
I
I
llA
I
I
B

llA
I
I/A
I/A
A
I
I
I
Bii
I

15.93
21 .46
25.76
30.06
17.16
17 16
30.06
17.16
19.74
25.76
14.58
17.24
19.32
19.74
18.88
17.16
19.74
20.20
20.20
28.32
21 .46
18.59
17.78
20.21
19.74
18 °88
16 .30

SH IPPING & HANDLING
I BOOK
>I.DO EACH ADD'L BOOK

>1.60 -
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KADAK's
engineers bring
years of practical real-time
experience to this mature

MUL Tl-TASKING SYSTEM
(version 2.0)
for the IBM® PC, PC/XT and PC/AT
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•

AMX86'" operates on

Demo package
Manual only
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• Intertask message
passing
• Dynamic operations:
- task create/delete
- task priorities
- memory allocation
• Event Manager
• Semaphore Manager

No royalties
IBM PC DOS® support
C language support
Preemptive scheduler
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Source code of the
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The book also contains a
humans are very complex, but
we invariably simplify when fair amount of repetition and
we try to understand ourselves some nonsense as ·well . For
example, a "Marxian" analy
or our surroundings mathe
matically. Our computing ma
sis of computer professionals
chines and our science enable as a "class" determined by a
"new means ofproduction"
us to assign only a few num
bers-maybe 1, maybe 1000, the computer-is a total mis
maybe 1,000,000-to each of interpretation of what Marx
the things we want to study. meant by these terms. Actu
ally, he had some penetrating
Even if we assign them cor
rectly, there are almost never predictions about technology:
enough numbers to describe On one hand, it would be a tool
used to increase productivity
very important things ade
quately. Then we compute, and to lower wages, and on the
average, integrate, take the other hand, it would provide
square root, and end up once the levels ofproduction and af
again with not enough differ
fluence needed to make a so
ent numbers to encompass our cialist state possible (Marx
subject properly. If our scien
was hardly a Luddite) . In an
tists and the people they sell other section of the book, a
their services to would accept computer scientist gushes in
this fact humbly and proceed jargon about microcode, oper
with circumspection and hu
ating systems, compilers, and
maneness, all might be well. programs in the context of
But that's not the case, as the "meta thinking"-and ends
authors take some care to with a flippant toss-off ofcap
document.
italism and communism; it's a
Descartes' Dream is actu
rather tangential excursion.
ally a series of essays, some
The authors also seem to de
written for the book and some vote a lot of space to the con
taken from the authors' lec
cept that mathematics and
tures, interviews, and other computers, by assigning num
publications. The essays cover bers to everything, are de
a wide range of topics. "Feed
humanizing us and may very
back and Control: The Equi
well have been an important
librium Machine" shows how factor in the Nazi holocaust,
mathematics can model the among other terrible things.
states of a fairly complicated The fact is, mathematics and
machine. It also exposes the its applications are created by
difficulties of getting both the human beings, who set in mo
machine and the model to tion certain forces and react in
work correctly in a real-world turn to them. Mass murder
setting . Another essay, existed before the advent of
"Mathematics and Rhetoric," massive technology. Even
points out that even mathema
when humans were not "re
ticians sometimes cheat in duced to numbers," there was
playing the Cartesian game.
. no impediment to torture,
Most of the essays discuss murder, and rape-one could
very specific topics relating to always find people to carry out
mathematics and its applica
the orders.
tions in the contemporary
Davis and Hersh might
world. The authors take up the more properly have asked why
serious charge that success in it is that one can always find a
the study of mathematics is scientist or mathematician
used as a filter to eliminate perfectly willing to work on
groups of people from the col
any sort of project, from the
lege or job market. They also "proof' that some people are
have a wonderful example of a genetically inferior to the con
physics problem for which half struction of machines of dis
a dozen different pieces of ease and death. After all, who
high-powered software yield employs these people, and
half a dozen quite different who determines which oftheir
answers . (So much for Star projects get funded and which
Wars.... )
continued

800-877-8855
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"Qµality Products at Discount Prices since 1985"
: I · ' I
Advanced Digital Slave ... .. ...... 545
Alloy Slave 16 N ...................... 60S
AST Advantage Premium ......... 299
ATI Rampage 286 - 5 I 2k ........ 399
ATI VGA Wonder ............. CALL
BOCA RAM AT ...... ... .............. 142
Genoa VGA HiRes .................. 34S
Intel Above Board .................... Call
Orchid Tiny Turbo ..
... 262
Orchid Designer ........................ 329
Panasonic Fax ........................... 64 2
Porndlse VGA + 16 .................. 295
Paradise VGA Pro .................. 39S
STB VGA EM 512K .......... ....... 365
Sigma VGA H .......................... 242
Tops Flashcard ................... CALL
Video 7 V RAM ...................... .482
Video 7 Fastwrite ................... 369
Hercules, Verticom, VMI Western
Digital. Others ...... .... ....... ... CALL

DRIVES
Bernouli II 20 Mb ..................... 799
CDC 150 Mb
... ... ..... 1,413
Emerald 60 Mb .................. CALL
Irwin 20 Mb ............................. 339
Irwin 40 Mb ............................. 4SS
M icropol is 133S ....................... S4S
Miniscribe 6053 .............. ...... CALL
Miniscribe 71 Mb ........ ... ..... ...... 565
Moutain TD 4440 .......... ..... ....... 379
PlusCard 20 Mb ...................... SI8
PlusCard 40 Mb ...................... 6SS
Seagate 20Mb Kit .................... 262
Seagate 30Mb Kit .................... 279
Seagate ST2SI-l ...................... 429
Toshiba 720 K, 3.5" Kit ......... ..... 89
Archive. Maynard. Maxtor, Teac,
Tccmar ............................... ... CALL

SOFTWARE
Carbon Copy + 5.0 .... ....... ... ...... I 07
DBase III Plus & IV ....... .. ... .CALL
Excel • PC ... ......... ......... ..... ...... 289
Fastback Plus ..................... ....... I 04
l-larvard Graph 2.1 .................... 299
Lotus 123 ................................... 295
Multimatc Advantage II ............ 257
Paradox 2.0 ........... ..................... 412
Peachtree Complete .......... ....... . 145
Q&A ....... ..... ............................ 190
Quattro ............... .......... ............. I 39
R:Basc for 05 2 ................... ... ... 545
Sprint ..... ............................... ..... 125
Symphony ........................... CALL
TOPS ........................................ 101
Ventura Publisher .. .................... 495
Word 4.0 ..... ......... ................... .. 209

.

Acer 1100 B4 .... .................... . 3250
Acer 20 Mhz ....................... CALL
AST Model 80 .. ...................... 1525
AST Model 300 ......
..... 2777
AST Model 340 .....
... 3999
AST 3320 ....... .. .. . ... .. ..... ....... 6935
Intel 25 Mhz
................ 3899
Mitsubishi MP286 40Mb ....... 1925
Mitsubishi MP286 Laptop
w/ 20 Mb Drive ................... 2337
NEC 386: 2 Mb
.. .... 2995
NEC EL II . .. ....................... 1465
NEC Powermate ................. CALL
Packard Bell 12 Mhz ... ......... ... 1265
Sam sung 20 Mhz ... ..... .... .... ..... 2899
Samsung S500 I 40 Mb ........... 1565
Sperry PC IT: 5 I 2k/44 M ....... 2795
Televideo 386 2Mb ......... ..... ... 2595
Toshiba IOOO ............................ 769
Toshiba TI 200F ..................... 14S9
Toshiba TI200HB ................. 24SS
Toshiba 1600 ....................... CALL
Toshiba 3100/20 ..................... 299S
Toshiba 3200 .......................... 382S
Toshiba 5100 .......................... 492S
Toshiba S200 ....................... CALL
Wyse 2108 .............................. 114S
Wyse 2112 .............................. 16S9
Wyse 2214 ........................... CALL
Wyse 3216 .............................. 279S
Unisys 386 .... .... .. .... ......... .... ... 2695
Zenith Supersport .... ....... ........ 1625
Zenith Supersport 286 ............. 3475
Altos, ITT. Sharp ........ ... ....... CALL

TERMINALS
Altos V ... ............ ............... ..... ... 485
Adds Io IO .. .... ..... ............... ..... 299
IBM 31Sl .................................. 389
Kimtron KT-70 PC ................... 359
Link MC-S ............................... 409
Televideo 90S ........................... 280
Televideo 9SS ........................... 36S
Televideo 96S ........................... 412
Wyse 30 .................................... 289
Wyse 50 ........ .......... ... ................ 355
Wyse 60 .................................... 39S
Wyse 85G ................................. 379
Wyse 99GT .............................. 469
Wyse 150 ............................. CALL
Vi sual, CIE, Qume .............. CALL

MICE
Logitec C7 .. ..... .............. ............. 67
Logitec Hi Res ............................ 92
Microsoft w/paint .................... .... 99
Microsoft w/windows .............. 132
Mouse Systems - PC II .............. 95

I
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Calcomp 1023GT .................. 378S
Calcomp 1043 GT ................. S64S
Calcomp I044GT ............... I 0,24S
Calcomp Colormaster ........... 3395
Houston DMP 52 ................... . 2399
Houston DMP 41/42 ............... 2110
Houston DMP 56A ................. 3850
Houston DMP 61 ................... 302S
Houston DMP 62 .................. .. 4249
HP 7475 A ................... .......... . 1395
HP 7550 A . ........... ......... ........ 2895
HP 7S70 A .............................. 304S
HP 7S9S .................................. 779S
loline 3700 ......... ............... ...... 3065
loline 4000 ............................. 3995
JDL 850 GL ................ ...... ..... 2799
Roland 88S ............................. 109S
Roland 980 ............................. l l 9S
Roland 990 ............................. IS9S
Roland GRX ....................... CALL
Versatec, JDL , Other .. ......... CALL

DIGITIZERS
Calcomp 12 x 12 ........ .......... ..... . 348
Calcomp 44 x 60 ..................... 3745
Calcomp36 x 48 .......... ........... . 3195
GTCO 24 x36 ......................... I 94S
GTCO 36 x 48 ........................ 239S
Hitachi I I x I 1 ...
.... ...... 439
Kurta IS 3 ........................... CALL
Kurta IS 8.S x I 1 ..................... 24S
Kurt a IS 12 x 12 ...................... 309
Kurta IS 12 x 17 ...................... S3S
Summa 12 x 12 + ..................... 348
Summa 12 x 18 ......................... 579

MODEMS
ATI 2400 ETC ........................ 1SS
Anchor 2400E .......................... 14S
Avatex 1200 External. ..... ........... 95
Cardinal 2400 External ............. 139
Cardinal 2400 Internal .............. I 09
Hayes 1200 ............................... 279
Hayes 2400 ............................... 41 S
Hayes 2400 B
.. ... .......... . 389
M igcnt Pocket ........................... I 09
Multitech 224 EH .................... 388
Multitech 224 EC .................... 30S
Practical 1200!
... 65
Prometheus 2400B/2 ............... 12 9
Prometheus 2400G .................. 149
Racal-Vadic 2400VP ................ 388
UDS V.32 ............................. CALL
USR 2400E ............................... 345
USR Courier 2400 .... ......... .... ... 299
lJSR HST 9600 ......................... S99
Ven-Tel 2400 (PS/2) ................ 27S
Zoom 2400 HC ......................... 14S

I

I

Alps Allegro 24 ........................ 349
Alps 324 E ................................. 74S
Canon BJ 130 ............................ 66S
Citizenl20D .............................. 149
Ci tit.en 1800 ............................. 162
Citizen MSP 40 ........................ 312
Fujitsu DL3400 ........................ S2S
NEC P2200 ............................... 339
NEC PS200 ............................... SlS
NEC PS300 ............................... 679
NEC P9XL .............................. 1050
Okidala 390 .............................. 47S
Panasonic I080i M 2 ................ I 6 2
Panasonic I09Ii M2 ................ 18S.
Panasonic I I 24 ........................ 339
Panasonic IS24 ........................ S49
Star NX -IOOO ........................... 171
Star NX-IOOOR Color .. .... ......... 299
Star NX-2400 ....... ........ ........ ... .. 318
Toshiba 321SL ..... ... ................. 499
Toshiba 341 SL ................... ....... 635
Toshiba P35 I SX .. .. ... .. .... .......... 965
Canon 811 (Laser) ................. IS6S
NEC LC 890 (Laser) ............. 316S
Panasonic Laser Partner ......... 1650
HP Laser Jet II ................... SAVE
Brother. C.ltoh, Data Products,
Diconix, Epson, Genicom, QMS .
OTC. Varityper. TI ............... CALL

MONITORS
Amdck 1280 ........ ......... ............. 645

Mitsubishi 1381A .................... S09
Mitsubshi 690STK ................. 2IS4
NEC Multisync II .................... S9S
NEC Multisync + ..................... 9IS
NEC Multisync XL ............... 2089
NEC Multisync GS .................. 189
PGS Ultra Sync ......................... 522
PGS UltraSync 16" ................... 895
Seiko 1430 ................................ S99
Samsung TTI ................ .. ... .... .... . 79
Samtron EGA ............................ 359
Sigma Laser 19" ..................... 1765
Sony Mutliscan ........................ 67S
Tatung Multiscan ................... 475
Wyse 650 VGA .......... ............... 459
Wyse 700 ............ ....................... 678
Wyse 7190 ........................... CALL
Zenith 1490 .. ............... ... .... .
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FORTRAN tor the 80386
The Real World Solution
• Supports Intel 80287/80387 & Weitek Coprocessors
• 100% Royalty Free License on Developed Software
• Free DOS Support Library with Source Code
• Accesses up to 16 MBytes of Memory
• Source Level Symbolic Debugging
• Uses 32-bit Instructions
Put the full power of the 80386
in lo your programs. Using SVS
FORTRAN-386 compiler &
Phar Lap's 386 Linker you can
break DOS's 16-bit instruction
and 640K memory limit. With
S VS you can cut a typical
pn;igram's run-time in half, while
usmg up to 16 Megabytes of
memory.

.

S11ppo~tzng Software Tools:

"''11' Source Code
Scitech Scientific Package (SSP)*
Scitech Plotting Package (SPP)*
Maintainability Analysis Tool (MAT
MAT analyzes and diagnoses your
FOR TRAN programs. MAT provides
the information you need to make
your programs more reliable and
Prices:
easier to maintain.
SVS FORTRAN-386 .....................$695
SVS PASCAL-386••..••••.•••..•••••.•••..$695
Phar Lap-386 ASM/LINK .......... $495
Scitech Scientific Package ............$325
Scitech Plotting Package .............. $325
Maintainability Analysis Tool. ..... $895
For more infonnation call:

1-800-346-5159
In CAcall(415) 960-5931

5150 El Camino Real, Suite C·31
Los Altos. Calilornia 94022

Nobody Beats Our
Printer Ribbon Prices!
~Meet Or Beat ANY Published Price With A Money-Back Guarantee!

Anadex 9500, 96258............... $3.60
Apple lmagewriter Nylon ............. 2.95
Apple lmagewriter 4-color............ 9. 9 5
Brother 1409............................ 4.50
Brother 150911709..................... 5. 50
Canon Al200, A40, A50, PW250..... 4.50
Centronics 70 0 Series-Cartridge .. 4 .50
Citizen MSPIO, MSP20................. 2.50
Citizen MSPl5, MSP25 ........ ......... 3.50
Citizen IZOD ............ ................ 4.50
Cloeco Adam.. .. ... ... . ... .............. 7.9 5
Commodore MPS80l .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . 3. 50
Comrex 420, Comwriter 420...... ...6.90
C. ITOH 3500.....
. ............. 25.00
C. ITOHProwriterJr............. ....... 5.95
DEC LA34, LA38, LAIOO ... ..... Just 2.95
Diablo HyType 11........................ 2.95
EPSON MX80......... .... ...... .. ....... 2. 50
EPSON LX80...
......... 2.50
EPSON LQ1500 .................. .. ...... 2.95
EPSON EX-!000, EX-800 ............ ... 4.20
EPSON EX-800/EX-IOOO 4-color.... 15.95
EPSON FXIOO, FX286, MXI00........ 3.50
EPSON LX80, LX86, LX90... .......... 2.50
Fujitsu 3400.................. ........... 7.95
Fujitsu DPMG/DPL9, DX2!00/2200 .. 3.95
IBM 4202, Proprinter XL.... .... ...... 4.50
IBM 4201, Prowriter, Proprinter. .... 3. 75
Mannesmannfralley IOOThru 160.3.00
Mannesmann/Talley MT 85 ......... 3.95
Mannesmann/Talley Sprint80 ...... 3.50
NEC Pinwriter P-5...................... 3.95
NEC 2000/3500 Flip MIS ......... ... ... 5.25
NEC Pinwriter Pi/P2/P/6............. ..3.60
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NEC P2200........ ... .. ... ................ 5.50
NEC PC8000, PC8023A Nyion ....... .. 2.95
Okldata 292..4.85 292 4-coior. .. I0.50
... 5.60
Okidata 2931294
Okidata 293/294-4-color. .... ..... 15.50
Okidata 390........... ................... 3.75
Okidata 393................... .......... 15.15
Panasonic KXP !090/!091/!092 .... '..4.90
Panasonic KXP 11093.................. 2.95
Panasonic 1524...
. .... 6.95
QUME 4 Sprint 7/8/9/IO/ll/LQ50...... 2 .95
Radio Shack DMP400 ............ ...... 2.95
Seikosha SP-80011000 ......... ...... ...3. 75
Seikosha 5300... .. ...
.... ...... .. 18.95
Star NXI000 ................ ........ .... ..4.25
Toshiba 1350, 1351, 321, 341, 351... .. 3.10
Toshiba 321SL. ..... ...................... .oi.95
Xerox 850/860...... 3.00 630 ....... 2.95

PWS HUNDREDS MORE .••
MOSTAVAILABLE IN 4-COLORI

1-800-327-1013
Mr. Megabyte's American Ribbon Co.
1041 W. CommercialBlvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, F L33309
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FREE With Order Of 12
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do not? Computers can be used
for Star Wars, or they can be
used for agriculture. Davis
and Hersh perform the admi
rable task of showing us that
mathematics is a human activ
ity, performed by very fallible
humans. However, they don't
go far enough in pointing out
that mathematics doesn't just
happen, or happen to us. The
whole issue of the economics
and politics of science and
technology, unfortunate! y, is
left undiscussed.
Whatever its deficiencies in
certain areas, Descartes'
Dream provides a framework
for discourse and argument,
and it raises, in some form,
most of the important issues
that we must confront when we
apply technology and mathe
matics to human beings.

BRIEFLY NOTED
Structured Programming
Using Turbo BASIC by Wade
Ellis Jr. and Ed Lodi, Aca
demic Press, San Diego, CA:
1988, 337pages, $23.95. The
Educational Testing Service
was recently petitioned by a
group including the inventors
ofBASIC to provide BASIC as
well as Pascal versions of the
Computer Programming Ap
titude Test. The group be
lieves that BASIC is as well
suited a language for students
to learn proper programming
technique as Pascal.
Authors Ellis and Lodi
prove the point that BASIC
programs can be well struc
tured, readable, and main
tainable. Their book serves as
an introduction to BASIC pro
gramming but follows the
tenets of structured program
ming technique from begin
ning to end.
An educated layperson or a
student in a formal classroom
setting can use Structured
Programming Using Turbo
BASIC. It is liberally sprin
kled with exercises for the
reader to solve; the solutions
can be found in an appendix if
you get stuck. An optional
companion disk contains all
the book's sample code.

After an introductory chap
ter to familiarize readers with
the Turbo BASIC environ
ment, the authors move into
lessons describing how to
place text and graphics on the
computer's screen. This is a
refreshingly logical beginning
to learning how to write pro
grams. Before they tackle so
phisticated algorithms, most
programmers just want to be
able to see the results of their
efforts on-screen. Why more
books don't start this way is a
mystery.
From learning to master the
screen, the lessons move into a
discussion of top-down pro
gramming using the example
of a graphical house. First,
you learn to draw the frame,
then the roof, and finally the
doors and windows. Using
graphical examples reinforces
the lesson concept visually.
The book continues in this
style, using visual examples
where possible to illustrate a
programming concept.
Structured Programming
Using Turbo BASIC is not a
comprehensive guide to either
BASIC programming or
Turbo BASIC. But for the be
ginning BASIC programmer,
it provides a solid foundation
on which to build.
-G. Michael Vose

Programming in ANSI C by
Stephen G. Kochan, Hayden
Books/Howard W. Sams &
Co., Indianapolis, IN: 1988,
468 pages, $24. 95. Now that
an ANSI standard for the C
programming language is im
minent, books on C will need
to follow the standard conven
tions in describing C program
ming technique. Stephen G.
Kochan vaults to the head of
the ANSI-conforming pack
with this revision of his 1984
book, Programming in C.
With 17 chapters roughly
corresponding to the earlier
volume, Kochan's book is
suitable for a beginning pro
grammer or someone new to
C. Kochan thoroughly ex
plains every C operation
needed to write a nontrivial
program, along with an easy
conrinued
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hould I Purchase the
WA 286/386 System?
Complete* 8, 12, 16 and 20 MHz Systems with
SIVA Systems from VNS America

Corp. delivers the uncompromising
power you want, plus the

hardware/

software products you need.
Promptly. Courteously.
Enjoy the AT®-compatibWty, speed
and future upgradeability you would
expect from up-tCHlate premium
quality computers. And, enjoy the
fast service so many have come to
appreciate from VNS America Corp.
About VNS America Corp.
VNS America Corp. and its associate
companies pool their expertise and
buying power to bring you premium,
name brand products at breakthrough
prices.
We're bold, colorful and innovative.
We have to be to gain your attention in
this ultra-competitive industry. But, our
products and service are first rate
because we need your confidence to
succeed.
IBM set the standard... we're just
making it affordable to thousands of
companies, individuals and industry that
want quality at the best prices.

TRY US

Call 1-800-252-4212

VNS America Corp.
Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 U.S.A.
In Massachusetts 508-481-3726
FAX: 508-481-2218

The Powerful SIVA 386 System
Standard 386 Features:
• 32-bit Intel 80386-16 CPU.
• lMB of 32-bit RAM on board.
System expandable to 16MB.
• 2/ 16/20 MHz Keyboard
selectable.
• ST-251-1 Seagate 40MB
Formatted 28 ms high speed,
with ultra high speed
Controller 1: 1 interleave.
• 1.2MB High Capacity
Floppy Drive.
•Super deluxe heavy duty
tower case with 6 half-height
drive openings.

• High-resolution 12" Non-Glare
Amber Display. Tilt and
Swivel base, Hercules
compatible Adapter.
• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard,
Pleasant "Tactile/Click" Feel.
• 80287/387 Math
Coprocessors optional.
• Fully compatible with
virtually all XTI AT and
386 software.

s2495
Upgrades for your

386System:
•VGA Colo;- Upgrade 
add only $495.
• 20 MHz CPU Upgrade 
add only $195.
• Call for all other options
and upgrades.

A

You will expetjence unmatched ~rformance
using our liardware/software prOducts. And,
you will benefit from breakthrough pricing
from VNS America Corp.

Premium Name Brand Peripherals and Software!
The Economical SIU4 286
A Complete 12 MHz High-Speed SIVA 286 System
with 40MB (28MS-ST251-1) Hard Disk

Complete System Features:

l.-=-='' ~

• 80286 CPU, 8/12.5 MHZ Dual Speed, Keyboard
Selectable
• High-Speed RAM, 512K Expandable to 4MB on the
Motherboard (16MB System Total)
• Phoenix BIOS
• 40MB Hard Drive, l.2MB Floppy Drive
• Ultra High-Speed/Floppy,/Hard Disk Controller
1:1 Interleave, 800KB/Sec Transfer Rate
• High Resolution 12" Amber Display with Tilt and
Swivel Base, Compatible Graphics Controller
• Full 101-Key Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant
Tactile/ Click Feel
• 1\vo Serial and One Parallel Printer Ports and
One Mouse Port
• 3-16 Bit and 1-8 Bit Free Expansion Slots
• Clock Calendar with 10-Year Life Battery Backup
• 80287 Support, up to 12 MHZ
• Meets FCC Requirements

$

129 5

Standard System Including all Standard
Features except Hard Disk $995

Lowest Cost Compilable Upgrader
• Additional 512K Memory for $195.
• l.5MB Additional Memory for $395.
• EGA Upgrade for $295.

Niae Reasons to Call IWS America Now•••
•.Produced by High Technology Manufacturing Proeesses
• FullySurface Mounted 1echnology
• ECA Controller Standard
Supports 3.5" and 5.25" Floppy Disks
"Complete: includes 12 MHz high-speed SIVA 286 System with 40 MB hard disk drive, monitor and keyboard.

Order Now Toll-Free

1-800-252-4212
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and al /compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many differenttypes of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. 11 works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s !
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers,even non-IBM equipment.
All Color Graphics & Monochrome
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors
Monitors
System Expansion & Extended Memory
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives Parallel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Standard & Non-standard Printers
Adapters
System Board: OMA, Timers, Interrupt,
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics tor PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only.
. ... $169
Alignment Diskette tor PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives). . • . .. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug tor PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) .. $ 30
Service Diagnostics tor AT and compatibles only .... ....... . ......... $169
Alignment Diskette tor AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) .... . . .. ..... $ 50
Wrap·around Plug tor AT (serial) .. ... . . .. ................. ........ $ 15
ROM POST tor PC, PC/XT and compatible
...... .$245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only . . •..•••.•.••.•••..• ....... $245
Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above-save $502) . $495
Service Diagnostics tor 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) . . . $195
Diagnostics 11 is the solution to the service problems of users ot all
CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers .... ••..••• . ... . ... . . .. $125
ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only ..
.$245
Alignment Diskette tor PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) . . . . • . • • • • • . .. $ 5fl

FIJISHN S~E 1ECHNOLOGYl'.O. Box 611328,

San Jose, CA 95161·1328 (408) 745-0234 Telex 27031;5

SUPERSOFT is a registered trademark of SuperSofl, Inc.; CDC of Control Data Corp .; BM PC. AT & XT of
International Business Machines Corp.; MS-DOS of MicroSolt Corp.; f\EC of NEC Information Sys1ems, Inc.,
PRIME ol PRIME INC.: Sony of Sony Corp.
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to-understand programming
example. His lucid explana
tions of how to perform an op
eration detail both C keywords
and the library functions you
need to accomplish a pro
gramming task.
All this explanatory materi
al follows the conventions of
the ANSI standard. New C
programmers using this book
to learn the language will
therefore automatically use
function prototypes, for ex
ample, and will understand
new ANSI-standarddatamod
ifiers like const, signed, and
volatile.
Ofcourse, a consequence of
this learned ANSI style may be
confusion when a student uses
a nonconforming compiler.
To help in this situation, Ko
chan provides an appendix
that describes the differences
betweenANSICand "old" C.
The organization of this ap
pendix matches that of an ear
lier appendix that describe·s
the ANSI version of the lan
guage. So, ifyou try to use the
escape character \x to display
a hexadecimal number and get
a compiler error, you can
quickly discover just what syn
tax is unacceptable to your
current compiler.
Another useful appendix
describes the standard C li
brary. Although the functions
are described only briefly,
they are grouped logically
into math functions, dynamic
memory allocation functions,
I/Ofunctions, andthelike-to
help you find the library rou
tines you need for a given pro
gramming problem.
All in all, Programming in
ANSI C is a solid and useful
volume. -G. Michael Vose

Macintosh Family Hard
ware Reference by Apple
Computer Staff, Addison
~sley, Reading, MA: 1988,
304 pages, $26. 95 (hard
cover). The only hardware
folk who will be disappointed
with this book will be the ones
looking for detailed schematic
diagrams of Macintoshes.
While block diagrams of vari
oi1s circuits abound, Apple has
not put a wiring and parts dia

gram in here. Pin-outs of the
external connectors are pro
vided, though, along with ex
planations of what the pin-outs
mean.
Each of the various Macin
toshes (classic, SE, and II) is
clearly explained on a sub
system basis (e.g., versatile
interface adapters). The writ
ing is crisp, and the organiza
tion of topics well thought out.
The authors explain the ac
tions and interrelations of the
hardware in a no-nonsense
manner that flows well from
one numbered section to an
other. They clearly define the
signals used in each subsystem
and explain their expected
values at relevant times.
I highly recommend this
book to anyone involved with
Macintosh hardware-and to
the merely curious as well. It
does a fine job of explaining
the intricacies of the Mac in a
way that does not require an
advanced degree in electron
ics to understand.
-Larry Loeb

Computer Cryptology: Be
yond Decoder Rings by Karl
Andreassen, Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 1988,
268pages, $24.95. Before the
data encryption standard,
public-key cryptography, and
zero knowledge proofs, most
of cryptography was simpler
and not so mathematical.
These systems from earlier
days are by no means obsolete,
and Karl Andreassen's book
shows how to use a computer
programmed in BASIC to
make and break such ciphers.
Not to be too presumptuous,
Andreassen refers to the field
as "amateur cryptography."
The book's main emphasis
is on describing such well
known methods as substitu
tion, Vignere, and transposi
tion. BASIC programs are
provided for generating each
of these, followed by sugges
tions on ways to break them
what statistical patterns arise
from each method and how
studying such patterns can
provide a hidden prying tool
for breaking the cipher. Sev
continued

At 17,400 bps and under $1,000 ...

The new champion is Courier HST~M
The race belongs to the swift and
that's why USRobotics' Courier HST
is "the champion".
In race after race among high
speed modems, the Courier HST
outperforms the high-priced com
petition.
The writers at Data Communi
cations and the independent test
ing laboratory, Telequality Associ
ates, concluded in their head-to-head modem test:
"The USRobotics Courier HST modem, the
least expensive of all the modems tested, out
perfonned all the pseudo-duplex modems on
the line simulation ·tests ..."
And PC Magazine calls the Courier HST, "the
top price-performance ratio at 9,600 bps."

USRobotics:
The secret to our success?
Partly, it's our innovative V.32
asymmetrical data pump with
MNP™ Level 5 data compression
delivering 17,400 bps ... saving you
money on phone line charges.
Partly, it's our unique automatic
fall-back/fall-forward which assures
you the fastest speed possible.
But there's even more to being "the champi
on" than that.
Mostly, it's the security you get from know
ing you are buying the # 1 rated modem.
If you are considering trading in your current _
modem for a high speed modem, don't get
left in the dust.
Get the new champion-Courier HST.

Call 1-800-DIAL-USR
In Illinois (312) 982-5001

(lJ}.ilobotics®
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications

8100 North McConnick Boulevard, Skokie, Illinois 60076.
*Rated first by Data Communications under frequenlly encountered line conditions. Data Communications ,May 1988.
USRobolics, Courter and HSTare trademarks of U.S. Robotics, Inc. Other computer and software names identified by® or 1• are tradenames and/ or trademarks oftheir respective z:-nanufacturers.
For sales in the United l<ingdom, please call Markom, ltd., Ipswich, England. Telephone: 0473 233888.
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THE INCREMENTAi.ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

a.~Ut-~~
A complete, integrated macro assembler development environment for
the 8086 family of processors under DOS. Including a powerful
window-oriented source debugger, syntax checking editor, fast linker.
and the FIRST INCREMENTAL ASSEMBLER.
TheINCAA development cycle
looks like this:

Other assemliler- deve~opment
cycles looklikethis:
Debug
/I

-t

Edit Program ~
Assemble

Edit ...... Debug

./.
Link
Correct
"- Reassemble +- Syntax Errors
Cycle Time: 2-20 minutes lor morel
With other systems, the.development
cycle for large programs can take several
minutes involving a lot of tedious hopping
from one program to another. The INCRA
Assembly development environment is
completely integrated, everything you
need to develop assembler programs or
routines for programs in other languages,
is available atthe touch of a key.With
INCRA you go from program entry and
editing to debugging instantly because
the INCRA assembler is INCREMENTAL.
It updates the executable code as soon
as you change the source - in milliseconds. And tlie powerful INCRA debug
window is always available at the push of
a key to trace through the program. If you
find a mistake, just flip to the editor and
correct it,then flip to the debugger and
continue testing.
The INCRA editor checks your assembier syntax as you enter, giving intelligent
error messages that make it clear what
was wrong and howtofix it- you never

Cycle Time: Less than 1 Second!
have to worry about waiting 5 minutes for
a program to assemble, only to find you
have to do it all over because you forgot
to put in a comma! INCRA also contains a
fast, integrated linker that can quickly pull
in procedures from other modules and Iibraries at the push of a button.The INCRA
incremental assembler works just as well
on linked programs as on single modules,
so you can develop large, multi-module
programs, and mixed language programs
without constantly relinking. And with
INCRA, macros expand as soon as you
enter them, no need to waitfor assembly
to see if the macro expanded the ~ a y you
thought it would! If there's a mistake, just
edit'the macro call, and the macro will
immediately reflectthe changes.
If you're a serious programmer working
with assembler, INCRA's power and
speed will make your life easier. If you're
just learning assembler,
INCRA's ease of use will
make it exciting and fun !
u.s.

$18QOO

DEMO DISK $5.00 !DEDUCTIBLE FROM PURCHASE PRICE)

1~<pJ4da~~~atatt...

11Wl4 u t4e toot to, et4e.
Incremental Assembler
~..1

Complete macro assembler

-.<

t'<

-:r

Supports 8086/88. 80186.
80286, 8087, 80287
Also operates in batch mode
lfas terthan MASM 5.01
Compatible with MASM 5.0
(will assemble most MASM
5.0 programs without
changes I

Editor
·.i Full Screen, fully featured
'..'r Syntaxchecking
;{ Automatic INCREMENTAL
assembly
·.i Customizable Options
~'< Unique line buffer for moving
and re-ordering lines
;,.\- Super fast search and page
'...'r Instantly generates .exe and
~r

.obj files
Template program files

·;,'( Single step, multiple
breakpoints, conditional
breakpoints, check-trace
>T Highlights changes to regis
ters flags & data at each step
t'.r Powerful symbolic data
display options
·;'r Save and restore data display
definitions
'--1 Oissassemble with symbolic
names
;,'r Flip to and from your program's
display screen
>i 8087Window

;,.'r Window-oriented- see all

>'<

data, registers, flags, and
executing source lines (with
commentsl at a glance
Fully symbolic (no needto
declare publics)

offset values are available as
operands

;.'r Hex, decimal, octal, binary,
ascii results and operands
accepted

Options
;.'r Change environment features
such as screen colors, cursor
type ,tabs, processor type, etc.
·;,)' Save options permanently

Help
;.'r Pop-up command descriptions
available at all times

Linker

·.< Fasterthan MASM 5.0
·:,'t: Link incra files, regular .obj
files, and libraries

Macros

To order: Call (U.S. or Canada)

1-800-263-5645

·.,'r Full macro capabilities
·.,'r Macros can be instantly

·.i Lots morel

Debugger .

;.'r All program constant and

·tc

expanded in the editor to in·
spect resulting source
Full condi tional assembly is
supported

Calculator
;.'t: Available at all times

'tt Complete set of arithmetic and
logical operations

25WarrendP.rAve., Suite 909
Islington, Ontario Canada
M9B 5Z4
(dealer inquiries welcome)
{416) 234-9347

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS : IBM.PC OR COMPATIBLE WITH 256K
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era! programs are listed that
automate the process of gath
ering the necessary statistical
information.
Computer Cryptology: Be
yond Decoder Rings makes a
good introduction for people
who might enjoy recreational
cryptography and cryptana
-Peter Wayner
lysis.
Program Design for Knowl
edge-Based Systems by Gra
ham Winstanley, Halsted
Press, New York: 1987, 226
pages, $29. 95. This concise
book shows how to develop a
knowledge-based system with
Lisp as the implementation
language. Using a mixture of
formal design and rapid proto
typing techniques, Graham
Winstanley guides the reader
from initial concepts and defi
nitions to the development of a
complete rule-based expert
system. The latter chapters
deal with the user interface,
testing, and debugging, along
with various alternative strate
gies, their usage, and implica
tions . Winstanley also dis
cusses peripheral issues of the
hardware requirements.
Program Design for Knowl
edge-Based Systems will be
useful to programmers who
need to upgrade their skills
from a more conventional en
vironment. It will also be a
valuable reference for system
designers with some comput
ing experience who are inter
ested in the new field of
knowledge engineering based
exclusively on Lisp. In addi
tion to providing a solid foun
dation in Lisp programming,
the book includes details of
how to design interfaces, spe
cific examples of expert
system development, and a
unique treatment ofembedded
expert systems. The author is a
senior lecturer in electronics
and computing at Brighton
Polytechnic in England.
-DongH. Kim
Expert Systems in Data Pro
cessing: A Professional's
Guide by Jerome T. Murray
and Marilyn J . Murray,
McGraw-Hill, New York:
1988, 237pages, $34.95. This

is an outstanding introduction
to what artificial intelligence
in the form of expert systems
can accomplish in various
data-processing fields. The
authors include many exam
ples of how several compa
nies, both large and small,
have used the latest advances
in expert systems in personnel
cost reduction and risk assess
ment, thus gaining a competi
tive edge in marketing and
sales. After surveying the ex
pert systems thatarein current
use, they discuss the best ways
to choose the profitable area of
expert-system application and
to avoid many possible mis
takes and pitfalls. They also
show how to assemble the best
team for various applications.
Available programming
languages, such as Lisp and
Prolog, are also discussed ade
quately in chapter 5. The next
two chapters deal with expert
system shells and how the
knowledge engineer should go
about choosing tools. After
discussing IBM ESE (Expert
System Environment) in chap
ter 9, the authors devote the
rest of the book to the actual
design and hardware require
ments of an expert system.
Expert Systems inDataPro
cessing is well organized and
illustrated, and it's written in
an easy-to-read, relaxed style
withnumerousfullycodedex
amples ofthe many techniques
the authors present.
-Dong H. Kim •
CONTRIBUTORS
Mark Bridger, a professor of
mathematics at Northeastern
University, lives in Newton
Upper Falls, Massachusetts.
G. Michael Vose is coeditor of
OS Report: News and Views on
OS/2. He lives in Peterbor
ough, New Hampshire .
Larry Loeb is an engineer
turned-dental-surgeon who
lives in Wallingford, Connect
icut. Peter Wayner is a gradu
ate student in computer sci
ence at Cornell University in
Ithaca, New York. Dong H.
Kim, a researcher and consul
tant , lives in Chapel Hill ,
North Carolina.
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LAST CHANCE AT

$99.95

Expires Feb. 1st
Regular price $149.95.

( (This is a revolutionary product which
reflects the fact that Walter Bright is one
ofthe world's best programmers. ' '

Andy Redfern, Personal Computer World
· ( (I find it amazing that Walter
continues to find ways to improve his
already excellent product.''

Scott Robert Ladd, Micro Cornucopia

Cisgreat!
C••is etter!!
Performance benchmarks
Benchmark
Zortech C
Zorlech C++
Turbo C 1.5
Sieve
20.49
20.54
23.62
Rsieve
20.49
20.54
23.62
In teger
1.32
1.38
6.31
Float
0.17
0.22
52.29
37.74
52.39
'Float
32.73
Pointer
17.91
17.96
17.13
Rpointer
17.79
17.91
17.14
Loop
3.90
3.90
3.90
0 timize
0.49
0.60
8.46
Benchmarks were run on an 80286 based IBM compatible at 6Mhz with no 8087.

Quick C 1.0
22.72
22.03
6.49
51.03
51.63
16.87
16.64
3.90
8.79

'Thefloatbenchmark was re-run without optimization.
,.
'
Zortech C++is the first native-code C ++ compiler for MS-DOS compatible machines. Tlis
meansyoudon'tneedtospendalotofmoneyona compiler. lnfad,Zortech c++
~
YES!
'
,
Rush me;
comes with a C ++ compiler, a C compiler, a linker, a librarian, a fully integrated editing
environment, context sensitive help and the fastest graphics library you've everseen!
;
D Zortech C , ,

c

'

•••.....

WithZortech C++,youcanmixandmatchcodein C++, C and assembler andlink , .
D Libra~~·~;:rce
'
them all together with a single command!
~
$49.95 •
4llii.
Zortech C ++ comes with a complete C++and C library, including
,
D Intro to OOP and C + +
~
compatibilitywiththeANS/C draft. Unique toZortech C++issupport
,.
$27.95•.
'
for mice, fast screen writes, re-entrant floating point and speaker
~
D The C + + Programming Language
support.
,
$29.95
Now you can move your Microsoft and Turbo C code over to
,.
VISA/MC/COD CHECKACCEPTED

~;;~~eC,:!-:n:~:z::~e~~:m::,'::i;~~i~t:':v'rthunctions! , .

:~;;:::t!;~=~~::~f:::ed

Programming

r;::/~~;';r::~:u~~:~isbetter!
NOW AV AILABLE...

;
,.

Std. Library Source Coda

Only $49 .95 •(with C ++ Purcnoso)

,,
~

;

;

~:

~~~~~:~

: : :; :

: : : : ::: :
·······.

411ii.

zo RTE c H

~

Name.....................................................................................................................................

..........

VISA

:

'

;h~~~:: .- .-.-.: : : : :.-.:-.-.: : : .-.-.·: : ·:.- :..........'

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

or MC#:.......................................................................................................

Exp. date.............................................

.
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:Programmers Paradise Stocks~
LIST OURS

DEBUGGERS
386 DEBUG
Advanced Trace 86
Periscope 1/512 K
Periscope 11
Periscope llx
Persciope 11110 MHz
Trapper

195
145
121
175
795
636
175
141
145
106
1395 1195
150 CALL

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
HALO DPE
MKS SQPS
Pagemaker
Ventura Publisher

Disk Optimizer
FANSI CONSOLE
FASTBACK Plus
hTest hFormat
MACE Utilities
MKS Toolkit

Norton Commander
Norton Guides
Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities, Adv. Ver.
Pathfinder
PC/Tools Deluxe
Vcache
Vfeature
Vfeature Deluxe
Vopt
Xtree
Xtree Pro

Btrieve for OS/2
Epsilon for OS/2
Greenleaf DataWindows
GSS Dev. Toolkit for OS/2
LOGITECH Modula-2

90
90
60
75
189
90
99
199
89
100
100
150
70
80
50
80
120
50
70
129

70
80
55
66
142
80
90
169
56
75
61
101
65
70
47
75
111
47
60
111

~~;f~Fuu:rae,5os12

WEU MATCH NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICES.
LIST OURS

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Advantage Disassembler
MS Macro Assembler
OPTASM
SOURCER
wl BIOS SOURCE
TurboAssembler/Debugger
Visible Computer: 80286

295
150
125
100
140
150
100

279
99
105
89
125
105
89

139
149
99
295
99
149
79
99
139
130
100
100
79

121
127
90
199
69
129
70
90
125

495
298
450
450
99
249
250
150
250
295
100

479
232
289
299
69
149
159
105
175
269
90

175
129
199
185
229
209
265
109
139
295
1000
129

137
99
129
119
169
155
189
79
101
279
899
99

299
595
395
495
325
595
195
275
100

219
499
322
409
229
399
162
232
80

BASIC
db/LIB
GraphPak Professional
Face It
MS BAS I C/6.0
MS QuickBASIC 4.5
QuickPak Professional
QuickWindows
w/Source
QuickWindowsAdvanced
Quick-Tools
True BASIC

Turbo Basic
SoftCode

111
80
69
69

C LIBRARIES/UTILITIES
C ASYNCH MANAGER
C TOOLS PLUS/5.0
C Utility Library

Essential Communications
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
GreenleafTurboFunctions
PC-lint
Time Slicer
w/source
Turbo C TOOLS

C GRAPHICS
Essential Graphics
w/source
Graphic
~~i5'.iKhic Dev. Toolkit
HALO '88 for MS Devel.
MetaWINDOW
Meta WINDOW/PLUS
TurboHALO

C SCREENS/WINDOWS
C-Scape
C Windows Toolkit
Greenleaf Data Windows

Vitamin C
VCScreen
Windows fbr C
w/ Source
Windows for Data
wl Source Code

125
149
750
495
495
129
129
225
149
195
390
295
590

90
129
684
453
395
99
99
162
109
169
332
259
479

COBOL LANGUAGE
Micro Focus COBOL/2
900
733
Micro Focus COBOL/2 Toolset 900
733
PC-CICS
1495 CALL
Personal COBOL
149
121
Microsoft COBOL 3.0
900
599
Reali a COBOL
995
799
w/RealMENU
1145
929
RM/COBOL
950 763

COMMUNICATIONS

C LANGUAGE
ADVANTAGE C + +
C-terp
Lallice C
Microsoft(
Quick(
wt serial mouse
RUNIC Professional
Turbo C v. 2.0
Turbo C v. 2.0 Professional
WatcomC
Zortech C+ +

LIST OURS
GreenleafMakeform
HI-SCREEN XL
JAM
JYACC FORMAKER
PANEL Plus
PANEL/QC
PANEL/TC

299
100
295

282
90
209

Carbon Co~y Plus
Close-Up ( upporl)
Close-Up (Customer)
Co/Session (2 user license)
Support
Application
RELAY Gold
RELAY Silver
SideTalk

195
135
245
222
195
116
249
227
175
157
125 . 116
250
229
150
139
120
90

dBASE LANGUAGE
CLARION
Clipper
Clear
w/ Laser & 24 pin option
dBASE 111 Plus
dBASE IV
dBASEGraphics for C
dBASE ON LINE

695
599
695
439
100
90
150
129
695
399
695 CALL
90
69
69
60
79
90
~~rn ~~~ ~r~r~ers utilities
90
69
dBASE Tools for Pascal
90
69
dB Fast
100
75
dBUG
195
179
dQUERY
150
129
FoxBASE+
395
249
Flipper
195
182
Genifer
395
259
Integrated Dev. Library
149
135
Quick Silver
599
369
R: Base for DOS
725
529
R&R
150
129
w/ C lipper/FoxBASE module 199
179
Say What!
45
50
Scrimage
CALL CALL
SilverComm Library
150
139
The Documentor
295
229
Tom Rellig's HELP
120 CALL
Tom Rettig's Library
100
80
295
229
UI Pro~ammer
XDB-S L
495
419

7

195 CALL
195
169
295
268
195
151
150
120
149
127
99
90
75
70
295
269
195
155
245
185
185
115

FILE MANAGEMENT
Btrieve
Xtrieve
Report Option
Btrieve/N
Xtrieve/N
Report Option/N
CB TREE
c-tree
d -tree
r-tree
c-tree/r-tree bundle
CQL Query System
dBC Ill
dBC 111 PLUS
db-RETRIEVE
db-FILE
FABS Plus
lnformix ESQL/C
lnformix 4GL
lnformix SQL
XQL

245
185
245
189
145
109
595
455
595
459
345
279
159
141
395
318
495
395
295
241
650
523
395
332
250 CALL
750 CALL
395
322
395
322
195
172
595
535
995
895
795
715
795
599

FORTRAN COMPILERS
F77L
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77
MS FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN

477
95
450
595

429
89
299
479

129
129
135
135
149
195

116
116
119
119
135
169

FORTRAN LIB/UTILITIES
DIAGRAM' er
DOCUMENT' ER

Grafmatic
Plotmatic
Spindrift Lib rary
Tekmar Graphics Library

MODULA-2

999
479

99

80
80
80
109

99
99
139

OS/2 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

162
420
532
554

EDITORS
BRIEF
EDIX
EMACS
Epsilon
KEDIT
MKSVI
Multi-Edit
Norton Editor
PC/EDT+
Pi Editor
SPF/PC
VEDIT PLUS

1295
595

PCVMS
Wendin-DOS

195
495
695
895

DISK/DOS UTILITIES
Command Plus
Command Tips

LIST OURS
SCO:
XENIX Sys V (comp.)
Operating System
WEND IN:
?c'.~~ating System Toolbox

Rbase for OS/2
Vitamin C (OS/2)
Windows for C (OS/2)
Windows for Data (OS/21

595
195
395
175
349
CALL
89
895
345
295
395

455
151
CALL
139
279
CALL
CALL
CALL
279
CALL
CALL

300
150
250

189
105
175

PASCAL COMPILERS
Microsoft Pascal
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal 5.0 Professional

TURBO PASCAL LIBRARIES/
UTILITIES
DATABOSS
DATABOSS TOOLS

399
99
45
90
175
45
99
129
150
199
100
129
129
99
125
150

Overlay Manager
PCX Toolkit
Pascal ASYNCH MANAGER
T-Debug Plus V. 4.0
Turbo Analyst
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS
Turbo Geometry Library
Turbo MAGIC
Turbo Plus v. 5.0
Turbo POWER SCREEN
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS
Turbo Professional

Turbo Professional 5.0

Universal Graphics Library

TRANSLATORS
Bas_C (Economy)
Bas_C (Commercial)
Bas.Pas (Economy)
Bas_Pas (Commercial)
BASTOC
Brooklyn Bridge
dB2C
dBxTRANSLATOR

199
179
375
323
149
129
280
242
495
399
130 CALL
299
272
550
469

XENIX/UNIX SOFTWARE
LANGUAGES
ADVANTAGE C+ +
APL •PLUS
C-terp

Micro Focus Toolkit
Micro Focus VS/COBOL

Microsoft languages
RM/COBOL
RM/COBOL-85 (2861
RM/COBOL 13861
RM/FORTRAN
ADDITIONAL XENIX/UNIX
SOFTWARE
Aspen Korn Shell
Directory Shell (286)
Directory Shell (386)

695
669
699
995
498
384
2495 1999
1495 1199
CALL CALL
1250
954
1500 1259
1900 1589
750
553
125
349
495

NEW RELEASES
PANEL PLUS II
The latest offering of this reli

able, time-tested screen design
product includes all new do cu
mentation, su~port for virtual

screens, scrol ing line windows,
a screen editor enhanced by
greater use of pop-up dialog

oxes, and many new library
functions. Call for more
information.
List: $495
Ours: $395

2

100

90

Development System
Stony Brook Modula-2
Development Package

249

199

MICROSOFT QUICK BASIC 4.5

345

309

495
495
100
50
50
50
200

423
479
85
45
45
45
169

line reference system that uses
hypertext technology, and the
Easy Menus option that simplifies
the user interface helpin~ new
~rogrammers to more quickly
ecome productive.
List: $99
Ours: $69

r6~ftE~~~o~~l~~~a-

Comes with QB Advisor, an on-

OBIECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING
ACTOR
ADVANTAGEC++
Smalltalk/V
Communications
EGA/VGA Color Ext.
Goodies #1, #2 or #3
Smalltalk/V286

OPERATING SYSTEMS
Concurrent DOS 386
Microport:
Ststem V/AT (complete)
A Runtime System
286 DOS Merge

395

349

649
249
249

549
209
209

359
89
39
80
131
40
79
99
135
179
80
99
99
80
99
121

VM /386 MULi USER
A true DOS multi-user system al
lowinfc one 386 PC to act as a
host or up to eight PC-compat
ible terminals. A low cost
alternative to networkin~. Lets
you continue to use all t e DOS
software you already own.
List: $895
Ours: CALL

109
299
423

1,000 Brand Names 1-800-445-7899
January Specials
ESSENTIAL
SOFTWARE

THIS
LIST MONTH

C Utility Library
Essential B-Tree
w/ source
Essential Communications
Essential Graphics
wl source code
1•resident C-1
wl source code
Screen Star
wl source code

199
99
198
185
299
598
99
198
99
198

129
79
159
119
219
499
79
159
79
159

LIST OURS
Btrieve
FoxBAS E+ (2861
lnformix 4GL
lnformix 4GL w/Debugger
/nformix SQL
lnformixESQLIC
lnformix 4GL (386)
lnformix 4GL (386) w/Debug
/nformix SQL (386)
lnformix ESQLIC (386)
PC/EDT+
EDIX
FORMAKER
JAM
PANEL Plus
Windows for C
Windows for Data

595
795
1495
2100
1195
895
2495
3500
1395
1095
395
275
895
1350
795
595
795

386 SOFTWARE
386ASMIL/NK
386MAX
386MAX PROFESSIONAL
Concurrent DOS 386
DESQview
F77L-EM132
High C 386
Microport
System V/386 (complete)
Runtime System
MS Windows/386
NOP C386
NOP FORTRAN-386
SCO XENIX
Operating System
Sys. V 386 (complete)
VP/IX (2-USERSI
VP/IX (unlimited users)
VM/386
VM/386 Multiuser (unlim.)

495
75
CALL
395
130
895
895
899
299
195
595
595
695
1495
495
995
245
895

OTHER PRODUCTS
FLOWCHART/NG//
Pfinish
Source Print
Tree Diagrammer

229
395
97
77

BORLAND
Eureka: The Solver
Paradox2.0
Paradox Network Pack
Paradox 386
Quattro
Reflex & Reflex Workshop
Reflex Data Base System
Side Kick
SideKick Plus
Sprint
Superkey
Turbo Basic
Database Toolbox
Editor Toolbox
Turbo Assembler/Debugger
Turbo C 2.0
Turbo C 2.0 Professional
Turbo Lightning
Lightning Word Wizard
Turoo Lightning and
Lightning Word Wizard
Turbo Pascal S.0

167
725
995
895
247
200
150
85
200
195
100
100
100
100
150
150
250
100
70

150
150
Turbo Pascal 5.0 Professional
250
Database Toolbox
100
100
Editor Toolbox
100
Gameworks Toolbox
100
GraphixToolbox
Numerical Methods Toolbox 100
Tutor
70
Turbo Prolog
150
Turbo Pro Jog Toolbox
100
Greenleaf Functions
209
Greenleaf Comm Library
229
GreenleafTurboFunctions
109
Greenleaf DataWindows, DOS 295
OS/2 Version
395
Greenleaf Bus . Math lib
325
GreenleafSuperFunctions
265
Greenleaf Make Form
125
OSl2Version
170
Greenleaf DataMath Interface
75

LIST OURS

LAHEY
F77L
F77L-EM/16
F77L-EM132
A.I. DEVELOPER'S KIT
OPERATING SYSTEM
PERSONAL FORTRAN 77

477
695
895
495
95

MEDIA CYBERNETICS
Dr.HALO/II
HALO OPE
HALO '88
HALO '88 for 2 compilers
HALO '88 - MS Developers
TurboHALO for C

140
195
325
475
595
100

H ALO '88

The latest version of the industry standard. Now
adds to the library, subroutines and devices which
facilitate the development of contemporary ap
plications such as Desktop Publishing, Document
Management, Vision , and Imaging. HALO '88's
powerful functions reduce development time by
offering fast, effective subroutines. And no other
graphics library su ppo rts more languages, more
compilers or more devices .

List: $325

Our s: $229

°HAW.

MICROSOFT
MS B.ASIC/6.0
MS BASIC Compiler (XENIX)
MS BASIC Interpreter (XENIX)
MSC
MS COBOL V. 3.0
for XENIX
MS Excel
MS FORTRAN
for XENIX
MS Learning DOS
MSMach20
MS Macro Assembler

295
695
350
450
900
995
495
450
695
50
495
150

ACTOR version 1.2

MS Mouse Serial or Bus
w/Paintbrush
& Mouse Menus
w/EasyCAD
w/Paintbrush & Windows
MS OS/2 Prog. Tool kit
MS Pascal
for XENIX
MS QuickBASIC
MS QuickC
MS Sort
MS Windows/286
MS Windows/386
MS Windows Dev. Kit
MS Word
MS Works

150
175
200
350
300 "
695
99
99
195
99
195
500
450
149

MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
MKS Awk
MKS Lex: Yacc
MKS Make
MKS RCS
MKS SQPS
MKS Toolkit
MKS Trilogy
MKS Vi

99
249
149
W9
495
199
119
149

PERISCOPE
Periscope 11512K
Periscope ll OK
Periscope II
Periscope llx
Periscope 111
Periscope 111 PLUSl512K
Periscope 111 PLUS/OK

795
545
175
145
1395
1995
1745

The\VhitewaterGmup

List: $495

79
69
79
49

Our s: $439

SOFTCODE ...

The "Full-Feature" P rogram Generator
SoftCode is a new kind of pro
gram developer that gives you
complete control over the type
of code generated. It includes a
WYSIWYG screen editor that's
packed with features to give you
fast results. And a fully docu
mented Program Template Lan
guage that lets you actually create
and modify your own templates.
Choose from 4 Template Sets
dBASE, Pascal, BASIC or C-to
instantly turn Soft Code into the
generator of your choice.

Li st: $79

Q

TH E

sonwARE

BOTTLING
COMPANY

Ours: $69

LAHEY 386 FORTRAN

SOFTWARE BOTTLING
Flash-up
Flash -up Too/Box
SoftCode
Speed Screen

No Microsoft Windows developer
should be without Actor, The
Whitewater Group 's object-oriented
programming language. It will cut
your design and cfevelopmen! time in
half. Use Actor to interactively proto
type, test and deliver your applications
in one integrated, MS-Windows based
programming environment, featuring
Actor's runtime debugger. In addition,
you can incorporate your existing C
or Assembler code into your Actor
programs.

PROGRAMMER'SPOLICIES

F77L-EM/32 is a fast and powerful 32-bit
FORTRAN compiler that gives users the
ability to write and port programs up to 4
GigaBytes on a 80386. All of the features
that have made Lahey the choice of
professional programmers have been
incorporated into F77L-EM/32: Full 77
Standard, mainframe extensions, fast
compilation, excellent diagnostics, and a powerful debugger. Another
outstanding product from the FORTRAN experts.

Phone Orders

List: $895

WHITEWATER GROUP
Actor
Language Extension I

495
99

Hours 9 AM-7 PM EST. We accept
MasterCard, Visa, American Express.
Include $3.95 per item for shipping
and handling. All shipments by UPS
ground . Rush service available.

M ail Orders
POs by mail or fax are welcome .
Please include phone number.

Ours: $805

In NY: 914-322-4548
Customer Service: 914-332-0869
International Orders: 914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602

International Ser vice
Call or fax for information.

Dealers and Corporate Accounts
Call for information.

Unbeatable Prices
We'll match nationally advertised

Return Policy
30-day no-hassle return policy. Some

Circle 216 on &ader Service Card

Fax : 914-332-4021
Call or Write for
Latest Free Catalog!

How to
move aInountain,
level abuildin
rule the wor1 ,
erase the past,
make amillion,
and draw attention
to· ~o sel£
You can draw anything with AutoSketch~ But
that's only the beginning. Then, you can move it.
Make sure it's level. Scale it to size. Or draw in rules.
Don't like it? Erase it. Want it bigger? Stretch
it. Need details? Zoom in. Want more of the same?
Duplicate it.
AutoSketch is the precision drawing tool that
does amazing things. In up to 10 working layers.
And because it's also easy to learn (takes about an
hour), you won't have a long, drawn-out start-up
process. That makes it the perfect complement to

your word processing or desktop publishing
package.
So get AutoSketch for your PC*. For just
$99.95, you'll accomplish things you never
thought possible. And who knows what kind of
attention that might get you.
To order AutoSketch directly, or for more
information, call 1-800-223-2521. For the name of
your nearest AutoSketch Dealer, call 1-800-445
5415, ext.1, or write to AutoSketch, 2320 Marinship
Way, Sausalito, CA 94965. AUTODESK, INC.

"AutoSketch runs on IBM PC/XT/AT and 100% compalible compu!ers. and supporls IBM's PS/2. AutoSkelch is regislered in the U .S. Patent and Trademark Office by Autodesk.Inc
IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered lrademarks. and Personal Computer XT and PS/2 are trademarks. o f lnlerna!ional Business Machines Corporation.
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PRODUCTS IN
PERSPECTIVE
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What's New

97

Short Takes
Extend
Irwin Model 5080
Jumbo
dBASEIV
For the Record

Reviews
162 21 IBM PC-compatible
digitizing tablets
179 The IBM PS/2 Models
70-E61and70-121
189 Dolch's P.A.C. 386-20C
195 Intel's Connection CoProcessor
201 IBM 8514/A and Control
Systems Artist 10 MC
graphics coprocessor boards
213 Integr Ada
223 QuickBASIC for the Mac
233 Opus I
239 Mathematica
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
PROBE 's 111e1111 - - - -71
bar and pull
dow11 menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.

POP registers up
a11d dow11 with a
single key.

-----jj

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta ship
ments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things',' they say
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Youi
sanity is at stake.

W

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
·Finally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
:an't roach the debugger. And so you h
jebug a really big program.

THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. ls it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to a stack
based local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocu
mented "features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit .into memory at
.. L _

- - --- -

.. : ____

r-"11. _ _ _ : _ _

-

L: __ _ _ I _ _ L ____ _ ...J...J __ .__ : __ , ..

- - - - '-
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Announcing the J!So PKUtH: ·" tlugbuster, '"trom Atron. Nme
Jf the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they

.,UU.l()lC.U

UIC:::Ul\.jJVllU 1

.:>U
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events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
1ave to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You
can even detect obscure, sequence-de11endent problems by
stopping a breakpoint only a'•-- - -- - _, , _L_ ,__ ,._
occurred in a soecific order.
=-

u 1u1c;

LUuay.

Jf a nightmare right now,
.

.
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WHAT'S NEW
SYSTEMS

Standard memory is 512K
bytes of RAM on the mother
board, which is expandable
to 4 megabytes.
Price: $1449.
Contact: QIC Research,
Inc., 1961 Concourse Dr. ,
Suite C, San Jose, CA 95131 ,
(408) 432-8880.

The Everex
for the Masses

I

fyou want the newest
model so you're assured
compatibility for the future
and you don't want to spend a
lot of cash, you might con
sider the 80386SX-based ma
chine from Everex.
The Step 386is is a small
footprint desktop model that's
rated at 3.2 million instruc
tions per second. It runs at
16, 8, or 5.3 MHz (no wait
states), and you get a megabyte
of memory, a 1.2-megabyte
51A-inch floppy disk drive, and
a standard 101-key Enhanced
AT-style keyboard.
Especially attractive to
software developers is the LED
"status diagnostic display"
that shows in real time which
head, cylinder, and drive is
being accessed. Other LEDs
on the front panel indicate
how fast your microprocessor
is running, and a speed
switch on the front panel lets
you power down or up .
MS-DOS 3.3 and GW
BASIC are bundled with the
system. The chassis contains
two 8-bit and six 16-bit AT
type expansion slots.
Price: $3299.
Contact: Everex, Computer
Systems Division, 48431 Mil
mont Dr., Fremont, CA
94538, (800) 356-4283.

Inquiry 861.

A Desktop
in Your Laptop
he ProSpeed 286 laptop
from NEC Home Elec
tronics might make you won
der why anyone would need a
desktop computer.
Here you've got a 16-MHz
80286 with a 640- by 400-pixel

T

Inquiry 863.

Everex 's Step 386is is built around Intel's 386SX.
monochrome backlit liquid
crystal display (LCD), up to
100 megabytes of hard disk
storage capacity, a megabyte of
system RAM (expandable to
5 megabytes), and three expan
sion slots.
If you want a VGA moni
tor, you can add one through
the port on the back of your
laptop.
Provided in the base pack
age is DOS 3.3, an 82-key
PS/2 keyboard, the 640- by
400-pixel monochrome screen,
one 1.44-megabyte 3 V2-inch
floppy disk drive, a standard
20-megabyte hard disk drive,
a 2-to-4-hour nickel-cadmium
battery, and password secu
rity software.
On the back panel are
ports for a serial connection, a
parallel connection, floppy
disk expansion, RGB video
output, an external keyboard,
an RJ-11, and direct current
power. The ProSpeed has an
internal general-purpose lap

top expansion (LTX) slot,
along with two slots designed
for memory and modem.
Price: $4999.
Contact: NEC Home Elec
tronics (U.S.A.), Inc ., 1255
Michael Dr., Wood Dale, IL
60191, (312) 860-9500.

Inquiry 860.

Average
Users Unite!
IC Research's latest is a
16-MHz 80286-based
machine you might want for
your average home.
This basic unit includes a
1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive
and not much more. But it's
packaged for expansion.
There's a floppy/hard disk
drive controller, an 80287
math coprocessor socket, two
eight-bit and six 16-bit expan
sion slots, a serial port, a
parallel port, and a game port.

Q

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full
information, including its price, ship date, and an address and
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send
to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product
mentioned. These items, along wit/i additional new product
announcements, are posted regularly on BIX in the microbytes. sw
and microbytes.hw conferences.

Sharp's Hand-Held
PC Connects
to Desktop PCs

S

harp's 8-ounce "pocket
PC" is designed as a
hand-held organizer. The
Wizard has been in production
since 1987 but has been
available only in Japan.
The Wizard will have
seven basic functions, includ
ing an appointment diary, a
200-year calendar, a 600-entry
phone directory, a notepad
function that stores up to 16
pages of typed information, a
calculator, and world and local
clocks. The Wizard has al
phanumeric keys and an eight
line LCD.
"Smart cards" containing
time-budgeting software, a
thesaurus/dictionary, and a
language translator are also
available.
Cabling through an RS
232C port allows you to trans
fer data between two Wiz
ards, from a Wizard to a
desktop, or from a Wizard
to a small printer.
Price: The Wizard, $299;
time expense manager,
$119. 99; thesaurus/dictio
nary, $129.99; language trans
lator, $99.99.
Contact: Sharp Electronics
Corp., Sharp Plaza, Mahwah,
NJ07430, (201) 529-8874.

Inquiry 862.
continued
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WHAT'S NEW
PERIPHERALS

•

F

5

Contact: Online Computer
Systems, Inc ., 20251 Century
Blvd., Germantown, MD
20874, (800) 922-9204; in
Maryland, (301) 428-3700.
Inquiry 864.

Hard Disk Drives
with Removable
Storage

T

he Disk Pack drive is an
external box with two
slots for removable hard disk
drives called Disk Pack mod
ules. The SCSI port to the
Disk Pack drive makes it com
patible with many computers,
including the Macintosh.
Mega Drive Systems is
marketing the products in stan
dard-size modules, ranging
in capacity from 20 megabytes
to 120 megabytes.
Access time for a single
20-megabyte drive is 65 milli
seconds, but it's reduced on
the 40-, 80-, and 120-megabyte
modules to 19, 19, and 18
ms., respectively. Each mod
ule weighs 2 V2 pounds.
SCSI kits for the IBM PC
XT, AT, PS/2s, and compat
ibles are optional.
Price: Two-slot drive, $799;
20-megabyte module, $899;
40-megabyte module, $1299;
80-megabyte module, $1699
(pricing not set on 120-mega
byte version); XT/AT SCSI kit,
$299; PS/2 SCSI kit, $579.
Contact: Mega Drive Sys
tems, Inc., 1801 Avenue of the
Stars, Suite 507, Los Ange
les, CA 90067, (800) 322
4744; in California, (213)
556-1663.
Inquiry 866.

Presentation
Hardware
for Your Macintosh

M

Mega Drive 's box can hold two removable disk drives.

Mass Storage
to the Max

A

modular storage chassis
with a single SCSI access
to CD-ROM drives, hard disk
drives, WORM (write-once
read-many) drives, and tape
backup drives is now available
from Online Computer
Systems.
The Multimedia Data Stor
age Unit series comes in pack
ages designed for desktop
publishing, workgroup pub
lishing, education, and re
source configuration for file
servers. The standard chassis
contains eight slots-WORM
and large hard disk drives re
quire two slots, while smaller
hard disk drives and tape car

tridges need only one.
The desktop publishing
package contains two Sony
CD-ROM drives and a Pana
sonic WORM drive. Also in
cluded is a Panasonic
WORM disk, a SCSI host
adapter, and Microsoft
extensions.
The CD-ROM drives will
act as mechanisms to access
"image libraries" stored on
CD-ROM disks. You can sort
through those images and
store them on WORM drives in
particular sequences forcer
tain publishing projects.
One file server configura
tion includes three 676-mega
byte hard disk drives, a 400
megabyte WORM drive, a
Maxtor OM-800 disk, and a
SCSI host adapter.
Price: $6000 to $20,000.

Removable Cumulus Disk

T

he Cumulus Classic is a
removable 5 1A-inch
half-height hard disk drive
that stores 44 megabytes on a
half-pound d isk w ith an
average «ccess time of 25
milliseconds.
This SCSI-based drive
comes with software drivers
that provide backup features
for your system's hard disk
drive. Besides providing for
incremental and scheduled
backups, a memory-resident
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program allows the remov
able disk to "shadow" or
"mirror" your system's hard
disk.
In the event of a hard disk
failure, the system will auto
matically change over to the
removable media. The soft
ware has a windows-oriented
interface that lets the user
manipulate any combination
of files in a number of ways.
Oneofthelong-timeprob
lems with removable storage

media has been keeping the
heads clean. Cumulus says it
has takencareoftheproblem
by using a fan and centrifu
gal force from the spinning
disk.
Price: Drive and one car
tridge, $1295; extra car
tridges, $149.
Contact: Cumulus Corp .,
23500 Mercantile Rd.,
Cleveland,OH 44122, (216)
464-2211.
Inquiry 867.

anipulating computer
graphics on-screen while
you're making a presentation
is the chief function of the
Kodak Datashow remote for
the Macintosh. It's an infrared
remote-control device much
like the one you use to switch
channels on your television,
and it works through the Apple
Desktop Bus architecture in
corporated on the Macintosh
SE, II, and Apple IIGS. In
other words, it's a slide projec
tor remote control, except
that the slide projector is the
Macintosh monitor. It plugs
into either the keyboard port or
the mouse port.
The remote's infrared
beam can send signals to a re
ceiver up to 35 feet away. If
you add a mouse extender, it
will reach another 16 feet.
The remote's signals con
form to keyboard equivalents
used by Kodak and presenta
tion package software
manufacturers.
Standard features include
forward, reverse, skipping to
particular frames, reversing
screen tones, inverting the
image, and blanking out the
image (to focus attention away
from the screen).
Price: Remote, $245; mouse
extender cable, $49.
Contact: Eastman Kodak
Co., Motion Picture and
Audio/Visual Product Divi
sion, 343 State St., Rochester,
NY 14650, (800) 445-6325,
ext. 883; in New York, (716)
724-3169.
Inquiry 865.
continued

.$,,, .....

l-Our pad orours?
If you perform
calculations, the answer
is obvious.
MathCAD 2.0.
It's everything
you appreciate about
working on a scratch
pad-simple, free-form
math-and more. More
speed. More accuracy.
More flexibility.
Just define your
variables and enter your
formulas anywhere on the screen. MathCAD
formats your equations as they're typed.
Instantly calculates the results. And displays
them exactly as you're used to seeing them
in real math notation, as numbers, tables
or graphs.
MathCAD is more than an equation
solver. Like a scratchpad, it allows you to add

text anywhere to
support your work,
and see and record
every step. You can
try an unlimited
number of what-ifs.
And print your
entire calculation as
an integrated docu
ment that anyone
can understand.
Plus, MathCAD
is loaded with powerful
built-in features. In addition to the usual trig
onometric and exponential functions, it
includes built-in statistical functions, cubic
splines, Fourier transforms, and more. It also
handles complex numbers and unit conver
sions in a completely transparent way.
Yet, MathCAD is so easy to learn, you'll
be using its full power an hour after you begin.

What more could you ask for? How about
two new applications packs to increase your
productivity?
The Advanced Math Applications
Pack includes 16 applications like eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix, solu
tions of differential equations, and polynomial
least-squares fit.
The Statistics Applications Pack lets
you perform 20 standard statistical routines such
as multiple linear regression, combinations and
permutations, finding the median, simulating a
queue, frequency distributions, and much more.
MathCAD lets you perform calculations in
a way that's faster, more natural, and less error
prone than the way you're doing them now
whether you use a calculator, a spreadsheet, or
programs you write yourself. So come on over
to MathCAD and join 45,000 enthusiastic users.
For more information, contact your dealer
or call 1-800-MATHCAD On MA: 617-577-1017).

RequiresIBM PC" or compatible, 512KB RAM, graphicscard.

Math CAD®

IBM PCIZl lnternalionalBusiness Machines Corporation.

MathCAD"MalhSolt, Inc.

© 1988 MaihSon.lnc.

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card

MathSoft, Inc., One Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139
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WHAT'S NEW
ADD-INS

Keep the
Debugging Out of
the Lower 640K
he Periscope I Revision
T 3 board keeps debugging
out of the lower 640K bytes
of DOS memory so you can de
velop large applications like
Microsoft Windows. Its foot
print in the first megabyte is
only 32K bytes .
For use in the XT, AT, and
compatibles, the Periscope I
has a wait-state generator that
controls how many wait states
youinsertformemory
access.
It also has 512K bytes of
write-protected RAM (so run
away programs won't write
over it), which can store the
Periscope software and all
related debugging information,
including symbols. You can
expand the memory up to 1
megabyte by adding 256K
by I-byte dynamic RAMs in
the 16 empty sockets. The
write- protected RAM is man
aged by a paging algorithm
built into the accompanying
Periscope 4.1 software.
The 32K-byte footprint is
addressed in the system above
the lower 640K bytes, but
still within the first megabyte.

The Periscope I debugging system.

You can use it in systems
with both an EGA (or VGA)
card and an EMS card.
Price: $695.
Contact: The Periscope
Company, Inc. , 1197 Peach
tree St., Plaza Level, At
lanta, GA 30361, (800) 722
7006; in Georgia, (404)
875-8080.

Inquiry 870.

Accelerate Your
Mac II to 33 MHz
he DayStar Digital
T 33/030 Accelerator II will
increase the speed of a Mac
II by two to five times, the
company claims. The speed
increases depending on the ap-

plication, with graphics ap
plications generally not as fast
as others.
The accelerator is designed
around the 68030 processor
running at 33.33 MHz. It
more than doubles the speed of
the standard 15.67-MHz Mac
II and is 1. 9 to 3.9 times the
speed of the new Mac Ilx.
With the optional 33 .33-MHz
68882 floating-point copro
cessor, the speed of numerical
calculations is increased over
that of the standard 68881. But
you can use the original
15.67-MHz 68881 coproces
sor on the Mac II instead of
the 68882.
The accelerator runs with
no 68030 wait states, the
company claims. This is ac
complished with a high-speed

megabyte memory
board for Micro Channel
computers that automati
cally configures itself for
DOS, OS/2, or Unix.
Software installation
takes just four keystrokes.
Then special software and a
resident BIOS is recognized
and run by the system pro
cessor before the operating
system is loaded-much the
same way the IBM BIOS is
run by the system processor
before the operating system
is loaded.
The company claims this

bypasses the catch-22 many
people experience with PS/2
Models 50, 60, and 70 run
ning OS/2 : They are not
shipped with the required 2
megabytes to run OS/2 and
subsequently configure
memory boards-and you
can't configure the memory
boards without first having
the necessary 2 megabytes of
memory.
With the OS/RAM4, a
single chip serves as a com
plete Micro Channel inter
face and memory support
circuit.
OS/RAM4 provides both

Inquiry 868.

SCSI Adapter
Boots Nonbootable
Peripherals

extended and expanded
memory support when run
ning under DOS and can be
partitioned in 512K-byte in
crements. Expanded mem
ory is handled according to
the LIM/EMS 4.0 specifica
tion, and the limit of ex
tended memory comes from
your particular computer.
Price: $395 without RAM.
Contact: Capital Equip
ment Corp. , 99 South Bed
ford St., Suite 107, Burl
ington, MA 01803, (800)
234-4232; in Massachu
setts, (617) 273-1818.

he TMC-841RL from
T Future Domain is a ROM
less SCSI host adapter that
can address CD-ROM players,
tape drives, and optical disk
drives. Because there is no on
board ROM, this cuts the
boot time by up to 35 seconds,
the company claims.
Once loaded, the device
driver that is supplied with a
storage device defines the ad
dresses for the adapter. Each
adapter supports up to six
disks and one tape drive. It's
compatible with the IBM PC,
XT, AT, and compatibles and
offers an 8-megabit-per-sec
ond transfer rate. With appro
priate software drivers, the
TMC-841RL allows interface
to DOS and Xenix operating
systems, and to Novell's Net
Ware, the network operating
system. It includes parity,
arbitration, reselection, and
interrupts.
Price: $90.
Contact: Future Domain
Corp., 1582 Parkway Loop,
Tustin, CA 92680, (714)
259-0400.

Inquiry 869.

Inquiry 871.

Memory for Multiple Operating Systems
II The OS/RAM4 is a 4

memory cache, which uses
32K bytes of 25-nanosecond
static RAM. Existing single
in-line memory modules
are not affected. The ac
celerator plugs directly into
the original 68020 socket on
the Mac II motherboard, in
stead of requiring a separate
NuBus card. DayStar said it's
compatible with all standard
Mac II software and Apple's
A/UX Unix operating
system.
Price: $6000; 68882 copro
cessor, $1000.
Contact: DayStar Digital,
5556 Atlanta Hwy., Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; (404)
967-2077.

continued
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Introducing Turbo Debugger,
Turbo Assembler, Turbo Pascal 5,
Turbo C2: The Revolution Continues!
TURBO ASSEMBLER® AND TURBO DEBUGGER®
The new Turbo Assembler lets you write the tightest, fastest code.
We used Turbo Assembler to write best sellers such as Quattro• and
Turbo Pascal; here's why:
TURBO
Microsoft•
BGIDEMO BENCHMARK
ASSEMBLER
Assembler
Assembly time (seconds)
Link time (seconds)

9.34
4.15

27.46
I0.51

FEATURE COMPARISON
MASM compatible (4.0, 5.0, 5.1)
Thorough type checking
Nested structures and unions
Multimodulecross reference
Assemble multiple files

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Run on IBM PSl2modcl 60 using Turbo Assembler \'Crsion LO, Turbo Linker version 2.0,
Microsoft Macro Assembler version 5.10, Microsoft Overlay Linker version 3.64.

The Turbo Debugger is truly revolutionary. It's the professional productivity booster
that you've been waiting for. Check out the feat ures:
FEATURE COMPARISON
TURBO DEBUGGER
CodeView"
Multiple overlapping views
386 virtual-86 mode debugging
Remote debugging
Data debugging
Generalized breakpoints
Session logging
Conventional memory used-80386
Conventional memory used-remote
Turbe,)

DEBUG ANY PROGRAM

• Follow pointers through linked lists
•Browse through arrays and data structures
• Change data values

•
•
•
•

NcW

COMPILE, DEBUG AND RUN!

TURBO PASCAL 5.0

Turbo Pascal 4.0

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Turbo C is the professional's no-compromise choice. We at
Borland used Turbo C to write industry best-sellers such as
Sprint" and Reflex.•

TURBO C

2.0

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6
$149.95

Microso~

C5.1
No*
No
No
No
No
5
$450.00

NEW TURBO C2.0

•Procedural types, variables and parameters
• Smaller, tighter programs: Smart Linker strips
unused code and data
• Constant expressions
• EMS support for editor
• Only $149.95

TURBO PASCAL PROFESSIONAL SERIES: TURBO PASCAL 5.0 PLUS BOTH
TURBO ASSEMBLER AND TURBO DEBUGGER-ALL THREE FOR ONLY $250!
Turbo Pascal 5.0, plus the new Turbo Debugger, the new definition of the state of the art in source-level debugging. And the
new Turbo Assembler, the fastest assembler ever, including specialdirectives for easy interfacing to Turbo Pascal. Only $250.

• Compile, edit and debug in the integrated Turbo C
environment
• Supports 6 memory models
• Over 430 library functions, including a complete
graphics library
• MAKE facility with automatic dependency checking
• Step code, watch variables, and set breakpoints in the
integrated source-level debugger
• Only $149.95

NEW TURBO CPROFESSIONAL SERIES:
TURBO C2.0 PLUS BOTH TURBO
ASSEMBLER AND TURBO DEBUGGER
ONLY $250!
Professional Turbo C gives you the tools you need to write
and debug professional-quality programs in optimized C
and Assembly language. You are provided with Turbo C's
own integrated development environment, plus Turbo
Assembler and the standalone Turbo Debugger. Only $250.

HOW TO UPGRADE NOW!
TURBO CAND TURBO PASCAL OWNERS UPGRADE NOW!
CALL NOW AND BE SURE TO HAVE YOUR TURBO COR
TURBO PASCAL SERIAL NUMBER HANDY.

(408) 438-5300
Circle 42 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 43)

NtW
rHE PROFESSIONAL'SCHOICE

"lntcgr:ucd debugger included wilh Quick C.

Nr.W TURBO PASCAL 5.0

If you're a registered Turbo C or Turbo Pascal owner, you
can upgrade and get the latest versionof your favorite lan
guage. The upgrade manual plus disks for Turbo C 2.0 and
Turbo Pascal 5.0 are yours for just $49.95 (plus tax if appli
cable and $5.00 for handling within the U.S.; $10.00 in
Canada).

Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, Turbo Assembler
EMS support
386 virtual machine and remote machine debugging
Supports CodeView• and .MAP-compatible programs

FEATURE COMPARISON
Integrated debugger
Inline assembly
Auto dependency checking
EMS support for edit buffer
Device-independent graphics
Number of memory models
Price

Turbo Pascal, the fastest programming language around and the worldwide favorite, is now better than ever with a
sophisticated debugging environment right at source level, plus a separate command-line compiler.

• Compile, edit and debug in the integrated 1\Jrbo Pascal environment
• Integrated source-level debugger lets you step code, watch
variables, and set breakpoints
• Overlays, including EMS support
• 8087 floating-point emulation
• Support for Borland's 1\Jrbo Assembler and Turbo Debugger

No
No
No
Pa rtial
No
No
230K
NIA

Debugger version 1.0, MicrosOft CodcVicw version 2.2.

BREAKPOINTS

FEATURE COMPARISON
Integrated debugger
Overlays, including EMS support
8087 floating-point emulation
Turbo Debugger support
Procedural types, va riables, parameters
Smart linking of code and data
Constant expressions
EMS support for editor

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Zero K
!SK

DATADEBUGGER

• Actions: stop, run code, log expression
• Break on condition, memory changed
• Software ICE capabilities
• 386 debug register support
• support for hardware debuggers

TURBO PASCAL®5.0

NcW

THE NEXT GENERATION

Bl 1306

WAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
)R CALL (40B) 438-5300 TO UPGRADE

WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

•

GRAPHICS

Fiber Optics Brings
Bit-Mapped Graphics
to Multiusers
ith the help of optical
fiber, the PC LightCard
from SunRiver Corp. brings
single-user true bit-mapped
graphics to multiple users.
The difference is that most
graphics terminals today are
vector-based devices that
aren't capable of writing
pixel by pixel.
Multiple users means that
you and as many as four col
leagues with IBM PCs, XTs,
ATs, and compatibles can
"hot-key" from PC applica
tions to a host 80386 machine
into SunRiver's multiuser
graphics environment. There
you can enjoy 640- by 480
pixel, 16-color (EGA Plus)
graphics.
The SunRiver system con
sists of multiple terminals (the
original system uses dumb
fiber-optic workstations) con
nected in star fashion to an
80386-based host PC (through
a host adapter) at data rates
of 32 megabits per second. The
host and PC with a PC Light
Card are supported on SCO
Xenix System V, which runs
DOS under Unix.
Two strands of multimode
optical-fiber cabling are con
nected to each board with
ST-type connectors terminat
ing on the cards. Each card
has an LED driving light at
850-nanometer wavelengths
for distances of as much as 300
meters to a PIN photodiode
receiver on another card. A
PIN photodiode receiver
catches light pulses from other
cards on the network.
Features include EGA,
CGA, and monochrome graph
ics options, multiple virtual
terminals through the PC
function keys, mouse con
nection through the on-board
serial port, file transfer, and
local printing ofremote host
applications.

W
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SunRiver' s LightCard plugs into fiber optics.

Price: $899; four-user adapt
er for host 80386, $799.
Contact: SunRiver Corp.,
108 Business Park Dr.,
Jacksqn, MS 39213, (601)
957-0100.
Inquiry 873.

Board Supports
Video/Data/Voice
ith a PCAT-300 board
and a videodisk player,
you can store up to 150 hours
of audio, up to 221 megabytes
of data, up to 54,000 pic
tures, or any combination.
Each video frame can have
up to 10 seconds of audio and
4096 bytes of data.
The company claims the
main reason the PCAT lets you
store so much information so
quickly is its use of analog
technology (rather than digi
tal). This saves time during the
premastering phase because
you don't need to keep stop
ping and starting the disk to
modify input to correct for
errors. As soon as the PCAT
loads information onto the disk
through its SOOK bytes of
RAM, you're ready to make
copies.
The PCATworks with
IBM PC AT- and PAL/NTSC
compatible video input. The
dynamic range is 78 decibels,

W

and the bandwidth is either
3 .4 kHz for voice or 11 kHz
for higher fidelity. Signal-to
noise ratio is 40 decibels, and
the digital data is 6032 bytes
per frame or 325 megabytes
per disk. Data transfer is
rated at 1.45 megabits per
second.
With your own encoder,
you prepare audio data on an
audio tape with beep tones,
and data is supplied on 1.2
megabyte or 360K-byte DOS
compatible disks. You can sub
sequently add digital data in
real time from an encoded
disk. You need your own
videodisk player and video
disks.
Price: $1984.
Contact: EECO, Inc., 1601
East Chestnut Ave., P.O.
Box 659, Santa Ana, CA
92702, (714) 835-6000.
Inquiry 875.

Paradise
with a VGA Plus

T

he VGA Plus 16 Card
supports 16-bit video
graphics at up to 800 by 600
pixels, and it's compatible with
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
Models 25 and 30, and
compatibles.
In its 640- by 400-pixel
resolution mode, the Paradise
VGA Plus 16 card displays
256 colors out of a palette of
262, 144 colors . At 800- by

600-pixel resolution, the card
displays up to 16 on-screen
colors and 132 columns of text.
The card supports a 16-bit
data path and Western Digital
BIOS to provide high perfor
mance for AT users. It also
supports all pre-EGA stan
dards, including Hercules
monochrome graphics. The
company claims it is 400 per
cent faster than the IBM
VGA card.
Also standard is Western
Digital's proprietary Auto
Sense feature, which checks
system bus timing and periph
eral and memory configura
tion to make certain it's safe to
run a 16-bit video BIOS in
your system.
Price: $499.
Contact: Western Digital
Imaging, 800 East Middlefield
Rd., Mountain View, CA
94043, ( 415) 960-3350.
Inquiry 874.

Turn Your Epson
Printer into a
Scanner

T

he SX-1000 Scanning
System from Desktop
Technology turns your Epson
FX, MX, RX, or LQ printer
into a scanning system.
Like other scanners, it
allows you to digitize hard
copy drawings and photo
graphs onto disk files that can
be imported to programs
'
such as Ventura Publisher and
Aldus PageMaker. The SX
1000 works with ATs with at
least 5 l2K bytes of hard disk
memory and a CGA-, EGA-,
or Hercules-compatible
display and mouse.
Price: $249.95.
Contact: Desktop Technol
ogy Corp., 986 Mangrove,
Suite B, Sunnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 738-4001.
Inquiry 888.
continued

The best thing next to an

IBM PC. Or any PC.

The economics of IBM ASCII displays.
The affordable Models 310 and 410, when
equipped with cartridges, offer PC terminal
function for all multi-user PCs. That includes
the IBM®RT- PC™ computer and the IBM PS/2'"
family.
What's more, Models 310 and 410 offer
many popular emulations. Optional cartridges
provide features such as concurrent DEC" and
PC connectivity, and auto dial. Both models
come with a 3-year warrant)~ Add an IBM
Maintenance Agreement, and you'll get five
years of IBM service for just $54.

Model 3/U/360

IliM ••
-

~~----

.... _.,.

The ergonomics of IBM
ASCII displays.
They're not only economically
attractive, they're easy to look at.
Flat 14" screens offer non-glare
viewing. Green or amber/gold
short-persistence phosphors produce crisp
character resolution. And each model uses the
advanced 102-key IBM keyboard.
Want more information? Just ASCII.
For a free brochure and to find a distribu
tor near you, call 1-800-IBM-7257 ext. 89.
Or call your IBM Marketing Representative.
.=:::®
-- -- - ---
- - - -----
=~~

-.

- - - ·::

Model 4101460

IBM is a registered trademark, and PS/2 and RT-PC are trademarks, of IBM Corporation. DEC is a trademark ol Digital Equipment Corporation. ©IBM 1988.
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All of us want beautiful, professional
checker. Search and replace. Cut, copy
looking results from our word processing. and paste. Headers and footers. Undo
But who has time for the processing? functions. Context sensitive help. And
Who has time to manipulate columns much more.
and margins, align paragraphs, justify
Ami even gives you a choice of ways
lines, tinker with leading, insert graphics to write.
! ,.-----
and wrap text?
In Draft Mode, you can put your head
~ &jg:
down, get your words into the computer ' 9
Lees face it. Writing is hard enough
as fast as humanly possible and worry
------~ ..-12 -.. ~ without having to
----
about
formatting
later.
struggle with formatting
Layout Mode, on the other hand,
("""
) ....j when you're finished.,
.._;j>
_,, .,._.. .
Well, now you don t gives you instant onscreen formatting,
, ·. -~..J....'?-·~ have to.
with automatic spacing, fonts, special
Because now there's effects and all the other things we
mentioned at the top of this ad.
aword processor that lets you create
If you'd rather not
your words and your
do any designing, you
page layouts at the
don't have to. Because
same time-as one
intuitive train of
Ami comes complete
thought
with 2.5 pre-designed
· While making the
style sheets.
You can use them
entire process easier,
right out of the box.
friendlier and more
Modify them. Or
accessible than you
create your own.
ever dreamed
possible.
You can integrate
Naw '!PU am eEily fXiiJ, te.a and grapmcs and
text
and graphics.
Also a whole lot
!X£ the resu1Js anwwt bef;re '!PU prin1.
Import both from
faster.
In fact, Amt is designed to save you other programs. And admire your docu
ments from four fully editable page views.
about three quarters of the time-and
effort-you're currently spending on
There's no time like
the present.
everything from simple letters and
Ami is the next generation in word
memos to presentations, reports and
processing. Yet it sells at a price that
multi-column newsletters.
would make your grandparents nostalgic.
For people who do Windows.
And people who don't.
With its WYSIWYG screen display, power
Amtcomes wmplete
utilli 25 preciJJsigned style
ful use of frames and interactive dialog
sJll!l!ts,ro wriiingandjmnb.Uing
boxes, Ami looks a lot like a desktop
: ti1ne is redutW, fIJ
"·" '-·'"--- pract:i.cally nothing.
publisher.
But it's actually a serious word proces
Just $199 suggested retail.
sor that makes the most of the Microsoft® Buy it by March 15, 1989 and you'll
. Windows environment.
pay under $150. No kidding.
(Ifyou don't haveWmdows, don't worry.
We'd be happy to tell you more about
Aruntime version is included with Ami.) Ami and whereto buy it.
Ami gives you everything you need to
All you have to do is call.
process words quickly. Like complete and
But hurry. Time's wasting.
efficient keyboard commands (or mouse,
For the dealer nearest you,
if you insist).A 130,000-word spelling
call Samna at 1-800-831-9679.

------Aini
Tl1r1,,vnJ1~(11'fl11.11h•u .1uu~

.. ·lw1~011yourmi11d

i ~~ [fil

ot"'

'<.

Ami isa tiademark ofSamna Corporation.All other trademarks and mpyright• arc acl<nowlcd0'Cd.

Circle 238 on Reader Service Card

-~

s..a.rnna

-=---~---

5HIJO Glcnridge flrivc, Atlanta, GA :JO:l42.(404)351-0007.
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

•

CONNECTIVITY

DEC Connectivity
without the Cost

T

he Netmate/XLS is an
80386-based workstation
specifically designed to per
form your local data process
ing and to connect to net
working environments like
Ethernet and Digital VAX
networks.
Booting up is especially
easy with DataMedia's Net
card, a credit-card sized
DataMedia 's Netmate connects to Ethernet.
ROM card. You insert it into
the Netcard slot of the ma
hard disk drive available as an
The next step, say com
chine, and it provides the boot
pany officials, is a lONet-com
code for Sun's NFS and for
upgrade option).
patible LAN Manager net
DEC'sPCSA.
Price: $4895 to $6995.
work operating system,
Once you're booted up, the
Contact: Datamedia Corp.,
scheduled to ship this
11 Trafalgar Sq., Nashua, NH
Netmate/XLS will run multi
ple MS-DOS and VT-241
quarter.
03063, (603) 886-1570.
Price: Bridge, $495; lONet
Inquiry 881.
sessions in a multi-windowed
Plus software, $195.
Windows/386 environment
Contact: lONet Communica
with VGA and DEC VT-340
tions, 7016 Corporate Way,
graphics support. Display
10Net
Dayton, OH 45459, (800)
resolution is 800 by 480
Communications
pixels, with 16 colors.
358-1010; in Ohio, (800)
Performance is rated at
782-1010; in Canada, (800)
Bridges to Token
544-6105.
4.66 MIPS (millions of in
Ring
structions per second), and
Inquiry 877.
the standard system comes
he Token Ring Bridge
with an Intel 80385 32-bit
from lONet Communica
cache controller with 32K
tions allows you to connect
FDDI Reaches the
bytes of static RAM, 2 mega
all the lONet networks, both
Personal Computer
bytes of RAM, 128K bytes of
10 megabit- and 1-megabit
ROM, and 256K bytes of
per-second ones, to IBM-com
wo 125-megabit-per
display memory.
patible token rings.
second local-area net
There are three AT-style
Like other hardware from
works (LANs) are designed
slots inside every Net
lONet, each board is equipped
specifically for 80286- and
mate/XLS, with a 32-bit slot
with software for the com
80386-based systems, says
for up to 6 megabytes of op
pany's unique distributed pro
manufacturer Simple Net
tional memory. Ports for RS
cessing environment. For
Systems.
232C communication, your
· token rings, lONet offers a
The company claims that
printer, and your mouse are
lONet Plus for Token Ring
standard-there's an option for
both the LaserLAN and the
software package.
LaserLAN Plus are compat
an external SCSI port.
The Token Ring Bridge is
ible with evolving Fiber Dis
Also available as options
equipped with utilities for re
tributed Data Interface stan
are an 80387 numeric copro
cording and viewing perfor
dards, as drafted by the ANSI
cessor and enhanced VGA
mance statistics over the net
X3T9.5 committee. FDDI is
•Color graphics for up to 1024
work, and it requires a
by 768-pixel resolution.
to data communications what
dedicated IBM XT, AT, or
Integrated Services Digital
Three models are avail
compatible. It also acts as a
Networking is to telecom
able: a diskless version, one
cluster traffic filter, eliminat
munications-the standard
with a 1. 44 megabyte 3 Yi 
ing cross-bridge traffic.
set of specifications for
inch floppy disk drive, and one
business networking in the
with the floppy disk drive
1990s.
and an 80-megabyte hard disk
drive (with a 40-megabyte

T

T
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Both networks are optical
fiber-based systems that allow
you to transmit data at more
than 10 times the rate of Ether
net-based systems, one of the
most popular standard PC
based LANs. This data rate
feature has become important
in graphics environments.
Another valuable asset of opti
cal fiber-based LANs is the
fact that transmission distances
can be lengthened without
the need for repeaters.
LaserLAN is an LED
driven system consisting of a
16-bit full-length board with
128K bytes of RAM, Novell
NetWare drivers, and a pro
prietary NetBIOS interface.
Distances between worksta
tions can be up to 500 meters.
LEDs drive light through
multimode optical fiber at 825
nanometer wavelengths.
LaserLAN Plus is a semi
conductor laser-based 16-bit
board with a NetWare driver
and the same proprietary Net
BIOS interface. Because
LaserLAN Plus boards use
semiconductor lasers to pulse
light down single-mode optical
fibers at 1300-nanometer
wavelengths, distances be
tween workstations can be as
much as 1500 meters.
Both boards contain PCO
transmitters and receivers and
the Advanced Micro Devices
chip set that's designed around
the evolving FDDI. The to
pology of FDDI is a counter
rotating token ring. Both
Laser LAN and LaserLAN
Plus operate under Simple
Ware, Simple Net Systems'
proprietary network operat
ing system.
Price: LaserLAN, $4095 per
node; LaserLAN Plus, $5495
per node.
Contact: Simple Net Sys
tems, Inc., 545 West Lambert
Rd., Suite A, Brea, CA
92621, (714) 529-8850.
Inquiry 878.
continued

Get out of the danger zone
with ORACLE®

" Jnnouncing

./1 0RACLE
1

Quicksilver

All the database Top Guns are flying
SQL, the industry-standard datt
management language fuse delivered by
Oracle. Now, ORACLE Quicksilveradds SQL
and connectivity to your dBASE applica·
tiQns, o you can fly them into the 1990s.

Your ticket to the future
ORACLE Quicksilver is a compiler that
turns your dBASE programs into fast, secure,
multi-user applications that can access both
distributed ORACLE and dBASE data. It
delivers all the capabilities of dBASE, plus
powerful extensions like windowing, graph
ics and user-defined functions. You can even
add SQL statements to your dBASE programs
for more powerful, flexible data access.

ORACLE database included
ORACLE Quicksilver comes with the
ORACLE RDBMS. So you can get automatic
indexing, comprehensive security, and
mainframe-class data integrity.

Why wait until <IBASE IV can
talk to SQL Se er?
dBASE IV doesn't1ta to SQL Server yet.
Wheo it finally doe$, it will only talk to QL
Server on OS/2-not on any other operating
system. Which means you'll still be isolared
from cocporatedata on miniS andmainframes.

Add connectivity to your
dBASE applications today
Your ORACLE Quicksilver applications
can talk to ORACLE SQL databases on your
PC today. And with our optional networking
software, you can build distributed data
bases across ORACLE servers on PCs, minis
and mainframes - including IBM DB2 data.

Dear Oracle.•.
Oracle PC Direct • 20 Davis
Drive· Belmoo1, California 94002
1.atJO.ORACl.E1 I ext. 4925
Send me the following ORACLE product fot:
.
my PC.• Enclosed is my D check or D VISA
D MasierCard D AMEX credil card number and
au1horization for:
S
ORACLE Quicksilver at S699 and
ORACLE SQL•Tutor free
S
ORACLE SQL•Tutor ONLY for Sl99
S
Please add appropriate state sales tax
S
lbtal endosed/authorized.
Iunderstand Oracle will pay for ship
ping, and all prices valid in U.S. only.
N:A.ME

TITLE

No-risk Money Back Guarantee

COMPANY

Test fly ORACLE Quicksilver now. If you're
not out of the danger zone in 30 days, return
it for a full refund. Limited Time Free
Offer: Order now and,for a limited time,
you'll receive ORACLE SQL*Tutor-our On
line SQLtraining program - absolutely free .
Call 1-800-0RACLEJ, ext. 4925 today.
Or fill out and return the attached no-risk
coupon now.

STREET (no P.O. boxes. please)

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

CREDIT CARD NO.

SIGNATURE

CAAD ~DAJ!.

TOOAYSDATE

"REQUIREMENTS: ORACLE SOL·Tutoc 256K PC and hard disk.
ORACLE Quicksilve1: To manage only dBASE .DBF liles and no ~E
da1abase, you need a640K PC. To manage an ORACLE database on a remote
computer. you need a 640K PC and optional networking sottware. ·To l:llllild an
ORACLE database on your PC, you need a 286 or 386 P8 wi!h 8401<: plus
1MB o! eio:tendedmemory. All configurations requireharddisksand ops 3.0+.

ORACLE®
Copyright© 1988 by oracle corporation. ORACLE is a registered
trademark of Oracle Corporalion. Also trademarks: dB ASE of AshtonTa1e. Quicksilver of Quicksilver Soltware, lnc.002, OS/2 and IBM ol
International Business Machines. Other companies mentioned own
numerous trademarks. TRBA

COMPATIBILITY• PORTABILITY• CONNECTABILITY

Call 1·800-0RACLE1, ext. 4925 today.

20 Davis Drive. Belmont. CA 94002 •World Headquarters
{415) 598·8000 •ORACLE Canada (800) 387·4407 (excem Ouebec) •
Quebec (514) 337·0755 •ORACLE Systems Australia
6 1·2·959·5080 • ORACLE Europe 44·1 ·948·6911 • ORACLE Systems
Hong Kong 852·5·266846
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

Luxury LanProbe
LAN Analyzer

T

he LanProbe and accom
panying software allow
for.network analysis of
Ethernet LANs, according to
manufacturer Eon Systems.
It's a proprietary design; in
dustry experts admit the
nearest designed-from-scratch
network management soft
ware standard is years away.
The LanProbe is designed
for network planning, mainte
nance, and management, and
it works on top of Microsoft
Windows (version 2.0 or
higher) on any IBM AT, PS/2,
or compatible with some
basic requirements.
LanProbe features a realtime map of the network, ca
bling diagnostics, a test Ii
brary, and remote monitoring.
Specifically, functions inelude monitoring the cable,
communications software,
traffic load, equipment ma!
function, and user error. It
performs statistics-gathering,
maintains an events log, does
cabling testing, performs pack
et traces, and maintains sev
era! segment maps.
The hardware device at
taches to the logical end of an
Ethernet segment-usually
thin or thick coaxial-and it
monitors all the traffic. It
will work with optical fiber
and twisted-pair cabling with
the addition of a transceiver.
Network data relating to
the segment is then transferred
to a workstation running the
system's ProbeView software
through an RS-232C port, an
Ethernet adapter, or a modem
connection.
The host computer must
also have 450K bytes of free
RAM, a floppy disk drive, 2
megabytes of free hard disk
space after installing Win
<lows, EGA or VGA graphics,
and a mouse.
Price: $8000; ProbeView
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software, $5000.
Contact: Eon Systems, Inc.,
10601 South De Anza Blvd.,
Suite 305, Cupertino, CA
95014, (408) 252-5440.
Inquiry 882.

Twisted-Pair
Ethernet Card
Supports the
Micro Channel

A

new Ethernet card from
InterLAN is designed
specifically for the IBM
PS/2s and uses the same un
shielded twisted-pair wiring
your telephone company has
been installing for years.
Extra pairs of this un
shielded twisted-pair wiring
are already in the walls of
most buildings. Lately, any in
stallation of telecommunica
tions electronics like Private
Branch Exchanges has invalved the installation
of eight pairs.
Unlike some twisted-pair
Ethernet cards that need a sep
arate transceiver, the
NI9210-UTP includes the SynOptics transmitter/receiver
chip that matches the SynOptics transmitter/receiver
chip in Synoptics' concentra
tors, Models 1000, 1010, and
2500, that you put in your
wiring closet. Each NI9210
UTP also includes an attach
ment unit interface connec
tion if you prefer coaxial
cabling.
But with twisted-pair wir
ing, all you do is plug a patch
cable with RJ -45 connectors
from the wall plug into the
card in each office. Then you
connect the appropriate wires
from the office walls to the
wires in the wiring closet.
Each board comes with
extras to make installation,
testing, and maintenance
easier. Each card has 16 mega
bytes of dual-ported onboard RAM for packet buffer
ing. On-board software helps
you configure the board by
taking advantage of the PS/2

CONNECTIVITY

Adapter Description File.
Diagnostic software is also
included so you can diagnose
workstation configuration
problems. Some cards have to
be configured differently
with graphics terminals, for
example.
There's also support for
what businesses are choosing
most in network operating
systems-Novell's Advanced
NetWare, 3Com's 3 +,
Transmission Control Pro
tocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) workstations, and
FTP, Inc.'s PC/TCP.
Price: $595.
Contact: InterLAN, Inc.,
155 Swanson Rd., Boxborough, MA01719, (508)
263-9929.
Inquiry 879.

All Your Files
for CD-ROM

one

of the problems with
the more than 80 titles
currently on CD-ROM is that
only one person can use the
massive amounts of informa
tion at a time-until now.
With CD-Net, all you need
is access to a LAN, and you
and nearly a dozen friends
can use the same disk at the
same time. You can set it up
as a library of these nonpropri
etary files, or you can set it
up to serve your business's
needs with proprietary files
on CD-ROM.
CD-Net is a stand-alone
CD-ROM read-only network
server that includes up to 11
CD-ROM players per unit. It
comes standard with the CD
ROM players, a network inter
face card, cables and connec
tors, server and workstation
software, and an application
menu to control switching be
tween databases.
Four standard models sup
port 1 to 100 workstations,
with Models 50 and 100
based on 80286 systems and

including an expansion chas
sis for adding four or six CD
ROM players. The singleuser Model 25 includes one to
four drives, while Models 50
and 100 are available in one-,
two-, or three-drive configu
rations. The Model 200, a
tower 80386, can include
from one to five·drives. The
expansion chassis comes in
the single-user Model 10, for
up to three drives; a multi
user Model 10s (designed to
work with Model 50 and
Model 100), which supports
up to four drives; and the
Model 20 expansion chassis,
designed to work with the
Model 200 tower to support up
to six drives.
It supports simultaneous
and independent access of in
formation on the same player
and multiple players for any
workstation on the network.
The resident memory manage
ment software recycles the
data in RAM on a most-recent
ly used basis-so frequeritly
used information, like direc
tory structures, usually re
mains in RAM.
Each CD-ROM drive has
between 400K bytes and 2
megabytes of memory for
caching. On each drive, starage capacity is 633 mega
bytes, data transfer rate is
153.6 kilobits per second
maximum, rotation speed is
200 to 400 rotations per min
ute, and average access time
is 250 milliseconds, noncached. The CD-Net tower
measures 8 by 25 by 16
inches and weighs 32 to 45
pounds.
Price: Model 50 with two
drives, $4145; Model 200 with
three drives, $9695; threedrive expansion chassis for
Model 50, $3195; five-drive
expansion chassis for Model
200, $6450. Add$1000 for
token-ring hardware.
Contact: Meridian Data,
Inc., 4450 Capitola Rd., Suite
101, Capitola, CA 95010,
(408) 476-5858.
Inquiry 880.
continued

44 PAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
es programmer, GPC Compiler
commuoications software.
rogram, secure and lunctlonallly test
20.~ 24 pin pals.
-Supports MM I, NAT. Tl, Cypress
Erasable PALS .
-A must lor any new cost effective
design.
·

MODEL 7228
,
- Programs all popular chips to 512K .
- Intelligent programming algorllhfl)~,
-High per1oimance to cost rallo. 'I
MODEL 705
-Stand alone operation .
-Programs Motorola 6!1705 Family MPUs.
- One buUoo operation·from cycle power to verily .
- G,at !or production .
• 1111111111I11I111I1111\ 111 11 1111 Ill\ I\ I 11\\.\\

••

GTii< ..

MODEL 9800
-Programs Bparts at a time.
-Programs aII chips . to one megabit . including
single chip processors.
-Operates serial to 56Kbps or stand alone.
-Programs 2764 in 5 seconds.
-Ultra fast communications software.

MODEL 9000
·-Fastest programmer on the market .
-Quick & Intelligent programming algorithms.
-Programs all chips. to one megabit. including
single chip processors.
-Programs largest variety of chips incl. Prom
replacements. Eproms and EEProms.

MODEL 7956
-Programs B eproms at atime.
-Programs chip to 512K . including single
chip processors.
-Operates serial or stand alone .
- Switch selectable part selection.

~ -l<t"7

MODEL ROMX·2XL EPROM EMULATOR- )

•

-i

)

-Emulates 2716-27010 eproms.
-256K to 1024K memory available .
-Battery backed up, auto emulate on power -up.
-Low-cost, pays for itself on first project.
-Free 19.2K Serial'Communications Software .

All GTEK products are manufactured by GTEK in
the U.S.A., are fully warranted for 1year and
offer free technical support.
Intel 1s a registered trademark ot Intel Corp.
MMI &PAL 1s a registered trademark of MMI Corp.
Tl 1s aregistered trademark ot Texas·1i1struments Corp.
Cypress 1s a reg1s1ered trademark of C!Gf!'SS Semiconductor
Motorola 1s a registered trademark of Motorola Corp.
GTEK 1s a reg 1Stered trademark ot GTEK . Inc.

PCSS·BX SERIAL BOARD
'
-Eight RS232 ports per card (optional 4 port)
-All eight ports 100% DOS compatible .
-32 ports may be added to a PC .
-Optional RS422 to 4000 ft.
-Interrupt driven BIOS Enhancement Software
included free.

l
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

Cool Your Chips,
Buster

A

heat sink kit from Scitech reduces micropro
cessor and coprocessor chip
temperatures by as much as
30° Fahrenheit, the company
claims.
Two versions are available,
based on the dimensions of the
chips. Model 1 works with
80286, 80386, and 80387
square chips. Model 2 works
with the 80287, 8088, 8086,
8087, and V20.
You simply apply the con
ductive adhesive to the top of
the chip and add the tiny alu
minum heat-dissipation device.
Price: $10 for Model 1; $5
forModel2.
Contact: Scitech, Inc ., P.O.
Box 334, Groves, TX 77619,
(409) 962-3176.
Inquiry 884.

Pentax Scanner for
Desktop Publishing

T

example) and the specific
light path from the CCD ele
ment. The illumination
source is a high-luminocity
fluorescent lamp.
Resolution is variable from
39 to 300 dpi in 3-dpi incre
ments. Contrast has 10 selec
table levels, and there are three
settings for handling image
density.
Each scanner comes bundied with three desktop pub
lishing interfaces: GEM
Desktop (an icon-based overlay
for DOS); GEM Scan, for
setting scan variables and edit
ing a scanned image prior to
its transfer to desktop publish
ing packages like Ventura
Publisher and Aldus PageMaker; and an OCR package
that can learn different type
faces. GEM Desktop and
GEM Scan are from Digital
Research, and the OCR pro
gram is from Citadel in the
U.K.
Price: $2195.
Contact: Pentax Teknolo
gies, 880 Interlocken Pkwy.,
Broomfield, CO 80020,
(303) 460-1600.
Inquiry 887.

he SB-A4301 Image
Scanner is a 16-level grayscale flatbed scanner with
Joystick
300-dot-per-inch resolution.
It works with the IBM XT,
for Any Computer
AT, and compatibles with at
least 640K bytes of RAM and
joystick-like cursor-po
10 megabytes of hard disk
sitioning tool offers you
space. The IBM interface
an easier way to move the
board allows for direct mem
curser on the screen without
ory access to speed image
special software.
transfer·between the scanner
It attaches on the outside of
and the computer.
any keyboard that has the
The scanner is designed to
cursor keys in the 2, 4, 6,
be used in a desktop publishing and 8 positions, and you move
or optical-character-recogni- ' the knob like a joystick in the
direction you want to move.
tion (OCR) environment. Each
device contains a charge-cou
You can also move the joy
pied device (CCD), an ad
stick to page up, page down, or
vanced controller chip, and a
set a macro on the 5 key and
folded-path optical system.
access that by pressing down
on the joystick.
The folded-path optical
system includes the flatbed
Price: $29.95.
Contact: Interlock, Inc.,
scanner concept (to make it
easier to scan thick books, for
P.O. Box 2160, Castro Valley,
CA 94546, (800) 541-2429;
in California, (800) 643-6100.
Inquiry 886.

A
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This Laptop's
a Reader, Too

A

stand-alone CD-ROM
reader called DynaBook
is the first CD-ROM reader
that is also a personal com
puter. It's basically a selfcontained laptop computer
with a CD-ROM drive and a
touchscreen, but no keyboard.
The 16-pound DynaBook
has many of the standard fea
tures of an AT-compatible
laptop, such as a 10-MHz
80286 processor, 640K bytes
of RAM, a 3 V2-inch floppy
disk drive, and serial and
parallel ports. The system also
has a paper-white LCD
screen with 720- by 400-pixel
resolution and a transparent
touchscreen with a resolution
of25 dots per inch and 16
level pressure sensitivity. It
also has a two-channel head
phone connector.
Although the system does
not come with a keyboard, a
keyboard port is available for
users who need one.
Scenario officials claim
that when you add a keyboard,
all standard CD-ROM appli
cations will run as usual. A set
of development tools is also
available for applications
developers.
. Price: $4995.
Contact: Scenario, Inc., 235
Holland St., Somerville, MA
02144, (617) 625-1818.
Inquiry 883.

Enhance Your AT
Keyboard with CAD
Macros

T

he AutoKey 20/20 from
Mextel is a keyboard at
tachment that allows you to
add as many as 400 macros to
many standard keyboards

using about 20 macro keys.
You get access to 20 differ
ent menus, each containing 20
user-programmable function
·keys. You can organize menus
on 20 flip-down pages that
attach to the AutoKey. Each
unit also contains SK bytes of
CMOS RAM to store up to
8000 keystrokes, with a 32K
byte RAM chip available as
an option.
With the AutoKey, there's
no software to load. You work
through the keyboard cable.
But keyboard cables are differ
ent. Anything IBM-compat
ible will probably work
through the standard 5-pin
DIN connectors that have the
pins organized in a halfmoon pattern and a notch on
the bottom. Other computers
have proprietary connectors.
Price: $179.
Contact: Mextel, Inc., 159
Beeline Dr., Bensenville, IL
60106, (800) 888-4146; in
Illinois, (312) 595-4146.
Inquiry 889.

PC Security Brings
New Meaning
to Charge Cards

H

arcom Security Systems
is betting that the use of
personal credit cards will be
the PC-security access method
of the future.
With the PC-Watchman,
you can control both general
access and access to high-se
curity files. Each unit consists
of software and a half-length
card foc the IBM XT, AT, and
compatibles. Once installed,
PC-Watchman uses a magnetic
reader interface that reads
your credit card and tells the
system whether or not to lock
out the keyboard, for example .
An alarm is optional.
Price: $495.
Contact: Harcom Security
Systems Corp ., 130 William
St., New York, NY 10038,
(212) 766-1802.
Inquiry 885.
continued

Rackand pinion for your PC.
TheHiREZ™ Mouse. You canfeel

the difference
onyourfirst lap around the screen.
The cursor
responds more crisply toyour
control moving
320 pixelsfor every
inch on the desktop,
versus200
for ordinary mice. Built-in
tuning and 30% less weight enable it
ballistic ,/
,
to go the distance without dragging its
taz1, soyou can cruise throughyourwork
in less time and deskspace.

HzREZbrings high peiformance to all
yourfavorite PC sqftware. And the Logitech name
on the hood meansyou can counton what's inside.
'...,,
After all we build micefor companies
~--,<•.._, likeApple,AT&T, DEC, andH-P.
•.
· ~~..... .
All this mousepower
comes with the
ordinary sticker
price ef$149. 00.

.
.

~

.

.....

For the name
ofyour nearest
dealer, call
800 -231 -7717.
In California: 800.
552-8885. !n Europe:
++ 41-21-869-96-56.

~

LOGITECH

Personal Peripherals. Worldwide.
Circle 157 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 158)

But they're not all switching
to the database management
system you might expect.
In a recent industry
survey,· two-thirds of the
respondents who intended
to buy a DBMS did not intend
to buy dBASE.
And, perhaps coinci
dentally, two-thirds of recent
R:BASE®buyers have used
another DBMS before.

Why are they switching
toR:BASE?
Because nobody
really needs a DBMS: they
only need what a DBMS
can do.
And users find that
the friendly facade of other
software is fine for questions.
But R:BASE has the right
answers for their information
management needs.
With R:BASE, you
can handle all your data
management (not just queries)
without learning a single
command. Our Prompt By
Example (PBE) lets you point
and-pick, then R:BASE does
the work.
When you find that you're repeat
Data is data, but
ing yourself, you automate simply by record
information is power.
ing your actions in a macro file.
R:BASE gives you that power.
Or use our application generator
to quickly create complete, correct business
And even impartial judges seem
to agree: PCMagazine, Software Digest,
programs without touching a line of pro
gram code.
Datapro and IefoWorld all just gave
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R:BASE their highest marks.
w
-, And networking is free for up to three
Because to its ease-of-use, I i l LJ users. It's also easy, so any single-user
R:BASE adds speed, functionality I • '
application can be run on a multi-user
and data integrity in a combination I
· ..J LAN with a single command. And our
you don't get with dBASE, Paradox, IM!tffif~ l ~I@ advanced concurrency control, unlike
DataEase, Oracle or any of the
earlier-generation auto-refresh
other conRtenAdSeErs:
. . d £ -·~~t;;~~-> in otherkrDB~Sks, won'thbring your
:B
is optimize
netwo to its nees w en you
speed, with an intermediate code
• •
expand with our Six-Pack or
compiler that makes your appliNetwork Unlimited versions.
c~tio~s si~g. And a true comApplications that just
p1ler is on its way.
--· ..I
, .
You can use its Englishwont quit.
based language in command
INFO R:BASE is the second-largest sellmode, to modify programs
WORLD ing PC DBMS in the world, and it's
R:BASE writes for you, or to
backed by all the training, service
write your own solutions from scratch.
and third-party support you'll ever need.
Simple menus, prompts and
It's providing end-users with the
our "paint-the-screen" techniques make
information they need in large businesses
n:eAsEeuvEns
sophisticated
and small. On stand-alone PCs and in
screens, forms and
networks sharing data with minis and
reports quick and
mainframes. In insurance and real estate
easy to create. With companies, factories and universities,
.
R:BASE forms, you
government
can view and
offices and the
update data from
storefront down
•
several tables at the the street.
I
m
mns
same time. Create
Check out
computed fields. Include scrolling regions
what R:BASE
_....
so you can work with all the data from
can do for you ~ P'
,D j ~
other tables. Add rules for data integrity.
with your local -· fJ
:vAuv
And R:BASE is relational, so your
dealer, or write: ~
-~rules stay with the tables-applications
Microrim, Inc.,
~ §;':
can't avoid or change them. And forms
P. 0. Box 97022,
-~
can be set up to cascade changes through
Redmond,
related tables. So you can trust the inforWA 98073.
mation you get.
9722.
We also give you an SOL imple
Call 1-800-624-0810 today.
mentation that even novices can use to
create simple yet powerful queries.
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

PROGRAMMING

New Actor
Does Windows

MS-DOS
Virtual Memory

V

R

ersion 1.2 of The
Whitewater Group's Ac
tor takes advantage of 500K
bytes of RAM under the
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Ex
panded Memory Specification
(LIM/EMS) 4.0. It also sup
ports Windows 286 and Win
dows/386 version 2 .1.
Actor is an object-oriented
programming language and en
vironment that runs under
Microsoft Windows. It pro
duces stand-alone Windows
applications.
Version 1.2 offers more
Windows error checking,
multiple applications sessions
within the limits of available
memory, horizontal scrolling
and support for cursor keys on
edit windows, and a larger
symbol table.
Actor 1.2 runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and PS/2s with at
least 640K bytes of RAM, a
mouse, and a graphics card.
Actor 1.2 also requires
Windows.
Price: $495.
Contact: The Whitewater
Group, 906 University Place,
Evanston, IL 60201, (312)
491-2370.

Inquiry 1139.

Link It

P

ocket Soft calls .RTLink
the first true dynamic
linker for MS-DOS. The
company reports that the linker
reduces the size of MS-DOS
programs on disk by as much
as 92 percent.
The way the program
works is by letting you elimi
nate code redundancies
among executable files by
sharing language library and
user-written routines at run
time. Your combined code is
placed in a single run-time
library with an .RTL
extension.
84

The Whitewater Group 's Actor 1. 2.
The program works with
any compiler or assembler that
produces .OBJ files in Intel
or Microsoft format, Pocket
Soft reports. Borland' s
Turbo C does not work on
the system.
Price: $495.
Contact: Pocket Soft, Inc .,
P.O . Box 821049, Houston,
TX 77282, (713) 460-5600.

Inquiry 1136.

Pascal on the Mac

T

ML Pascal II combines
TML Pascal and MPW
(Macintosh Programmer's
Workshop). The updated pro
gram is designed for creat
ing MPW tools, HyperCard
XCMDs and XFCNs, and
other programs.
Pascal II runs under the
MPW shell and supports Ob
ject Pascal, MacApp, and
68020/68881 code generation.
In fact, it's the first non
Apple product that can compile
MacApp code.
You can generate assembly
source code and object code
output, as well as integrate its
code with other MPW lan
guages, including MPW C
and Assembler. Included with
the program is the TML Pas
cal compiler, a Pascal Source
formatting tool, a cross-ref

erence tool, and example pro
grams on disk. MPW version
2.0.2 software and documenta
tion are also included.
The standard source code
library is also upgraded, with
new examples covering
QuickDraw, serial drivers,
HyperCard, and XCMDs.
TML Pascal II requires a
Mac Plus, SE, or II with a 3 !12
inch floppy disk drive and a
hard disk drive.
Price: $125.
Contact: TML Systems,
Inc., 8837-B Goodbys Execu
tive Dr., Jacksonville, FL
32217' (904) 636-8592.

unning on top of Phar
Lap's 386IDOS-Extend
er, 386IVMM lets you create
applications for 80386-based
systems. Phar Lap reports
that applications can be many
megabytes, expanding be
yond available RAM.
The virtual memory sys
tem uses the demand-paging
hardware that's built into the
80386 central processor. The
program automatically swaps
code and data as needed to a
standard MS-DOS file.
Phar Lap's 386jDOS-Ex
tender is a run-time system for
executing protected-mode
applications on 80386 ma
chines. If you're already run
ning some applications under
386IDOS-Extender, you can
upgrade them to use the Vir
tual Memory Manager with
little or no source code.
Price: $295.
Contact: Phar Lap Software,
Inc ., 60 Aberdeen Ave., Cam
bridge, MA 02138, (617)
661-1510.

Inquiry 1134.

Inquiry 1135.

continued

AC Source Generator ~ ·' 

P

ro-C 1. 2 is a C source
code generator that
doesn't require a run-time
environment, according to
Vestronix. It will generate C
code for applications under
MS-DOS, QNX, Xenix, and
Unix.
The program is made up
of menu-driven interrelated
modules that support record
definition; menu, screen and
report generation; and up
date processing. The latest
version of Pro-C offers con
trol over screen layout and a
post-generation procedure.
The program supports
Microsoft C 5.x, Turbo C
l .x, LatticeC3.21, andZor
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tech C. C-ISAM, C-Tree,
and Btrieve file managers
are also compatible.
Pro-C runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compat
ibles with at least512K bytes
ofRAM, DOS 2.0or higher,
and a hard disk drive.
Price: DOS version, $495;
QNX version, $495 and up;
Xenix and Unix versions,
$995 to $1500; Pro-C Work
bench source code libraries,
$245.
Contact: Vestronix, Inc.,
Allen Square, 180 King St.
S, Suite 230, Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada, N2J IP8,
(519) 745-2700.

Inquiry 1137.

QNX®
: BeAd it, shape it, any way y0u want it.
ARCHITECTURE If the micro world were
not so varied, QNX would not be so suc
cessful. After all, it is the operating system
which enhances or limits the potential
capabilities of applications. QNX owes its
success (over 70,000 systems sold since
1982) to the tremendous power and flexibility
provided by its modular architecture.
Based on message-passing, QNX is radi
cally more innovative than UNIX or OS/2 .
Written by a small team of dedicated
designers, it provides a fully integrated
multi-user, multi-tasking, networked oper
ating system in a lean 148K. By comparison,
both OS/2 and UNIX, written by many hands,
are huge and cumbersome. Both are ex
amples of a monolithic operating system
design fashionable over 20 years ago.
MUL Tl-USER OS/2 is multi-tasking but
NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent
deficiency is a serious handicap for ter

minal and remote access. QNX is both
multi-tasking AND multi-user, allowing up
to 32 terminals and modems to connect to
any computer.

INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither
UNIX nor OS/2 can provide integrated
networking. With truly distributed pro
cessing.and resource sharing, QNX makes
all resources (processors, disks, printers
and modems anywhere on the network)
available to any user. Systems may be
single computers, or, by simply adding
micros without changes to user software,
they can grow to large transparent multi
processor environments. QNX is the main
frame you build micro by micro.
PC's, A T's and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX
severely restrict hardware that can be used:
you must replace all your PC's with AT's. In
contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC"s and
literally soars on AT's and PS/2's. You can

run ¥0Ur unmodified QNX applications on
any mix of macl1ines, either standalone or
in a QNX local area network, in real mode
on PC's or in protected mode on A T's.
Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multi
tasking with networking on all classes of
machines.
REAL TIME QNX real-time performance
leaves both OS/2 and UNIX wallowing at
the gate. In fact, QNX is in use at thousands
of real-time sites, right now.

DOS SUPPORT QNX allows you to run
PC-DOS applications as single-user tasks,
for both PC's and AT's in real or protected
mode. With OS/2, 128K of the DOS
memory is consumed to enable this facility.
Within QNX protected mode, a full 640K
can be used for PC-DOS.
~~WAY YOU WANn :r ONX f-las ·t he
power and flexib ilitY you mee€l< . Call for
details and 21 demo,tiisk.

fHE ONL~ MULTl· USE.R, MUt.l'l-TAS~JNG, NETWORKING,, REAL·TIME OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC, ·AT, PS/2,
THE HP VECTRA, AND COMPATIBLES.
Multi-User
10 (32) serial terminals per PC (AT).
Multi-Tasking 64 (150) tasks per PC (AT).
Networking 2.5 Megabit token passing.
255 PC's and/or AT's per network.
10,000 tasks per network.
Thousands of users per network.
Real Time
3,200 task switches/sec (AT).
Message
Fast intertask communication
Passing
between tasks on any machine.

C Compiler Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.
Flexibility

PC-DOS
Cost

Single PC, networked PC's,
single PC with terminals,
networked PC's with terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing
of disks, devices and CPU's.
PC-DOS runs as a QNX task.
From US $450.
Runtime pricing available.

For further information or a free demonstration
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • Kanata South Business Park• 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent· Kana ta, Ontario, Canada • K2M 1WS
ONX rs a regis1ered 1radema1k of Quantum Soltwa1e Sys!ems Lid.

Cin:le 226 on Reader Service Card
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SCIENTIFIC

AND

ENGINEERING

Thermal Analysis

T

hermal Analyzer is a
three-dimensional ther
mal-analysis package. Yoo
can use \he program to check
your circuit board designs for
potential thermal problems.
It models component conduc
tion, convection, and radiation
characteristics, and it lets you
predict thermal distributions
and locate thermal problems
The 3-D Thermal Analyzer.
in your designs after placing
components.
Thermal Analyzer runs on
By extracting information
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s,
from the EE Designer III sys
tem database, Thermal Ana
and compatibles with at least
640K bytes of RAM, color
lyzer takes into consideration
graphics capability, a hard
board size, density package
type and orientation, copper
disk drive, and a mouse. It
works with the EE Designer
density areas, and heat dis
III electronic design system
sipation values. Yoo can spec
from Visionics.
ify environmental param
Price: EE Designer III,
eters such as temperature and
· $3995; Thermal Analyzer,
humidity, and the program
uses three-dimensional model- · $1000.
Contact: Visionics Corp.,
ing that simulates heat flow
343 Gibraltar Dr., Sunnyvale,
and thermal fields .
CA 94089, (800) 553-1177;
A component library is in
cluded, which you can add to
in California, (408) 745-1551.
Inquiry 1143.
and edit.

Mac in the Lab

A

program from GW In
struments turns a Mac II
or SE into an oscilloscope,
chart recorder, scrolling-strip
chart recorder, or scan-line
recorder.
Maclnstruments turns the
Mac into one of these while
also offering the benefits of a
computer-based system, such
as mouse control, printing
and storing functions, and ex
port capabilities. Yoo can

National Instruments Upgrades Measure

N

ational Instruments ac
quired rights to Mea
sure from Lotus Develop
ment in April 1988 and has
recently enhanced the data
acquisition and control pro
gram.
Measure consists of a set
of data-acquisition drivers
for Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony
for acquiring, formatting,
and storing data directly into
a spreadsheet. It acquires .
data using GPIB, RS-232C,
and AID interfaces.
Version 2.0 of Measure
runs on the IBM PS/2
Models 50, 60, 70, and 80
and supports the company's
new general-purpose inter
face bus (GPIB) boards and
multifunction analog, digi
tal, and timing 1/0 boards
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for the AT bus and PS/2
Micro Channel.
The AT-MI0-16 and the
MC-MI0-16are thenewl/O
boards from National In
struments. They feature pro
grammable gain, a 12-bit
AID converter with 16 sin
gle-ended analog inputs, two
12-bit DI A converters, eight
TTL-compatible digital
lines, and three 16-bit coun
ter/timer channels. The
company claims that when
Measure 2.0 is coupled with
one of these new boards, you
can acquire data 30 times
faster on the AT or PS/2s.
Using Measure 2.0 with
the AT- or the MC-GPIB
boards, you can monitor,
control, and communicate
with IEEE-3488 bus-com-

patible engineering, scien
tific, or medical instruments
in laboratory testing, pro
duction testing, and process
monitoring and control
applications.
National Instruments re
ports that the software user
interface is unchanged in the
updated version of Measure.
If you've developed work
sheets and macros under the
original Lotus version, they
will run on both the PC and
PS/2s with Measure 2.0.
Price: $495.
Contact: National Instru
ments Corp., 12109 Tech
nology Blvd . , Austin, TX
78727, (800) 531-4742; in
Texas, (800) 433-3488; in
Canada, (800) 443-4484.
Inquiry 1141.

zoom or pan through waveform
data after sampling, or ob
tain simple statistics.
GW Instruments reports
that Maclnstruments samples
data at high speeds because
of its TurboDriver software.
Yoo can connect it with the
MacAdios II data-acquisition
system from GW instruments.
The TurboDriver software
supports interrupt-driven
background tasks, spooling
to hard disk, and a variety of
trigger and display options.
Price: $790.
Contact: GW Instruments,
35 Medford St., Somerville,
MA 02143, (617) 625-4096.
Inquiry 1142.

Math on a Mac

M

athematical expression
evaluation, plotting, and
table generation is available
in a $50 desk accessory for
the Macintosh from Spectra
Blue.
The program daMath,
(pronounced "D.A. Math"),
lets you evaluate mathemati
cal expressions with up to
three variables. You can
make line graphs of the expres
sions over any range of x
values. Yoo can overlay multi
ple plots and make tables of
function values that you can
view and edit in a spread
sheet-like window.
Cut and paste is supported
via the Clipboard, so you can
use a page-layout or drawing
application's graphics tools to
modify daMath's graphics.
Yoo can also paste a table of
data from daMath into a
spreadsheet, word processor,
or other application.
The program runs on the
Macintosh Plus, SE, and II.
Price: $50.
Contact: Spectra Blue, Inc.,
5225 East Pima, Suite 2A,
Tucson, AZ 85712, (602)
327-4686.
Inquiry 1140.
continued
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WHEN THEIR CUSTOMERS DEMANDED
UNIX SYSTEM VSOLUTIONS, THESE
INDUSTRY LEADERS CAME TO SCO
Standards are made, not born.
The leading UNIX" System on three generations of PCs, SCO
XENIX" System Vhas revolutionized the way people look at both
the UNIX System and PCs by revealing the amazing hidden potential
of these standard hardware platforms.
In the process, SCO XENIX has become a true standard in UNIX
System Vsoftware.
And like a true standard, SCO XENIX has opened up entire new
markets of opportunity that have never before existed for micro
processor-based computers.
eamed with the latest generation of 80386-based
machines, SCO XENIX 386 allows systems created
from the widest range of hardware choices to surpas-;
the multiuser, multitasking performance of minis
or even mainframes-at a fraction of the cost
SCO XENIX can be found running thousands of
XENIX- and UNIX System-based vertical applications
on powerful business systems supporting 16, 32,
or even more users. And on graphics workstations
running advanced engineering and scientific
applications.
N

T

And, of course, on personal computers, running multiple DOS
applications concurrently, or networking XENIX and DOS systems
together.
oday, more and more end users are demanding the power
that only UNIX System Vsoftware can bring to their standard
hardware platforms.
And when leading developers, resellers, and computer manufacturers
who serve these users want to make sure they're working with
a partner who's the UNIX System software leader-for now, and
long into the future of UNIX System standards-they
come to SCO.
hey know that SCO will provide them with the
most comprehensive environment for UNIX System
applications, technical and marketing support,
training, and documentation in existence.
And they know they can trust SCO UNIX System
software to be the most complete and reliable
anywhere in the world, because it comes from the
most complete and reliable UNIX System software
company in the world.
The UNIX System software leader-Seo.

T

T

sea
The UNIX System Software Leader Worldwide
(800) 626-lJNIX (626-8649) • ( 408) 425 -7222 ·FAX: (408) 458-4227•1WX: 910-598-4510 scoSAcz • E-MAfL: :.. !uunet!sco!info info@sco.COM
UNIX Ls a rtgisTtreJ tradtnwit of AT&T. SC0 and the SC.0 logo 21' tradt:crwks of~ San12. Cru:z Opmlion., Inc. XENlX is a~ cnd'llw't: ol Micn:J50lt ~
8/88
Cl 1988 The Sam. Ctu!Opm!ion. loc., 400 EncirW Strett, P.O. Box 1900, Sam Cruz, CA 95061 USA
~Santa CruzOpmllon. Ud.. CroiltyCttitri", Kaam Wir, Wdotd WDI SYN, Uniltd Kingdom, +44(0)92,816H4. FAX: +44 (0)92, 8ln81. TH.EX: 91nn smu>NG
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PC-Outline
Gets a Boost

Accounting
Through Windows

P

A

C-Outline version 4.0
now has an 80,000-word
dictionary and thesaurus
from Proximity, multiuser ca
pability, support for desktop
publishing fonts, color capabil
ity, and support for a variety
of printers and plotters.
PC-Outline 4.0 runs on the
IBM PC or compatibles with
256K bytes of RAM and
DOS 2.0 or higher.
This version of PC-Outline
is not a shareware product.
Price: $195.
Contact: Brown Bag Soft
ware, Inc., 2155 South
Bascom Ave., Suite 114,
Campbell, CA 95008, (800)
523-0764; in California,
(800) 323-5335.
Inquiry 1148.

What's the
Big Idea?

T

his idea generator is de
signed to help you brain
storm, solve problems, and
make plans using seven idea
generation techniques. The
program provides links to
Lotus Agenda.
The Idea Generator Plus
helps you focus thoughts, stim
ulate ideas, and identify the
best ideas and prepare them for
use with Agenda, Think
Tank, or other outliners, or as
DOS text files for use with a
word processor.
The program encourages
you to define your situation or
problem, list goals, prioritize
goals, and list the people in
volved. Then it provides
seven techniques for generat
ing ideas: focusing your

88
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A sample outline from Brown Bag's PC-Outline.

goals one by one, reversing
your goals, applying lessons
learned from previous situa
tions to current ones, search
ing for parallels between
familiar activities and the
situation at hand, showing
other possible perspectives,
focusing on the people in
volved, and making the most
of your ideas.
You can print your idea
files to your computer screen
or printer, or prepare the
files to link with other pro
grams. A hot key converts
idea files to Agenda's .STF
file format, so you can ex-

port the files into Agenda
views.
The Idea Generator Plus
runs on the IBM PC and com
patibles with at least 256K
bytes of RAM, DOS 2.0 or
higher, and two floppy disk
drives or one floppy and one
hard disk drive. The program
is available on 5 'A- or 3 1/2-inch
disks.
Price: $195 .
Contact: Experience in Soft
ware, Inc ., 2039 Shattuck
Ave., Suite 401, Berkeley,
CA 94704, (800) 678-7008; in
California, (415) 644-0694.
Inquiry 1147.

ccounting by Design
calls its first product the
first accounting program that
runs under the Microsoft Win
dows environment. Account
ing by Design, which the com
pany has dubbed "client
write-up software," offers re
ports such as a current-peri
od and year-to-date general
ledger, and journals.
It includes a report genera
tor that uses Windows graphics
to show lines of reports on
screen. The program also has
an integrity checker that lets
you verify that accounts are
correct and complete.
The program runs on any
system that supports Microsoft
Windows 286. A hard disk
drive and printer are required;
a mouse is recommended.
Price: $1000.
Contact: Accounting by De
sign, Inc., 2931 Shattuck Ave,
Suite 103, Berkeley, CA
94705, (415) 845-4716.
Inquiry 1149.
continued

'""''

Check it Out
I' you '11 never have to
write another check,
according to Checkfree
Technologies, if you use its
new check-writing pro
gram. The program removes
funds from your account
electronically and transfers
them to institutions to which
you make regular payments.
CheckFree keeps track of
the account, transactions,
balance, and budgets. The
payments appear on your
monthly bank statement, so
you can verify that they are
being made. The program
has a check register on
screen with payments that
the program has made auto
matically recorded and your
balance adjusted for each

bill paid or deposit made.
Each CheckFree custom
er has a personal account
number for security. You
enter data off-line, and
transmissions to the process
ing center are encoded for
added security. The pro
gram processes payments
through the Federal Reserve
bank network and never
actually accesses your ac
count, according to the com
pany. At any time you have
the ability to review, change,
or cancel transactions, the
company reports.
To use CheckFree, you
purchase the start-up kit and
fill out two registration
forms. The company sends
you a special account num-

ber, and you provide the
company with your payment
information.
CheckFree runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles
with 256K bytes of RAM,
DOS 2 .1 or higher, and a
Hayes-compatible modem.
It als0 r.uns 0n the Ma.c
5 l2K and up and the Apple II
with 128K bytes 0f RAM;
with either, you'll need tlie

Hayes-compatible modem.
Price: Monthly service
charge, $',9 fox; about 20

transactions; start-up pro
gram, $19.50.
Contact: Checkfree Tech
nologies, P . 0. Box 897,
Columbus, OH43216, (614)
898-6000.
Inquiry 1146.

Make your
point without
a trace of
doubt.

With the new
HIPADPWS
•
series.

,_

If you've ever used a digitizer, you
probably were surprised that it didn't
do what you thought it would. You
assumed that whatever you picked or
moved or drew on the tablet would
be accurately displayed on the screen
and precisely reflected on output. In
spite of its straight-forwa1d appear
ance, it didn't take you long to learn
that all digitizers were not created
equal, or accurate, or even easy to use.
Today there's a new line of digitizers
that can meet your expectations. It's
the new HIPAD Plus'TM series. With
size_s ranging from a ('.-Ompact 12" x 12"
to a drafting-size 44" x 60;' each model
reflects ID's tradition of price/perform
ance excellence.
Compare, for example, the sleek 9012
and 9018 models (shown below) which
contain HI's exclusive tilt-correction
feature. This unique feature tets you
use the stylus like a pencil-no need
to hold it in.an awkward perpendicular
position. HI's tablet captures only
the points touched by the tip of the
stylus., so you can make menu selec
tions, create freehand drawings, move
the screen cursor, or edit pixel-by
pixel-without a trace of doubt.
Ifyou prefer a handheld cursor, you'll
find Ill's new four-button cursor has
the same pin-point precision. (You'll
also like the way it feels in your hand.)
The HIPAD Plus digitizers are
compatible with both your CAD and
graphics systems. Each model proc
esses coordinates rapidly (up to 200
pairs per second) and has a resolution
of up to 2,540 lines per inch. This all
adds up to high performance and
accuracy-and it means you won't be
replacing your tablet to m.eet the
high-resolution demands of the future.
And, with prices like $495* for the
12 11 x12" tablet and $795* for the 12"
x 18" tablet, HIPAD Plus is affordable.
Make your point without a trace of
doubt. For details, call 1-800-444-3425
or 512-835-0900.

HOUSfON

TNSIRUMENT
AMETEK
A DIVISION OF

8500 Cameron Road, Austin, TX 78753
*US. suggested retail prices. HIPAD fl us and
Houston In strument are trademarks of AMETEK, Inc

Circle 133 on Realkr Service Card

"Personally, ifI had to keep as
manypeople happy as you do,
I'd go with Fujitsu. You get laser
quality, Adobe Postscript,
upgradeability... and aprice
you wouldn't believe. "

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card(DEALERS: 112)
©1988 Fu11tsu America. Inc. All ngh!s reserved. Adobe PostScrtPL IBM. HPLaserJe1 Plus. HP LaserJet Serres II .andAppleTalkarereg1s1eredlrade
marksor Adobe Svs1ems. Inc.. lnternational Busmess Machines CorDO<a!IOn. Hewlett·Packard Corpor a!lon and Apple Computer, lnc.. 1espect1vely.
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GRAPHICS

Contact: Lazerus, 2821
Ninth St., Berkeley, CA
94710, (415) 845-1237.

Presentations
with More Pizzazz

Inquiry 1130.

L

otus redesigned many of
the Freelance Plus utilities
and added some new features
in version 3.0 of the busiRess
graphics package. New fea
tures include a portfolio for
creating presentations, a
screen utility for displaying
presentations, and other new
drawing and editing tools. The
charting module is rede
signed, offering 12 chart for
mats, the ability to control
the style elements of large
numbers of charts, and data
import capabilities.
The new portfolio lets you
plan your presentation from
start to finish and lets you
generate black-and-white
handouts from color pre
sentations.
Using Screen Show, you
can use special effects such as
fade, wipe, split, scroll, and
spiral. And you can save your
creations for use on compat
ible systems, even if those
systems don't have Freelance
Plus.
Enhancements such as
those made to Freelance's
drawing and editing capabili
ties simplify the creation of
diagrams, flowcharts, illus
trations, and other business
graphics. You can also incor
porate existing line art and
photos into your graphics.
Version 3.0 offers you the
additional capability of im
porting and exporting a wider
range of file formats, includ
ing the Lotus 1-2-3 release
3 WK3 file format, along
with Symphony, dBASE,
SYLK, TIFF, ASCII, and
other file formats.
Lotus reports that Free
lance Plus 3.0 drives a variety
of dot-matrix and laser

Attention Amiga
Artists

M

Business graphics with Freelance Plus 3. 0.

printers, including those that
support Postscript. The pro
gram runs on the IBM XT,
AT, 3270 PC, PS/2s, and
compatibles. It requires 640K
bytes of RAM, a hard disk
drive, DOS 2.0 or higher, and
a Hercules, CGA, EGA,
VGA, or compatible graphics
card.
Price: $495.
Contact: Lotus Development
Corp., 55 Cambridge Pkwy.,
Cambridge, MA 02142,
(617) 577-8500.

Inquiry 1128.

The Plot Thickens

I

f you need to view and edit
HPGL (Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language) format
plot files, you can use Plotview
from Ajida. The program
runs under Microsoft Win
dows, enabling you to view
HPGL plot files while running
other applications.
When editing or viewing
the plot file, you can select
from features such as scal
ing, pan, rotation, zoom, or
cut and paste.
The program is compatible
with any standard output de
vice supported by Microsoft
Windows, according to Ajida.
Price: $59.
Contact: Ajida Technol
ogies, Inc., 613 Fourth St.,
Santa Rosa, CA 95404, (707)
545-7777.

Inquiry 1131.
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You Can Call
Me Ray

L

azerRays is a ray-tracing
program that lets you
create images on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, or 80386 ma
chines without a coprocessor.
You can model scenes with re
flections, refractions, trans
parency, and sharp and soft
shadows-all with 32-bit
floating-point accuracy, ac
cording to Lazerus. Twoand three-dimensional textures
are also possible.
LazerRays requires an
EGA, VGA, Targa, Vista, or
Lazerus board.
Price: IBM PC, XT, or AT
version, $399; 80386 version,
$699.

odeler 3D is an object
generation program for
the Amiga that lets you create
simple three-dimensional geo
metric shapes or complex ob
jects in a CAD-like environ
ment, according to Aegis.
You can create drawings
with the other Aegis design
programs, load them into
Modeler 3D, and extrude a
third dimension with just one
command. Then you can add
points, polygons, and differ
ent colors and shadings-treat
ing the design like any other
object.
To use Modeler 3D, you
need an Amiga with at least
1 megabyte of RAM and one
floppy disk drive, although
Aegis recommends more
memory and a hard disk drive.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Aegis Develop
ment, Inc., 2115 Pico Blvd .,
Santa Monica, CA 90405,
(800) 345-9871; in California,
(213) 392-9972.

Inquiry 1133.

View and edit HPGLfiles with Plotview.

continued
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MICRO-CAP 111:
r
THIRD-GENERATION INTERACTIVE
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS. MORE POWER.
MORE SPEED. LESS WORK.
MICRO-CAP m;· the third generation
of the top selling IBM® PC- based interac
tive CAE tool, adds even more accuracy,
speed, and simplicity to circuit design and
simulation.
The program's window-based opera
tion and schematic editor make circuit
creation a breeze. And super-fast SPICE
like routines mean quick AC, DC, Fourier
and transient analysis- right from
schematics. You can combine simulations
ofdigital and analog circuits via integrated
switch models and macros. And, using
stepped component values, rapidly gener
ate multiple plots to fine-tune your circuits.
We've added routines for noise, impe
dance and conductance- even Monte
Carlo routines for statistical analysis of
production yield. Plus algebraic formula
parsers for plotting almost any desired
function.
Circle 251 on Reader Service Carrl
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Modeling power leaps upward as
well, to Gummel-PoonBJTand Level 3
MOS- supported, of course, by a built-in
Parameter Estimation Program and
extended standard parts library.
There's support for Hercules~ CGA,
MCGA, EGAand VGA displays. Output for
laser plotters and printers. And alot more.
The cost? Just $1495. Evaluation ver
sions are only $150.
Naturally, you'll want to call orwrite for
afree brochure and demo disk.

-----------·--------- --- ------- ---1021 S. Wolfe Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387
Monte Carlo analysis

.lllCRO-CAP lfl i sa registered trademark ofSpectnim Soj/ua1~.
Hercules is a registered tmdemark ofHercules Computer Teclmo/ol{J'
JB,lf is a registered tmdemark ofilltemalio11alBusi11ess,lfachi11es, Inc.
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Networking XyWrite

X

yWrite III Plus is a net
work version of the word
processing program for the
IBM PC and compatibles. It
offers multiuser redlining
that tracks editing remarks by
log-in, date, and time.
The program supports
DOS 3.0 file locking and ac
cess restrictions for specified
network drives. It has a read
only feature that lets users re
view only the last stored ver
sion of any file.
System administrators can
customize XyWrite with for
matting standards. They can
also modify files that check
spelling, customize key
boards, and control fonts.
XyWrite III Plus supports
network operating systems
from AT&T, 3Com, Novell,
IBM, and Banyan. Yoo'll need

•

an IBM PC or compatible
with at least 384K bytes
of RAM and DOS 3.0 or
higher.
Price: $795 for file server;
$195 per node.
Contact: XyQuest, 44 Man
ning Rd., Billerica, MA
01821, (508) 671-0888.

Inquiry 988.

Faxing
in the Background

M

acintosh users can send
and receive facsimile
transmissions with BackFAX
while another application is
running in the foreground. It
runs with or without Multi
Finder and requires an
AppleFax modem and at least
1 megabyte of memory on
any Mac.
Yoo can keep an address
book of the fax numbers that

Managing Networks under 3 + Open

, Q 3Com
n the same day that
announced ship
ment of its 3 +Open LAN
Manager, the company in
troduced two network man
agement products that run
under 3 +Open.
3 +Open is an OS/2-based
network operating system
for computer networks that
support DOS, OS/2, or Mac
workstations.
3 +Open LAN View and
3 +Open LAN Secure en
able the network administra
tor to control and secure
resources on 3 +Open net
works . They take advantage
of named pipes, which is an
industry-standard interface
forLAN communications.
The LAN View applica
tion offers you a graphical
view of server statistics re
garding performance, utili
zation, and security, in addi
tion to network errors. Yoo
can view the statistics as they
occur or from a file. The ap

94
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plication also converts the
stats into a data interchange
format (DIF).
On-screen windows show
an audit trail of network in
formation, including time of
errors. A click and zoom ca
pability lets the network ad
ministrator select and ex
pand the windows to help
isolate trends and prevent
network problems.
The LAN Secure applica
tion offers security through
enhanced password and re
source management. The
network administrator can
design customized pass
word-control programs that
make users change their
passwords.
The security application
also tracks and logs network
resource access and use, so
the administrator can moni
tor events such as invalid log
on attempts and printer use.
Yoo can also use the LAN
Secure application to con-

CONNECTIVITY

you use, along with instruc
tions on how and when to de
liver the message. The pro
gram also has a feature that
keeps track of what docu
ments you need to send and
will send them at the appro
priate time. It will even retry
busy numbers as many times
as you specify.
To use BackFAX, you
choose the BackFAX icon in
the Chooser desk accessory
and print the document to the
BackFAX outbox . Then,
using the BackFAX manage
ment application, you choose
the send options you want,
enter the address or retreive
it from the address book, and
BackFAX will take it from
there.
The program has some
graphics capabilities that let
you send your company logo
on a cover page before your
document. Yoo can also in
corporate complex graphics

•
vert LAN Manager audit
trail data into alternate for
mats.
To run 3 +Open under
DOS, you need an IBM PC,
XT, AT, orPS/2 withatleast
512K bytes of RAM and
DOS 3.1 or higher.
Under OS/2 you need an
80286- or 80386-based IBM
AT or PS/2 Model 50, 60,
70, or 80 with at least 2
megabytes of RAM and
OS/21.0orhigher.
On Macintosh worksta
tions you'll need 3Com 3 +
for the Macintosh.
Price: LAN View, $495 per
server; LAN Secure, $995
per network; LAN Manager
Entry System (up to five
users), $995; LANManager
Advanced (more than five
users) , $2995 .
Contact: 3Com Corp., 3165
Kifer Rd., Santa Clara, CA
95052, (800) 638-3266; in
California, (408) 562-6400.

Inquiry 985.

documents designed with
PageMaker or MacDraw II.
Price: $245 .
Contact: Solutions Interna
tional, 30 Commerce St.,
Williston, VT 05495, (802)
. 658-5506.

Inquiry 986.

Cutting the Cost
of File Transfer

T

hompson Computing is
cutting the cost oftrans
ferring files on IBM PCs and
compatibles with two new file
transfer utilities. 2PC is the
full-blown version that costs
only $55. The program fea
tures a split-screen format to
display files on both ma
chines, and it sends files at
115,200 baud, the company
reports.
Other features include
pull-down menus, help
screens, directory trees, chat
mode, and the ability to tag
files, view them, and delete
them from a directory by wild
cards or by selecting them in
dividually. You can sort files
by name or extension. The
program also offers a print
facility and lets you execute
DOS commands.
2PC comes with a univer
sal cable that connects to 9- or
25-pin serial ports.
· 2PCLite is a $40 version
that also transfers files at
115,200 baud and offers a
split screen. It uses single-key
stroke commands rather than
menus, and it doesn't have a
chat facility.
The 2PC programs run on
the IBM PC and compatibles
with DOS 2.0 or higher and
at least 256K bytes of RAM.
Price: 2PC, $55; 2PCLite,
$40.
Contact: Thompson Com
puting, 587F North Ventu Park
Rd., Suite 306, Newbury
Park, CA 91320, (805)
498-7653.

Inquiry 987.
continued

ONCE IN A BLUE MOON . .. C
SCANMAN:"HANDHELD SCANNING FOR $299.

Pop any image up to 4" x 71" straight into your PC
Clip it, crop it, color it. Resize and rotate it. Merge,save,
and store it.
Choose between high contrast or high detail. Import
images into any best selling publishing application
PageMaker,"'Ventura"'and many more. All you need is $299.
an IBM PC.XI ATor PS/ 2 [or compatible) with aspareslotL
and five minutes to set UIJ::

TO ORDER-or for the name ofyour nearest degler
CALL: 800-231 -7717, IN CALIFORNIA CALL: .
800-552-8885.

Oty/Statellip_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __
Phone_ _ _ _ __ __

_

_

_ __

Send to: LOG/TECH. 6505 Kgiser Drive. Fremont CA 94.555

ScanMa

The Hand-Held Scann .

~

LOGITECH

_

_

WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

OTHER

-.

Be Healthy
and Happy

PC Tools Upgraded

P

C Tools now runs on the
Macintosh as well as the
IBM PC. The IBM PC pro
gram has been upgraded to
version 5. 0 and has a new
user interface with pull-down
windows and support for a
Microsoft Mouse. It also offers
a superset ofthe DOS 4.0
she! I, a desktop manager, a
file encryption and compres
sion program, and a backup
program.
The Macintosh version of
fers a desk accessory, a backup
utility, a file undelete fea
ture, an unfragmenter, a re
covery utility, and the ability
to encrypt and compress files.
Price: $79.
Contact: Central Point Soft
ware, Inc., 15220 Northwest
Greenbrier Pkwy., Suite
200, Beaverton, OR 97006,
(503) 690-8090.

Inquiry 993.

The DataShuttle
is Launched

I

fyour database, spread
sheet, and word processing
programs are incompatible,
DataShuttle can come to the
rescue. It is a data retrieval

DataShuttle 's main menu.
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PC Tools now runs on the Mac.

and transfer program for up
dating databases and spread
sheets. You can convert files
between most commonly
used formats, such as ASCII,
dBASE, SYLK, SIF, DIF,
and Lotus formats.
You can select fields and
rows to be processed and spec
ify conditional transfers by
comparing fields to alphanu
meric values or cells.
DataShuttle runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, and
compatibles with DOS 2.1
or higher.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: Softway, Inc., 500
Sutter St., Suite 222, San
Francisco, CA 94102, (800)
338-2852; in California, ( 415)
397-4666.

Inquiry 995.

Keyboard Help

P

hysically challenged
persons who have trouble
using the computer keyboard
will find that the keyboard
utility program Peck offers
them easy access.
Peck is a RAM-resident
program that lets you press
keys sequentially instead of
in combination. For instance,
when you would need to
press Control, Alt, and Delete
at the same time, you can
press one after another. The
company reports that the pro
gram works with virtually
every program written for the
IBM PC family.
Peck is available alone, but
it is also bundled with PRD + ,
a software program from
Productivity Software that
boosts your typing speed and
increases accuracy.
Peck uses less than I K
byte of RAM and does not
require PRD +. Both Peck
and PRD + require an IBM PC
or compatible with DOS 2.0
or higher. PRD + requires at
least 55K bytes of RAM.
Price: Peck, $9.95; PRD+,
$89.95.
Contact: Productivity Soft
ware International, Inc., 1220
Broadway, New York, NY
10001, (800) 533-7587; in
New York, (212) 967-8666.

Inquiry 994.

esigned for doctors,
dietitians, and nutrition
ists, Two-Minute Nutrition
Manager is a nutrition plan
ning, tracking, and reporting
program.
Registered dietitians
helped design the program,
which analyzes food items,
recipes, meals, menus, and
journals. It contains a 4500
item database and analyzes up
to 73 nutrients. The program
also has Food Management,
Menu Planning, Preferred
Meals, Food Exchanges, and
Daily Journal modul!!s, Yoo
can set up goals, and graphs
will show you how close your
actual food intake comes to
meeting your goals. The pro
gram can even generate a shop
ping list of the foods it
recommends.
Consumer and profession
al models are available. The
consumer models have fewer
foods and nutrients in the data
bases, and the professional
models offer more extensive
information plus the ability
to personalize programs with
on-line help.
The program is menu
driven and runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, 80386-based
systems, and the PS/2s with at
least 2 megabytes of RAM,
DOS 2.0 or higher, and a hard
disk drive. There is also a
version for the Macintosh II,
Plus, and SE.
Price: Consumer models
range from $69 to $149; pro
fessional models range from
$295 to $695.
Contact: DPEX, 3333 Bow
ers Ave., Suite 190, Santa
Clara, CA 95054, (800) 727
3438; in California, (408)
727-7121.

Inquiry 997.
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He PERFECT Gift
REWARD THE COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS ON YOUR GIFT LIST WITH A YEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION ro BYTE - THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE ro PERSONAL COMPUTING.
EACH GIFT WILL INCLUDE 12 ISSUES, PLUS A BONUS ISSUE DEDICATED 10 IBM
PC'S. YOUR FIRST GIFT WILL COST ONLY $22 .95 WITH ADDITIONAL GIFTS
COSTING EVEN LESS; ONLY $19.95 EACH - BOTH GREAT MONEY SAVING RATES
WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT ONE YEAR OF BYTE PURCHASED AT THE
NEWSSTAND WOULD COST $42! (CANADA: FIRST GIFT $25.95, ADDITIONAL
GIFTS $22.95 EACH .)
DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE HOLIDAY RUSH , SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST IDDAY
AND WE'LL DO THE REST.

,.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
1800086
i YES! I want to send gift
ro: (1st Gift-s22.95:Canada s25.95)
I

1

subscriptions to the following
people and save money
off the newsstand price!
FROM:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addn5s _ __ _ __ __ __ __ __

Cif)iS1urdZir1 _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ __ __

NOlne _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Each additional ~ift-$19.95; Canada $22.95 each)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NUl11l ' _ __ __

Ci1y/Srare/Zip _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _

D Payment enclosed* D Bill me
D Chars;;<? to: D VISA D MasterCard

Ciry/SrwdZ1iJ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Aca # _ _ _ _ __ _ Exp. date _ _ __

Sif!Tla!ure _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nome _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adwc~ --------------

*Please send this order card with payment in an
envelope to : P.O. Box 550, H~htstown , NJ 08520-9893
Name _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FREE BONUS - A SJift announcement will
be sent in your name to the recipient.

Addn_~~s -

Please allow 6-8 weeRs for processing.

Ci1y!SrardZip - - - -- - - -- -- -

-

-

- --

- --

- --

-
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e PERfECT Gift

REWARD THE COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS ON YOUR GIFT LIST WITH A YEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION
BYTE - THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
PERSONAL COMPUTING.

ro

ro

EACH GIFT WILL INCLUDE 12 ISSUES, PLUS A BONUS ISSUE DEDICATED 10 IBM
PC'S. YOUR FIRST GIFT WILL COST ONLY $22 .95 WITH ADDITIONAL GIFTS
COSTING EVEN LESS; ONLY $19.95 EACH - BOTH GREAT MONEY SAVING RATES
WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT ONE YEAR OF BYTE PURCHASED AT THE
NEWSSTAND WOULD COST $42! (CANADA: FIRST GIFT $25.95, ADDITIONAL
GIFTS $22.95 EACH.)
DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE HOLIDAY RUSH , SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST 10DAY
AND WE'LL DO THE REST.
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If you think writing program code
is a dirty business, we have something
to help you clean up your act.
It's called Matrix Layout. Layout
lets you create programs that do
exactly what you want, quickly and
easily-without writing a single line
of code. Layout does it for you auto
matically, in your choice of Turbo
Pascal, Turbo C, Microsoft C, Quick
Basic or Lattice C. And if you're not
a programmer, you can even create
programs that are ready-to-run.
As the first true CASE (Com
puter Aided Softw.are Engineering)
development tool for the PC , Layout
lets you write your programs simply
by drawing an icon-based flow chart.
They'll have windows, icons, menus,
buttons, dialog boxes, and beautiful
graphics and text. Like the Macintosh
and the OS/2 Presentation Manager.
And because Layout is so effi
cient, everything you create will
work incredibly fast, even on stan
dard PC's with 256K and only one
disk drive. To top it off, all your pro
grams will feature Layout's auto
matic mouse support, sophisticated
Hypertext functions, and decision
handling.
The full Layout package also

comes with three additional programs:
Matrix Paint is a professional
paint program that comes with a full
palette of high-powered graphics
tools, plus scanner support. And any
picture or symbol that you draw or

1. Draw aflow-chart.
2. Matrix Layout creates
the program code.
3. Your program is complete.

scan into Paint can be included in
your program.
Matrix Helpmaker allows you
t,o include an electronic manual in all
your programs. Context-sensitive help
windows, a table of contents, index
ing, and the convenience of Hypertext
functionality can now become a part
of everything you create.
Finally, Matrix Desktop gives
you the ability to organize your files
and disks in a very Macintosh-like
easy to see, easy to use way.
· What's the cost? At just $149.95
for the entire package, Layout speaks
in a language you'll love to hear.
Especially with our free customer '
support, no copy protection, and a
30-day, money-back guarantee.

VideoTape Offer
Our new demonstration video
tape graphically illustrates how the
many features of Matrix Layout will
make a difference in your life. Call
1-800-533-5644 and order your VHS
copy now Uust $9.95 for shipping
and handling, credited against your
purchase). In Massachussetts, call
(617) 567-0037.
Do it today. Because once you
see whatLayout can do for you, we
think you'll swear by it.' ·
· ·

~ LAYOUT
·•

.....

Matrix Software i:~'Ch.Qology Corporation • One Massachussetts Technology Cen ter • ~arborside f?ri ve ·:Bo ton. MA 0412S- • (617) 567·()()37'
- ~aU'\x SOttwnrelUK • Plymouth, Em\la nd • 796·31'3 • Matrix Soft')'~rc/Belgium • OeJaimiak..:b!J_an 4~ • JOJO L.ellWll • 0162ll2064

Tl\G folfoWing11re re~)SlefcQ a nd u11rett'5tcred m1dcm3Jks ~I the COtnPMlld lls1ed : Mauh ~ut. Ma1rlx Paint. Matrix H1>1prnitk.t:r. Malrl»Oesktop.
MGlrlx Sof1..-..reTeehnology Corporutlon1Mnciniosh. Apple.Con1pu1er.1ne.: OS/2 r.-n1ation Mana~er. lntemalional Bu:sine$$ Machin<.$ Corwradon.
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The Portland
Macintosh Users
Group

T

he Portland Macintosh
Users Group sponsors a
series of eight classes for
Macintosh beginners and a
semiannual 2-day camp that
is, according to its cosponsors,
an opportunity to live, eat,
and breathe Macintosh.
The 2-day Fall MacCamp
focused on Tools and Tech
niques, including audio and
video digitizing, laser printers,
and mass-storage manage
ment. It also covered an intro
duction to macros, network
ing, disk recovery, viruses, the
basic file system theory, add
ing commands to menus, and
installing and using fonts, ac
cessories, and function keys.

The Spring MacCamp, ac
cording to President Brian Se
ligmann, will focus on busi
ness productivity, including
applications and accounting
on the Macintosh.
PMUG College is the
series of eight classes, one per
week, that cover the desktop,
graphics, the system, Hyper
Card, hard disk management,
communications, fonts and
desk accessories, and Hyper
Card authoring. Each course is
held starting at 7 p .m. every
Wednesday. PMUG also spon
sors other workshops through
its special-interest groups.
SIGs at PMUG include pro
fessional production, 4th
Dimension, public domain,
advanced HyperCard, operat
ing systems, and graphics.
PMUG has its own store
located at the PMUG office on
the fifth floor of the Gal

leria. PMUG has about 1100
members and publishes a
newsletter, PMUG Mouse

Tracks.
Price: Annual dues, $36.
Contact: The Portland Mac
intosh Users Group, Inc., P.O.
Box 8895, Portland, OR
97207, (503) 228-1779.

Inquiry 1083.

Unix Classes
for Programmers

S

everal classes for people
with Unix experience are
available through Specialized
Systems Consultants. A class
on applications of Unix util
ities, which discusses data se
lection, cut and paste, file
comparison, combining two
tabular data files, file split
ting, line number filtering, and

other Unix file management
commands, will be held Feb
ruary 9. The class requires
knowledge of the Unix basics
and a Unix text editor.
Hands-On for Unix Pro
grammers will cover the fun
damentals ofthe Unix shell,
file systems, managing pro
cesses and the environment,
communication, language pro
cessing, report generation,
programmers' utilities, and
more. It will be held from
February 15 to 17. The class
is for people with a technical
background, but not neces
sarily in Unix.
In March, SSC will spon
sor a workshop in C program
ming. The class, which will
run from March 13 to 17, is
for programmers who want
to learn how to write efficient
structured programs in C.
continued

Major savings on Major brands
rJ!ilAdvanced Logic ReM1n:h
20MHz, 1MB, SIP .. ..... ... ..... .. $2300
ALR 386/220 #10
FlexCache 20388 #150 20MHz, 2MB, 150MB ...... . . .. . . .. $5350
FlexCache 25386 #150 25MHz, 2MB, 150MB, VGA .. ... .... $6900
Macintosh II .......... ................ .... . ..... $3479
Macintosh SE ......................................... $2350
Laserwrlter II NT ...... ... .. .. .............. . .......... $3600

mmJ

~

Tape BOM Internal ........ . ... . ...... • ..... . ........... $ 550
m:IPremlum Computel9
10 MHz, 512K, P/S ........... . ....... . .... $1485
286 Mod 60
385 Mod 300 20MHz, 1MB, P/2S .............. . ..... . ... $2935
Jl.O . • .... • .. ... . ..... . .. ..• . . .. ... . .... . .. .. $1925

.

•

1 . .. .. ..... .. .... . . . .. . . . ... . . . ... ... .. ...... $1676
386-20 Mod 60 . ........................ • .............. $5310
386·25 Mod 110 ... . .. . .... .. .......... .. ..... . .... .. .. $6995

......

~

F'X850

LQ500
LQ850

9 pin. 264/55 cps .. ......... .............. . .... $ 365
24 pin. 160/60 cps . . .. . .......... . ..... . ........ $ 385
24 pin. 264/88 cps . . ... . .. .. ..... . .. . ........... $ 540

~Computel9

Equity 1+ w/floppy ... . .... . .. ... . ..... . . . . . .... .. . . .. . $ 755
Equity 1+ w/floppy, 1-20 MB hard . . ..... . ......... . ...... $1175

CI.ii

Deskjet ............................... . .............. $ 675
Lase 'et I w/loner . .. ...... . ...... . ...... . .... ..... ..... $1625
wllnterface .. . .... . ..... . .. . ..... . .... .. .... .. .. $1150
Word 4.0 ... ............. . .......... . ... . .. . $ 265
Printer
LC #890 Postcrlpt, 3MB, 35 fonts . . . . ....... . ... ... .... .. $3150
m:mlJ4-uMr ELS . .. . ... ....... .. ........ . .......... ... $ 425

)II
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'910
256K·12
1MB SIMM
60387·25

256K x 1 DRAM, 100ns .............. .... .... $11.50
256K x 1 DRAM, 120ns .. .... . . . . . . . . . ....... $10.50
. . . .. .. ... ... .. ... ... ... .............. .... $Call
Math coprocessor, 25MHz ....... . .. . ......... $ 570

Ci$ SAMSUNG

Samsung Computel9 Best Buy

S·5000 XT, 8MHz, 512K RAM, Hercules graphics, PIS, . ...... $ 670
DOS 1 - 360K floppy
286, 10MHz, 612K RAM, Hercules graphics, P/2S, .. . . $1060
S500
DOS, 1 • 1.2MB floppy
S-800 80386-20 MHz, desktop model; Includes 2 MB RAM, .. $2675
EGA video Interface
S-5000 60286-10 MHz, laptop; Includes 20 MB hard disk, . . .. $2150
supertwist LCD display (800 x 400)

rw:rl!t''t"'Jil!ll·'"''C~
·•

4-1'2• wide, hand scanner w/OCR .......... . ...... . ...... $ 750
1iII1Il!JH1rd Disks
Sl'238 w/XT controller 30MB ... . .......... . . . ... . . . ..... $ 305
Sl'251-1
40MB, 28ms . . ... . . . .... . ..... .. .. $ 405
ST277R-1
65MB, 28ms, RLL. . . .. . ... .. .... .. . $ 465
ii!l:m!DLaptop Computel9
T1000
512K, LCD, 1-720K .. .. .. .. ... . . . .. ... .. ....... $ 745
T1200.H 1M, LCD, 20M .... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ............ $2140
1'3100-20 640K, Plasma, 20M . . .......... . . . ............$2855
T3200.40 1M, Plasma. 40M ..... .. ................ .... .. $3425
T5100·40 2M, Plasma, 40M ...... .. . .. ... .. . . .... .. .... $4450

~

Ventura Publisher v.2.0 ......... . ............... .. ...... $ 449

mms-n
FastWrile VGA VGA video card . .. ... .......... .... ...... $ 375

Severe Discount Computers, 14098 E. Firestone Boulevard, Computer City, CA 90670
(213) 802-7470 FAX #(213) 921-9597
Callromla orders add sales tax. Call to confirm price and avallablllty.

Circle 531. on Reader Service Card
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Tum Your PC Into A
Duplicating Machine!

uplicating a snap with THE DUPLICA
D
TOR TOOLKIT! Whether you need to makt
one copy or 100, this program is for you. It begins
is

where DISKCOPY leaves offl
SUPER SPEED. Copy, compare, verify and format in less time than it takes
to just copy with DOS!
,....~~ /
,
NO DISKETTE SWAPPING. Make only one copy of the source diskette in RAM while you are
foplicating or conveniently store and retrieve it from the hard disk for future duplication.
SUPPORT TWO DISK DRIVES. THE DUPLICATOR TOOLKIT switches from 'W.' to "B" drives on dual floppy systems
for even Jaster copies!
EVERY COPY'S AN ORIGINAL. Multiple verification settings let you choose the level of data checking to ensure
reliable copies.
MAKES LABELS TOO! You can even generate labels for each diskette. Optional serialization is included.
YOU'RE KEYSTROKES AWAY FROM PERFECT COPIES! If even aquick - - - - - - - ----------
f:":lr I've had it with DISKCOPY! turn my PC into a Duplicating
guide is too much to read, this is the program for
ll:'.:.l Machine!Pleasesend me:
you. Easy On-screen prompts Will have you duplicating
__ copies of THE DUPLICATOR TOOLKIT at 579.95 each plus
in seconds.
S4 .50 shipping (SI0.00 Canada and outside U.S.). CA residents
/

\;I

please add 6 % sales tax.

Get the power DISKCOPY can't give you. Order today!
NAME

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible and 256K
Ram. PC or MS DOS 2.0 or higher. Hard disk recommended. Not
copy-protected.
THE DUPLICATOR TOOLKIT and Copy Technologies are Trademarks of Copy
Technologies.
COPY TECHNOLOGIES
14252 Culver Drive, Suite 323
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 975-1477
Circle 522 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 523)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

D Check/Money Order

D Visa

D Master Card

Account Number

Exp. date

mail coupon to: COPY TECHNOLOGIES
14252 Culver Drive, Suite 323
Irvine, CA 92714
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The class requires a Unix
editor.
Price: Hands-on Unix for
Programmers, $450; Appli
cations of Unix Utilities,
$150; C Programming Work
shop, $750.
Contact: Specialized Sys
tems Consultants, Inc., P.O.
Box 55549, Seattle, WA
98155, (206) 527-3385.
Inquiry 1080.

Assessment and Forecast
conference, which will be held
at the Sheraton Grand on
Harbor Island in San Diego.
Mergers, acquisitions, and
other business realignments
will also be covered.
Speakers from the follow
ing companies have been
scheduled to speak at the
conference, which will run
fromJanuary 11to13: Prime
Computer, Intecolor Corp .,
Cricket Software, Versatec,
Summagraphics, Digital
Equipment Corp ., Versacad
Corp., AutoDESK, Hughes
Aircraft, and more.
Price: $945 for first at
tendee; $845 for each addi
tional attendee.
Contact: Frost and Sullivan,
Inc., 106 Fulton St., New
York, NY 10038, (212)
233-1080.
Inquiry 1081.

Conferences
in the Sun

S

cientific visualization,
industrial/graphics de
sign, CAD/CAM, input
devices, and true three
dimensional and factory
floor graphics are some of the
topics scheduled for the 11th
annual Computer Graphics:

ALTEC ZIP-386

T

he Usenix Association, a
nonprofit group that pro
motes Unix, Unix-like sys
tems, and C, is sponsoring its
Winter 1989 Technical Con
ference of tutorials and techni
cal sessions in San Diego
from January 30 to February 3.
The conference will be
held at the Town and Country
Hotel in San Diego. Usenix
also publishes ;login, a bi
monthly newsletter, and
Computing Systems, a techni
cal quarterly.
Price: Technical sessions:
$150 for Usenix members,
$195 for nonmembers (be
fore January 9). Tutorials:
$225 for one, $395 for two.
Contact: Usenix Conference
Office, P.O. Box 385, 16951
Pacific Coast Hwy., Sunset
Beach, CA 90742, (213) 592
1381 or (213) 592-3243.
Inquiry 1082.

Getting Software
Out on Time
ompletin~ a r:iajor soft
ware project is one
thing-getting it done on
time is quite another. Capers
Jones, founder of Software
Productivity Research, is con
ducting a seminar for vice
presidents and other managers
who manage software proj
ects. Topics will include the
metrics of project manage
ment and the impact of factors
on productivity.
The seminar will be held
at the Los Angeles Airport
Marriott on February 2 and 3.
Price: $765.
Contact: Digital Consulting,
Inc., 6WindsorSt., Andover,
MA 01810, (508) 470-3880.
Inquiry 1079.

C

AL TEC-286 Enhanced System

$1,995

* Intel 80386 microprocessor
* IM high speed memory installed
* Expandable to 10 MB
* Phoenix 386 BIOS or Allard 386 BIOS
* 4 speed (4.n/6/8/16 MHz)
* 200W power supply
* Case with re-set button
* Enhanced keyboard
* Hard disk/lloppy disk controller card
* 1.2M floppy disk drive
* Monochrome/Graphics card
with printer port
* HI-RES Monochrome Monitor
* User's manual
* 1 year warranty
ALTEC-XT Turbo System

$995
* Intel 80286-10 microprocessor
* 512K RAM
* Dual speed 6110 MHz
* 200W power supply
* AT style case
* Enhanced keyboard

* Hard disk/floppy disk conlroller card
* 1.2 M floppy disk drive

* Monochrome/Graphics
card with printer pon
* HI-RES Monochrome Monilor

* Phoenix BIOS

* User's manual

* 1 year warranty

ALTEC-286Jr System

$675

a....
HlllHlllllllllliH.~
lilll ~-

m/;f;:.:·:·..·...................... :·

ADDITIONAL FEATUA:S

ADD

Color System

:520000
:S400.00
:S205.00 (386 & 2861
:$350.00 (386 & 2861
:S8UOO
:t90lD
:$125.00

EGA System
2™harddisk
40M ham disk
360K 11owt disk dfivt
720K 3Y:" lloppy disk d1ive
1.44M 31/i" floWJ disk drive

96PC-4
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$26£00 (XT!
$425.00 (XTI
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$975

* 8088·1 microprocessor
* 4.77/10 MHz
* 640K RAM
* 150W power supply
* AT style keyboard
* Floppy controller card
* 360K floppy disk drive
* Monochrome/Graphics
card with printer port
* HI-RES Monochrome Monitor
* Phoenix BIOS
* User's manual
* t year warranty

A

* Intel 80286-10 microprocesso'
* 512K RAM
* 200W power supply
* ATjr styIe case
* AT style keyboard
* Hard disk/floppy disk controller
card
* 1.2M floppy disk drive
* Monochrome/Graphics
card with printer po11

* HI-RES Monochrome Monitor

* User's manual
* 1 year warranly

ALTEC Technology Corporation
5751 Rickenbacker Road, Los Angles, CA 90040
Tel: 1-213-888-9100

Order Desk: 1-800-255-9971

* Intel is r?gis1e1ed t1ademark of Intel
CorpcntJon.
• Phoenix is regislered trademark or
Phoenix Tectv'lologtes Ud.
*/Mardis registered t1adema1kot
~arrlSoftwarelnc.

* AT is 1?gis1e1ed trademark or IBM
Corporiilion

Circle 5 20 on Reader Service Card

.LTERNATIVE

EXPRESS
SERIES II
Designed for today's complex word processing,
business and desktop publishing applications,
the LoserPro™ EXPRESS Series II is a full
feotured loser printer offering twice as much
standard memory os competing printers.
1es1gnea ra
-u11y compo1101e w1m sorrwo
seven popular printers. inclu
J Hewlett
Packard LaserJet PLUS.
Protects your origirol software investment.
Alla.NS flexibility for network environments.
• l.OM bytes RAM standard.
More room for on-line fonts. text and
graphics.
27 standard fonts.
RS-232 and Centronics interfaces standard.
Plug and go with virtually any system.
• 8 page-nP.r-min11tP. print speed, with bond
buffe1
for oc10es to orint.

OTHER
EVEREX
COMPUTERS
286 System-Model 1800
80286 CPU. l .2MB Floppy,
512K M emory, 101 Key board,
FL/HD Controll er, 6/8/10 Kbrd
195 Watt Power Supply, Oati1
FCC UL Approved.

8MH z ' l ' Wait Sta te 80286 Mono Syste. ••• . $990
lOM Hz ' I' Wait State 80286 Mono Syst•
. $1395
lOM Hz 'O' Wait State 80286 Mono Syst
. $1495
l2M Hz 'O' Wait State 80286 Mono Syst
wl lMB mem . ••..•• _.............. $ 1725

386 System-Model 3000A
80386 CPU, l.2MB Floppy, lMB Memory, 101
Fl/HD Controller, 64 Cache, l6MHz CPU '0' V
195 Watt Power Supply.
l6M Hz '(J Wait State 80386 Mono Sy
Hard Disks fo r a ll above systems

20MB 65ms •••••• •. - • .
. $249
40MB 39m• •••••• , ••• ,
. $399
BOMB 28m
•• , , , • •• . • • •••• . $695
l44MB l6.5m
..... _ ••• . $1795
For EGA (above systems)
For VGA (above systems)

.odd $350
. ...... .. .. add$500

PRIC ES AND AVAIL ABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANG EWITHOUT NC

Circle 519 on Re'ader Se1Vice Card

Important TIPS* for BYTE Subscribers:
Receive Product Information 10 Days Earlier!

~ '1TE

THE SMAU SYmMS JOURNAL

IDENTIFICATION CARD
John

Sample

785432189

All you need is a touch-tone telephone and your subscriber LD. number.
See instructions facing the R.eader Service Index in the back
of this issue for outrageous time-saving opportunities!
*BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing Service

Enhance! TM~~~~
makes DOS perform
Enhance!™ takes many of
like an operating system
the powerful features of
UNIX™. VMS™. and OS/2™
h uld'•
and adds them to DOS. Features
S 0
like selecting files. any way you
want when listing, deleting,
copying, and even moving them,
sorted directory listings, and the
ability to assign commands to
symbols. All of this from your
familiar DOS prompt (no menu
selections to slow you down).
All existing DOS commands and
features are still available. The
COMMAND.COM shell is
enhanced, becoming a Super
Shell, rather than bypassed.
Enhance! works with all DOS
versions since 2.0 (including 4.0)
and comes with a well-structured
and complete manual. Enhance! is
fully RAM resident, and may load
and run in normal or expanded
memory.

IIT'S NOT ON THE MENU!! I
From your DOS prompt, Enhance! lets
you do many powerful things with just
one command, like:
•LIST alphabetically all filenames in all
directories that start with ""A"', end with ""Z",
and have a vowel somewhere in between.
• MOVE multiple files ... and directories.
• COPY all files modified this week, except
those with .BAK extensions.
• CHANGE the time and date of any
file to anytime you want.
• REALLY DELETE a file so it can't be "un
deleted"" later.

~------------------------~

:

:
:
:

Enhance! ia a tr adema rk of Cortex Computing Corporation.
All other products referenced are trademarks of their
respect ive companies.
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I

O RDER BEFORE JAN. 15. 1989
and SAVE '30. REGULARLY
' 79.95. NOWFORALIMI TEDTIME
ONLY 5 49.95 plus 5 4 shipping &

:
:
:
:

handling. - Texas residents please :
add sales tax.
1
L------------------------~

1

In addition to this robust file
management, Enhance! gives
you :
• FULL SYMBOL/ALIAS defining
and processing, including abbrevi
ations.
• RETRIEVE previously entered
commands.
• POWERFUL EDITING of your
command line.
• ENTER several commands at a
single DOS prompt.
• SAVE your current drive and
directory location and RETURN to
them later.
• AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

~~

computing corporation

1-214-492-5124
PD. Box 116788 • Carro ll ton. T~ 7501 1
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c

On Site Service

Contract Available.

Don't Just Buy a Computer
Invest in a SF-286
SF-286

CHard Drives Optionall

Mono System
EGA System

8MHz

10MHz

10MHz
CO WSl

12MHz
CO WSl

16MHz
(386)

$995
$1369

$1119
$1569

$1349
$1720

$1499
$1870

$2050
$2349

Basic System Features:

EGA Bundle ................... $479

Misc. Specials

80286-16 bit CPU, 80287sockel, 512K RAM ex
pandable to 1 MB, fully compatible AMI BIOS,
1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive, combined floppy/hard
disk controller, Keytronics 101 enhanced
keyboard, clock/calender with battery backup,
195 wall power supply, 48 hour burn-in testing,
operations manual, one year limited warranty and
optional on-site maintenance agreement.

Everex EGA autoswitch graphics board and Ever
vision EGA color monitor.

Mini 1/0 CPAR, SER. CLK, CAL l .............. $55
Mini 110 with Game Port. .. .... .... ........ ... .. ..$65
Mini 1/0 + Logitech C7 serial mouse ...... $119
Teac 3.5" 720K floppy drive ..... ...... .. ....... $99
Teac 3.5" 1.4Mb floppy drive ............ .. ..$129
150 Wall Power Supply ........ ............. .... ..$49
200 Wall Power Supply .. ..... ..... ....... .. ... ... $79
MS Dos 3 .3 with GW Basic ...... ...... .... ... ...$90
3Mb EMS memory board w/ OK CAT l ...... $99

SF·286·BMHz

20Mb Mono Special ...... $1249
Basic System features plus: Monographics board
with printer port, Samsung 12 · · amber mono
monitor and Seagate 20Mb hard driive.

SF·2B6·BMHz

20Mb EGA Special ....... $1599
Basic System features plus: Everex EGA
graphics board, Evervision EGA color monitor
and Seagate 20Mb hard drive.

SF·2B6·BMHz

20Mb VGA Special.. ..... $1839
Basic System features plus: Everex EVGA
graphics .board C640x480, 800x600, up to 256
colors l, Evervision mullisync color monitor and
Seagate 20Mb hard drive. Add $60 for upgrade
to Mitsubishi Diamond Scan Monitor.

SF-286-12MHz

20Mb Mono Special.. .... $1749
Basic System features plus: Monographics board
with printer port, Samsung 12" amber mono
monitor and Seagate 20Mb hard drive.
Upgrade to 40Mb Seagate hard drive, Add $160
Upgrade to 80Mb Seagate hard drive, Add $449

Circle 532 on Reader Service Card

Super EGA Bundle .......... $5 79
Everex EGA Deluxe autoswitch graphics board
C640x480, 752x410 l, and Evervision mullisync
color monitor. Add $60 to upgrade to Mitsubishi
Diamond Scan Monitor.

Super VGA Bundle .......... $709
Everex EVGA graphics board C460x480,
800x600. up to 256 colors l and Evervision
mullisync color monitor. Add $60 lo upgrade to
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan Monitor.

Hard Disk Specials Cfor PC )
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate

ST225
ST125
ST238
ST251

20Mb
20Mb
30Mb
40Mb

+
+
+
+

Controller ........ .$265
Controller. ........ $329
Conlroller. ..... ... $289
Controller.. ... ... . $449

Hard Disk Specials Cfor AT >
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate

ST125 20Mb c 40ms l ...... ...... ...$269
ST138 80Mb C40ms l ...... ... .. ....$339
ST251 40Mb C40ms l. ...... ...... ..$369
ST251-1 40Mb C28ms l ..... ...... .$429
4096 80Mb C28ms l. ... ........... .. $649

Everex Modems
Everex Evercom external and internal modems
Cfully Hayes compatible l with Sitcom com
munications software.
Internal 1200 Baud Modem .... ... ......... ..... .$80
External 1 200 Baud Pocket Modem ........ $13 9
Internal 2400 Baud Modem ................... .$149
External 2400 Baud Modem ..... ...... ........ $199

Seagate, Samsung , Everex. Evervislon, Mitsubishi. Hayes, Sitcom.
Logitech, are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respec
tive companies.
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Canaan, CT 06840, (800)
777-8439; in Connecticut,
(203) 966-3226.
Inquiry 1086.

Laser Printer
Does Graphics,
Text on Both Sides
ith Hewlett-Packard's
LaserJet IID printer,
you can print text on both
sides of a page at 7 .4 pages per
minute in 300- by 300-dot
per-inch resolution. The
printer comes with 14 inter
nal fonts, an S2 font cartridge
that has 10 proportional
fonts, and 640K bytes of stan
dard memory, expandable to
4 megabytes.
The printer holds up to 200
sheets of paper in each of two
bins, and you can print docu
ments so that you can bind
them on the left (book-style)
or on the top (calendar-style) .
With an optional envelope
feeder, the LaserJet IID can
pull paper from both paper
trays and the envelope feeder,
resulting in presorted, ready
to-mail documents. The enve
lope feeder holds up to 50
envelopes.
The LaserJet IID works
with the IBM PC, XT, AT,
PS/2s, and compatibles.
Price: $4295; $350 for the
optional envelope feeder.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard,
Inquiries, 19310 Pruneridge
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014,
(800) 752-0900.
Inquiry 1084.

W

Send Your Child
to the Right School

T

he College Explorer is a
program that can help you
organize and rate prospective
colleges and universities. You
can use it to sort colleges on
the basis of enrollment size,
cost, acceptance rate, fresh
man test scores, and minimum
qualifying grade on the Ad
vanced Placement exams.
You can also tailor the pro
gram to rate college features
such as majors, location, and
activities by level of impor96PC-8

Alternative
to Dedicated Serial
Data Analyzers

S

LaserJet /JD can have up to 4 megabytes ofmemory.
tance to the student before
you search its file of 2800 col
leges and universities. Based
on your ratings, the program
will provide two lists: An A
list that contains those institu
tions that match all the de
sired features, and a B list that
contains schools that match
the necessary features.
The program's catalog of
college characteristics includes
financial aid and a freshman
class profile, including the
grade-point average, high
school class rank, and admis
sion test scores. Other cate
gories include degree level,
majors offered, location, en
rollment size, housing, athlet
ics, student activities, and re
ligious affiliations.
Two versions are available:
One works with the Apple Ile,
Ile, and nos, and the other
works with the IBM PC, XT,
AT, and compatibles. The
Apple Ile requires an 80
column extension card. The
IBM PC requires 256K bytes
of RAM and DOS 2.1 or
higher.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: The College Board,
45 Columbus Ave., New York,
NY, 10023, (212) 713-8000.
Inquiry 1085.
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Color Video System
for the Mac 11

A

color video system from
Nutmeg Systems uses a
processor-less design that lets
it display color faster and with
more clarity than other con
ventional video boards, the
company reports. The Nut
meg UltraView Video System
increases the data transfer
rate of the Mac II to a video
card by using a block transfer
method between cards on the
Mac's NuBus. The card can
also transfer via serial method.
The key to the system is
the Nutmeg 256 color video in
terface, a 1-, 2-, 4-, or 8-bit
selectable interface card that
includes an expansion slot for
video memory and a second
slot for video performance
peripherals.
The system is bundled with
a 19-inch landscape monitor
from Mitsubishi Electric
Corp. that offers 72-dot-per
inch resolution on a 1024- by
768-pixel display, with a 79
Hz refresh rate for a flicker
free image.
Price: $5798; $3999 for the
monitor alone; $1799 for the
Nutmeg 256 interface.
Contact: Nutmeg Systems,
Inc., 25 South Ave., New

erialtest is a software
solution to monitoring and
troubleshooting problems in
serial-data communications.
The program lets you use
your PC-to-monitor communi
cations between two devices
or on your local-area network.
Serialtest has two modes.
In monitor mode, you can
eavesdrop on one or both
sides of your data flow; in
source mode, you can send
data from one side of the com
munications link, sending
from your keyboard, from a
file, or from both simul
taneously.
You can use the program
to observe data and control sig
nal changes as they occur;
create and manage triggers that
control the monitoring and
capturing of the data; and
select device titles, parity,
word length, and stop bits. You
can view each byte in ASCII,
extended binary-coded deci
mal interchange code, hexa
decimal, binary, octal, and
decimal form. Serialtest lets
you specify the size of the cap
ture-you're limited only by
the amount of the system
RAM.
The program works with
the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles with one or two
serial 1/0 adapters, 300K bytes
of RAM, and DOS 2.0 or
higher. A hard disk drive is not
required.
Price: $495.
Contact: Advanced Com
puter Consulting, Inc., 700
Harris St., Suite 101, Char
lottesville, VA, 22901, (800)
562-8378; in Virginia, (804)
977-4272.
Inquiry 1087.

UNDER-WARE ELECTRONICS
JUST IN!

UNDER-PRICED HARD-WARE &
UNDER-PRICED SOFf-WARE

SMITH-CORO A
CREEN COMPOSITE
MO 'ITORS.

$44.00

IN BUSINESS FOR OVER TWELVE YEARS
SAYE MORE! DESIGN YOUR OWN SYSTEM

NEC

ITT XTRA XP

MULTISPEED-EL

XT-286 SYSTEM
80286 PROCESSOR, 4.77/6.0 MHZ
512K RAM, SERIAL AND PARALLEL,
FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER,
KEYBOARD, USER GUIDE.
ORIGINAL LIST $1,995.00

I WITHOUT
VIDEO AND
I PRINTER
NO DRIVES

• MONO
COLOR
MONITOR
& CARD

MONO
MONITOR
& CARD

$499.00 $579.00

$679.00

MONITOR,
CARD &
DIABLO 630
PRINTER

•

COLOR
MONITOR,
CARD &
DIABLO 630
PRINTER

$879.00 $979.00

360KFLOPPY
& 20MB HD

$799.00 $879.00

360KFLOPPY
&30MBHD

$899.00 $979.00 $1079.00 $1279.00 $1379.00

$979.00 $1179.00 $1279.00

360KFLOPPY
& 40MB HD
$1099.00 $1179.00 $1279.00 $1479.00 $1579.00
TO CHOOSE TllE CONFIGURATION YOU WANT, SIMPLY LINE
CHOICE OF MONITOR AND PRl1'TER.

630 ECS/API
40 CPS DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

ORIGINAL LIST: $2,295.00

(APIIIBM CABLE FREE)

••••••••
TRACTOR FEED
FOR DIABLO 630

$89.00
QUA!'.Tff!ES LIMITED. ALL MEHCllANDISE
AVAil.ABLE ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
BASIS. ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. 15
DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE WITT I RMA. RE
STOCKING OIARGE ON RETURNS. NO
SURCHARGE FOR MC, VISA, OR DISCOVER
CARD. COD ORDERS ACCEPTED wm1 CASH
OR CASHIERS CllECX.

Circle 527 on Reader Service Card

YOUR CHOICE OF DRIVES WITH YOUR
• J!EST VALUES

UP TO 82% OFF!!
THOMSON MONITORS

DIABLO

$349.00

ur

1

COLOR
LIST OUR PRICE
14"COMPOSITE......... $595.00
$99.00
14" RGBI CGA .............$499.00 $199.00
MONOCHROME
12" GREENTTL......... $199.00
$69.00
12" GREEN COMP ......$134.00
$49.00
12" AMBER COMP ..... $169.00
$59.00
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
FACTORY REFURBISllED

800-442-1408
IN KS 316-942-9797
FAX 316-942-9816
UNDER-WARE
ELECTRONICS
1970 S. WEST Sl: #365
WICHITA, KS 67213

4.77/9.54 MHZ, 640K RAM,
DUAL 720K DISK DRIVES,
PARALLEL & SERIAL PORTS,
RGB MONITOR PORT,
E! .ECT RO-I. UMJNESCENT
llACKl.!T SCREEN,
DOS 3.2, POP-UP SOFTWARE.
NI-CAD BATTERY PAK &
A C ADAPTER INCLUDED.

$1199.00
OR~INAL
UST: $2,495.00

PLUS

FREE

CARRYING CAS

DELUXE SEMI-RIGID, BLACK CASE
WITH SHOULDER STRAP
$129 RETAIL. .. FREE WITH PURCHASE

PROCORP MOUSE
WI DR. HALO III

ONLY $59.00
DATAPRODUCTS 8072
400 CPS DOT-MATRIX PRINTER,
100 CPS LETTER-QUALITY,
18-WIRE HEAD, WIDE CARRIAGE,
COLOR PRINT OPrION,
BUILT-IN TRACTOR FEED,
1 YEAR WARRANTY.

$599.00
CANON
ORIGINAL LIST: $2,099.00

LASER PRINTER
MODEL LBP-8Al
8 PAGE PER MINUTE,
CANON ex ENGINE

$899.00
ORIGINAL LIST: $3,000.00

1,000 PLUS ITEMS IN SfOCK.
PRINTERS, SOFTWARE, DRIVES, ETC.
ALL UNDER-PRICED
CALL AND TELL US WHAT YOU NEED
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Host Adapter
for the I BM PC AT

Running MS-DOS
on Your Macintosh

F

P

uture Domain Corpora
tion's TMC-881 is a mass
storage small-computer-sys
tem-interface (SCSI) controller
that supports up to six drives
on the IBM PC AT or com
patibles. The product in
cludes a full-length board and
software drivers for DOS,
Novell, and Xenix.
Acording to Future Do
main, the board's driver for
Novell Advanced NetWare
286 version 2 .1 provides you
with twice the throughput of
conventional AT controllers
and includes overlapped I/O
between multiple drives.
The TMC-881 supports
most SCSI-based disk drives,
tape drives, optical disks,
and CD-ROM players.
Price: $355.
Contact: Future Domain
Corp., 1582 Parkway Loop,
Tustin, CA 92680, (714)
259-0400.
Inquiry 1063.

Create 3-D Graphs
in FoxBase Plus

F

ox Software has released
a graphics development
software package that can
create two- and three
dimensional business and
scientific graphs with FoxBase
data files. The program can
also create what Fox calls
four-dimensional graphs, a
form of stacked three-dimen
sional graph that displays
four parameters.
FoxGraph's data manage
ment system can support up to
16,000 pages, rows, and col
umns. You can create plots of
up to 36 by 48 inches on most
plotters and Presentation Tech
nologies' Image slide maker.
The program can also create

96PC-10

The TMC-881 is designed for IBM PCATs and compatibles.

IMG (image) files for Ven
tura Publisher and Tag Image
File Format files. The pro
gram works with a host of
laser printers and supports
Postscript output devices.
FoxGraph works with
FoxBase Plus 2.10, FoxBase
Plus/386, and FoxBase Plus/
LAN. FoxBase Plus 2 .10
works on the IBM PC, XT,
AT, PS/2s, and compatibles
and requires DOS 2.0 or
higher with FoxBase Plus 2.10,
and DOS 3 .1 or higher in the
80386 and LAN versions. Fox
Base Plus/386 requires 2
megabytes of extended mem
ory and a math coprocessor.
FoxGraph supports CGA,
EGA, VGA, and Hercules
monochrome boards and re
quires 640K bytes of RAM.
A hard disk drive is required.
Price: $295.
Contact: Fox Software, Inc.,
118 West South Boundary,
Perrysburg, OH 43551, (419)
874-0162.
Inquiry 1062.

Routines for
QuickBASIC
Programmers

T

o help prevent Quick
BASIC programmers from
reinventing the wheel, Proj
ect X Software Development
has released more than 350
routines and several add-on
programs, including an ob
ject screen generator, a library
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manager, and a source code
formatter.
The Object Screen Genera
tor lets you create any free
form screen, generate code
for the screen, and modify it at
a later date, the company re
ports. Yw can use the Library
Manager with QBTools,
QuickBASIC 4.0, and Bascom
6.0. The manager is designed
to manage object files as they
are switched in and out of li
braries. When it creates a LIB
file, the manager automati
cally resolves all external calls
for you. An Include manager
can build files that include
only the routines that are spe
cific to a program.
Routines in the program
include B-tree indexing, spool
er control, screen and win
dow management, input rou
tines, pull-down menus,
dialog boxes, scroll and list
boxes, mouse control, low
level file access, sorting,
searching, keyboard status,
bit manipulation, and more .
The program works on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, and
compatibles with DOS 3.0 or
higher and 512K bytes of
RAM.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: Project X Software
Development, Inc., 1257
Marlyn Rd., Philadelphia,
PA 19151, (800) 678-2112;
in Pennsylvania, (215)
922-2557.
Inquiry 1059.

erfecTEK's MS-DOS
coprocessor board for the
Macintosh II lets you run
MS-DOS software on your
Macintosh and attach periph
erals for both operating sys
tems on one machine, the
company reports.
Based on the Intel 80286
processor and running at 10
MHz, the Mac/DOS II board
provides IBM-compatible par
allel and serial ports; Macin
tosh font, style, and size selec
tion in DOS applications; and
WYSIWYG printing from
DOS applications on the
Imagewriter and LaserWriter
series of printers. The board
can also provide 1 megabyte
of expansion memory when
you're not using it to run
MS-DOS applications.
The Mac/DOS II hardware
consists of a 32-bit board that
fits into a single Macintosh II
slot. It has a socket for an op
tional 80287 math copro
cessor. Included with the pack
age are file transfer utilities
and a cable that you can use to
directly transfer files from
the PC to the Mac without buy
ing an external 5 \4 -inch
floppy disk drive for the Mac
intosh II. An MS-DOS hard
disk drive can be emulated on
any Macintosh-compatible
hard disk drive. You can select
the size of the virtual disk
drive from 1 megabyte to 32
megabytes.
The board and software re
quire a Macintosh II running
System 4.0 and Finder 5.4
with 1 megabyte of memory.
To run MultiFinder 1.0 ef
fectively, 2 megabytes are
required, the company re
ports. The package supports
MS-DOS 3.2 or higher.
Price: $1495.
Contact: PerfecTEK Corp.,
1455 McCarthy Blvd.,
Milpitas, CA 95035, (408)
263-7757.
Inquiry 1061.

WAREHOUSE'S PRICE TO THE PUBLIC
Is Your PC or XT System Slowing You Down?
Is NEW Sonware forcing you to look at Ex~nslve New 80286/386 Hardware?
Look no further, and SAVE your money for your next generation computer system.

Upgrade your PC or XT •y•tem to a true AT 80Z86 Proc:euing Power for only
5199 with the Tiger %86 AXT Mother Board.
Use all eristing software and hardware - JOOo/cicompallble
No hidden cosl.5 - Use Your Eristing J.50ns Memory, Keyboard, Hard Disk, Floppies and Controller even the same Case and Power Suppl y(•).
•rc·.1 l l ~cu wilh .<i !'. lol nu11hcr hoard may require new cn!i.c nnd power ~upply changes.
Excell User Says

" 111 ~

Lo1us User Says

"Now My Home Computer Matches 111e Speed Of MyS/800 Office AT System."
"nu! Best A11d Most Cost £flecti1•c Upgrade I Have Ever Put In My Computer."
"l11e.rpe11Ji\·e Hardwalt! Upgrade That Decreases Regeneralion Time A11d Increases P.-oductiviry."
"My 10 Minute Compile On My Old JO Mhl Tu1b0Xt NowOnfy Takes J Minute And 24 Seconds. What A Difference. "

Engineering User Says
AutoCAD User Says
C Prn~rammcr Say!'.

Tiger 2R6/r S200Solution To A S2k Problem."

$799

$425

TIGER 286 MOTHER BOARD
T he ultimate Low Cost, High Performance, 80286
replacement Mother Board specifically designed to
use in a low cost XT system with existing
peripherals and existing memory.
The secret is a 80286 CPU running at 8 MHz and
up to 1 MB · of zero wait state on-board 16 Bit
DRAM. Directly replacing the 8080 CPU Mother
Board with a compatible 80286 board is the only
way to achieve maximum XT Performance without
sacrificing compatibility.

COMPLETE SYSTEM
WITH SWIVEL BASE MONITOR

COMPLETE SYSTEM
WITH SWIVEL BASE MONITOR

10/6 MHz MOTHERBOARD

8/4.77 MHz TURBO MOTHERBOARD
256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K

512K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB

150 WA TT POWER SUPPLY

200 WATT POWER SUPPLY

360K FLOPPY CONTROLLER

1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE (CONTROLLER)

360K FLOPPY DRIVE

ENHANCED KEYBOARD (101)

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

AT TYPE KEYBOARD

MONOGRAPHICS/ PRI NTER CAR D

• CPU:

HI-RES MONO AMBER MONITOR

Hl·RES MONO AM BER MONITOR

MONOGRAPHICS/PRINTER CARD

80286-8 Microprocessor

*

• Coprocessor: 80287 Numeric Processor Soc
(80287 optional)

*

10 MHz System add $18 .00

12 MHz System add $20 .00

COME WITH ONE FULL YEAR WARRANTY

• Up to 1 MB of Parity Checked RAM on Bo
.. .... . $ 19

FLOPPY CON T

• High Performance 0 wait state bus controllc

•••

MULTl 1: 0 CAF

. . ... . $45

AT 110 CARO

• 16 bit system bus to XT 1/0 Channel Bus
Interface Unit (8 XT 8 Bit Slots)

OTC/WO AT

• AwardBIOS

OWEA STATION (WITHS
OWER STR IP
<;OW/ 200W PO WER SUPPLY

I/GA (600 • &OO J
1200t2 400 JNT M

)60 {AT - XT SWITCHABL E) KEYBOARD

EV BOARD

. .... $A2
OM MAD E

• Size

:tor 12"x8.5
er and 1 G1

4 71110 M Hz TURBO MOTHER BO A R(

S79
. $69

H I-RE S A MBER M

4 77 18 MHz TURBO MOTHER BOARD

rDPCPm

286 6110 MH l MOTHER BOARD !OK)

$2J5

EGA MONITO"

286 618110112 MHz MOTHER BOARD (OK I

$245

C:lai'.J.6

I
I

I
x ·1

xr

808f1

V20

4.7Mh.e

IO Mht.
Sl:?O

'""

11CiER 28'

som.
8Mht.

Sl'i'l

AT

'llGER2&6

80286
8Mhi
5250(•)

JOMht.

I
I
I

ww,
S249

Conversion Cost to Replace Mother Board
• rJusNcwCasc . 1'0wcrSuoolv. Controller

COLOR MON ITOI

MULT ISYN C

i----------------,
HARD

I

.. . . $30

CAB LESrALt

• PCB L•

Price Performance Le'a der - TIGER 286

$800
•• $421 60

NHANCEO IAT· XT SWITC H ABLE)

;ATlor

• Power:

. $18

COLOR GR APHIC W PF
EGA (640 • 350)

PC MOUSE COM

PHY~

• FAOM$145

OT MATRIX PRINTER . .

FO t HO CONTROLLER
MONOGRA PHICS CAR(

• 100% Software Compatible

DISK

ST 225 Kit
ST 251 Kit

W E UPGRADE A REPAIR COMPUTERS
CALL FOR YOURFllEEESTIMATE

$290
$249

ST 125 Kit

WE WHOLESAL E PRODUCTS

..,., OEVELOPE OUALITY SYS rEUS A TRE ASONABL I
IATES

ltl TYPES OF PROG RAAU,flNG .AVA l lABlE
SPE CIALI ZING IND8A SE Ill~

$395
$385

ST251 - l

• HARDWARE1SOFTWARE INSTALL A TI ON
1

TRAINING AND SUPPOR T
CAL L f'OR APPOINTMENT

:

60MB Fast Hard Disk

$499

WE CARRY TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST FULLY

I

85 MB Fast Hard Disk

$559

Please call for products not listed

L •••••••• ••••··-·

PRICES S UB,JE CT

ro Ci-IANGE

WI THO U T N O TIC E.

SALE PRIC ES APPLY TO STOCK ON H AND

COMPUTERS • ELECTRONICS
Wholesales • Retail • Service
98 S . Abel St., Milpitas, CA 95035
Sale: (408) 263-6066
Tech. Hot Line : (408) 263-6067 Fax: (408) 263-8385

Comfl.lett MOllrcr Board· Memory_ 11 0/ includtd

800 548-2644 ·Toll Free Order Only Hot Line

OD

Advanced Computer Products
1630 Oakland Road, Suite IOOA
San Jose, California '15131
_ _ _ _ _, (408) 437-1003
(800) 548-2644 (Orders Only)
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OWNED & OPERATED
BY ENGINEERS

* Ask us a bout how to use your computer to send Telex &
Telegram at low price
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REGIONAL

WHAT'S NEW
PACIFIC

Say It, Don't Type It

C

ovox' s Voice Master
Key is a memory-resident
program that lets you substi
tute voice commands for key
board commands, the com
pany reports. For example, if
you're working in a DOS
based CAD program and you
want to zoom, you say
"zoom" instead of moving the
cursor to the appropriate icon
and clicking the button. You
can also use the program to
replace commands for under
line, bold, and other word
processor commands; to
change fields or scan records
in a database; or to perform
macros in a spreadsheet.
When you want to add a
voice command, you press the
hot keys, and an editing
menu pops up. You type in the
word you want the program
to listen for, say it twice into
the included microphone, and
then type in the desired key
board response. Depress the
Escape key, and you're back in
your application. You can ad
just the program for back
ground noise and sensitivity.
Voice Master Key provides for
up to 256 voiced inputs in 16
levels. You can also tell the
program to display along the
top or side of your screen all
words that are "waiting" to
be recognized.
The package includes a
half-length board, a micro
phone headset, and software
on a 5 1.4 -inch floppy disk.
Voice Master Key requires
64K bytes of memory and
works on the IBM PC, XT,
AT, PS/2 Models 25 and 30,
and compatibles with DOS
2 .1 or higher.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: Covox, Inc., 675-D
Conger St., Eugene, OR
97402, (503) 342-1271.

Inquiry 1058.

96PC-12

You can also use Voice Master with computer adventure games.

VGA-Based Photo
Image Editing
icrotek Lab is market
ing a gray-scale picture
editor for VGA-based sys
tems that supports the inclu
sion and manipulation of
photographic images to create
camera-ready documents.
Called Picture Publisher, the
program lets you display and
manipulate up to 256 levels
of gray and accepts photo
graphic scanned images in Tag
Image File Format (TIFF). It
can also export encapsulated
Postscript files.
Developed by Astral De
velopment, Picture Publisher
also lets you manipulate
multiple images simulta
neously, which is a handy
feature if you'd like to create
a montage of photographs for
a document. The program can
also manipulate gray levels of
contrast and brightness; create
and store gamma curves to
adjust photographic highlights,
midtones, and shadow areas;
clone, opaque, smooth, and
sharpen images; and crop,
size, scale, rotate, and
mirror images with precise
registration.
According to Astral Devel
opment, you can edit any pic
ture of any size or resolution
by using the Astral Image
Cache. You can also scan any
size image up to the capacity

M
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of the hard disk drive.
Picture Publisher works on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles. It requires a
VGA card, an analog monitor,
Microsoft Windows 2.03 or
higher, a Microsoft or com
patible mouse, 640K bytes of
RAM, a 20-megabyte or larger
hard disk drive, and DOS 2.0
or higher.
Microtek Lab is marketing
Picture Publisher with its line
of gray-scale scanners.
Price: $595.
Contact: Microtek Lab,
Inc., 680 Knox St., Torrance,
CA 90502, (800) 654-4160;
in California, (213) 321-2121.

Inquiry 1055.

Convert Graphics
Files in Windows
Environment

E

asel 4.0 is a file conver
sion program that works
in the Microsoft Windows
environment and supports
MacPaint, PC Paintbrush,
Microsoft Windows Paint,
Macintosh StartUp screens,
and CompuServe's GIF for
mat. All the formats can be
read in and written out to any
of the other formats, accord
ing to Synergistic Enterprises,
the program's developer.
The program can create

(but not read) Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet PCL-format output
files. The PCL files can be set
up as macros or overlays.
Easel 4.10 works on the
IBM PC AT, PS/2s, and com
patibles with Windows 286
orWindows/386 2 .03 or
higher, DOS 2.0 or higher, an
EGA or VGA card, and 640K
bytes of RAM. Additional
Expanded Memory Specifi
cation (EMS) or enhanced
EMS memory is recom
mended. The program's
shareware version does not
support the PCL output
format.
Price: Shareware version,
$20; commercial version, $40.
Contact: Synergistic Enter
prises, Inc., 8033 Sunset
Blvd., Suite 975, Los
Angeles, CA 90046, (213)
655-8894.

Inquiry 1056.

Use Postscript
Printers with Non
PostScript Software

L

aserTools' Trading Post
is a utility that lets you use
your Postscript printer as if it
were two printers on two sepa
rate printer ports, allowing
you to use non-Postscript pro
grams with your Postscript
printer. After you install an
application that prints the
program to its appropriate
port, Trading Post automati
cally translates all non-Post
script print jobs.
Trading Post works on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, and
compatibles with 9K bytes of
RAM and DOS 2.0 or higher.
The program is also compat
ible with any network that can
create a virtual printer port,
including networks from IBM,
Novell, and 3Com.
Price: $79.
Contact: LaserTools Corp .,
3025 Buena Vista Way,
Berkeley, CA 94708, (800)
346-1353; in California,
(415) 843-2234.

Inquiry 1051.

Wlln la DOSTALKt

Some talk About DOSTAU<1

DOSTAl.K is the first and only English
Language Interface to the MS-DOS®
operating system.
Using DOSTALK is very much like
communicating with an MS-DOS
expert. In plain English, just tell
DOSTALK what you want and it will take
care of everything. DOSTALK will trans
late English language into the MS-DOS
language. DOSTALK will also add to the
translation information which might
have been left out, such as the exact
location of files(s) and/or directories. If
the instructions are ambiguous/incom
plete, DOSTALK will engage you in
conversation until it has gathered the
missing pieces of information.
In other words, DOSTALK provides
you with the most intelligent environ
ment for using DOS-the environment
of the decision maker.

''DOSTALK is a program

Why DOSTAU<1
A Natural (English) Language Interface
is the most intelligent interface that a
software product can ever have; it is
substantially more intelligent than tlJe
Icon-based interface of Macintosh® or
the Window-based interface of OS/2®.
So if you want an intelligent personal
work station, the choice is simple:
either spend a couple of thousand
dollars for a Macintosh or a PS/2 with
presentation manager or acquire the
more intelligent environment of
DOSTALK.

that most
computer users should consider acquir
ing. The program does exactly what it
says, and does it well. It could be the
start of a whole new genre."
Dr. Michael Ecker,
PC Clones Magazine
"DOSTALK . . . clearly what is needed and
wanted."
Michael Tucker,
Computer World Focus
"DOSTALK doesn't only let you
command the DOS operating system in
plain English. It adds some very nice
features of its own . .. DOSTALK does
what it promises in a smooth, bug-free
manner .. . "
Sheldon Richman, Washington Times
"DOSTALK, an innovative program that
turns the user's frustrating monologue
into productive dialogue. Instead of
limiting the user to a set of menu
choices, it provides a responsive and
flexible English language interface. "
Sally Smith, Capital Computer Digest

Addltlonal Features:
DOSTALK provides you with many
DOS utility features which you will
find highly valuable, whether you are
an advanced or a novice PC user:
•Undo
•Assign files' names with more than
eight characters
•Ideal DOS tutor-the translation of
each request is displayed prior to
execution
•Automatic search and locate of all
files an-d director.ies-no need to
memorize yol!lr hard disk
• Input history buffer for the last ten
commands
• Selective Erase/Copy
• Invoke DOSTALK by push of a hot
key
• Only SK of the program stdys
resident
• Fully automatic installation
•An Editor for inputting your requests
•Submit DOS commands directly
from inside DOSTALK
•And more . ..

Not Copy Protected

Talk with DOSTAU<:

Suggested retail $129.95

registered trademarks of their respective holde r s.

-put the Smith file in Office directory
-is there a file X.txt on C disk?
-make a backup copy of current
directory
-list files with extension Exe sorted
30-Day Money-back Guarantee•
-make a duplicate of disk A
Dealer s and OEMs Welco me!
-are the B disk files equal to the files
inA
-send X.txt to be
Yes! I want to increase my productivity with DOSTALK
printed
Send me
.DOSTALKs (New Ve rsion 2.1) at $59.95 $ _ __
-prepare A disk
Add $3.50 for each shipping (o ut sid e USA add $8.50)
$
-move X.txt from the
Virgi nia residents pl ease add 4.5% sales tax
$--A disk into B disk
TOTAL:!=
$ _ __
-empty the directory
Company _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Supply
N ame-----------------~
-remove X.txt
Address
-make a new file
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State - -- - Zi p _ _ __
-start Wordperfect®
Phone(
-run Spreadsheet-byPayme nt Me th od: Chec k 0 coo· 0 AMEX 0
Lotus®
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- execute 123®
Account No. - -- - - - Expirati on Date - - - - - -goodbye
:tAdd an additiona l 6% for COD o rders

Copyright Cl 1988 SA K Technologies, Inc .

-etc.

SAK

,.

Technologies, Inc.

1600 North Oak St., Suite 931 W,
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: (703) 522-6425
Fax: (703) 276-9456

DOSTAU< Requires:
An IBM PC / co mpatible 300K RAM, DOS 2.1 or above with 3.0 and

above recommended, a hard d isk and one floppy drive.
•CuStome r satisfac1ion is ou r main an d only goal, if wit h in 30 days of
purchase this product does nOI perform in accor dance with o ur
claims ca ll ou r cuslomer service fo r a full refund.
DOSTALK, SAK Tech no logies and t h e half diskette sy mbol are tr ade
marks of SAK Technolog ies Inc. O th er b ran d and pr oduCI n ames are

Circle 530 on Reader Service Card

LIMITED OFFER
$59.95
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SERIOUS DEBUGGING at a REASONABLE PRICE
All the speed and power of a
hardware-assisted debugger
at a software price

Hardware-level break points
REAL-TIME break points on memory locations, memory ranges,
execution, I/0 ports, hardware and software interrupts. More
powerful break points than ANY software-only debugger on the
market. Soft-ICE gives you the power of an in-circuit emulator on
your desk.

Break out of hung programs
With a keystroke - no external switch necessary.
interrupts disabled.

Even with

RUN CODEVIEW

CodeView is a great integrated debugger, but it
uses over 200K of conventional memory.
MagicCV uses advanced features of the 80386
microprocessor to load CodeView and symbols in
extended memory. This allows MagicCV to run
CodeView using less than 8K of conventional
memory on your 80386 PC.

Don't let 640K be your limit!
If you are closing in on the 640K limit and would
like the powerofCodeView, MagicCV is for you.

Don't let the debugger hide the bug!

Breaks the 640K barrier
Soft-ICE uses ZERO bytes of memory in the first I MB of address
space. This is especially useful for those subtle bugs that change
when the starting address of your code changes. With Soft-ICE
your code executes at the same address whether the debugger is
loaded or not.

Works with your favorite debugger
Soft-ICE can be used as a stand-alone debugger or it can add its
powerful break points to the software debugger you already use.
You can continue to use your favorite debugger until you require
Soft -ICE. Simply pop up the Soft-ICE window to set powerful
real-time break points. When a break point is reached, your
debugger will be activated.

Solve tough systems problems too
Soft-ICE is ideal for debugging TSRs, interrupt handlers, self
booti ng programs, DOS loadable device drivers. non- DOS
operating systems, and debugging within DOS & BIOS. Soft-ICE
is also great for firmware development because Soft-ICE\ break
points work in ROM .

Even if you ' re not closing in on the 640K limit ,
running CodeView with MagicCV makes your
debugging environment much closer to the end
user's program environment.
You can use
CodeView to locate subtle bugs that only occur
when there is plenty of' free memory, or those
difficult bugs that only occur when your program
is running with a couple of TSRs loaded.

How MagicCV works
MagicCV uses the 80386 to c reate a separate
virtual machine for CodeView. MagicCV uses
between 4K & 8K of conventional memory as a
bridge between the DOS environment and
Code View.

MagicCV is easy to use
If you are a Code View user.you already know how
to use MagicCV too. Just type MCV instead of
CV; everything else is automatic.

Save $86

How Soft-ICE Works
Soft-ICE uses the power of the 80386 to
surrou nd your program in a virtual machine.
This gives you complete control of the DOS
e nviro nmen t, while Soft-ICE ru ns safely in
protected mode. Soft- ICE uses 80386
protected mode features, such as paging. 1/0
privilege level, and break point registers. to
provide real-time hardware-level break points.

"Soft-ICE is a product any MS-DOS
developer serious enough to own a
386 machine should have."
Dr. Dohh's.lounwl - May /9HH

MagicCV
Soft-ICE

$199
$386

Buy Both mui Save $86!
CALL TODAY
(603) 888 - 2386
or FAX (603) 888 - 2465
30 day 111011ey-hack guara nt ee
Visa. Master Card and AmEx accepted

_t\U-MEGA. TECH.t\OLOGIES
P.O. BOX 7607 • NASHUA, NH 03060- 7607

"•••••i.•••••••1111111'

1

MagicCV
with Soft-ICE
Using Soft-ICE with Code
View gives you the features
necessary for professional
level systems debugging.
MagicCV and Soft-ICE can
work in concert with Code
View to provide the most
powerful debugging
platform you will find
anywhere.

Both require 80386 AT compatible or IBM PS/2 Model 80. MagicCV requires a t
lea st 384K of extended memory. CodeView is a trademark of Microsoll Corpornllon.
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Circle 528 on Reader Ser~ice Card

The dual-pocket vinyl disk sleeve.
i\C)\ DVOL_ 0 37

USE A DISKAT™!
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100PAD
D"G
14PINOIP DUG
150PAD
D"G
16PINDJP DUG
18PINOIP DUG

200PAD
D"G
22PINDIP DUG
24PINOIP O'l/G
250PAO
D"G
28PINOIP O'IJG
21NNAN
D"G
21NNOR
DMG
3JNNAN
D"G
31NNOll
'"G
3SECXFHR O'llG
40PINOIPOl.IG
41NNAN
D"G
41NNOR
D"G
6PINOIP D"G
70PAO
D"G
8PINOIP D"G
ACAO

ADV
ARROW
BRIDGE
BUHR
CAP
CHGNO

"""
'"'
D"G
D"G
DUG
DUG
D"G

2378

1-30 -86
1-23-86
1·30-86
1-24-86
4372 1·27·86
2452 1·30 · 86
t.51J 1·28·86
4602 1-27-86
2489 1-30-86
4669 1-27·86
2506 2-08·86
1599 2·08-86
2583 2-08-86
2639 2·08·86
3599 2·15-86
4944 1-28 -86
2623 2·08-86
2679 2-08-86
3875 2·05·86
2341 1·30 ·86
4038 1-24·86
\09§ \0-31·85
2562311-20-85
3018 2·16-86
2711 2-09-86
2463 2·08·86
2394 2-08·86
2426 2-08·86
"120

2415
1.283

12:42p
5:t.3p
1:15p
5:31p
12:24p
2:56p
5:31p
2:59p
3:24p
1 :46p
5:08p
5:40p

5'26p
5:41p
11:57p
2:47p
5:27p
5:42p
2:04p
1 1:59a
4:38p
11:19a
4:37p
2:24p
2:53p
5:49p
9:14a
3:26p

enc

it• CH iii

°"'

lllr.
'"G
COLORTST DUG
CR'fSTAL '"G
DEMO
D"G
DIOOE
D"G
DOT
D"G
ELLIPSE D"G
ENO
D"G
FUSE
D"G
IND
D"G
INVERT
D"G
LBST6P
Ct::TGNO

LED
HOV
HTBSIZE
HUR1
NJFET
NHOSFET
NPN

OPAHP
Piil RANS
PIN1PAO
PJFET
PNP
POT
PRN2FILE

'"'
'"'

D"G
D"G
D"G
D"G
D"G

'"'

D"G
D"G
D"G
DUG
D"G
D"G
COM

1255 11-08·85 11:31a
2418 2-08-86 4:30p
2386 2·08·86 3:24p
5057 1·16-86 J:12p
2583 2· 08· 86 6:15p
1944 10-29-85 4:11p
2506 2-08·86 9:07a
2327
1127
1183
2402
2530
2495
4550
2666
2728
9481
1183
2663
2746
2586
2623
3321
2410
2703
2583
2626
1408

2·09 · 86
10-31-85
10-29 ·85
2·08-86
2-08·86
2-08-86
11·30·85
2·08-86
2-15-86
1-24 · 86
10· 29·85
2-08 ·86
2-08·86
2-07·86
2-08·86
2-16-86
1-23·86
2 · 08-86
2-07-86
2·08-86
12·09·87

2:44p
11:23a
7:41p
4:32p
3:09p
5:49p

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
• 50 DISKAT sleeves PLUS
• DISKAT Directory Software

•Front pocket holds disk directory PRINTOUT.
e Rear pocket holds 5%" FLOPPY DISK.

ORGANIZE YOUR FILES AND
GET TOP DISK PROTECTION

l•16p
3'38p
10:33p
5:32p
7:41p
12:00a
9 : 23a
11:35p
6:11p
2:31p
2:19p
12:03a
11 :49p
2:53p
2:02a

°'"4ill" OISt::AHm DISK SLEEVES frOt'I Ll l lB.lCll I MtolPOH.fCO IOI; 730 • .. .&« " ' 109.60

DISKAT™ "50 PACK"

Dual-pocket "see-thru" vinyl disk sleeve.

$49.95
Add $4.00 shipping

NO RISK 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

- - - --

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION - -- - - - - .

• DISKAT'" VINYL DISK SLEEVES
Heavy duty "see-thru" anti-static vinyl material. Heat sealed.
Unique dual-pocket design. Front pocket holds disk directory
printout, rear pocket holds 5%" floppy disk.
• DIRECTORY SOFTWARE (New Version 2.50)
Prints out disk/file data. Sorts by filename, extension, size, or date.
Lists volume name, current date, free disk space and remarks.
Runs on all MS-DOS or PC-DOS computers. Self installs all printers.

C.O.D.s/Purchase orders/Inquiries/Sample Sleeve:
CALL TOLL FREE:

800• 544-0789

Send check with order to:

Leinbach Incorporated (914) 353-0990
9 Central Avenue, South Nyack New York 10960

AFFORDABLE .NEURAL COMPUTING
Powerful Neural Network software and hardware tools are now affordable.
And fully compatible with your PC/XT/AT.
If you depend on the latest advances in
computing, you need affordable access to
Neural Network technology - to tools that
let you research existing neural network
models or develop your own. Our NEURAL
NETr"'software package does just that. And
the price tag is only $49. l=or $49 you can
s tart working with Neural Networks today.
Whether you're a scientist, developer, or
student, NEURAL-NET™ is a lot less
expensive than the cost of staying in the
dark about neural computing.
You could spend $1500 or more on Neural
Network software. And you could get
conventional algorythmic technology, or
a package that ignores first principles of
neural computing. But for a reliable
introduction to neural computing and a
powerful research tool the value alternative
is NEURAL-NET.'"' Just $49 for the complete
package including program disk, sample
programs, and User's Guide.

Circle 526 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 527)

Sure there's a catch . We offer a whole line
of inexpensive neural computing products.
When your Neural Networks need greater
speed and capacity than a software
simulation can provide, call us for the best
price/performance ratios available. Plug our
NEURAL-NET™lOO co-processor board into
any PC, XT, or AT compatible and get 100
times the speed and performance of any
software simulation. The NN-100 costs
only $495.
And for those who demand technical
excellence as well as economy, when you
buy from us you get neural network
technology ... not conventional tech no logy
under a different name . Better than
inexpensive, that's value.
Detailed information about Neural
Networks and our line of NEURAL-NET'M
products is available free of charge .
CALL 602-967-6424
InTec, P.O. Box 27561, Tempe, AZ 85282

InTee
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or,
less than 2 pounds.

Cambridge Z88 portable computer

Average portable computer
• Daily date oork organizer
• Spreadsheet
•Word processor
• The average portable computer

Suggested pn'ce

Real portability shouldn't depend how deep your
pocketis-orhowstrongyou are. With all of the software
and peripherals needed to make aportable operate, your
original investment skyrockets! It's no surprise that
today's definition of a portable is a computer slightly
smaller than a desktop PC-with a handle attached.
We have a better answer. The Cambridge Z88, a
versatile, hardworking computer that doubles as apor
table keyboard. Work you once left behind-or inside
aPC-you can now take with you. Like Lotus 1-2-3®,
or Wordstar~ Simply transfer the files from your PC
to the Cambridge Z88 with a PCLink®cable; then take
the Z88 down the hall to a business meeting, or on
a trip. When you return, update your PC.
The Cambridge Z88's built-in productivity soft
ware includes: spreadsheet, word processor, daily

(84.!E)

•
•
•
•
•

(495()())
(495()())
(J,500.()())

$2,574.98

Daily date oork organizer
Spreadsheet
\\brd processor
Calendar, alarm clock, calculator
The Cambridge Z.88 portable computer

(i~luded)
(i~luded)

(included)

$599.00

Suggested pnce

date work organizer, cal
culator, calendar and
alarm clock.
The Cambridge Z88 is
compact-under two
pounds, and is the size of a
piece of paper less than
an inch thick. The Z88
operates for twenty hours
BoththeZ88
m four AA batteries, feaandyour work fit
lures a quiet, full size
into abriefcase
keyboard, and works with almost any printer or modem.
Easy to use, there's no booting, loading, opening,
closing, or quitting. Everything operates with a few
keystrokes. Move quickly through an unlimited number
of tasks. The Cambridge Z88's memory is expandable
to over 1.5 megabytes using interchangeable solid
state Memory Cartridges'" of up to 512K bytes
replacing disks.
Test the Z88 for 15 days, and discover the
real meaning of portability. If you decide not to
keep the Z88, return it for a full refund.

(included)
(Included)

The Cambridge Z88 computer

Nows59900
Includes aone year limited warranty,
>} manual, and alightweight carrying case.

•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM PCLink $82.00
MacLink $132.00
Parallel printer cable S72.00
32K EPROM $49.00
32K RAM $49.00
Attache case $28.00

Add $3. 00 per item for shipping
Other Z88 accessories. including a modem, and complete
tech support is available upon request.

To order, call

1-800-366-0088
For Mail Order, send check or money
order to Cambridge Direct, Inc.

The Z88 imports/exports work
files from both /BM and Macintosh

CAMBRIDGE
D I R E C T
14191.akeCookRd.
Deerfield, IL 60015
1-312-564-5512
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dBASE IV
For the Record

Modeling the Physical World with Blocks

0

ne of the most powerful
capabilities of the com
puter is simulating physical
processes and conditions. By
simulating a process or design
on a computer, designers and
engineers can save the time
and expense of building and
testing physical prototypes.
Business and financial ana
lysts can also use simulation
programs to model problems.
Extend, from a company
called Imagine That!, is a
powerful simulation program
for the Macintosh that uses
block diagrams to model phys
ical systems. Each block in the
simulation represents part of
the physical process, and each
is connected to other blocks
with inputs and outputs that
represent the physical condi
tions ofthe system.
To simulate a home-heating
system, for example, you
would have blocks represent
ing the furnace, the walls, the
roof, the thermostat, and in
side and outside temperatures.
Variables might include the
thickness of the roof or wall
insulation and the heat output
of the furnace. By varying
such system parameters, you
can run a variety of "heating
tests" to see how much time
and energy are required to
heat the house under various

environmental conditions.
The independent variables
(like temperature and energy)
tested in the simulation are
plotted as a function oftime.
Extend is a complete system
for developing simulation
block diagrams. You start
with a blank worksheet and
build blocks and connections
using the design tools ..You can
set up dialog boxes and help
files for blocks that require
user input for modifying the
parameters of the simulation.
The blocks ultimately connect
to a plotter block, which can
have up to four inputs. When
you run the simulation, the in
puts are plotted on the screen.
A tableatthe bottom ofthe plot
lets you read the plot values at
any time simply by moving a
vertical pointer to the appro
priate time on the plot.
The heart ofthe system is its
ModL "simulation scripting
--

language" for writing scripts
that define the function of
each block. ModL is a C-like
language that includes a large
library of mathematical func
tions and operators for defin
ing blockequations and plotter
functions. The language has
queuing and delay line func
tions, fast Fourier transforms,
integration, random-number
generation, financial and sta
tistical functions, and a set of
power and trigonometric
functions. ModL supports
real, integer, and string data
types, as well as fixed and dy
namic arrays of up to five
dimensions.
ModL includes system mes
sages that are sent to blocks
during the simulation. For ex
ample, a system message
might be "ON CHECK
DATA," which tells the block
to validate its data. Extend
also has a set of system vari

-

THE FACTS

Extend 1.05
$495
Imagine That!
7109 Via Carmela
San Jose, CA 95139
(408) 365-0305
Inquiry 1015.

·

Requirements:
Mac Plus, SE, or II
with a hard disk drive or
two floppy disk drives;
System 4.2 and Finder
6.0 or higher.

ables, like "DeltaTime," so
that the block equations can
dynamically change their
values over time.
You can save blocks in li
braries for using repeatedly in
other simulations. Extend
comes with a collection of
blocks for electronics and dig
ital simulation. Some of these
provided blocks have several
hundred lines of code. The
company is also working on li
braries for other disciplines,
like mechanical engineering.
Creating working simula
tions ofreal physical prqcesses
is not a trivial exercise, and it
requires knowledge of the
physical process you're simu
lating. If it's an electrical cir
cuit, for example, you have to
know the equations that repre
sentthe behaviorofthe circuit.
Extend is a powerful sys
tem, and it is not easy to learn.
The tutorial is brief and pro
vides little guidance in writing
block scripts. The 216-page
user's manual is comprehen
sive. You can study the exam
ple simulations to see how the
system works.
One comparable IBM PC
program, Tutsim, uses block
diagrams. However, rather
than providing a complete pro
gramming language like Ex
tend's ModL, Tutsimprovides
a large library of program
mable blocks. Other than plot
ting, Tutsim does not have the
graphics capabilities inherent
in a Macintosh package. With
Extend, you can not only plot
the simulation, you can also
build the model visually with
the block design tools.
At the time of this writing,
Imagine That! said it would
soon release version 1. 1 of the
software. The new version
will allow file and serial port
1/0, so that you can hook up
Extend to laboratory equip
mentoruse external data files.

-NickBaran
continued
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With Tape,
Backing Up's
Not Hard to Do
her's Law of Exercise
can be adapted to back
ing up hard disks. If we don't
backup our hard disks at least
once a week, we feel the way
Cher does if she doesn't exer
cise every day: guilty. We
know the crash is coming, and
we know we have to prepare by
storing copies of all those files
in a safe place. Still, doing
backups is like doing push
ups: drudgery.
The Irwin Model 5080
tape system for the Macintosh
not only makes backups pain
less, but it puts 80 megabytes
of data into a 1A-inch DC
2000-style tape cartridge. Ir
win's AccuTrack minicar
tridges (they look like squat
audiocassettes) come prefor
matted, so you can pop them
right in and write away, which
in itself is good reason to use
these tapes.
Although the Model 5080
employs a proprietary record
ing format, that might be a fair
price to pay for the single user,
considering that formatting a
cartridge can take as long as
half an hour with some sys
tems. Irwin claims its tapes
are highly reliable because of
servo signals embedded along
each tape track; these signals
keep the read/write head accu
rately centered over the track
it's looking at.
Hooking the subsystem to
the Mac is simple, as long as
you have the right cable. The
tape box plugs into the Mac's
small-computer-system-inter
face (SCSI) port or into an
otherperipheral, like an exter
nal hard disk drive. Ifyou want
to hook it up directly to the
Mac, you need a cable with a
25-pin connector on one end
and a 50-pin connector on the
other end. Before you even un
pack the Model 5080, go buy
one of these MCAB25 cables,
because Irwin doesn't provide
one.
But, oddly enough, the
company does provide a cable

C
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THE FACTS

Irwin Model 5080
$1695

Requirements:
Mac with at least 1
megabyte of RAM, at
least 128K bytes of ROM,
a SCSI port, and a 25
pin/50-pin SCSI cable
(50-pin/50-pin cable
for daisy chaining with
other peripherals).
with a 50-pin connector on
each end. This cable is fine for
stringing the tape system to
another SCSI peripheral, but
I'd bet most users will want to
hook it directly to the Mac.
Besides making the connec
tion, the only other thing you
have to do is set the address se
lection, done by turning a little
dial.
Making a backup is about as
easy as it can be. Irwin's Ez
Tape Iconographic program,
which runs under Finder and
MultiFinder, is refreshingly
stripped down and straight
forward. It makes for a sty
mie -free trip through the
backup process. Our unit
came without a manual, but
that turned out to be no prob
lem because the software is so
clear. You just click on a few
menu choices to specify what
kind of backup you want to do
(or mark the files you want to
back up) and get the process
going. Irwin has an update to

Irwin Magnetic
Systems, Inc.
2101 Commonwealth
Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(313) 996-3300
Inquiry 1016.

EzTape Iconographic that lets
you setup automated backups,
but we couldn't get that update
in time for this report.
I timed some random back
ups and found that the Model
5080 is acceptably quick, es

pecially compared to some
other tape drives. It took a fast
5 minutes to copy and verify
10 megabytes from a Mac II
40-megabyte hard disk.
Wanting to see the drive
handleindividual files, I had it
back up some PageMaker doc
uments. It tookabout2 lh min
utes to copy a 264K-byte file to
tape, update the tape direc
tory, update the tape header,
and verify the data. Restoring
such a file to the hard disk took
about 45 seconds. Most users
in the real world will be doing
global backups about once a
week, so that's the speed
that's most important, and on
that count, the Model 5080
will be acceptable to all but
speed freaks.
If you're looking for a sec
ondary storage device that
makes backups painless, the
creatively named Irwin Model
5080 tape system is a definite
mustto checkout. And there's
something nice about being
able to pack 80 megabytes of
data on a tiny tape (that costs
about $30). My only beef is
with the folks atlrwin who de
cided not to throw the appro
priate SCSI cable into the box.
They format the tapes, and
they make the software easy to
use; but they also make their
customers go out and buy a
cable before they can find out
just how nice the tape drive is.

-D. Barker

Jumbo Works for Peanuts

B

e honest now. When' s the
last time you backed up
the data on your hard disk? If
you're like over 90 percent of
microcomputer users, you sel
dom (if ever) do. And it will
take a catastrophic disk crash
to shame you into it.
No matter how easy today's
backup programs are to use,
it's still a royal pain to sit there
and swap floppy disks, espe
cially with large-capacity hard
disk drives. Tape backup
units, which pack 40 or more
megabytes onto a single car
tridge, are far and away the

easiest way to back up data.
But they've been expensive,
averaging in the $600 to $700
range in the IBM PC-compati
ble world.
Colorado Memory Systems
has decided to do something
about that expense with a tape
backup unit it has aptly named
Jumbo. When compared with
its competitors, Jumbo's $399
list price is peanuts. Colorado
Memory Systems developed
the QIC-60 tape drive, which
became an industry standard
when Tecmar licensed it and
continued

Embedded systems designers have already used CrossCode C in over 291 d(fferellf applications.

CrossCode C has twelve important
features to help you program your
68000-based ROMable applications
It's the one 68000 C compiler that's
tailor-made for embedded systems development

C

rossCode C is designed specifically
to help you write ROMable code for
all members of the Motorola 68000
family. It comes with these twelve special
features to help you get your code into
ROM:

1. A 100% ROMable Compiler:
CrossCode C splits its output into five
memory sections for easy placement into
ROM or RAM at link time.
2. Integrated C and Assembler: You
can write your code in anycombinationof
C and assembly language.
3.

Readable Assembly Language
Output: The compiler generates assem
bly language code with your C lanf?tWf?e
source code embedded as comments, so
you can see each statement's compiled
output.

4. Optimized Code: CrossCode C uses
minimum required precision when eval
uating expressions. It also "folds" con
stants at compilation time, converts
multiplications to shifts when possible,
and eliminates superfluous branches.
5. Custom Optimization: You can op
timize compiler output for your applica
tion because you control the sizes of C
types, including pointers, floats, and all
integral types.

6. Register Optimization: Ten regis
ters are reserved for your register vari
ables, and there's an option to automati
cally declare all stack variables as
ref?ister, so you can instantly optimize
programs that were written without
registers in mind.

7.

C Library Source: An extensive C
library containing over 47 C functions is
provided in source form.

8. No Limitations: No matter how large
your program is, CrossCode C will com
pile it. There are no limits on the number
of symbols in your program, the size of
your input file, or the size of a C function.

9. 68020 Support: If you 're using the

will always be standard, too.
There's More
CrossCode C comes with an assembler,
a linker, and a tool to help you prepare
your object code for transmission to
PROM programmers and emulators. And
there's another special tool that gives you
symbolic debugging support by helping
you to prepare symbol tables for virtually
all types of emulators.
CrossCode C is available under MS
DOS for just $1595, and it runs on all IBM
PCs and compatibles (640K memory and
hard disk are required). Also available
under UNIX & XENIX.
CALL TODAY for more information:

68020, CrossCode C will use its extra in
structions and addressing modes.

1-800-448-7733

10. Floating Point Support: If you 're
using the 68881, the compiler performs
floating point operations through the
coprocessor, and floating point register
variables are stored in 68881 registers.

Inside Illinois or outside the United
States, please dial

11. Position Independence: Both posi
tion independent code and data can be
generated if needed.
12. ANSI Standards: CrossCode C
tracks the ANSI C standard, so your code

(ask for extension 2003)

PHONE: 1-312-971-8170
FAX: 1-312-971-8513
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
DEPARTMENT 23
4248 BELLE AIRE LANE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA
CrossCode™ is a trademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, INC. MS·DOS® is a re gistered trademark of
Microsoft. UNI X® is a registered trademark o f AT& T . XEN IX®
is a registered 1radc mark of Microsoft.
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. "INVADING THE COMPUTER WORLD"
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PRICES IN THIS MAGAZINE

CALL THE OTHER STORES FIRST, GET YOUR BEST PRICE ON
ANY NAME BRAND COMPUTER, PRINTER, MONITOR,
MODEM, FAX MACHINE, SCANNERS, OR FAX CARD
-THEN CALL 4 GUYS... AND WE 'LL TRY TO BEAT IT!
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Jumbo
$399

. 1001''1l"IX!C()ljl>AflBLE

The perfect solution for upgrading your existing PC/XT/ATto
"State Of The Art" 3.5" floppy disk technology! The Model
853W (720K) and Model 873W (1.44MB/720K) 3.5" drives
are "drop-in" replacements for 5.25" drives! Disk format is
fully compatible with popular Laptops(IBM , Toshiba, Zenith,
etc.) and the new IBM PS/2 models. Both units come com
pletely assembled and contain everything that you need,
including Premium SONY drive, interface adapters, soft
ware device drivers and complete documentation. These
drives utilize your existing controller so no additional slots
are required (1.44M B requires AT class controller or spe
cial PC/XT High-Density Controller available from Tiger
tronics). Available with gray or black bezel (specify).
Model 853W
Model 873W

$129.95

THE FACTS

Circle 27 2 on Reader Service Card

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT,
PS/2, or compatible with
384K bytes of RAM and
MS-DOS 2.0 or higher.

IBM sold the drive as an option
for PCs.
Jumbo uses the QIC-40
standard, which puts up to 40
megabytes on a small DC
2000 tape cartridge. I've re
viewed other tape backup
units, and many of them are a
pain to install and set up.
There are different models for
different computer systems,
not to mention DIP switches
and jumpers to puzzle over.
But Jumbo is a refreshing
exception. After removing the
cover ofmy AT, all I had to do
was slide the tape unit into the
empty space under my 1.2
megabyte floppy disk drive,
hook up power and the extra
floppy disk ribbon connector,
and put the cover back on .
Then I copied the supplied
software to my hard disk,
started it up, and it worked.
(For those of you with non
standard disk setups , there is a
disk-select jumper.)
This drive is a good ex
ample of what's happening in
the world of hardware, where
lower prices don 't necessarily
mean shoddy merchandise.
Application-specific inte-

Colorado Memory
Systems, Inc.
800 South Taft Ave .
Loveland, CO 80537
(303) 669-8000
Inquiry 1017.

grated circuits and surface
mount construction have re
sulted in low part counts.
Jumbo has only four ICs and
no adjustments for the elec
tronics . It's simple and
rugged, and it should last a
longtime.
There's an optional mount
ing kit available for the IBM
PS/2 line. There's even an ex
ternal cabinet if you've run out
of room in your system case.
Jumbo's circuitry automati
cally senses whether it ' s
hooked u pto an XT or an AT,
and it sets its data transfer
speed accordingly : 250K
bytes per second for regular
PCs and SOOK bytes per sec
ond for ATs.
The backup software that
comes with Jumbo is sophisti
cated and easy to use. In truth,
I never opened the software
manual because using the
backup system is a simple mat
ter of reading the screen. Like
any good backup software
should, it gives you the option
of doing the backup immedi
ately or automatically at a pre
determined time-like in the
continued

When it comes to selecting name brand
computers that satisfy a wide range of power
requirements, ASf makes your job simple.
First, for CAD/CAE, LAN, multi-user and
other applications requiring the most power
ful personal computer available, AST provides
the 25 MHz, ASf Premium®386/25. Based on
the Intel® 386 chip with an integrated cache
architecture, the ASr Premium 386/25 pro
vides the ultimate solution for sophisticated
processing.
For those who don't need quite so much
power, ASf offers the 20 MHz, ASf Premium/
386C with cache memory and the slim-line,
16 MHz ASf Premium Workstation/386SX.
Both allow you to use your current MS-DOS®
applications. And take advantage of the next
generation, 32-bit operating systems and en
vironments, including Microsoft®Windows/
386, UNIX®System V/386, OS/2'" and more.
Of course, not every application requires
386 architecture. For word processing, spread
sheets or desktop publishing, the award
winning ASf Premium/286 is the power of
choice. Built with FASfslot'" technology and
unbeatable compatibility; the ASr Premium/
286 provides built-in 386 CPU upgradeabili
ty when you need it.
And for extra value in a 286 PC that looks
like it belongs in the executive suite, choose
the ASf Premium Workstation/286. As in
dustry critics say; "This is one slick, attractive
machine ... like other ASr machines, it's
built like a tank:'
In fact, AST's reputation for providing high
quality; top-value products extends through
out our leading board-level enhancements
and connectivity solutions.
So, give yourself the power of choice-ASr
Premium Computers. For more information,
call (714) 863-0181, ask for operator AA89.

,---- - - - - - - - - - ,
DP!ease send me more information on the AST ramily
of Premium Computers.
DPlease have an ASf representat ive call me.
I am Dan end user Da reseller.
N<>m~ --------------

Tillt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Company _ __ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

J\dd~~ ------------Cily/S1.1tc/Zlp_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phon e ~-~-----------

Send to: AS Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue,
CA 92714-4992.
BYffi
1/89_J
L Irvine,
__
________
_
AST nt.J.rkets products worldwide-in Europe oi.nd 1he Middle Ea.st c.11144 I 568
4350; injillpAn Cj!Jl 8 13 447 8 303; In thef.uF..s1c.111185Z 5717Z23;in C<11nad.J.
c;11ll 4 t 6 826- 75 14. AST. AST logo and AST Premium registered tr.idemilrks AST
Research, Inc. 80386 and 80386SX trademarks Intel Co1p. All otlier product and

brand names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respecth"I.! com
panies. Copyri,ght Q 1988 AST Research, Inc. All righlS reser.-ed.

AS[
RESEARCH INC.

Times Have Changed.
Circle 25 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 26)
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IF YOO DESIGN ADD-IN BOARDS FOR THE NEW
IBM PS/2 SYSTEM YOU NEED OUR

lMl a© rru@© ~£00oo~11
~®®® · ©
OOOif~rnl~LA\©~

©~0[¥)

Just some of the Functions implemented:
Program. Option Select * 32 Bit Data Bus Contr.
Multi Device Arbitration * Channel Check Indicator
Memory and 1/0 Transfer contr. * Wait State Log.
16 Programmable Address Levels.
It comes in a 68 pin PLCC and is fabricated in 1.5u
CMOS.only consumes 150mW. You can replace 10
to 20 TTL devices, a board real estate saving of
20 to 65 sqcm. A reduction of board developement
time of some weeks is realistic. Only requires 2
additional 74LS245 for 16 bit systems, or 4 for
32 bit systems. The chip costs US$ 15,- in
quantities of 5000 and is available now.
EDC GmbH. Taunusstr.51
8 MUNICH 40 W. GERMANY
Tel.(89)3507076
IBM,PS/2 and Micro
Fax.(89)3596180
channel are registered
Tx. 5212599
trademarks of IBM
Dealer inquiries invited

Create or enhance
dBASE applications under
Windows!
Then port to MAC and back!
$249
Suggested Retail Price

lnlroductory Price

$199

---

dBFast/
Windows

--

+.

dBFast/Windows is an interactive editor/compiler and runtime
system which allows a fast.efficient implementation of dB ASE
III Plus under Microsoft Windows. You easily design mul
tiple, moveable windows, menus, buttons, and other graphic
features. Create, compile and edit in a single screen! No need
to buy dBASE III Plus! Port data and program files between
IBM and MAC without modification! Save time and money by
sharing your applications across platforms!

Bumblebee Software, Inc.
1715114/hAve. SE - Woodridge Bldg. #120
Bellevue. WA 98004 USA
(206) 462-0130 FAX: (206) 454-3577
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middle of the night. And it will
also back up all files on Novell
and 3Com networks.
Makers oftape backup units
are fond of backup bench
marks. But think about it: A
few seconds plus or minus
don't mean much if your sys
tem is doing the backup when
you 're not around. However ,
if you must talk numbers,

Jumbo is no slouch. It took
12:57 to back up 1296 files on
my hard disk, a total of over 2 8
megabytes ofdata.
Jumbo is inexpensive, easy
to install and use, and well
built. It brings secure data
backup within the reach of
nearly all PC users. Now,
what's your excuse?

dBASE IV:
Setting the New
Standard?

lowed for a single parent-child
relationship to be active ,
dBASE IV allows multiple
children related by different
keys to a single parent. In
many instances, this allows
for a substantial reduction in
code size and complexity.
Finally, dBASE IV has a
significantly higher execution
speed than dBASE III Plus.
This increase in speed comes
because dBASE IV preparses
code to save execution time. It
compiles dBASE programs
into intermediate code, check
ing for syntax errors while as
sembling code tokens for exe
cution. The resulting code
requires dBASE IV or dBASE
Run Time to execute.
You might find that your
dBASE III Plus code generates
compiler errors when first run
under dBASE IV. As an inter
preter, dBASE III Plus simply
executes the first line of code
that meets the specified condi
tion of an IF/ELSE/ENDIF or a
DO CASE structure. If there's
no ENDIF or ENDCASE state
ment, it doesn't matter be
cause the interpreter never
reaches that line. This makes a
difference with dBASE IV,
however , so you'll be finding
out all about your bad coding
practices.
Some commands in the new
program are different from
those used in competing prod
ucts, such as FoxBASE and
Clipper. Themenucommands
are a good example. But the
changes have improved the
dBASE language.
This new version of dBASE
adds many enhancements and
new features to the language
while retaining compatibility
with dBASE III Plus. Detail-

A

fter many months of
speculation both about
the product and when it would
finally arrive, dBASE IV ver
sion 1.0 is here. It represents a
quantum leap over dBASE III
Plus in functionality, power,
and ease of use.
Thefirstdifferencethatyou
notice between the two is size.
While dBASE III Plus would
run in 256K bytes with two
floppy disk drives, dBASE IV
needs 640K bytes (or more)
and a hard disk drive.
The number of fields per
record has been increased
from 128 to 255. The maxi
mumnumberofkeys (indexes)
per table has been raised from
7 to 47. Using DOS 3.1 or
higher, dBASE IV will sup
port up to 99 open files at any
one time (but still only 10 data
tables). Field length and the
maximum size of the com
mand line have both been
raised from 254 to 1024 char
acters. The maximum number
· of memory variables has been
raised from 256 to 15,000,
freeing developers from one of
the most irksome constraints
of dBASE III Plus.
Indexing is a major im
provementindBASE IV. With
dBASE III Plus, you could
have up to seven indexes (each
costing a file handle) open for
a single data table. With
dBASE IV, you can have up to
47 index files open inside a
Master Index File (.MDX)
that takes up only a single file
handle.
While dBASE III Plus al-

-Stan Miastkowski

continued

TOTAL POWER PROTECTION

BLACKOUTS ;;~~~;,user to operate during complete loss
BROWNOUTS ~i~'v~t~'.otected from low AC voltage below
Automatic

shutdo~n

in overload situation to

OVERLOADS protect from inverter burnout.
runs on inverter (117 volts) when AC
OVERVOLTAGE UPS
voltage exceeds 132 volts.
transients ab0ve_200 volts with
SURGES/SPIKES Clamps
an energy rating of 100 JOUies or less.
UPS

• FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• ORDER-SHIP SAME DAY
• 1 MILLISECOND TRANSFER TIME*
• SYNCHRONIZED SINEWAVE*
* 250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4 msec
transfer time, PWM waveform

PARA SYSTEMS, INC.
1455 LeMay Dr.
Carrollton. TX 75007

Power Output

120 Voll Models

250 WATT

$ 379.00

300 WATT

$ 549.00

500 WATT

$ 699.00

600 WATT

$ 899.00

900 WATT

$1249.00

1200 WATT

$1499.00

~
f1'"
~

Te lephone:
(214) 446-7363

1-800-2 3 8-7 2 7 2
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BASE POWER!

SHORT TAKES

·FOR ONLY

B MAN V: A database
ager for your PC that has
ASE III+ power, Report
Writer, and Compiler
all in one package! Now
you can buy a powerful
dBASE III+ work-alike
that includes more
features and power than
any other competitive
product on the market, at a
fraction of the cost!
"dBMAN competes directlywithdBASE Ill+, it runs many operations
much more quickly and costs less than ha!fthe price." Bruce Brown,
PC Magazine.

Unlimited Power. We extended the dBASE III+ language to
bring you to a new level of programming power and versatility.
Reports without programming! With our Report Writer you
can easily create invoices, sales statements, form letters,
employee lists, multi-lined and columnar reports, and more. All
without·programming!
Speed unequalled in performance. dBMAN V's Greased
Lightning! Compiler executes dBASE applications up to 16
times faster than dilASE III+, and comes with an unlimited
distribution runtime license at no extra cost!
We are offering a 30 day money back guarantee if not fully
satisfied. (When purchased from a Versasoft authorized dealer.)
And, our multi-user version of dBMAN for Novell, IBM PC Net
retails for only $499.95!
Just compare our price with the competition:
Proaram

lnternreler

dBMANV
FoxBASE
CliMAr
OuickSilver
dBASE Ill+
dBASE IV
*

$189.95
$395.00
NIA
$199.00
$795.00
$1295.00

Compiler ReoortWriler
in duded
$495.00
$695.00
$599.00
NIA
induded

included
$149.95°
$149.95°
$149.95°
$149.95°
included

TOTAL
$189.95
$1039.95
$844.95
$947.95
$944.75
$1295.00

Suggested retaij price for comparable relational full-screen report writer.

'

ing the differences and addi
tions to the commands and
functions available (a total of
310) is the subject of a good
size book. Many have been
improved, and new ones will
keep even expert developers
busy for quite a while. Some of
the more interesting command
sets include commands for
creating Lotus 1-2-3-like
menus, a real BROWSE com
mand, windowing, and two
dimensional arrays.
What is truly extraordinary
about dBASE IV is that much
of its power is also available to
the nonprogrammer through
the task-oriented nonproce
dural Control Center. The
Control Center is to dBASE IV
what the ASSIST mode is to
dBASEIII Plus. All similarity
ends there. The Control Cen
ter is a powerful shell that lets
you develop real customized
applications without having to
write a line of code.
The Control Center is a col
lection of well-thought-out
work surfaces that let the non
programmer (and the pro
grammer) define data tables,
screens, reports, and labels,
and finally tie them together
through the application gener
ator. The work surfaces are in
tuitive in nature, and, with
only a little experience, a con
fident beginner will be able to
design functional programs.

As for this year's hot data
base topic, dBASE IV sort of
does SQL. Well, actually,
dBASE IV emulates SQL
using dBASE data tables. It
lets you use a set of SQL com
mands inside dBASE when
you SET SQL ON. When you
do this, you deactivate dBASE
IV commands that are in con
flict with SQL.
This is an overwhelming
product. A new era has finally
dawned for the dBASE lan
guage. Thanks, Ashton-Tate.
-Anne Fischer Lentand

Malcolm Rubel
-

-- -

~

-

- .

dBASE IV version 1.0
Standard Edition, $795;
Developer's Edition,
$1295

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible
with 640K bytes ofRAM,
a hard disk drive,
and DOS 2.0 or higher
(DOS 3.1 or higher
for extended file
support).
Ashton-Tate, Inc.
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 329-8000
Inquiry 1018.

Database of the Dead

dB MAN Highlights:

Multi-User Version:

0 dBASE 11 and dBASE Ill + compatibility
0 320 extended commands and functions
0 Password protection and data security at lield
level
0 BCD numbers
0 Single command menus: vertical. horizontal,
scrollable and pull down menu
0 Program debugger/editor

0 Locksrecordsandfi lesasasetto

Report Writer Highlig!lts:
0
0
0
0

Userdelined pop· upwindowsand more...
9 group levels
Conditi onal printing of any items
Compute running sums, counts. averages,
minimums and maximums
. 0 Relate and repor1 from up to 9 database files
with lookup (one lo one) and scan (one to
many) ~elations and more...

-----------~~-

-~-----~---

VE~SOFT

prevent deadlock
0 Supports transaction update and roll
back (Novell
system) and more.
Q Available for Novell Network, IBM
PCNet, Xenix, UNIX and other major
operating systems.

ns

Call today to order your
copy of dBMAN V !

Versasoft Corporation
4340 Almaden Expwy, Suite 250
San Jose, CA 95118
Phone: 408-723-9044
Telex: 650-263·5806
Fax: 408-723-9046

~~~~:;!•0~~~t,~.:i~N~~:.'N~;~~;~r;i:s~~~~~~·~~\~1.n~~~!e~~:a•~~lliff::~iL3l~~Mi~ro~~~~~:~·~lic•Silvcris
U.boriloricm:spcc1ivcly
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G

etting organized for dy
ing isn't exactly a happy
subject, but unless you've got
plans for fooling the Grim
Reaper, it's something you
have to think about. For the
Record is a Macintosh pro
gram that helps you organize
your important personal in
formation and store it elec
tronically in one place. Of
course, you don't need a com
puterprogram todothis; a led
ger or notebook could serve
the same basic purpose. But
this program does more than
just serve as a computerized
cigar box.
What For the Record does is

guide you through the process
of setting down all the bits of
personal, financial, and legal
information your family or
friends will need to take care
of your posthumous affairs.
It's basically a database pro
gram, where you record your
significant details by filling
out forms. Rather than having
a big stack of forms to sort
through, the program fetches
the appropriate paper when
you select the category of in
formation you want to record.
Let's say you want to note
the worth and location of your
valuable ojects. After picking
continued

Aztec C ROM Cross De\7elopment Systems
Produce Fast, Tight C Code with ~ Effort·
Aztec C ROM Cross Development
Systems give you the best results 
clean, tight and fast running code.
Aztec C systems are available for a variety
of targets and for both MS-DOS or Apple
Macintosh hosts! And, Aztec C systems
come complete with all the tools to edit,
compile, assemble, optimize and, now,
source debug your C code in less time and
with less effort.
Quality, tight code that's fast and efficient.
An abundance of tools to produce better
results in less time. That's why Aztec C

...
systems are the
choice of more
professional ROM
developers.
So when you're looking for
the best results, insist on
Aztec CROM Cross Development
Systems. Call today and find out more
about our complete line of Cross
Development Systems.

1•800-221-0440<o~~;de

€byM1~NX

(NJand
Outside U.S.)

1• 201 • 542• 2121

Telex: 4995812MANX
Fax: 201/542-8386

..
.....

Supr>orted targets include: the 68xxx family, the full 8086 family , the
8080/280 family and the 6502 family of microprocessors.

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 55, Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702
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Create a keyboard
so easy to use, costly train·
into instant productivity!

Custom Keys and :Snap-Un IBM KeyCaps: Available in a wide variety
of colors and imprinted in your choice of colors and fonts. Keytop and
Keyfront Labels: Supporting emulation, word processing or custom made
to your specs. Won't wear out or come off keys until intentionally removed.
FlexShield Keyboard Protectors: Extend keyboard life. Protect from dirt,
liquid and damaging environments without restricting keyboard operation.
Call for your FREE CATALOG of Custom Keyboard Enhancements.
CATALOG HOTLINE:

800 628-2828, Ext. 650

1~on
,~~~ATION

&o2IB&34:751c5:
FAX:

602 634-4620

P.O. Box 201, Dept. BYTE, Cornville, AZ 86325

i-o--IBM
COMPATIBLE
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
From
Quark/PC~

'

·~

4" x6"

s32s.

quantity one

• Low Power - Less than 3 Watts
• Optional on-board Video LCD Driver
• Ideal for any PC compatible OEM
product which is not a personal computer

Includes: 1. Powerful V40®CPU (Faster than a PC)
2. Math Co-Processor Socket 3. 5 Volt Only Operation
(3 watts) 4. Speaker Port 5. Keyboard Port 6. Parallel
Printer Port 7. PC Bus 8. PC Compatible BIOS ROM
9. 1 Serial Port
On board Options Include: 1. 5 Mode Video
Controller Option (Monochrome. Hercules® Graphics,
CGA, High Res CGA, LCD Driver) 2. Floppy Disk
Controller (3.5"/5.25". 360K/720K/1.2 MB) 3. SCSI Bus
Interface (Hard Disk etc.) 4. Up to 768K RAM 5. Battery
Backed-up Real-Time-Clock 6. 2 Additional RS232C
Serial Ports To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation
(416)745-7214 FAX(416)745-8792
174lurbine Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2S2
U.S. Address: 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14206
Distributors:
Germany: V&C Computers (06071) 25666 F/lX (06071) 5863
Italy and Southern Europe:
NCS Italia (0331) 256-524 F/lX (0331) 256·018
U.K.: Densitron (0959) 76331 FAX (0959) 71017
Australia : Asp Microcomputers (03) 500-0628 FAX (03) 500-9461
Quark Is a regls1ered trademark of F.&K. Manufacturing

Company. Hercules Is a

Ne~s~~~g ~B~i'8~~kao:eH;i!fe~~J ~~~~~,~~~·, ~~ ~gr~~~~:~~d trademark of

-----megatel _____.
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the Objects of Value category
from one side of the screen,
yougetontheothersidea win
fowofsubcategories, like pre
cious metals, art, stamps, and
computers. Selecting the sub
category takes you to the re
lated screen form, where you
type in the name ofthe object,
a description, what it's worth,
when and Where you got it, its
>erial number, and where
abouts of ownership papers.
A category called Emer
gency Information is where
you record vital data like how
to reach your children's ap
pointed guardian, who to no
tify of your death, who has
power of attorney, and other
items that your survivors will
leed after you've become a
focedent. Likewise, there are
:ategories covering sources of
income, sources of debt, secu
rities, vehicles, insurance pol
icies, business interests, tax
records, medical information,
Jersonal documents, memo
rabilia, what you want done
with your body after you no
longer need it, biographical
notes, and hiding places
(where you divulge the loca
:ion of treasure maps or proof
:hat Elvis is alive or whatever
it is you've been hiding from
your loved ones).
If you wanted to get all this
business in order, you could
Jrobably do so in a day using
For the Record, assuming you
lad all the information acces
;ible. The program is set up
licely; you can start with the
first category and work your
Nay through the entire data
Jase, filling out the forms re
lated to each subject.
The Nolo Press folks, who
brought us WillWriter, have
thought of pretty much every
thing. Thus, by the time
you've used the program, you
have a thorough record of all
your personal information.
This package can save you lots
of time and even some law
yer's fees. The disk holding
your records isn't a legal sub
stitute for the records, but it
sure will help your survivors
find what they need to find
when the time comes.
The program has some nice

touches that facilitate filling
out the forms, including an
icon that sends you into a clean
entry sheet or the next screen.
And if a particular form
doesn't allow space for all the
things you want to record, you
can use the program's notes
feature, which lets you attach a
page of notes to any record
(when I was using the pro
gram, I came across a notes
page that apparently a Nolo
programmer had left there,
containingthelyricsto "Mary
Had a Little Lamb") .
For the security-minded,
there's a way to lock any or all
categories; this uses a simple
password scheme that, as Nolo
admits, a competent hacker
could figure out, but it will
thwart the casual snoop from
getting to your information.
This is a dandy little pack
age for collecting all your
records and data-and even
bits of autobiography-in one
place. Just be sure your execu
tor knows how to boot up a
Mac; he or she will probably
nothavemuch trouble working
through the program to re
trieve the information, but the
executor has to know how to
get in there to start. The inch
thick manual that comes with
the program is only part man
ual; it's mostly a helpful ad
viser on getting your affairs in
order. As the folks at Nolo
Press say, you can't take it
with you, but you can at least
let someone know where you
left it.

-D. Barker•

··-"J--"'" _ ...._ .........

Mac 512KE or n1gner
with at least one doubl
sided floppy disk driv
System 6.0 or higher
ri><'nmmi>nnPrl

Berkeley, CA S
(415) 549-197(
lnauirv 1019.

Se~ate's 80MB ST4096

Tfie capacity is ltjgh.
The price is not.

If you have a voracious appetite for computer

storage, Seagate's ST4096 is the drive for you.
This full-height 5.25" drive features a full
80 megabytes of formatted storage capacity, com
pared to other drives that format down to 72MB.
With capacity this high, the ST4096 is ideal for
heavy database or spreadsheet applications.
If it's a multiuser system you have in mind,
the ST4096 offers a speedy 28ms access time for
quick system response.

Every ST4096 we ship comes complete with
menu-driven utility software for easy instaUation,
partitioning and data management. It's just the kind
of added value you'd expect from the first name
in disc drives.
To find out more about reliable disc drives
with high capacity and low price, contact your
authorized Seagate Distributor, or call us directly
at 800-468-DISC.

~ Seagate
The first name ii disc drives

The Only Character
Recognition System That
Outperforms Ours.
Consider the facts:
Nature's character recognition system can
be trained to read all characters and languages
it sees. SPOT (Flagstaff Engineering's Optical
Character Recognition program) is trainable too.
It reads most printed documents in English and
more than 130 other languages.
Like nature's original, SPOT is very discerning.
It can glance over an entire page or zoom in on
a few lines of text. SPOT can read newspapers,
magazines, books, manuals, invoices, contracts,
government documents and much, much more.
Your eyes are teamed up with that marvelous
computer, the brain. SPOT uses the latest man
made personal computers in conjunction with the

most popular low-cost scanners, and requires
no additional hardware.
SPOT's advanced logic closely approximates
what the human eyes and brain do. That's why
SPOT will continue to be the leader in OCR ...
with an intuition inspired by the original.
Seeing is believing. Since 1982, Flagstaff
Engineering has helped thousands of international
customers read information from various com
puter and printed media. Demonstration pro
grams are available. Call today.

11- FLAGSTAFF

- ' ENGINEERING
0

Helping People Read a World of Information
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Jerry Pournelle

y

TO THE STARS

Jerry ponders on
portables and, laid low
by the flu, examines
game designs

One good STS project would be to take
items like standard electric power out
lets, put them in a vacuum for a few
weeks, and analyze the resulting gases.
Another experiment would be to take
what's outgassed from such items and
pump the gas in a closed cycle through a
water bath, extremes of cold and heat,
and into a tub full of algae. A high school
lab isn't likely to have a gas chromato
graph to analyze the results (although
some do), but nearly any university
should be willing to cooperate. There are
literally dozens of potential projects like
that; the problem is coordinating the
work. Any volunteers?

ast week I went to Washington,
DC, to participate in NASA's
posthumous presentation of the
Distinguished Public Service
Medal (NASA's highest award) to my
friend and mentor Robert A. Heinlein.
Appropriately, the ceremony was held in
the Air and Space Museum of the Smith
sonian Institution, and it was nicely
done. The medal was appropriate, too;
Robert Heinlein's stories of what we can
do if only we have the nerve have had a
profound and beneficial effect. I only
wish they'd got around to giving it to him
in his lifetime.
I also talked to some people about the
space program and what they want me to
do. Depending on the outcome of next
month's election, which you'll know by
the time you read this, I may be a bit
more involved than I am now.
On that score: the Lunar Society, an
outfit mad enough to think we might be
able to put a colony on the moon well be
fore the end of this century, needs a sci
ence education coordinator. Dozens of
low-cost experiments, ranging from
computer simulations to simple chemical
analyses, will have to be done. Most are
within the capability of a good high
school science laboratory, and many
would make excellent Science Talent
Search (STS) projects. As an example:
we don't really need to spend millions of
dollars developing "space-rated" items.
Many everyday objects · will work fine.
Unfortunately, some won't: ordinary
felt-tip pens, for example, give off some
pretty noxious fumes when exposed to
vacuum or low pressure (and worse when
burned).

L

including flat horizontal, which makes it
much easier to set up an optimum combi
nation of tilt, brightness, and contrast.
About the only time I've ever had trouble
with the SupersPort has been when I was
inside in dim light with bright windows
all around me. That happened or;ice on a
train in the Arizona desert, and once on
the porch of a Zurich restaurant facing
the lake. Even then, I could read the
screen; it just wasn't comfortable-but
no other portable would have been better
under those conditions, and many of
them would have been plain impossible.
Like its Z-l 8x predecessors, this
would really be good enough to be your
only machine, depending, of course, on
just what you do with computers. The Su
The Portable Wars
I do more traveling than I like-for all persPort doesn't have color, but it is Her
the mess, Chaos Manor is a pretty com cules-compatible, and for that matter,
fortable place-but there is one advan unlike some of the Z-l 8xs, the Super
tage. No one has yet found a way to tele sPort's EGA video output jack really
phone me on a train or in flight. Alas, I works. There aren't any slots, but you
suppose it's just a question of time: Mr. can install an internal modem.
Heinlein's Between Planets has teen
There's provision for additional mem
agers carrying personal telephones on ory and a math chip. (If you do any cal
backpacking expeditions, and Geoff culations at all and you don'thave a genu
Goodfellow has been carrying a personal ine Intel math chip for your computer, go
telephone to the Hackers' Conference get one. They're simple to install and the
deep in the Peninsula Hills for several most cost-effective speedup device I
years; someday, I just know I'll get sad know of.) The keyboard is a bit small,
dled with one. For the moment, though, but it doesn't take long to get used to it.
long flights are a good time to get some I'm told there is (but don't yet have) a tiny
work done, provided you have the proper memory-resident program to swap the
Caps Lock and Control keys to make typ
tools.
The question is, what are the proper ing easier. In other words, the Super
sPort really is a full IBM PC AT-type
tools?
What I've been carrying lately is the computer.
It's also heavy.
Zenith SupersPort 286. This is a ma
I like to avoid checked luggage when
chine that grew out of the Zenith Z- l 8x
series of portables, and it is a full 80286 ever possible. This means I get on an air
machine complete with a 20-megabyte plane carrying a briefcase, a garment
hard disk drive. The Zenith backlit bag, and a computer. Sometimes, after
screens are wonderful: you can read COMDEX for instance, I also have sev
them in just about any light conditions. If eral canvas book bags of stuff I collected
the room light is bright enough, you can at the show. (Some airlines have begun to
dim or even turn off the backlighting to get sticky about the "two carry-on
items" rule; when they do, I tell them my
save battery power.
Unlike the earlier Z-l 8x series, the briefcase is my purse and point to all the
continued
SupersPort's screen will tilt to any angle,
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ver 5,000 of you were forced to
make sacrifices to use BRIEF, The
0Programmer's
Editor. Advanced com
pilers and new programming environ
ments, like Turbo C and QuickBASIC,
took up so much RAM that BRIEF
could not fit in the same 640k.
If you wanted to retain BRIEF's
uniquely powerful featurest while
working with larger programs, you
had to sacrifice speed and continuity.
Instead of a tight Edit-Compile-Edit
loop, you had to slog through an obso
lete Edit-Exit-Compile-Exit-Edit loop.

Now you no longer have to
make that sacrifice.
You can enjoy the features' that
have made BRIEF the best-selling
and the best regarded 2 programmer's
editor without sacrificing environ
ment integration.
Version 2.1 of BRIEF can be
swapped! in and out w~
single keystroke
rig
immediate compilation with
even the largest compilers:
Microsoft C5.0, QuickC,
Turbo C, Lattice C, dBXL,
FoxBASE+ v2.0, Clipper, etc.
' For example: rea.l multi-level Undo (not
simply Undelete), flexible windowing,
unlimited file size, unlimited number of
simultaneous files, a.utoma.tic la.ngua.ge
sensitive indentation.
• For example:
"The quintessential programmer's editor." 
Dr. Dobb's Journal
"Right out of the box,
it's a versatile, extremely powerful editor tha.t
handles most any programming task with
aplomb." - Computer Language
"Simple to
learn a.nd use a.nd extremely sophisticated.
Strongly recommended." - PC Magazine
"Not only the best programmer's text editor
I've ever seen, but it is a.lso a. tour de force in
the wa.y it wa.s conceived a.nd implemented."Computerworld
"So fa.r surpasses users'
expectations tha.t it is revolutionary." MicroTimes Magazine
"BRIEF is truly
outstanding." - Microsoft Systems Journal

Current BRIEF Users:
Ca.II Ann for details on 4 other important
enhancements. Registered users of versions
2.0 or 2.01 update for only $35.

Haven't tried BRIEF yet?
BRIEF retails for $195. Call Ann today
for a no-risk, 60-day trial with a full,
money-back guarantee.

Call toll-free today

800-821-2492

SoUion

<Systems·

641 Ka.lnStreet,Suite410
South Weymouth, MA 02190
617-337-6963
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Nomen with purses in addition to two version 2.2, but you can boot it with 3.x
terns. So far, no one has bothered me on ifyou need DOS 3 features). There's one
rlights out from COMDEX.) Anyway, I floppy disk drive, and it has no back
lighting. Unlike the TRS-100 and PC
~enerally have plenty to carry; and when
8201 laptops, the memory is volatile. In a
{OU change planes, your flight will inev
tably come in at gate 3 to connect with word, it's your basic unadorned PCom
Jne at gate 37 leaving in 10 minutes. I patible laptop. It also weighs about 5
:hink they run a linear programming pounds, compared to my SupersPort's
15 + pounds. (Part of the SupersPort's
rnodel on a Cray to achieve that.
The result is that every trip I feel the weight is the bag, a large power con
weight of the SupersPort's shoulder verter, and other auxiliary stuff that
;trap. "Never again," I mutter as I could go in checked luggage but never
;curry down the corridors of the Dallas does.) Many writers swear by the TlOOO.
iirport. "Next time I swear I'm taking a David Drake loves his; he often works
outside in his backyard and considers the
lighter machine."
Tl 000 ideal for that.
The problem is, which one?
The TIOOO is a "full PC," meaning
The lightest of all are the TRS-100 and
NEC PC-8201 laptops. These are pretty you can run your favorite word processor
good little computers. There's no back and other DOS software; one friend with
lighting, but they're surprisingly read back problems has hers set to play mah
able, even in fairly dim light. I've been jongg while she lies flat. It also has a full
able to work with the PC-8201 in the screen. It doesn't weigh much more than
darkened cabin of an overnight flight to the PC-8201 and the TRS-100. It costs
Europe. These two machines have more, but on balance you get quite a lot
BASIC and quite a good text editor in for the added weight and price.
ROM; longtime readers will recall I used
If you want to spend more money, you
the PC-8201 to write this column while I can add a 768K-byte nonvolatile RAM
disk. This should be really handy, since
was in Liechtenstein.
The "normal" screen of 8 lines of 40 it speeds up disk operations, and being
characters is impossible, but Traveling nonvolatile, it is safer than a hard disk.
For communications, get a WorldPort
Software's Ultimate ROM II (isn't being
twice ultimate a bit like being "very 300-/1200-bit-per-second modem; it's
llnique"?) lets you have 8 lines of 60 about the size and weight ofa pack ofcig
arettes and works very well. I'm told you
~haracters, which isn't enough, but it's
better than working with a typewriter. If can also buy a gadget that backlights the
all you're doing is making notes and TIOOO's screen.
writing short articles, these machines
All told, the TlOOO is extremely
are pretty good.
tempting and definitely preferable to the
There are some problems. On my last smaller laptops. In my judgment, the real
trip, I took copies of Strategy ofTechnol battle of the laptops is between the Tl 000
ogy, Prince of Mercenaries, and a new and the SupersPort. (A number of other
book Larry Niven and I are working on laptops have hard disk drives, but the Su
called A Labor of Moles. I had them all persPort's batteries-provided you deep
on the SupersPort's hard disk, and I discharge them at regular intervals-last
managed to get some work done on each over 3 hours, which is a good bit longer
of them. I couldn't have done that with than any other machine I've tested or
the PC-8201. While Traveling Soft even heard of.)
ware's LapDOS will let you couple a bat
I haven't really made up my mind on
tery-powered 3Yz-inch floppy disk drive which to take on trips. When I'm hump
to a PC-8201 or TRS-100, it's quite ing baggage through airports, I swear I'll
slow; changing from book to book would never carry the SupersPort again; but
not have been so easy.
when I actually sit down on the plane or
On the other hand, it would have been in my hotel room, I'm mighty glad I have
possible. There are still situations where the full machine.
the TRS-100 and the PC-8201 make a lot
Usually what happens is that the night
of sense, especially if they're jazzed up before a trip I dither, and finally decide
with some items from Traveling Soft to carry the SupersPort. Then I mutter
ware's catalog: a spelling checker in curses at it in airports.
ROM, a way to add a megabyte of mem
There are several reasons for that
ory to the TRS-100, and programs to choice. First, I sometimes do program
squirt text from the laptop to a DOS ma ming on trips; and since I can't carry the
chine. Given the light weight and low reference documents, it's important to
price, the older laptops aren't dead yet.
have all the help files instantly available
The next step up is the Toshiba TlOOO. on the SupersPort's hard disk. I have to
This little gem has DOS in ROM (alas,
continued

''TOPSPEED EARNS A
STANDING OVATION!'
- Kent Porter, Dr. Dobbs Journal
TopSpeed's seamlessly integrated
environment.

VID (Visual lmeractive Debugger):
power without comple.tif}~
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secs

I

I
Sieve benchmark measured by the
British Standards Institution (BSl)
25 iterations on an BMHz AT.

Compiler Kit $99.95
TechKit $59.95
YID $59.95
DOS 3-Pack $199.95
(Compiler, TechKit & VID)

" .. .TopSpeed is surely one of the
finest new products introduced to
date in the PC arena ...DDJ doesn't
give unqualified raves very often,
but there's no question about it in
this case;- JPl's TopSpeed Modula-2
is first-rate:·
Kent Porter
Dr. Dobbs Journal

"JP/ Modula-2 looks like another
classic in the making. It generates
code as good as or better than lead
ing C compilers and the program
ming environment is a genuine
pleasure to use'.'
Dick Pountain
BYTE Magazine
August '88, pg. 88JS-3
"I liked all ofthe hard-disk space
that was recovered ajier I deleted
my BORLAND, MICROSOF7; and
WGITECH compilers, because
with TopSpeed Modula-2 all the rest
are obsolete:·
Robert D. Randall
Donnelley Marketing
In England and Europe contact:
Jensen & Partners UK Ltd., 63 Clerkcnwell
Road, London ECIM 5NP. Phone: (01)253·4333.
Compiler Kit£59.95. TcchKit£34.95. VID
£34 .95. DOS 3-Pack £119.95
Handling charges: In UK please phone for
VAT am P&P. In Europe, add £6 for up to 3
producls, £2 foc each add'I product

The successor of Pascal: JPI TopSpeed™ Modula-2 produces
better code than Microsoft C, Turbo C, Logitech Modula-2
and Turbo Pascal 4.0.
·
Debug with VID: The easy-to-use, source-level debugger.
Single-step and trace through source in multiple modules.
Examine and modify all variables in symbolic form, includ
ing arrays, records, enumerated types and pointers. Point
and shoot breakpoints including "One-shot:' "Sticky:' "De
layed:' and "Monitor:' Watch both variables and Modula-2
expressions during execution. Automatic variable trace of all
variables accessed, and assembler, registers and procedure
call-stack trace windows. Package includes symbolic dis
assembler and execution profiler. 72-page manual.
The Compiler Kit includes: High-speed optimizing compiler (3,000-5,000
lines/min. on a PC AT 8MHz), integrated menu-driven environment with
multi-window/multi-file editor, automatic make, fast smart linker. All
Modula-2 sources to libraries included. BONUS: Complete high-speed win
dow management module included with source. 258-page User's Manual
and 190-page Language Tutorial.
The TechKitMincludes: Assembler source for start-up code and run-time library,
JP! TopSpeed Assembler (30,000 lines/min.), TSR module, communica
tions driver, PROM locator, dynamic overlays, and technical information.
72-page manual.
System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible, 384K available RAM, two
floppy drives (hard disk recommended).
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To O r de r:
In the US, call:

1-800-543-5202
In Canada, call:

1-800-543-8452
Or mail us your order with
a check, money order, or
VISA/MC information . 30
day unconditional money
back guarantee.
Shipping & handling charges:
In North America: add $5, plus $2
for each add' I product. CA residents
please add applicable sales tax.
Overseas: add $20, plus $8 for each
add' I product.

Jensen&
Partners
International

llOI San Antonio Rd.
Suite 301
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: (415)967-3200
TopSpeed and TcchKit are 'r.1d(:mt1.rl' of Jensen
& Partners lnterna1ional. Other brand and
producl names an: lrademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective hold(:n...
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helps save time, money, and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.
NEW Catalog!

New Discovery

Our nl'w. colorfol, completely updalcd calillog 1·is1; O\oet 7CXJ o f the most
popular, cutting-edge programmt.>r's tools, clearly org<>niT.cd into inluilivc
lunction calL>gon·cs. Complelc]y indexed by product and manufaclurcr
plus hclp(ul noh.>s o n every item lisled, comm:m queslions and answers.
Yours FREE when you call.

48 rcforencL'S on CO-ROM disk include Windows and OS/2 dcvek>pmcnt
kit m<inuals. Microsoft Pu.>ss books, most Microsoft language manu<l]s,

Micro:1oft P r ogr11mme r '• Libra ry

and 20 lloppics' worth of indexed sample code Indexed and cross·
i rcil!umccd. $:J29. Additional network nedes $59.

Debuggers

Assemblers
MS Macro Asm
Turbo Assembler/ Debugger
Visible Computer 80286

List
150
150
100

Ours
105
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89

AZTEC C86 - Commercial
High C-286 - by MetaWare
Lattice C - V3 .3
Microsofl C 5.1 - w/CodeView
Microsoft QuickC
Turbo C - by Borland
Watcom C6.5 - highly optimized

499
595
450
450
99
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295
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Call
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695
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275
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295
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395
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55
599
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529
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259
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369
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Dbase & Tools
CLEAR+ for dBASE
Clipper Summer '87
dBASE JV
<lBRIEF w/BRIEF
dBug - source debugger
Oocumentor
DBXL Interpreter
FoxBASE+ - V2 .1
FoxTool Box
Genifer - code generator
R&R Relational Report
R&R Clipper & FoxBASE
Quicksilver Diamond
UI Programmer

Periscope II - breakout switch
Periscop~ IO MHz version
BRIEF
COMPEDITOR

Ed ix
Epsilon - like EMACS
KEDIT - like XEDIT. V4
Personal Rexx
ME Macro Editor - Source
MKS VJ
EDT + 4.0 - like VAX EDT on PC
SPF/PC - V2.0
Vedit Plus

Lisi
175
1395

Ours
139
1129
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175
195
195
150
125
189
75
295
245
185

Call
165
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159
129
109
159
69
269
189
135

295
495
119
295
129
225
295

Call
Call
109
229
99
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265

Text Screen Addons
C Worthy w/forms
wilh source
Curses - by Aspen Scientific
Greenleaf DataWindows
PowerScreens - by Blaise
Vitamin C - source, menus
Windows for Data

Note: Mention this ad. Some prices are s pecials. Ask about
COD and POs. Fo n na ts 3 11 laptop now a vaila ble. plus 200
o thers. UPS surface shipping add $3/per normal item. All
prices subject to change with out notice.

Established 1983. We carry over I, 100 different producls. Call today for complete technical
information and advice. our catalog. literature. and solid ualue.
~ >B

Poml P.uk lfo0<1d
11111!,lh.un. MA 0211'1:1
M,1)~ ll00'142Kll70
nr hl7 74112'>111 1 l/Xll
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800-421-8006
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;'PEOin:ttod ceslheir new 525 external floppy drive subsystem 
...__....__,,,_e 5 25 'data with your 3.5" fonnat laptop computer. The
im~ to setup, easy to use, and supports a wide variety
ktop stems.
rmation on the 525 subsystem write or call:

800-333-5155
t~tl

WELTEC digital, inc.

17981 Sky Park Circle, Suite M, Irvine, CA 92714
Phone: 714-250-1959 •Telex: 3728057 •FAX: 714-250-1964
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confess, though, I do less and less pro
gramming all the time.
Second, it's very nice to have several
books all instantly available. The Su
persPort does really rapid disk accesses,
making it simple to switch from one
chapter to another, or even from one
book to another. Whether that's suffi
ciently convenient to warrant making me
a beast of burden is another matter.
The latest reason I put up with the Su
persPort's weight is Symantec's Grand
View. This program is so neat I can't see
how I ever lived without it. It's actually
worth humping baggage to have it.
GrandView is the logical successor to
ThinkTank: an outline processor with a
good text editor. The editor is really
good enough to write columns with-I
know at least one colUmnist who uses
nothing else-and since GrandView has
·the capability for multiple windows, I
can do about half my trip work without
ever leaving it. GrandView, alas, really
needs a hard disk.
There's one more possibility I haven't
tried: the T 1000 with the additional
768K-byte RAM disk. I'm told that
GrandView operates very well with a
RAM disk. That could make the Tl 000 a
really powerful contender, and it would
be a great deal lighter than the Super
sPort. We'll see. I suspect, though, that
when all the tests are over, I'll still be
lugging the SupersPort and muttering
curses .
Game Designs
I came back from Washington, DC, with
a sore throat that soon developed into. a
cold and went from there to a full case of
the flu. I'm basically pretty healthy
megavitamins seem to help keep my im
mune system in good shape-but even so,
I was sick enough that I didn't much feel
like working. The upshot was that I spent
a few days mucking about with new com
puter games.
They ' re getting pretty good. Some,
like Wall Street Raider, are educational
to boot: Raider is a detailed simulation of
corporate finance. Playing one against
the computer isn't a lot of fun-the com
puter isn't too sophisticated-but if you
get three other people, you can really
learn something about stocks, mergers,
takeovers, and the general world of fi
nance, and have a whacking good time in
the bargain.
However, it's no game to play when
you 're nursing a cold. I've found by and
large that when the flu gets you, the best
thing to do (other than go to bed, which
is boring) is to go conquer something.
continued
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible
computers. I The CSS optimized user interface with fast
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelli
gence; even complex analyses require only a few keystrokes
(batch processing is also supported). I CSS features compre
hensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics,

MuUi-way frequency tables, Nonparametric statistics,
Exploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple
regression methods, mneseriesanalysiswith modeling and
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVAIANCOVAI
MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Multidi
mensional scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear
analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logit/
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure
Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis,
and much more. I All statistical procedures are integrated

..

with fast data base management and instant, presentation
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters
and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). I All
CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrollsheets™
(i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll
sheet TM can be instantly converted into a variety of
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheets™ can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared,
plotted, printed,or saved. I The flexibility of the CSS input/
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent
interface (read/write) to all common file formats(Lotus, Sym
phony, dBll, dBIII +, DIF, SYLK, ... )and special utilities to
easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I CSS data files can be as large as
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming
soon. I CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common
precision benchmarks. I 1echnical note: The CSS user
inl£rjace and all UO were written in Assembler and ~

DOS; graphics and data management were written in
Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were
written in Assembler and optimized Fortran. I $495 (plus
$5 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee.
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Auto-Tracking
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1024 x 800 pixels (maximum)

Diamond Sun 20l
Auto-Tra~n~

Up to 1280x1024 pixels
Actual unretouched screen images
Monitors shown with optional bases
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One of the more fascinating war games
is Empire. This is a PC (IBM, Atari, and
Amiga) version of the game that Walter
Bright wrote for big minicomputers . It
was ported over by Mark Baldwin. Stra
tegicConquest(Macintosh only; a Mac II
version has been announced, but I've
never seen it) is pretty directly based on
the old Empire, and it was published be
fore Baldwin got Empire converted to
PCs.
Empire is published by Interstel. They
also do Star Fleet One and have an
nounced but never shipped Star Fleet
Two. Presumably because they began as
a space-war-oriented company, they've
surrounded Empire with a fairly silly
scenario shell, something about being
dropped onto a planet with a single army
and the mission of conquering the whole
place. All of that is about as silly as the
game 's box cover: a drawing of an over
dressed chap who looks to be under 20
and has enough gold braid and medals to
make any generalissimo proud. More to
the point is the warning printed in the
manual: "Empire has been known to be
addictive. Typical battles can take sev
eral hours to resolve. Interstel assumes
114
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no responsibility for lost productivity on
the part ofthe players."
The odd part is that they're right. Em
pire is an addictive game, and I've been
wondering why.
First, the game is easy to play. Just
take the mouse and use it to indicate
where your troops should go. If you want
to start a battle, try to move where an
enemy force is.
Second, it goes in tiny increments. It's
easy to make just one more move; and al
though there are a lot of units, you can
give them general orders-such as go this
way until you find something, or sit here
and wait for something to happen-so
you don't have to fool with each unit in
each turn.
Third, the conflicts are resolved in
stantly: you attack, and you find out what
happens. Then you move another unit.
As with point two, this leaves no clear
stopping point. It's always tempting to
make just one more move and see what
that does.
Fourth, the user interface is intuitive.
It's not as good as I'd like. The mouse
response can sometimes be annoying.
I've sent Baldwin suggestions for new

ways to display needed information. Still
it's more than adequate for the job.
Fifth, the game isn't easy to win, but
you probably will. The enemy isn't en
tirely predictable. He can surprise you,
and of course you never know what the
world map looks like until you've con
quered, or at least explored, the territory.
Summing it all up, Empire tempts you
to play just a little longer and find out
what's going to happen next.
Another series of computer war games
is based on the old board game Stellar
Conquest. Reach for the Stars, which has
been the game of the month here a couple
of times, is certainly the best imple
mented of these; alas, it's available only
for the Mac, which is probably not a
coincidence since it's the Mac interface
that makes it so easy to play. Stellar Cru
sade is another; this one is available for
the Atari ST and the IBM PC (and prob
ably some other machines). The user in
terface isn't anywhere near as nice as that
of Reach for the Stars, but Stellar Cru
sade does try some innovations.
The one I've spent the last 2 days
mucking about with is Anacreon, which
is published by an outfit called TMA
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(undoubtedly the author, George Moro
misato, in another guise). The manual is
thick and informative and full of good
ideas, but, alas, doesn't give the address
of the company! That's actually not sur
prising: the whole game is filled with ex
cellent ideas, mostly well implemented,
and then spoiled by inattention to some
vital detail.
I am about to be more critical of Anac
reon than the game deserves; most of its
sins are committed by one or another
start-up software publisher, and indeed,
it's their very generality that tempts me
to discuss them . Then, too, I've just
spent the last 2 days (and nights) playing
this thing , so I've given it a lot of
. thought. Incidentally, you should note
that I have been playing the game. True,
it was mostly a way to be distracted from
my flu, but I've got plenty of other games
here, or for that matter there are a lot of
new science fiction novels I haven't read.
It says a lot for Anacreon that although it
was pretty frustrating at the beginning, I
did keep at it.
Anacreon (the name is based on one of
the barbarian kingdoms in Isaac Asi
mov's Foundation series), like all the

Stellar Conquest derivatives, is a kind of
super Hammurabi, with provision for
rather simple combat thrown in. Ham
murabi, for those who came late into the
computer revolution, is one of those early
BASIC games that appeared early on,
just after the MITS Altair computer
came on the market.
Half the people I know wrote a Ham
murabi program back in the 1970s; for
many, it was the first program they ' d
ever written in their lives. It was a game
of allocation of resources. How much
wheat do you feed the peasants as op
posed to how much to save as seed com?
Do you borrow money from Gonzor the
Toothless (who wants exorbitant interest)
or neglect to buy a new grindstone? And
so forth . The Stellar Conquest deriva
tives are much more sophisticated now,
but they still require you to make eco
nomic decisions.
This is all right when you're working
with half a dozen planets, but after the
game gets going and you have 40 or so
places to worry about, it becomes tedious
in the extreme. Anacreon tries to handle
this in a fairly novel way: you don' t issue
detailed orders to your planets, you des

ignate what that planet will concentrate
on making. After that, it will take care of
itself, notifying you if it's out of some
raw material it needs.
So far, so good; but once again , after
30 or 40 turns, you are bogged down in
details. Stellar Conquest games all have
the feature that the only way to win is to
build enormous fleets ; but since your
empire is scattered all to heck and gone,
you get tiny forces on each planet. Then
comes the task of concentrating those
and very few of the silly games have any
automatic provision for doing it!
Empire solves much the same problem
by letting you set flight paths: aircraft
produced by rear-area cities can be auto
matically sent to some convenient for
ward area without your having to notice
them. Stellar Conquest games desper
ately need that kind of feature: a ·way to
order a planet to send each type of force it
produces to some designated place or
places (there are several kinds of war
ships, and you generally don't want to
mix them in one fleet), and keep doing
that until further notice.
Now since the need for this feature is
continued
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so obvious, and so few games of this kind
have it, one wonders why this happens;
and I suspect it's because the game de
signer has long since stopped playing the
game to its conclusion-and may well be
sick of it. In any event, the designer is
"testing" it rather than playing it. This
probably happens to designers of other
types of software as well: it's "tested"
but not used, so that each individual fea
ture works fairly well, but crying needs
that don't arise until things get compli-

catedjust aren't seen.
coordinates. The routine in question
Anacreon's next problem is in the user allows, among other things, the naming
interface. While portions of this are of the planets-which must be identified
quite good, some are just annoying!y__ . by their numerical coordinates before
buggy, and much of it is incomplete. you can name them. Since I can't recall
Bugs include one routine in which the all those numbers, I have to look at the
system will accept a character input; but screen map to see what the coordinates
if you insert a number, it gives an error are-and doing that triggers the bug.
message and makes you start over (after This is a trivial bug, but it's annoying,
which it accepts the number it previously and I do wonder why it wasn't fixed.
rejected) . You can designate planets
However, fixing that bug isn't what's
either by their names or their numerical really needed. What Anacreon really
------------------------------~ needs is a way to let you point and shoot:
use either the mouse or the cursor keys to
designate which of the doggone planets
you're trying to name, or go to, or attack.
Anacreon was written in Turbo Pascal
4.0, and about half the game inputs can
be done with menu bars and the cursor
keys; the other (and most often used) in
puts have to be laboriously typed in, even
though right there on your screen is a list
of the iterns you have to type in. It's clear
that Anacreon, again like a lot of self
published software, was rushed into pro
You'll write better Turbo Pascal 5.0 programs easier and faster
duction before it was really finished.
using the powerful analytical tools of Turbo Analyst 5.0. You get
One wonders why this should be so.
an integrated development environment with • Pascal
Start-up companies are at a horrible dis
advantage. They have no advertising
Formatter • Cross Referencer • Program Indexe1
budgets, no mailing lists, no word-of
• Program Lister • Execution Profiler • Includes
mouth reputation. They're a bit like be
complete source code. + a new execution timer!
ginning actors.
Charlton Heston once told me that get
ii Turbo Analyst...a valuable tool for every Turbo
ting
ahead in acting was more a matter of
Pascal programmer. The Program Structure Analyzer ...
luck than talent and skill; but then he
a timesaver. The integrated environment...impressive."
hastily amended that. "What I meant,"
Namir Shammas, Turbo Tech Report, July I Aug. 198E
he said, "was that there are a lot of skill
ful and talented people out there, far
Turbo Analyst 5.0 is only $99.
more than the industry can absorb, so
that it takes luck, at least one good break,
Now with data
to rise above the crowd. However, if you
entry screens!
haven't done your homework and devel
Turbo Professional 5.0 is a library of more than 500 state-of-the-art
oped your skills, one good break won't
do you any good because you won't be
routines optimized for Turbo Pascal 5.0. It includes complete
able to exploit it."
source code, comprehensive documentation, and
It seems to me that software start-ups
powerful and useful demo programs. You get
are in the same position. There are a lot
• TSR management •Menu, window, and data
of good programmers out there. A lot of
entry routines • BCD • Large arrays and more.
them have good ideas. Many of them go
on to develop their ideas, and a surpris
ii Turbo Professional...a superbly crafted toolbox...
ingly large number then try to publish
[makes] the hard stuff so easy."
their stuff. I must get 100 such attempts
Kent Porter, Dr. Dobb's Journal, April 1988
each month, and I probably don't get
them all. I look at perhaps 10 of those,
Turbo Professional 5.0 is only $125.
and I'll be the first to admit that luck has
a lot to do with it. A good cover letter ex
Call toll free for credit card orders.
plaining just why this is different from
1-800-538-8157 ext. 830 0 -800-672-3470 ext 830 in CA)
all the "yet anothers" helps a lot, but in
For upgrade or other information, call 408-438-8608.
the last analysis, I look at stuff by whim.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30
Since there is so much unexamined
T w boPowcr Software
jays. Turbo Pascal 4.0 QI 5.0 is required, Shipping & taxes
P.O. Box 66747
software lying around Chaos Manor, I'm
?repaid in U.S. & Canada. Elsewhere add $15 per unit
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-0747
not going to spend a lot of time with any
thing that's confusing, or contains an
noying bugs disguised as features. I've

Write Better

Turbo;J\\Programs...
~

OrlliurMoney Back

ALibrary of Essential Routines

continued
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Circle 281 on Reader Service Card

STOP
and compare our
and prices!
quali~

Owr 5f~4We ]Mir Op+im#-. ..

42+ Meg 12 MHz 286
EGA Color System $1850
•Samsung 14" EGA Color Monitor
• 12 MHz PC-AT Computer
• Baby AT Case with Key Lock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive LEDs
• Everex Enhanced Auto Switch EGA Card 640 x 480
• Intel 80286 CPU
• Multi-speed 6/8/10/12 MHz
• Keytronics 101 Enhanced Keyboard
• 640k Memory Expandable to 1 Meg
• 200 Watt Power Supply
•Seagate Model ST251 42+ Meg Hard Disk Drive
• 5V4'' 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
• Western Digital 2 Hard Disk and 2 Floppy Controller with Cables
• Serial/Parallel & Game Port
• 80287 Math Co-Processor Slot
• Complete Operations Manual
• One Year Warranty
With EGA Multisync (Analog) 800 x 560 .... . ........... $2045
With Monochrome + 40 Meg (ST-251) ............... . . $1495

42+ Meg 16 MHz 286
EGA Color System

$2250

Same System as Above with the Following Differences:
• Running at 21 MHz
• 0 Wait State
• 16 MHz PC-AT Computer
•Multi-speed 8/16 MHz
• Landmark Test of 21 MHz
• 1 Meg Memory Expandable to 8 Meg on the Motherboard
With EGA Multisync (Analog) 800 x 560 ..... . . ..... . $2445
With Monochrome+ 40 Meg (ST-251) ... .. ........ . $1895

0053.3-$79
DOS 4.0 - $109

286 16 MHz 0 Walt State Running at 21.0 MHz

42+ Meg 20 MHz 386
EGA Color System

$2995

•Samsung 14" EGA Color Monitor
• 20 MHz 0 Wait State Computer
• Everex Enhanced Auto Switch EGA Card 640 x 480
• AT Case with Key Lock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive LEDs
(Tower Case available)
• Intel 386-20 CPU (not a 386-16)
• Keytronics 101 Enhanced Keyboard
• 1 Meg Memory
• 220 Watt Power Supply
•Seagate Model ST251 42+ Meg Hard Disk Drive
• 5W' 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
•Western Digital 2 Hard Disk and 2 Floppy Controller with Cables
• Serial/Parallel & Game Ports
• Math Co-Processor Slot
• Complete Operations Manual
• One Year Warranty
With 386-20 MHz EGA Multisync (Analog) 800 x 560 .... $3190

J; Order, (df

ALL SYSTEMS ALSO
AVAILABLE WITH VGA

1--214--931--3777
ieee, inc.

17120 DALLAS PARKWAY. SUITE 212. DALLAS, TEXAS 75248

TERMS: One year warranty ( 12 months parts/12 months labor). 30daymoney·back guarantee (excluding shipping charge). We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover
(add 3% for credit cards), cashier's check, money order, wire transfer and personal checks (personal checks, please allow 10 working days to clear). Shipping and insurance
extra. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. IEEE reserves the right to substitute equivalent or better products. No COD's accepted. 15% restocking fee on
unauthorized returns. IBM XT/AT are trademarks of IBM Corporation. HOURS: (Central Time) 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.
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Circle 255 on &ader Service Card

'!!!!!'$ •
w/20MBHDD

••

: 20M~~~LggTEM. __
I • 80286-12 (12/6) CPU
(EXPANDABLE TO 640K, 1 MEG
• TURBO SPEED & RESET BUTTON
I • 512K
2 MEG, 4 MEG ON THE CPU - EXT. OR EMS) e 200W POWER SUPPLY
20MB HOD (ST-225)
• 1.2 MB FOO
• 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
I •• CONTROLLER
(2 FDD;2 HOD)
e 6-16 BIT, 2-8 BIT SLOTS
I •EGA CARD w/AUTO SWITCH
• 80287 MATH SOCKET
I • 14' EGA COLOR MONITOR
e OS/2 COMPATIBLE
- w/TILT & SWIVEL BASE
• NORTON V3 SI - TESTED 15.3
I • SERIAL, PARALLEL PORT
CHOICE OF CABINET
I • CLOCK CALENDAR
* FULL (21 'W x 16.5'L x 6'H)
w/BATTERY BACKUP
*COMPACT (14.S"W x 16' L x 7"'1
I
40 MB
40 MB
80MB
I 2 MHz ZWS SYS 51~~5 ~~s> ST-251
(40MS) ST-251 -1(28MS
I
$1595.
$1760.
$1860. $2050.
EGA SYS
I
~1001:;
~?no1
VGA SYS
~1DJ.n
I
$2285.

I

•

I

I

•
•
•
•
•

8088-2 8 MHz CPU w/640K RAM
20MB HOD w/CONTROLLER
360KB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
MONO G CARD (720 x 348 RES)
12· TTL AMBER MONITOR
e SERIAL, PARALLEL, CLOCK CALENDAR
• IOI .ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• FRONT RESET SWITCH
e POWER, TURBO LED

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J,~,!.~tF..
w/40MBHDD
e 32 BIT 80386-16 (20 MHz OPTION)
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said all this before; and since being con
sidered for review in a BYTE column is
the equivalent of the actor's one lucky
break, you'd think a software author
would take a lot of care to see that the
product is as solid as possible.
Alas, most of it is likely to be like
Anacreon: pretty good if you 're willing
to spend time mastering it, but hard to get
into if you 're not an enthusiast.
More examples. Item: The game's Op
tions menu lets you enable or disable the
Pause feature. This is important, be
cause the game has a time clock running,
and since each move can take half an
hour or so, and few of us are immune to
dinner announcements, telephone calls,
and other distractions, you really must be
able to halt that clock while doing some
thing else. Alas, it is nowhere explained
how to do that. The thick manual has an
index, but no entry for Pause.
Item: you can save the game only after
you have completed a move. Moves take a
long time, espetially when you're first
learning the game, and particularly dur
ing some of the economic phases when
you have to collect fleets and send them
after raw materials to be delivered to fac
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tory worlds (once again, there is no
"automatically trade these materials be
tween these planets" command).
Here you've invested 15 minutes of
time making moves and getting every
thing set, you need to look something up

S tart-ups
aren't the only ones
who can manage to do
things goofy.
in the manual, and the phone rings. The
game clock ticks on inexorably (it up
dates itself from the syst~m clock, so that
even if you use DESQview and stop the
thing from running in the background,
you can't stop that damned clock). You
can't save, )Ull can't pause, and if you
move hastily, you'll probably blow the

I
I
I
I
I
I

• I MEG RAM (SONS)
• 40MB HOD
• 1.2MB FOO
• 200W POWER SUPPLY W/DESKTOP CASE
e MONO G CARD w/14' TTL FLAT MONITOR
• SERIAL, PARALLEL, CLOCK CALENDAR
• 32KB (4-8 SRAMs) CACHE MEMORY
• 1-32 BIT (MEMORY), 5-16 BIT &
2-8 BIT SLOTS
•RELOCATABLE EGA & BIOS TO RAM
•

game. What do you do? Even if you
know the secret to Pause, you 're still in
trouble.
If you 're the game developer or one of
his close friends, you don't have that
problem; you know what you're doing.
Besides, you 're probably no longer play
ing the game, you 're just "testing" it.
I could go on, but surely the point is
made? I get a lot of software like that,
and not just games. Anacreon got several
lucky breaks.· If it hadn't been for the
flu, and my particular interest in stellar
empires in general and Isaac Asimov's
Foundation in particular, I'd never have
got past its bugs; Anacreon would have
ended up with its disks scrubbed and the
manual in the Notre Dame paper drive,
which would be too bad, because it's
really a darned good implementation of
the Stellar Conquest idea.
Incidentally, start-ups aren't the only
ones who can manage to do things goofy.
Interstel, publisher of two of my favorite
games, has put out a thing called First
Expedition, which manages faithfully to
simulate all the long boring aspects of
sailing: they make you sit there and steer
continued

you see here.
Big power
for smaller systems.
Little Board/286 is the newest
member ofour family ofMS-DOS
compatible Single Board Systems. It gives
you the power ofan AT in the cubic inches
ofahalfheight 5 1/4" disk drive. It requires
no backplane. It's a complete AT-compat
ible system that's functionally equivalent to
the 5-board system above. But, in less than
6% ofthe volume. It runs all AT software.
And its low-power requirement means
high reliability and great performance in
harsh environments.
Ideal for embedded & dedicated
applications. The low power and tiny
form factor of Little Board/286 are perfect
for embedded microcomputer applica
tions: data acquisition, controllers,
portable instruments, telecommunica
tions, diskless workstations, POS terminals
... virtually anywhere that small size and
complete AT hardware and software
compatibility are an advantage.

THE AMPRO LlrTLE BOARD™/186
Compare features.
Both systems offer:
• 12MllzCPU
• 512Kor IMbyteon
boardDRAM
• 80287 math co-processor
option
• Full set of AT-compatible
controllers
• 2 RS232C ports
• Parallel printer port
• Floppy disk controller
• EGA/CGA/MDA/llercules
video options
• AT-compatible bus
expansion
• Awide range of
expansion options
• IBM-compatible Award
ROM BIOS
But only Little
Board/286 offers:
• 5.75'" x8'" form factor

• EGA/CGA/MDA/llercules
on a daughterboard with
no increase in volume
• SCSI bus support for a
wide variety of devices:
Ilard disk to bubble drives
• On-board IKbit serial
EPROM. 512 bits available
forOEMs
• 1\vo byte-wide sockets
for EPROM/RAM/
NOVRAM expansion
(usable as on-board solid
statedisk)
• Singlevoltage operation
(+5 VDC oniy)
• Less than IOW power
consumption
• 0·60°Coperatingrange
Tradcm:uk..~: AT& PC-mM

Corp.;
Ucrcules-llcrrules Comp. Tech .,
Inc.: MS-DOS-Microsoft Corp.;
Uule Board- Ampro Com puters, Inc.

Better answers for OEMs.
Little Board/286 is not only a smaller
answer, it's a better answer ... offering
the packaging flexibility, reliability, low
power consumption and 1/0 capabilities
OEMs need ... at a very attractive price.
And like all Ampro Little Board products,
Little Board/286 is available through
representatives nationwide, and world
wide. For more information and the name
ofyour nearest Rep, call us today at the
number below. Or, write for Ampro Little
Board/286 product literature.

408·
734·1800
Fax: 408-734-2939 TLX: 4940302
~1::::1=-:::I

COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED

1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Reps: Australia-61 3 720-3298; Belgium-32 87 46.90.12; Canada- (604) 438-0028; Denmark- 45 3 66 20 20; Finland-358 O 585-322; France- 331 4502-1800; Germany, West - 49 89 61 1-6 151 ;
lsrael-972-3 49-16-95; llaly-39 6 811 -9406; Japan-81 3 257-2630; Spain-34 3 204-2099; Sweden-46 88 55-00-65; Switzertand-4 1 1 740-41-05; Untted Kingdom- 44 2 964-35511 ; USA, contact AMPRO.
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for long minutes in real time while abso
lutely nothing happens on-screen. I can't
imagine that anyone at the company ever
played this turkey.
The moral of this is left as an exercise
to the reader, particularly those of you
who want to publish your own software.

Note on Turbo Pascal
Anacreon was written in Turbo Pascal
4.0. It's a good example ofjust how com
plex a program you can write in Pascal. It
also stretches the ·limits of a 512K-byte
machine. The author has recently up
dated to Turbo Pascal 5. 0 and reports
that although it's not a real problem, he is
having some difficulty getting his big
program and the debugger going at the
same time; its pure size limits are the
root of the problem.
Fortunately, Borland's new Turbo
Debugger can be run on an external ma
chine, meaning that you can have the de
bugger in one PCompatible (it can even
be an old PClone) connected to your AT
with a serial cable, and run your program
on the large machine. This not only saves
memory, but often you can find out a lot
from crashes, since you haven't crashed
the machine doing the debugging.
Turbo Pascal 5.0 also allows overlays
in expanded memory, which is another
neat solution to the memory limits of
most machines.
It has a great tutorial, and there are
scads of Turbo Pascal toolkits, not only
Borland's but many developed by third
parties. I am more and more becoming
convinced that Turbo Pascal is the pro
gramming language of choice for people
who are more interested in what they
want the machine to do than in how to
make that happen. Turbo Pascal may be
neither as elegant nor as portable as C,
but it's sure less obscure. I think it may
well be the language for the rest of us.

Power Point
The Mac II isn't indispensable, but it's
getting close. I still don't use it to write
books or to do taxes, or indeed any of the
day-to-day stuff, but I could. While I was
in Washington, I went to Tom Clancy's
house for lunch, and there sat his little
Mac Plus, which is still the only com
puter he has for both writing and data
base organization. I couldn't write books
on the small Mac because I can't see that
small screen well enough, but I can see
the Mac II just fine-and clearly if Tom
Clancy can tum out his blockbusters on a
Mac Plus, I ought to be able to do it with a
II, especially since I have a Plus net
worked into the system as well.
It's partly out of habit that I don't con
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centrate on the Mac II and say to heck
with everything else. There's also soft
ware familiarity: I've got used to PCom
patibles, and there really is a lot more in
teresting software for PCs than for the
Mac. Finally, while MultiFinder doesn't
work very well yet, DESQview on a big
80386 machine certainly does, and I've
got very used to being able to pop from
my word processor to my database, then
over to the modem, then into GrandView
fornotes ....
On the other hand, even though I don't
use it every day, I'd really hate to give up
the Mac II. When we do use it, nothing
else will do the job half so well.

Ewn

though I don 't use it
every day, I'd really
hate to give up the
Macintosh II.
Microsoft's Power Point is a good ex
ample of that. This is a program that lets
you organize presentation materials. Yoo
can make briefing charts, organization
charts, color pictures and maps, and just
whole bunches of other stuff, in black
and white or in color. To get color pic
tures from the Mac II's screen onto a pro
jector, you can either get an electronic
slide maker or do what we do and shoot
the picture with Datacam and use photo
graphic methods. Black and white prints
out nicely on the LaserWriter IINTX, of
course: if you want ViewGraphs, you
print on acetate.
I've only got started with Power Point.
As with most modern Macintosh pro
grams, it's easier to use than to talk about
it; you just sort of noodle around doing
what seems obvious, and after a while it
clicks.
Of course, you can also read the man
ual. Power Point's manual is extraordi
narily complete, with lots of color illus
trations. Much of it consists of descrip
tions of what the program can)lo; these
are followed by copious examples, in
clear and precise language. This is get
ting close to the model of what a good
manual should be. It's also supplemented
by pamphlet-format quick reference and
template guides. It's this kind of quality

that makes it difficult for small outfits to
compete with the Redmond giant.
I could run on at length about Power
Point, but I won't; I'll just say that if
you 're in the business of putting on brief
ings and otherwise making presenta
tions, you might want to seriously con
template getting a Mac II just so you can
use this program; it's that good. Highly
recommended.

MacSpin
People generally aren't interested in sta
tistics. I suppose I am more than most be
cause back when I was in graduate school
in psychology, Dr. Aaron Paul Horst in
sisted that his students go over to the
math department and really learn the
calculus of probabilities rather than fak
ing it by taking "Statistics for Social Sci
entists." I can't say I had fun doing that,
but the course was worth the effort.
That was just before John Tukey and
his students effectively revolutionized
the field of statistics. Tukey insisted that
you needed more than mathematical
models to understand data; that you
ought to play about with it, manipulate it,
examine it in different ways, rather than
mechanically crank out an analysis of
variance that would produce a table of
"significant" differences without giving
much hint ofwhat that meant.
Tukey and others seized upon early
developments in computer graphics to
make their case and developed novel
ways to look at clouds of data points. The
programs ran on a computer system that
cost the equivalent of a half million 1988
dollars.
MacSpin was written by several ofTu
key's graduate students, and it does on a
Macintosh what his · original programs
did on Stanford's large and expensive
system back in the 1970s. I was much im
pressed with version 1 of this program
when it came out several years ago; I'm
even more impressed with version 2.
Who needs MacSpin? Actually, al
most anyone with a Mac will find it inter
esting. The program comes with a bunch
of data sets, all of them rather fascinat
ing. One is a plot of the known galaxies.
When you first put it up on the screen it
makes little sense, but then as you rotate
the image, you see big holes and gaps.
Why should that be? Then you see the
pattern and realize that it's the Milky
Way.
Other canned data sets include hospi
tals and livability of cities. Use these to
get a feel for what the program can do; by
then, you may have thought of other
things to examine. I'm aboutto put in the
continued

THE "DESKTOP
PRESENTER PACK"

Everything you need for creating and
giving presentations with your PC.
Now, you can make impressive, professional
quality, full-color presentations of any kind right
at your desk with The DESKTOP PRESENTER
PACK.
Everything you need is included: Colormetric®
a high resolution graphics card for your PC,
Picturelt ™ business graphics software, and
PCPrintmaker® desktop printing software.
With The DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK
you will turn your personal computer into a full
capability workstation for creating professional-

quality presentations quickly and easily. Then
use your PC to give a video presentation in
1000.colors.
Or make high resolution slides, overhead
transparencies or hardcopy all in full-color by
simply plugging in a SlideMaker® or color printer.
Buy the DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK and
make the best presentation of your career.

Call today 800-556-1234, ext. 234.
In Calif. 800-441-2345, ext. 234.

General Parametrics Corporation the makers of VideoShow
Berkeley, CA 415-524-3950
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Items Discussed
Anacreon .......................... $49.95
TMA
15 Whittier Rd
Natick, MA 01760
(508) 655-5823
Inquiry 1002.

MacSpin ......... ................ .... $300
D2 Software
P.O. Box 9546
Austin, TX 78766
(512) 482-8933
Inquiry 1006.

SupersPort 286 .................... $4999
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4800
Inquiry 1011.

Datacam
Polaroid ........... .......... $545-$595
35mm ....... .... ..... ....... $875-$925
Photographic Sciences Corp.
770 Basket Rd.
P.O. Box338
Webster, NY 14580
(716) 265-1600
Inquiry 1003.

OmniKey 102 ......................... $99
Northgate Computer Systems
2905 Northwest Blvd., Suite 250
Plymouth, MN 55441
(800) 328-8907
Inquiry 1007.

TlOOO................................ $1249
Toshiba America, Inc.
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-3000
Inquiry 1012.

Power Point .... ... ............ ..... ..$395
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 1008.

Turbo Pascal S.O ............... $149.95
Borland International
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Inquiry 1013.

Reach for the Stars.................. $40
Strategic Studies Group, Inc.
1747 Orleans Court
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 932-3019
Inquiry 1009.

Wall Street Raider .............. $39.95
Oasis Press
720 Hillview Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-9671
Inquiry 1014.

Empire .......... .......... ......... $49.95
Inters tel
P.O. Box 57825
Webster, TX 77598
(713) 486-4163
Inquiry 1004.
GrandView ........... ................$295
Symantec Corp.
Living Videotext Division
117 Easy St.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-6300
Inquiry 1005.

data on my books: sales, year published,
number of pages, cover price, with or
without coauthors, and everything else I
can think of, then see if anything inter
esting pops out. I've also got a couple of
other projects in mind.
The MacSpin documents indicate that
the program is copy-protected. Weary of
that, I used Copy II Mac to put it on my
hard disk and get it over with. I have
since discovered an undocumented fea
ture: although the documents don't say
so, its manufacturer, D2 Software, re
moved the copy protection from Mac
Spin some time ago.
MacSpin is an excellent program, par
ticularly if you're one of those unfortu
nate people who hate statistics but are al
ways having them thrown at you. A few
hours of hacking about with MacSpin
will teach you more about correlations
than you ever learned in "Educational
Statistics." Recommended.
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Stellar Crusade ....... ... ...... .. $49.95
Strategic Simulations
1046 North Rengstorff Ave .
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-1353
Inquiry 1010.

Northgate Keyboards
Did you like the feel of the old IBM PC
keyboard? The one that went "klik
klak!" (Sorry: we just went to opening
night of The Tales ofHoffmann. Placido
Domingo was !'uperb as usual. A new
Hoffmann libretto and arrangement
based on recently discovered Offenbach
notes, but that's another story.) Anyway,
ifyou liked that keyboard, you maybe in
terested in the Northgate OmniKey 102.
It has that feel, without the disastrous key
layout of the old IBM.
Indeed, the OmniKey 102 has about as
good a key layout as any I know, and the
feel is quite good. It has the function keys
in a group on the left (XT style), rather
than across the top. The Escape key is
where it belongs, the Backspace and Re
turn keys are oversize, and there are a
number of other interesting layout fea
tures .
I like this keyboard; whether I like it

more than my DataDesk keyboards is de
batable, but I sure do like the feel of the
OmniKey 102.
There's one real problem. Northgate
sent me four of those keyboards. Three
of them have the annoying habit of re
peating a letter sometimes (keyboard
bounce); one has a sticky 2 key that I
can't fix with silicon lubricant. I'm sure
these keyboards were just off the assem
bly line, and it may be they were part of a
bad batch; but sending me three mildly
defective keyboards out of four doesn't
argue well for their quality control.
Worse, people for whom I have a great
deal of respect tell me that trying to get
Northgate to honor a warranty is a very
difficult and time-consuming business;
they do it, but apparently their system is
swamped.
I have discovered that the keyboard
bounce happens only when the keyboard
continued
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MICROSOFT PC Works
SPECIAL$83
MICROSOFT PC Excel
SPECIAL $247

K!4REH=OUSE-.A~

Order Status,
Technical & Other
Info. (602) 246-2222
FAX#(602) 246-7805

PRODUCTS

Call on all Microsoft Mouses

Call for programs not listed

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
- HARDWARE -

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

Ace

Complete Brand Name Mono Computer System
w/Epson Printer
8088-10MHz .... ···············-······ ............•... .$1249
80286-12 MH; .............................. _.,_ ........ . .2369
'1TR.Tn~Rn w
2795

Copy 11 PC Delui
...... . . . $101
Curtis Ruby + ........... . . ... 69
Logical Connecti•
". 429
Mach Ill Joystick
. ".36
Masterpiece .
Masterpiece + ..
150 Watt Power E

Boards

AST
Rampage/2 ................... Call
Rampage 286 w/512K .. , • , , •• . $399
Rampage286 PLUSw,
Call
Sixpac Plus w/64K . ••.•• , .. , , , . 129

Languages
ACC
Dae Easy Acct.'3
w Price
Dae Easy Light . • ........... ... S39
Dae Easy Payroll
w Price
Dollars & Sense • .. • .. ~. • .. .. • Q4
In House Acct. ........ ..
Managing Your
OuickP.n . ••. , •••..••••.••.•••

Microsoft Pascal .............. $176
.. 59
Microsoft Quick Basic 4.0
Microsoft Quick C . • , • , •••••• , , • r ... 11
Ryan McFarlan Fort
Ryan McFarlan Cob
Turbo Basic .-•.. ·- ... . ....... .
TurboC2.0 . •
Turbo Pascal

Multi-User Software

Brooklyn Bridge Universal ....... S75

Fox Base + .................. S299
Microsoft Word . .. • .. • .
. 205
Word Perfect 5.0
.... 355

· Crosstalk MK4 .
. ... 110
Flying Dutchman • • • . .
. .. .. 64
PC Anywhere Ill . ....... , .... , , •• ""

EVEREX
2MBAbovePC/XTw/o Mem
3MB AboveATw/o Mem
ORCHID
Ram Quest Extra PS/2 .
INTEL
Above286w/512K . •.
Orchid Tinv Turbo ••

Turtm Prnlna

Gommurncat1on Programs

g~~~~;.l~'ifJ'i Plu~.:::::: : ::: •• . • 1~~

All Other AST Products

'Nnrrl PcirfPrl Mn

p~

_;lipper
............ S4K
Condor 3 .
.. . 325
Data Perfect . . • • •
' "W Price
DBase Ill Plus .............. .. . 375
DB-XL Oiamon
.. 115
.... 189
Fox Base Plus
Genifer • • • .
. ... 189
Paradox 2.0 Premium . . . . . . . . . . 435
Call
PFS: Pro File .
Powerbase ····-···· __ ,,, __ .. 169
Q&A3.0.
. .. 188
Quicksilver Diamor
. . . 329
... 460
Revelation Advanc•
A Base C"nr nil<:::
. 425
Reflex • ••
.. . 90
Relate!
... 112
VP Info
. 63 '

l
BoeingGraphi
.$200
Chartmaster . , • ............ . 199
' .. 148
Design Cad 2D B
Diagram Master
..... " .. ·- ... 199
.... 109
Easy Cad
. .... 49
Generic Cad . . .
In-A-Vision .••••
'' .. 270
225
MicrosoftO
NewsroomF
-·· ••••••••••••
i;c;
Printshop.

Ability Plus . . ............ ... S145
Enable .
. ... 352
Microsoft Works •• , , .. .. .. • • • . .. 83
. .. 79
PFS 1st Choice .
Smart System
. . 380
Svmohonv .. • ....... _... . . 465

Langu
Lattice C Compiler .
Microsoft C Compile
Microsoft Fortran Ve
Microsoft Macro Ass

. . S220
.. Call
.260
51 84

Microsoft Pro1ect .
Super Project Plus .
Timeline 3.0

s
Lotus 1-2-3 . .......... , •.••••
Microsoft PC
.247
Quattro
. '' . 143
.. 329
Surpass . .... , •••• ,, ••• ...
Pl~n PPrf~
.... Call
... 117
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Monitors
AMDEK
410 Air"-· ...... , •. , •••.••• , , ~14'
MAG~

. . Call
' 375
. . 289

Al/Other

NEC Pro

CoreFast. ................ ... 75
Copy II PC
... S19
... 39
Copywrite
Cubit ...... , , .......... ,,
Desqvie~
_ •••• _•.•. ,
Direct Ac
• • .. .....
Eur eka . ••.•... , _.••.•..•.
Fastback Plus • , •
. Call
Formtools .
. ... 56
. Call
Graph in the Be
Mace . ................... ..
Microsoft Windov
Norton Advancec •• , ......... , •••
Norton Utilities .
PC Tools Deluxe . , ••• , ••••••••••
Prokey 4.0 ..
QDOSll ..... .
Rightwriter .... , .............. .
Sidekick Plu'
Sideways
SQZPlus . .................... .
Superkey . ................. .
Lightning .
XTree.

.... Call

RGB . ...................... .
SIGMA
Laserview + i9" . ..... , . • . • . . .. Cal
SAMSUNG
FlatAmber .
TTL Amber w/tilt
Colorw/tilt •••••

Printers
CITIZEN
MSP40 . ................. . . $285
. 146
120D •••••••••
. 385
MSP50
EPSON
LQ500 .............. • . ....... 349
LQ850 .
.. ... 559
FX-850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
. Call
LASERS
Other Lasers • . • , , •••••• , , •• , r.~11
ASTTURBOP:: •..••••••.•••.
OKI DATA LASE
OKIDATA
OKI 320 . , ............... , . .... 359
. . .... 499
OKI 390.
PANASOI
. . 339
1124 • . • • •• • • .
1091 1-M
........... .... 189
STAR MIC
S
. 179
NX 1000 . ,
NX 1000 C
... 238

VGA/EGA Boards
AST VGA + (16 Bit) .
. .. $349
ATI EGA Wonder 800 . • , , •• , •• ,
Genoa Super EGA Hi-Res
.. . . 186
Orchid Designer VGA 800 • , , • . 249
Orchid Pro Designer
. 299
Paradise VGA Plu s •• , ,
.. 269
Paradise VG A Proff . .•.
Vega VGA ......
11/0th~rEl

Casper • , ............... .
Princeton Ultra Scan
Mitsubishi Diamond ~
NEC- Multisync II .
Zenith 14" Flat Scree1

Modems
AZ24001NTwio Soft ......... . S129
Everex 300 /1200 w I Soft . . ..... . 69
Everex 2400 EXT, Error C1 ...... 189
Hayes 1200E XTw/o soft .. ...... 299
Hayes 1200B INT w/ Soft ........ 289
Hayes 2400 EXT w/o Soft ........ 435
Migent Pocket Modem . . . . . . . . . 114
U.S. Robotics 2400 w/o Soft . . ... 335

Logitech .................. . . . $68
Microsoft
. 92
Mirrnc:.nft

Q?

FREE SOFTWARE!

Word Processing

Purchase over S100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE ! Purcha se·
over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three. or get all four disks when your
purchase is over ssoo1
1) MIXED BAG. 2) PC-WRITE. 3) FONT-SET. 4) DR. DATA LABEL.

Grammatic .
. ... S49
Microsoft Word 4.0 . • , , • • • • , • ,
Multimate Advantage
Q andA Write . , ......... .
Rightwriter • .. • • • , ••• , • , • . •
Webster Spellcheck . ••..
Word Perfect Ver. 5.0 . ••••.
Word Perfect Executive . ........ . 124
Word Perfect Library 2.0 .......... 65
Wordstar Pro 5.0.
. .... 239
Wordstar 2000 +
. .. 205

2727 West Glendale Ave.• Phoenix, AZ 85051
We do not guarantee compatibility

. ... $299

-=-

Hard Drives

\111<'1/\lr..

H:::i rv:i rrl Tnt::il Prn iPr.t

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS

. $529
. .. 659

Seagate ST-225 20 MB w/cont . . $255
Seagate ST-238 30 MB w/cont .... 28!
Seagate 40 MB AT 251-0
... 399
Seagate80MBAT
.... 575
Seagate ST-125 w/cont . .
. .. 3 H
SeaQate ST-138 w/cont . . ,
.. 395

. Call

EVEREX
286.10MHz,OWait . . . . . . . . S1149
.. 999
286, 10MHz, 1 Wait •••..•• '
286. 12.5MHz. 0 Wait .. ' ' .. ' . .. 1349
ACER
710w/oMonitor ................ Call
900 w/o Monitor
. ...... Call
SHARP
PC 4501 • • • • • .. .. • • . •
• .. $765
PC4502
. • , •• , • . Call
PC 4521 . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
. ... Call
AT&T
6286WGS
.. 1499
6300WGS • • • .. • • • •
. .... 899
6386 WGS. 40 MB HD.
. 2999
6386, 135 MB H.D . ... . . . ..... .. 4599
ZENITH
'
Super Sport 286/20MG .. . ...... Call
Super Sport 8088/2-Floppies
. Call
Super Sport 8088/20MG
.. .. Call
NEC
Multispeed-2 . •
. Call

7r

Project Manager
Data Base Managers

Hard Cards
Plus 20 MB.
Plus 40 MB . , .. , , •• , ••

TEAMS: Shipping mininmum is 55.00. AZ orders + 6.7% sales tax . Personal check/company check 
allow fourteen (t4) days to clear. We accept purchase orders from authorized institutions for 3.5% more
than cash price. All returns are subiect to our approval. There will be a 20% restock fee. Minimum phone
orderS50. All orices are su~ ' iectto chanoe. Due to coovrioht laws we cannot take back anv ooen software.

r(~~{;

- c ~_

I

No Charge for
MasterCard or Visa

Servicing our PC buyers with
low pricing and technical
experience since 1979.

Phone Hours:
Monday thru Friday 6:30 am-9:00 pm.
Saturday 9:00 am-5:00 pm MST.
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CHAOS MANOR

but in fact this is a darned good free
is used with a very fast 80386 machine; Winding Down
with normal AT and XT machines, you I'm out of space, and as usual there's an form database program, easy to learn
enormous pile of good stuff in the ready and easy to use, just the sort of thing the
will never see it.
line. Broderbund has a new Macintosh casual user needs; it hasn't yet got a per
For all that, I do like the darned key
manent DESQview window on my sys
board, and I have been oddly reluctant to HyperCard program called DTP Advi
tem, but by next month it may.
change it, even if every now and then I sor; it's a tutorial and management sys
There's Stephen Manes's Complete
have to correct "annnd" or "kkeeeeep." tem for people interested in desktop pub
The bounce doesn't happen very often, lishing, and you really can learn a lot by MCI Mail Handbook (Bantam, 1988). I
the spelling checker generally finds all using it There's askSam. I am getting find MCI Mail indispensable, but their
those cases anyway, and-and besides, I seriously annoyed at companies that use user manuals suck green turtles; Ban
guess I really do like to hear the keys go odd orthography for product names, and tam's new book is both an introduction
I often swear I will never review another, and a reference, and it's excellently
klik-klak!
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - . d o n e. There's also Que's new Hyper
Card Quick.~tart, an excellent tutorial to
getting started with Macintosh Hyper
Card: how to use it, and also how to au
thor your own card stacks. If you've been
I I
curious about what HyperCard is all
I I
I I
about, this is the book to get.
I I
I I
We've also got Gofer for the Mac.
I I
Gofer, forthosefewwhodon'tknow, is a
I I
I I
program that searches all over your hard
l:
A/P
disk to find files containing the stuff
: ' ···I Distribution
In voice Information
you've asked it to look for. It works intu
I
Other Text
I
Entered into
itively, it's very fast, and if you've got
I
(g)
I
Computer System
stuff scattered all over the place the way I
I
I
(d)
General
do, you really have to have this program
I
I
(d)
Ledger
for the PC. I haven't done much with the
I
I
Mac version, but given my 330-megabyte
r- ---------•---- ··· · · t
I
I
Priam MacDisk, I expect to use it a lot.
(h)
I
The book of the month is Michael
Wood's I nSearch ofthe Dark Ages (Facts
Payment
A/P Voucher
on File, 1987); it will tell you more about
Se lections
Register
Alfred the Great and Athelstan than you
thought you wanted to know. Wood
(f)
(e)
shares that with Tom Clancy's The Car
dinal of the Kremlin (he told me he
wouldn't give me the antidote to what he
put in the lunch ifl didn't say that).
The game of the month is clearly
Anacreon; despite its problems, it's play
able and the flavor is good, much like
Beam Piper's old Space Viking series.
Also, the author is busily fixing bugs
even as I write this. (I called him a few
Flow Charting II+ will amaze you with its speed, power and simplicity.
minutes ago and read him what I've
• Update and print charts as fast as the situation changes
said.)
• See your revisions right away-no long wait for charts to be hand drawn
I've just read this over, and it's inter
esting that I find myself thinking up ex
• Select 26 standard shapes; 10 text fonts
cuses for not using the Mac II more. Yoo
• Tutorial manual makes learning easy
can make whatever you want to cf that. •
• Runs on IBM or compatibles

-·

'

FLOW CHARTING II+

• Produces excellent organizational charts!
•Only $229!

PATION &PATION

Software

Corporat i on

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas

For more information, see your local retailer II' call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 47 (outside Calif.) 408-629-5376 (Calif.llnt'I.)
81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119
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Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as "jerryp."

Usersoft/C
Means Business
UserSoft Business C is the finan
cial C compiler that makes sense
to both clients and programmers.
It is not ;ustonother C compiler.
Business C Development Tools'",
consists of SCREEN'" , SIAM'"
and SUPERIOR'", regular price
at US$299.95. Comdex '88
special at US$199.95. System
Requirements for the IBM PS/2'"
and the IBM® fam ily of personal
computers and all 100% com
patibles. PC-DOS (MS-DOS) 2.0
or later. 384K RAM.
Compiler Library Models
SMALL to HUGE.
Commercial C Development
Tools'", consists of SIAM '" and
SUPERIOR'", regular price range
from US$499.95 to US$999.
Comdex '88 special at
US$399.95. Commercial
Development Tools are currently
available for UNIX (Sun, VAX),
and other systems. Versions for
Macintosh'", IBM/VS'" and
XENIX '" will be released early
in 1989.
SI AM- the revolutionary data
base management system that
gives you unlimited growth and
eose of usage. There a re no
limitations on any of the follow
ing features: key types (alpha
numeric, integer, float & image),
# of key parts,# of data fields,
size of any key and/or data, and
# of alternative keys. Other
features includes automatic
management of alternative key
files (virtual tables); encryption
on file, record, datafield or even
a byte; privacy prevention option
(in the event of three or mare
illegal attempts to access the file,
future access to that level will be
prohibited until reset); high
language access for non-image
data; mixed (fixed and variable)
data field/key length for storage
compression & for special
applications.

......
.. ...
. ...
.
.....
...
•••••••••••••
•••••••••••••
··:·:·:··

SCREEN is a superset of UNIX
curses; supports large window
buffer with scroll, wrap, hori
zontal scroll etc.; has multiple
windows & sub-windows, direct
screen read/write and auto
CGA/monochrome capabilities.
Optimized for developing
spreadsheet and word pro
cessing programs.
SUPERIOR-the world's first
breakthrough in making C "The
language for developing busi
ness application programs". It is
capable to manipulate the format
for inputing or outputing values
with just one statement which
could not be done by any of the
other languages from BASIC,
conventional C, COBOL,
FORTRAN, SNOBOL to 4GL.
It includes functions for strings
manipulation, conversion, bus i
ness calculation such as regres
sion, standard deviation, innova
tive complex matrix operations,
and most built-in functions com
patible to those of WANG'"
BASIC/2, IBM'" PL/l subset G
and THEOS'" BASIC.
Our September and October
ads in BYTE give detailed com
parison of the functions, port
ability, documentation, product
and price.
Why do project managers buy?
UserSoft's Tools minimize
training costs, increase pro
ductivity, reduce stress and
development time; and eliminate
complexities of project through
"programming compression'"",
also provides privacy to
information.
Why do COBOL programmers
buy? It has superpowerful
routines for screen handling,
flexible and unique input/output
formatting, easy-to-use BASIC
and Pll functions. It, increases
project performance and soft
ware portability, makes C easier
to use than COBOL & other
languages.

USER SOFT

UserSolt S7stems Limited
Suite 1512, 409 Granville St
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6C 1T2
Telephone 604/681.8872

If within 60 doys of purchose, this product

Power C is o lrodemork of Mill: Software
MS-DOS, Microsoft C is a regislered
trodemork of Microsoft Corporation
Turbo C is o reg islered lrodemork of
Borland lnlernolionol

does not perform in accordance w ith our
claims, coll our cuslomerservicedeport·
men! and we will arrange o refund.

All UserSch products ore lrodemorks
or registered lrodemorlcs of UserSoft
Systems Limited. Other brand and prod
uct names ore lrcdemorks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.
CopyrighlC 1966 Use rSofl Systems
Limited
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IBM, MVS and VSAM ore trademarks
of lnlernolionol Business Machine
Sun is o lrodemork of Sun Micr:>syslems

DEC, VMS and VAX ore trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratory
VS is o lrodemork of WANG Loborolory

Why do C programmers buy?
It reduces coding, debugging,
testing and programme main
tenance time. It provides easy
portability and conversion to
other systems. It is the most com
plete, powerful and flexible set of
tools ever required for software
development.
Why do educational institutes
buy? It is the world's most ver
satile Data Management system
yet practical and easy to be
taught. UserSoft Development
Tool is the possible replacement
of COBOL, PL/l, FORTRAN,
BASIC. It prepares student to be
highly productive and competi
tive in the industry.
Can you afford to wait? Many
with no computer experience
have already claimed to have
acquired C programming skills
in just one week. Business C
Development Tools'" could make
you more competitive increasing
productivity manyfolds.

This special affermustbe posted before
December 31, 1988.
YES . .. Please Rush me _ _ copies of the
following products.
Business C Development Tool• US$199.95
(includes S/ AM, SUPERIOR and SCREEN 
PC/XT/ATonly)
Commercial C Development Tool
(includes S/AM and SUPERIOR)
For non-PC product please call (800) 663-0322
UNIX (reg. $499-$1999) • US$399.95
OApolla DHaneywell OSun OVAX
D UNISYS 0 Wang/INEX
WANG/_ VS (reg. $1499) • US$399.95
OTHER (reg. $999-$1999) • US$999.95
0 VMS 0 MVS 0 PRIMOS 0 VSNSl
Individual fools for PC only:
0 SIAM USS99.99 0 SUPERIOR USS99.99
0 SCREEN USS69.99
Circle for my: MicroSoft-C/Turbo-C/Lattice
C/ Advanced-C+ +/_
D 51/•" disk (360k/l.2M) ar D Jl/.t' disk
I'll like to have more information for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _system.

NAME
AODRESS
CITY/STATE
ZIP/PHONE
CARD II

0 VISAO MASTERCARD 0 AMXO CHQ.

EXPIRATION DATE

To order Call: 1-800/663-0322

Shipping and Handling:
North America (USSlO UPS; $20 Air);
Overseas USS50.
General: (604) 661-8872, or
FAX (604) 685-1207/Telex04-508312
VCR ATTN USERSOFT
All dealers/whalesalers/educators are welcame,
call Mr. S. Chetty (604) 681-8872
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The DXYSeries-The Tops in Desktops

llf1

• The new DXY series pen plotters provide the highest
price performance ratio in the desktop plotter market.
Revolutionary new micro-stepper motors deliver a j I
maximum plotting speed of over 16 ips (420mm/sec) ......-ii-1.1.&.1.1,.j,,j,,j....
while maintaining superior resolution of 0.0004"/step
(0.0125mm/step). With new vertical and horizontal pen
arm supports, excellent plot quality is assured.
• Full software support is guaranteed since the new
DXY plotters use both Roland's original DXY-GL and the
RD-GLI, emulation of Hewlett-Packard 's HP-GL.
• To free computer time, a large 1Mbyte buffer is
standard in the DXY-1300.
• A soft pen landing mechanism minimizes noise and
allows for the use of all types of plotter pens- including
liquid ink.
1227 Ohkubo-cho, Hamamatsu- shi, Shizuoka- ken 432, Japan
• A detachable stand enables plotter operation at a 60°
Phone:(0534)85-3177 Fax:(0534)85-2735 Telex:4225070 ROLDG J
angle minimizing the space requirements.

Roland

DIGITAL GROUP
ROLAND DG CORPORATION

INTERNATIONAL DIS TRIBUTORS- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
U.S.A.:
Roland Corp US

CANADA :
Roland DG Canada Inc .
Phone: l604127 3-4453 Fu:l60 41270-715 0

Phono:ID31241-1254 Fu:ID31241-1257

ENGLAND:
Roland (UK) Ltd.

SCANDINAVIA:
Roland Scandinavia A/S

NEW ZEALAND:
Roland Corporation (NZ) Ltd.

Phono:IOll847 -5665 Tol01:93447 0 ROLAND 6

Phone:IDll32 47 22 Tol11:1 9720 ROLAND DK

Phone: 1091398-104 Fu: 1091391-065

Phone:l213 )68 5-5141 T~Bl: 6 74489 RCUS LSA

•If

the above doesn'tcover your inquiries, please contact Roland DG Corporation, Japan.

AUSTRALIA:
Roland DG Australia Pty Limited

BENELUX:
AUSTRIA:
FRANCE:
SWITZERLAND:
W. GERMANY: PORTUGAL:
Roland DG Europe N.V
Phone:(014158 45 35

Telu:71046 ROBNL 8
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EXPERT

ADVICE

APPLICATIONS PLUS

•

Ezra Shapiro

THE BLIGHT OF
BLOATED SOFTWARE
WordStar 5.0 is a fine
new version of a classic,
but it's no longer
lean and mean;
are word processors
getting too big?
ately, I've been doing some hard
thinking about the nature of
word processors and word pro
cessing in today's computing
environment. We've reached a techno
logical bottleneck of sorts, and I'm not
sure I like what's happening as a result.
The problem lies in the rapid prolifera
tion of laser printers and their effects on
the design of software interfaces.
A few years ago, before laser printers
had gained widespread acceptance, there
was a direct correspondence between
screen displays and output devices. Com
puter monitors and printers (dot-matrix
and daisy-wheel) were standardized on
80-character monospaced lines. What
you saw on the screen was what you got
on the printer; true WYSIWYG was the
order of the day.
Laser printers with scalable typefaces
are now destroying the standard of 80
characters per line and 66 lines to a page.
Software developers are faced with the
necessity of tracking font usage and de
vising methods for depicting that infor
mation on the screen. In the MS-DOS
world, largely bound to 80-character
display devices, WYSIWYG has become
an impossibility. We've been left with
cumbersome word processors that embed
complex font commands in text and in
terlaces that are relatively hostile to the
user, if only due to the requirements of
formatting.
Over on the Macintosh side, with bit
mapped displays and an operating system

L

ILLUSTRATION: KAREN STOLPHER © 1989

designed to manipulate fonts, there has
been little hassle. But MS-DOS users
will need to switch to Windows, the OS/2
Presentation Manager, or one of the Unix
windowing shells before they can play
with fonts without having to master ar
cane and mystifying command systems.
Most of today's state-of-the-art word
processors are transitional programs,
trying desperately to bridge the gap be
tween 80-character screens and propor
tional-spacing laser printers.
I don't know if everyone needs the
program overhead this causes. Business
letters, report drafts, and college papers
don't require the quality of laser-printer
output, and expensive laser printers are
beyond the reach of many single users
and small businesses. Why clutter up
disks with fat programs and umpteen
support files? Why slow down perfor
mance with features that may not be
used?
I'd like to suggest to the manufac
turers of word processing packages that
they consider releasing "junior" versions
of their programs, stripped of the laser
printer stuff but retaining all the other

power features of their top-of-the-line
software. Let's retrieve a little of yester
day's compactness and ease of use in to
day's products .

WordStar Gets Bigger
What brought all this nattering about
WYSIWYG to mind was a month with
WordStar Professional 5.0 (MicroPro,
$495). The program is certainly ready at
last to take its place among the leading
word processors of the day; WordStar
users no longer need to make embar
rassed noises when they mention the
product. But WordStar now suffers from
some of the bloat associated with sup
porting the newer output devices, so it's
no longer lean and mean, and not all the
new features are as smooth as they
should be. MicroPro has made literally
hundreds of changes to the program; I'll
sketch the most significant ones.
To begin with, WordStar can now re
format paragraphs automatically. This is
considered to be a minimum requirement
for a modem word processor, and its ab
sence relegated earlier versions to incontinued
JANUARY 1989 • BYTE
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APPLICATIONS PLUS

TEST
h FORMAT
... Can double your
hard disk performance.
Experience has shown most hard
disks are set up wrong . . which
means the interleave is probably
wrong and you are being penalized
anywhere from 50 to 600% in perfor

mance.
Included in the hTEST ·

hFORMAT

package is an interleave optimizer,
hOPTIMUM. It calculates the opti
mum value for interleave, then
resets the disk, automatically, for
peak performance.
The second casualty to improper
setup is your data ... because
some hardware vendors take the
easy route. They skip low-level
testing and entry of manufac
turer's bad-track information.
hTEST finds those marginal
regions on the disk before they
cost you time and information.
hFORMAT lets you enter the
manufacturer's test information
and certify for yourself that the
disk is properly initialized for
reliable service.
When the worst happens ... and
you lose data, hFORMAT will help
recover your disk-even from that
ultimate disaster: "Invalid Drive
Specification."
hTEST · hFORMAT: for IBM PC,
XT, AT and compatible computers.
Requires 64K, DOS 1.1 or higher.

Advanced Hard Disk
Diagnostics designed by
Kolod Research . .. $89.95
Paul Mace Software, Inc.
400 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
(800) 523-0258
(503) 488-2322
(COD's, PO's add $5.00)
(Foreign orders add $10.00)
h-lest h-F'ormat is a trademark of Kolod Research Inc.
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Items
Discussed
Canon Cat.. ................ ... ... $995
includes Canon 180 printer
Canon U.S.A., Inc.
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
(516) 488-6700
Inquiry 1000.
WordStar Professional 5.0 .... $495
MicroPro International Corp.
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-1200
Inquiry 1001.

famy. I found the program as shipped
just a hair too slow for my taste, espe
cially compared to speed demons like
XyWrite. However, it turns out that you
can set the speed to your taste using
WordStar's modification utility. After a
bit of tinkering, I got it nicely tuned to
my preference.
Next, WordStar's Control-key menus
are no longer the only interface available.
If you like, you can opt for pull-down
menus that conform to IBM's Systems
Application Architecture guidelines. For
old WordStar hands, the new menus are
disconcerting-it's particularly odd to
select a menu item and watch the pro
gram insert an old-style dot command
into text-but they do provide a simpler
form of access for novices struggling to
master the program. If you 're already
trained in WordStar, you can tum off all
the menus and rely instead on your mem
ory of the keystroke sequences.
Windowing has been added, but of a
limited sort; you can open only two
views. MicroPro claims that its research
indicated that this is what the majority of
users wanted, but I wonder if it's enough.
I'd be happier with three views and could
see use for more.
There's an undo command, macros,
support for laser printers (including
Postscript devices), direct import of
dBASE and Lotus 1-2-3 files, a text
search utility that lets you locate files by
words or phrases in them rather than ha v
ing to find them by filename, and a the
saurus that actually provides short defi
nitions of words. The spelling checker is
one ofthe best I've ever used.
By far the most impressive new fea
ture, though, is a page-preview mode that

lets you see documents as they will ap
pear when printed. It's unquestionably
the most elegant preview on MS-DOS
machines, and it's good enough to rival
most Macintosh word processors. On an
EGA monitor, you can display a full page
at a time, zoom down to tighter magnifi
cation of smaller regions, or zoom back
out to a thumbnail view showing up to 32
pages at a time. All this is done in actual
fonts, and graphics-even color graph
ics-appear in position in any view.
The documentation is up to Micro
Pro 's usual high standards, and it's argu
ably the best in the product category. The
automatic installation procedure, how
ever, is an abomination ... because there
is none. When a program comes on 12
disks, it's unconscionable not to give
users at least a batch file to help them get
the program loaded and configured.
On the whole, though, I was pleased
with the changes to WordStar, rough
edges and all. If you're looking for a new
word processor, add WordStar Profes
sional 5.0 to your comparison shopping
list. And if you currently use WordStar,
an upgrade is in order.
OfftoBuyaCat
Though a leopard can't change its spots,
a Cat can lower its price. The Canon Cat,
a writing machine that is based on tech
nology developed by Jef Raskin at Infor
mation Appliance, has been reduc.e d
from the $1495 at which it was intro
duced last year to amere$995. This buys
you both the Cat itself and the Canon
180, an 18-character-per-second daisy
wheel printer. That's finally a reason
able price. I've been lusting after this
baby ever since Jef showed me a proto
type of the Information Appliance soft
ware about 4 1h years ago, and tomorrow
I'm going to rush out and purchase one.
I'm as excited as I was the day before I
bought my first Macintosh.
I've always been intrigued by this ma
chine's minimalist approach to comput
ing. It strikes me as a closer equivalent to
a notebook than anything else anyone's
got, with enough software smarts to
make sense out of randomly entered
pieces of text. The Cat is an unusual
computer, unlike any other machine on
the market, conceptually positioned
someplace between a full-blown com
puter system and a pocket calculator.
The Cat is a small unit with a 9-inch
black-on-white monitor, · a single 3 V2
inch floppy disk drive, and an attached
Selectric-style keyboard. The footprint
is roughly 13 by 18 inches. For those of
you who remember the dark ages, the Cat
continued
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looks like a scaled-down, redesigned
version of the old Intertec SuperBrain,
though the Cat's muted gray/beige color
is far more at home in today's office en
vironment than the garish red, white,
and dark gray of the SuperBrain.
Its unique software is what makes the
· Cat special. It's a full word processing
and data management system in ROM
that lets you create a huge scroll of text
that can be broken into pages for output;
there are no files per se. You find your
way through this collection of informa
tion by using two keys at the top of the
keyboard to initiate forward and back
ward searches. When you keep pressing
one ofthese keys, each letter you type be
comes part of the search string. As the
Cat moves its cursor after each key
stroke, rather than at the end of your en
try, you rarely have to type an entire
word to reach its next occurrence.
Highlighted blocks can be copied,
moved, deleted, or sent to the printer. If
the block is made up of numbers or a
mathematical formula, the Cat will cal
culate the result. You can also enter pro
grams in either Forth or 68000 assembly
language, and the Cat will execute them.

There are other goodies, too: a simpli
fied system for disk operations, an inter
nal 300-/1200-bit-per-second modem,
and a 90,000-word spelling checker.
You haven't heard much about the Cat
because Canon doesn't seem to want to
let you know that it's a computer. Canon
has been marketing the product as a com
petitor to memory typewriters and dedi
cated machines like the Magnavox Vid
eoWriter. So you can't find the Cat in
computer stores; you can get one only
through office equipment dealers.
I suppose that if you see the Cat as a
piece of office equipment, the bundling
of a daisy-wheel printer is a logical idea.
I, however, have no desire to acquire a
device that sounds like a pneumatic drill.
And the Cat has built-in drivers for Ep
son/IBM printers, the Canon Laser
Beam Printer, the Bubble-Jet, and other
Canon printers, so the daisy-wheel
printer is not an essential item. When I
called Canon to ask if it was possible to
buy the Cat minus printer, I was told that
any decision to break up the bundle was
"up to the dealer" and that there is no of
ficial Canon price for a solo Cat.
Canon's California office gave me the

names of two stores in my area, and I
called both to see what they would do for
me. The first refused to split up the bun
dle and tried to convince me that the
daisy-wheel printer was a marvelous bar
gain. I didn't dispute that, but I still
didn't want one. The second outfit was
quite amenable to selling a printerless
Cat, and it quoted me a list price of $799.
I don't know ifthe same 50 percent suc
cess rate would apply nationwide, but
I'm fairly confident that you can find a
Cat by itself if you want one.
It could be that the Cat is the perfect
writer's tool. I don't know if my initial
admiration will hold up after extended
use. I'll report next month on my reac
tion to running the Cat for day-to-day
tasks. •
Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
BYTE. You can contact him on BIX as
"ezra. "Because ofthe volume of mail he
receives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot re
spond to each inquiry.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

The facts on deterministic fractals. By the expert in the field.

FRACTALS EVERYWHERE
by

Michael Barnsley
Michael Barnsley is inventing the future of determinis
tic fractal geometry. You have read about his exciting
work in publications such as IEEE Spectrum, Byte, and
Scientific American. Now you can read his new authorita
tive book on the subject of fractals, describing revolution
ary applications in:
.&

image compression

.a. satellite reconnaissance and imagery capabilities

computer-aided design
.& flight simulation
.a. cinematic special effects
Handsomely illustrated, including 32 full-color plates, this
innovative work is your key to mastering fractal geometry.
.&

1988, 424 pages, $39.95/ISBN: 0.12-079062-9

~ ACADEMIC PRESS Harcourt Brace f auanovich, Publishers

~ Book Marketing Department #27128. 1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101
Credit Card Customers Call Toll Free I•800·32I•5ob8
© 1988 by Academic Press, Inc. All Rights Reservc.J.
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A Small Case For BIG Performance!!!
TOSHIBA

/

CALL

I_

_

I

_

_
/

MlTSUBISIIl /

suPERsPORT
Dual Floppy

TlOOO

CALL

T1200F
T1200H
T3100
T3200

20MBHD

CALL

TSlOO
CALL

VVeltec ...
External 5.25" FDD

Easy Talk 3270
3270 Emulation Card for
Toshiba Laptops; Fully supports
IRMA & IBM Emulation.
Auto-Config.  No Jumper
Changes required.
Includes software for 3270 and
IND/FILE Transfer Support

$599.00
Easy EGA
EGA Card for Toshiba T1200
and T3100 Laptops. Supports
MDA, HGC, CGA & EGA

$299.00
Easy Talk E2400
2400 Baud Modem for the
Epson Equity LT

$239.00

Specify

$199
TOSHIBA, ZENITH or NEC*

*No cable wt NEC Drive - Cable included in NEC laptop Box

MHz INTERNAL MODEMS
1200 Baud $139 2400 Baud $239
Specify:
Toshiba, NEC EL/HD,
Zenith 181/183 or SupersPort

Won Under
)ingle card expansion slot for

$299

MP286L/20
• 11" Diagonal Black
& White Display
• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 12 MHz 80286
• 1.4 MB Floppy Drive

$2695.00

1eTllOO+, Tl200, T3100/20 & T5100

Dual Floppy (1.4 MB) Model
1nix 150P Portable Printer
ink Plus

$299

$79

$2195.00

When Purchased with any Laptop

To Order Call:
FAX Number: 894-6175
•Competitive Price
• Corporate Volume Discounts
• Net Terms to Qualified Pricessubiect
to Change
C0 rPO rat e A CCOUn t S
'Mt tout Notice
IN MN: (612) 894-0595
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The Ultimate
Business Machines
In just three years, CLUB American Technologies
has grown into a multi-million dollar computer
manufacturer. What's the secret to our success? The
answer is simple, CLUB delivers solidly designed
systems which are famous for high performance and
superior quality. That's why so many fortune 500
companies depend on us. Additionally, CLUB's
on-line engineers are available to support you every
business day with optional on-site service available.

CLUB Model 212 Series
With an effective throughput of 16 MHz, the Model
212 Series is as fast as many 386 machines at a
fraction of the price. Compatibility with the existing
AT standard ensures that the Model 212 will run your
large databases, and complicated financial software
today, as well as OS/2 applications tomorrow.

· CLUB Model 200 Series
The Model 200 Series are OS/2 compatible, 80286
based systems. They are available in either 8 or 10
MHz versions to fit your specific needs. These
economical, yet full featured AT compatibles are
perfect for any applications such as spreadsheets
and word processing.

-

Model 212 Series Features & Pricing

-

Intel 80286-8/12, lMB of DRAM, 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive, 1:1 Interleave
HD/FL Controller, 80287 Math Coprocessor Socket, Clock/CalendarI
Configuration with Battery Backup, Reduced Chassis (212D), 192 Watt Power
Supply, 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard, Complete Documentation, and more
212 Series

Model 200 Series Features & Pricing

I

-

-

-

-

Intel 80286GPCT-2ll8'/208S'6l8MHz, 210/21QS;8/10JtfMz,.21141/1lOMlb •o:
wait state, 512K DRAM, 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive, 80287 Math Coprocessor
Socket, HD/FL Controller (controller is built-on motherboard for 'S' Models)
Keyboard Speed Switchability ('S' Models), 2 Serial/lParallel Ports (211), 192
Watt Power Supply, 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard, Documentation and more.

with Monitor and Adapter

200Series
Model with Hard Disk
208 or 2085 with 20MB
208 or 208S with 40MB
210 or 2105 with 20MB
210 or 2105 with 40MB
211 with20MB
211 with 40MB

132

Mono
$1275
$1420
$1705
$1850
$1805
$1950
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EGA
$1625
$1770
$2065
$2210
$2165
$2310

VGA
$1875
$2020
$2305
$2450
$2405
$2550

Model with Hard Disk
212 with 40MB
212 with 70MB
212Dwith40MB
212D with 70MB

with Monitor and Adapter
EGA
$2615
$2870
$2550
$2805

Mono
$2250
$2505
$2190
$2445

VGA
$2850
$3105
$2790
$3045

Peripherals
For your convenience, we offer the latest
peripherals to enhance your systems. Our
manufacturing facilities are geared IO build
systems the way you want them. Call and
tell us what you need. Here's a list of just
some of the products we carry.

Storage.
Floppy Drives: 5.25" - 1.2MB . ... ... . $95
5.25" - 360K .. ..... . . $85
3.5" - 1.44MB . ..... . . $120
3.5" - 720K .... .. .... $105
Tape Backups: Jntemal: 40MB .. .. . . $580
60MB . .... . $650
125MB .. . .. $995
External:40MB ....•. $620
60MB ...... $690

Multiftmction & Memory
(All prices with 010
384K memory card. for XT . ....... . . $99
576K memory card for XT . . ........ $42
2MB multifunction card for AT ..... $110
3MB extended memory card for AT . $110
10M8 EMS card for AT . . •· . ... •• .. $15(1
2MB EMS card for AT ... . ..... ;, ... $110
Mini 1/0 for XT and AT . . ...... . .. $75
Mini 1/0 w I floppy controller for XT $85'
80286 accelerator card for XT . . .. . ; . $299 •·

Modems
1200/300 Baud rate internal .. . .. . . . $99
2400/1200/300 Baud rate internal ... $175
2400/1200/300 Baud rate external .. . $210
1200/300 Baud pocket Mini Modem . $139
•All modems come with Bitcom software

Printers
Star Micronix NX 1000 9 p in .. .. . . . . $199
Star Micronix NB-24-10 24 pin . .. . . . $493
Epson FX 1050 .. . .. .. . .. ... . . . .... $595
HP laser Jet .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .... .. $1815

Products for PS/2
RAM 4000 CEMSJ card OK . .. . . .. . .. $399
60MB Tape backup internal ....... . $1095
60MB Tape backup external . . . . ... . $1285
120MB Tape backup external . . . . . , . $1595
PS/2 modem 2400 baud internal .. . . $299

CLUB Model 300 Series
The Model 300 Series 80386 microprocessor's state of the art design
brings mainframe capability to the desktop at a vastly lower cost per
seat. Complete compatibility with OS/2 and Unix give the Model 300
Series the ability to meet the most demanding multi-user and
multi-tasking applications. Let CLUB give you the key to increased
productivity in todays complex office and engineering environments.
____,

Model 300 Series Features & Pricing

Intel 80386 CPU -8/20 (320), 8/16 (3165), lMB 32-bit DRAM (320), lMB DRAM (316), 1.2MB Disk Drive,
1:1 interleave HD/FL Controller (320), HD/FL Controller (3165), 80387 Math Coprocessor Socket (320),
Weitek Support (320), 80287 Math Coprocessor Socket (316), 8 expansion slots, Ooctc/Calendar I Con
figuration w /battery backup, 192 Watt Power Supply, 101 Key l<eyboard, Dcocumentatio11, and more.
with Mo11itor ll1fJf A .d11pter

JOO Series
Model with Hard Disk
316S with 40MB
316S with 130MB
320with 70MB
320 with 130MB

Mono
$2690
$4060

$4005
$5120

EGA

VGA

$3050
$4420
$4330
$5445

S.'U20

p0S3.3 . ... . . .. ... . ... . . . .. . .. ,.. $95

To Order.
Continental USA, Hawaii, Alaska:

Call (415) 490-2201
In Canada Call PC Centre,

Call (416) 470-0560
Call (415) 683-6623

$4790

54675

Call (415) 683-6580

$5790

Corporate, Universityand
Government P.0.'s Welcome

Model 110 Features & Pricing

with MmtltOf' and Adapter

Mono
$895
$1080

EGA
$1255
$1440

=~~.=:i:::i.~t:-i~;:,-:i~ttmt.
05/1, MS DOS Unix, IBM PS/1. l'C. XT. AT, Bitroin, S..r
MiaonixNl<·1000.NU4·10, Epson FX-1050, HPl.a9er Jl!I.

~==~:i:::~C:XA;:O~...~....
...,.,....

CLUB V •.I l/Z3118

Intel 8088 CPU-4.77/10 MHz, 256K RAM Maximum 640K, Flop
py Disk Drive and Controller, 8 Expansion Slots, 150 Watt
Power Supply, 101 Key Keyboard, Documentation and more
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.Optitalmowe . . . .. . .. . . .......... $?5

Customer SUP.Port &
Technical Hoi:line

CLUB Model 110

S stem & Hard Disk
110 with 20MB
110 with 40MB

80387 ................. . ...... . ... Call
Ram chips ... .. ... ... . . ... .... .. . . Call
logitech Mechanical mouse . . ...... $79

International

The Model 110 is an affordable entry level
computer. It's perfect for general business
applications and for low cost network nodes.

100 Series

Othmi
80287-8 . . . ... ... .. ....... .. . .. .. . $230
80287-10 ........ .. ..... .. . .. ..... $279

VGA
$1495
$1680
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'
Look at DOS. It looks back atyou.
It makes you do all the work.
You need the Norton Commander.

See this user-defined menu.
It nms yourfavorite programs and
routines at a keystroke.

View twodiredorks-from one or
two disks-at mue.
And move yourfiles around quickly.

Pull down a menu forquick,
easy access to thefull powerand
features ofthe program.

Want a tree view?just pop
up a window You can scroll,mouse
or Speed Search for diredories.

Toseeyourfiles,pick a
diredory on the left and see the
contents on the right.

Rememberyour last 15 commands?
Our Command History does.
Take your pick and run them again.

View your dBAS~ II or mdata
without having to run dBASE.
It's as dose as a keys toke.

See DOS run like you've never seen it before. Like you won't see it run with any
other DOS enhancement shell. See version 2.0 of the Norton Commander"'
a dramatically advanced version of the program lnfoworld called "tops in its
class ... a new level of convenience for MS/DOS users'.' The new Norton
Commander combines the functions of a hard disk manager with all the
features you need to support and enhance the DOS command line. Yet it's
flexible enough to get out of your way when you don't need to see it.
Novice or expert, you11 want to see your dealer ~-'- ~ 1,.....,,,.h
right away. And see how fast DOS can run.
.z;J:ier IVUJ iun
coMruTrNG

Circle 359on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 360)
Designrd for 1hc IB~r l'S.12~ and PC families.and IOoqoc • mPalibles.Availablc at most softwn· dealers, ti' direct from Pelcr Norton ComputinK, Inc.,
2210 Wib:hire Blvd. ~186 . Santa Monica.CA 90403.213-319-2000. Visa and MasterCard'wekomc. 0 1988 Peter Norton Computing.

Another keystroke shows Lotus®
1-2-3® or Symplwn:f jiles-with
ozd running 1-2-3 or Symphony

EXPERT ADVICE

DOWN TO BUSINESS

•

Wayne Rash Jr.

So, MAYBE You Do
NEED ALAN
If you have to do more
than share a laser
printer, a LAN may be
just what you need

ast month, I wrote about Bill
Miller, an Oklahoma patent at
torney who needed to share a
laser printer. It looked then like
he probably didn't need a LAN. Why?
Because the only thing he really needed
to share was the printer, and there were
easier and less expensive ways to do that.
There is, however, more to life than laser
printers.
For example, there's the case of the
contract office in a small government
agency in Washington. I'm not allowed
to say which agency, but it has a problem
that's not unlike those in private indus
try. Documents are generated by mem
bers of the 10-person staff, and they have
to be approved by more senior members.
When the approval is finished, the docu
ment has to be printed on a laser printer
and stored somewhere safe.
This office generates ·modestly sized
documents, often less than 20 pages and
always less than 100 pages. In addition,
members of the staff need to have access
to common spreadsheets and to be able to
print them. The staff currently has no
need to use any outside services.
Unlike the legal office in last month's
example, the people in this government
contract office are not saddled with old,
unsupported computers. Instead, they
have a group of Zenith Z-248 computers
purchased under the military's arrange
ment with Zenith Data Systems. These
are AT-compatible computers that will
work with readily available network
hardware.
Let's take a look at whether or not this
office needs a LAN.

L

ILLUSTRATION: RICHARD COWDREY© 1989

Sharing Information
What this office needs is to share infor
mation. While most users think of local
area networks in terms of sharing scarce
peripherals such as laser printers, you
should realize that sharing information is
at least as important. The key to the
value of yournetwork is sharing.
The kind of network you need, and the
capacity of your network, depend on ex
actly what you need to share and how
much there is of it. In the case of the gov
ernment office in this example, there are
a number of documents that vary in size
from about 20K bytes to about 200K
bytes. In most cases, the sharing doesn't
take place until one user is finished with
the file and notifies the next one that he
or she can have it. At that point, the next
user can move the file to his or her ma
chine and continue work.
As you can see from the example so
far, this is an office where the files are
fairly small, as is the volume of trans
fers. The users need some way to send

notes to each other, and they do need the
ability to share the laser printer when the
time comes to print out a draft or a final
copy of the documents .

Which One to Use?
Here is one of those examples that have
many possible solutions. The office
could go with a LAN that has a dedicated
file server. That would give the staff ac
cess to common files on the server, as
well as other network services such as
electronic mail. Another option, and the
one they chose, is to go with a peer-to
peer network, in this case DCA's lONet.
The decision makers chose lONet par
tially because of its relatively low cost
per workstation and partially because it
is relatively easy to install and maintain.
It doesn't have the speed and capacity of
a huge file server, but it doesn't have the
cost associated with one, either. Instead,
each workstation can share a portion of
its hard disk with the others. Each can
continued
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also make peripherals available for shar
ing with other network users, so the
workstation with the laser printer can act
as a print server for the entire network.

A Look at lONet
Twisted-pair network card ... $495
(with software and hardware)
Fiber-optic network card ..... $795
(with software and hardware)
10 megabit-per-second fiberoptic card ....................... ~
(with iiXJftware and hardware)
lONet Communicatiom
7016 Corporate Wa)
Dayton, Ohio 45459
(513) 433-2238

Zenith Z-248 ..
Zenith Data Sy
1000 Milwaukf
Glenview, IL 6
(312) 699-480(]
Inquiry 951.

Digital Communication Associates'
IONet has been quietly growing in accep
tance. Its stronghold was once in Europe,
but the company has shown significant
growth in the United States and Asia.
One of the major reasons for this growth
is that IONet is relatively inexpensive to
install and use. Another is that IONet is
available in a fiber-optic version that has
become quite popular with U.S. and So
viet intelligence and diplomatic commu
nities-a fact that demonstrates it can
work in a secure environment.
In its most basic form, IONet is a
twisted-pair network that transmits in
formation at I megabit per second. This
means that it uses cable very similar to
telephone wire and will transmit a typi
cal document file in a second or two. The
network is cheap to install, and it's fast
enough for most uses.
Its easy installation is one of IONet's
major points. All that is required is to

connect the twisted-pair cable to a pair of
screw terminals. You run the cable from
ooe workstation to the next, and when
you have connected all the workstations,
your network is complete. Installing the
network interface card is also easy; you
just insert it into an expansion slot inside
your computer.
Relatively little maintenance is re
quired with this type of network. Be
cause each user controls the hard disk
drive on his or her individual computer,
and because there is no file server, a net
work administrator has little to do. The
greatest problem with this sort of net
work is that you can only access files on
other users' hard disk drives if they have
their computers turned on. This can be a
problem ifthere is likely to be much need
to use the network at odd hours when the
other computers will be turned off.

Real Life Use
In actual use, users share portions of
each other's disk drives and share desig
nated peripherals. Which ones they have
access to depends on parameters that can
be controlled by the person using the
continued

Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired people access to
electronic information. The question is how and how much?
The answers can be found in "The Second Beginner's Guide to Personal
Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by the National
Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to talking
microcomputers and large print display processors. More importantly it
includes reviews, written by blind users, of software that works with speech.
This invaluable resource book offers details on training programs in
computer applications for the blind, and other useful information on how to
buy and use special equipment.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-6160
$12.95 for braille or cassette, $14.95 for print. ($3 extra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.
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TAKE CHARGErDOES WHAT ALL
THESE DO AND MUCH MORE ...
INCLUDING TASK SWITCHING

IN ONLY 20K OF RAM!
This power packed integrated pro
gram lets you Take Charge! of your
PC with every memory resident
program you will ever n·e ed, plus
Configure-IT, the Take Charge! Task
Switching Manager. Lets you run
your favorite programs as pop ups
from within another running appli
cation program with the use of a hot
key. Pop up word processing from
within your Data Base Management
program. Go from Lotus 123 to any
other program and back , all within
20K of RAM. While using s uch Take
Charge! features as a Full featured
Menu System that enables you to
run all the software on your PC with
just one key stroke. A Disk Optimizer
to speed up your hard disk. Undelete
for files accidentally deleted. Forma t
Recovery for those accidentally re

for ma tted hard disks. File Locator to
quickly find any file anywhere on the
hard disk. A complete Communica
tions package for communicating
with other PC a nd BBS. View and
work in mul ti ple directories with
Split Screen fac ility. A full fea tured
Dos Shell with Graphic Tree Direc
tory display. Copy, move and delete
files quickly. Pop up Calcula tors , full
screen Editor wi th unli mited file
size, Notepad/clipboard, ASCII

table, Rolobase with autodialer,
Appointment book a nd calendar.
Cut-and-paste between a ppli cations.
Set the Alarm clock to re mind you of
a ppoi ntments. Lock yo ur Keyboard
wi th you r own security code. Set the
Clock to dis pl ay on the screen. Set
the Screen Saver to a uto matica ll y
tu rn off the CRT dis play. Cha nge o n
screen colors. Redirect pri nter out
put. Use the Speed Key to increase
cursor speed. Plus Disk Test, Disk

Map, Directory Editor, Hex Editor,
Directory Sort, DOS 4.0 and Com
paq DOS 3.31 support.

$139.95

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

$49.95

Offered through manufacturer only, with
proof of purchase of any of the above disks.
Offer expires Jan . 31, 1989.

Call your local Dealer, or write: Departmental Technologies, Inc /13 Kilroy Rd., Newton, NJ 07860
Tel: (201) 786-6878 I FAX: 201-786-5868 I Major Credit Cards Accepted, Dealer Inquiries Welcomed
System Requirements: IBM •• PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or 100% IBM compatible. Requires hard disk. MS/DOS 2.0 or greater. 320 K minimum. Network compatible.
Product RAM estimated. All product names are trademarks of their manufacturers. Copyright 1988. Departmental Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.
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workstation. This means that people on the next person, it would simply be cop
the network can't read what's on your ied to his or her computer. This could be
done by either person involved, with an
computer unless you want them to.
E-mail note telling the other that it has
To the users, the disk drives on the net
work look like disk drives on their own happened. Once the next person is fin
computers. Likewise, the network ished, the document is moved along to its
subsequent location. At any point in this
printer seems to be just like a printer con
chain, it can be sent to the laser printer.
nected to their own computers. You con
trol this setup through a series of com
Other Choices
mands normally loaded with a batch file.
In the office in this example, when the There are, of course, other choices in
initial draft of the document is ready for low-cost, peer-to-peer networks. TOPS
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,

IF DESKTOP PUBLISHING
WERE A BUICK,
PCTEX WOULD BE
A
BORGHI NI.
~~w•m.~1
:·~:-:·:

ffj
;:~:;~;j·

'°" ~
8.5 :j

::%: • ' "

1

::~::~......... ·~

'TRY

::

THIS~--

" ... No non-TEX-based program has such typological aesthet
ics... eno1mously J!exi~l;, and offers complete control over the
output ofyour pnnte1...
And from PC MAGAZINE: ".. .PC TEX offers ample rewards. You can
achieve incredible precision infarm.a/ling text, especially math
ematical expressions. "

.:J

~

!

nZ X?J·Z

with a standard
·  00
deskiop .rystem and
you 'II see tlult for complex
scientific and mathematical
formulation and notation,
PC T[j( ooves the others
back in the du~t.

FORMATTING with

textbook quality, and
unsurpassed placement
of
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X-tY

•II
•
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n
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TEST DRIVE IT.

415-388-8853

FLEXIBILTY Camera-ready,

INC
12 Madrona Ave.

Mill Vo lley

CA 94941

VOROO 00 0 M

I

•

PCTEX is o re gis1e1ed TM ol Pmonol T[X. Inc. TEX i1 on American Mo1 hemolico1 Sode ly TM. Mon ufoc lurer's produ(l nomcs ore !hei r TMt
Inquire obou l PTI diuributorships . Si le lice nm ovailoble lo qualifie d or goni10 lions. Th is ad wos lypesel using PCT EX on d Bils lream fonh.
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Last month you saw that some small of
fices may have a few of the needs nor
mally associated with a LAN but really
don't need one. A printer server was all
they needed. This time, we see that there
are low-cost, easy-to-implement solu
tions to true local-area networking.
There is, of course, a wide variety of
server-based LANs. How do you decide
which one is right for your business?
The key to deciding is to determine
what your needs actually are, as well as
to make a realistic appraisal of your
needs for the next few years. To do this,
consider these points:

Answers to these questions will give
you a more thorough knowledge of your
networking needs. While there are no
magic numbers that automatically indi
cate one network over another, the
answers will give you the information
you require to begin specifying your net
work. You can find the right network by
realistically looking at your needs and
applying those needs to the solution. •

For a free PC Tpc demo diskette, the
new PC rpc 88 product catalog and
information on a PC rpc configuration
for your system, give us a call at

TYPE that rivals
professional typesetting:
all yours. Pick the type you like
from 30+ Ritstream font families.

publisher-ready manuscripts are
fa st and easy. A whor to printed
piece time reduces, author con 
trol increases.
That 's flexibility-that's PC TE)<.

How Do You Decide?

• What do you actually need to share? Is
it a single peripheral, such as a laser
printer? Is it information? Is it many
peripherals?
• What is the nature of the information
you need to share? Is this a system that is
primarily handling E-mail? Will you
transfer documents? Will you need to
move extremely large files (e.g., CAD
files)?
• How big will the network be? How
many people will use it? How much dis
tance must be covered?
• Do you need a central storage area for
files? Do you need some other sort of
centralized service (e.g., a wide-area
network gateway)?

You'd expect us to say PC TEX is hot-so don't take our word for it. In their
desktop publishing systems category, INFOWORLD roted PC TEX #1. They said:
!:::::::::::::·· .... ·· ·: :·'

is also a twisted-pair network that will let
you work with Macintosh computers as
well as IBM PC compatibles. Another
choice is LANtastic, which Jerry Pour
nelle tells me is nothing short of wonder
ful. I understand that he even managed to
network his Amiga with this product.

Circle 209 on Reader Service Canl

Wayne Rash Jr. is a consulting editor for
BYTE and a member of the professional
staff of American Management Systems,
Inc. (Arlington, VA). He consults with the
federal government on microcomputers
and communications. You can reach him
on BIX as "waynerash. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

TimeWand® - Gathering Information

Bar Codes, Computing, and the TimeWand ... a Closer Look.
"A successful business runs on accurate, timely
information." An obvious statement perhaps, but one
that every personal computer user must keep in mind. In
order to get the reports we require, we must ensure that the
information on which we base our decisions is as up-to-date
as possible. This is where a bar code reading system such as
the TimeWand can be used to improve efficiency in the office
or workshop. The TimeWand provides a convenient way to
ensure that your computer has all the facts, all the time.
Let's use inventory control as an example. Once an
inventory system is set up on the computer, you are faced
with the important task of keeping the inventory up to date.
The TimeWand gives you a quick and efficient method of
getting information into your computer system. To enter an
item into inventory (such as the copper elbows shown
above), all you need to do is scan the item, the quantity, and
transfer the data to your computer. By using TimeWand, you
bypass the time-consuming steps of writing down every
transaction, deciphering hand-written notes, typing in each
inventory transaction by hand, and searching for transcription
errors that might have occurred. The TimeWand is an ideal
tool for gathering information for use in your business.
Circle 292 on Reader Service Card

From time-billing to tracking work orders to monitoring
security, the TimeWand provides an inexpensive solution
for your data collection needs. Call or write Videx today
for more information about how the TimeWand can help
in your business.

TimeWand (8K version) - $248
Recharger and Cable - $149
TimeWand Communication Software (IBM) - $299
Software available for the_Macintosh, Apple//
family, and Tandy (Model 100 and 200).

1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285
503-758-0521

TimeWand and Videx are registered trademarks of Videx, Inc.
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DAZZLING PERFORMANCE.
12MHz-1 !~Hz and 20MHz
'286 HAKU D IVE SYSTEMS
As high as 20MHz! Dazzling performance is yours with
one of these high performance full size ZEOS '286 Systems.
Each comes complete with our standard features includ
ing drives, monitor, high speed controller, etc. Our full
size case features room for up to 5 half-high drives, two of
which are internal. Incredible values.
• 286/12-Complete 12 MHz System with 512K of Zero
Wait RAM, High Speed 32MB Hard Drive and all the
standard ZEOS goodies. ONLY $1395.00
• 286/16-Complete 16MHz system with lMB RAM on
board and High Speed 32MB Hard Drive. Faster than a
'386 16MHz when running 16-bit software!
ONly $1895.00
• 286/20-At 20MHz, it's the fastest. Complete with our

32 MB, High Speed Hard Drive and IMB RAM. This is
what Dazzling Speed is all about. Otl.Y $2095.00
'286/SS

COMPLETE 12MHz '286
WITH 32MB HA D D IVE

ONLY $1295.00
• 80286 CPU, 6/12 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard Selectable.
•Zero-Wait State RAM, 512K expandable to 4MB on the
motherboard (16MB SystemTotal).
• 32MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.
• Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,
800 KB/sec transfer rate.
• High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.
Compatible graphics controller.
• ZEOS Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant Tactile/Click Feel.
•Serial and Parallel Printer Ports.
•Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
• 6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.
• 80287 support, up to 12 MHz.
•Space Saver Case with Security Lock, LED indicators.

DAZBING PERFORMANCE. and prices are incredible.
INCREDIBLE PRICES.
How is it possible?
Because your ZEOS com
Can you believe it? Yes,
you can!

We've proven it to thou
sands and we would like to
prove it to you. ZEOS® sys
tems are sold complete, ready
to plug in and fly right out
of the box. And the quality
140
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puter comes to you factory
direct, frilly assembled,
burned-in and tested in our
own laboratories. Every
system is built to order.
Custom built actually, right
to your own specifications.

'286/FS

And our quality and per
formance are second to none.
We don't just say it. We
guarantee it. That's why
your new ZEOS system
comes with a Full One Year
Limited Warranty and our
30 day Full Refund Satis
faction Guarantee.
So pick out your dream

All prices and specifications are.subject lo<:hangc without notice. Pl('a,-;e call forcurrenldelails. C:all furcomplele warranty details.

INCREDIBLEPRICES.
COMPLETE '386 VERTICAL SYSTEM.
64MB DRIVE!

ONLY $2995.00
(20MHz add $500)

Acknowledged worldwide as the highest performance
value anywhere. Same great standard ZEOS features found
on our other complete systems plus:
• 64KB Zero-Wait CACHE using 64K ofSRAM.
• lMB of 32-bit RAM system expandable up to 16MB.
• 65MB High Speed Seagate Hard Drive.
• 80287 and 80387 optional.
•Heavy Duty Vertical Case.
Call about our new 25MHz systems. Now Shipping!

'386/SS

COMPLETE 16MHz '386 DESKTOP
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE.

ONLY $2495.00
(20MHz add $500)

• Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386, 16 or 20MHz parts.
• 1MB ofRAM Expandable to 16MB.
• 32MB, High Speed Hard Drive, 1.2MB floppy drive.
• Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,
800 KB/sec transfer rate!
•High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.
Compatible graphics controller.
• 101 Key ZEOS Tactile Click keyboard.
•Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.
•Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
• 2-32, 4-16 and 2-8 bit slots.
• 80287 and 80387 support.
'386/V

machine and order it now
with confidence. Dazzling
performance and incredible
prices await you. Guaran
teed. Order now by calling
800-423-5891.
Other ZEOS Options
Include:
• Basic Configurations:
Call for prices on systems

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
without drives, etc.
800-423-5891
•EGA/VGA Upgrades.
FAX Orders Dial· 612-6332310
14'' EGA color monitor
Jn Mi1111esota Call· 612-633-4591
530 5th Ave. M¥,St. Pau4 MN 55112
with EGA card, add $495.
Open days, eve11i11gs and weekf!llds.
MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D.
14" VGA system, add
Se habla Esfx11iol
only $695
• High Capacity Drives.
Many other drives and op
tions are available. Call Toll
Free for details, 800-423-5891

ZEI S lnlernaliona l, Ll<l., 5~0 5lh Avenue, NW, St. Paul, MN 55112. ZEI S. a publicly traded company; MPLS/ST. l'AUI. Loc:i lOTC.
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We've Invented the Future of
Instrwnentation Software . . . Twice.
With Pictures

With Words

Acquisition
Integrated libraries for GPIB, RS-232, A/D-D/A-DIO plug-in cards, ·
and modular instruments.

Front panel user interface with virtual
instrument block diagram programming.

Intuitive character-based function panels
that automatically generate source code.

Analysis
Extensive libraries for data reduction, digital signal processing, and
statistical analysis.

-Over 100 analysis functions plus all the
built-in functions of your language.

-.:

.

.

\

~ A

Over 250 icons for computation and
analysis.

Presentation
Flexible high-performance graphics and report generation.

Extensive graphics support for CGA, EGA,
MCGA, VGA, and Herc11Jes.

Macintosh Desktop Publishing compatibility.

The Software is the Instrument
Lab Windows ..for the DOS-based PC and PS/2,
with Microsoft QuickBASIC or C.

, ~;~;;,~~~'"

. . NATIONAL
800/531-4742 5121250-9119
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LabVIEW®
for the Apple Macintosh

Circle 351 on Reader Service Card for LabWindows.
352 for LabVIEW.

EXPERT

ADVICE

MACINATIONS

•

Don Crabb

HOOKED ON
SMALLTALK-80

•

FOR THE MAC

A new implementation
of this language
makes it a winner

n the past few months I've been sold
on the virtues of object-oriented
programming. I've toyed with the
AT&T's C++ preprocessor on
Unix, the object extensions to MacForth
on a Mac II, the MacApp program shell
that runs under MPW (Macintosh Pro
grammer's Workshop), and the Extend
simulation system from Imagine That!, a
simulation-design system that adopts cer
tain object-oriented programming
concepts.
But the system that's really brought
the practical power of object-oriented
programming home to me is Smalltalk
80. In fact, I think I've become a Small
talk-80 addict-so much so that ·l'm
working on a new short course for next
year that focuses on Smalltalk-80 and
object-oriented programming.
It didn't used to be that way. I've toyed
with Smalltalk-80 before, using the early
beta 0.4 release available from the Apple
Programmers and Developers Associa
tion (APDA) for $75. This release was
incomplete, it was a little flaky, it pro
vided only a byte-code interpreter, and it
was poorly documented. With these
shortcomings, I gave up using the lan
guage on a Mac until I found out about
the full release from ParcPlace Systems.
Its Smalltalk-80 system is not limited
to the Mac; in fact, there are versions that
run on Sun
3, and 4 workstations,
Hewlett-Packard 9000s, and Apollo
3000 and 4000 workstations running
some flavor of Unix. A DOS-based ver
sion for 80386 machines is also due out
soon. It would be hard to imagine, how
ever, that these Smalltalk-80 implemen
tations could work any more smoothly
than the one I've been using on a Mac II.

I

2;

ILLUSTRATION: RANDY LYHUS © 1989

Still, the system operates nearly identi
cally across processors, which gives it a
big advantage in terms ofprogram devel
opment and transportable code.
The reason for this coherent imple
mentation across processors and operat
ing systems is the system's structure.
Smalltalk-80 consists of two functional
parts: a virtual image and a virtual ma
chine. The virtual image contains the
Small talk-80 language and compiler, the
run-time system, graphical system li
braries, and a whole slew of program
development tools. The virtual machine
li!}ks the operating system and hardware
of a particular computer to the virtual
image.
Smalltalk-80 is a pure object-oriented
system. Unlike more traditional proce
dural languages and systems that ap
proach data and algorithms separately,
Small talk-80 considers them together, as
objects. Where procedural languages
like C derive their power mostly from al
gorithm composition and data typing,

pure object-oriented languages (like
Smalltalk) dispense with this data/
algorithm dichotomy.
Everything in Smalltalk-80 is an ob
ject. Once you understand how an object
is created, you've grasped the essentials.
The agents that act upon those objects are
called methods (corresponding to a func
tion or procedure in a procedural lan
guage), while a message is the way in
which one object communicates with an
other (akin to a function or procedure
call). Indeed, all the actions that take
place in Smalltalk-80 are the result of
objects messaging other objects.
Object-oriented programming systems
also support sophisticated object-order
ing methods, called object classes, so
.that you can assign similar properties
(behaviors) to a group of objects (individ
ual objects in a class are called instances)
and work with them as a class.
As a full object-oriented system,
Smalltalk-80 also supports object inheri
continued
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tance. Inheritance allows instances of
the same class to inherit properties or be
haviors from all those classes that pre
cede it in the object classification
scheme. Inheritance permits a great sav
ings in repetitive coding, helps simplify
overall application design, speeds up
compilation, and allows you to concen
trate on creating your application rather
than concentrating on the development
·
environment.
Smalltalk-80 version 2.3 comes on six
disks and contains the complete system.
It incorporates a compiler, a symbolic
debugger, object browsers, inspectors, a
basic text editor, full support for display
ing information, and the visual interface.
It costs $995, which is expensive, but
considering everything the package in
dudes, it's not unreasonable.
The hardware requirements for ver
sion 2.3 forthe Mac aren't excessive, but
the system certainly behaves better if you
pile on the memory and disk space.
You'll need a Mac Plus, SE, or II with at
least 2 megabytes of RAM and 10 mega
bytes of hard disk space. If you plan to
use the system for major development ef
forts, a Mac II with 8 megabytes of RAM

Item
Discussed
Smalltalk-SO version 2.3 ......$995
ParcPlace Systems
2400 Geng Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 859-1000
Inquiry 999.

and a big, fast hard disk drive will make
the process considerably smoother (but
that's also true with any Mac develop
ment system).
What makes ParcPlace's Smalltalk
80 such hot stuff? It's really a combina
tion oftwo factors. First, Smalltalk-80 is
a mature object-oriented system. The
Smalltalk language, of course, is object
oriented, but so is the development envi
ronment. Objects, classes, behaviors (or
properties), inheritance, messages, and
browsers are all integral to the complete
Smalltalk-80 system, not grafted on as in

some other Mac development environ
ments (like MacForth).
Second, this basic object orientation
fosters strong program modularity and
subsequent refinement; sort of the ulti
mate in black-box coding. By definition,
Smalltalk-80's objects are modular.
With Smalltalk-80, if you're not satis
fied with the behavior of a specific ob
ject, you can refine it on the fly. There's
no need to start at square one. If you 're
an old died-in-the-wool FORTRAN or
Pascal programmer like me, the first few
times you try Smalltalk-80 on your Mac,
you'll shake your head at how easy it is to
modify a project under development and
investigate a new angle to a particular
problem.
As the list above hints, ParcPlace's
Smalltalk-80 includes everything you
need for program development. Every
thing. And all the goodies are honest-to
God fully integrated.
You move easily about the system
creating and editing code, compiling, de
bugging, browsing objects, borrowing
from libraries, and popping up menus
right and left. The power ofSmalltalk-80
continued

A MESSAGE To
OuR SUBSCRIBERS
ROM TIME TD TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE
subscriber list available to other companies who
wish to send our subscribers material about their pro
ducts. We take great care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are reputable, and whose pro
ducts, services, or information we feel would be of in
terest to you. Direct mail is an efficient medium for pre
senting the latest personal computer goods and services
to our subscribers.

F

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list, and look forward to finding infor
mation of interest to them in the mail. Used are our
subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is
of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes
of any subscriber who does not want to receive such pro
motional literature. Should you wish to restrict the use
of your name, simply send your request to the follow
ing address.

B\JTE MAGAZINE

ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

P.O. Box 7643
NJ 07666-9866

If you·re involved in
data communications.
the PC Comscope con give you da ta line monitor
capabili ties at o fraction of the cost using your PC.
. Making use of pull down menu's and built-in help screens
p rovides true operator simplicity. The combination
of these features and price make this on extraordinary buy
You con view the bidirectional data and
control signals of any RS-232 link.
The PC Comscope capabilities include:
ASYNC: SYNC. HDLC. TIME STAMPING.
SOPHISTICATED TRAPPING : STORE DATA ON DISK.
ASCII: EBCDIC: /PARS.. Te/ebyte does it again!
PC Comscope for under 5400.

--1-!!!:)u-rALKroLca.ca_ LC 270E.PutoskiRd.

Greentown . NY71740
(516) 423-3232 /3858080 or 1-800-835-3298
FAX. (516)385-8184

TEANECK,
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A Wealth of
Knowledge.
We, the Murphys, believe we
can help peace officers, sales
persons, attorneys, editors,
social workers, secretaries,
personnel managers and anyone
else who deals with or needs to
keep track of a variety of people.
We've crafted a personal
information manager that
handles mundane ye t important
tasks such as billing and client
tracking easily and efficiently. So
you can better use the informa
tion you have pertaining to the
people important to you.

Easy Billing and Time
Keeping. Maintain your time
and job rec_ords with our
program. Invoices and time
reports can be created
automatically.
Personal Information
Management. Organize
clients, contacts, phone
numbers, etc. Keep extensive
notes for each entry (great for
callback information and call
history). Cross reference the
entries with user-definable
relationship links.
Print mailing labels/merges,
rotary index cards, telephone
lists and more.

The REGISTER Program

$79.95
+ 52.50 s/h

Available for IBM PC's
MS-DOS 2.0 or better, 512 Kb
30-day money back guaramce

Orders 1-800-548-7 465
Information (206) 226-0765
Fax (206) 235-8368

- - The Murpbys

Applied Computing
Services
14410 S.E. Petrovitsky Rd., Suire 203, Renton, WA 98058
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comes from this modeless environment
and visual interface. You're never "in"
the editor or "in" the compiler, per se.
Everything's available to you all the
time. The interface is the one developed
at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
(PARC, from whence comes the name
for ParcPlace, a Xerox spinoff com
pany), which spawned the Xerox Star
and later the Apple Lisa and Mac. This
means windows galore, a mouse, pull
down and pop-up menus, and the rest.
Each of the development facilities can be
used anyplace in the system, including
text editing, debugging, performance
monitoring, version management, sys
tem updating, and a bunch more.
Other development tools include in
spectors, an impressive set of context
sensitive browsers, and some special
cross-referencing tools that can access all
system code and any reusable code mod
ule. You can also define primitives easily
and use them to call and link external
routines written in other languages, like
C (the system is MPW C compatible), so
you need nottossoutany of your current
favorite routine libraries when you mi
grate to Smalltalk-80.
The system also supports all the Mac
specific functions you need for program
development. You can access the Mac's
serial ports and use color directly.
Smalltatk-80 permits Clipboard and
Desk Accessory access. It is compatible
with the MultiFinder (including back
ground processing), supports TOPS and
AppleShare, provides PostScript print
ing using the Print Manager, and gives
you access to the Mac Toolbox through
user-defined primitives. If you run ver
sion 2.3 on a Mac II, you'll also get sup
port for the 68020 instruction set and the
68881 math coprocessor.
It is fairly easy to get started learning
the system, since it includes some built
in applications that you can browse
through, plus good documentation and
on-line help. Of course, the best help
comes from the user interface itself.
Smalltalk-80 constantly gives you visual
feedback for every action you take. All
the object definitions that make the
Smalltalk-80 environment so rich for de
velopment can also be included in the ap
plications you're building. You can in
corporate these library objects directly
into your code or refine them as needed,
making for a rapid development process.
Development is also enhanced by the
quick access to system-level functions
that's provided. The pop-up System
Menu is just an option key or mouse click
away regardless of what you're doing
when you need it. From this menu you

can create a new System Browser that
presents information (displayed hierar
chically) about the Smalltalk-80 system
itself. Garbage collection, which the sys
tem does automatically (as it does refer
ence-counting and memory compaction),
can also be invoked manually from the
System Menu. This mark-and-sweep col
lection routine cleans things up nicely
when you've been coding for a while, es
pecially if you've created some circular
structures.
The System Menu also controls work
space creation (for editing code), file
listings, specific project views, a run
ning system console window (called the
system transcript), and a command to
suspend the system and return to the
Finder, leaving Smalltalk-80 in the
background under MultiFinder. These
views and commands just scratch the sur
face of this complete programming
environment.
I've been so taken with ParcPlace's
Smalltalk-80 system that I'm spending
time developing personal applications
that I wouldn't have bothered with be
fore, when I was using Lightspeed Pascal
(my usual development environment),
because the effort needed just wasn't re
warded by the results.
Smalltalk-80 encourages you to pull
together quickie applications because it's
so easy to grab and modify the basic ob
jects they require. And if you're not quite
satisfied with the results, no problem:
You can dip into the library of objects for
another stab at it. This system is the first
programming environment I've used on
the Mac that actually made me want to
develop software.
If you, too, want to get started with
Smalltalk-80 on the Mac but need some
background information about object
oriented systems, you should dig out your
August 1981 and August 1986 issues of
BYTE. These two issues covered, re
spectively, the Smalltalk-80 system and
object-oriented programming.
Adele Goldberg's Smalltalk-80 book
is also a good place to get started (Small
talk-BO: The Language and Its Imple
mentations, Reading, MA: Addison
Wesley, 1983; written with David
Robson). Have fun with Smalltalk-80 on
the Mac. I sure do. •
Don Crabb is the director of laboratories
and a senior lecturer for the University of
Chicago. He is also a consulting editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to Editor, BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

We made the first amber monitor
forthe IBM PC~
And the only 19-inch, multi
sync monitorto meet both IBM® and
Apple®graphic standards.
Now, we're offering afamily of
high-resolution, monochrome and
color IBM graphic standard monitors.
The 19-inch Ultra Vision 1000
offers extremely high resolution.
Brilliant life-like colors. And the
widest frequency range of any multi
syncmonitor its size-so it works
with virtually all graphic standards
and resolutions.
The 19-inch Crystal View 190l
features our exclusive non-glare filter.
It's ahigh-resolution, monochrome
system that handles two 8Y2'' x II"
pages of text or a B-size CAD drawing
without scrolling or shrinking. Voted
PC Magazine's "Editor's Choice."

The 14-inch, colorMultiVision
770+. Amulti-sync monitor with
more image controls for maximum
user comfort than any monitor its size.
Coming soon, the Super Vision
VGA: the best VGA monitor you're
likely to see.
.....

~

::E

PRODUCT

Ultra Vision 1000

~

i'.5
V'

Muhl Vision no+
Crystal View 1901
Supervision VGA

superior brightness, and sharp focus
across the entire screen.
That'simportant. Since OSHA
found 91% of the people using com
puter displays suffer from eye strain.
Prompting state and local governments
to respond with new work rules.
With Taxan, the leader in meet
ing these new health requirements,
you're already protected.
Call 800-544-3888 for sales
information and your nearest
authorized Taxan dealer: Taxan USA
Corporation, 161 Nortech Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134, (408) 946-3400.
See why, in IBM monitors, one
brand is clearly superior.

What you see here is onlypa11of
the picture. We have everything from
12-inchmonochrometo 19-inch,
high-resolution color monitors. All
with special non-glare filtering,

Taxan is a registered trademark ofTaxan USA Corporation. IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of lnterna1ional Business Machines Corporaiion. Apple is a regis1ered 1rademark al
Apple Computer, Inc. Monochrome screen counesy of Xerox Corporation.
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The idea from the
first has always been
simple. To pro\'idc peo
ple with the easiest way
possible to access the
most p0\\ r possible in
I
a dar:ibasc management
system.
So that the process ofworking with
information becomes the means, and nor
the end, of the job at hand.
Welcome to dBASE IV'"
{j-.1"... f.&,4;;'I

dl\.\S!!IV

ITS NEVER BEEN EASIER.
dBASE IV is built around an all-new
Control Center-a single, understandable
window from which you perform all of
your key database operations. By using
si mple-ro-usc, pull-dmm menus.
An t no programming at all.
Unless, ofcourse, you want to. Because
whether you write a program yourselt~ or
use the Applications Generator to do it for
you, dBASE IVgives you access to 310
powcrfol new or enhanced commands
and functions. All while running
signiticantly faster than its predecessor

dBASE I I I PLUS.·
And, since many people will need
to share information in a workgroup,.
dBASE IV gi' ' you all the roOls you'II
need to build connections. Like our
dBASE IV LAN PACK, which lets
multiple users share files and programs.
A VERSION FOR DEVELOPERS.

If you build heavy-duty applications,
the special dBASE IV Developt.T's Edition
is just for you.
With the Developer's Edition (sold

•

•

dBASEiv.
--....t we put in
COtn~to

--....t you'll get out.

sq~aratdy\ you g~t a .complete devdop

1~1cnt,

test, and chstnbution environment
tm both stand-alrn~c and multiuser ap
phcat1ons. In addmon to the complete
dR~SE IV software, ~he Developer's
Ed1t.10~ 111cludcs special tools such as the
Prokss1onal Compiler; as well as utilities,
program mmg documentation and a roy
alty-free, appTicacirnl distributi~n module.
. And one other t h ing, which also comes
with every other dBA E' product.

J-:.;J.W...\

1:I11I'il

dBAsEN
I I
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A COMMITMENT TO SUPPORT
With over two million current dRASE
at Ashton.'.fatc have an obliga
tion to provide the best support, scrvICe,
and tr:urnng 111 the industrn So we do.
We back an extensive network of
~nowk:~li:,Ttabl · dealers. And we i.,rt 1 a 1~1nrcc
tast, rd1ahk: techmcal supp011. As well as
~ncour,"%e separate, th ird party resources
m a variety ot complementary areas.
All of.which means that dRASE IV
is n~)t only the most advanced PC database
environment you can find.
l~scrs, we

. It also means it's the easiest to find. Just
give us a c:ill at 800-437-4329"n-t.2928for
more information, including details about
upgmdi ng from d RASE I I I PLUS. Or sim
PI),- stop by your nearest Ashton.'. fate dealer
tc>r a n:vca.ling look at dRASE IV
You won't1"lClit'\ • what we put into it.

.,~ASHTON ·TATE"
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BayTech engineers Printer Sharing.
Make the most of your invest
ments in valuable printers, com
puters, plotters, modems, and other
resources with a printer-sharing
device from BayTech. We manu
facture a diverse product line
engineered for flexibility and speed
that lets you share your resources
and maximize your investments.

From simply sharing one or
more printers between computers,
to creating a complete network for
printer sharing and computer-to
computer communication, BayTech
has a device designed to meet your
specifications.
Call toll free today to learn more
about maximizing your resources.
Circle 36 on Reader Service Card
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Bay Technical Associates, Inc.,
Data Comm1111ications Products Division
200 North Second St., P. 0. Box 387,
Bay Saint Louis. MS 39520 USA
Telex: 910-333-1618 BAYTECH.
Telephone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702, EXT 981
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Mark Minasi

1988 IN REVIEW:
OS/2'S FIRST YEAR
For an op.erating
system less than a year
old, OS/2 is doing well
t will be late December by the time
you read this, so Merry Christmas
to all. For IBM PC programmers,
·
Christmas came early this year.
OS/2 is chock full of nifty toys-things
like dynlink libraries, threaded multi~
tasking, virtual memory, and, yes, even
the flawed first cut at the Presentation
Manager. It all adds up to a much more
ambitious operating system than we ex
pected DOS 5.0 to be.
For PC users, though, OS/2's arrival
sometimes seems more like Halloween:
Version 1.0 is big, scary, and crawling
with bugs. But rest assured that program
mers are busily unpacking their new toys
and learning how to use them.
For an application platform in its first
year, OS/2 is doing very well. Virtually
all major PC software vendors have re
leased (or, more likely, have pledged to
release soon) OS/2 versions of their cur
rent DOS programs. Given the market
ing power behind OS/2-IBM-it will
almost certainly be a major operating
system, and more likely the operating
system of choice on PC compatibles of
the mid to late 1990s.
However, OS/2 will also succeed on
its technical merits. It does what an op
erating system must do: manage raw
machine resources in a secure and fun
damentally consistent manner. Applica
tion programmers who have until now
struggled to overcome the limitations of
DOS can get out of the operating-system
business and concentrate on the business
of writing applications.

I

Background Telecommunications
We don't have to wait for everything. An
asynchronous communications program
ILLUSTRATION: KERRY GAVIN© 1989

is one of the mainstays of every PC user's
arsenal, and two Canadian program
mers-T. Blahovici and E. Zuck-are
first out of the gate with one that runs
under OS/2. It's a shareware program
called Logicomm, and it closely resem
bles the popular DOS shareware program
Procomm. There's one crucial differ
ence: Logicomm, being an OS/2 pro
gram, can run in the background.
I can start a BIX session, use Logi
comm to initiate a lengthy download,
then just flip it into the background and
continue working on some other task in
the foreground-like writing this col
umn. Logicomm works well. It doesn't
drop so much as a bit while in the back
ground, even when set to regular prior
ity. (There are regular and high priori
ties; when you turn high priority on,
Logicomm gets more cycles when it runs
as a background task.)
Its major downside is that there is, cur
rently, no scripting feature. You can get
Logicomm from Logistique LMM (1550

Barre St., Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H4L 4M6, (514) 748-9192). The authors
ask $30 for it.

Software Development, OS/2 Style
People often ask me what they'll need to
start doing development in OS/2. I tell
them to learn C, if they haven't already
done so. Whether you love it or hate it, C
is to OS/2 what it is to Unix-the lan
guage the system was written in, and
therefore the one for which tools exist.
Microsoft's C Compiler is an industry
standard: It's fast enough, it's compre
hensive, and it generates excellent code.
A companion debugger, CodeView, rep
resents another industry standard. It sup
ports source code-level debugging, in
teractive evaluation of C (or FORTRAN
or BASIC) expressions, and watchpoints
that let you view the contents of changing
variables.
OK, so you've got the dynamic duo,
Microsoft C and Code View. How do you
continued
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go about writing an OS/2 application?
Applications use the services that OS/2
provides by calling points of entry called
APis: Application Program Interfaces.
There are hundreds of APis, organized
into groups according to the kind of ma
chine resource they control: processes,
memory , disk files, the mouse, or the

screen.
Using an API is just like calling a
function; you write its name and follow
that with a list of arguments . For in
stance, to find out what my program's
process ID is, I would use the API called
DosGetPid. The following fragment
shows how:
ret_code = DosGetPid( &MyPID);
if ret_code

printf( "Process ID=%d\n",
MyPID);
else
printf( "DosGetPid failed: %d\n",
ret_code);
If you don't speak C, here's a para
phrase: "First, call the get-the-process
ID APL Check its return code. If the re
turn code is zero, the call worked out
fine. The process ID is in MyPID, so
print it. If the return code is not zero, the
call failed; print the return code so I can
look it up and see what went wrong."
How did I know that there's an API
called DosGetPid? I looked it up in the
OS/2 Programmer's Reference. It names
each API function, details the number
and types of arguments required, and
says something about when and how to
deploy each function. You'd be com
pletely lost without that kind of informa
tion. The only fly in the ointment is that
you can't buy just the Reference. Until re
cently, it came only with the $3000 Soft
ware Development Kit (SDK). But the
situtation is improving.
Microsoft now offers a Programmer's
Toolkit that is available for about $350.
For a while, the Toolkit even came with
Norton Computing's On-Line OS/2 AP/
Guide. Norton offers guides for a num
ber of languages, and the OS/2 AP/
Guide is priced at $150 separately.
(Those of us who shelled out $3000 for
the SDK don't get the Norton guides.)
And several substitutes for the OS/2 Pro
grammer's Reference are also available,
notably Ed Iacobucci's OS/2 Program
mer's Guide.
So to start out in OS/2 programming
today, you'll need to spend the better
part of a thousand bucks for OS/2 itself,
the necessary tools, and the necessary
documentation. Will it get cheaper? Cer
tainly, in time. When an inexpensive
152
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language product such as Microsoft's
QuickC or Borland's Turbo C becomes
available for OS/2, protected-mode pro
grams will litter the landscape.

While You Wait
Until OS/2 applications do start to litter
the landscape, we've got lots of things
that run best under DOS. Unfortunately,
DOS is a single-user, single-tasking sys
tem. The 80386 chip can do better than
that with its built-in virtual 8086 (V86)
capability, which permits multiple DOS
programs to run concurrently on an
80386 machine.
There are several V86 manipulators,
and I'll discuss them in a future column.
But I find myself using IGC's VM/386
more than the others (believe me, I've
got them all) for several reasons: It's bul
letproof, it's flexible, and the technical
support is top-notch.
VM/386 actually boots separate ses
sions. It creates separate virtual ma
chines, each with its own CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT. As the burden of
the multitasking rests on the V86 hard
ware support, VM/386 can be fairly bul
letproof. One (unfair) test ofmultitaskers
is a game from Electronic Arts called
Skyfox II, a game like the circa-1978
Atari Star Raiders.
Skyfox II is unfair because it's one of
those games that bypasses DOS and the
BIOS for everything. It kills most multi
taskers, makes OS/2's compatibility box
die, and gives DESQview fits. But
VM/386 just takes it in stride. Just don't
forget to leave the game in pause mode
while it's in the background, or the
Xenos will merrily destroy all your star
bases while you Excel in the foreground.
And when you are completely stuck (with
VM/386, not Skyfox II), IGC employs
friendly, helpful support people.
No, it's not OS/2, but it will do, at
least until OS/2 is OS/2.

OS/2 Tip of the Month:
Neat Features and Subtle Changes
It's nice that OS/2 does have commands
like the familiar DOS commands COPY,
DIR, and DISKCOPY-the vast majority
of OS/2 commands act just like their
DOS counterparts. Thus, I tend to avoid
the manual and use them just as I did
under DOS.
Big mistake, for some commands. For
example, if you 're using MODE to con
trol your screen, MODE BW80, MODE
MONO, and MODE COBO behave as be
fore, but they also can optionally be in
voked with a second parameter, the num
ber of lines on the screen. You can tell
your EGA monitor to show 43 lines with

MODE C080,43 or tell your VGA moni
tor to show 50 lines (in glorious Squint0-Vision, as my father-who is a recent
convert to PCs-would say) with MODE
C080,50.
MODE also now enables an option to
verify any writes to a floppy disk. The
command is MODE DSKT VER=ON,
and it's more powerful than the VERIFY
ON command. It actually reads back
data written to a floppy disk and com
pares it to what it is supposed to be. Very
thorough, but obviously slower: A series
of floppy disk writes that normally took
24 seconds went to 37 seconds when
MODE DSKT VER= ON was invoked.
You may be accustomed to using the
DOS 3. 3 APPEND command. More
likely, you're not-it's an obscure way to
create a search path for data files. And
that's just as well, because it's available
under OS/2 only in the compatibility
box, and-as of version 1.0 of OS/2-it
doesn't even work there.
Happily, OS/2 provides a superior al
ternative, a near-identical command for
use in protected mode called DPATH.
Put simply, DPATH tells D system where
to find D data. If an application can't
find a requested file in the current sub
directory, it looks in other subdirectories
named in the DPATH command. Why
the new name? DPATH is a different ap
proach. It is, for one thing, an internal
command, unlike APPEND, which is
external. And unlike APPEND, DPATH
records the data path in an environment
string. You can see environment strings
under DOS or OS/2 by typing the com
mand SET. You'll see a result like
COMSPEC=C:\COMMAND.COM
PATH=D:\DOS;D:\XDOS;D:\WP
DPATH=D:\WP\MEMOS
In this example, the environment
string COMSPEC contains the value C:
\COMMAND.COM . As you would
imagine, COMSPEC tells the system
where to find COMMAND.COM. The
PATH string is connected to the PATH
command, and likewise for the DPATH
command. Environment strings are a
sane way to simplify the task of modify
ing system parameters on the fly. •
Mark Minasi is a managing partner at
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Colum
bia, Maryland, firm specializing in tech
nical seminars. He can be reached on
BIX as "mjminasi."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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In 1988, $3.5 billion in micro
computer software will be sold
worldwide. During that same time, another
$3.0 billion in sales will be lost to free distribution - better
known as software piracy. And right now, Rainbow Technologies'
Software Sentinel™ is protecting close to $1.0 billion in software for
developers who never wanted to be part of the free software distribution
network in the first place. (') The Software Sentinel hardware key is
"execution control" software protection. It ships with the software and
to be one
simply plugs into the PC's parallel port
the soft
hundred percent invisible to both user and
ware. Users can make as many copies as ·
they want.
Make working submasters. Use a hard disk. Virtually anything that can
be done with
unprotected software. Except start freely
distributing
that software to other users. J The
ily of Software Sentinel products. Se
Rainbow fam- - very big to the not-so-big developers of
lected by the
DOS, OS/2 and Xenix software in worldwide markets. To the cool
tune of close to a billion dollars. So far.
Come see us at COMDEX, Booth W747.

.

·~;#: RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 •TELEX: 386078 •FAX: (714) 261-0260
Rainbow Technologies. Ltd .. Shirley Lodge. 470 London Rd.. Slough. Berkshire. SL3 8QY. U.K .. Tel: 0753-41512. Fax: 0753-43610
Copyright •1988 Rainbow Technologies. Inc. Software Sentinel and Sen1inelPro<.1rc trademarks of Rainbow Technologies. Inc.
Xenix is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS 12 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corpomtion.
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MAKING
APPLICATIONS TALK
With .a few
enhancements,
the Communicating
Applications
Specification could
take the pain out
of file transfers
f you've ever exchanged computer
files by modem with a friend or co
worker, you know firsthand what a
trying and time-consuming process
it can be. In most cases, you both stop
what you 're doing at the moment, run
modem programs, configure your sys
tems, make a connection, and manually
start a file transfer between the two ma
chines. Alternatively, you can use a bul
letin board or electronic-mail service as
an intermediary, incurring both costs
and delays.
Last September, Intel and Digital
Communications Associates, Inc.
(DCA), jointly announced a potential
solution to this problem: the Communi
cating Applications Specification (CAS).
The goal ofCAS, according to the speci
fication, is to "allow software developers
to easily integrate communications into
their applications."
In theory, CAS will let you send or re
ceive information from within an appli
cation just as if you were accessing, say,
a printer-and it can deliver the data
either in ASCII form or as a facsimile
that any CCITT Group III fax machine
can receive.
Intel and DCA are promoting CAS as a
universal standard, although it is cur
rently implemented only for Intel's Con
nection CoProcessor board (an intelli
gent fax modem card). Let's take a look
at CAS version 1.00A, both as an inter
face to this specific board and as a stan-

I
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dard for microcomputer communications
in general.

WhatlsCAS?
CAS is an application program interface
(API) that lets a program send and re
ceive files without "knowing" the char
acteristics of the underlying hardware.
Using CAS function calls, a program can
start a file transfer (or schedule it to oc
cur later) by issuing a single command.
The transfer takes place in the back
ground while other work continues.
Using CAS, an application could let
you send documents as ASCII text files
(using a special transfer protocol de
signed by Intel for fax modems) or as
faxes with 80 by 66 or 132 by 88 charac
ters per page. You could also send and re
ceive files in the PCX or DCX graphics
format (generated by programs such as
Z-Soft's PC Paintbrush) or exchange
those files with fax machines.
It's important to understand at the out
set that CAS is not designed to handle

every computer communications need.
It's not suitable, for instance, for use as
part of a "live" terminal emulation pro
gram, so it does not address the long
standing problem of having to access the
hardware directly to do interactive serial
communications on IBM PC-compatible
computers. Instead, it focuses on doing
one thing well: providing hassle-free
background file and image transfers.

InsideCAS
The basic architecture of CAS is shown
in figure 1. One or more applications
make requests of a terminate-and-stay
resident (TSR) program called the Resi
dent Manager, which in turn uses a
Transfer Agent to send or receive the
file. Each type of communication hard
ware (e.g., fax and mainframe link) has
its own hardware-dependent Transfer
Agent to deal with transmission of data
over the associated medium.
For example, the Intel board comes
continued
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with a Connection CoProcessor Application Manager (CCAM) that contains both
the Resident Manager and the Transfer
Agent. Processing is distributed between

the host CPU and a dedicated 80186
CPU on the board. In theory, you don't
have to have an intelligent peripheral
board to run CAS. The coprocessor on

Application 1

Application 2

~~~~---~~~ CASAPI ~~~--~~~~-

(Software interrupt)
CAS Resident Manager (device-independent)

Transfer Agent

Transfer Age nt

Fax board

Modem, mainframe link, etc.

Figure 1: One or more applications make requests ofthe Resident Manager, which
in turn uses a Transfer Agent to send or receive the file. Each type ofcommunication
hardware (e.g., fax board or mainframe link) has its own hardware-dependent
Transfer Agent to deal with transmission ofdata over the associated medium.

the Intel board helps with high-speed fax
operations, but other kinds of transfers
(e.g., exchanging files via conventional
modems) might be handled entirely as
"background" tasks on the host CPU.
The Resident Manager handles five
categories of CAS events:
• Send: The local computer sends data to
a remote machine (e.g., a computer or
fax machine).
• Receive: The local computer receives
data from a remote machine (transfer
initiated by the remote agent).
• Polled send: The local computer pre
pares for a remote machine to call and
sends data when the call comes in.
• Polled receive: The local computer
calls a remote machine and retrieves data
from it.
• Log: The local computer makes a
record of a communication attempt.

An application program can initiate
three of these events: a polled send, a
polled receive, or a send. These events
are called tasks, and you can schedule
them to happen at a future date or time
(so that, for example, file transfers can

How the competition stands
Introducing the modem with a sleek new
stand-up* design. Telebit's new TlOOO Multi
Speed modem. The modem that not only looks
different, but is different. With more features.
More performance. And a surprisingly low price.

2400 bps error-free modem.
.
Another difference? The TlOOO runs at
9600 bps with any type of data- without com
pression. Error free. With MNP and PEP
error detection and correction.

More modem for less money.

The TlOOO fits right in.

What makes the TlOOO so different?
For one, you get a choice of more speeds. The
TlOOO can send and receive data at 300, 1200,
2400, or 9600 bps using ordinary dial-up
phone lines.
So the TlOOO can talk to your installed
base of low-speed modems, plus the large
installed base of Telebit®and other PEP™ high
speed modems.
But it costs about the same as a

The TlOOO Multi-Speed modem even talks
Hayes-right from the box. And if you're using
the AT command set or even Smartcom ill
software, we're compatible. You won't need new
software. And you won't need new commands.
The TlOOO also has internal support for
the most widely-used communications protocols
- Kermit, Xmodem, Ymodem and UNIX's
UUCP. So you can transfer files up to 3 times
faster than any other modem.
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occur in the middle of the night, when
rates are low). The other kinds of events
happen as a result of the activities of the
Resident Manager and/or remote ma
chines calling in.
The Resident Manager keeps informa
tion about events in queues, which con
sist of groups of DOS files on the local
disk.

an application will let you earmark data
for transmission, pull up a phone book,
select a person or persons to receive the
data, and start the transfer process. This
same "front end" should also be able to
let you examine information that has
come in from other machines and bring it
into the application.

Using CAS from Within
an Application

The current implementation of CAS ap
pears to work well for its original appli
cation: sending and receiving faxes and
files using Intel's Connection CoPro
cessor software and other applications
designed to work with that specific
board. However, the initial version of
CAS has limitations of which users (and
software developers) should be aware.
First, CAS offers few provisions for
security. If your CAS board is config
ured to answer the phone, there's no way
to prevent fax "junk mail" from quickly
filling up your hard disk. By the same
token, if your system is waiting for an
other system to call for a file, there's no
way to make sure that only the intended
recipient (rather than some other caller)

Limitations of CAS 1.00A
An application interacts with CAS in the
same way that it interacts with MS-DOS:
through a software interrupt called the
multiplex interrupt. The application in
vokes CAS functions by placing values in
specific CPU registers and invoking in
terrupt 2F hexadecimal; the results are
returned either in registers or through
memory. A complete description of each
function is beyond the scope of this arti
cle, but table 1 gives you a general idea of
the facilities available to an application in
the initial version ( l.OOA) of CAS.
Because all CAS functions are avail
able through the set of function calls
listed in table 1, any application can pro
vide a "front end" forCAS. Presumably,

Table 1: Functions available to
applications in the initial version
(1.00A) ofthe Communicating
Applications Specification.
Abort the Current Event
Delete a File
Delete All (Queue) Files
Find First Entry in Queue
Find Next Entry in Queue
Get Event Data
Get Event Status
Get Event Time
Get External Data Block
Get Hardware Status
Get Queue Status
Get/Set Autoreceive State
Move Received File
Open a File
Run Diagnostics
Set Task Date
Set Task Time
Submit a Single File to Send
Submit a Task

continued

up to Thlebit's newest modem.
And here's another big difference. Since
the TlOOO runs the most popular communi
cations software at the highest possible speeds.
You can take full advantage of packages like
HyperACCESS, Crosstalk-Fast, MicroPhone II,
and Acknowledge.
Just plug us in, and the TlOOO will fit
right in. No matter what your environment.
Remote management for ease of use.
Here's the final difference. The TlOOO
offers a host of remote management features.
Including remote access, remote configuration
and remote diagnostics.
So get the modem that's head and
shoulders above the rest. In features and per
formance. At just the right price. Telebit's new

TlOOO Multi-Speed Modem.
Call 1-800-TELEBIT or
(415) 969-3800, today.
Or write Telebit at
1345 Shorebird Way, Moun
tain View, CA 94043-1329.
Fax: (415) 969-8888.
Because no one gets the
message through like Telebit.

r!J2•·1=1

TIOOO. •

TELEBIT'

© 1988 Telebit Corporation. Telebit is a registered
trademark and PEP is a trademark of Tele bit Corpora·
tion. Other brands or product names are trademarks of
their respective holders.
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gets the file. Furthermore, if you want
two different callers to call in for files,
there's no way to earmark files for the
correct caller.
Second, CAS does not let you call an
unattended system and request an arbi
trary file. Yoo can only retrieve a file
that has been "sent" to you.
Finally, the CAS specification does
not provide for expansion in a few key
areas. There is no way, for instance, for
an application to ask CAS, "What kinds

of communications hardware are avail
able on this machine, and in what for
mats can they exchange data?" There is
also no documented way to attach addi
tional Transfer Agents to the Resident
Manager software provided with the
original Intel board. This means that-at
least for the moment-only the Intel
Communications CoProcessor can be
used with Intel's software. If a vendor
other than Intel wants to produce a CAS
compatible board, it must write its own

implementation of CAS from the ground
up-and it's not clear that CAS software
from different vendors will be able to co
exist peacably on the same machine.

A Few Suggestions
Intel and DCA can address the problems
and limitations of CAS in several ways .
First, it should be possible to require
callers to identify themselves before a
transfer begins-and to make sure that
only the right caller gets the chance to re
ceive or transmit a particular piece of
data. This solves the problems of junk
mail and unauthorized access.
Second, the Resident Manager should
be expanded to provide transfers of arbi
trary files to authorized callers. A good
model of this sort of facility is UUCP,
the Unix-to-Unix Copy Program found
on virtually any Unix machine.
Finally, the Resident Manager should
be made separate from the Transfer
Agents, and a well-documented interface
between the two should be created. Fa
cilities should be provided for Transfer
Agents (implemented as TSR programs)
to "register" with the Resident Manager,
providing the names of the hardware de
vices they control and the file formats
they accept. To avoid potential incom
patibilities due to multiple implementa
tions of the resident manager, Intel
should license its resident manager at a
nominal cost to vendors who provide
their own Transfer Agents.

A Good Start
Should you invest in hardware that uses
CAS? The answer depends on your needs
and the future direction of the CAS
specification. Until a large number of
vendors adopt CAS, there may no great
advantage to buying a CAS-compatible
product rather than a dedicated fax
board. However, Intel has indicated a
willingness to share its file transfer pro
tocols and other aspects of its CAS imple
mentation-and to evolve the specifica
tion to accommodate future needs. If this
happens, CAS may turn out to be a boon
to those of us who want to get informa
tion from one place to another without
worrying about data-transfer rates, pari
ty, modem speeds, or the other arcane
mysteries of computer communications. •
Brett Glass is a freelance programmer,
author, and hardware designer who lives
in Palo Alto, California. He can be
reached on BIXas "glass."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES
MAKES KEEPING UP WITH THE INFORMATION AGE EASY
Stewart Cheifet and Gary Kildall arc your co-hosts for a
weekly half-hour television program aimed at computer
users. owners. educators and computer industry pro
fessionals. If you're looking for help in finding out
what's new and what's news. tune in to THE COMPUTER
CHRONICLES every week on your local public television
station.
Regular commentators are .Jan Lewis. President of
Lewis Research Corporation and publisher/editor of

HypcrAge magazine. and George Morrow. founder of
Morrow Designs.
Topics this season include: CD ROMS-Shareware
- Multitasking - Business Graphics - Investment
Software - PC Imaging - PC Networks - Decision
Support Software - Laser Printers - Hypercard 
Input Devices - and MUCH MORE.
Each week THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES looks
at the top stories of the week in Random Access. a news
segment designed to keep you informed about the latest
developments in the computer industry.
THE COMPUTER CHRO~ICLES. a weekly half
hour of public television that just might be the help you
need.

THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES
IS NOW ON BIX

JA."i LEW1S

GEORGE MORROW

The Computer Chronicles is funded in part by McGraw-Hill's ll\!JE
magazine. The Computer Chronicles is a co-production of WITF/
Harrisburg and KCSM/San Mateo.
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Bix, the Byte Information Exchange, now has a conference
for the Computer Chronicles.
Now you can communicate directly with the staff of the
Computer Chronicles to suggest topics for future shows or to
request information or details on past shows.
Once on Bix, just type "join comp.chron" at the colon (:)
prompt.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Enjoy BYTE magazine's in-depth information on all
the latest in personal computing each month at our
specia 1introductory rate!
Subscribe now and save $17 off the newsstand price
-12 issues for $24. 95 instead of $42.00 ... and $5.00
off the regular subscription rate of $29 .95. You'll also
receive our special IBM PC issue as part of your
subscription.
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}. How fast does it install.

2.
3.

We have no competition in this categol)! LANLink 5X installs
in about fifteen minutes. and it doesn't take a technician to do it.
Since LANI.ink 5X uses standard parallel or RS-232 serial ports.
lnstalllng a network rrteal).5 littlc more than connecting the cable
and loading the sof~
With hardware LANs. installation can easily take two days
one to set it up and one to tweak it. And it also takes someone
who really kn0\115 'what hes doing. That is. someone expensive.

Running_under PC-MOS/.388" or PC-DOS, it turns your server PC
into a multi-tasking controller. driving a truly expandable LAN that
is easily and quickly upgradable.
A hardware LAN. on the other hand. becomes obsolete as new
technology is introduced. And. to keep the network up and running
as applications change. you need the attentions of a technician. on
a continuing basls. A very well-paid technician.

4• How fast can you pay for it.

Now we've arrived at the bottom line. where LANI.ink 5X is
toughest to beat. You can install a five-user LANLink network for
about the same cost as the LAN board in a board-driven network.
How fast does it transmit.
On top of that. factor in what you save on installation and mainte
nance time. and the difference is pretty dramatic.
Okay. this is the caiegory we don't win; the hardware LANs
LANLink 5X i:i available immediately, and it comes with a money
arc generally a little QUlt.kcc At least. they are under optimal condi
back guarantee. Its prjce of $595 includes a server and a satellite
tions. which is how'they rate themselves.
module plus the network operating
But LANI.ink 5X Is pretty quick. too. At half a megabit per second
system Additional satellites are avail
itS way out ahead of any other software LAN. and right at the heels
able for $125.
of the hardware types. Which, of course, are far more expensive.
For complete details on the fast
est software-driven network avail==: ,.. · :··- ~
How fast does it maintain.
able. call 800-4 !-LINK.
·- - - .____._
The real cost of a network is not so much the initial price as it is
LANLink 5X. Because three out
the continuing outlay for maintenance-adapting it to changing needs.
of four ain't bad
THE SOFTWARE LINK
Thats something LANLink 5X does practically on its own,
3577 Parkway Lane. Norcross. GA 30092 (404} 448-5465 FAX (404) 263-6474
Circle 353 on R£ der Service Card (DEALERS: 354)
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DIGITIZING TABLETS

Graphic Details
BYTE's testing editors
compare 21 high-end,
IBM PC-compatible
digitizing tablets
Stanford Diehl
and Steve Apiki

F

or obtaining accurate graphics
input, the digitizing tablet is
more powerful than the mouse.
Digitizing tablets are more pre
cise and sample faster. Also, the stylus
and fixed surface provide for a more nat
ural drawing motion.
You pay a price for increased perfor
mance: The average cost of a digitizing
tablet is about $800, versus only $150 for
a mouse. But with system performance
spiraling upward-and CAD, desktop
publishing, and graphic design now
everyday applications in the DOS
world-more users are finding these de
vices a worthwhile investment.
Digitizing- tablets provide a range of
features that make them attractive to art
ists and designers. Most tablets offer a
choice of pointing devices. These include
a pen or stylus, which are both easy to
handle, and a cursor (also called a puck),
which provides pinpoint accuracy. The
tablet's fixed drawing reference makes it
possible to digitize older, paper-based
designs and bring them up to date. Many
manufacturers have added versatility
with multibutton cursors and menu tem
plates that offer realistic alternatives to
keyboard command entry.

Making a Point
Like a mouse, a digitizing tablet acts as
an input device for your microcomputer.
162
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It usually includes a tablet and some type
of pointing device, called a transducer.
The tablet has a flat surface with a de
fined space, or active drawing area,
where you can place a map, a drawing, or
a menu overlay. You then point to areas
within the work space, and the tablet
sends coordinate data to the application
you're running (like AutoCAD) that cor
responds to the location of the trans
ducer. While a mouse reports a relative
position based on the last known position
of the mouse, a digitizer returns an abso
lute location regardless of the last known
position of the transducer.
The cursor is a flat rectangular device
with a cross-hair sight for pinpointing a
location. Most cursors have four buttons.
Though the cursor is a more accurate
pointing device, the pen or stylus lets you
input data more naturally. The only dif
ference between the pen and stylus is that
the former contains an ink cartridge,
while the latter does not.
To activate the pen or stylus, you press
down on the tip. The tip button on the
stylus and the puck's pick button act
much like the left button on a mouse. For
instance, in AutoCAD's sketch mode,
you press the stylus's tip button to begin
drawing. The AutoCAD screen then dis
plays a line as you trace it across the pad.
Pressing the tip button again deactivates
the transducer. For additional function
ality, some styli and pens include a but
ton on top of the barrel.
Many applications, especially CAD
and drawing software, include driver
software for a variety of digitizing tab
lets. Vendors provide additional compati
bility by emulating other popular tablets,
likethe Summagraphics Bit Pad and MM
Digitizer Series, which has become the
industry standard.

Tablet Technologies
Digitizers employ a variety of technol
ogies. Most common is the antenna
transmitter technique, in which evenly
spaced horizontal and vertical wires

within the tablet represent an x,y coordi
nate grid. The internal wires sense the
magnetic (or electric) field emitted by
the transducer. The horizontal wire clos
est to the transducer coil, registering the
strongest signal, reports the x-axis data,
while the closest vertical wire returns the
y-axis data. Together, they represent the
coordinate location ofthe cursor or stylus
coil. The more closely spaced the wires,
the higher the resolution.
Some systems energize the grid in
stead of the cursor or the stylus. Each in
ternal wire holds a known signal. The
pointing device picks up the signal of the
closest horizontal and vertical wire, re
turning the resultant coordinate pair.
All the digitizers we tested used one of
these techniques. However, some non
standard technologies also digitize and
input information (see the text box "Dig
itizers with a Twist" on page 169).

Performing Arts
The specifications commonly used to de
fine a digitizing tablet's precision are
found in table 1. Resolution tells you how
many distinct points a digitizer can dis
tinguish within the drawing area. If the
vendor claims resolution of 200 lines per
inch (lpi), a tablet with a 12-inch by 12
inch work space will recognize ordinate
points from 0 to 2400 along both axes.
The cursor must then move at least Yioo
inch before it can report a new position.
Accuracy measurements tell you how
closely the digitizing tablet can approxi
mate a known standard. Theoretically, a
digitized line will deviate from its actual
length by only as much as the accuracy
figure. Accuracy measurements pro
vided by the vendors range from 0.001 to
0.035 inch, with 0.01 being the norm.
Stylus proximity defines how far the
transducer can move from the tablet be
fore it stops transferring coordinate data.
Some tablets require the cursor to contact
the pad, while others continue to report
cursor position even with the transducer
an inch or more away from the drawing

surface. The larger the distance between
cursor and pad, however, the more accu
racy suffers.
Accuracy figures usually refer to op
eration with a cursor. A stylus can't
maintain the same level of precision be
cause the cursor provides a more stable
pointer at a uniform height above the
pad. Furthermore, the stylus coil,
housed in the body of the device, may not
report the true position ofthe tip. This is
because orienting the pen at a comfort
able angle for drawing introduces a tilt
error. We tested for both stylus proxim
ity and stylus error as part of our bench
mark tests (see the text box "Digitizing
by Numbers" on page 170).
The 21 digitizing tablets selected for
this Product Focus represent a variety of
devices available for the IBM PC and
compatibles. All tablets have either a 12
inch by 12-inch or a 12-inch by 18-inch
active drawing area, and they use stan
dard antenna-transmitter or energized
grid technology. Individual descriptions
continued
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Table 1: Features and testing information for the 21 digitizing tablets reviewed.
Digitizing
tablet

Prlce1

Active area
(Inches)

Resolutlon
(lpl)

Accuracy
(Inches)

Max. output rate
(points/second)

Emulatlons

Pointing devices
available

CalComp 23120
(Drawing Board)

$6252

12 x 12

1016

0.025

144

CalComp 2000, Hl3, Hitachi3,
GTCQ3, Summagraphics,
Mouse Systems Mouse

Stylus. 4-button and
16-button cursors

CalComp 23180
(Drawing Board)

$11252

12 x 18

1016

0.025

144

Same as 23120

Saf]leas23120

CalComp 25120

$915 4

12 x 12

1280

0.025

125

CalComp 2000, 22003,
30003, and 9100; GTCQ3,
Hitachi3, Hl3, Kurta3,
Numonics3, Summagraphics3

Stylus, pen, 4-button
cursor

x ll

lUUU

u . u~

l!:JU

1- or <S-Key stylus, 4- ana

1000

0.02

150

1- or 2-key stylus; 1,3,4,

ll

HllaCnl HUG·lllH;

12-button cursor

(Tiger Tablet II)
Hitachi HDG-1212D

$599

11.7 x 11.7

1016

Kurta Series One, Series Two;
Microsoft Mouse,
Summagraphics, GTCO

1- or 2-switch stylus, 4
or 12-button cursor,
cordless stylus and
cursor

1016

Penpad 300

$695

11x11

1000

0.001

150

Summagraphics3, Hitachi3,
GTCQ3, CalComp 20003,
Numonics, Microsoft Mouse,
Mouse Systems Mouse

Stylus, 4- or 16-button
cursor

Penpad 320

$1095

11x11

1000

0.001

150

Same as300

Sameas300

0.025

121

Same as Plus

Same as Plus

101E
SummaSketch Plus
Summagraphlcs
SummaSketch Pro

$9995

12 x 18

1016

1 Except where noted, price includes tablet, power supply, interface, and4-button cursor.
2 Choice of 16-bullon cursor or stylus and 4-bullon cursor.
3 Output formal only; input commands not supported.
4 Cursor and stylus are optional.

of the tablets follow. Because of similar
ities between products distributed by
each company, we grouped the tablets by
company name.

CalComp
The CalComp 23000 Series combines
ease of use with diverse emulations and
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s Also includes stylus.
6 Includes corded 4-button cursor.
7 Tests run with corded stylus.
B Optional emulation; requires firmware replacement.

an ergonomic design. Most applications
support the CalComp format. But for
those that don't, Summagraphics emula
tion ensures a wide range of software
compatibility. The 23120 ($625) pro
vides a 12-inch by 12-inch drawing sur
face, while the 23180, at $1125, has a
12-inch by 18-inch work area. Both

models offer 1016-lpi selectable resolu
tion and a mediocre accuracy of 0.025
inch.
A proximity light reports when the
cursor is within the active area. Our tests
revealed an impressive proximity range
of 0.875 inch for all the CalComp
models (see the BYTE test results in table

BYTE tests (all values In Inches)
Interface

Software

Documentation
(pages)

Dimensions
(Inches)

Horizontal
error

Vertical
error

Stylus
proximity

Stylus error
at 45 degrees

RS-232C

None

41

2.5 x 15.9 x 14.9

0.0208

0.0062

0.875

0.0207

RS-232C

None

41

2.5 x 16.4 x 20.5

0.0124

0.0034

0.875

0.0205

RS-232C

None

• 106

2.5x16x21

0.0179

0.0237

0.875

0.0116

PC card

Windows, ADI driver

56

2.1x15.6 x 15.6

0.0037

0.0064

0.75

0.0033

PC card

Windows, ADI driver

56

2.1 x 15.6 x 21 .6

0.0059

0.0088

0.75

0.0079

RS-232C

Windows, ADI driver

44

0.8 x 17.9 x 15.6

0.0278

0.0005

0.692

0.2631

RS-232C

Hitachi mouse driver

10

2x16x17

0.0030

0.0040

0.192

0.0512

RS-232C

Hitachi mouse driver

14

1.1x15.7 x 16

0 .0153

0.0050

0.25

0.0457

RS-232C

None

49

1.2x16.9x15.2

0.0185

0.0082

0.5

0.0041

RS-232C

None

42

1.3x 16.8x21.3

0.0039

0.0011

0.5

0.0028

RS-232C

ADI, mouse drivers,
setup utilities

118

2.8 x 16 x 15

0.0265

0.0478

0.25

0.07977

RS-232C

Same as 12 x 12 model

118

2.8 x 16 x 20

0.0530

0.0274

0.375

0.07167

RS-232Cor
IEEE-488

None

35

0.8x16.1x16.1

0.0080

0.0090

0.875

0.1320

RS-232Cor
IEEE-488

None.

35

0.8 x 16 .1 x 20.8

0.0052

0.0022

0.875

0 .1019

RS·232C

Mouse drivers;
setup and diagnostics

12

0.5 x 15.8 x 16.8

0.0098

0.0044

0.0858

RS-232C

Mouse driver, setup utilities

34

0.5 x 16 x 17

0.0018

0.0016

0.0025

PC card

Driver, test, and setup
utilities

176

0.5 x 16 x 17

0.0076

0.0024

0.0065

RS-232C

Mouse, ADI driver;
setup and diagnostics

37

0.9x16x16

0.0043

0.0012

0.5

0.0348

RS-232C

Same as DT-3503

37

0.9 x .23 x 19.1

0.0094

0.0027

0.5

0.0144

RS-232C

Mouse, Windows, ADI driver:
self-test and reset program

45

0.0166

0.0035

0.5

0.0292

RS-232C

Mouse, Windows, ADI driver:
self-test and reset program

50

0.0086

0.0074

0.5

0.0102

1). Horizontal and vertical error were
better than expected, given average reso
lution specifications.
The tablets smoothly stepped through
our compatibility tests. PC Paintbrush
defaulted to a Summagraphics driver
even when we chose the CalComp con
figuration option, but the program

1.3 x 17 x 22.5

booted without a hitch. The tablets dis
played reliable, efficient operation.
The CalComp cursor slides cleanly
across the pad, and the fine cross hairs
allow pinpoint cursor positioning. Un
like most stylus models, the CalComp
offering does not include a push button
on its barrel. If you need a button on the

barrel, CalComp sells a 2-button stylus
alternative for $115. The company also
offers a 16-button cursor. You can substi
tute the 16-button model for the standard
stylus and 4-button cursor.
The CalComp 25120 ($915) uses the
same cursor and stylus on a molded
continued
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frameand adarkened 12-inch by 12-inch
work space. The design results in a small
footprint and a clearly defined drawing
area. You configure the 25120 by setting
a series of software switches for each em
ulation and application. A row of LEDs
above the active boundary tracks the sta
tus of your parameter selections. The
menu strip replaces cumbersome DIP
switches, letting you step through the
configuration by touching selected
blocks with the stylus. You can also
select eight modes of operation, data out
put rates, and bit rates via menu soft
keys.
The 25120 offers better resolution
(1280 lpi) than the 23000 series, while
posting identical 0.025-inch accuracy.
The $915 price is steep, though, espe
cially since it doesn't include a cursor or
stylus.

GTCO
GTCO's digitizers fall into two product
groups: the Digi-Pad PC, which features
excellent accuracy at a good price, and
the less expensive and less powerful
Micro Digi-Pad 1212. The 11-inch by
11-inch Digi-Pad PC (the 111 lA) is
priced at $599, and the 11-inch by 17
inch version (the 1117) is $839.
The Digi-Pad PC's most unusual fea
ture is its reliance on a dedicated PC bus
controller card rather than the RS-232C
interface favored by most other models.
The unit draws power from the bus,
eliminating the need for an external
power supply.
You can set communications param
eters, output mode, and format via three
banks of DIP switches at the top of the
controller. It's also possible to set the
port address with a few jumper selec
tions. Output format is limited to GTCO;
no emulations are supported. In addition
to the switch settings, you can set options
by remote commands sent to the card's
port address.
GTCO drivers come with almost every
major application package, so the lack of
emulations isn't a serious concern. The
Digi-Pad PC comes bundled with Win
dows and an ADI driver. While Auto
CAD includes a GTCO driver, GTCO's
ADI driver supports a four-button cursor
and in general seems to perform better
and with fewer hitches than the Auto
CAD 2.52 driver.
While both versions of the Digi-Pad
PC were able to run through our compati
bility tests, we did have some trouble
coming up with the correct parameter
settings; the documentation includes
switch settings for AutoCAD only.
The tablet's average resolution and
166
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good accuracy specifications were borne
out in our horizontal and vertical error
tests. Our only serious problem in using
the Digi-Pad PCs was with the rough
cloth bottom on the cursor. While the
cursor was fine on the hard, smooth sur
face of the tablet, it tended to grab paper
we taped to the pad, resulting in a jerky,
inaccurate movement. Nevertheless, the
errors were small (less than 0.01 inch),
putting the device in a league with digi
tizers costing far more. Perhaps most im
pressive, the stylus angle error ap
proached zero.

T

heHiPad

Plus tablets set the
standard for resolution
at 2(){)() lpi.

GTCO's low-end model, the 12-inch
by 12-inch Micro Digi-Pad 1212 ($540)
was far less powerful than the Digi-Pad
PC, but it offers simplicity and good per
formance for its price range.
The unit has no switches; to get up and
running, you simply hook up the exter
nal power supply and plug the interface
cable into a serial port. The power and
cursor sockets are even interchangeable,
making the configuration completely
idiotproof. If you need to change param
eters, you can set jumpers located inside
the tablet.
The tablet worked flawlessly with all
the applications we used for compatibil
ity tests. ADI and Windows drivers are
provided with the hardware.
Though the Micro Digi-Pad's simplic
ity is appealing, it lacks some basic fea
tures. The tablet has no markings to indi
cate where on the 17 .9-inch by 15.6-inch
surface the 12-inch by 12-inch active
area lies. There's also no provision for
raising one side of the tablet for a better
working angle, a feature found on most
other tablets.
Not surprisingly, this low-cost prod
uct also has the worst resolution specifi
cation at 200 lpi, and its 0.025-inch accu
racy is average. Our digitizing accuracy
tests showed mixed results, with the
horizontal error near what the vendor's
accuracy specifications would indicate
(0.0278 inch), but the vertical error was
virtually zero (0.0005 inch). The verti

cal error was less than the resolution of
the tablet, and we attributed this to a
small calibration error and round-off
error in the software distance calcula
tion.
These results point out that it's possi
ble to get excellent results even with poor
specifications. However, even if we
hadn't been lucky enough to align the
paper on a sensing point and hit the same
point twice, the 0.005-inch minimum re
solvable distance is close to the limits of
the human ability to resolve lines, so the
tablet is suited for most applications.

Hitachi
The Hitachi Tiger Tablet series has en
joyed a good reputation for nearly 5
years, an eternity in the fast-moving
peripherals industry. Hitachi's newest
Tiger Tablet, the HDG-111 lC, adds ca
pability to this venerable line by main
taining compatibility with older models
and adding emulations.
The $998 11-inch by 11-inch tablet has
a built-in power supply and three banks
of DIP switches. Although the system is
versatile, you may have a tough time set
ting it up, because the documentation for
the switch settings is very poor. Luckily,
Hitachi's technical support is good.
Hitachi provides full firmware emula
tion for the Summagraphics MM and Bit
Pad Series, in addition to the native Tiger
Tablet mode. The emulations broaden
software support considerably, though
the Hitachi output format is compatible
with AutoCAD and other major pack
ages. We were able to run AutoCAD
using the Tiger Tablet driver and PC
Paintbrush with the digitizer in Summa
graphics MM mode. Windows applica
tions were not supported, but Hitachi
says it will be shipping a Windows driver
with the tablets by the time you read this.
Small error values on our horizontal
and vertical line tests indicate the system
is well suited for precise digitizing.
There was a noticeable error caused by
holding the pen at an angle less than ver
tical, but this was small enough to be at
tributed to pen slippage. One disturbing
problem was the tendency of the stylus to
send wildly offset points to AutoCAD
while tracing, resulting in circles with
large "horns." Hitachi assured us that
the problem was atypical, and it didn't
occur when we used the cursor.
The second Hitachi tablet, the HDG
1212D, supports the same Summagraph
ics emulations as the HDG-1111 C, but it
has slightly fewer features and sells for
less at $599. The HDG-1212D comes
with an outstanding 10-year warranty
continued

• Model mode (3D) or picture mode (2D)
selectable at any time
• Optional "pop-up" icon or text command
structure
• A dynamic on screen example available for
each of 200 + commands
• Displays up to 14 active views
simultaneously
• Dynamic rotation and translation of views

• Modification of entities
• Complex surfaces
• Dimensioning and tolerancing includes 18
options
• Multiple utility commands available during
sessions
• Efficient file storage, security, back-up and
recovery
• Three levels of documentation
• 24 hour telephone availability

"Maxxicadd stands as one of the most
promising CAO products in today's market. "
"Maxxicadd's remarkably simple user
interface and on-line animated help facility
is a dealer's dream come true. Within a day,
any dealer (or, for that matter, user) can
learn enough of the package to be giving
demonstrations. "
- Reprinted from Computer Graphics Today, August, 1988

"Engineering Tools For The Twenty First Century"
Call toll-free for more information and
a demonstration disk.
1-800-628-2828, Ext. 923
2164 East Broadway Road, Suite 310

Circle 63 on R£aderServiceCard

Tempe, Arizona 85282

(602) 921-9638
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Photo 1: Having the lowest price
didn't stop the Houston Instrument
HiPad Plus 9012 (left) from turning in
an excellent performance. The
configuration menu on the tablet also
makes the unit easy to use.
Photo 2: A cordless cursor option
and programmable function switches
distinguish the Kurt a IS/One (below)
from the rest ofthe pack.

(the HDG-111 lC carries a more typical
1-year warranty).
Summagraphics emulation is the de
fault mode, and the HDG-1212D has
only one switch bank for changing set
tings. It also has a native Hitachi mode,
compatible with the HICOMSCAN digi
tizer series. Application support for the
two tablets is similar.
PC Paintbrush ran in MM mode with
out difficulty. Software shipped with the
tablet includes a generic mouse emulator
that's compatible with most applications.
We ran the HDG-1212D with Auto
CAD using AutoCAD's HICOMSCAN
driver and had one problem when using
the tablet for CAD. The 12-button cursor
Hitachi provides has the pick button
mapped to the zero key, laid out where it
would be on a telephone keypad. The de
sign means that most operations require
pressing a bqtton on the back of the cur
sor, away from the operator's eyes and
index finger. Hitachi plans to provide an
ADI driver that will correct the problem.
Error test results were only fair, and
they were slightly poorer than those for
the HDG-11 llC. The results are rela
tively consistent with the two tablets' ac
curacy specifications.

Houston Instrument
Houston Instrument adds a new series to
the field of digitizing tablets by introduc
ing the HiPad Plus 9012 and the HiPad
Plus 9018. The company, an established
player in the digitizing industry, offers a
pair of tablets that deliver impressive
performance at a minimum price.
The HiPad Plus 9012 has a 12-inch by
12-inch drawing area, and the $495 price
includes a stylus, power supply, and in
terface cable (see photo 1). The HiPad
Plus 9018 ' s $795 price tag includes a sty
lus and a cursor in addition to the power
supply, cable, and pad, and its drawing
area measures 12 inches by 18 inches.
Both tablets set the standard for reso
lution at 2000 !pi, and only the Pencept
models surpass their 0.01-inch accuracy
figure. These tablets pack tilt-correction
firmware that supposedly rivals a cur
168
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sor's accuracy. Our test results show ex
cellent tilt correction, but a cursor is still
the more accurate pointing device. We
measured a proximity range of l/:z inch
for both tablets. The horizontal and ver
tical errors were low, but not as good as
you might expect, given the resolution
specification the company provides.
You can set configuration parameters
by selecting items from a menu overlay.
No software is required. You simply
press a button at therearofthepad before
clicking the pointer over a desired item.
For quick-and-dirty configuration, you
can select from a list of popular emula
tions at the bottom of the menu. You can
also set individual parameters such as
binary or ASCII formats, data transfer
rate, transfer modes, resolution, and cal
ibration points.
The tablets default to Summagraphics
mode, and our compatibility tests veri
fied the emulation. However, only par
tial emulation is provided for the Hitachi
HDG-1111 C, the K urta Series I and
IS/One, and the GTCO Digi-Pad 5.
Houston Instrument plans to ship a
mouse driver with the HDG-1212D.

Kurta
The Kurta IS/One stands out for ease of
use and superior ergonomic features.
Both the 12-inch by 12-inch ($645) and
12-inch by 17-inch ($995) versions offer
full programmability, function pads,
and well-designed cursors and styli (see
photo 2).
The standard IS/One configuration in
cludes the tablet, a four-button cursor,
and IS/Pensmith driver software. A
wealth of options is available, including a
cordless cursor and stylus and template
software for AutoCAD and Windows.
IS/Pensmith, the standard K urta
driver package, includes ADI and mouse
drivers and several useful utilities. The
ADI driver is programmable, so you can
define tablet areas for menu templates
and areas for input. Once you have these
set up, you can switch from full tablet
mode to menu and input area mode with
out leaving the application. Other util
ities redefine the cursor buttons and link
the tablet function keys to keyboard
macros. In addition, a save utility stores
macros and configuration information to
disk, and a setup utility lets you modify
driver settings on the fly.
The tablet has an imposing array of
three DIP-switch banks, but the tablet is
fully programmable, so you'll probably
never need to change them. You can acti
vate five soft switches at the top of the
tablet with the stylus or the cursor. Each
of these change the tablet parameters to

Digitizers with a Twist
wo new ideas are putting a spin on
the traditional digitizer concept:
T
The first involves taking the technology
a step further, and the second is to find
unusual applications for the current
technology.
A series of sonic digitizers from Sci
entific Accessories is an example of the
former. Because coordinate informa
tion is calculated using sound informa
tion, the stylus requires no special writ
ing surface. The units consist of a
cursor and a receiving box that you con
nect to your system. The cursor gener
ates sound waves; two microphones in
the receiver calculate the position of the
cursor by triangulation based on the
time it takes for the wave front to reach
the unit. The GP-7, which has the
smallest imageable area at 18 by 24
inches, sells for $1696.
Digitizing in three dimensions is the
focus of the Polhemus 3space Digitizer.
Using an electromagnetic source, this
high-end, $13 ,900 system is able to ac
curately digitize solid models. Polhe
mus uses similar technology to create a
tracker capable ofanalyzing motion in 6
degrees of freedom.
Other firms have opted to take cur
rent technology and widen its applica
tions. The ScriptWriter from Data En
try Systems adds character-recognition
capability to a portable digitizer tablet
to create a clipboard-like data recorder.
It's available directly from the company
for$1595.
activate emulations or other predefined
settings. The documentation includes a
full list of DIP-switch settings and soft
key settings for most of the applications
that the IS/One supports.
Besides the soft keys for configuration
changes, the tablet has several definable
function switches that you can use to play
back keyboard macros. The number of
switches varies with the size of the tablet;
the 12-inch by 12-inch version has 13
switches, and the 12-inch by 17-inch ver
sion has 23.
Optional cordless, battery-operated
pointing devices function almost as well
as their corded cousins, and they are far
easier to manipulate. They cost about
$80 more than the standard version. The
cordless stylus allows more natural writ
ing and drawing than any other input de
vice. Stylus angle tests resulted in an
average error when the stylus was held at

The portable, 4-pound ScriptWriter
operates on a 10-hour rechargeable bat
tery. The impedance-sensitive writing
surface is configured according to a
number of standard forms. Yoo write
characters onto the form with a pen, and
the device reads the characters into its
96K-byte memory buffer. Yoo can also
set up sections of the surface to accept
graphics input, like signatures, but the
96K bytes doesn't go far when record
ing graphics. The RS-232C interface
lets you dump data to a microcomputer
for further processing.
Jandel Scientific's Sigma Scan is a
system for scientific data manipulation.
The package includes a digitizing tablet
and sophisticated software for calculat
ing and interpolating values based on
graphics input. Prices range from $1195
for a 12-inch by 12-inch tablet to $4595
for a 36-inch by 48-inch version. The
software is available separately for
$495.
Using a cursor, you are able to trace
images from sources traditionally re
quiring graphical analysis, like strip
chart recordings, spectrographs,
photos, or x-ray images. Once the data
is recorded, it can be transformed math
ematically with user-defined equations.
Nonlinear interpolation allows the soft
ware to transform input points based on
previously received data stored in look
up tables. The software automatically
calculates statistical descriptions of the
input.
a less than vertical position.
The Kurta's excellent features don't,
however, guarantee smooth operation.
One problem is the sheer volume of emu
lations: We were able to use the ADI
driver with AutoCAD but could access
only a 12-inch by 12-inch square on the
12-inch by 17-inch tablet; Kurta recom
mended using the AutoCAD Series One
driver and Series One emulation. When
.
we did so, the problem disappeared.
PC Paintbrush ran without a hitch
using Series One emulation, but when we
failed to reconfigure the tablet before
using the optional Windows driver, our
Windows pointer ran upside down. After
a few tries, we were able to get all our
compatibility test software up and run
ning smoothly.
In the error tests, the Kurta tablets
fared poorly. This points out the impor
continued
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Digitizing by Numbers
s testing editors, we're accus
tomed to generating benchmarks
that yield hard numbers. We like to see a
product's performance boiled down to a
few critical values that let you make
clear, across-the-board comparisons.
Digitizing tablets, however, don't readi
ly lend themselves to such tests. Fur
thermore, as a user interface, the wealth
of features offered by most designs sim
ply outstrips human capability, making
the user the ultimate limitation in per
formance.
A good example is resolution. While
specifications ranged from a low of 200
lines per inch to a high of 2000 !pi for
the tablets we tested, we were unable to
distinguish distances of less than about
0.005 inch. Your eyes may be more dis
cerning, but our experience points up
the difficulty in testing most of these de
vices at the limits of their capability.
In the digitizer industry itself, there
are no standard tests. Short of test rigs
using robotic arms to gauge precision,
there's no clear-cut method for testing
these devices. Our tests attempted to ex
amine the interaction of the system as a
whole: tablet, monitor, applications
software, and user. As much as possi
ble, we tried to keep the digitizer the
only variable factor.

A

Line Error
We created four tests that measure hori
zontal error, vertical error, stylus error,
and stylus proximity. Our test system
consisted of a Compaq 3 86/20 with a
high-resolution NEC MultiSync moni
tor and adapter card in a typical PC
CAD configuration. Then, running
AutoCAD 2.52, we digitized a standard
test pattern and printed it on a 300-dot
per-inch laser printer, which gave us
line resolutions of about 0.01 inch. The
test pattern included two calibration
points that ensured that tablet and soft
ware dimensions were equivalent.
Each pattern had two horizontal and
two vertical lines. We digitized the end
points of each line and used AutoCAD
tance of the accuracy specification: The
IS/One had the worst rating at 0.035
inch. Though that didn't affect the
benchmark results, the tablets seem to be
unusually sensitive to electromagnetic
interference; any metal object (including
drafting equipment) near the pointers
made them unreliable.
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to tell us the distance between each
point. Our horizontal error measure
ment is the average difference between
the known lengths of the two horizontal
lines and their digitized images. We re
corded only the distance along the x
axis. Similarly, our vertical error mea
surement characterizes the differences
we found in digitizing vertical lines of
known length. These accuracy tests in
clude errors generated in every part of
the digitizing subsystem; cursor cross
hair thickness and surface friction con
tributed inaccuracies not accounted for
in rated resolution specifications.

Stylus Error
The stylus, though a natural interface,
is often less accurate than the flat,
steady cursor. We measured the offset ·
caused by using a stylus at a 45 degree
angle by tracing two lines on the test
pattern, one with the stylus held vertical
and one with the stylus at 45 degrees.
We compared these images with lines
digitized by the cursor, again using an
AutoCAD function to compute the dis
tances. Both stylus lines were slightly
off the cursor lines; the difference be
tween the vertical offset and 45 degree
offset was reported as 45 degree error.
As an additional stylus test, we mea
sured the maximum distance you could
move the stylus away from the tablet and
still have it function. Some vendors list
this value as stylus proximity. Tablets
with a high rating for stylus proximity
are useful in digitizing patterns from
thick media.
Our test pattern also included a circle
that we traced with a template as a qual
itative test for measuring overall distor
tion. Finally, we tested compatibility
with five popular applications that rely
heavily on graphics input: AutoCAD,
PC Paintbrush, Microsoft Windows,
PagWlaker, and Microsoft Excel. Our
tests confirmed the manufacturers'
compatibility claims and gave us a feel
for the tablets' performance outside the
traditional CAD environment.

Numonics
We tested two 2200-series tablets from
Numonics: the $964 11.8-inch by 11. 8
inch version (the 2200-1212) and the
$1155 11.8-inch by 17.7-inch version
(the 2200-1217). Both tablets support the
Summagraphics MM standard as their
main mode of operation. We also tested

the 2207, a low-end tablet that's in a class
by itself.
Emulations are built into the firmware
of the 2200-series tablets. Changing
command sets or output formats (beyond
switching between ASCII and binary) re
quires changing a PROM. The units that
we tested were configured to operate in
MM mode only, and they behaved to the
applications software exactly like a
SummaSketch tablet.
One DIP switch allows changes in
communications parameters, mode, and
ASCII and binary formats. Host com
mands for remote parameter setting are
also supported. Both units provide two
sockets for pointing devices, one each for
the stylus and the cursor, so you can use
both at the same time. Another interest
ing feature is that the tablets' surfaces are
flat, rather than slightly inclined.
Both AutoCAD and PC Paintbrush ran
using the Summagraphics MM driver
provided with each application. There is
no Windows support.
The 2200-series tablets' good accu
racy rating contributed to a better-than
average performance on our horizontal
and vertical error tests, putting the tablet
on a par with other digitizers with the
same performance specs. On the other
hand, stylus angle performance was un
usually poor, displacing the line by over
0.1 inch for tablets of both sizes.
Our third Numonics unit, the 2207,
looked at first to be a stripped-down,
low-cost alternative to the 2200-series
line; but that's not the case. In addition to
Summagraphics output format emula
tion, the tablet comes with a mouse
driver, and Numonics plans to ship a
Windows driver. Macintosh support
software is also included as a part of the
standard package.
An additional software utility lets you
set communications parameters and out
put format. On the outside, the tablet is
remarkably thin and easy to handle, with
a height of only 'h inch.
As with the 2200-series tablets, we
wereableto run AutoCAD and PC Paint
brush using the MM output format. Win
dows applications aren't supported.
The 2207 turned in good numbers on
both our horizontal and vertical error
tests. Stylus angle error was slightly
worse than average, but not as bad as that
of the 2200 series.
Considering the power, versatility,
and convenience of the 2207, it's hard to
understand why it's priced so far below
the 2200 series at $595 . While the 2200
tablets boast better input speed a•1d accu
racy specifications and have more inter
face and pointing device options, the
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Photo 3: The performance crown
goes to Pencept's Penpad 320 (right),
which also boasts character recognition
and a sophisticated macro capability.
Photo 4: The Summagraphics
SummaSketch Plus (below) makes
system setup a plug-and-go proposition.

2207 turns in a performance that makes
it nearly as well suited for high-precision
applications.

Pencept
The Penpad 320 takes digitizing tablets
to a new level of performance. While the
Penpad 300 is a solid product, it's the
Penpad 320 that affirms Pencept as the
digitizer technology heavyweight.
Both Pencept models use the same tab
let, a 16-inch by 17-inch pad with an 11
inch by 11-inch drawing area. The Pen
pad 320 draws its performance punch
and its AC power from a full-length in
terface card that slides into your PC (see
photo 3). The Penpad 300 uses a stan
dard AC power adapter. In our tests, the
stylus registered a full inch of proximity
range, though the pen tip did seem too
sensitive at times. Using it can get frus
trating if you inadvertently activate or
deactivate the tip while trying to draw.
The design demands an easy touch.
The Penpad 300 looks bland when
compared to its glamorous cousin. But
when compared with other digitizing tab
lets of its class, the Pen pad 300 stacks up
very well. At $695, it offers average
1000-lpi resolution and outstanding ac
curacy at 0.001 inch. Our tests show an
exceptional proximity range and effec
tive tilt correction. In fact, the Penpad
300's pen posted the lowest error at a 45
degree angle, and the ASCII format can
include numeric data to further compen
sate for stylus tilt. Emulations abound,
covering the CalComp 2000, GTCO
Digi-Pad 5, Hitachi Tiger, Microsoft
Mouse, Mouse Systems Mouse, Numon
ics 2200, and Summagraphics Bit Pad
One.
To create the $1095 Penpad 320, Pen
cept built upon the Pen pad 300's impres
sive specifications by adding some
unique features, like character recogni
tion and a liberal dose of application-spe
cific macros. The result is a digitizing
tablet in a realm all its own. You've got to
open your PC to install the interface
card, and the special features require
some practice, but a disk-based tutorial
and clear documentation guide you
along.
continued
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Company Information
CalComp

Houston Instrument

Pencept, Inc.

2411 West La Palma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92801
(800) 225-2667
(714) 821-2000

8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753
(800) 444-3425

460 Totten Pond Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-8877

Inquiry 1023.

Inquiry 1026.

Inquiry 1020.
GTCOCorp.
7125 Riverwood Dr.
Columbia, MD 21046
(301) 381-6688

KurtaCorp.

Seiko Instruments U.S.A.

3007 East Chambers St.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
(800) 445-8782

1130 Ringwood Court
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 255-7617

Inquiry 1024.

Inquiry 1027.

Inquiry 1021.
Hitachi America, Ltd.
950 Benicia Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 773-8833

Numonics

Summagraphics Corp.

101 Commerce Dr.
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
(800) 247-4517

60 Silvermine Rd.
Seymour, CT 06483
(203) 881-2000

Inquiry 1025.

Inquiry 1028.

Inquiry 1022.
Pencept provides some highly useful
templates for AutoCAD, Windows, Ver
saCAD, CADKEY, CADvance, and
Freelance Plus. The templates include
predefined macros for common tasks.
An IBM PC Command template lets you
access 10 function keys that let you nego
tiate cursor movement and process con
trol sequences directly from the pad.
Other touch blocks trigger calibration
routines and changes to the character set.
A IO-character scratchpad enables
printed DOS commands. The Penpad
320 almost makes your IBM keyboard
obsolete. You can also create your own
macros or design your own template.
For the Penpad tablets to recognize
characters, you must print them in a spe
cific way; for instance, zeros require
slashes through them. But once you mas
ter the technique, a single traced charac
ter can generate a powerful series of
commands. From AutoCAD, you can
enter sketch mode by holding down the
stylus button and drawing a dollar sign
anywhere on the tablet. The Pencad soft
ware makes this possible. Pencad, a Pen
cept utility program, expands the func
tionality of many popular CAD
packages. It also includes a facility for
creating your own macros, and when you
leave the facility, you can automatically
update your Pencad template with the
new macro definitions. This lets you
automate a full range of common tasks.
Another software offering, Penform,
delivers a utility for creating customized
forms. Penform can then pass any data
written on the form directly to a data
base. In businesses that still require data
entry from hard-copy forms, you skip a
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step, thereby .saving time and avoiding
transcription errors .
Pencept includes any one of the soft
ware programs with the Penpad tablets .
Additional programs are optional. The
standard package also includes DOS,
mouse drivers, the tutorial, and a soft
ware toolkit for developers. The Penpad
320 attains top-of-the-line status by com
bining adequate resolution, outstanding
accuracy, and a wealth of powerful fea
tures. In a field where innovation is the
exception, Pencept steals the show.

Seiko
Seiko's Screenplay tablets are another
group that rely heavily on Summagraph
ics emulation to provide application sup
port. While a standard Seiko data format
exists, few application packages provide
compatible drivers. The 11-inch by 11
inch tablet (the DT-3503) sells for $599;
the 11-inch by 17-inch tablet (the DT
4513) sells for $999.
Both tablets feature a switchable, ex
ternal power supply and configuration
DIP switches. The total package includes
an· ADI driver and a generic mouse
driver; Seiko plans to ship additional
menuing software as an enhancement.
The Summagraphics-emulation mode
worked as expected with PC Paintbrush.
AutoCAD ran just as well with either
Summagraphics MM emulation or the
supplied ADI driver. We also tried to run
the mouse driver to see how well it
worked: The driver's installation pro
gram locked the system. Putting the
driver's .SYS file into CONFIG.SYS
made the system refuse to boot from the
hard disk. LCS Telegraphies, which

writes driver software for Seiko, attrib
uted the problem to a bad batch of soft
ware it had shipped. LCS sent us a new
driver that functioned properly.
Cursor design was excellent. Its out
lined, rather than filled, cross hairs
made it possible to accurately choose a
fine point. The buttons were also posi
tioned comfortably. Cursor performance
was a deciding factor in the tablet's out
standing error test results; the numbers
were far better than those for similar tab
lets with 1000-lpi resolution and 0.01
inch accuracy.
While the cursor enhanced the tablet's
overall capability, the stylus detracted
from it. The tip switch, which is far too
sensitive, sent spurious "pen up" and
"pen down" messages to the system
while the pen was in contact with the tab
let. There was also no tactile response
whatsoever from the stylus, so it was im
possible to tell by feel whether the switch
was activated or not. The problem oc
curred in styli sent with tablets of both
sizes. Our 45 degree error measurement,
though average, would have been far bet
ter if it weren't for the great inaccuracies
caused by the temperamental stylus.

Summagraphics
A pioneer in the digitizer field, Summa
graphics remains an omnipresent stan
dard. For a setup routine, you just plug it
in and go at it: It's that simple. You'll
still have to configure your applications
software, but if it supports digitizing tab
lets, it will support Summagraphics.
Hardware switches set the configuration
parameters.
continued

Princeton's UltraSypc.
The clear winner!
INFO
WORLD
August 22, 1988

( ( . .. the UltraSync has
the edge in brightness and
sharpness over the (NEC)
MultiSync, making its text
easier to read ... the Ultra
Sync's sharp display topped
the fuzzy (IBM) 8513 dis
play hands down ... display
image is as sharp as a
stiletto and as bright as an
arc lamp ... Even as the
brightness is turned up ..
the characters displayed on
the. . screen remain clear
and sharp ... excellent
video qualities. JJ

PERSOX.\tf011 PllTING

~

May 1988
( ( Picture quality was
excellent, and results for
features available were far
above average ...Colors
maintain their consistency
and sharpness over the
whole screen ... has excel
lent placement of controls
...widest combination of
vertical scan rates ... takes
up little space on a desk ...
the top multiscanning
monitor in our ratings. JJ
..Supports CGA. EGA, PGC, MDA, Herr:uks,
MCGA. VGA and more.

Circle 214 on ll£ader Service Card

.28mm dot pitch, 800x600 resolution.

When it comes to high-resolution autosyn
chronous color monitors that are IBM PC,
PS/2, Apple Mac II and SE Series com
patible, the experts point to UltraSync.
Why? UltraSync's brilliant color display
and superb high-resolution, for starters.
Also because UltraSync offers extensive
graphics standards** compatibility due to
its wide autosynchronizing frequency
ranges. It adjusts automatically to prac
tically any standard. Then there's Ultra
Sync's automatic picture sizing. Built-in
text switch. Ergonomic design. And its
affordable price ($849).
But don't take our word for it. Read
what the experts have to say. UltraSync,
the only real choice. For more informa
tion, contact Princeton Graphic Systems,
601 Ewing Street, Building A, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540, (609) 683-1660.

( ( . .. its finer dot pitch
produced crisp images
with none of the graininess
found on some monitors ...
produced some of the
brightest and clearest
colors we saw ... Ease of
use rates a good score ...
outperforms many compet
ing monitors in both color
duplication and text clarity
... a very good buy. JJ

G
((... easy on the eyes
and sharp enough in the
text mode for long, eye
strain-free word process
ing ... colors are bright
and rich, and the display
seemed sharp from comer
to comer... the quality is
superior. .. the Princeton
UltraSync is one of the
best monitors available for
less than $1,000 ... a
superlative buy. JJ

':)eptemoer l~R:5ts
GRAPHIC
AN

SYSTEMS

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS CCMPANV

THE VISIBLE EDGE

( ( . ..very crisp display
... its colors are better
than those on NEC's
Multisync II. JJ
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PRODUCT

FOCUS

DIGITIZING TABLETS

Finally ... a low cost, high speed
copier for 51/4 and 31/2 inch diskettes!
Attach a Victory V3000
Autoloader to your
IBM/PC or Apple/
Macintosh, enter one
or more copy jobs, and
walk away! The sys
tem automatically
copies 5!4 or 31'2 inch
diskettes-up to 180
per hour. Switching
the copy drive takes
less than two minutes.

build your own format.
Auto-Dup tests the
quality of each copy,
sorting diskettes into
one of two output bins.

Hard Drive Back-Up,
Serialization, and Cus
tom Label Printing.

Do-It-Yourself
Servicing.
The Autoloader's
simple component de
sign and diagnostics for
checking drive align
ment and speed allow
you to maintain the
system without outside
service.

Copy Formats
Flawlessly.
Victory's Auto-Dup"'
software copies differ
ent formats or you can

Call (800) 421-0103.
And ask about Victory's
family of affordable Au
toloaders that support

~CY
ENTERPRISES
Technology. Inc.

Victory Plaza
10ll E. 53\lz Street
Austin, TX 78751-1728
(512) 450-0801
In Europe call BFI: Paris (33·1l
45330137,
Fnnklwt
(49-6074)
27051, London (44-1) 941-4066,
Milan (39·2) 33100535, Stockholm
(46-8) 7547460, Madrid (34·1)
2559503.

~~~~~

NOW OCR
SOFrWARE
AVAILABLE

Converts

scanned

images

from scanner into ASCII text
for use wilh word processors,

data bases. etc.
Reg. $199.95
if purchased with
HS·3000 ONLY

$79.95
LOGITECH
SCANMAN

free

~
~

~

pp£rM
1llch:o.ml1cMliulc scannerinthe,.... 1dju.t1<11ocn

or!. n()(onc. an:u-c:dlu....:an )'nutufi[!iUI"· ...,ol·

::~~~ ~ ~~~i~;:r. . 3:cr':k~~."~~k:~: ':;'.h~~~l=i~~.J':i..~i'h ,lin '"llC' nn he .c:M111£\l
o lhtr Hand)' Sunncn., 1hc Hand)' Scanncr.lCUl r,,..
the IBM PC. PS!'-' :;ind c;nmpinihlc' '"" h;llkllc ~I·
mu.' t all ihc job' 1hc lk•llop moJcl• ca n. htd ii"'
smaUcr andc3 ~ie r to uu .

ID

We Ji:ive ynu !he fcaturo you 11eC'd the mo.•'I in a
~~.·l~nt\U+ltr'

K""" •"•' ""« '"d

;~ut,':.111~!~~:r:~:':~

.

hctw-ccn
400/300/2001100
DPI. For 1hrn.e rn!IJ imroor
tan! picture~. lhc Handy
Scanncr::lCXXllch}"Ol,lhavci1aUwilh4lXIDPl<T"\l!fU
11011. Tltcrcal-timcxr'ftfldi~playlc1syou10hLanlly
!C'C)'Our\Can • ..,yoocanquic:klyma~c"'an...,rad
ju~1n1<:nl' H~!t....aty.Wi1h:idjUS1ahlchalf.1t>ll<.">

aodcunt1111"3. )'•>USctadun.dcarpic1uic. TworolOUAllTV
CUSTOMER SERVICE
508-278-6555
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

506-2""'556

The Ha ndy Sc;onnc• -"UJcon\C\ rnmpltic wilh full·
rc~111rcd. powcifol ,.,f1,.;ii-c f or ...:;nning . Wi tin11
3nd mcr11-in11- tnt wi1h yourgr1phin. S~vcd-canfi!c•
c;nmro , 1iblc with ;,fmo,I a!I 11-•~rohic~ ~oltW#C. in·
eluding PatcP.bhr. Vcotur.t. WL><i.1Pcrfc<1 5.0 md
many ollieu. Tiic p.:ickaitc in.:htdC' lhc "'anncr. in·
tcrfxccard. the HALO DPE1h~mr puhli,hiftl ..nf~
warr~hi,oc:l .. Grtl>Sl9Sl.aut ilitydl•~tcand'111
in,tNaionn1anu;,I ,

=

T~dlJndy Sc3nuc1 . llUll'1 lmk.,.,·4nnc11hatU..'l'•~

$299.95

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

$189.95
CORPORATE P.0.'S WELCOMED

1-800-635-0300
TRUE DATA PRODUCTS

HOURS: MON.FRI. !H, SAT. HH {EST)
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Logitech<'!Bl
"Scan ware"@
Software

kll. ~nd """" i1 d'"'' it ncn honer.

115 MAlN ST.. P.O. BOX 347
UXBRIDGE, MA 01569
508·278-6555
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Complete with

ALL PACKAGES SHIPPED UPS
EXCEPT CANADA AND A.P.O.'s
C.O.O.'S ADO 12.30
MASTER CHARGENISA ADO 3%
1 YEAR WARR""11Y UNl..ES S
OTHERWtSE NOTED
PRICES TERMS CONDITIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE
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The $599 SummaSketch Plus has a 12
inch by 12-inch drawing area with 1016
lpi resolution and 0.025-inch accuracy
(see photo 4). The SummaSketch Profes
sional sells for $999 and shares the basic
specifications ofthe Plus. Both support a
two-button stylus and a four-button cur
sor. Unfortunately, the cursor's rough
underside sometimes causes jel'ky move
ment across the pad, which prevents you
from consistently pinpointing a desired
position.
Our compatibility tests just barely
scratched the surface of available appli
cations software for the Summagraphics
line. Our other tests revealed an ade
quate proximity range and above-average
tilt correction. Accuracy measurements
were average. The included software
provides a generic ADI driver, a mouse
driver, and Windows drivers. All
worked flawlessly. The Windows driver
adds a facility for mapping the tablet to
the entire screen or to a designated por
tion. A third option matches a region of
the drawing area to the screen while
maintaining a uniform aspect ratio. A
batch file can automatically load termi
nate-and-stay-resident drivers for Auto
CAD and for Microsoft Mouse emula
tion.
Summagraphics also throws in a few
useful utilities. One program resets the
digitizer; another displays the complete
set of data compiled by the tablet.

The Last Word
In general, the digitizing tablets we
tested are consistent and reliable. The
new Houston Instrument series breaks
, from the pack with considerable perfor
mance at the lowest price. The HiPad
Plus tablets offer the best resolution of all
the products reviewed, excellent accu
racy specifications, and a hassle-free set
up routine using a menu template-all at
a price lower than those of tablets offer
ing half as much.
But if you crave the very best or desire
the full complement of state-of-the-art
features, Pencept's Penpad 320 stands
alone. The tablet can compete against the
others on the merits of its specifications,
and our tests confirmed its stellar perfor
mance. Add to that a bundle of extras like
character recognition, data-entry forms,
a variety of applications templates, a
DOS interface, predefined macros, and
highly useful software, and you end up
with a digitizing tablet that no other ven
dor can match. •
Stanford Diehl and Steve Apiki are BYTE
Lab testing editors. They can be reached
on BIX as "sdiehl" and "apiki."

TAKE ONE AND YOUR
HEADACHES ARE GONE.
One tablet.
No pain.
That's how you'll feel
when you start using one of the
new Screenplay Tablets from Seiko.
Because for the first time, you can
get the quality and reliability
that used to be reserved for big
spenders.Without spending big
dollars.
Screenplay gives you unprecedented
accuracy, resolution. repeatability and
With your AutoCAD
speed. Our patented double-loop sensing
li:mplate. Screenplay
technology eliminates dead spots and
speeds you through screen
edge problems. So what you draw
manipulations.
is flawlessly represented on screen. In
fact, you'll get (or exceed) the accuracy
found in tablets costing twice as much.
Plus. using Screenplay is ajoy.The
pen is atrue drawing instrument. Solid.
Built for years of hard duty. With a
brass barrel and tip. Pucks are designed
for right or left-handed people. And
the tablet itself is designed for neat.
tangle-free operation. There's apen cable

guide ring and
an under-tablet
puck cable guide. Even
the connectors are recessed
to prevent snarls. While the function
controls are easily accessible without
having to dig inside the tablet.
And best of all. you can get Seiko
quality and reliability in the size you want:
8x12.11xll.15xl5,12xl8.17x24 and
18x25 inch Screenplay tablets; 30x40.
36x48 and 42x60 Screenplay tables.
So stop by your local computer
dealer to see Screenplay in
Atrue drawing
instrument, the
action. It's the one tablet
Screenplay pen has a
that'll make your input
solid. molded body with
headache go awa '1'~:=:::::::b•raissii
i tipiii-=~cma•m
.
forever.
II!
Dealer Inquiries: Call Mark Davis

at (408) 943-9100.

SEIKO I

e·

Seiko Instruments USA

Screenplay is a trademark of Seiko Instruments USA.AutoCAD is a registered trademark o f Autodesk. Inc. Q 1987 Seiko Instruments USA lnc.
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Take any 3 books for
0
only $1° eac~

OS/2 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE. By
E. Iacobucci. 1100 pp., illus. solt
bound "Byte" magazine called it "a
necessity:· This giant reference ex
plains all the basic functions you'll
need, with emphasis on such new or
different functions as multitasking
and memory management.
881300-X
Pub. Pr., $24.95
UNIX UTILITIES. By R.S. Tare. 352
pp., illus .. softbound. This practical
manual shows how.to make the best
use of UNIX utilities. It covers more
utilities than any other book of its kind
and provides numerous examples of
real applications.
Pub. Pr., $24.95
628/84X
dBASE POWER: Bulldlng and
Using Programming Tools. By
PL. Olympia, R. R. Freeland, and R.
Wallin . 380 pp ., illus .. softbound. This
practical guide shows the experi
enced dBASE Ill or dBASE 111 PLUS
programmer how to use to the fullest
such features as RUN and CALU
LOAD, as well as how to write C and
assembly language programs that
perform dBASE functions for you.
Pub. Pr., $29.95
584696-9

when you join

BYTE Book Club
VALUES UP TO $135.95

•Your one source for computer books from over
100 di1ferent publishers
• the latest and best information in your field
•discounts of up to 40% off publishers' list prices
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO Al
AND EXPERT SYSTEMS: Turbo
Pascal Edition. By R.I. Levine, D.E.
Orang, and B. Edelson. 256 pp.. 99
illus. A must for everyone who wants
to understand and utilize artificial in
telligence for commercial, military,
scientific, or educational applications.
It's all in clear, simple language with
many illustrations and sample
programs.
Pub. Pr.. $22.95
374/708

A PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE TO
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. By M.E. Med
el l. 307 pp., illus. Detailed coverage
of what you need to know - what
questions to ask, how to conduct a
cost-benefit analysis, how to docu
ment and validate your findings - to
design the best systems for your
user's needs.
426/325
Pub. Pr, $34.95

IBM® PC AND MACINTOSH® NET·
WORKING. By S.L. Michel. 296 pp.,
illus .. softbound. This state-of-the-art
guide shows how to painlessly net
work your PC's and MAC's so that they
share files, storage, and printers. Full
descriptions of TOPS'" and Apple
Share'" allow you to choose the solu
tion that's right for you and implement
it for greatest advantage.
584658-6
Pub. Pr.. $21.95

ADVANCED GRAPHICS IN C: Pro·
grammlng and Techniques. By
N. Johnson. 430 pp., Illus .. soft
bound. Now C programmers can
write crisp graphics programs for the
IBM-PC using the IBM EGA (En·
hanced Graphics Adaptor) or the
AT&T Image Capture Board (ICB). In
cludes GRAPHIQ, a complete C
graphics toolkit.
881257-7
Pub. Pr., $22.95

ADVANCED 80386 PROGRAM·
MING TECHNIQUES. By J.l. Turley.
509 pp.. illus .. softbound. Offering
advanced techniques for serious pro
grammers, this hands-on-guide cov
ers advanced memory segmenta
tion, the internal four-level protection
hierarchy, multitaskin g, demand pag
ing, system security, 8086/80186/
80286 emulation, and intertask com
munication.
Pub. Pr.. $22.95
881342-5
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THE WAITE GROUP'S MS-DOS Bl·
BLE, Second Ed. By S Simrin. 522
pp.. illus , softbound. Shows you how
to start up your system, create and
manage files, customize your key
board, and become proficient in such
advanced MS-DOS features as LINK,
DEBUG. TSR programming, and de
vice drivers.
Pub. Pr., $22.95
584702-7
ADVANCED TURBO C.® By H.
Schildt. 397 pp., illus .. softbound.
Complete Turbo C mastery can be
yours-from stacks. queues. linked
lists and binary trees, to operating
system interfacing, porting, debug
ging, and much more. Fully explains
how to get the most from the power
and speed of Turbo C.
881280-1
Pub. Pr.. $22.95

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
USING C: The C Programmer's
Gulde to Al Techniques. By H.
Schildt. 412 pp., 37 illus .. softbound.
This hands-on guide shows you how
to create your own Al applications and
systems using C. After an introduc
tory overview it provides coverage of
expert systems, logic, natural lan
guage processing, machine learning,
pattern recognition, and more, with
ready-to-run programs illustrating
each topic.
Pub. Pr., $21.95
881255-0
PROGRAMMING USING THE C
LANGUAGE. By R.C. Hutchison and
S.B. Just. 519 pp., illus. Whether you
want to understand programs in C
written by others, or write better C
programs of your own, this practical,
authoritative book gives you the tools
and guidance you need. Coverage
includes program organization, sort
ing algorithms, recursion, linked lists,
and more - with many sample
programs.
315/418
Pub. Pr.. $28.95
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT with
MS·DOS and PC-DOS. By D.
Gookin and A. Townsend . 307 pp.,
illus. Shows you how to make the best
use of your hard disk for all types of
programs, with an emphasis on orga
nization, data security, and enhancing
performance . Easy enough for
novices, yet sophisticated enough for
power users, it's packed with helpful
hints, proven shortcuts, and clear
explanations.
583954-7
Pub. Pr.. $26.95

DATABASE SYSTEM CONCEPTS.

By H. F Korth and A. Silberschatz.
546 pp.. illus. From fundamental con
cepts to advanced problem solving,
this book provides a clear under
standing of the design and use of
database systems. Also demon
strates the best ways to protect data
from unauthorized access and mali
cious or accidental alteration or de·
struction.
4471527
Pub. Pr., $42.95

TRICKS OF THE UNIX MASTERS.
By R.G. Sage. pp. illus. Many of
UNIX's most interesting features have
virtually been kept secret from users
- until now! This master guide goes
beyond the basics to show you the
shortcuts, tools, tips, and tricks it
could take years to discover on your
own.
584637-3
Pub. Pr.. $22.95
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SADT: Structured Analysis and
Design Technique. By D. Marca
and C. McGowan.
402/353

Pub. Pr., $44.95

PROGRAMMING WITH TURBO
PASCAL. By D. Carroll
852908-5

Pub. Pr., $39.95

HIGH.SPEED ANIMATION Ir SIM·
ULATION FOR MICROCOMPU·
TERS. ByL. Adams
583855-9

COMPUTER ORGANIZATION. By
M. Andrews.

Pub. Pr., $20.95

584588-1

PROGRAM: TRANSLATION FUN·
DAMENTALS: Methods and Is
sues.By P. Calingaert.
584589-X

Pub. Pr., $39.95

PROGRAMMING IN
Ed. By S.G. Kochan.
584 701-9

Pub. Pr., $36.95

c,

Revised

Pub. Pr., $24.95

PRINCIPLES OF PARALLEL AND
MULTI-PROCESSING. By G.R.

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR, Vol·
ume V. Bv S. Ciarcia

Desrochers.
165/ 793
Pub. Pr., $49.50
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

109/672

UNDERSTANDING Ir USING
dBASE Ill® PLUS. By R. Krumm.
583940-7
Pub. Pr., $22.95

583639-4

HANDBOOK OF SOITW ARE MAIN·
TENANCE. By G. Parikh

ited by H.J. Mitchell.
425/85X
Pub . Pr., $45.00

Any 3 books for $1. 00 each ... if you join now
and agree to purchase two more books - at
handsome discounts - during your first
year of membership.

NETWORKING SOFTWARE. By

390/061

Pub. Pr., $37.95

Pub. Pr., $24.95

PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL IN·
TELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYS·
TEMS DEVELOPMENT. By D.W.
Rolston
536/147

Pub. Pr., $39.95

HOW TO WRITE COMPUTER DOC·
UMENTATION FOR USERS, 2nd
Ed. By S.J. Grimm
583783-8

Pub. Pr., $29.95

DATA STRUCTURES USING PAS·
CAL, 2nd Ed. By A. M. Tenenbaum
& M. J. Augenstein

ADVANCED TURBO PASCAL: PRO·
GRAMMING AND TECHNIQUES.
By H. Schildt.
583761- 7

Pub. Pr., $18.95

123: THE COMPLETE REFERENCE.
DESIGNING USER INTERFACES
FOR SOITWARE. By J.S. Dumas.
584641-1

By M. Campbell.

583871-0

881005-1

Pub. Pr, $22.95

APPL YING EXPERT SYSTEMS IN
BUSINESS. By D. N. Chorafas
108/803

68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING, 2nd Ed. By L.
Leventhal; D. Hawkins; G. Kane & W.
Cramer
583817-6
Pub. Pr., $28.95

STRUCTURED COBOL: A STEP BY
STEP APPROACH. By C.R. Litecky
and G.B. Davis.
157 /88X

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL COM·
PUTER CONSULTANT. By A. R.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
DATA COMMUNICATIONS FACT·
BOOK. By J. Abbatiello and R.Sarch

HARD DISK MANAGEMENT IN
THE PC Ir MS-DOS ENVIRON·
MENT. By T. Sheldon

MS-DOS BATCH FILE PROGRAM·
MING ... Including OS/2. By R.

584580-6

565/562

Pub. Pr., $19.95

606965-6

Milenkovic
419/205

Pub. Pr., $40.95

Pub. Pr., $24.95

FILE ORGANIZATION FOR
DATABASE DESIGN. By G.
Wiederhold.
701/334

Pub. Pr., $40.95

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR, Vol.
VI. By S. Ciarcia.
109/680

USING TURBO C. By H. Schildt
Pub. Pr., $19.95

881279-8

Richardson.
584710-8

Pub. Pr, $17.95

INTRODUCING PC-DOS AND MS
DOS: A GUIDE FOR BEGINNING Ir
ADVANCED USERS. ByT. Sheldon
565/597

Pub. Pr., $24.95

Pub. Pr., $30.95

Pub. Pr., $39.95

DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTED OPER·
ATING SYSTEMS. Bv P. J. Fortier
216/ 215

OPERATING SYSTEMS. By M.

Pub. Pr., $29.95

QUICK C PROGRAMMING FOR
THE IBM. ByC. Townsend.
584659-4
Pub. Pr., $22.95

MICROCOMPUTER LANS: Net
work Design and Implementa
tion. By M.F. Hordeski
Pub. Pr., $28.95

Pub. Pr., $17.95

Pub. Pr., $3100

Simon
572/968

Pub. Pr., $46.00

TROUBLESHOOTING AND RE·
PAIRING THE NEW PERSONAL
COMPUTERS. By A . Margolis.

More Books to Choose from

ADVANCED COBOL, 2nd Ed. By
A S. Philippakis and L J Kazmier.
498/13X
Pub. Pr., $37.95

583738-2

Pub. Pr., $19.95

DAT A TYPES AND DAT A STRUC·
TURES. ByJ.J. Martin
583689-0
Pub. Pr., $45.00

THE DATABASE EXPERTS' GUIDE
TO DATABASE 2. By B. Larson.
Pub. Pr., $24.95
232/679

THE DATABASE EXPERT'S GUIDE
TO SQL. By F. Lusardi

Pub. Pr., $35.95

THE C PRIMER, 2nd Ed. By L. Han
cock & M. Krieger
259/95X

32-BIT MICROPROCESSORS. Ed

C. B. Ungaro.
606969-9

Pub. Pr., $21.95

Pub. Pr., $42.95

WORDPERFECT®: THE COMPLETE
REFERENCE. By K. Acerson.
881312-3

Pub. Pr., $27.95

PROGRAMMER'S CHALLENGE: 50
Challenging Problems to Test
Your Programming Skills. By S.
Chen.
583883-4

Pub. Pr, $29.95

Pub. Pr., $19.95

®

Here's how Byte Book Clul> works to seive you:
• Important Information ... we make It easy to gel! Today, professionals
who perform best are those who are best informed. For reliable, hands-on
information, turn to the Byte Book Club. Every 3 or 4 weeks (12-15 times a
year), members receive the Club Bulletin offering more than 30 books - the
best, newest, most important books from all publishers.

• Dependable service . .. we're here to help! Whetheryouwant information
about a book or have a question about your membership, just call us toll-free or
drop us a line. To get only the books you want, make your choice on the Reply
Card and return it by the date specified. If you want the Main Selection, do
nothing - it will be sent to you automatically. (A small shipping and handling
charge is added to each shipment .)

• Club convenience .. _we do the work! You get a wide choice of books that

simply cannot be matched by any bookstore. And all your books are
conveniently delivered right to your door. You also get 10 full days to decide
whether you want the Main Selection. (If the Club Bulletin ever comes late and
you receive a Main Selection you don't want, return it for credit at our expense.)

• Substantial savings ... and a bonus program loo! You enjoy substantial
discounts - up to 40%! - on every book you buy. Plus, you're automatically
eligible for our Bonus Book Plan which allows you savings up to 70%on a wide
selection of books.

• Easy membership terms .. . It's worthwhile to belong! Your only
obligation is to purchase 2 more books - at handsome discounts - during the
next 12 months, after which you enjoy the benefits of membership with no
further obligation. You or the Club may cancel membership anytime thereafter.

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to:

BYTE BOOK CLUB,00

P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-9959

For faster service in enrolling, call 1-800-2-MCGRAW
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VTI-55 SYSTEM
D 80286 1 2 MHz
o
o 640K
o
o 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
o
o 30 MBHard Disk (28 ms)
o
with NCL Controller
o 2 Serial 1 Parallel
o Clock Calender
MONO

BEST

COMPUTER INC.
5017 Telegraph Road
Los Angeles, CA 90022

101 Enhance Keyboard
ATI EGA Wonder Card
EGA MONITOR
MS-DOS 3.3, GW Basic
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Strengthening
the Lineup

A

The new IBM PS/2
Models 70-E61
and 70-121 mean more
support for the Micro
Channel architecture

side from their smaller size
and weight, the PS/2 Models
70-E61 and 70-121 seem to fit
right in with their older sib
lings; there is little difference between
the machines. The Model 70s are equiva
lent in performance to the Model 80-071
and Model 80-111, respectively, and act
as desktop equivalents of these floor
mounted machines. ·

Caroline Halliday

The Model 70 machines, in their various
versions, provide 32-bit processing
power on the desktop. The Model 70
E61 ($5995) is a 16-MHz 80386-based
machine with a 60-megabyte enhanced
small-device-interface hard disk drive
and 1 megabyte of system-board RAM in
its standard configuration. The Model
70-121 ($7995) runs at 20 MHz and has a
120-megabyte ESDI hard disk drive and
2 megabytes of system-board RAM as
standard. These prices are, surprisingly

Family Resemblance

The PS/ 2 Model 70·E6\ (left) and Model 70- 121.

for IBM, very competitive. A compara
bly equipped 20-MHz 80386-based
Compaq Deskpro 386/20e with a 110
megabyte hard disk drive and 2 mega
bytes of RAM has a list price of $9397,
and the closest equivalent AST Pre
mium/386 is $9795.
The reviewed systems were the stan
dard configuration with the optional 16
MHz ($795) and 20-MHz ($1195) 80387
math coprocessors installed in the re
spective machines. I used the 8514
($1550) and 8513 ($750) color displays
with the reviewed systems.
Aside from the size of the hard disk
drive, the processor speed, and the stan
dard quantity of RAM, the different ver
sions of the Model 70 are physically sim
ilar. The 101-key Enhanced keyboard is
supplied with the system unit. The VGA
display subsystem is an integral part of
the system board. The machines have a
single 1. 44-megabyte 3 Vi-inch floppy
disk drive, with room for a second drive. ·
The system board can accommodate up
to 6 megabytes of RAM, and total system
memory can be as much as 16 mega
bytes. The large amount of system-board
RAM is one of the major selling points of
this machine.

RAM to Spare
Until recently, the IBM p~rsonal com
puters have usually been in single-task
ing environments with DOS as the domi
nant operating system. This has changed
with the coming of OS/2 and renewed in
terest in other multitasking operating
systems. As the operating systems be
come more sophisticated, they need
more RAM to support the multiple tasks.
The Model 70's 6 megabytes of system
board RAM should be an ample amount
for OS/2-based applications.
The system-board memory is paged,
as on the 20-MHz Model 80. For succes
sive memory accesses within the 2K-byte
page, the memory is accessed at zero
wait states. Accesses outside the current
continued
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Model 70-E61

Model 70·121

Model 50 Z

Company

IBM Corp.
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468

IBM Corp.
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468

IBM Corp.
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468

Components

Processor: 16-MHz 32-bit 80386;
socket for optional 16-MHz 80387
math coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 85-ns
RAM, expandable to 6 megabytes
maximum on system board and 16
megabytes maximum in the
system
Mass storage: One 1.44
megabyte 3V2-inch floppy disk
drive; 60-megabyte hard disk drive
Display: VGA as integral part of
system board; optional displays
Keyboard: 101-key Enhanced
keyboard
1/0 interfaces: One DB-25 parallel
port; one DB-25 serial port; one 6
pin DIN mouse port; two 32-bit
MCA expansion slots and one 16
bit MCA slot

Processor: 20-MHz 32-bit 80386;
socket for optional 20-MHz 80387
math coprocessor
Memory: 2 megabytes of 85-ns
RAM. expandable to 6 megabytes
maximum on system board and 16
megabytes maximum in the
system
Mass storage: Ole 1.44
megabyte 3V2-inch floppy disk .
drive; 120-megabyte hard disk
drive
Display: VGA as integral part of
system board; optional displays
Keyboard: 101-key Enhanced
keyboard
1/0 interfaces: Om, DB-25 parallel
port; one DB-25 serial port; one 6
pin DIN mouse port; two 32-bit
MCA expansion slots and one 16
bit MCA slot

Processor: 10-MHz 16-bit 80286;
socket for optional 10-MHz 80287
math coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of zero-wait
state, 85-ns RAM, expandable to 2
megabytes maximum on system
board and 16 megabytes
maximum in the system
Mass storage: Ole 1.44
megabyte 3V2-inch floppy disk
drive; 30·megabyte hard disk drive
on Z-031 (review system); 60
megabyte hard disk drive on Z
061 system
Display: VGA as integral part of
system board; optional displays
Keyboard: 101-key Enhanced
keyboard
1/0 interfaces: One DB-25 parallel
port; one DB-25 serial port; one 6
pin DIN mouse port; three 16-bit
MCA expansion slots

Size

5V2 x 14 x 16V2 ins.; 21 lbs.

5V2 x 14 x 16V2 ins.; 21 lbs.

5V2 x 14 x 16V2 ins.; 21 lbs.

Options

PC-DOS 3.30: $125
IBM OS/2 Standard Edition: $340
IBM OS/2 Extended Edition: $830
IBM Advanced Interactive
Executive (AIX) PS/2 Operating
System: $624
8503 monochrome display: $275
8512 color display: $595
8513 color display: $750
8514 color display: $1550
2- to 8-megabyte memory
expansion option: $1695
1-megabyte memory module kit:
$695
2-megabyte memory module kit:
$1395

PC-DOS3.30: $125
IBM OS/2 Standard Edition: $340
IBM OS/2 Extended Edition: $830
IBM Advanced Interactive
Executive (AIX) PS/2 Operating
System: $624
8503 monochrome display: $275
8512 color display: $595
8513 color display: $750
8514 color display: $1550
2- to a-megabyte memory
expansion option: $1695
1-megabyte memory module kit:
$695
2-megabyte memory module kit:
$1395

PC-DOS 3.30: $125
IBM OS/2 Standard Edition: $340
IBM OS/2 Extended Edition: $830
IBM Advanced Interactive
Executive (AIX) PS/2 Operating
System: $624
8503 monochrome display: $275
8512 color display: $595
8513 color display: $750
8514 color display: $1550
2-megabyte memory module kit:
$1395

Documentation

PS/2 Model 70 Quick Reference
and Reference Disk

PS/2 Model 70 Quick Reference
and Reference Disk

PS/2 Model 50 Quick Reference
and Reference Disk

Price

$5995

$7995

Model 50 Z-031 : $3995
Model 50 Z-061 : $4595

Inquiry 851.

Inquiry 852.

Inquiry 853.

page require two wait states. On the
Model 70-E61, this corresponds to two
and four 62.5-nanosecond clock cycles
(125 ns and 250 ns) for read accesses in
and out of the page, respectively. On the
Model 70-121, the corresponding cycle
times are 100 ns and 200 ns. In a typical
application, this paged-memory arrange
ment gives a performance improvement
over more conventional linear memory,
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as memory accesses are more often se
quential or closely clustered rather than
random. The paged-memory system im
proved the performance of the Model 70
in the CPU portion of the benchmark
results.
·
In addition, the Model 70 can copy the
ROM BIOS to 32-bit RAM. ROMs are
slower devices compared to high-speed
RAM, but because the BIOS is copied to

RAM, the ROMs are accessed only dur
ing the power-on self test (POST), when
the copying occurs. This "shadow
RAM" method is used by other manu
facturers, including Compaq and AST.
The spare 384K bytes from the 1
megabyte of system-board RAM is ad
dressed immediately below the 16-mega
byte system limit. The top 128K bytes of
continued
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Revamped PS/2 Model 50 Z
arly assessments ofthe PS/2 family
were quick to criticize the slow
E
hard disk drive on the Model 50. was

It
so slow that the mediocre performance
of the rest of the machine was overshad
owed. Many PC AT-compatible ma
chines had higher performance and a
better price. The introduction of the
Model 50 Z with its zero-wait-state
memory and reasonably fast hard disk
drive may assuage some of the critics,
but not all.
The Model 50 Z is available in two
standard versions. The Z-031 ($3995)
has a 30-megabyte hard disk drive (as
reviewed), and the Z-061 ($4595) has a
60-megabyte hard disk drive. Except for
the variation in hard disk capacity, the
machines have similar characteristics.
The Model 50 Z uses a 10-MHz
80286 microprocessor with a socket for
an optional 80287 math coprocessor.
The 1 megabyte of 85-nanosecond
RAM on the system board can be up
graded to a maximum of2 megabytes on
the system board and up to 16 mega
bytes using the expansion slots. The sys
tem-board memory can run at zero wait
states, which greatly improves the
Model 50's performance.
The 50 Z has a single 1.44-megabyte
31/i-inch floppy disk drive as standard,
and there's room for a second. The sys
tem includes 1pany features found on
other PS/2 machines, such as a parallel
port, a serial port, and a mouse port.
The VGA is an integral part of the sys
tem board. A 101-key Enhanced key
board comes with the system.
Three 16-bit Micro Channel architec
ture (MCA) expansion slots are avail
able on the system board; one has a
video extension connector for installing
an alternate video board.

Internal Image
The styling of the Model 50 Z is identi
cal to that of the Model 70 machines;
the case is approximately 35 percent
smaller than the IBM PC AT. As on
other PS/2 machines, the power switch
and disk drives are all located on the
front panel. A small touch that system
managers will appreciate is that the
model number is also on the front panel.
The cover is held on with two thumb
screws at the rear. The interior is simi
lar to the Model 50's. Only one cable is
used in the Model 50 Z system, linking
the speaker assembly to the system

board. This modification is necessary
since the system board itself is only two
thirds the size of the original Model 50
and is located in the rear of the case.
The rest of the system elements are
linked to the system board via circuit
board edge connectors.
The plastic frame over the Model 50
Z system board holds the disk drives and
the speaker assembly. The hard disk
drive includes the disk controller, so the
circuit board used to link it with the sys
tem board is only a physical adapter (un
like the Model 50's circuit board, which
is a disk controller) . The floppy disk
drives are linked to the system board via
another circuit board sitting centrally in
the rigid frame.
Access to the system-board RAM is
not as easy on the Model 50 Z as on the
Model 70. The whole mounting frame
has to be removed (along with the clock
battery) . Once removed, the I-mega
byte single in-line memory module
standard memory can be replaced with a
2-megabyte SIMM . Additional memory
must be added to the MCA expansion
bus; it will operate more slowly due to
bus restrictions, and it will reduce the
number of available slots. There are
only three expansion slots to start with,
and the system-board capacity of 2
megabytes of zero-wait-state RAM is
not extensive.

Measuring Up
The Model 50 Z improves on the perfor
mance of the Models 50 and 60, but
only enough to make it competitive with
other high-quality 80286-based ma
chines. The full suite of BYTE bench
marks were run on the Model 50 Z. The

results show the Model 50 Z performing
as its architecture would predict: at the
high end of the AT class of machines,
but not as well as an 80386-based ma
chine. The improvement in the hard
disk drive is obvious from the Disk I/O
results. There is approximately a 25
percent improvement in performance
over the IBM PC AT, and an even more
substantial improvement over the Model
50 with its notoriously slow hard disk
drive.
The effect of the zero-wait-state
RAM is evidenced throughout the rest
of the low-level benchmarks. The CPU
tests give a 30 percent improvement
over the Model 50, which runs with one
wait state. The marginal improvement
in floating-point and video results is
also attributable to the RAM architec
ture. The actual timing differences
measured on the floating-point and
video tests are on the order of 1 second,
so no significant difference between the
Model 50 and Model 50 Z is apparent.
The improvement in the floating
point performance of the Model 50 over
the AT is due to the speed of the copro
cessor. On the Model 50, the 80287
runs at 10 MHz-the CPU speed; on the
AT, the coprocessor runs at only 5. 33
MHz-two-thirds the CPU speed. This
small architectural difference has a
substantial effect on performance.
· The applications portion of the
benchmarks reflects the results of the
low-level tests. The zero-wait-state
RAM has a dramatic effect-on the scien
tific/ engineering results and is also seen
in the spreadsheet tests. The faster hard
disk drive affects the database results in
particular, as well as improving the
spreadsheet index.

Old Bottle, New Wine
As would be expected, the Model 50 Z
is a fully software-compatible AT-class
machine. Its 10-MHz, zero-wait-state
architecture gives it a zippy perfor
mance for its class, but its $4000 price
tag may be too high for some. The MCA
expansion slots and the use of 3 1h-inch
disk drives may be a major factor in its
suitability for a particular environment.
Overall, it is a well-engineered ma
chine with a strong heritage. The Model
50 Z provides ample computing power
for many applications, but it suffers
from limited memory and expansion
capabilities.
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WORD PROCE5511
ICyWrlte Ill+ 3.52
Load (large)
Word count
Search/replace
End of document
Block moves
Spelling check
'llllcrosoft Word 4.0
Forward delete
"ldus PageMaker 1.0a
'.oad document
:::hange/bold
l\lign right

;PREADSHEET
.otus 1·2·3 2.01
Block copy
Recalc
Load Monte Carlo
Recalc Monte Carlo
Loadr irge3
Recalc rlarge3
Recalc Goal-seek
Microsoft Excel 2.0
Fill right

Loa
Rec

rge3
larae3

Model
70-121
4.43

lllodel 70· 121
Med./Lrg.
:13
:03/:20
:05/:23
:02/:14
:09/:09
:08/1:00

I?

lllodel 50Z
Med./Lrg.
:15
:05/:34
:08/:33
:02/:20
:12/:11
:14/1:49

:13

:17

:23

:07
:27
:22
:18
:05
2:01

:09
:34
:24
:20
:05
2:17

:12
:43
:36
:27
:07
3:06

2.63

2.28

1.76

Model 70-121

Model 70-E61

Model50Z

1:3<
1:5:

D Index:

1.46

:04

:05
1:57
:02
:25
:01

:06
2:26
:02
:33
:01

:09
3:11
:03
:38
:02

COMPILERS
Microsoft C 5.0
Xlisp compile
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Pascal S compile

2.74

2.18

1.72

D Index:

:06
:07
:01

Model
50Z
7.67
42.90

44.32
26.48

42.91
21.48

32.95
13.23
27.24
22.94

N/A
N/A
44.73
34.93

2.11

Model
70·E61
9.88

Model
50Z
25.38

2.97

11.13

3.29

9.65

5.50

1.80

DISKl/O

Model
70-121

Model
70-E61

Model
502

5.00
7.36
9.72
6.77

5.00
4.98
9.65
10.05
7.42

3.31
4.40
13.31
16.68
9.43

12.97
25.61

16.41
30.90

22.35
40.64

4:01
:06

Hard Seek3
Inner track
Half platter
Full platter
Average
DOS Seek
1-sector
32-sector
Fllel/0 4

(

Read
Write
1-megabyte
Write
Read

1.05
1.08

0.19
1.19
1.14

0.17
1.28
1.23

5.58
4.72

5.73
509

4.67
5.31

D Index:

1.57

1.36

1.25

For a full descriplion of all the benchmarks, see "Introducing lhe New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.
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SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING
Model 70-121
AutoCAD 2.52
Load SoftWest
:46
Regen SoftWest
:33
Load SIPauls
:10
Regen StPauls
:06
Hide/redraw
11:18
STATA 1.5
Graphics
:28
:12
ANO/A
MsthCAD2.0
IFS800pts.
:14
FFT/IFFT 1024 pts.
:14

:05
:02
:29
:08
:07
:01
:05

Model
70-E61
5.55

:04
:02
:28

DATABASE
dBASElll+ 1.1
Copy
Index
List
Append
Delele
Pack
Count
Sort

:03
:01
:16
:05
:05
:01
:03

41.80

31

Model 7D·Eli1
Med./Lrg.
:14
:03/:25
:06/:28
:02/:17
:10/:10
:10/1:17

1.35

1.17

Model 70-E61

Model 50Z

:57
:55
:12
:07
14:10

1:22
1:06
:17
:12
21:25

:34
:14
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:21

:18
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IBM PS/2 Model 70-121

12 •7 *

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61

10 •5

IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z

8.1

Compaq 386120

17.9

IBM PS/2 Model 80-111

13.2

IBM PS/2 Model 80-071

10.9

Compaq 386/16

10.4

IBM PS/2 Model 50

6.3

this memory is normally remapped to
create a write-protected copy of the ROM
BIOS at the appropriate address for DOS,
just below the I-megabyte point.
The disadvantage of this shadow RAM
method is that with 128K bytes of RAM
set aside for the BIOS, only 256K bytes
remains besides the 640K-byte base DOS
memory for any disk-cache program,
RAM disk, or extended-memory needs.
Adding a second megabyte of memory is
highly desirable even if OS/2 isn't going
to be used.

Video Capabilities
12.7

10.5
IBM PC AT
8.1

Word
Processing

D

Spreadsheet

D

Database

D

Scientific/
Engineering

"Cumulative applications index. Graphs are based on indexes at left and show relative
performance.

5

Compilers

D
D

IBM PS/2 Model 70-121

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61

IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z

Compaq 386/20
IBM PS/2 Model 80-111
IBM PS/2 Model 80-071
Compaq 386/16
IBM PS/2 Model 50
IBM PC AT

CPU

D

FPU

D

Disk 110
Video

D
D

The VGA display subsystem is an inte
gral part of the system board. The review
units came with the 8513 and 8514 color
monitors. The 8513 unit displays a crisp
image on a 14-inch screen. The 8514
monitor, when used in association with
the 8514/A Display Adapter, can display
a resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels.
An optional 8503 monochrome moni
tor can display text and graphics in green
on a black background. The 256 color
modes possible on the VGA are displayed ·
as 64 shades of gray.
The VGA itself can be considered an
extension of the EGA standard. The
CGA and EGA video standards are fully
supported, and as a consequence, the
MDA is supported via EGA emulation.
Additional modes are offered on the
VGA, including a 320- by 200-pixel,
256-color graphics mode; a 640- by 480
pixel, 16-color graphics mode; a 720- by
400-pixel mode in 16 colors or mono
chrome; and a 360- by 400-pixel, 16
color text mode.
The compatibility of the VGA imple
mentation on the Model 70 is perfect.
However, other manufacturers, such as
Paradise Systems, Compaq (using the
Paradise chip set), and Video Seven,
have implemented a 16-bit version of the
VGA that provides better performance in
· many circumstances than the 8-bit IBM
version.

Micro Channel Architecture
The Model 70 includes two 32-bit Micro
Channel architecture (MCA) expansion
slots and a single 16-bit slot. The 16-bit
slot has the video extension portion in ad
dition to the standard 16-bit connections.
An additional video board can use this
extension to, for example, enable and
disable the VGA on the system board, or
to gain access to the VGA's video DAC
(DIA converter). The 8514/A PS/2
Display Acapter uses this extension to
route the output from the VGA to the
8514/A;s external connector, allowing
continued
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DADiSR..
Let Your Instruments
Do The Talking:™
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the user to switch between the two dis
play systems.
The 32-bit slots include the Matched
Memory cycle (MMC) extension found
on the Model 80. A 16-MHz Model 80
can use this extension to allow a memory
board to request a faster bus cycle, thus
speeding memory accesses from the ex
pansion bus. However, as on the 20-MHz
Model 80, this extension is not used on
the Model 70s and is a physical connec
tion only. Only the -MMC CMD signal
line is driven by the system board; it is
the same as the -CMD signal on the 16
bit section of the expansion channel.
Boards that request an MMC will oper
ate, but not at the faster rate.

Physical Attraction
Tulk to your instruments with
DADiSP-488. Use over 150 func
tions to display and analyze your
waveforms, as easy as typing a
name. Run external data acquisition
software, or your oum analysis
programs. Create new functions
with DADiSP Macros.

F m:g

t1111111m1111 1111m11i11r111rm111~

the First Spreadsheet
designed exclusively for
Scientists and Engineers.

(617) 577-1133
Ask about DADiSP for IBM-PC/XT/AT,
DEC MicroVAX, HP9000, Masscomp
5000, and Sun Workstat.ions. For further
information write DSP Development
Corporation, One Kendall Square,
Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 577-1133
Mention this magazill(: and receive an
faaluation Disk FREE. A$20 value.

DSP
Development
Corporation
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The Model 70s are packaged in a com
pact, if slightly too deep, system unit that
measures 5V2 by 14 by l6V2 inches. A
slightly wider machine that was not as
deep would help economize on space in
modular computer furniture, allowing
more room for the keyboard.
Setting up a new machine is relatively
easy: Simply plug in the display, key
board, and power cables, and turn it on.
You use the Model 70/80 Reference Disk
to run the Setup program to configure
the system.
Installing additional expansion boards
or other options is also easy in the Model
70. Turn two thumbscrews to release the
cover. Slide it forward about an inch be
fore you lift it off. The expansion slots
are on the left side of the unit, as is the
math coprocessor socket. Yoo may need
to temporarily remove any installed ex
pansion boards to insert the math copro
cessor, but otherwise installation is
straightforward.
An expansion board may include
adapter description files as part of its
configuration requirements. These files,
which are supplied on a disk with the ex
pansion option, should be copied to the
working copy ofthe Reference Disk.
The inside of the Model 70 is similar
to that ofthe original Model 50; there are
no cables linking the system elements.
The power supply is on the right side, the
system board lies on the bottom of the
case, and the hard disk drive, floppy disk
drive, and speaker assembly are all
mounted on a rigid frame over the system
board.
The mounting frame is sturdy, molded
plastic with mounting rails for the disk
drives. A single printed circuit board
mounted vertically contains the connec
tors used to link the disk drives to the sys
tem board. On the Model 50 and Model
50 Z, two circuit boards are used.

The hard disk drives in the review
units are impressive. Despite their large
capacity (60 megabytes and 120 mega
bytes), each has only 3 1/2-inch diameter
platters, instead of the more typical 5 'A
inch. The rails in the molding suggest
that a 5 1A-inch version could be accom
modated, however. As the hard disk con
troller is also an integral part of the hard
disk drive, this may allow a larger-capac
ity hard disk (as yet unannounced) to be
installed at a later date.
The system RAM is mounted on the
system board via single in-line memory
module connectors located under the
disk drives. You can install or remove
RAM by removing the second disk drive
(if installed) and plugging in the SIMMs.
The system can use either 1- or 2-mega
byte SIMMs. Each Model 70 has three
memory connectors. Six megabytes of
system-board memory requires three
2-megabyte SIMMs, so upgrading the
70-E61 requires removing the standard
I-megabyte SIMM.

Sitting on the Bench
I tested the Model 70s with all the BYTE
benchmarks. As expected, I found no in
compatibilities with the IBM standard.
I compared the 16-MHz Model 70
E61 to the IBM PC AT, PS/2 Model 80
071, and Compaq 386/16. No software
disk cache was installed on any of the
machines. The Model 80-071 had a 70
megabyte ESDI hard disk drive, and the
Compaq 386/16 had an 80287 math co
processor rather than an 80387.
I compared the Model 70-121 with the
IBM PC AT, the PS/2 Model 80-111,
and the Compaq 386/20. Again, no soft
ware disk cache was installed on any of
the machines. The Model 80-111 had a
115-megabyte ESDI hard disk drive.
The low-level benchmark results from
the 16-MHz machines were most inter
esting in the CPU area. The difference
between the paged-memory subsystem
and a linear approach were obvious when
I compared the Model 70-E61 and the
Model 80-071. The byte-wide and word
wide String Move tests took similar
amounts of time on the linear system
(Model 80-071), whereas the Model 70
E61 showed improvement in perfor
mance of fetch in and out of a page. The
Compaq 386/16 gave results very similar
to those of the Model 70-E61, showing
its similar paged-memory system. The
effect of using a different math copro
cessor was also apparent in the floating
point results, where the 80387 in the
Model 70-E61 gave over three times the
performance ofthe Compaq's 80287.
continued
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The 16-MHz Model 70-E61 's perfor tests, which are disk 1/0-intensive. The
mance on the application benchmarks difference in the compiler index was not
showed slightly slower performance than as significant as the index numbers
the 16-MHz Model 80-071, due to slight would indicate because the actual timing
differences in the hard disk perfor difference between the two machines
mances. The data transfer rate of the 60 was only 1 second.
megabyte drive in the Model 70-E61 is
The performance differences between
8.4 megabits per second with an average the Compaq Deskpro 386/16 and the
access time of 27 milliseconds, and the Model 70-E61 were due to the Compaq's
Model 80-071 's drive had a data transfer faster hard disk drive, reflected in the
rate of 10 Mbps. This was especially no ' database results, and the Compaq's
ticeable in the spreadsheet and database 80287 math coprocessor, reflected in the
-------------------------------..
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Introducing FAX 'EM;M the First
Laptop Modem/Fax Card
Combination

Your laptop computer now has
a new dimension. It's called the Holmes
FAX 'EM,™ and it enables your laptop computer to work together with all
Group 3 FAX equipment. Now you'll not only be able to send information
from your laptop to a computer, but also to a FAX machine that will produce ·
hard (printed) copy. Likewise, you can receive long distance information on
your laptop screen from another computer or FAX machine and then turn that
information into hard copy on any simple Epson™ compatible printer.
You have access to any document in your office file while you're away from
the office. A salesman on the road can
speed up ordering by instantly sending
purchase orders, checking inventories,
confirming bills of lading, etc.
..

IDUil
...)
I ..

Holmes is putting the electronic world's
technology right in your lap -ready to
use. If you would like to find out more
about what the Holmes FAX 'EM™ can
do for you, please contact your nearest
Holmes dealer or call us toll free.
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M I C R 0 S Y S T E M S. I N C.
2620 South 900 West
Salt lake City, Utah 84119
1-801-975-9929

1-800-443-3034
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

scientific/engineering results.
The comparison of the 20-MHz ma
chines showed a difference between the
IBM MCA and the Compaq architecture.
The memory cache controller on the
Compaq Deskpro 386/20 gave dramati
cally faster results for the CPU test than
either the Model 70-121 or the Model 80
111. The faster hard disk drive of the
Compaq machine was also evidenced in
the Disk 1/0 tests.
When the 20-MHz machines were
compared using application bench
marks, there was little difference in the
performance of the IBM machines. The
difference in the timed results was on the
order of only 1 second, with the particu
lar Model 80 tested being the marginally
faster machine. The Compaq 386/20 out
performed the Model 70-121, however,
due to its memory cache controller sys
tem and faster hard disk drive. The
Model 70-12l's hard disk drive has a
data transfer rate of 10.2 Mbps with an
average access time of 23 ms. The Com
paq 386/20 was over 35 percent faster in
the application tests. The difference in
. architecture was particularly apparent in
the disk-intensive tests.
The use of a software disk cache,
which is supplied as standard with both
the IBM and Compaq machines, will
further improve their performance.

Down-Sized Model 80
The Model 70 is a much smaller system
than the Model 80 and has fewer expan
sion slots. This might not be a penalty
since the system unit has a serial port, a
mouse port, and a parallel port as stan
dard. The disk controller and the VGA
are integral parts of the system board.
Expansion slots might be needed for con
nectivity purposes-for example, net
work boards or internal modems. But
unless you need large amounts of RAM
(over6 megabytes), the Model 70 has ad
equate expansion capacity with its two
32-bit and single 16-bit MCA slots. The
3 'Ii-inch floppy disk drives may be a dis
advantage to some users. ·
The Model 70s are truly competitive
machines in terms of price and perfor
mance. They offer good performance
compared to other machines in their
class. Their small size makes for a con
venient desktop package. Overall, these
machines are worth considering. •
Caroline Halliday owns High Tech Aid, a
consulting firm in Ellicot City, Mary
land, that specializes in technical docu
mentation and teaching for the PC envi
ronment. She can be reached on BIX clo
"editors."

NOW YOU CAN CONNECT FOUR
USERS mONE LASER PRINTER.
With the Mannes
mann Tally®MT910 Laser
Printer and its Multiuser
Interface option, you can
connect four users for just
$1050 each.
Each of you will have
your own I/O port, program
mable for your own protocol
and emulation. Laser-crisp
text and graphics at 300 dpi.
All the specs you see in the
center. And with an optional
5-bin sorter, even your own
output bin.
Circle 161 on ReaderService'Card (DEALERS: 162)

THIS ONE.
•Speed: 10 pages-per-minute
• Dual paper cassettes standard, 250 sheets
each.
• Dual output bins standard, 250 sheets each.
• Memory: SOOK; 400K available to print
graphics or download additional fonts.
• Manual feed handles single sheets, enve
lopes, transparencies, and labels_
• Emulations: Diablo' 630, Epson' FX, IBM '
Proprinter;" HP' LaserJet Plus;' and Oume'
Sprint II.
• Workload: l0,000 pages-per-month.
• Standard fonts: D Courier I0. D Prestige
Elite 12 D Letter Gothic 16.6 D bold, italic,
condensed, and expanded_
• Options: D 4-user l/O D extensive library
of optional fonts in cartridge or down
loadable formats D l.5 Mg RAM upgrade
D 5-bin sorter.

So call the number
below for more information
or to connect with your near
est dealer.
And he'll connect you
with the only out-of-the-box
laser printer on the market
today that gives you so much
for just $1050 per user.
AMannesmann Tally.

MANNESMANN
TALLY

1-800-843-1347
Ext. 187

Think small in a big way
When you think multiuser/multitasking,
think Concurrent'" DOS 386, the big
name in small systems from Digital
Research~ architects of the first standard
operating system for personal compu
ters. Now, Concurrent DOS 386 allows
multiple users to share peripherals, files
and applications, using serial terminal
workstations linked by RS-232 cables
to the system. It's fast, reliable and
economical.
The big news today is small systems
Concurrent DOS 386 meets the increas
ing demands placed on small systems by
suppor ting multiple DOS programs on
both the system console and attached
terminals. You can run popular pro
grams such as Lotus®1-2-3~ dBase®Ill,
WordPerfect®and many more, with full
math coprocessor support. The system
runs up to 255 tasks simultaneously, with
full intertask communications and byte
level record, file and device locking.
For people who hate waiting in line
Concurrent DOS 386 brings you all the
remarkable speed and power of the
Intel®80386 processor. A prioritized pre
emptive scheduler allows task execution

and intertask communication by several
users at near full processor speed while
letting some tasks "interrupt" others
according to the needs of each user.
A small system with a big memory
Concurrent DOS 386 gives you access
to four gigabytes of linear physical
memory. Its powerful memory paging
capability fully supports the Expanded
Memory Specification with no addi
tional hardware or software.
Menus at a touch
Now you can create and customize
menus, while programmable function
keys let you condense complex com
mands to a single keystroke. The file
manager runs standard operating
system functions, plus you have an
on-line help facility, text editor and
support for DOS-based device drivers.
Multiuser color graphics
Now with the introduction of the new
est member of the Concurrent DOS
family, Concurrent DOS 386/Multiuser
Graphics Edition, your demands for
high-resolution EGA bit-mapped graph
ics in the workstation environment can

[!ID
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be met. Take advantage of advanced
technology allowing you to run popular
DOS-based graphics programs on indi
vidual workstations as well as on the
system console without sacrificing system
performance. Ask us about this exciting
new version of Concurrent DOS 386.
All you have to remember
is Concurrent DOS 386
Concurrent DOS 386 from Digital
Research is the name to remember
when it comes to 386 technology. The
power and versatility of Concurrent
DOS 386 are giving a new meaning
to the word multiuser.

CALL DIGITAL RESEARCH AT
1·800·443·4200 AND ASK FOR OUR
CONCURRENT DOS PROGRAMMER
INFORMATION Krt
CONCURRENT DOS 386:
SHARING THE SYSTEMAFFORDABLY
Digital Research and the Digital Research logo ore registered
trademarks, and Concurrent is o trademark of Digital Research Inc.
Other product names ore registered trademarks or trademarks of
1

0

~~~\~~~t:~~ir~~;t;Ba~bi~:!~i°11::~;~~:i~~uc~i~f1 ,'ic;;~ ,~~~~.

001

DIGITAL RESEARCH.
Circle 84 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 85)

SYSTEM REVIEW
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A Portable
with Punch
megabyte hard disk drive, two serial
ports, one parallel port, and an electro
1uminescen t (EL) CGA-compatible
display.
My evaluation unit also included some
extras: a 20-MHz 80387, a second mega
byte of memory, a 40-megabyte hard disk
drive, and an internal 300-/1200-bit-per
second modem. To use it, you also need
MS-DOS; Dolch sells version 3.30. My
unit also came with a carrying case,
which is almost de rigueur for portables.
The 386-20C's power doesn't come
cheap: At $7995, the standard 386-20C
costs more than many desktop systems
and slightly more than Compaq's Porta
ble 386. My review system, with all the
goodies, lists for $10,840: a portable in
five figures .
Dolch offers two slower versions of the
Dolch P.A.C . for those with less cash.
The Models 386-16 ($6495) and 386-20
($6995) use a 16-MHz and 20-MHz
80386, respectively, but without the
SRAM cache . Otherwise, all three
models are similarly equipped.

Room to Grow

Quick and expandable,
Dolch's P.A.C. 386-20C
strives to be
the premier "luggable"
Mark L. Van Name

F

or a long time, Compaq's Porta
ble 386 was the most powerful
of the "luggable" portable PCs.
Now a new contender, the Dolch
P.A.C. 386-20C, has stolen the perfor
mance crown from Compaq. The unit
needs some refining, however, before it

can match Compaq's overall quality.
The Dolch P.A.C. (for Portable Add
in Computer) 386-20C, like the Compaq
Portable 386, has a 20-MHz 80386 CPU.
Unlike the Compaq, however, the 386
20C has a cache: 64K bytes of 35-nano
second static RAM (SRAM) that lets the
80386 run without wait states over 90
percent of the time. Dolch uses a combi
nation of an Austek cache-controller chip
and some other support logic to control
this cache, rather than the more common
Intel 82385 cache controller, but this
cache system still increases the system's
performance noticeably.
Dolch delivers all this performance in
what looks like a gray lunch box. Stan
dard equipment includes the 20-MHz
80386, the SRAM cache, a socket for a
20-MHz 80387, 1 megabyte of 100-ns
dynamic RAM (DRAM), a 1.2-mega
byte 5 1A-inch floppy disk drive, a 20

The 386-20C also includes a welcome
treat in any portable: six expansion slots,
two of which are empty in the standard
unit. You get to these slots by removing
the rear cover of the machine. One slot is
dedicated to the system's 32-bit memory
board. Four others accept standard AT
style expansion cards, although only two
have room for full-length cards. The re
maining slot can hold a half-length, XT
style expansion card.
If that's not enough growth space,
Dolch will also offer an optional Back
Pac expansion chassis. Though the chas
sis is not yet available, Dolch says it will
connect to an edge connector underneath
the rear cover of386-20C production sys
tems. The Back-Pac chassis will include
its own power supply and fan, and it will
be able to hold up to three AT-style ex
pansion cards.
continued
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Dolch P.A.C. 386·20C
Company
Dolch Computer Systems
(a division of Dolch American
Instruments, Inc.)
2029 O'Toole Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 538-7506
(800) 223-2077 (in California)
Components
Processor: 20-MHz 32-bit 80386 with
compatibility speed of 6 MHz; socket for
20-MHz 80387 coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 32-bit 100-ns
DRAM on system memory board or
expansion card, expandable to 10
megabytes; 64K bytes of 35-ns SAAM
cache; 256K bytes of BIOS ROM
Mass storage: 1.2-megabyte SY4-inch
floppy disk drive; 20-megabyte hard disk
drive
Display: Electroluminescent CGA·
compatible with four gray scales
Keyboard: 86-key modified PC AT-type
layout; indicator lights for Caps Lock,
Num Lock, and Scroll Lock
1/0 interfaces: RS-232C serial port with
DB-9 connector; DB-25 parallel port;
RGB monitor port with DB-9 connector;
DIN external keyboard connector; 32-bit
expansion slot for proprietary system
memory card; one 8-bit half-size
expansion slot; two 16-bit full-size
expansion slots; two 16-bit half-size
expansion slots
Size
1SV2 x 8 x 9V2 inches; 22 pounds
Software
None
Options
2-megabyte RAM expansion: $995
6-megabyte RAM expansion: $3795
10-megabyte RAM expansion: $5995
20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor:
$1195
40-megabyte hard disk drive: $225
80-megabyte hard disk drive: $995
170-megabyte hard disk drive: $2495
Substitute 1.44-megabyte 3V2-inch
floppy disk drive: $50
Internal 1200-bps modem: $130
Internal 2400-bps modem: $240
Carrying case: $150
MS-DOS 3.30 with GWBASIC: $150
EGA resolution subsystem: $995
Documentation
SO-page operation manual
Price
P.A.C. 386-16: $6495
P.A.C. 386-20: $6995
P.A.C. 386-20C: $7995
System as reviewed: $10,840
Inquiry 854.
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Ifthat's still not enough space, you can
chain up to five of these Back-Pac chassis
together for a total of 17 possible expan
sion slots. But each expansion chassis
will weigh about 5 pounds without any
cards in it, so you aren't likely to carry
them around.
The 386-20C is also expandable in
other ways . Yoo can add memory to its
system memory board via daughter
boards, up to the current system maxi
mum of 10 megabytes. You can also re
place the standard 20-megabyte hard disk
drive with optional 40-megabyte, 80
megabyte, or 170-megabyte drives.
By combining these expansion options
with the expansion chassis, you can have
a PC that you can take on the road and
that still has enough power to be your
main desktop system.

Using It
Part of the appeal of any portable is that
you can take it with you. But you pay a
price for all the 386-20C's power when
you take it on the road: It's heavy. The
evaluation unit weighed a hair over 22
pounds, 2 pounds more than the Compaq
Portable 386. The carrying case adds a
couple more pounds.
Once you've got where you're going,
however, the system's display and key
board have to be reasonable to use. Over
all, although its keyboard leaves some
thing to be desired, the 386-20C is more
than acceptable.
_
A big attraction is its screen, which of
fers a 91A-inch diagonal viewing area and
a backlit EL display that shows yellow
characters on a dark gray background.
The EL technology gives a contrast ratio
of up to 20 to 1, so the screen is readable
in any light. The display simulates CGA
colors with four gray ~i::ales, and the
screen tilts to give you a comfortable
.viewing angle. You can flip a switch on the
screen to reverse the colors, but I thought
the yellow background was too strong.
About the only thing wrong with this
display is that its aspect ratio is slightly
off, so true circles, like pie charts, ap
pear a bit oval. On balance, however, EL
technology is a step forward from the
current portable liquid crystal display
and gas-plasma standards. You can prob
ably expect to see many other portable
manufacturers adopt it in the future.
The card that controls the EL screen
will also support an external CGA or
monochrome monitor. You even get Her
cules emulation with a monochrome
monitor, and an EGA option will work
with both the internal EL screen and any
EGA-compatible external monitor.
Unlike the display, the keyboard is

nothing special. On the good side, it de
taches from the front of the unit, where it
protects the screen, and it's nearly full
size. The 86 keys are in the standard AT
arrangement, except that there are 12
function keys, not 10, and they run
across the top of the keyboard rather than
down the left side.
The real problem with this keyboard is
its feel. It seems insubstantial, almost as
if the keys are hollow. Fortunately, it
plugs into a standard keyboard connector
that will work with any AT-compatible
keyboard. I suggest buying a keyboard
you like for desktop use and putting up
with this one when you' re on the road.

Fastest Portable
Once you're past the keyboard and
display, the main issues for a portable are
the same as for any desktop system:
speed and compatibility.
The 386-20C wins the portable speed
race-at least for now. With the excep
tion of the Graphics and Floating-Point
tests, the 386-20C surpassed the Compaq
Portable 386 in BYTE's low-level bench
marks, and its overall application index
is about 7 percent faster.
Regarding compatibility, on the soft
ware side, the news is good. I threw a lot
of programs at the 386-20C, including
Borland's Reflex 1.14, SideKick Plus
1.0, SuperKey l.16A, Turbo Basic 1.1,
Turbo C 2.0, and Turbo Pascal 4.0;
Digitalk's Smalltalk/V 1.2; Kermit
2.30; Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0; Micro
Pro's WordStar 3.3 and 4.0; Microsoft's
PC Paintbrush 2.0, Windows/386 2.03,
and Word 4.0; Norton Utilities 3 .O;
Quarterdeck's DESQview 2.0, with its
Expanded Memory Manager 386 version
1.10; and Symantec's Q&A 1.1. They
all worked.
However, I did encounter two minor
problems during the software tests . The
first occurred when the 386-20C would
not pass 1-2-3's keydisk copy-protection
check. I had to slow the system to its
compatibility speed of 6 MHz before I
could run 1-2-3, something that happens
fairly often with the newer high-speed
PCs. Unfortunately, the only way to slow
the unit was with a SETSPEED program
that I could invoke only from MS-DOS .
A call to Dolch revealed that the com
pany was replacing my test machine's
ROM BIOS (Phoenix ROM BIOS 1.10
B2) with the AMI ROM BIOS 5.0, which
lets you change processor speeds from
the keyboard. The ROM BIOS wasn't the
only component that Dolch was chang
ing; the 1/0 board, keyboard controller,
and internal modem were all different.
continued

Dolch P.A.C. 386-20C
Dolch P.A.C. 386-20C

APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
WORD PROCESSING
XyWrlte Ill+ 3.52
Load (large)
Word count
Search/replace
End of document
Block move
Spelling check
Microsoft Word 4.0
Forward delete
Aldus PageMaker 1.0a
Load document
Change/bold
Align right
Cut 10 pages
Place graphic
Print to file

Medium/Large
:11
:02/:16
:05/:21
:01/:13
:10/ :10
:08/:50
:11
:12
:24
:17
:15
:04
1:54

D Index:

2.96

SPREADSHEET
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01
Block copy
Recalc
Load Monte Carlo
Recalc Monte Carlo
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3
Recalc Goal-seek
Microsoft Excel 2.0
Fill right
Undo fill
Recalc
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3

:03
:01
:17
:04
:04
:01
:07
:04
1:29
:02
:19
:01

D Index:

DATABASE
dBASElll+ 1.1
Copy
Index
List
Append
Delete
Pack
Count
Sort

:50
:21
1:51
:46
:02
1:16
:18
1:18

D Index:

1.68

SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING
AutoCAD 2.52
Load SoftWest
Regen SoftWest
Load StPauls
Regen StPauls
Hide/redraw
STATA 1.5
Graphics
ANO/A
MathCAD2.0
IFS800 pis.
FFT/IFFT 1024 pis.

:44
:33
:10
:05
9.22

D Index:
FLOATING POINT
Math
Error2
Slne(x)
Error

31.25
15.69
23.45
7.86
18.84
14.34

3.30

Error

12.08 
O.OOE+oO
2.80
2.00E-09
3.09
1.00E-09

D Index:

5.35

..

IBM PS/2 Model 80-111

13.2

Compaq Portable 386/20
12.6

5

13.8

D
Word
Processing

:15
:15

D Index:

3.79

COMPILERS
Microsoft C 5.0
Xlisp compile
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Pascal S compile

3:58

D Index:

2.37

:05

D
D
Database
D

Spreadsheet

~

Scientific /
Engineering

D

Compilers

·Cumulative applications index. Graphs are
based on indexes at left and show relative
performance.

Dolch P.A.C. 386-20C

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE!

31 .36

17 .9

:23
:18

2.78

3.55

Compaq 386/20

IBM PCAT

All timesarein minutes:seconds. Indexes show relative performance: for all indexes. an &MHz IBM PC AT• 1.

CPU
Matrix
String Move
Byte-wide
Word-wide:
Odd·bnd.
Even-bnd.
Doubleword-wide:
Odd·bnd.
Even-bnd.
Sieve
Sort

13 •6 *

DISKl/O
HardSeeka
Outer track
Inner track
Half platter
Full platter
Average
DOS Seek
1-sector
32-sector
Fllel/04
Seek
Read
Write
1-megabyte
Write
Read

D

Index:

3.27
3.35
10.00
16.64
8.32
15.16
44.56
.08
1.07
.97
6.12
7.25

1.41

VIDEO
Text
ModeO
Mode1
Mode2
Mode3
Mode?
Graphics
CGA:
Mode4
Mode5
Mode6
EGA:
Mode 13
Mode14
Mode15
Mode16
VGA:
Mode 18
Mode 19
Hercules

D Index:
NI A~Not supported by graphics adapter.
1 All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 8088/8086
and 80386 versions (1.1) of Small·C.
'The errors for Floating Pointindicatethe difference between expected and
actual values, correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits.
aTimes reported by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for multiple seek
operations (number of seeks performed currently set to 100).
•Read and write times for File 1/0 are in seconds per 64K bytes.
• For the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean
faster performance.

6.22
6.26
7.91
7.91
N/A

Compaq 386/20

IBM PS/2 Model 80-111

Compaq Portable 386/20
1.65
1.64
1.76

IBM PCAT

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.23

CONVENTIONAL
BENCHMARKS
LIN PACK
243.96
Livermore Loopss
(M FLOPS)
.09
Dhrystone (MS C 5.0)
(Dhry/sec)
5952

D
D

CPU

~

FPU

D

Disk/JO

D
Video

For a full description al all \heo benchmarks, see '"Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks: · June 1988 BYTE.
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The company sent a new unit, which the
BYTE Lab benchmarked for this review.
My other software problem was inher
ent in the system's use of gray scales to
mimic colors. Some products that make
extensive use of colors in their opera
tional displays, such as Borland's com
pilers, often produced barely readable
screens. Dolch says that you can get
around this problem by getting the of
fending software to use different colors,
but that's a less-than-ideal solution. An
other option is to buy the EGA option,
but that further runs up the cost of an al
ready expensive machine.
In my hardware tests, the machine
didn't fare as well. My Microsoft Serial
Mouse and Everex Evercom II internal
2400-bps modem worked fine, but I had
problems with the modem that came with
the unit and with an Intel Above Board
AT memory-expansion board. Dolch
says it has switched to Everex internal
modems, and the modem in the updated
machine functioned properly. The com
pany was unaware of any problems with
the Intel Above Board, and I was unable
to test it in the new machine in time for
this review.

Far more annoying was that the evalu
ation unit lost track of its keyboard just
about every time I rebooted. The only
way to get it to recognize the keyboard
was to reboot over and over until the key
board started working. I guessed that a
faulty Phoenix keyboard controller was
responsible, as did a Dolch spokesper
son. The second unit, with its new key
board controller, had a similar problem
after the BYTE testing editors loaded a
file in AutoCAD 2.52, but otherwise it
worked satisfactorily.

Follow-up
While investigating these problems, I
had several long chats with Dolch's sup
port people, who were always cheerful,
knowledgeable, and helpful. Dolch pre
fers that you call your dealer for support.
But if you must call Dolch, the company
has a toll-free number.
In contrast to Dolch's technical sup
port, the 386-20C 's documentation was
nearly useless. If you're a novice user,
you might like the MS-DOS introduction
and beginner's glossary, but how many
novices are going to buy a portable com
puter at this price? Most users will find

the slim 50-page manual sorely lacking.
If you have a problem that neither the
documentation nor Dolch 's support
group can solve, you can take advantage
of the 386-20C's 1-year parts and labor
warranty. You pay shipping to San Jose,
and Dolch pays for the return trip .

Power to Go
On balance, I liked the 386-20C. It offers
a lot of power and room to grow in a
package that's heavy but still luggable.
Unfortunately, my evaluation unit
seemed less than finished. It had several
hardware problems, and Dolch was re
placing the keyboard controller, I/O
board, ROM BIOS, and internal modem
as this review went to press.
I also disliked the keyboard, but the
EL screen is great. And the 386-20C sure
is fast. If Dolch stabilizes this machine,
it could be a good alternative for those
who want a luggable-and are willing to
pay for it. •
Mark L. Van Name is a freelance writer
and computer consultant living in Dur
ham, North Carolina. He can be reached
on BIX c/o "editors."

Subscription Problem.s?
We want to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We71 do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription (new and old address, ii
it's a change of address). If the problem
involves a payment, be sure to include
copies of the credit card statement, or
front and back of cancelled checks.
Include a ''business hours" phone .
number ii possible.

El'JTE
Subscriber Service, PO. Box 7643, Teaneck, NJ 07666-9866
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PS/2
PS/2
PS/'2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

model
model
model
model
model
model

LOW

30/20 meg ..... . . .. .1775
50/20 meg .... . ..... 2595
60/40 meg .... . .. ... 3395
60/71 meg . . .. ...... 4100
80/40 meg ..... . .... 4595
80/115 meg ...... . .. 6295

PRICE

Call for other models

LEADER

ramPAa

SINCE 1983

386 S 40 meg . . ..... .. . .. ..... 3695
386 130 meg/20 MHz ........... 6295
286 40 meg ................... 2295
I 386 110 meg/25 MHz ......... ... 7495
386 60 meg/20 MHz . ........... 5295
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz ....... 4095
CARD & MONITOR EXTRA

LAP-TOP

Macintosh
Mac-SE/20 Meg .... ... ....... .. ... 2849
Mac-11/40 Meg .. ........ . ... ...... 4249
Mac-SE12 Drive ........... . .. . .... 2295
Call for 60 and 100 Meg
Lazer NT . . . .
. .. 3695
Lazer NTX .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 5295
CITIZEN
OKI DATA
EVEREX
GOLD STAR

TOSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
SONY
ACER
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

BOARDS

dBase IV ........... 455
Wordpertect ......... 218
Aldus Pagemaker .. .. 450
Ventura Publisher .... 475
Clipper ............. 415
Quatro . ...... . .... .145

Paradise VGA . . . .. .285
Vega VGA . . . ..... . .279
Everex EVGA ........ 265
Everex EGA ......... 145
Tatung 16 bit . . . ... 275

MONITORS
Nee Multisync II ..... 575
Nee Multisync Plus ... 875
Nee Multisync XL-19" 1995
Samsung EGA ....... 335
Goldstar VGA ........ 375

Everex
Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz
1 Meg RAM
Set up utility in ROM
S/P, C/C
Enhanced keyboard
1. 2 MB floppy
DOS/BASIC

~

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer

FAX MACHINES

Intel

Sharp FO 220 ....... 950
Sharp FO 420 . . . . . . 1195
Canon ............. Call
Minolta ............ Call
Brother ...... .. .... Call
Richo .............. Call

Coprocessors

..__~~~~~~~-~~~~~~----'

8087-3 .... . .... ...... 105
8087-2 .. • ... . •.. . .... 145
80287.Q .. . ...• . ...... 175
80287-10 .. . ... . " .... 285
80387-16 • . • " .. .. .... 485
80387-20 . . • . • .. • . . ... 595
80387-25 . .. . .. • " • .... 695

Call! for
your
configuration

Everex
Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz
256K cache of very high speed RAM
2 Meg RAM, expandable to 16 Meg
S/P, C/C
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
Dos1BAs1c
Everex 1800 Available

Compaq SGT 286-20 .. .. . .... . ..... Call
SLT 286-40 .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. Call
Toshiba T1000 ......... . . ......... 769
T1200F ... ........ . . ... . .. . ..... 1395
T1200HB ........... . .... • ...... 2395
T3200-40 Meg . ...... . ........... 3595
T5100 ..... ........ .... . . ....... 4695
Zenith Supersport
286-20 Meg .......... . .. . . ...... 3195
286-40 Meg .... . .. .. . .. . .. .. . ... 3695
8088-20 Meg ...... . .... . ... . ..... Call
Epson LT .......... . ... .. .. . ..... Call
NEC .. . ... .. . .... ..... .. .. . .. ... Call
Mitsubishi 286-20 ................ 2595

Call for other models

WE STOCK

~~EEVERE~

Call!

AST
AST
AST
AST
AST

386
286
286
286

40 Meg . .... . . . . . . .... 3495
model 80 .... . ......... 1595
model 120 .... .. . . . . . . .. Call
model 140 ...... . .... .. 2595

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA

AMDEK
HAYES
SAMSUNG
CALCOMP

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

PRINTERS

IRWIN & ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN
MAGNOVOX

LASER PRINTERS

EPSON
LX-800/LQ-500 ... 195/315
LQ-850/1050 ..... 5351735

OKI DATA
320/321 ........ 335/460
390/391 ........ 460/635

HP Laser II ... .... .1695
HP Desk Jet ........ 675
Panasonic 4450 ..... 1549
Brother HL-8 ....... 1895
Nee LC 890 .... .... 3295
Page Laser 12 . . . . .. $$$$$

TOSHIBA
321-SL/341-SL ... 485/595
351-SX 350 CPS . .. .. 945

BROTHER
1709-9 PIN ......... 425
1724-24 PIN ........ 595

MODEMS
Everex 1200 Int ....... 89
Everex 2400 Int ...... 149
Hayes 1200 B ....... 275

More in Stock ...... Call

'---~~~~~~~-~~~~~~--'

WE ACCEPT LC, CASHIER CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MC, AmEx
3% charge on VISA, MC & 5% on American Express

EXPORTS
Available

COMPUTERLANE

HOURS:

M-S 9-6
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

1·800·526-3482

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
(Oulside CA)
CANOGA PARK
1/2 BLOCK W OF TOPANGA
(818) 884 8644 (In CA)
(818) 884-8253 (FAX) Compaq is a Registered TrademarkCAof 91304
Compaq

Prices subject to change without notice

IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
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A Great
Communicator
Intel provides the underlying hardware
and software to support the interface.
Users will then be able to send and re
ceive files or faxes without leaving their
current application. Intel says that sev
eral developers, including WordPerfect,
Microsoft, and Symantec, plan to incor
porate CAS into their applications, but
no products were available in time for
this review.
The CoProcessor supports Group III
fax and binary-file transmission between
CoProcessor boards at 9600 bps. While
fax transmissions support the CCITT
Group III standard, high-speed binary
file transfers require a Connection Co
Processor on each end.
The CoProcessor's Connect software
accepts PCX, DCX, and PIC graphics
files (when incorporated into DCX files)
for faxing. The software stores incoming
fax transmissions in PCX format. You .
can view or print these images, or save
them for use with the CoProcessor's
graphics editor, which is a version of Z
Soft' s PC Paintbrush.

From Fax to E-Mail

Intel's Connection
CoProcessor offers
fax, file transfer,
and E-mail capabilities
on one board
Nick Baran

-

ntel may be a little late to the party
with its Connection CoProcessor PC
facsimile board, but it has delivered
a solid product. This $995 fulllength add-on fax board features a 10
MHz 80188 microprocessor, 256K bytes
of memory, and an expansion socket for
adding an optional 2400-bit-per-second
Hayes-compatible modem card.
The board's most powerful feature is
its on-board microprocessor, which can
send or receive fax images, text, or
binary files in the background while you
continue working in other applications.
But the board is also of interest because it
supports the new Intel/DCA Communi
cating Applications Specification.
CAS is an application-programming
interface that Intel hopes software devel
opers will use to provide transparent fax
communications via the Connection Co
Processor from within their applications.

Circle 72 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 73)

Connect, the CoProcessor's menu
driven communications software, lets
you send and receive files, faxes, and
electronic mail messages, and a set of
utilities lets you edit PCX files, maintain
phone books, log transmissions and
events, poll other CoProcessors, and
maintain files. The main menu also dis
plays information on how many faxes,
files , or E-mail messages are waiting.
Connect's Mail module is actually a
file-transfer utility that lets you create,
edit, and send text messages between Co
Processors. You can also attach binary
files to a mail message. The Mail func
tion works only with other CoProcessor
boards, however.
If you have a scanner, Connect has an
option for loading scanned files for use in
fax or file transmissions. However, it
doesn't include optical character-recog
conrinued
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A GREAT COMMUNICAlDR

Connection CoProcessor
Type
Add-on fax board and software
Company
Intel PCEO
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(800) 538-3373
Features
On-board 10-MHz 80188
microprocessor with 256K bytes of RAM;
Group Ill fax transmission or 9600-bps
half-duplex file transfers between
CoProcessors; menu-driven Connect
software with fax, E-mail, and file-transfer
modules; graphics editor based on PC
Paintbrush; software available on four
5Y4-inch or 3V2-inch floppy disks
Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with
640K bytes of RAM, graphics adapter
and monitor (CGA, EGA, or VGA), and
hard disk drive; mouse recommended
Software Needed
MS-DOS 3.0 or higher
Option
2400-bps modem daughterboard: $295
Documentation
Installation booklet; 100-page User's
Manual; 100-page Graphics Editor
Manual
Price
$995
Inquiry 856.

nition software for converting text-based
fax images to ASCII text format. As a re
sult, you're limited to viewing and edit
ing them with the graphics editor.
Intel says it's working with OCR ven
dors and will eventually provide up
graded software that will let you edit
faxed documents as text files. In the
meantime, the best alternative is to sim
ply print out fax documents. To do so,
however, you'll need a graphics-mode
printer.

Setup's a Snap
I tested the Connection CoProcessor
with the 2400-bps modem option on an
IBM PC XT with an 80286 accelerator
card, EGA graphics, an expansion unit,
and an Above Board with 1.5 megabytes
of expanded memory, which the CoPro
cessor automatically uses. The software
196
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that I used was version 1.0.
The Connection CoProcessor comes
with a separate installation guide and
two spiral-bound manuals-a general
user's guide for the board and Connect
software, and a guide for the graphics
editor. As with other Intel products I've
used, the installation documentation and
procedures were easy to follow and
straightforward. You install the modem
card in the expansion socket on the Co
Processor board, set a DIP switch on the
board specifying the serial port number
(COM! or COM2), and plug the board
into the PC. There are also DIP switch
settings for changing the 1/0 address for
the board, but most users won't have to
adjust them.
After installing the board, you plug
the RJ-11 cables from the telephone and
the phone-line wall outlet into the Co
Processor. This arrangement lets you use
the same phone line for both your tele
phone and the CoProcessor. It also
makes it possible to send files between
CoProcessors during a voice-initiated
call, although the procedure is rather
involved.
Since I was using an expansion unit, I
didn't have to worry about overloading
the power supply. The CoProcessor con
sumes close to 3 amps at 5 volts, how
ever, and the installation guide warns
that the power supply on an old IBM PC
or Compaq portable may not be ade
quate. If you have a machine with a 60
watt power supply, you may need to up
grade to a heftier power supply when you
install the CoProcessor.
Software installation involves follow
ing a menu-driven installation program
that updates your AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS files and lets you config
ure the CoProcessor for your printer,
graphics display, and input device. The
CoProcessor software works fine with
just the keyboard, but you should have a
mouse for use with the graphics editor.
The installation procedure also provides
options for changing the communications
parameters (e.g., number of rings or
number of dialing attempts), but most
users won't need to alter these settings.

Sending a Fax
Once the Connection CoProcessor is in
stalled, you're ready to send your first
fax. Sending faxes and files is simple.
First, you execute the Connect program,
which brings up the main CoProcessor
menu. You select Fax from the main
menu ifyou want to send faxes, or Trans
fer if you want to send files to other Co
Processors. Then you select the phone
number (or a group of phone numbers)

from your phone directory, select the file
(or files) to send, and then either start the
transmission immediately or specify the
time at which you want it to occur. Yoo
can then exit from the program, and the
CoProcessor takes care of the rest auto
matically.
In automatic answer mode, the CoPro
cessor is ready at any time to receive file
or fax transmissions. You may be work
ing away in your word processor, for ex
ample, and hear a beep signaling that the
CoProcessor has received a call. As you
work, the hard disk drive light will come
on as the CoProcessor saves the file or
fax. Later, you can execute Connect and
view the received file.
Connect's menu-driven interface is
easy to use and consistent: You simply
move the cursor to the desired item and
select it with the mouse button or Return
key. When you first invoke Connect, it
reports how many unread faxes, files,
and mail messages you've received. Con
nect stores received files in a special di
rectory, where you can view, print, de
lete, or save them. This is a temporary
storage area, however, so you must select
Save for all files you want to keep . If the
received file is a text or binary file, you
must save it before you can use it with
other applications software (or before
you can run it, if it's an .EXE file). If the
received file is a fax image, saving it
makes the file available for use with the
graphics editor.
Connect maintains an internal log of
files it receives, so you should always use
Connect's file management utilities
when deleting received files. If you fail
to do this, you may have to completely re
install the software.
One problem with Connect is that it's
extremely slow when calling up a re
ceived fax image for viewing or editing;
the process can take a couple of minutes
for a complex image. An Intel spokes
person said that the company plans to ad
dress this problem in its next release.
Also, since there's more than one way
to feed an image into a stand-alone fax,
you may receive images upside down.
You can use the graphics editor to rotate
the image, but this takes time to accom
plish and only works if the entire image
fits on one screen. There is a similar
problem with faxes that are oriented hori
zontally (landscape orientation). The
only way to properly view such fax
images is to print them.
You can also use the graphics editor to
design cover pages for your fax transmis
sions or to create graphical images for
conversion to fax image format. The edi
conrinued

WE WELCOME INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
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DATASTORM

SOFTWARE

Procomm Plus ............. .
DIFAST

.159.00
.159.00

ASHTON TATI

Multimate II. . • • • • • • • • • • . • .. • . . . 279.00
Dbase IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 489.00
Rapidfile . • • • • • • • • •• .. • • • • . . • 195.00
Framework II ......... . . . • • •...... 429.00
Chartmaster . . . . . • • • . .. • • • •
229.00
Master Graphics.
. . 299.00
ASll SAM SYSTIM

Ask Sam ........................ 235.00
AUTODISll

. .65.00

ILOC DIVILOPMINT

Formtool W/Greatest Hits . . .......... 59.00
IOllNG COMPUTIR SIRVICIS

Boeing Graphics (3D Color) ......... 209.00
IORLAND

Sprint. . .
. .. 125.00
Side kick . . . . . ...... .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. 55.00
Sidekick Plus.
.125.00
Eureka
....... . . . 99.00
Quattro ..... . ................... 149.00
Turbo Database Toolbox. .
. . 62.00
Turbo Graphi x. .
. . .. .. .. ... .... 62.00
The Developer's Library . ...... .... 235.00
Turbo Lightning .... •• .. .. • • • • . 62.00
Reflex . .
. ......... . .. . .. 90.00
Superkey . . . . .
. , .. 62.00
Turbo Prolog ........ . . . •. . . . ...... 62.00
Turbo Basic ........ ......... . ..... 62.00
Turbo C 2.0is95.00
Paradox V 2.0...
.429.00
Turbo Pascal 5.0. .. . . . . .... .. ..... 95.00
Turbo Tutor 4.0.. •••••••• , ••••• ... 45.00
IRIDGIWAY PUILISHING

Fasttrax . ........... .

. 62.00

DIGIT AL RISIARCH

AMIRICAN SMALL IUSINISS

Autosketch Enhanced . ••..•

Flowcharting II Plus ....

Dblast. ......... .

ALDUS

Pagemaker 3.0...
Design Cad .. .... .
Design Cad 3D .

PATTON• PATTON

'49.00

IRODIRIUND

Print Sllop . . . . .. .. •.. .. . • . • . . ••• 35.00
Memory Mate ....... .. . . .. .. . . .... 45.00

Gem Desktop .......... . . . ........ 32.00
Gem Draw Plus.. . .. •.. _.. ... . . .. .179.00
Gem 1st Word Plus . ............ .115.00
Gem Word Chart. . . . . . . . . . ..... 115.00
Presentation Team . ... .... .... .... 285.00
Desktop Publisher. .............. .. 179.00
DIGITALll

Smalltalk V.
Smalltalk V 286. .. . • .. .. . . .. • •

.75.00
145.00

FIFTH GINIRA TION

Fastback .. . ... •••••••••• . . . .
Fastback Plus. ............ .

. 79.00
. .99.00

FORMWORX

Formworx w/Fill & File.

. ..... 89.00

FOX SOFTWARI

Foxbase Plus. . .
.199.00
Foxbase Multi-user . . • .. •
.299.00
Foxbase Runtime Unlimited ......... 265.00
FUNK SOFTWARI

Always. •.. .. • .. .......... ,. . . ... 89.00
GINIRIC SOFTWARI

Generic Cad 3.0 . . .. . . . • • .. . .. 55.00
Dot Plot. . . . . .... . .. . ... . .. . .. .. 27.00
Auto Conve1t . . . • . ...... .. ...... .. 27 .OD
Auto Dimension . . . . . . . . . . . .
27 .OD
3D Solid Modeling/Rendering . . ... 179.00
GllSON TICHNOLOGY

Spinwrite . , • . . •

.. 55.00

GOLDIN IOW

V Feature Deluxe.. ....... . • • . . .. 85.00
V Cache.. • • .. .. • ....... . ... .. .45.00
HAVINTRll

Interactive Easyflow. • • • • . . • . • • • • .129.00
HAYIS

Sma11com Ill. •..•. •.•• , ...... . ... 149.00
HILGRAIVI

Hyper Access. .. .. ..... .... . . .. . . 89.00
llM

Displaywnte IV ........ ....... . .. .299.00
DOS 4.01 . ... ....... .. . .... .. . . . 95.00
INTUIT

1 818 705-4885 FAX

FIFTH GINIRA TION

Logical Connection 256K .

PC SUPPORT GROUP

. .. 55.00
. .89.00

Lightning ...... .
Lucid 30 V 2.0.

Complete Accounting II. .... . ... . .. 159.00
Complete Accounting with Data Query239.00

Hercules Monochrome Plus. ..•... . . 189.00

PIRSOFT

Laserjet 11. ........... . .... . . ... 1849.00
Fonts/Cartridges for Laser jet II .
.CALL

Smarterm 240. . .. •
Referee . ••••••••• •

.. . . 209.00
... 45.00

SANTA CRUI OPIRATION

Xenix
Xenix
Xenix
Xenix

286
2B6
386
386

Operating Sys . . . . . .
469.00
Developement Sys .
.469.00
Operating Sys....... ... .539.00
Developement Sys. .•.•. .539.00

SCITOR

Project Scheduler Network 4.0. .. ... 449.00
SIMON

a SCHUSTIR

New World Writer II . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 99.00
Typing Tutor IV . • .. • • .. • • • • • . . .32.00
SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS

Disk Optimizer ...
. ......... . .. 42.00
Cubit. .. . .... . ................... 42.00
Double DOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... 42.00
@ Liberty. ... ........... . . . . . . 115.00
Magic Mirror. .................. ... 59.00
SOFTWARI PUILISHING

PFS First Publisher. . .
. ... 79.00
Professional Write. ...
.119.00
Professional File 2.0..
.179.00
PFS Professional Plan .
. .... 59.00
PFS First Choice. . . . . . . . . .
. . 89.00
Harvard Total Project II..
. .379.00
Harvard Graphics. . .... . ........ .. 299.00
STORAGI DIMINSIONS

Speedster .. . .. • . ........... .. . . 49.00
SYMANTIC

Timeline V 3 . ................... .329.00
Grandview . • • • • • . .
. 159.00

LIADING IDGI

Word Processor W/Spell/Merge .... .. 59.00
Word Processor V1 .5..
. . .... .89.00

WISIWARI

CHRONOS

LOTUS DIVILOPMINT

Who What When ....... ....... ... 149.00

ALL PRODUCTS . • . , . • • • • • • • . . • • . . CALL

WORD PIRHCT CORPORATION

COMPUTIR ASSOCIATIS

MATHSOFT

Managing Your Money 4.0.. ..... .. 125.00

MIRIDIAN TICHNOLOGY

CONCINTRIC DATA SYSTIMS
R & R Relational Report. . . ....... 109.00
CORI INTIRNATIONAL

Carbon Copy Plus .

Corelast. ...................... . , . 89.00

MICROLYTICS

DAC

Gofer . .. .. .. • • • • • • .. •.. .. • .. . . . 42.00

MICROGRAFX

.. 465.00

Designer .

Easy Accounting 3.0 . .. . • . •
.59.00
Easy Payroll 3.0. ............. .... 59.00
Bonus Pack 3.0 ................. .115.00

Wordstar Professional 5.0.
Word star 2000 Plus.

UTILITllS

MICRORIM

Org Plus. . . . . . • • .. .. • • • • .. • . . .59.00
1 Dir PLUS. . •........... .. . .. 55.00
Duet ......... ............ .. .. . . . 49.00
Direct Access.. .. .. • . • .. .. .. . . . .55.00
Grammatik Ill.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .55.00
X Tree ........... . ... . .... . ..... 37.00
X Tree Pro . • ......... . .... .... .69.00
Sideways . • •
.............. . . 411.00
Max Think . • ........ .. . . .. . .... 45.00
Tornado .......... .... . . . ...... ... 59.00
Graph-In·The-Box . • • .. • • • • • . . 55.00
Mace Utilities .. . . . . . • • .. • • • .. .. . . 55.00
Norton Utilities.
• • .50.00
Norton Utilities Advanced . • • • • • • . . .79.00
Norton Commander . . • • ...... .... .49.00
Disk Technician .. ... ..... . ..... . ... 59.00
Disk Technician Plus . •••••••• ..... 79.00
Copywrite/Zerodisk . . ••• . •••••. •• . . . CALL
Oesqview 2.01 . .. .. •••••••••• ... .75.00
Rightwriter . ..... . . . . . ..... . . .. . . 59.00
Mirror II . ......... .. . ..... . .. . ... . 35.00
Flash 5.6. .... ........... . . . ... . . . 49.00
Laplink Plus . • .. • • • • • ••••••••• . . 85.00
Note-It-Plus . . .... .. • • .. . ... .. . ... 49.00
SOZ Plus ......................... 59.00
Cambridge Spreadsheet Analyst . .. .. .89.00
The Documentor . .. • • • .. .. •• .... 179.00
dflow .... . .......... . .... . . .... .. H .oa

ADVANTAGES
•We welcome corporate accounts
•Immediate replacement of defective goods.
•Bulk discounts
•Immediate shipment on purchase orders
from Qualified government institutions

MICRO PRO

Abase for Dos.

.109.00

.249.00
.239.00

. •••••••••••••• . .475.00

MICROSOFT

Pageview .. ............... .. ...... 35.00
Quick C. . • ..................... 67 .OD
Word
.. 225.00
Quickbasic . . ...... .. ..... . ..... . 67.00
C Compiler . ..... ............... .299.00
Fortran Compiler.. , •. , ....••. ..... 299.00
Cobol Compiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599.00
Macro Assembler .. • , •. . ,..... . . . 99.00
Leaming DDS. ... . ........... .. ... 35.00
Flight Simulator . . • • .. .. .. .. .. . . . .35.00
Excel ........ ................ . .. 309.00
Windows 386. • • .
.129.00
PC Works.
. 129.00
MICROSTUF

Crosstalk XVI. .. .. •.. .. • .. .. • • ... 99.00
Crosstalk Mark 4. • • • .. ....... ... 125.00
NANTUClllT

Clipper. . . • . .. . .. .............. .439.00
NASHOIA

Nutshell Plus. .. • • • • • • •• .. .. • .185.00

NORTH IDGI SOFTWARI

Timeslips Ill. ................ .. .. 115.00
PAPIRIACll SOFTWARI

VP Info . . . . . .. • • • •• • • .. .. • .. 65.00
VP Planner . • • • .. .. • .. ....... .55.00
VP Planner Plus. ....
.129.00
(schools and
universities included)
•No hidden charges.
•No minimum.

TERMS:

All pricesare subject to change without notice. We

UNISON WORLD

Printmaster Plus .. . .. .... ... .
.32.00
A1t Gallery I & II & Ill (Each) .
. .. .19.00
Newsmaster II . • , ........... . .... 49.00
Prime Time. .. .. • .. .. • • .
Word
Word
Word
Plan
Data
Word
Word

Circle 54 on Reader Service Card

. .. 65.00

Perfect 5.0. • . • • • • ••.••.• .239.00
Perfect Network Server.
. .349.00
Perfect Network Add-On . ...... 75.00
Perfect. .. .. .. • • .. .... ... 195.00
Perfect. .. .. .......... .... 299.00
Perfect Executive .
. .. 125.00
Perfect Library. . .
. ... 65.00

WORDTICH

DBXL Diamond .. . ..
Quicksilver Diamond .

. ... 115.00
. .... 345.00

XIROX

Ventura Publisher 2.0. . ....... .

.519.00

llWIN MAGNITICS

120 XT 20MB Internal. ... . ... . .... 339.00
125 AT 20 MB Internal . .......... 339.00
lllNSINGTON

Masterpiece ...... ........... .. . ... 89.00
Masterpiece Plus .
. ...... . ...105.00
Masterpiece Remote. • • .
. . ... 115.00
LOGITICH

Logimouse C7 . • .. , ••. .......... 75.00
Logimouse Hi Rez .
. .99.00
Logimouse C7 + Paintbrush..
. . 95.00
Logimouse W/Cad/Paint. ..
.125.00
Publisher Mouse ....... . .
.. 125.00
Scan Man. ...... .. . .
.. 199.00
MICROSOFT

ARRAY TICHNOLOGllS (ATI)

VIP VGA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EGAWonder BOO. .

MICROSPllD
MIGINT

Pocket Modem ....... .. ........ . .115.00
MOUSI SYSTIMS

PC Mouse BUS Plus . ............. . . 95.00
PC Mouse Serial Plus . •. , ....... . . .. 95.00
NIC NOMI ILICTRONICS

Multisync II.. ............... . . ... 629.00
NIC INFORMATION SYSTIMS

P2200 80 COL. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .
.379.00
P5200 .......................... 589.00
P5300 . ................. ........ 769.00
PANASONIC

KX-P1091 I .. , •• , , • , ••••••••• . .... 209.00
KX·P1595 . ........ , ••• , ....... .. 479.00
KX·P1524 • .
. .. 649.00
KX· 10921 . . . . .... . ....... . ..... 365.00
PARADISI

Autoswitch 480 ................... 189.00
VGA Plus. .. • . . . . . . . . . .
. . 279.00
Hardcard 20 MB . •• , •.
Hardcard 40 MB ....

. .. 279.00
.249.00

AST RISIARCH

Six Pack Plus 384K..... ..... . . .. 269.00
Six Pack Premium 256K. ••.
. .269.00
.439.00
Rampage AT 512K . •..
AST 5251111 Enhanced .
. ... 579.00
. .395.00
Hot Shot 286. .
ATD IUClllR

Monographics Short Card ........... 79.00
Memory Expansion 384K. .
. .219.00
Modular 1/0 Bare PIS/Clock
.75.00
Clock Board Standalone ........... .. 42.00
CITlllN

120D . • • .. •• .. •..
. ... 159.00
MSP 40 .
. .... 349.00
MSP 15E .. .. .. .. • • • • • • • . .... 359.00
MSP 50 .. . . . . .
.. . .. . ...... 445.00
COMPUTIR ACCISSORllS

P15 Power Director . .......... .. .. 99.00
IVIRIX

EV 1BOO 8MHZ AT System ......... 969.00
EV 1BOO 10MHZ AT 0 Wait . .
.1179.00
Evercom II 1200 Modem. . . . .
. . . 75.00
Evercom Ill 2400 Int Modem . .
.155.00
Magic 1/0 For AT . . . .
. ....... 59.00
RAM 3000 EMS Exoansion ...
99 .00
do not guaranlee compalibility. No surchargefor VISA
or MasterCard. 2% surcharge American Express. No
returns wilhoul RAI. Short shipments must be
notified wilhin 48 hours. 15% ll:llDOi1tl fee on non·
defective goads: $3.50 C.0.0. charge. ~ $4.50
minimum per item. less on bulkorders. ($8.50 Blue
label.) (Higher for some software or hardwaie items.)

1 800 231-6603 CA

... 109.00
.145.00
.109.00
.145.00

PLUS DIVILOPMINT

HARDWARE

WE WELCOME INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

1 818 705-1895 US

INTIL

Inboard 386 PC or 386 AT.
.1099.00
1 MB Exp for 386 Inboard . . . . . . ... .675.00

Fast Trap. ....................... .95.00

Copy II PC ...... . ................ Z5.00
Copy II PC Option Brd Dix.......... 109.00
PC Tools Deluxe. . . . . . . . . .
. ... 39.00

MICA

INTIRNATIONAL IATTIRY

AT Replacement Battery ........ .... 19.50
AST Six Pack Battery .
. 3.50

TDebug . . . . . . . . . .. .. • • .. .. • .
. 35.00
Turbo Professional . ..... ... ... . .. . . 65.00

. .109.00
135.00

Lattice C Compiler. .. • • • • • • • • • • • .229.00

Mathcad 2.0 ...... .... . .. ...... . . 225.00

INTIL

Above Board 286 W/512K..... . .. 429.00
8087·3 ~SMHZ) . •. . . . . . . . . . .
: . .109.00
8087·2 8 MHZ) .. . .... .. ... .
.159.00
802B7 t MHZ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .175.00
B0827 (8 MHZ).. ................ .250.00
80287 (10 MHZ) . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 319.00
Inboard 386 PC or 386 AT. .. . . . . . 899.00
1 MB Exp for 386 Inboard . .. . ...... 675.00

TURIO POWIR

Masterkey Unlock .
dAnalyst ... ..... ..... . .

CINTRAL POINT

Supercalc IV. . . . . . . . . .......... 299.00
Superproject Expert. . . .. . . . . . .. .445.00
ACCPAC BPI. . . .. . ...
.275.00
Silverado . • • • .. •.. • • .
. ....·.. 99.00

HIWLITT PACKARD

BUS Mouse W/Paintbrush .
BUS Mouse W/Windows . ....
Serial Mouse W/Paintbrush ..
Serial Mouse W/Windows .

TRANSIC SYSTIMS

Quicken . ............ . . . . .. ....... 39.00
LATTICI

Smartmodem 1200 .... . ........ . .299.00
Smartmodem 1200B W/Software.... 299.00
Smartmodem 2400. . . . . . . . . . ... ~65 . 00
Smartmodem 2400B W/Software .... 465.00
HIRCULIS

PIACHTRll

IUTTONWARI

PC File + ................. . . . . . . .45.00

. ... ... 429:

HAYIS

. .. 145.00

.. 569.00
. . 709.00

POLAROID

Polaroid Palette ........ . ...... . .. 1499.00
Polaroid Palette Plus. . . . . . .... 2399.00
PRACTICAL PIRIPHIRALS

Practical
Practical
Practical
Practical

Modem
Modem
Modem
Modem

1200 Internal. . . . . . . 69.00
1200 SA .
. .. . . 109.00
2400 INT . . . .... 155.00
2400 SA. .
. ... 185.00

SAMSUNG

Amber Monitor .

. ............ 85.00

SIAGATI TICHNOLOGY

ST
ST
ST
ST

251 40MB No Controller ........ 389.00
225 20MB W/Controller.
.295.00
23B 30MB W/Controller . ....... .319.00
251-1 No Controller .
. .. 445.00

SUMMAGRAPHICS

Summasketch 1201 Plus . ••••• ..... 389.00
SYSGIN

Ext 5V4' Drive.

.289.00

TOUCHIASI

Worldport 2400 Modem. . .
Worldport 1200 Modem .. .

... 269.00
. .. 159.00

TOSHllA

T 1000 Laptop .. . ............ .. • . 875.00
T 3100.20 Laptop ..............3415.00
P321 SL Printer .
. . 549.00
P341 SL . • • • .. •• • • • • ...... .759.00
P351 SX . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.1175.00
Call fur prices for 1ny saftw1111 Hem not lndudlld In
this price list.
Order desk & technical support open
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. r.ionday-fril_iy (PST]
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday (PST]
P.O. BOX 1588

6934 Canby St ., Suite 1100.110
Reseda, CA 91335
Telex 119t415COMPU UR/Fu 811-705-4885

1800 328·4473 US
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A GRFAT COMMUNICATOR

tor, which is a version of PC Paintbrush,
has features for zooming, changing font
styles, cutting and pasting, drawing pat
terns, and so on. The editor can also
merge PIC files so that you can include
Lotus or Symphony graphs in your
documents.
The Phonebook utility is convenient
for maintaining numbers of other fax
machines. You can specify a group of
phone numbers to which you want to send
a fax, which is handy if you regularly
send the same fax to several other fax
machines. You can also create multiple
phonebooks, though most users will
probably require only one.
Other utilities include polling, which
lets your CoProcessor automatically call
other CoProcessors or fax machines to
request file or fax transmissions. The
polling feature conforms to the Group III
standard, so you can use it with virtually
any fax machine that supports polling.
Polling lets you receive files at night
when phone charges are lower, or receive
a batch of daily transmittals from other
offices at a specified time. You can also
configure your CoProcessor to send a fax
when polled by another fax machine.

The Hayes modem option includes an
installation guide and a Hayes modem
guide. It works like any other 2400-bps
Hayes-compatible modem, but it fits onto
the CoProcessor board instead of taking
up an extra slot in your PC. You can't
connect an external modem to the Co
Processor board, however.

Comparative Worth
The advantage of the Connection CoPro
cessor and other fax boards is their abil
ity to fax text or graphics to offices that
may not have a computer and modem but
do have a fax machine. An additional
benefit is that faxes received directly
from a computer are much more readable
than faxes sent from one fax machine to
another, because they eliminate the need
to print and scan an image into a fax ma
chine before sending it.
The Connection CoProcessor is a
well-designed and useful product. At
$995, it's priced competitively with
other fax boards that include a micropro
cessor, such as Panasonic's Fax Partner.
If your remote offices have a CoPro
cessor, the 9600-bps binary-file trans
mission and E-mail capabilities are

handy, and the board's optional 2400
bps modem saves valuable slot space.
The CoProcessor is also a good choice
if you plan to use it extensively in back
ground mode and can't afford any degra
dation in your system' s performance. On
the other hand, the CoProcessor accepts
only PCX and ASCII text for faxes. If
you want to fax TIFF, Dr. HALO,
Microsoft Windows, Paint, or AutoCAD
files, you'll have to look elsewhere (see
"Fax Board Faire" by Brock N. Meeks,
September 1988 BYTE).
If CAS becomes widely supported, it
could eventually be a strong plus for the
Connection CoProcessor. Intel has lined
up several major software vendors who
plan to incorporate it into their applica
tions. But the specification's success
also depends on whether Intel opens CAS
to other hardware developers.
CAS aside, however, the CoProcessor
holds its own against other fax boards.
It's elegantly designed and competitively
priced, and it performs well. •
Nick Baran is a BYTE senior technical
editor based in San Francisco. He can be
reached on BIX as "nickbaran. "

Outline: The infinite font-cartridge.
Imagine: You have a font-cartridge for your
laserprinter: You need more fonts. You can tell
this cartridge to do it and use them immedia
tely in your textprocessor.

Large fonts, small fonts, decorative
fonts, shadow fonts •••
You want to change something? Just tell your
font-cartridge. The font change is made in the
font selection menu automatically.
You want a new cartridge? Save the old and
select the fonts for a new one.

As many times as you want. An infi
nite number of soft-cartridges. An in
finite number of fonts.

THAT'S OUTLINE.
l l l s.a.x. software
Roonstr. 32 • 07500 Karlsruhe • Tel. 01049/721/814078
O utl ine supports all HP on9 compo!ible
loser pr inters.
·

Outline supgorts MS Word", WordPedec1·.

~~~~,;;J 1 ~~~~~~kr' , Exce l.. ).
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Please conloct in USA:
Digital Type Systems lid
38 Profile Ci rcle · Na shua NH 03063

Tel. 1603) 880-7541

Circle 240 on Reader Service Card

~1sk

Leprecard Hard

Cards

Leprecards feature components utilizing ljl{/atest technology. Low power drives mean less
strain on your systems, lower operatlng<femperature, and longer component life.
You get a 1 year warranty, unlimited technical support, and our illustrated
installation and user's guide. Models available for IBM PC! XT and
compatibles, as well as TANDY 10001 A/SX/TXITLISL.
FREE SOFTWARE Including Take Two, the backup utility PG MAGAZINE
named Editors Choice in 1986 & 1987, and PC·KWIK disk cacheing from Mullisoft.
21MB
48ms

$299

32MB
48ms

32MB
40ms

$339

$389

*

49MB

65MB

28ms*

16ms*

$649

$549

Average access speed per palfition

Tandy 1000/A/SXITX/TLISL Leprecards add $20

3. 5" Floppy Hits
Internal kits for PC/XT I AT
computers include 5V."
mounting brackets, black
& gray face plates, and
ATrails. 1.44MBforPC/XT
includes high speed Western
Digital controller.

'

-r
Tandy 1000 Model

FREETAKE TWO floppy backup software.
720Kit
1.44MBforAT
1.44MBforPCIXT

$109

$139

$199

PC/XT Disk Hits
• Pretested & formatted
• Western Digital shott slot
conttoller
• 30 page installation guide
& reference manual
•Cables. mounting screws,
full & ha/I-height face
plates
• 1 year Wa11anty, 30 Day
Money Back Guatantee
• Optional: 150 watt,
UL/ FCC app10ved power
supply for IBM PC's S69

20MB KIT

Laser Printer

$279

•Seagate ST225 -21.4MB!65ms.
Half-Height/14.Bwatts

30MB KIT

"One of the Laser jet's strongest competitors "
INFOWORLD October 5, 1987

$299

40MB KIT

•
•
•
•

$459

• SeagateST251 42.BMB  Half- Height- 11 watt
• pre formatted into a pair of 21 MBl28ms partitions.

65MB KIT

$549

• Seagate ST277R 65.SMH ·Half-Height· 11 watts
• pre formatted into a pair of 32MBl28ms partitions.
FREE SOFTWARE Including TakeTWO, the backup utility PC MAGAZINE
named Editors Choice in 1986 & 1987. & PC·KWIK disk cachemg from Mu1risoff.

Toshiba Drive MK134
Seagate ST 4096

Maxtor 1140
Maxtor2190

40ms
30ms
25ms

28ms
27ms
30ms

Toner Camidge S29

External
•Easy to use POP-up Menus
•Sends ASCII or word processing files
•Internal 4800bps, $289
9600bps $559
• Prints on stardard dot-matrix or laser printers
•Sends/Receives from any Group 3 fax machine
•Automated sending during low phone rate periods
' •Portable external plugs into PC/XTI AT serial pott, $359 '

$359

SPEED CAPACITY PRICE

MODEL
Seagate ST251
Seagate ST251·1

Printer u/ility software
Serial and Parallel lntertac·es
120 day TRW on site maintafnanr;e
1 year Warranty
• 1O/J"A, HP Laser/et. & Laserter + compatible
• 9 resident & 5 downloadab le soft fonts standard
• Options: AJ/ HP style font cartridges

LepreFAX Modems

• Includes IBM AT rails, and cables.
• Speed Sf or or On track large drive software.
• Formatted, Partitioned & Tested.
HH
HH
HH
FH
FH
FH

1.5MB

$1595

•Seagate ST238  32. 7MBl65ms.
Half-HeightI 14.B watts

AT Hard Disk Hits
SIZE

512 K

$1495

S359
S449
$499
$599
$1 669
$1999

42MB
42MB
44MB
BOMB
117MB
150MB

4" Hand Scanner with HALO OPE software

$269

(Orchid)
with MNP

Designer VGA 512K

External Internal

Orchid VGA 256K

$239 $229

Tiny Turbo 286

Hayes Compatible,
3001120012400
MNP Level 4 error correction
FREE MIRROR 11 Software, a $69 value
Internal model $229, fits in a short slot
2400 without MNP

$159 Ext

Ramquestll 1MB

$299
$249
$289
$799

$ 109 Int
To order. or get our
free catalog call

uter

$895

California

805-373-7847

80286 processor running at 6110 Mhz with 0 wait states provides
a No1ton SI rating of 11.5. 8slots. Room for 1 full and 3 ha/I-height
dtives-220 watt power supply· clock/calendar· Choice of 1.2 or
1.44MB floppy dtive-Genuine Western Digital combination Hatd
diskllloppy contro/le1-American made Maxiswitch 84 or 101 key
keybroad - 512K RAM standard expandable to 1MB Award
BIOS· 7 year wa11anty • 30 day money back guatantee.

FAX
~

VGA Card & Mono Monitor
EGA Card & EGA Monitor

$1095
$1295
$1495

Circle Z4S on RllatUr Service Oud

. .. .· -

805-379-9345

• Prices include UPS surface shipping
• Federal Express shipping just $1 .50 per pound

Orchid VGA Card & Multiscan Monitor
Orchid Designer VGA Card &
NEC Multisync II Monitor

.

• No extra for Visa/Mastercard (AMEX add 3 °0)

Complete systems with serial & printer ports:
Mono/Graphics. Card & Monitor

Toll Free

800 722-AT-XT

$1895

$1595

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
• Corporate & Institutional PO's accepted
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65MbST277R

4 0MbST251

40ms access• Half Height
Autoparking heads

Includes ST251 drive, AT mounting
hardware, How-To manual & "Disk
Manager" partitioning software.
Also available for XT.

$

ON SALE!

Includes drive, mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" partitioning software.

ST4096

329

Full Height. 28ms access time.
Available for XT or AT.
Includes drive, AT mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" partitioning software.

40Mb ST251
PC/XTKIT
Includes drive, controller, cables,
How-To manual, mounting
hardware & partitioning software.

30 Day "Worry-Free"
Guarantee

We carry the entire
Seagate product line
including 3.5" drives
Complete PC/XT KIT
includes Seagate ST238R
drive, controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

Card Drive"'

~High

Hard Cards
--Features 

These Cud.Drives use quality Seagate Hard Drives

Speed

Seagate ST251-1
Half Height• 28ms access time• Available for XT or AT

Card Drive 20S 40ms $319
Card Drive 30S 40ms $349
Card Drive SOS 40ms $489
• Available for most Tandy models
• Quality engineered for reliability
• Super easy installation & setup
•ONE YEAR Warranty
• Auto park heads

If for any reason , you are
not completely satisfied
with any product, simply
return it for a prompt and
courteous refund!

$
'

399

IT'S
FAST!

Includes drive, AT mounting hardware
&"Disk Manager" partitioning software.

~HHD'.B"~a ll l
FACTORY-TRAINED
TECHNICIANS
are on hand
to answer your
questions!

20Mb ST225 KIT
This complete PC/XT KIT
includes the Seagate ST225
drive, controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.
Half height • 65ms.
Also available for AT.

SPECIAL!

I
I
Never a Surcharge for Visa or MasterCard Orders
I MMC All products include our ONE YEAR Warranty and our 30Day "Worry-Free" Guarantee!
Hours: Sam to 7pm Monday - Friday, 12pm to 5pm Sat. MST
I ~:~.~~~~~~-~_e;.

I
I
I

c:i~~~•• (800) 234-DISKI

II

(~

International Orders: (602) 784-1038

~
Toll Free Customer Service: (800) 541-8387
I
I ,
~ -=:l Toll Free Order Status: (800) 541-8387
I 1208 E . Broadway Rd. #110 •Tempe, AZ 85282(602)784-1038 ..=... r=:dJ ~ TELEX: 405765 FAX: (602) 829-9193
I
Pria:1 and availability •ubjcct change without notice. All items an: NEW. 5% surcharge for American Expresund COD or den. P.0.'1 accepted NET 20 - subject Ill 9% surcharge. For
to

I
I
I
I
I

EXPRESS MILITARV APO/FPO orders add S20. 30 Day Guoran!i:e conditions: shipping & bandlini; charge iii notrefondablc; product must be undamaged and in oiiginal conditionBIT0189

~--------------------------------------~
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HARDWARE REVIEW

•

The 8514/ A and
Artist 10 MC graphics
coprocessor boards
for the IBM PS/2s
Bradley Dyck Kliewer

T he Artist JO MC (top) and IBM 8514/A (bottom).

Pixels on
the March

F

ast, high-resolution graphics
systems were once the domain of
computer-aided drafting and de
sign (CADD) and specialized
image-processing workstations for sci
ence and engineering. However, the past
few years have shown advances in desk
top publishing, multitasking systems,
and business graphics, and these ad
vances are pushing the limits of personal
computer graphics standards. The cur
rent set of standard graphics adapters
(CGA, EGA, and VGA) requires the
software to individually calculate and
plot each point (or pixel) on a graphics
screen.
At the highest CGA resolutions (640
by 200 pixels), a graphics screen consists
of 128,000 pixels-not an unreasonably
large number for a reasonably fast com
puter. But at EGA resolutions (640 by
350 pixels), the number increases to

224,000, and VGA resolutions (640 by
480) have a total of 307,200 pixels. Not
only is the pixel count greater, but with
the additional colors available on the
EGA and VGA, the memory require
ments are drastically increased-from
16K bytes on the CGA to nearly 154K
bytes on the VGA . Managing this ever
increasing memory load requires ever
greater processing time from the com
puter's CPU (the 8088, 80286, or 80386
for IBM PC compatibles)-time that is
no longer available for other important
computational tasks.
Graphics coprocessors (specialized
graphics adapters with dedicated graph
ics microcomputers on-board) can help
ease the burden on the CPU. Instead of
calculating the position of every point on
a line, the CPU tells the graphics copro
cessor to draw a line from point A to
point B. While the graphics coprocessor
calculates and plots the pixels, the CPU
is free to continue with other work .
In this review, I'll look at two graphics
coprocessors for the IBM PS/2 Micro
Channel architecture (MCA) computers.
The system I used was a 16-MHz IBM
PS/2 Model 80-071 running IBM DOS
3.3. Benchmark programs were written
with BYTE's version of Small-C 1.0. I
also ran standard BYTE graphics appli
cations when the adapters supported
them (since both of these adapters are
fairly new, neither one has full support
for all graphics-based packages).

8514/A
The 8514/A is IBM's graphics copro
cessor board, based on a proprietary
IBM chip set. The 8514/A is not particu
larly powerful, but its low price ($1350)
makes it an attractive entry-level copro
cessor. Installation is very easy: Simply
plug the card into the correct slot (a spe
cial slot is available for video cards in the
PS/2s) and run the automatic configura
tion software. The 8514/A has a piggy
back memory card that makes it thicker
continued
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Artist 10 MC

IBM 8514/A
Type
IBM PS/2 graphics adapter

Type
IBM PS/2 graphics adapter

Company
IBM Corp.
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468

Company
Control Systems
2675 Patton Rd.
P.O. Box 64750
St. Paul, MN 55164
(612) 631 -7800

Features
1024 by 768 interlaced pixels with an
8514 color display; 640 by 480 pixels with
the 8503 monochrome,
8512 color, or 8513 color displays;
512K-byte graphics memory;
16 colors from a palette of 262, 144

Features
Up to 1024 by 768 noninterlaced pixels;
variable scan rate; 256 colors from
a palette of 16.7 million; ADI drivers
for use with AutoCAD release 9
and AutoShade

Size
11V2by 3Y2 inches

Size
11 Y2 by 3Y2 inches

Hardware Required
IBM PS/2 with Micro Channel bus

Hardware Required
IBM PS/2 with Micro Channel bus

Options
Additional 512K-byte adapter memory
(brings total colors to 256): $270
Display Adapter 8514/A Technical
Reference: $10
Display Adapter 8514/A Adapter
Interface Application Developer's .
Guide: $25

Options
Graphics Controller Technical
Reference Manual: free if ordered
with Artist 1O MC; $30 if ordered
subsequently

Documentation
16-page Installation Guide
Price
$1350

Documentation
40-page User's Guide
48-page ADI Drivers User's Guide
Price
256-color version: $3995
16-color version: $3695
Inquiry 858.

Inquiry 857.

than a standard Micro Channel card." A
clear plastic sheet covers the back of the
piggyback card, preventing short circuits
with neighboring cards.
The 8514/ A provides four basic copro
cessing services: drawing lines (includ
ing polylines, polygons, and boxes), fill
ing areas, moving areas (BITBLT), and
writing alphanumeric data. Another fea
ture, which OS/2 will probably exploit,
is the ability to save the adapter state
(e.g., palette, default color, and current
cursor position) for several concurrently
running programs. With this feature, the
adapter can switch the display between
programs without side effects.
The adapter does not support circles,
ellipses, arcs, or programmable modes .
It does .support user-defined proportion
ally spaced character sets. Unfortu
nately, the characters are not scalable,
and you can load only one at a time; this
severely restricts its potential for use in
desktop publishing systems.
The 8514/A adapter includes 512K
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bytes of graphics memory (unlike mem
ory on the CGA, EGA, and VGA, the
computer cannot directly address mem
ory on the 8514/A adapter) . With 512K
bytes, the adapter supports 16 simulta
neous colors at either 640 by 480 pixels
or 1024 by 768 pixels. You can add an ad
ditional 512K bytes of graphics memory
to support 256 simultaneous colors .
With either configuration, you select the
displayable colors from a palette of
262,144. The 8514/A that I reviewed had
a full 1 megabyte of RAM. The adapter
also comes with a memory-resident pro
gram called the Adapter Interface.
The Adapter Interface permanently
occupies 16,320 bytes of RAM. All
drawing commands are sent to the
Adapter Interface; thus, graphics pro
gramming remains independent of the
actual hardware configuration. IBM
does not publish the hardware interface,
forcing developers to use the device
driver. However, Microsoft obtained a
copy under a special agreement and will

use direct hardware control in its operat
ing-system products . To date, only
Microsoft Windows/286 uses the direct
hardware interface; an 8514/A driver for
Windows/386 was not available as of this
writing.
The 8514/A is obviously faster than
the VGA, but how you see the improve
ment may vary. The Small-C programs
run much faster. Windows applications
also have a slight edge, but the speed dif
ference is much less dramatic. At first I
was surprised that Windows did not show
substantial improvement, but after I
worked with the adapter, it became obvi
ous that Windows' emphasis of bit
mapped graphics does not match the
adapter's functions very well.
There is more to the 8514/A than
speed; the additional resolution is a wel
come enhancement. PageMaker could
display two full, readable pages on the
8514 (although the characters were a bit
small), and you can see larger portions of
Excel spreadsheets (or larger portions of
hidden windows if you don't increase the
size of the current window).
At the highest resolution (1024 by 780
pixels), the 8514/A sends an interlaced
signal to the display. This means that
each time the electron beam scans the
face of the display, every second line is
drawn. On the next pass, the lines missed
on the previous pass are filled in. This
method ofupdating the screen can lead to
annoying flicker on fine lines.
The IBM 8514 display compensates
for the interlace with longer-persistence
phosphors. This means that each colored
dot on the face of the monitor glows a bit
longer than on a typical, noninterlaced
monitor-long enough so that it does not
fade before the next pass, and the flicker
is not noticeable (the phosphors are not as
persistent as on the IBM monochrome
monitor) . Nevertheless, the 8514 display
I used did not have a very sharp picture,
and viewing it for extended periods be
came annoying. If I were in the market
for an 8514/ A, I would shop carefully for
a monitor that gives a sharp picture with
out noticeable flicker.

Programming Video
The function calls are simple to use,
thanks to a uniform calling convention,
but the 8514/ A has a very awkward com
mand set. For example, it makes no pro
visions for plotting single pixels. Setting
the current location or defining a line of a
single point will not set a pixel. The only
option is to make a 2-pixel line.
Filling areas is also a problem. Rather
than selecting a point and filling to sur
conrinued

Our Profile Will Make You Smile!

Our Price Will Make You Happy!
Introducing lntelliSync~ The New Intelligent
Multi-Frequency Monitor From 3LYNX~

lntelliSync The Best Choice
FEATURES

It starts with the outstanding design features such as the
small foot print, and streamlined profile (even slimmer
than single frequency color monitors).
Next the lntelliSync is compatible with the CGA, EGA,
VGA, and more, as well as being an excellent companion
to all PC/XT/AT; Apple Macintosh II; and the new
IBM PS/2¥ systems.
The cost of lntelliSync is nearly 1/3 less than its
major competitor. Most impressive is that it
is manufactured by 3LYNX, a video
display monitor manufacturer pro
ducing critical video components for
the majori<y of the top FORTUNE
500 computer companies for years.
For information on the new 3LYNX
lntelliSync Monitors call or write
today. Call toll free 1-800-243-5969.
Or l-800-24-3LYNX. Fax # ( 408)
434-0466. International Calls
(408) 432-8833.

lntelliSync Monochrome
Monitor 15" flat screen
with vivid gray scale.

3LYNX
INTELLISYNC

NEC
MULTISYNC 11•

Size

14"

14"

Front Controls

Yes

Yes

Auto Horizontal
Frequencies

15.50-35KHz

15.50-35KHz

Tilt & Swivel

Yes

Yes

lntellisync has incorporated all of the features of
Multisync I plus more ...
Auto Vertical
Frequencies

45-120 Hz

50-80 Hz

Inverse Video
Option in MDA
Mode

Yes

No

Selection of
Text Color

Auto

Manual

7
341(w)
346(h)
386(d)

3
369(w)
357(h)
406(d)

Weight

29(1bs)

31(1bs)

Suggested
Retail Price

$695.00

$899.00

Color Text
Options
Dimensions (mm)

31.ymt

1450 Seareel Lane
San Jose, CA 95131

•Registered trademarks of their respective companies. 3LYNX and lntelliSync are registered trademarks of 3LYNX Technologies Corp.
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"IT MAKES C·C·CROSSTALK
SEEM T•T·TONGUE·TIED.''

If you're talking to a DEC mainframe, no communication
software emulates the VT220, VTlOO or VT52 terminal more
accurately, easily, or eloquently than VTERM. *
Hot keys. Kermit. Automatic reformatting for spreadsheets
and databases. VTERM has it all.
Why not join the 60,000 users of VTERM (many of whom
moved up from Crosstalk). And try the DEC terminal emulation
package that has everyone in the business buzzing.

I·-----------------------~
FREE EV:ALUATION KIT.
I
I D Yes, send me a free time-limited,full-blown working copy of VTERM/220, I
~~~~~~
I
I Name ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1

0 ' III

VTERM

Title
Company
Address

I
I
I

' DE C Termina l Emulator

Telephone
I am a user D

I
1

dealer D Mail to:

Coefficient Systems Corporation

I

611 Broadway, New York, New York 10012 (212) 777-6707 svc 11s9

*
~---------------------

I
I
1

.II

VTERM refers to VTERM/220, VTERM/4010, etc. products from Coefficient Systems Corporation.
Crosstalk is a trademark of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

Questions? Want faster action? Call (212) 777-6707, ext. 431.

You

get intelligent
IEEE-488 and RS232
ports to make instru
ment rogramming
fast and easy.
You can ba\o·e UJl to
4 Mbytes of memory
on the same board for
your largest p~rams,
RAM disks and data acquisition tasks.
Compatibility is built-in so you can run your favorite programs
or create new ones with our advanced programming tools.
Tu get your FREE demo disk-call 617-273-1818.
Capital Equip,ment Corp.
Burlington, MA 01803
The bottom line- IEEE-488, RS232, par. port 4MB EEM L~I , ru ns DOS and OS/2.
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rounding borders, you must send a begin
area command, outline the area, and
send an end-area command. This in itself
would not be much of a problem, but each
polygon or polyline defines an area. You
cannot use multiple calls to the line
drawing routine to define a single area.
This created a problem for the circle
drawing benchmark. [Editor's note: The
benchmark programs are available in a
variety of formats. See page 3 for de
tails.] To fill the circle, all points have to
be calculated, sorted in order around the
circumference, and plotted with a single
line. Also, filling the area between two
concentric circles is very difficult (both
circles and a line connecting their cir
cumferences are plotted with a single
polyline command) . I took a simpler ap
proach (which some might call cheating,
but it's the way I would design such an
application) by drawing lines across each
horizontal chord. By working from the
outside circle inward, I could have gotten
a doughnut effect, although it would not
have affected the times.
In a second test, I modified the circle
routine to draw hexagons. This gave me a
chance to test the automated filling algo
rithms against those of the Artist 10 MC.
Again, the whole hexagon is filled,
rather than the area between the hexa
gons. This probably explains the better
fill times for the 8514/ A versus the Art
ist 10 MC. The two adapters take very
different approaches to area fills, mak
ing a true comparison difficult.
The Display Adapter 8514/A Techni
cal Reference describes the 59 adapter
commands. The manual does not incor
porate any examples of program code,
although it comes with a demonstration
program and C language interface code .
(including source code for the demon
stration program) on a disk. Information
about the adapter hardware is sketchy;
only the software interface is described
in detail. The only hardware details
given are lists of the memory and 1/0 ad
dresses, with no indication of function.
The 8514/ A passes VGA graphics
through to the connected monitor unless
an 8514/A program is running. Thus,
software written for the EGA and VGA
will work oo the system. If you connect a
second monitor to the VGA output, the
VGA display continues normal output
during 8514/A graphics execution . I
used this feature for very effective de
bugging sessions (the debugger output
continued on the VGA while the graphs
were displayed on the 8514/ A).
This feature could also be useful for
other applications, such as CADD
(menus on the VGA, drawing on the
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8514/A) and spreadsheets (worksheets
on the VGA, graphs on the 8514/A). Un
like the old CGA/monochrome combina
tions, both adapters can use graphics
· modes simultaneously.

Artist lOMC
In contrast to the 8514/ A, Control Sys
tems' Artist 10 MC is a much more
powerful (and, at $3695 and $3995,
much more expensive) graphics copro
cessor for MCA machines. It's based on
the Hitachi ACRTC controller. Unlike
the 8514/ A, versions of the Artist 10 MC
are available for PC, XT, and AT com
patibles. Although the Artist 10 MC can
run at the same resolutions as the 8514/ A
(in fact, the adapter I received was con
figured for the 8514 display), it is not
compatible with the 8514/ A.
With the right monitor, the Artist 10
MC supports 1024 by 768 pixels nonin
terlaced, and up to 1024 by 1024 pixels
interlaced. The adapter is available in
two versions: a 16-color 512K-byte
model and a 256-color I-megabyte model
(the reviewed configuration). The colors
are selectable from a palette of 16. 7 mil
lion. Control Systems does not make a
16- to 256-color upgrade kit.
At this time, the only software pack
ages the Artist 10 MC supports are Auto
CAD release 9 and VersaCAD. Accord
ing to Control Systems, drivers for
Microsoft Windows are under develop
ment, but they were not yet available at
the time this review was written. The
Artist 10 MC is clearly targeted for the
CADD market, and its abilities are well
suited to the demands of CADD. The
complete hardware interface is fully
documented in the 300-page Graphics
Controller Technical Reference Manual.
Likethe 8514/ A, the Artist 10 MC has
hardware support for lines, area fills,
and BITBLT. It also supports zooming,
multiple virtual displays with program
mable dimensions and bit planes, single
pixel plotting, circles, ellipses, and arcs.
The Artist 10 MC can also copy memory
blocks between the adapter memory and
machine RAM via the host machine's di
rect-memory-access controllers (these
DMA controllers can copy memory from
one location to another much more quick
ly than the CPU can).
Installing the Artist 10 MC is a bit
more involved than installing the
8514/A. Because the Artist 10 MC is de
signed to work with a variety of high-res
olution monitors, you must make sure the
adapter is set properly for your monitor.
This involves checking the oscillator
crystal frequency (stamped on the metal

''IT MAKES PROCOMM LOOK
LIKE AMATEURCOM.''
If you talk to a DEC mainframe, no software emulates
the VT220, VTI 00 or VT52 terminal more accurately or
professionally than VTERM. *
Hot keys. Kermit. Automatic reformatting for spread
sheets and databases. VTERM has it all.
Why not join the 60,000 users of VTERM (many of
whom moved up from Procomm). And try the DEC terminal
emulation package that's in a totally different league.

Ir-----------------------~
FREE EVALUATION KIT.
I
D Yes, send me a free time-limited,ft1/l-blown working copy of VfERM/220, I
I
which is mine to keep.
I Name
I
I Title
VTERM
I
I Company
I
.M~
I
I
I

0

DEC Terminal Emulator

Telephone

:

I

I am a user D

dealer D. Mail to:

:

Coefficient Systems Corporation

I

·-----------------------·
611 Broadway, New York, New York 10012 (212) 777-6707

eve

11s9

* VTERM refers to VTERM/220,
VTERM/4010, etc. products from Coefficient Systems Corporation.
Procomm is a trademark of Datastorm Technologies, Inc.

Questions? Want faster action? Call (212) 777-6707, ext. 441.

People .are talking about us.
F77L-EM/32-FAST 32-bit
processing on 80386s with
programs up to 4GB. $895

F77L-The compiler of choice
among reviewers and professionals.
New Version 3.0. $477

F77L-EM/16- Use extended
memory to write 15MB
programs on 80286s. $695

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77

Full 77 Standard and Debugger. New
Version 2.0. $95

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel : (702) 831-2500 FAX: (702) 831 -8123 Ti x: 9102401256
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Table 1: Benchmark data. All times are in seconds (NIA =not applicable).
VGA

Resize PageMaker to full screen•
Resize PageMaker to
approximately 640 by 480
pixels*
Small-C circles (100 iterations)
Hexagons (100 iterations)

8514/A

Artist

1.44

1.92

N/A

1.44
430.56

1.26
15.27
4.50

12.74
11.70

N/A

N/A

'Timed with stopwatch, average af 1Otrials.

package), ensuring the correct program
mable-array-logic (PAL) chip is installed
(this is an issue with the 8514 display
only), and setting a jumper for the loca
tion of the SYNC signals. You can also
set a jumper for single- or dual-monitor
configurations (which allows/disallows
VGA signals to pass through to the Artist
10 MC's display). Software can override
the jumper settings, but you must make
sure the cry~tal and PAL are correct.
Like the 8514/A, the Artist 10 MC also
uses a piggyback card. A thoughtful lay
out keeps the jumpers accessible when

the piggyback card is installed.
Synchronization and scanning fre
quencies can vary from monitor to moni
tor, so you must match the setup param
eters to your particular monitor;
improperly matched parameters can
make the display unreadable or off-cen
ter. The Artist 10 MC includes 57 moni
tor initialization files, one for each mode
of every supported monitor. Each time
you run the supplied demonstration pro
grams, you are prompted for your moni
tor type and mode (you can restrict the
list by deleting unnecessary files). For-

tunately, the Artist 10 MC includes an
installation program for AutoCAD that
builds a driver file based on one initial
ization file; this keeps the program from
prompting for a monitor every time
AutoCAD starts. If you write your own
programs, you can also make a more per
manent record of the initialization file.

Programming the Artist 10 MC
Control Systems' Technical Reference
manual covers its family of Artist 10
Series of graphics controllers. The man
ual thoroughly covers the hardware de
tails, but it falls short as a programming
reference. The only source code in the
manual covers DMA transfers with the
host system.
The manual's information is some
times out of date with regard to the Artist
10 MC. For example, the address of the
FIFO register (through which all draw
ing commands and data pass) is incor
rect. Fortunately, some portions of the
demonstration program loop through
hundreds of drawing commands, and I
was able to find the correct address with
the aid of a debugger.
Control Systems also supplies a handy

DuriChannel/Xi
Inte__ent Multi-Channel Communications
oard doesn't fit your application,
.· read ourad onthe right.
Several years ago, we introduced a state-of-the-art
range of drivers, and optional 512K of RAM and J28K of
intelligent multi-channel communications board. It was
ROM. Plus, a synchronous channel opens a new
400% faster than basic boards and set new standards
range of communications options.
for programmability, flexibility and reliability.
In other words, if your multi-user or multi-channel
Now, with the new DigiCHANNEL/Xi, we've
applications call for the last word in speed,
advanced the state-of-the-art again. A16 MHz 80186
configuration flexibility and programmability, call us
co-processor makes it twice as fast.
~
about the new DigiCHANNEL/Xi.
And plug-in 1/0 Mate modules make
;--_
~
.
If not, read our ad on

T
5
5
it even more flexible. So does its full
==-=- =-" =. = = =:. =
the
nght.
Plugging you into tomorrQ\N

0

.IQI.. _._.. . ,._ .-..

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-8055.
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program called HITDUMP, which
dumps the contents of the ACRTC regis
ters. The most reliable method for deter
mining correct mode-parameter settings
requires running the demonstration pro
gram under a debugger, breaking execu
tion during the drawing commands, re
turning to DOS, and then running
HITDUMP. If you are interested in pro
gramming the Artist 10 MC, you may
want to have a copy of the BYTE bench
mark programs handy to fill in the gaps
in the documentation.
Because the adapter has no standard
call interface or mode settings, it is the
programmer's responsibility to set all
the relevant parameters (e.g., starting
address, dimensions, and timing data).
This makes setting the mode a very com
plicated task. Fortunately, the monitor
initialization files are a handy and easy
to-read source for the required informa
tio~, but writing the program to set all
the registers is still an arduous task.
On the other hand, sorting through all
the data is a good learning experience
and can reveal interesting details about
the adapter. For example, a bit in the op
eration mode register, normally set only

during initialization, can limit drawing
to the horizontal retrace period (a meth
od that eliminates flicker when images
are rapidly changing) or allow updates at
any time during the display cycle (which
speeds operations).
Unfortunately, I was not able to get a
copy of AutoCAD release 9 in time to test
the drivers. However, I did adapt the
BYTE Small-C graphics benchmarks
(see table 1). Note the improved time for
drawing circles-under the times for
both the VGA and the 8514/ A. The Art
ist 10 MC does a true flood fill (the hard
ware scans for color boundaries while
filling), which requires more overhead
than IBM's method. But having the circle
computations built into the hardware
more than offsets the time lost in filling.
Support for arcs, circles, and ellipses
makes the Artist 10 MC a good choice
for CADD applications.
Like the 8514/ A, the Artist 10 MC can
pass VGA through to the high-resolution
monitor. When the Artist 10 MC is in its
resident-graphics modes, the PS/2's
VGA output continues to display. Once
again, I was able to view the debugger on
the VGA while running Artist 10 MC

graphics programs (this was even more
important on the Artist 10 MC, since
getting the mode parameters correct was
crucial for obtaining a readable display).

Different Emphasis
Programmers will find either of these
cards easier to program than bit-mapped
graphics adapters. If you program the
8514/A, you will spend most of your
time writing programs that work around
its limitations. With the Artist 10 MC,
you'll probably find a built-in command
that provides the necessary function, but
it will be more difficult to implement (of
course, you can gradually build a library
of functions to support later programs;
the BYTE benchmarks might make a
good starting point).
Because the Artist 10 MC has no pre
programmed modes, writing the first
program is about as difficult as a typical
EGA or VGA program. Once you have a
library, it's much easier to write code for
the Artist 10 MC than for the 8514/ A.
With either adapter, you should have a
second monitor for the VGA.
From the perspective of an end user,
continued

IfourEconomical New QigiChannel/Xe

Intelligent Multi-Channel Communications
Board doesn't fit your application,
read ourad ontheleft.
Because of our long experience, we provide
engineering and support others can't. What's
more, we listen. You've asked for a product that
does its job - without all the "extra" features
you don't need.
That's why we're introducing the
DigiCHANNEL/Xe. Its 8 MHz 80186
•
co-processor makes it significantly
faster than our former model -

yet it costs less. You can still choose between
4or 8asynchronous channels, and 64K of SRAM
is more than enough for such straight-fotward
multi-user and multi-channel applications
as data collection and office automation. So if the
new DigiCHANNEL/ Xe sounds like a good fit,
•=
_
call us for more information.
! ~ - ~~~ ~--·
If not, read our ad on
= ==...:::..= • =:. = = =-=
the left.

Dlgl

Plugging you 1ntolorTOrroo

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-8055.
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PERMA POWER FIGHTS SURGES TWO WAYS ...

ORWE

PULL THE PLUG

Perma Power Surge Suppressors give you
peace of mind, knowing that your computer is
protected against power line surges and
against suppression element failure.
PROTECTION FROM POWER LINE SURGES
Our unique 2-stage circuit uses heavy-duty
metal oxide varistors to protect you against
high-voltage lightning-induced surges, and
high-speed semiconductor devices to protect
against frequent fast surges. Only this kind of
hybrid circuit can provide the necessary high
power dissipation while still providing fast
response time and low let-through voltage.
PROTECTION EVEN IF WORN OR BURNED OUT
Any surge suppressor can wear or burn out.
With Perma Power you can relax! Power to
your system is stopped . .. as completely as if __
the plug was disconnected. Other surge "JJ
suppressors may use alight or buzzer
"warning, " while they continue to let raw,
unprotected power feed directly into the
computer. Only with Perma Power'spatented
I
Automatic Shutdown• feature is your
equipment kept safe from damaging
raw power. 'Patent # 4,578,579
Ask for Perma Power Extended Life Surge
Suppressors, in 2, 4, or 6 outlets and Power
Control Center models to insure your computer
is being protected. At office, computer or
5601 West Howard Avenue• Chicago. Illinois 60648
electronics dealers nationwide.

I

PERMA POWER®
Electronics inc.
Telephone (312) 647-9414

Even a ·~ mall " brow nout can wipe your valuable data clean.
Voltage spikes can burn out an entire CPU. Prot ect your
equipment and data with a low-cost battery backup system.
e.1 -= -:.... • -

=

- - -_@_
.

~~ - ~~
=:

-

'

Battery Back-up Power System
- Spike and surge Protection
450-watt, 12ov power system
for up to 2 hrs. (at 80 wattl continuous
use duri ng a complete black-out.
Model BC-450

Line stabilizer 
Voltage Regulation
and surge supression
1800 watt power out put. Isobar"' spike
and noise protection.
Model LC-1800

s29900

the IBM 8514/ A and Artist 10 MC really
seem targeted at vastly different audi
ences. The 8514/A seems best-suited for
budget-conscious people who need a lit
tle more resolution or a bit faster perfor
mance than the VGA provides. Despite
the lack of substantial speed improve
ments, the 8514/ A seems best-suited for
Windows applications where lines are
straight, boxes are filled, and windows
are moved more than average. It does not
seem to be designed for CADD applica
tions. Coming from IBM, the 8514/A is
likely to set a standard for entry-level
graphics coprocessors.
Just as other manufacturers have ex
panded the EGA and VGA specifica
tions, I expect to see 8514/A-compatible
adapters that add to IBM's functions .
Again, like the EGA and VGA, probably
two levels of compatibility will surface:
software interface (which could easily be
adapted to many coprocessors currently
on the market), and register-level com
patibility (which would require a special
design effort from the manufacturer).
The Artist 10 MC is clearly aimed at
the CADD market. Its two existing
drivers are for the best-selling PC CADD
programs (and its price brings the entire
system into the graphics workstation
range). It is also a very well documented
adapter, alt.Pough it would be nice to have
a software library, especially for setting
the mode. Programmers with large bud
gets and little concern for PC standard
graphics might like this card.
Both adapters allow VGA to pass
through to the primary display, and both
allow the use of a VGA as a secondary
display. This is a significant point, since
neither adapter forsakes programs writ
ten for the EGA or VGA.
It wouldn't hurt to try running some of
your applications on the adapter to see
whether it feels any faster or will speed
your typical operations. Windows may
move around the screen a bit faster, but
how often do you move windows? You
might also find the added resolution
worth the price. With the 8514/ A, larger
portions of windows are visible, and full,
readable pages can be displayed; both
could be advantages if you frequently
work with large layouts or spreadsheets .
However, before purchasing a graphics
coprocessor, you should make sure your
software supports the adapter. •
Bradley Dyck Kliewer is the author of
EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Reference
Guide (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988)
and owner of DK Micro Consultants, a
microcomputer consulting business. He
can be reached en BIX as "bkliewer."
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IBJ5302
This is a renewal order.
Name _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Subscribe to BYTE now and save $17 off the newsstand price
of $42.00 ... and $5.00 off the regular subscription rate of
$29.95. You'll also receive our special IBM PC issue as part
of your subscription.

D
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7.5 good reasons
tD try ASYSTANTGPm.
1

~

ASYSTANT GPIB Software hands you
control of your IEEE-488 instruments.
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You can generate
hard copy records,
both tables and plots,
with a single keystroke.

7

5
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ASYSTANT GPIB
supports most IEEE-488
interface boards.•

Full technical support is never
more than a phone call away.

30-day money-back guarantee.
This is only half a reason, because we know
you'll find ASYSTANT GPIB indispensable.

•For the IBM PC and IBM PS/2. ASYSTANT GPIB supports over 20 GPIB
interface boards manufactured by:
• Advar<lech
• ICS
• B&C
• !Otech
• MetraByte
• BBS
• Capital Equipment Corporation
• National lmtrumcnts
• Contee
• Qua 1ech
• Scientific Solutions
• Hewlett-l"ackard
• IBM
• Ziatcch

• •• •
•
••••••
••••••
•••
•••••••
•••••
• • •••

For technical details, call 1-800-348-0033.
New- Call for free demo disk!
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SOFTWAFtE TECHNOLOGIES. lNC.

100 Corporate Woods
Rochester, NY 14623
1-800-348-0033
(or 716·272-0070)
~

As.•Sl Sdtware'll!dmoklgics. lnr.
ASYhTANT is a rrademari< of Asyst Software
ll:rhnologies, Im" Other brand and product
names 11.rc rrddtm.irks or registered tradrmarks
or tht-ir Tl~'flCl'li\"C hoJde~.

To understand
its massive
power,

The
ProSpeed™ 386
desktop.

In the past, people who were

But never could they find a

~

And when you want to take

serious about their computers

computer flexible enough to

it on the road, it's still a

have had a serious dilemma.

give them both.

high-powered computer. The

They could either buy a pow
erful desktop and give up
any thoughts of portability. Or

Until now . With the ProSpeed
386 from NEC.
As you'd expect from a pow

laptop unit is not only availab le in both 40 and 100 MB
hard disks, it's also battery

get a laptop, and forget about

erful 386 desktop, it runs at a

operated and has up to 10

expansion and connectivity

swift 16 MHz, has a f u 11 seven

MB's of memory. There's even

capabilities.

expansion slots and up to four

a paperwhite monograph

drives. So it can handle

screen with EGA

C&C

anything you throw its way.
Compulers and Commun1ca11ons

you have
to take it
apart.

resolution that provides the

leaves your desk. ll conlains

readability and graphics

two standard drive bays as well

So if you'd like us to continue

capabilities of a full-sized

as th e capacily for four full-

taking lhe ProSpeed 386 apart,

CRT.

sized cards. So in a matter of

call NEC Home Electronics

seconds, you're fully intc

(USA) Inc. at 1-800-FONE-NEC.

grated back into your office.

Or, if you'd like to dissect it

Al\ this and total conner
tivity capability, too. When
you want to turn it back into

No manual reconfiguring . No

a desktop, you merely slide

phone lines to connect. No

the computer into a unique

cable hook ups.

docking station that never

!i:ll988 NEC Home E1cftronin (USA) Inc.

The price isn't a hassle either.

yourself, call for product liter
alure at 1-800-826-2255.

NEC

"Top Rated Statistics Package"
INFOWORW, September 19, 1988

Systat. Because other statistics and
graphics packages are not enough.
Systat now offers more statistical graphics than any other PC or
mainframe package. And we still give you less bulk with more statistics.
Statistics Basic statistics,

frequencies, t-tests, post-hoc tests
Multiway crosstabs with log-linear modeling, association
coefficients, PRE statistics, Mantel-Haenszel, asymptotic standard
errors Nonparametric statistics (sign, Runs, Wilcoxon, Kruskal
Wallis, Friedman two-way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, Kolmogorov
Smirnov, Lilliefors, Kendall coefficient of concordance) Pairwise/
listwise missing value correlation, SSCP, covariance, Spearman,
Gamma. Kendall Tau. Euclidean distances, binary similarities Linear,
polynomial, multiple, stepwise, weighted regression with extended
diagnostics Multivariate general linear model includes multi-way
ANOVA, ANOCOVA, MANOVA. repeated measures. canonical
correlation Principal components, factor analysis, rotations.
components scores Multidimensional scaling Multiple and
canonical discriminant analysis, Bayesian classification Cluster
analysis (hierarchical, single, average, complete, median, centroid
linkage, k-means, cases, variables Time series (smoothers.
exponential smoothing, seasonal and nonseasonal ARIMA, ACF,
PACF, CCF, transformations, Fourier analysis Nonlinear estimation
(nonlinear regression, maximum likelihood estimation, and more).

Graphics Overlay plots
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Drivers for most graphics devices
Two dimensional: Error Bars Scatterplots Line and Vector Graphs
Vector, Dot, Bubble and Quantile Plots Bar Graphs (single, multiple,
stacked, range) Box plots (single and grouped) Stem-and-leaf
diagrams Linear, quadratic, step, spline, polynomial, LOWESS,
exponential smoothing Confidence Intervals and ellipsoids (any
alpha value) Smooth mathematical functions Rectangular or polar
coordinates Log and power scales A NOVA interaction plots
Histograms (regular, cumulative, fuzzy) Stripe and jitter plots
Gaussian histogram smoothing Scatterplot matrices Voronoi
Tesselations Minimum spanning tree Maps with geographic
projections (U.S. state boundary file included) Chernoff faces Star
plots Fourier plots Pie charts Contour plots on regularly and
irregularly spaced points Control charts and limits Three
dimensional: Data plots Smooth function plots Vector plots
Linear, quadratic, spline, least squares surface smoothing Three
dimensional type fonts.

Data Management Import/export Lotus. dBase, and DIF
files Full screen data editor Full screen text editor Unlimited
cases Missing data, arrays, character variables Process
hierarchical, rectangular or triangular files. irregular length records
Character, numeric, and nested sorts Merge and append large files
Unlimited numeric and character variable transformations
Subgroup processing with SELECT and BY Value labels and RECODE
Statements Macro processor with programming language, screen
control, file manipulation, applications generation, and report writing.

SYSTAT
Systat operates on IBM PCs and compatibles. MS-DOS and CP/M
machines, several UNIX minicomputers, and the VAX/Microvax.
Menu/windowed Macintosh version also available. Single copy price
$795 USA and Canada, $895 Foreign. Site licenses, quantity prices
and training seminars available. No fees for technical support.
Statistics and graphics available separately.
For more information, call 312 864.5670 or write Systat Inc ..
1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201.
The following are registered trademarks: CP/M of Digital Research . Inc., IBM PC of IBM,
Inc., MS-DOS of Microsoft, Inc., Macintosh of Apple Computer Inc., UNIX of AT&T and
VAA of Dig ital Equipment Corporation.
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lntegrAda
An Ada Programming
Support Environment
for the PC
Karl Nyberg and Jon Udell

I

ntegrAda from AETECH is a PC
based Ada Programming Support
Environment. In a document entitled
"Stoneman" (1980), the Depart
ment of Defense outlined its vision of an
APSE. That document calls for a toolset
that supports the complete software life
cycle from design to maintenance. A
compiler and a linker (binder) are obvi
ously required; additional tools that
"Stoneman"calls for include a database,
a text editor (preferably Ada-oriented), a
pretty-printer (a source code reformat
ter), a static program analyzer (a cross
referencer), a debugger, and a file ad
ministrator.
In comparison, the IntegrAda 4.0
environment features an Ada-oriented
editor that constitutes the interface to a
compiler, a binder, some of the recom
mended APSE tools, and a tutorial on
Ada programming. The APSE tools in
clude a syntax checker, a pretty-printer,
and a library browser.
IntegrAda's compiler is licensed from
RR Software, maker of the Janus Ada
compiler. The binder and syntax checker
are also RR products. AETECH pack
ages these tools with its editor to create
an integrated programming environment
that invites comparison with the Borland
language products in that you can com
pile, bind, and execute an Ada program
without leaving the editor.
IntegrAda will run on any 8086,
80286, or 80386 computer equipped
with a hard disk. It requires a full 640K

bytes of memory and needs all of it-you
can't run memory-resident utilities while
using IntegrAda. The installation pro
gram worked smoothly, copying the con
tents of the eight 5 'A-inch floppy disks to
directories that it creates on the hard
disk. It transfers the files into two direc
tory structures located at the root of di
rectory C:. There's no option to locate
these structures in a subdirectory of C: or
on another drive. The installed system
consumes slightly more than 3 mega
bytes of your hard disk.

Getting Started
You invoke Integr Ada at the DOS com
mand line with the command iada. The
editor prompts for your name and the
name of a file to edit and then loads that
file into a buffer (or presents an empty
buffer if the file is new) . The basic edit
ing functions are bound to two sets of
keys. One set of bindings emulates Word
Perfect, and the other (following Bor
land) emulates WordStar. Unlike the

Borland products, IntegrAda doesn't
provide a mechanism for altering the key
bindings; unless you 're already a Word
Perfect or WordStar user, you 'll have
some learning to do.
A menu-driven help facility attached
to F3 documents the basic editing keys
and the keys that invoke tools like the
compiler, syntax checker, and binder.
We loaded TEST.ADA, a demonstration
program, and worked through the pro
cess of compiling and running it. Con
trol-F4 runs the syntax checker-a
parser that can find simple mistakes like
missing semicolons and misspelled
keywords much faster than the full
blown compiler can. Each time it finds
an error, it returns control to the editor;
the editor highlights the error, displays
an appropriate message, and puts you at
the right spot to fix it. We ran the syntax
checker a few times to find and fix the
errors intentionally placed in TEST
.ADA, then tried the pretty-printer at
conrinued
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lntegrAda 4.0
Type

Ada programming environment
Company

AETECH
380 Stevens Ave., Suite 314
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 755-1277
Format .

Eight 360K-byte 5Y4-inch floppy disks
Language
Ada
Hardware Needed

IBM PC or compatible with 640K bytes
of memory, a floppy disk drive, and a
hard disk drive
Software Needed

MS-DOS 2.0 or higher
Documentation

200-page lntegrAda manual; 220-page
Ada Language Reference Manual
Price
$495

Next we used Control-F6 to invoke the
compiler. The program compiled with
no difficulty, but we found that the edi
tor/compiler interface has some annoy
ing peculiarities. When the compile fin
ished, the editor told us so but didn't say
whether or not there had been errors. We
had to use Control-L to view the com
piler's output and then had to confirm
that TEST.LST was the file we really
wanted to view. The editor then dis
played a lengthy report from the com
piler. At the end of nearly a page of mes
sages from the various phases of the
compiler, we found what we were look
ing for: "Compilation Successful." You
can use Control-F5 to locate and fix
errors, but it's frustrating to have to view
the compiler's output to determine
whether or not there are, in fact, errors to
fix.
The binder, attached to Control-F7,
works like the compiler. It too requires
that you view a report to determine
whether binding was successful. We ran
the binder, checked the results, and then
used Control-F9 to run the sample pro
gram; it simply echoed some text to the
screen.

Inquiry 1164.

An Ada-Oriented Editor

tached to Control-F8 .
The pretty-printer supports three
styles: Program Structure, MIL-STD
1815A, and First Letter Capitalized.
The Program Structure style uses inden
tation to show logical structure and verti
cal lines to match the beginning and end
of case, if, loop, and record statements.
The MIL-STD-1815A style.converts re
served words to lowercase and all user
defined identifiers (e.g., procedure and
function names, variables) to uppercase.
The First Letter Capitalized style, as its
name suggests, capitalizes the first letter
of all reserved words and identifiers.
IntegrAda displays the reformatted text
in a separate buffer; in the case ofthe lat
ter two styles, you can replace the origi
nal text with the pretty-printed version .
The pretty-printer didn't work proper
ly op. TEST.ADA; it got confused by the
task bodies contained in the program and
displayed the wrong logical structure.
AETECH has acknowledged the bug and
promises to fix it in a forthcoming re
lease. We subsequently found that the
pretty-printer does work properly on
most Ada constructs.
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The editor has three modes: text, Ada
sensitive, and design. There should be an
indication of the current mode some
where on the screen, but there isn't. In
text mode the editor works like a simple
text editor-albeit one that doesn't han
dle lines longer than 80 characters. Ada
sensitive mode-the default-is the stan
dard mode for Ada programming. In this
mode the editor adjusts its level of inden
tation in an attempt to show the program
structure. Unfortunately, the results
aren't always what you expect.
Listing 1 shows the beginning of
TEXT2_IO.ADS, the specification for
the alternate TEXT_IO package pro
vided by AETECH. Listing 2 shows what
happens when you type that text under
control of the IntegrAda editor. The
keyword package indents for no appar
ent reason. The type declarations indent
properly, but the extra line between the
type and subtype declarations ends the
declarative region prematurely; the sub
type declarations, which belong logically
at the same level as the type declarations,
end up flush left . AETECH acknowl
edged that indentation following a with
isn't correct. The problem with the in
dentation of the subtype declarations was
the extra line ofspace; the editor is sensi
tive only to a single line of previous
context.
A more useful feature ofAda-sensitive

mode is the editor's ability to supply tem
plates for common Ada constructs: pack
ages; all the standard type declarations;
procedures; functions; tasks; and loop,
if, and case statements. These templates
are attached to the Control-Fl and Con
trol-F2 keys. Listing 3 shows what hap
pens when you construct the beginning of
TEXT2_IO.ADS using templates for the
package specification, the type declara
tions, and the procedure declaration. For
example, to declare the subtype POSI
TIVE_COUNT, you select derived
from one of the template menus and sup
ply the name POSITIVE_COUNT. Inte
grAda inserts the declaration and posi
tions the cursor in the right spot for
filling in the range constraints . This
method works better than manual text
entry-there's less typing, and program
structure falls naturally into place.
Note that IntegrAda automatically in
stantiates the appropriate generic 1/0
package for integer and enumeration
types that you declare. That might be
useful in some contexts, but in this case
the instantiations aren't needed.
The Ada-oriented mode of the editor
works in conjunction with a tool that
browses through the specifications
(.ADS files) in the library (one or more
directories on your path). Some back
ground: Ada programs are organized
into packages. A package has a specifi
cation, which can include what ANSI C
calls function prototypes, and a body
that implements functions named (ex
ported) in the specification. When you
want to write a call to a procedure or
function exported by some package in
the library, you can review the appropri
ate specification and capture a portion of
it. Say you need to write a call to GET_
LINE in the TEXT_IO package. You in
voke the browser and select TEXT _IO.
The editor splits the screen horizontally
and puts your Ada program in the top
window and TEXT_IO .ADS in the bot
tom window.
At this point, you're supposed to be
able to use the editor's search function,
bound to F2, to locate GET _LINE' s dec
laration. We found that F2 didn't work in
this context (AETECH acknowledged
the bug and said it will be fixed in a
forthcoming release), but we were able to
locate GET_LINE by scrolling through
the buffer. Once you've found the decla
ration, you mark its extent, save it to a
temporary file with Alt-FlO (which re
turns you to your original buffer), then
recall it with Alt-FlO. IntegrAda trans
forms the declaration into a call, names
the formal parameters, supplies TBD
continued

NOW YOU CAN DESIGN JUST
ABOUT ANTIHING••• INCLUDING
YOUR OWN CADD SYSTEM!

Anyone can produce a com
puter-aided drafting and design
package that sells for thousands
of dollars. But creating one
that's fast, powerful, and afford
able takes real ingenuity.
That's exactly what we've
done at Generic Software':' We
sell the most widely used CADD
program in the world for under
$500.

CAOD

3.0
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PC Magazine ranked it
"Editors Choice" in a face off
with 17 low-cost CADD pack
ages. "This product is an out
standing value from every point
of view and is highly recom
mended." "A paperback
version of AutoCAD ' : stated
PC Week.
And our CADD programs
are just part of what we offer.
You can start with Generic
CADD Level 1;" then advance
to other levels as your needs
a nd skills-expand.
And you can use our CADD
add-ons, Utilities, and symbols
libraries to design the CADD
system that fits your needs.
You only pay for the func
tionality you need, and the
functionality you get has depth.
Critic tested, market
approved . Generic Software
offers price, quality, and sup
port. Match our customer
support against anyone!
•Unconditional 60-day
guarantee on most products
• Unlimited free technical sup
port• Free monthly newspaper
• Regular updates at modest
prices. All adding up to prove
that the only thing generic
about us is the price.
Call us for a free CADDalog'"
or for the name of your local
dealer: 1-800-228-3601 .
©Generic Software Inc., Levell and Generic
CADD ore trademarks of Generic Software Inc.,
11911 North Creek Porkwoy South, Bothell, WA
98011. Macintosh is a trademark cl Apple Com
puter Inc .
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Listing 1: TEX12_/0.ADS, as supplied by AETECH.
with IO_EXCEPTIONS;
package TEXT2 IO is
type FILE_TYPE is limited private;
type FILE MODE is (IN FILE, OUT FILE);
type COUNT is range 0~.INTEGER'LAST;
type TYPE_SET is (LOWER_CASE, UPPER_CASE);
subtype POSITIVE COUNT is COUNT range 1 .. COUNT'LAST;
subtype FIELD is-NATURAL;
subtype NUMBER_BASE is INTEGER range 2 .. 16;
UNBOUNDED : constant count := O;

Listing 2: TEX12_!0.ADS input under the control ofthe Ada-oriented editor;
indentation is inconsistent.
with IO EXCEPTIONS;
package TEXT2 IO is
type FILE_TYPE is limited private;
type FILE MODE is (IN FILE, OUT FILE);
type COUNT is range O~.INTEGER'LAST;
type TYPE_SET is (LOWER_CASE, UPPER_CASE);
subtype POSITIVE COUNT is COUNT range l .. COUNT'LAST;
subtype FIELD is-NATURAL;
subtype NUMBER_BASE is INTEGER range 2 .. 16;
UNBOUNDED : constant count := O;

Listing 3: TEX12_!0.ADS built f ram templates. Note the automatic
instantiation of TEXT_/O for enumeration and integer types.
with IO_EXCEPTIONS;
package TEXT2 IO is
type FILE_TYPE is limited private;
type FILE MODE is (IN FILE,OUT FILE);
package FILE_MODE_IO is new

TEXT_IO.ENUMERATION_IO(FILE_MODE);
--use FILE_MODE_IO;
type COUNT is range l .. COUNT'LAST;
package COUNT_IO is new
TEXT_IO.INTEGER_IO(COUNT);
--use COUNT IO;
subtype POSITIVE COUNT is COUNT range 1 .. COUNT'LAST;
subtype FIELD is-NATURAL;
subtype NUMBER_BASE is INTEGER range 2 .• 16;
UNBOUNDED : constant COUNT := O;

Compiler, Binder, and Library

end TEXT2_IO;

Listing 4: Procedure calls captured from TEX12_/0; indentation is incorrect.
procedure
FOO is
begin
GET(FILE => TBD, -- in FILE TYPE
ITEM=> TBD);-- out CHARACTER
PUT(ITEM => TBD);-- in STRING
PUT(ITEM => TBD);-- in STRING
end FOO;

(for "to be defined") in place ofthe actu
al parameters, and positions you on the
first TBD. All you have to do is fill in the
actual parameters to complete the call.
The library browser works nicely, but
we had problems with the way IntegrAda
formatted the material we captured. List
ing 4 shows a sample procedure that con
tains two procedure calls imported from
TEXT2_IO. GET_ITEM indented prop
erly, but IntegrAda should have placed
both PUT_ITEM calls directly under
GET_ITEM and didn't get either one
right. In the first case, it followed the in
dentation of GET_ITEM' s second pa
rameter. In the second-after we added a
blank line to kill the association with the
previous indentation-we couldn't deter
mine what rule it was applying.
Finally, the editor supports a design
mode. It's much like the Ada-sensitive
mode, though with a few differences.
First, the editor reserves extra com
mented space in which you're expected
to write pseudocode. Second, the Ada
constructs that you create from templates
include null statements so that you can
compile and execute them. IntegrAda's
design mode supports the notion of Ada
as a design language as well as a pro
gramming language. The idea is that you
can quickly prototype a first refinement
of an Ada system that, although mostly
descriptive, has the structural properties
ofthe finished system.
Design mode has one annoying fea
ture. When you're typing a comment and
you reach column 79, the editor automat
ically inserts a linefeed and the charac
ters "-- : " to denote the beginning of a
new statement in design language. Un
fortunately, this happens even when you
are in the middle of a word.
The IntegrAda compiler is a validated
Ada compiler. That's no minor feat: It
means that the compiler successfully ran
the several thousand tests that constitute
the Ada Compiler Validation Capability
suite. Both the compiler vendor and a re
view team acting on behalf of the govern
ment run the ACVC tests; validation is
important because it ensures that a com
piler conforms to the standard definition
of Ada and thus enables military soft
ware contractors to use the compiler to
develop software under the aegis of the
Department of Defense.
IntegrAda has a separately validated
compiler. That is, AETECH licensed the
Janus Ada compiler from RR Software,
built an environment around it, then vali
dated the compiler within that environcontinued
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chine-it's an 8086 by default, but the
compiler can produce 80186-, 80286-, or
80386-specific code. The compiler can
generate emulator- or coprocessor-based
floating-point code; it's an either/or situ
ation, though, and you can't create a sin
gle executable program that will use the
coprocessor (if one is present) and emu
late otherwise.
A compilation can create three kinds
of object files. In general, package speci
fications produce two outputs: an .SYM
------------------------------~ (symbol) file that transmits information
about the package to other compilation
units and an .SRL (specification relo
catable) file that contains the specifica
tion ' s code . Package bodies-which
other compilation units don't refer to di
rectly-produce code only, in the form
of a .JRL file. The compiler derives the
root name for these files from the name
of the package or main subprogram
you're compiling.
DOS, ofcourse, limits the filename to
eight characters, but Ada imposes no
Bell 103/212A
such limitation on the names of Ada en
CCITT V21 V22 V23 V22bis
tities. The compiler tries to use the first
eight characters of an Ada name but in
1200, 2400, 1200175 bps
case of conflict will use the first five
Auto-Dial, Auto-Answer
characters,
a dollar sign, and two ar
Hayes™ Compatible
bitrary characters. To avoid conflicts, it
MNP™ Error Correction
would probably be best to limit the length
FCC & PTT Approval
of Ada names that will map to DOS
filenames.
The binder operates on a file that con
tains a parameterless main procedure. It
collects all objects named in that unit
and (transitively) all units on which the
main unit depends, then binds them into
an executable program. It doesn't use the
name of the main procedure's file as the
root of the .EXE name that it creates;
rather, it prompts for the name of the
main procedure. Again, Ada doesn't re
quire that you restrict that name to eight
characters, but in practice you probably
should .
The Integr Ada implementation of an
Ada program library is minimal; the na
ture of it isn't immediately obvious and
isn't spelled out in the manual. The li
brary is simply the collection of . SYM,
.SRL, and .JRL files in the directory C: \
IADA\COMPILER. The compiler and
binder can access the library because the
DATATRONICS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
tool that invokes IntegrAda sets a DOS
172 Nan-King E. Rd, Sec. 5, Taipei 10572 Taiwan
Phone: (02) 762-3202, 768-6262
Telex: 28440 DTXMODEM
path that includes that directory. That's
Fax: 886-2-764-061 4
slightly odd; normal DOS convention is
U.S.A. Authorized Distributor: Sunhill Inc.
to use the path to name directories that
Tel: (800) 544-1361
contain programs and to use other envi
ronment variables (e.g., lib) to name di
rectories that contain data. To create a
new library, you make a directory, add it
Hayes is trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Pr oducts. Inc. MNP is trademark of Microcom. Inc.
to the path, and copy compilation results

ment. Oddly, the Integr Ada manual
makes no mention of RR or its compiler;
the only reference to it appears in a copy
right notice at the beginning of all the
compiler's outputs. AETECH seems to
want to hide the identity of the resident
compiler. You'd think it would be proud
of the foundation of its product-particu
larly since the Janus Ada compiler, origi
nally criticized for implementing only a
subset of Ada, has matured and has re
cently received good reviews as a credi

ble, low-cost Ada compiler. At times
AETECH's contortions are almost comi
cal, as when the IntegrAda manual de
fines .JRL files (Janus relocatable) as
"IntegrAda compiler relocatable."
You can set compiler/binder switches
from within IntegrAda. One switch gov
erns the use of a virtual disk, in conjunc
tion with VDISK.SYS. Others govern op
timization, generation of debugging
code, and the elimination of unused sub
programs. You can set the target ma

Discovery
Modem
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Digitizers
18"x 24" thru 9'x9'x9'
All our digitizers come complete with RS
232 output format, power supply, two-way
communications, a stylus, optional one but
ton and four button cursors, a five function
menu, and are IBM-PC compatible. So no
matter what your size requirements are,
we've got you covered; (at low cost too!).

We'll cover your digitizer needs with twelve
different active areas to choose from. From
the GP-7 Gratbar Mark II, ("Flexible, Precise,
and Elegant ...", PC Magazine), all the way
through the 60" x 72" GP-8, and of course the
user adjustable active volume, (up to 9 ft.
cube), of the GP-8-3D. And you can digitize on
any work surface.

OEM versions available. Directly supported by
AutoCAD, ProDesign II, Generic CADD, CAD
VANCE, CADKEY, Easy Digit, etc. Also, com
patible with Lotus Measure.
For more information contact:
Skip Cleveland (203) 255-1526

We've got your size.
® SCIENCE

SAC
970 Kings Highway West, P.O. Box 550
Circle 242 on Reader Service Card

ACCESSORIES
CORPORATION

Southport, CT 06490

(203) 255-1526 •Telex 964300

FAX (203)254-7271
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to it. There's no mechanism for aggre
gating the contents of a library into a sin
gle object. You can, of course, use an
ARC utility to bundle library files for
transport, but IntegrAda itself requires
loose files.
The notion that such a collection of
files constitutes a program library takes
getting used to. When we first started
using the system, we recompiled the
package specification for TEXT_IO. We
copied the resulting files to C:\IADA\
COMPILER-replacing the originals
then started looking for the library tool.
Of course there wasn't one, and we'd just
succeeded in corrupting our program li
brary. Here's why. Ada enforces compi
lation dependencies. The package body
(TEXT _IO. ADB) depends on its specifi
cation (TEXT_IO.ADS). Since we'd up
dated the specification, and since the
body depends on it, we'd have needed to
recompile it too, but we couldn't, be
cause Integr Ada provides source code
only for the specifications of library
packages, not for their bodies. So we had
to retrieve the original TEXT_IO library
modules from the installation disk,
where, as it turns out, they 're stored in
ARC format. AETECH should at least
write-protect the library modules
which appear at first glance to be modi
fiable but in fact aren't-and, more im
portant, the company should document
its concept of a program library.
Integr Ada provides the source code for
specifications solely for use by the li
brary browser. It knows about the direc
tory structure in which the .ADS files
are stored and presents a nice menu-ori
ented interface to them in support of the
editor's template-capture facility. Unfor
tunate! y, that structure is hard-coded.
You can't modify the directory structure
that the browser accesses to include new
directories with specifications that you
write. It will, however, find specifi
cations in your current working direc
tory, and you can also import specifica
tions from a directory that you've named
explicitly.

Documentation and On-Line Help
The IntegrAda manual is poorly orga
nized, typographically shoddy, and full
of errors. Concepts critical to an under
standing of the product- such as Ada de
sign language, program libraries, and
template-oriented program editing-are
introduced in a roundabout manner or
completely ignored. There is no index.
Reference and tutorial sections appear in
apparently random order. Examples in
tutorial sections don't match what you
actually see on the screen. The term
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"Ada Workstation Environment" ap
pears several times, but the manual
never defines what that means. AE
TECH promises to upgrade the manual
in a forthcoming release, but it has a long
way to go to meet minimal expectations.
Particularly annoying is the manual's
failure to deal accurately with the under
lying technology licensed from RR Soft
ware. Near the end of the manual, a sec
tion explains how to use the compiler and
binder in a stand-alone manner, but the
documentation of the required switches
is incorrect; we had to call AETECH to

T he editor's
ability to import
templates is
its strongest asset.
find out how to run the compiler and
binder from the DOS command line.
And when we invoked a function suppos
edly bound to Control-FIO- which the
IntegrAda manual says will enable you to
edit a .BAT file that automates stand
alone compilation-nothing happened;
as it turns out, the file (COMP.BAT)
doesn't exist. The section on manual op
eration of the binder refers to a linker
manual (presumably RR Software' s)
which, again, AETECH has failed to
provide. In another section, there's a ref
erence to CORDER, a compilation-order
tool from RR, but AETECH didn't bun
dle that tool with Integr Ada.
The on-line help is considerably better
than the printed manual. You can find
out about all the program's functions by
poking around in the menu-driven help
facility. There's also a tutorial on Ada,
called the Ada Training Environment,
which presents a series of brief but infor
mative lessons on basic Ada program
ming concepts. You could easily over
look this tutorial, though; it's not
highlighted in the manual, and we just
stumbled upon it while poking around in
the product.

Ada for the Rest of Us?
Integr Ada aims to do for Ada what the
Borland language products have done for
Pascal, C, and Prolog-namely, provide
an effective integrated programming en
vironment. Integr Ada does implement an

integrated environment, but one that falls
far short of the standard Borland has set.
The editor is not reconfigurable, so
you're stuck with the default key bind
ings. In Ada-sensitive mode it's often un
clear what rules of indentation the editor
is applying. The editor's ability to im
port templates is its strongest asset, but
here too you tend to get strangely for
matted results. The editor/compiler in
terface is awkward; you shouldn'thaveto
ask to see the results of a compilation and
then have to confirm the name of the file
that's about to be presented to you. Some
things just don't work-you can't search
for text when browsing a specification,
for example, and the pretty-printer for
mats task bodies incorrectly.
Despite these flaws, however, the
product can be used to compile, bind,
and execute Ada programs in an environ
ment that shields the user from DOS.
The syntax checker speeds development
significantly. These qualities, in con
junction with a reasonable price and a
useful Ada tutorial, may qualify Inte
gr Ada for use in educational settings,
particularly when students are new to
both Ada and DOS (although AE
TECH's main competition in this market
is, ironically, RR Software).
Butthe product as it stands has serious
limitations. The absence of a compila
tion-order tool (which the manual frus
tratingly alludes to but AETECH didn't
license from RR) is one major drawback.
Unlike other languages, Ada requires
that you submit compilation units to the
compiler in an order that reflects their
interdependencies. When an Ada system
grows to any substantial size, it's hard to
keep track of those dependencies. That's
why "Stoneman" recommends (and
other Ada vendors, including RR, pro
vide) a configuration manager-some
thing like Unix make or the Borland
project feature, but more complex in
that it must both derive a legal compila
tion order for a group of units and then
execute a script that compiles them. The
minimalistic program library is another
big drawback; "Stoneman" calls for a
database more sophisticated than the
DOS file system. Because IntegrAda
doesn't provide these kinds of APSE
tools it's a poor choice forlarge Ada pro
gramming projects. •
Karl Nyberg is founder and president of
Grebyn Corp., an Ada and Unix consult
ing firm in Vienna, Virginia. You can
reach him on BIX c/o "editors."
Jon Udell is a technical editor for
BYTE. He can be contacted on BIX as
"judell."

One of the most important reasons
for buying our ne\VLaserJet IID printer
is on the other side of this page.
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One of the most important reasons
for buying our ne-wLaserJet IID printer
is on the other side of this page.
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both sides ofthe paper. But
that's just the icing on the cake.

The LaserJet IID printer is full
ofnew ideas formakingpaper
handling easier and more
efficient.
An envelope feeder accessory,
for one_ Instead ofhaving to feed
envelopes manually, our new
printer does it automatically.
You wanted more paper trays_
So the LaserJet IID printer
has two of them, each with a
200-sheet capacity. Give us more
fonts, you said. And LaserJet

Series II compatibility. Done!
So now you have a choice of
two HP LaserJet printers_ Both
with that superb quality for
text and graphics you've come
to expect from Hewlett-Packard
All good reasons to call 1-800
752-0900, Ext. 297A forthe
name of your nearest dealer.
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..:~ PACKARD

IC 1988 Hewlett-Packard Company PEl2807
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A handy tool for
exploring the Toolbox
and building
Macintosh applications
Namir Clement Shammas

M

icrosoft has united two pop
ular Macintosh language
products-its BASIC inter
preter (version 3.0) and its
BASIC compiler (1.0)-to form an inte
grated environment for programming the
Mac. The result: QuickBASIC for the
Macintosh ($99).
But don't confuse this BASIC with its
IBM PC cousin, QuickBASIC 4.0. The

two BASICs differ in fundamental ways.
Applications written in one dialect aren't
likely to port to the other without exten
sive recoding. And the Mac version of
QuickBASIC I tested here implements a
less sophisticated dialect of BASIC than
does the PC version.
However, once you've sorted out its
lineage, Macintosh QuickBASIC 1.0
emerges as a fast and flexible tool for
building real Macintosh applications. To
use it, you'll need at least a Mac Plus.
Microsoft provides two versions of the
program. One supports binary arith
metic, and the other supports slower but
more precise binary-coded decimal
(BCD) arithmetic.

Not Created Equal?
There are many implementations of
BASIC. To give you a feel for this one,
I'll enumerate some of its features; check
table 1 for a feature-by-feature compari
son of the Mac and PC QuickBASICs.
Macintosh QuickBASIC supports

strings, integers, long integers, and both
single- and double-precision reals. It
doesn't support constants, though you
can emulate a constant with a function
that simply returns the desired value.
You use DIM to dimension an array, or
you can use an array variable that you
haven't explicitly created by simply re
ferring to it-QuickBASIC automatically
allocates 10 elements per dimension.
The OPTION BASE (lowest array in
dex) is 0 by default; you can change it to
1. The predefined functions LBOUND
and UBOUND return the lower and
upper boundaries of a specified dimen
sion of an array.
Branching constructs are single-line
IF, multiline IF (with optional ELSEIF
clauses), and SELECT CASE. With
SELECT CASE, a CASE label can take
an individual constant (e.g., CASE 1), a
range of constants (e.g., CASE 1to4), or
a list of constants and ranges (e.g., CASE
1 to 4, 5, 7 to 9). The looping constructs
are FOR ... NEXT and WHILE ...
WEND.
There are three calling mechanisms:
functions, subroutines you can branch
to, and subroutines you can call. DEF
FN creates a one-line function. The GO
SUB ... RETURN pair implements the
classic BASIC subroutine-a branch to a
label (or line number).
SUB, END SUB, EXIT SUB, and
CALL implement a true structured sub
routine capability. SUB and END SUB
define the extent of a subprogram. EXIT
SUB effects a return. CALL invokes a
subprogram (actually, it's optional;
CALL SQUARE(X) and SQUARE X are
equivalent).
QuickBASIC passes arguments by ref
erence, so a called subprogram can alter
its arguments. You can get call-by-value
by wrapping parentheses around an argu
ment; that transforms the argument into
an expression and forces QuickBASIC to
send the subprogram a copy of it. To pro
tect a number from an errant SQUARE
continued
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Table 1: A comparison ofMacintosh QuickBASIC 1. 0 and IBM PC
QuickBASIC 4. 0. The IBM PC version ofQuickBASIC provides many
advanced features that you won't find in the Macintosh version.
Macintosh
QuickBASIC

IBMPC
QuickBASIC

Yes
No
No
Yes(compiler)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Decision making
Multiline IF
SELECT CASE
CASE with expressions

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Multiline DEF FN
FUNCTIONs
CALLable SUBs
LBOUND and UBOUND

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Language feature
Long integers
User-defined structures
Constants
Static/dynamic arrays
Loops
FOR ... NEXT
WHILE.. .WEND
DO... LOOP
DO WHILE... LOOP
DO ...UNTIL

function, you could write CALL
SQUARE((X)).
QuickBASIC supports sequential and
random-access file I/O. Filenames must
follow the Hierarchical File System
(HFS) naming convention. Predefined
I/O devices include SCRN:, KYBD:,
LPT I:, COM I:, and CLIP: (the Clip
board). The Clipboard is particularly in
teresting. Yoo can use it to write Quick
BASIC programs that export text or
graphics for use by other applications or
that import text or graphics for their own
use.
In QuickBASIC you gain access to ex
ternal libraries using the LIBRARY
statement. Yoo can use up to eight exter
nal libraries at once and CLOSE them
when they're no longer needed. The
manual does a good job of describing
how to create your own libraries in C or
assembly; the distribution package in
cludes sample library material written in
MPW C, Lightspeed C, MPW Pascal,
and assembly language. QuickBASIC
provides a collection of support routines
for developing external libraries; they fa
cilitate, among other things, the commu
nication of arguments between Quick
BASIC and your routines.
The QuickBASIC Environment
When you launch QuickBASIC from the
Macintosh desktop, you enter the inter
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preter. Its top-level menu contains, in ad
dition to the standard File and Edit selec
t ions, Search, Windows, and Run
selections. Two windows appear. The
active window is connected to Quick
BASIC's built-in editor; that's where you
write, edit, and debug your program.
The other window-at first inactive-is
the one that receives your program's
output.
Yoo can open a third window by way of
the Windows selection on the menu bar;
it contains a command line that you can
use to interactively execute single BASIC
statements.
The editor is syntax-oriented-which
here means that it maintains your current
level of indentation within blocks and
displays BASIC keywords in boldface.
When you're editing a program, the
Search menu supports a variety of navi
gational aids. You use Find and Find
Next to locate a text string. If you're po
sitioned on a call to a subroutine, you can
use Find Definition to locate that subrou
tine's definition, and Find Insertion
Point to jump back to your original posi
tion. Jump To takes you to a specified
line in your file. Finally, you can use Set
Bookmark to mark places in a file that
you can then jump to with Next
Bookmark.
QuickBASIC provides an interesting
form of on-line help. If you 're positioned

on a BASIC keyword (a language con
struct like WHILE, or a library routine
like CIRCLE), you can use another se
lection on the Search menu, Get Info, to
view a short description of the term. It's
particularly useful as a quick way to find
out the order and types of arguments to
library functions.
However, I'd like to see more informa
tion; function prototypes are helpful, but
examples would be a welcome addition.
Yoo can extend the help system with Set
Info, adding one-line descriptions of
your own BASIC subroutines. It's a nice
feature, though I'd like to be able to write
longer descriptions.
Once you've written your code, you
can invoke the QuickBASIC interpreter
from the Run menu. If there's an error,
the interpreter and editor conspire to lo
cate it, frame it, and position the text cur
sor at the right spot to fix it. Otherwise
the program simply runs-slowly, of
course, since QuickBASIC must inter
pret it-and its output appears in the out
put window.
The Run menu provides several de
bugging tools. Run Program does what
I've just described. Step frames and exe
cutes a single BASIC statement. If you
toggle Trace All on, the interpreter runs
your program in slow motion, framing
each statement it executes; you can stop
things with Command-Period and toggle
Trace All off again. Finally, you can set
breakpoints. You do this with Break
point On/Off on the Run menu; clicking
on it makes a Stop icon appear or disap
pear at the beginning of the current line.
Alternatively, you can drag a copy of the
Stop icon that lives at the bottom of the
edit window to the line at which you want
to break. When execution reaches the
breakpoint, the interpreter sounds an
alert and frames the breakpoint icon.
You can select Continue from the Run
menu to proceed to the next breakpoint.
QuickBASIC doesn't support watch
variables, but you can use the command
window to examine variables. Whenever
the program is quiescent-that is, you've
explicitly stopped it, it's between steps in
single-step mode, or it's halted because
of a breakpoint-you can open the com
mand window (or bring it to the fore
ground if it's open but not active) and use
BASIC's PRINT statement to print the
value of your variable. Since you're in
serting the PRINT statement into the
flow of your program, the output goes to
the same window that your program is
using and can cause a conflict.
But the command window is a power
ful tool. From it, you can execute any
continued
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...with nothing more to buy ever!

YES, please accept my member
ship in the BMG Compact Disc
Club and send me the four CDs I
have indicated. I understand that I
may listen to my four introductory
CDs first. Then, at the end of ten
days-return thern with no further
obligation-or keep them for just
shipping & handling under the
terms in the ad. I need buy just
one CD at regular club prices dur
ing the next year-after which I
will choose another CD as a
bonus. That's 6 CDs for the price
of one ... without obligation to buy
anything further! (Shipping & han
dling added to each shipment.)
Limited to new members, co nlinental USA only:
one membership per family . Wa reserve the right
to request additional information or reject any
application. Local taxes if any, will be added.

Rush Me These 4 CDs NOW (Indica te by number)

I

D

D

My Major Listeni'lg Interest Is (Check one only, but you may always mix.)

AD Easy Listening (Instrumental/Vocal Moods) B D Country
C D Hard Rock
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INTHE
UNITED STATES
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FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 5071
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BMG COMPACT DISC CLUB
P.O. Box 91412
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9976
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nothing more to buy ever!
And... take advantage of our
1NSTANT HALF-PRICE Bonus Plan!
SAVE
200583. John Lennon:
Imagine/Soundtrack.
Jealous Guy, Mother,
more. (Capitol)
174328. George Har
rison-Cloud Nine. Got
My Mind Set On You,
more. (Dark Horse)
134347. Huey Lewis:
Small World. Latest
good time rockers in
clude Perlect World.
more. (Chrysalis)
115356. Vivaldi, The 4
Seasons-Trevor Pin
nock. (Archiv DIGITAL)
180187. Bruce Hornsby
& The Range: Scenes
From The Southside. The
Valley Road, more. (RCA)
100008. Randy Travis:
Old 8x10.Honky Tonk
Moon, Deeper Than The
Holler, more. (Warner·
Bros.)
125179. Tchaikovsky,
1812 Overture; Nut

cracker Suite; more
Solti. (London DIGITAL)
163629. Whitesnake.
Still Of The Night, Give
Me All Your Love, more.
(Gelfen)

Phil Collins
13lJSil:H

Original Soundtrack

100517

200596. U2: Rattle &
Hum. Live set includes
I Still Haven't Found
What I'm Looking For,
Desire, more. (Island)
182522. Dirty Dancing/
Original Soundtrack.
(I've Had) The Time Of
My Lile, more. (RCA)
200478. Metallica: And
Justice For All. One,
Blackened, title song,
more. (Elektra)
100603. Kenny G:
Silhouette. We've Saved
The Best For Last, more.
(Arista)
154404. Chicago 19.
Don't Wanna Live With
out Your Love, Heart In
Pieces, etc. (Reprise)
115457. ltzhak Perlman:
French Violin Show
pieces: Carmen-Fan
tasy:; Havanaise, more.
(OG DIGITAL)
144578. The Judds:
Greatest Hits. Give
A Little Love, Mama
He's Crazy, etc. RCA
223559. Beach Boys:
Endless Summer.
20 Greatest Hits.
115306. Handel, Water

Music-Trevor Pinnock.
(Archiv DIGITAL)
100601. Squeeze:
Classics. Take Me I'm
Yours, Striking Matches,
Tough Love, more. (A&M)
104898. Cream: Disraeli
Gears. Sunshine 01 Your
Love, more. (Polydor)

173233. James Galway:
Greatest Hits. (RCA)
154633. Steve Win
wood: Roll With It.
Don't You Know What
The Night Can Do?,
Holding On, etc. (Virgin)
100470. Vangelis:
Direct. (Arista)
153582. Tracy Chapman:
Fast Car, Talkin' Bout
A Revolution, Baby Can I
Hold You, etc. (Elektra)

115436
152854. Whitney
Houston: Whitney.
Didn't We Almost Have It
All, etc. (Arista)
150913. Van Halen:
OU812. (Warner Bros.)
134073. Richard Marx
-Hold On To The
Nights. Endless Summer
Nights, Should've Known
Better, etc. (EMI)
163579. Segovia Plays
Ponce, Rodrigo &
Torroba (MCA)
100579. K.T. Oslin: This
Woman. Money, title
song, Hey Bobby, etc.
(RCA)

START NOW WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS!
Yes, pick any 4 compact discs shown here! You need buy ju stone
selection at regular Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98) ... and take
up tJ one full year to do it. Then you can choose another CD free as a
bonus. Thats 6 compact discs for the price of 1 and there's nothing
more to buy... ever! (Shipping & handling added to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

100035. Robert Palmer:
Heavy Nova. Simply
Irresistible, etc.
(EMl -Manhattan)
120768. 20 Greatest
Love Songs Of The 50s
& 60s. (Laurie)
123721. JimmX Page:
Outrider. (Ge fen)
134321. Led Zeppelin.
Houses Of The HolyThe Song Remains The
Same, more. (Atlantic)
105392. Pops In Space
- Boston Pops/Williams:
Star Wars, Superman,
more. (Philips DIGITAL)
173406. Jazz CD Sampier. 15 perlormances
from Louis Armstrong,
others! (PolyGram)
123790. James Taylor's
Greatest Hits. Fire And
Rain, Sweet Baby James,
more. (Warner Bros.)
154537. Carly Simon:
Greatest Hits Live
Anticipation, You're So
Vain. more. (Arista)
115541. Bach, Brandenburg Concertos 1-3
Pinnock. (Archiv
DIGITAL)

172190. Elvis Presley:
18 No. 1 Hits (RCA)

134267. Mozart, Overlures. Marriner. (Angel
DIGITAL)

100591. Steve Miller:
Born To Be Blue. Ya, Ya,
more. (Capitol)
273965. Sting: Nothing
Like The Sun. We'll Be
Together, more. (A&M)
134647. J. R. Baker:
Rhapsody In Electric
Blue. Gershwin on
synthesizer! (Newport
Classic DIGITAL)
244006. Simon & Garfunkel: The Concert In
Central Park. [1 disc]
(Warner Bros.)
124705. Jethro Tull :
Aqualung. (Chrysalis)
134408. David Sanborn:
Close-Up. Slam, You Are
Everything, Way, etc.
(Warner Bros.)
153606. INXS: Kick.
Need You Tonight, New
Sensation, etc. DIGITAL
(Atlantic)

164165. Bobby McFerrin: Simple Pleasures.
Don't Worry Be Happy,
All I Want, etc . (EMI)

FREE 10-DAY TRIAL
Listen toyour 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not
satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You send no money
now, so complete the coupon and mail it today.

~oo~[Q3

CD688
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130230. Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young: So Far
(Greatest Hits). Suite:
Judy Blue Eyes, more.
(Atlantic)

125264. Horowitz.in
Moscow-Scarlatti,
Mozart, Rachmaninov,
others. (DG DIGITAL)

124546. The Moody
Blues: Sur La Mer. I
Know You're Out There
Somewhere, No Lies,
etc. (Threshold)

144313. Classlc Rock:
Vol.1. Elton John:
Bennie & The Jets,
more. (MCA)

143293. Glenn Miller
Orchestra: In The
Digital Mood. (GAP)

170348. Guns 'N'
Roses: Appetite For
Destruction. Welcome
To The Jun&le, It's So
Easy, etc. ( effen)

114780. Cinderella:
Long Cold Winter. Gyp·
sy Road, Don't Know
What You Got (Till It's
Gone), etc. (Mercury)

163322. Elton John:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1.
Your Song, Daniel,
others. (MCA)

154358. Slatkin Conducts Pictures At An

Exhibition, more
(RCA DIGITAL)

160027. Alabama:
"Live". Love In The First
Degree, There·s No Way,
Dixieland Delight, etc.
(RCA)

144659. The Best Of
The Spencer Davis
Group. Steve Winwood &
Co. on Gimme Some
Lovin, etc. (EMI)
100352. Diane Schuur:
Talk in' 'Bout You. Title
song, Funny (But I Still
Love You;, etc. (GAP)
104857. Benny Goodman: Sing, Sing, Sing.
Title song, more. (RCA)

153621. Beethoven,
Symphony No. 7;
more. Royal Phil.
Previn. (RCA DIGITAL)
100516
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Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412/lndianapolis, IN 46219
YES, please accept my membership -in the BMG Compact Disc
Club and send me the four Compact Discs I've indicated here, billing me for just shipping and handling under the terms ofthis ad. I need buy just 1 CD at regular Club prices
during the nextyear-afterwhich I can choose a FREE bonus CD! That's 6 for the price
of 1...with noll1ing more to buy ever! (Shipping & handling is added to each shipment.)

CDs

You select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in the
Club's magazine and mailed to you approximately every 3 weeks (19
times a year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your
preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd like the
Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If
you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just return the card
enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the date specified on
the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may return
your Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your membership at
any time after completing your membership agreement, simply by
writing to us.

BMG Compact Disc Club
6550 E. 30th St, Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194.

5O

Unlike other clubs, you get 50%-off
O/. Bonus Savings with every CD you buy
/0 at regular Club prices. effective with
your first full-price purchase!

1
I.·

Zi

I YATAE I @

I
I

Limited to new members. continental USA only. Current CD Club members not eligible for this offer. One
membership per family. We reserve the right to request additional information or reject any application. Loca~I
ta xes, if any, will be added.

-------------78-6555
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Macintosh QulckBASIC 1.0
Type
BASIC interpreter and compiler
Company
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
Box 97017
Redmond, WA98073
(206) 882-8089
Format
Two BOOK-byte 3V2-inch floppy disks
Language
Assembly
Hardware Needed
Mac Plus, SE, II, or llx with one BOOK
byte disk drive; hard disk drive
recommended
·
Software Needed
System 4 .1 or higher; Finder 5.5 or
higher
Documentation
570-page manual
Price
$99
Inquiry 1200.

BASIC statement-not just PRINT. You
can therefore open another window-one
that doesn' t occlude the output win
dow-and print your output there.
QuickBASIC doesn't update the out
put window the way typical Mac applica
tions should. For example, while run
ning a window-drag demo, I reduced the
size of the output window to a minimum
and then expanded it. I ended up with a
blank window, even though the program
was still running. Actions that bring up a
dialog box on top of the output window
have the same effect.

Compiler versus Interpreter
Compiling a QuickBASIC program is an
easy one-step process. The Run selection
in the main menu offers three compiler
selections. The first, Options, lets you
set compilation switches and run-time
options. Among the compile options are
those that include the run-time code (and
create stand-alone applications), make
all arrays static, generate 68020 code,
generate calls to the 68881 coprocessor
library, create a program list file, create
an error list file, and produce a symbol
table.
Run-time options enable you to use the
226
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default window and menu, process run
time events, ignore breaks, use long ad
dressing, and disable the File Not Found
dialog box. The compiled program ap
pears as a launchable Macintosh ap
plication.
The QuickBASIC compiler supports a
number of directives (called metacom
mands) that enable you to fine-tune the
way the compiler works. You embed
these in the source code.
The CHECK metacommand enables
or disables the checking of array indexes,
file numbers, arguments to the functions
ASC() and CHR$(), arguments to cer
tain Macintosh Toolbox functions, and
the arguments to the LBOUND() and
UBOUND() functions. IGNORE sup
ports conditional compilation of certain
code portions.
INCLUDE permits you to include ad
ditional source code from other files.
QuickBASIC doesn't support nested
INCLUDEs.
The LONG metacommand instructs
the compiler to generate long (32-bit) ad
dresses; you won't need to do that unless
your program gets very large. PAGE in
serts a page break.into the listing file.
Because QuickBASIC's compiler and
interpreter originated as separate prod
ucts, there are some significant differ
ences between the two. For example, the
interpreter doesn't support static arrays,
though the compiler does. The interpret
. er permits subroutines anywhere in the
program's text, but the compiler requires
that all subroutines appear either before
or after the main program. The compiler
supports recursion, but the interpreter
doesn't.
The differences aren't crippling, but
they do weaken the appeal of QuickBA
SIC as a fully integrated development
system that lets you prototype in an inter
pretive mode and then seamlessly switch
to compiled mode.

Accessing the Macintosh Toolbox
QuickBASIC supports Macintosh-style
programming in two ways. A number of
the Toolbox routines are implemented as
QuickBASIC functions and commands.
Those that aren't are accessible by way of
the TOOLBOX statement-a direct gate
way from QuickBASIC to the Macintosh
ROM routines.
All the essential event-handling rou
tines are directly accessible as Quick
BASIC functions and statements. These
include BUTTON, MENU, MOUSE,
DIALOG, and WINDOW . For example,
the BUTTON function returns the state
of a specified button; the BUTTON state
ment can display a button at a specific lo

cation and with a particular message.
Buttons, like files, have numbers that act
as handles. The BUTTON CLOSE state
ment enables you to close all the buttons
or a specific one. You monitor the user's
interaction with buttons with the DIA
LOG function. Menu interaction works
in a similar way. The MENU function
returns information about a menu; the
MENU statement performs menu-re
lated actions.
The manual outlines two techniques
for building a Macintosh-style interface.
The first relies on event trapping. For ex
ample, you can enable the trapping of
menu events with the MENU ON state
ment. That works in conjunction with the
ON MENU GOSUB construct, which
you use to build a menu-event handler
that evaluates the event and dispatches to
an appropriate subroutine.
The second method relies on polling
that is, insteadofrelying en the system to
trap events, you poll for them yourself.
Multiple concurrent event traps can
cause subtle bugs; in these situations,
polling may be preferable.
The event-oriented QuickBASIC con
structs work well, but to use them you
have to learn a set of nonmnemonic
codes. For example, the MOUSE func
tion takes a single integer argument spec
ifying the kind of mouse-related infor
mation you need. MOUSE(O) returns a
status indicator (itself an integer that you
need to decode), MOUSE(l) returns the
current x coordinate, and so on.
The same situation applies to the BUT
TON, MENU, DIALOG, and WIN
DOW constructs. I'd much prefer to see
descriptive names (for example, mouse
Down) rather than the integer codes that
QuickBASIC uses.
One of QuickBASIC' s nicest features
is the TOOLBOX statement. It takes the
trap number of a Toolbox routine, its
calling convention (register- or stack
based), and the routine's arguments, and
executes the routine. This works espe
cially well in the command window: You
can interactively experiment with the
Toolbox and very quickly get a feel for its
capabilities.

How Quick Is QuickBASIC?
I ran a series of benchmark tests on my
Mac Plus; the machine has 1 megabyte of
memory, a 20-megabyte hard disk, and
internal and external 3 'h-inch floppy
disk drives. QuickBASIC ran from the
hard disk. I disabled all forms of check
ing and made all arrays static.
Table 2 shows the benchmark results
for the binary and decimal interpreters.
continued
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e easy
ways to boost
your BASIC
RwBA&••

Professional Basic
Programming Library

On-Line Help
For PROBAS

Announcing PaoBAs Version 3.0, now with
over 335 assembly routines to really kick
QuickBASIC and BASCOM into high gear.
BYTE magazine calls PaoBAs a "Super
charger for QuickBASIC". Thousands of
programmers rely on PaoBAs to make their
life easier and to enhance their programs
with features like:

PROREF provides pop-up help for the
routines in PaoBAs and is an extension of
the QuickBASIC programming environment.
Find help on any routine with a few key
strokes or mouse clicks. Pop-up an ASCII
chart, calculator, scan code module, box
diagram, your own help information or
almost any DOS program via a hot-key.
Just $50.00!

•
•
•
•
•
•

An 800-page 3-part manual
Full-featured windowing
Screen snapshots (Text & Graphics)
String, array, and pointer sorts
Lightning-fast file 1/0
Full mouse support

Create dazzling screens in text mode, CGA,
EGA, VGA or Hercules graphic modes. Save
and restore screen snapshots to arrays,
EMS memory or files. Full featured window
ing to meet the most demanding jobs. The
PaoBAs system of virtual screens allows
you to draw full or partial screens to
memory, and then snap them on in an
eyeblink. You can even create vitural
screens far larger than the display screen.
Sick of running out of string space? Store
hundreds of K in numeric arrays or mega·
bytes in extended or expanded memory.
Tired of using a kludgy SHELL to DIR to
read a directory or archive files? Scan sub
directories or .ARC files using wild-cards
and store thousands of file names, dates,
and times. Wish you could drag a window
containing text or a menu around the
screen with a mouse? It's easy!
PaoBAs gives you a complete set of
blazingly-fast file routines. Read or write
huge chunks of dataat a clip, with file lock·
ing and error handling so that you can even
use them in subprograms. You'll never want
to use BASIC's file 1/0 again! Sort data with
lightning fast array and pointer sorts.
Search files or arrays at assembly speeds.
PaoBAs also has over 200 other essential
services including handy string, date, time,
directory and array manipulation, string,
screen and data compression, full mouse
support, valuable equipment and input
routines and faster replacements for most
BASIC commands.
Whether you are a professional or a novice,
PROBAs will boost your BASIC in ways you
never dreamt possible. PaoBAs allows pro
fessionals to save time and work and lets
novices write professional-quality programs
quickly and easily. After all, how much is
a few hundred hours of your time really
worth?
For all versions of QuickBASIC and
BASCOM including BASCOM 6.0 for OS/2.
Just $135.001

PaoScREENrM
Professional Screen
Management System

PROSCREEN is a full-featured screen gener
ator/editor that will save you more design
and coding time than you ever thought
possible. PROSCREEN treats screens like a
word processor treats text to provide com
plete control over characters, colors, and
placement. Design input screens with up to
130 fields and 19 pre-defined and 2 user
defined masks. Use PaoBAs or the includ
ed BASIC/Assembler subroutines to access
the screens. No kludgy code generators
here! Comes with subroutine source, exten
sive on-line help, and a 285 page manual.

J..1sgaoo1



PRO~THTM
PaoMATH is a collection of over 150 high
level routines that provide mathematical
functions and operations for programmers
who often work in mathematics, science,
or engineering. Complex variables, real and
complex matrices, real and complex trigo
nometric and hyperbolic functions and their
inverses, solution of linear equations, in
tegration, differential equations, Fast
Fourier transforms and many other useful
routines are provided.
For years Fortran has been the language of
choice for scientific and engineering ap
plications, but it lacks many of the useful
features of QuickBASIC. PaoMATH con
tains most of the Fortran mathematical and
numeric functions and allows you to easily
translate Fortran code to BASIC or write
new programs in BASIC while retaining For
tran's numerical prowess.
The PaoMATH manual is over 200 pages
and provides a complete description of
each routine, including any algorithm and
the mathematical formula the routine uses,
shown in standard notation. For Quicl>
BASIC 4 and BASCOM 6 only. Just $99.00!
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The TooLKlT is a collection of assembly
and BASIC modules that use the PaoBAs
library to save you even more hours of grunt
work. Why spend hundreds of hours re
inventing the wheel when you can just plug
in TooLKIT modules like:
• Menu Generators
• Fast B-tree indexing
• Mini-editor with word-wrap
• Patch .EXE files
• Protected stora'1e areas
• Julian date routines
The TooLKIT also includes clock, calendar,
windowing, BCD math routines and much
more, complete with BASIC source code
and a comprehensive manual. The PaoBAs
TooLKIT adds capabilities and helps con
serve your most valuable asset of all-time!
Requires PaoBAs . Just $99.00!

PROBASrM
TELECOMM TOOLKIT
The PaoBAs TELECOMM TooLKIT is a col
lection of high-level communications
modulesthatyou plug intoyourcodeto pro
vide popular file transfer protocols, terminal
emulations, login scripts and baud rates up
to 115,200 baud. You get:
• Xmodem/Modem7/Xmodem-1 k
• Ymodem (single and batch)
• CRC-16 and Checksum
e VT52, VT100, ANSI BBS etc.
• Auto Dialer & data base
• Documented BASIC source
Why use clumsy SHELLs to complex
terminal programs when you can plug
just the communications routines you
need into your code? Implement just
the features and commands you want.
Requires PaoBAs. Just $75.00!
Our thirty day, money-back guarantee assures
you the highest quality and our technical sup
port staff is always ready to help. Try our BBS
at (301) 953-7738 or give us a call at:

8008 SANDY SPRING ROAD • LAUREl;,_MD 20707
INTERNATIONAL CALLS: (301) 9::>.:J-21 91

(800) 3i}:Z:i§~

Add $5.00 per Item ($8.00 Canada) for shipping per order.
Europe: $39.00 for 1st item plus $5.00 for each additional
item. Visa, MIC, C.0.D. (US Only) checks an ~
POs accepted. Trademarks PaoBM , PBolb:r,
PBoMATH: Hammerly Computer Services, Inc. Quick·
BASIC, BASCOM: Microsoft Corp.
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QUICKBASIC COMES TO THE MAC

The table contains only the run times and
the ratios between the binary and deci
mal versions.
The results show-as you'd expect
that the decimal version runs slower than
the binary version on tests that involve
floating-point calculations. The ratio of
the two varies from 1.39 to 3.05 with no
math function calls, and from 3.50 to
14.67 with math function calls. So if you
need to use the decimal version and the
math functions, you '11 probably want a

coprocessor. On the other benchmarks,
the binary and decimal versions peg
about equal.
The results for the binary and decimal
compilers appear in table 3. The com
pilers produce files of equal sizes
(rounded to the nearest kilobyte) and
take about the same time to compile. As
with the interpreters, the math tests are
about four times slower when done deci
mally; other tests come out roughly
equal.

Table 2: Benchmark results for the QuickBASIC binary and decimal
interpreters. Math and floating-point operations are slower in the decimal
version; other operations are about the same.

Test

Binary version
runtime
(seconds)

Iterations

Float
Inv. matrix
Math
SOR

3
11
7

EXP

13
61

Sieve

151
40

Sort
1000

3.05
1.39

44

14.67

49

4.45
4.57
4.50

36
21
16

6
15

Read

53

32

8

ATN
SIN
Write

String

64

21
38

LOG

Decimal version
runtime
Decimal/binary
(seconds)
ratio

3.50

QuickBASIC 1.0 for the Macintosh
unites the Microsoft BASIC interpreter
and compiler into a single integrated en
vironment. It's a first release, and there
are some problems that I'd like to see
Microsoft fix-notably, the differences
between the interpreter and the compiler,
the sparse information in the on-line
help, the non-mnemonic event codes,
and the failure to update the output
window.
More generally, I'd like to see Mac
intosh QuickBASIC support the more
advanced language constructs that
QuickBASIC 4.0 for the PC provides
constants, user-defined structure types,
the DO ... LOOP construct, multiline
functions, and modules.
The QuickBASIC environment will be
especially useful to beginning Macin
tosh programmers. The many program
examples included with the distribution
disks are very good; you can use them to
learn a lot about BASIC and about how to
build Macintosh applications. Quick
BASIC's ability to use external libraries
developed in other languages makes it
suitable for rapid prototyping. I recom
mend the product and look forward to fu
ture improvements. •

1.07

14

1.08

60
141

0.98

Editor's note: Benchmark listings are
available in a variety of formats. See
page 3 for details.

0.93
1.00

40

Namir Clemment Shammas is a freelance
writer living in Glen Allen, Virginia. He
can be reached on BIX as "nshammas. "

Table 3: Benchmark results for the QuickBAS/C binary and decimal compilers. Raw times are much faster than with the
interpreters. The decimal/binary ratio is comparable.
Binary
Source
file
(K bytes)

Complied
file
(K bytes)

Compile
time
(seconds)

Float

2

4

2
3

46
47
49

13

Inv. matrix
Math (10 iterations)
SOR

11
14

5

Test

Run
time
(seconds)

LOG

36
65

EXP

55

ATN
SIN
Write
Read
Sieve (10 iterations)
Sort (10 iterations)
String (1000 iterations)
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Decimal
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2
2
2
3
2

46
46
46
47
46

12
11
14
13
12

65
42
15
18
8
19
16

Complied
file
(K bytes)

Compile
time
(seconds)

46
47
49

13
14

46
46
46
47
46

12

11
13
12
12
13

Run
time
(seconds)

Decimal/
binary
ratio

32
18

8.00
3.60

178

4.94

330

5.08
4.18

230
250
210
16
19
8
18
16

3.85
5.00
1.07
1.06
1.00
0.95
1.00

We'll take yom stats
and make you the
most valuable player
in ~ur league.
*
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Data analysis software
from SPSS®gives your PC
a winning advantage.
It doesn't matter which field you play hardball
in.The right combination of equipment and
ability can make you ahero.
You get that ability with SPSS/PC+~
the best-selling data analysis software from
SPSS. It's designed for the IBM PC/XT,"'
PC/Ar,' PS/2"' and compatibles. And with it,
you'll turn raw data into real facts, for sound
business decisions.
SPSS/PC+ features abase package of
numerous statistical procedures.Plus some

powerful options for data entry, advanced
statistics, forecasting, graphics, mapping
and much more. So you can scrutinize and
manipulate your data in countless ways.
SPSS/PC+ also provides a seamless
interface with other popular PC software
such as dBase"' and 1-2-3~ to rjve you
complete command of your data. For market
research, sales analysis, quality control
and much more.
Yet, SPSS/PC+ is designed for ease-of
use. It features a menuing and help system,
as well as an on-line statistical glossary that
helps you interpret results as you go.
And you'll always have training, support,

and ongoing upgrades from SPSS. The
team that's supplied statistical software to
over 1million users since 1968.
For more details on how SPSS/PC+
can help you get the most out of your micro,
give us a call at

1-312-329-3315.
We'll show you how to really stand out
in your field.

SPSS inc.
Best in the final analysis.
444 North Michigan A-.enue ·Chicago, Illinois 60611

SPSS is a registered trademark of SPSS Inc.SPSS/PC+ is a trademark of SPSS Inc. IBM PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. dBase is a trademark
of Ashton-Tate. 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Dev elopment Corporation.
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FIVESTAR'S fleet or powerrul business com
puters have really taken orr in the last three years.
That's because they're built ror corporations that want
Lo get where they're going in a hurry.
We builcl a full line or high-powerecl per
rormers that not only provicle total PC compatibility
ancl aclvancecl business capabilities. but also of'l'er
American-mack ingenuity, quality ancl value.
In fact. when you really compare, you 'll
fine! that FIVESTAR Computers leave the competition
rar behincl.

l•'IVESTAR 286's.
'l'he performance to Dy through
heavy workloads.
FI VESTA~ 286's pr:JVicle the feaLures ancl
performance aggressive companies neecl Lo reach
higher corporate goals. In ract, they're clesignecl to run
ruture as wel I as current operating systems.
The 286/ IO is powerecl by an Intel 80286
microprocessor that operates at a fast 10 MHz. with
zero wait states. With 640KB memory ancl l.2MB
floppy clisk clrive, you'll soar through toclay's populm
business applications. Serial, parallel ancl game ports.
ancl an enliancecl I 0 I-key keyboarcl, provicle i11-rlight
convenience.
230
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The 286/14 is also powerecl by an Intel
80286 CPU. but operates at 14 MHz (with zero wait
states) ror even raster performance. It, too. comes
equippecl with 1024KB memory, l.2MB f'loppy clisk
clrive, serial/parallel/game ports ancl a IO I-key key
boarcl. No cloubt about it - it's a hot machine ancl a
clream to f'ly!

FIVESTAR 386's.
Don't forget. to fasten your seat belt.
The increclible speecl ancl pow r or
FIVESTAR 386's have macle them a leacling choice or
corporations across America ror multitasking ancl
sophislicatecl applications, inclucling CAD. In ract,
there's so much performance ancl value built into our
386's, it can LClke your breath away.
The :rn6/16 is fast. Very fast. That's
because it f eatu res an Intel 80386 CPU operating at
I 6 MHz. with zcm wait slates.
Ancl its I024KB memory
Prices:
ancl 1.2MB floppy clisk clrive
The 286/10 
will keep you airborne ror long
from $1099.
clistances. Serial/parallel/
The 286/14 
game ports ancl a smooth
from $1499.
performing IO I-key keyboarcl
are stanclarcl equipment.
1301009

The 386/20. It's macle for those who want
to fly lo the outer limits. With an Intel 8m86 micro
processor operating at 20 MHz (with zero wait states)
it'll move tllrougll tile most comple.\ applications
with astouncling ease. Ancl you won't have to worry
about running low on memory eitllel'. IL not only
features 1024KB of IV\M ancl a l.2MB floppy clisk
clrive. it also llas a 64KB cache memory. Naturally.
il comes equippecl with serial/parallel/game ports
ancl a I 0 I -key keyboarel. too.
Customize your FIVESTAR
to meet your own specifications.
All FIVESTA~ 286 ancl 386 Computers are
available with harcl clrives, from 20 Lo 320 MB. as well
as a choice of monochrnme. EG!\. VG/\ or super-high
resolution paper-white monitors. Whatever the
requirement. FIVESTA~ can mcrL it.

Prices:
The 386/16 
from $1999.
The 386/20
from $2999.

Unmatched reliability.
Unbeatable ground
supporL
Because every
FIVESTI\~ Computer is testecl
ancl certifiecl Lo meet the
highest stanclarcls of quality,
you can cou nLon years or

.\11 !H'in ·s ;11111 spt'<'ifiralion:-\ arc suilj('('! to c1J;111g1· \\ itl u111t 1u 1! i('f'.

reliable performance.
Once you've purchasecl your FIVESTA~
computer~ you'll get all the support you'll neecl. Just
call our highly-trainecl service clepartment toll-free.
Most clifficullies can be resolvecl within minutes.
For companies with critical applications. a
comprehensive on-site service contract is available for
just $99. In most cases. service calls are macle within
24 hours.
Order by phone today.
And move your company to higher
levels of performance.
'lb orcle1· a FIVEST1W 286 or 386 Computer:
or for more information about our full line of high
powerecl computers. call us 'IDI ,L F~EE. We' ll have your
l10L new corporate jel parkecl in ~1 our hanger in no Lime!

1-800-752-5555

FIVESTAR
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COMPUTERS

.America's l10Uest 11ew c017Jorat.e jets.

FLEXSCAN'" 9070$, PC Hi-Res
That Looks Like a Million.
The FLEXSCAN 9070 Multiple Scan
monitor is of course compatible with
other multi-scans, but includes
improvements that will give you the
professional edge which is the mark
of a good investment.
You can extend your multi-scan range
from 20kHz to 50kHz in practical terms.
This means that, at the 48-50 kHz
range, you can make use of PC
CAD/GAE capabilities at a resolution
of up to 1024 dots x 768 lines.
The FLEXSCAN 9070 takes advantage
of non-interlace high resolution signal
as high as 1024 X 768 to provide you
with a flicker free display at much
brightness. You can also use the
9070 with IBM PS/2 or VGA
compatible boards at a high resolution
mode like 800 x 600 and 1024 x 768
(non-interlace).
The FLEXSCAN 9070 provides a
1024 dots x 768 lines Graphics (Non-interlace)
16-inch screen, large enough for
AutoCAD
CAD/GAE and 3-D projections, yet
small enough to fit comfortably into
your home work space.
Also, for your convenience, all
controls and switches, including the
I MODEL~9070S
alternate video input, are located
within easy reach on the front panel.
elBM VGA(PS/2), 8514/A, PGC, EGA
The FLEXSCAN 9070 is compatible
compatible and CAD/CAE use.
with a wide range of IBM, Apple, and
•Apple Mac. II and SuperMac Spectrum
compatible
other products, allow you to use
•Max. 1280 dots x BOO lines high resolution
all of today's popular programs---at
e1024 dots x 768 lines display on
a resolution that looks like a millior:i.

FLEXSCAN..

Non-Interlace signal delivers flicker-free
high-res graphics
e2okHz to 50kHz horizontal scan automatic
adjustment. 50Hz to BOHz vertical scan
automatic adjustment
e16 inch, 0.31mm dot pitch and newly
developed XF (Extended Field) Gun to
obtain both brightness and sharp locus.
•Front mounted controls including the input
sign~I select switch between 2 video input.
•Selecting white or Amber displays colored
application in shades of gray or amber
•Tilt- Swivel stand standard

NANAO~
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

NANAO USA CORPORATION
23510 TELO AVE. ,SUITE 5 TORRANCE, CA 90505
PHONE (213) 325-5202 FAX (213) 530-1679
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APPLE. Macintosh II are regislared 1radema1ks otApple Computers Inc . ARTIST. ARTIST I Plus. ARTIST 10. ARTIST 10116 a1e t1adema1ks ol COtltrol Systems IM;. IBM. IBM
PC. XT. AT and PS/2 8l'e registered lradernarks ot International Business Machines Coroornhon. SuoerMac is a t1ademark or SucierMac Ta.::hn.ology. SuoerEGA H•Aes.
Supe1VGA and SuoerVGA HiRes are trademarks of Genoa System Coroo•alion. Orchid Designer VGA. 01chid Oes;gne< VGA-2. TUIOOEGA and TUlboVGA a1e tlademarks..ol
0.-chid Techoology. Paradise VGA Pro fessional Ca1d. Patadise VGA Plus Card and Autoswilch EGA are !radema oks of Paracllse Systems. Inc. Paradise Syslems is a
registered trademark of Paradise Systems. Inc. VEGA Oelule and VEGA VGA are trademarks ol Video-seven Inc. Metneus is a 1egistered trademark ol Matheus Corporation
lmagraph is a tradem3fk of lmagraph CO!pC'falion. AutoCAO is a regis tered trademark ol Autodesk Inc_GEM •Sa 1eglste1ed t•ademark ol Digital Research Inc. Lotus and
1-2-3 are regi ste• ed trademarks ot Lotus Development Co1poralion. SigmaVGA and SigmaEGA a1e trndema1ks of Sigma designs. Inc. FLEXSCAN is a trademark ol NANAO
CORPORATION. NANAO is a regis 1e1ed trademark ol NANAO CORPORATION.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Opus I
icons to stored information. Opus I is an
alloy of graphics and database features
that bears a certain similarity to Hyper
Card. The brass tacks of information are
still stored in records and fields, but that
same information is linked to, and avail
able from, a graphical display.

A duet for graphics
and data
Phillip Robinson

I

n the database world, dBASE and its
typed text commands still rule. But
more databases on the Mac and PC
are offering to store graphics infor
mation along with more conventional
dates, dollars, and text strings.
Opus I is a graphics-oriented database
management program that runs under
Microsoft Windows. This $395 "hyper
drawing" program, as Roykore Software
describes it, lets you create and manipu
late a database using a graphical display.
Although Roykore does not position
Opus I as a DOS version of HyperCard,
the similarities are immediately appar
ent. The differences soon show when you
dig into the program and its accompany
ing manual.
To gain some insight into what Opus I
does on the PC, you have to look at Hy
perCard on the Mac. HyperCard isn't
really a complete database program, but
it offers a graphics-based front end and a
scripting language for anyone who wants
to link graphical pictures, buttons, and

A Window on Installation
Opus I requires an IBM PC, PS/2, or
compatible; at least 512K bytes of RAM
(the main program file is just 256K bytes
long); EGA, Hercules, or compatible
graphics; a color or monochrome moni
tor; and DOS 3.x.
Installing Opus I is a breeze, particu
larly if you already have Windows on
your hard disk. Just copy the files from a
single 1.2-megabyte floppy disk, and
you're ready to run. If you need a 360K
byte or 720K-byte 31h-inch floppy disk,
Roykore offers a toll-free number to call
for quick delivery.
If you don't already own Windows,
Opus comes prepared with its own run
time version of the graphical environ
ment. With that, you'll be able to run
Opus under Windows but won't be able to
run any other Windows applications. I
used Windows/386 running on a PC's
Limited 386. Through Windows 2.0 or
Windows/386, incidentally, Opus I can
take advantage of the Lotus/lntel/Micro
sof t Expanded Memory Specification
(LIM/EMS) 4.0. SYS files for the Intel,
AST , and IBM expanded-memory
boards are included.
Using Windows without a mouse can
be slow and inefficient. I used a Mouse
Systems optical mouse for this review .
However , a mouse is not essential. The
Opus I documentation has descriptions
for using all commands with either the
mouse or the keyboard.
This review covers version 2.04 of
Opus I; version 1.0 was released back in
May 1987. Version 2.0 was redesigned
with Windows/386 and the Presentation
Manager in mind and offers more com
conrinued
JANUARY 1989 • BYTE
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Type

Hyperdrawing program combining
simple database with drawing program,
allowing direct links between graphical
displays and stored data
Company

Roykore Software, Inc.
749 Brunswick St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 333-7833
Format
Three 1.2-megabyte 5V4-inch floppy
disks
Language

MicrosoftC
Hardware Needed
Requires IBM PC, PS/2, or compatible
withatleast512K bytesofRAM ; one
floppy disk drive and one hard disk
drive; EGA, Hercules, or compatible
graphics; a monochrome or color
monitor; and DOS 3.0 or higher
Software Needed

Runs under Windows 2.0 or
Windows/386 (comes with run-time
version of Windows 2.0)
Documentation

80-page tutorial; 190-page user and
reference guide; 65-page guide to
Windows
Price
$395; $40 upgrade from version 1.0
Inquiry 1199.

mands for linking drawings and files
together.

Tutorials and Examples
There are two tutorials to choose from in
the manual. First is a mouse-based les
son, and that's the one I suggest you use
if you can. The second tutorial covers ex
actly the same ground but from the point
of view of a keyboard-only user. Both il
lustrate the groundwork of Opus by pos
tulating a simple real estate database
containing information on houses, own
ers, prices, sales status, and the like.
The sample database and graphics
files for this tutorial are on the Opus
disk, along with some other example
files. In each example, the first view you
234
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see upon opening the file is a graphical
drawing with some typical Windows
menus across the top. The drawing can
be viewed at anything from 1A to 8 times
the actual size; you choose the size (in
inches or centimeters) on a View menu .
Opus I can create drawings of up to 42
by 42 cm. If you experiment with the
drawing by pointing the mouse cursor at
graphical elements and then clicking the
left mouse button, you'll see that some
(but not necessarily all) of the objects are
"assigned to a record ." That note is writ
ten just under the Windows menus .
Along with it is the number of the as
signed record.
In the case of the housing development
example, you 'll see unpretentious pic
tures of 17 separate houses, a tennis
court, and a swimming pool, all laid out
on a set of streets. Each house has an as
signed record number. The swimming
pool and the tennis court do not. If you
double-click on any house, the graphical
display disappears and you see a form
containing information about that house:
ID number, owner, cost, date of sale,
sold status, market value, and interest
rate. You can then use the LastView
menu to pop back to the graphical Draw
ing Display (this command always re
turns you to the previous view), or you
can use the View menu to move to the
Drawing or Table displays.
The Table contains all the information
about all the records laid out in columns
and rows. With Form Display, you can
also inspect the previous or next form
(arranged by ID number), edit the infor
mation on the form, print the form, and
save any changes you make.
The other examples that come with
Opus I, by the way, display information
about house sites within California,
states within the U.S . , and the various
levels of a company's accounts payable
procedures chart.

Seeing, Importing, and
Exporting Data
The Table Display is also ripe for any
modifications you want to make in the
data within a file. You can put Windows'
Cut, Copy, and Paste functions to work
or use a Delete Record command from
Opus itself. There's also an Undo com
mand to correct any mistakes you might
make.
Besides the typical Save and Save As
commands, Opus I also boasts a Return
To command (for switching back to the
previous file), a Lock command (to use
your own chosen password to protect a
file from any changes), and a pair of Im
port/Export commands. The Import/Ex

port options let you read or write DIF or
delimited files and even offer the flexi
bility of excluding calculated fields from
the export. I was able to move files back
and forth from PC Excel to Opus I using
these commands.
You can read data into an existing file
or create a new file. The Design menu of
fers separate avenues to creating a Draw
ing, a Form, a Report, a Mailing Label,
or a Field.
For Fields, Opus I presents a dialog
box where you choose a Field label and
type either text, number, date, or pic
ture. There are three format options for a
date field; six format options for a num
ber field (general, currency, business,
scientific, percent, and integer); center,
left, or right alignment for any field; and
cropping or scaling for a picture field.
Calculated fields are easily cobbled
from a dialog box that has an editing line
for the formula, a scrolling window to
select from current field names as for
mula elements, and a set of arithmetic
commands and numerals for making op
erators . These formulas may contain
parentheses.
The Labels option lets you select
which field information to enter into
which standard line of a mailing address.
The Form design consists of taking
fields, setting their length (or the number
of characters they can hold), and placing
them where you want them on the Form
Display or tucking them into the hidden
part of the form where they won't show
during regular processing.
All these design tools are easy to use
without much reference to the manual.
Opus I also comes with indexed but non
context-sensitive on-line help for all its
commands. This help includes refer
ences to the pages in the manual if you
need further help .
Creating a form and then entering
data, either by typing it in or by import
ing it from some other file, results in a
database that can then be searched,
sorted, and reported on. Opus I can hold
a maximum of 10;000 records per draw
ing file, 100 fields per drawing file,
1023 characters per text field, 15 deci
mal places per number field, and 40
characters per field label.
I was disappointed that the error
checking on data entry was not very so
phisticated. Mistakes such as 4/35/89 are
barred, but entering 2/29/89 in a date
field prompts no worry at all from Opus.

Designing Reports and Graphics
Designing reports consists of selecting a
title, the fields to be printed, statistical
continued
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values to calculate and print (total, aver
age, minimum, and maximum), head
ings, and a single line each for a header
and a footer. Reports can be saved to disk
for reuse.
Designing a drawing takes you to an
entirely new set of menus, really a sec
ond program that is tightly linked to the
file manager of Opus I. You can use the
drawing program to change a variety of
foreground and background colors, text
sizes (from 6 to 72 points), styles (seven,
including bold, underlined, and so on),
and fonts.
There is a menu of fill patterns, an
other ofline styles, and a Tool menu with
ellipse, pie, polygon, rectangle, line,
curve, and freehand commands.
You can also choose to plant a symbol
on the display, selecting it from a sepa
rate menu of 12 symbol names (e.g.,
main, airplane, start, PC, car, desk, and
arrow) and then positioning it on the
screen. Symbols can be renamed or re
placed. If you replace a symbol in the
symbol set, all the instances of that sym
bol on the screen will also change.
Once an object is on the display, you
can select, move, cut and paste, or re

shape it (for some types of objects) . You
can also rotate it, group it with other ob
jects, dissolve the groups, or position the
object in front of or behind overlapping
objects. You can draw with a grid and
rulers for alignment and can snap objects
to a grid. From the Drawing Design
display, you can print, save, or start on a
new drawing.
You can import graphics from other
programs via the Windows Clipboard
and send Opus I graphics to other pro
grams the same way. Opus stores its
graphics as objects, limiting the number
of objects in a drawing only by the
amount of memory in your PC system.
You can use more than one graphics
display for a single database file and
store these graphics in more than one file
on disk.
Connecting the database information
and graphics is relatively easy. Just click
on an object in the Drawing Design
display and choose Assign Objects. A
small window pops up that lists all the
objects and their numbers in the current
drawing. You can assign and unassign
records to any object on the screen.
Then, when you save these assignments

and return to the standard database
Drawing display (not the Drawing De
sign display), clicking on the object
brings up the information from the as
signed record. Even if that object is
moved to another point on the display, it
will still have the same assignment.

Searches and Sorts
Once you have your database all de
signed and set to go, you'll probably
want to browse through it and do some
searching or sorting. In any of the main
views-Form, Table, or Drawing-you
can find a record (by its ID), select
records (by entering search values in the
fields of a blank form), or sort records.
The selection process can include
AND and OR logical operators between
fields, and within fields it can use opera
tors such as "match exactly," "begin
with," "less than or equal to," "within a
range," and so on. It can also use wild
card characters.
The sorting can be done on any field;
you click on the fields in the order you
want to sort them. Repeated clicks on a
field switches between ascending and de
scending order for the sort.

Every copier company talkt
abouJ
We're doing some
•

Choosing anew copier isn't easy. You look at copiers,
you listen to promises. It all gets very confusing.
Now, you don't have to listen to alot of talk about
promises. You can read ours. Because we put it in
writing. If you try to compare it to other copier
guarantees, you'll find there's no comparison.
Suddenly, a difficult decision becomes a very easy
choice to make.
Look at the certificate above. Nobody offers you
as good a copier guarantee as Harris/3M. So, while
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You can highlight or hide either the re
sults of a selection or the unselected
members. This is one of the strongest
reasons to have a graphical database
display, where you can immediately see
which members have been ferreted out.
In the houses example that comes with
the tutorial, for instance, the houses al
ready sold or priced above a certain level
can be quickly shown graphically on
screen, or printed for immediate refer
ence by someone who isn't entirely com
fortable with tables of data displayed on a
computer.

Sophisticated Edge of Opus
The most sophisticated feature in Opus I
is the Programmed Links you can create.
These give the program more of a taste of
"hypermedia," though they are limited
in scope compared to the much richer set
of commands you'll find in HyperCard.
By holding down the Control button in
the Drawing Design display and clicking
twice on some drawn object, you bring
up a Program Object window. Here, you
can tell Opus I to react to a single mouse
click or a double-click on that object (this
is called programming a button) .

The action Opus takes when it per
ceives the clicking is up to you . You
could tell Opus to bring up another form,
to go to another drawing file, or even to
start another Windows application pro
gram. The Program Object window lets
you specify the action-you '11 see a
scrollable list of 26 commands-and the
path names for any files you call up. The
command list includes Print Reports,
Sort Records, Last View, Highlight, and
Find Record.
Unlike HyperCard, Opus has no script
language to let you create more com
mands than these. However, since Excel
is another Windows application and has
its own macros, including AUTOEXEC
macros that run when an Excel window is
opened, Opus I can perform some tricky
maneuvers using Excel as an agent. With
version 2.04 of Opus, you can open
multiple Excel spreadsheets without re
starting the main Excel program each
time, thus saving RAM space.

some of the subtle data-manipulation
strengths you'd find in competing and
similarly priced database managers or
file managers, such as Q&A or Reflex
Plus. This is especially true for ·calculat
ing fields and error trapping, linking
data files together, and creating custom
data types. Opus doesn't have the fea
tures to replace my main database man
agement software or even to transport
some ofHyperCard's abilities to PCs.
But the ability to link an underlying
database directly to a graphical display,
along with the built-in drawing tools to
create and modify such a display, makes
Opus I an important program to con
sider. That's especially so if you're
creating an application for someone who
isn't already an experienced database
user. You can customize the on-line help
files and lock drawings to prevent
changes. Opus I can be a great tool for
creating simple file management appli
cations in a wide variety of fields. •

Drawn Conclusions
Opus isn't HyperCard, mainly because it
doesn't have a HyperTalk language to
extend its features. Nor does it offer

Phillip Robinson is an editor at Virtual
Information and lives in Berkeley, Cali
fornia. He can be reached on BIX as
"robinson. "
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UNIX
XENIX
PC·DOS
Macintosh
NetBiosLAN

Sharing Information
Whatever your industry, your computers
need to share information with your
mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other computers. In either
case, you need a total communications
solution. You need software, hardware
interfaces and modems that all work
together smoothly. You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow your
computer to communicate with mini
computers and mainframes, and to
emulate their workstations. Since 1981,
CLEO has provided communications
between micros, minis, and mainframes
for the automotive, insurance, medical
and banking industries. Today over
78,000 CLEO users worldwide are
running on all major computer brands.
The greatest number of these users run
CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
SoftwarefHardware Package
Every CLEO package contains all the
software and hardware accessories
you'll need. Your selected CLEO SNA,
BSC, or Coax software is packaged with
1) an internal modem card for dial-up
applications, or 2) an interface card and
cable for use with your existing modem,
or 3) a Coax card for local connectivity.
There's no waiting for non-CLEO
add-ons. And, you get prompt, single-

Call us today to discuss
your application.
CLEO Software
1639 North Alpine Rd.
Rockford, IL 61107
Telex 703639
FAX 815/397-6535

Headquarters:
USA: 1-800/233-2536

Illinois: 1-800/422-2536
International: 815/397-8110
Sales and Distribution:
Benelux: 31 (0) 33-948888
Canada, East: 800/361-3185
Canada, \'lkst: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 514/737-3631
Colombia, S.A.: 12172266
Denmark: 02 94 8119
England: (0993) 776543
France: 146861136
Italy: (0331) 634 562
Mexico City: 596-5539
Sweden: 468311780

Package prices
range from $795.00
for most stand-alone packages, up to
Sl,995.00 for the 32-user SNA gateway.

CLEO~

CLEO and 3780Plus are registered trademarks of CLEO Software. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines CorporJtion.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Symbolic Math
on the Mac
Mathematica provides
powerful problem
solving and graphics
Peter Wayner

W

hen I was in high school,
my calculus teacher told us
we could use computers to
do our homework if we
chose, but he was sure they wouldn't be
much help with the integration and dif
ferentiation. That was not very long ago,
but he must be more careful with those
claims now.
Software that manipulates equations
as easily as numbers is not new anymore,
and a remarkable new version of the
genre, Mathematica 1.0 ($795), is now
available for several different computers,
including the Macintosh, Sun386i, Sili
con Graphics Iris, NeXT computer (bun
dled), and IBM RT PC. Its symbolic ca
pabilities are strong, and its user
interface is very easy to use.
Most simply, Mathematica tries to be
everything to anyone who needs to use
mathematics more complex than addition
and subtraction. It computes numbers
with a precision limited only by the
memory ofthe computer and the patience
of the user. Typing 100 ! will return an
answer of more than 150 digits. You can
also specify any arbitrary precision to
save time or screen space.
The program manipulates equations
symbolically, solves them for zeros, dif
ferentiates them, and integrates them if it
can find a way. When you type Expand
[(x+y)A2], the program returns xA2+
2xy+y A2. Differentiation is as easy, and
integration will work for almost any
function that can be integrated. If the in

tegration won't work symbolically, the
program performs it numerically. The
algebra package arranges the answer in
whatever form you desire, and the results
can be either completely factored into ir
reducible polynomials or left expanded.
Another simple command lets you eas
ily turn the data and the equations from
these computations into two- or three-di
mensional graphs. Axiometric plots and
contour graphs of both rectangular and
spherical coordinates are easy. You can
control the shading with another function
or leave it up to the program. The pro
gram allows you to place point sources of
multicolored light anywhere to illumi
nate the graph in the best possible way.
When any of the built-in mathematical
operations are not enough, you can pro
gram Mathematica to do new tricks. The
language is an interesting blend of Lisp,
Pascal, APL, and Prolog. You can write
functions as Pascal-like procedures,
Lisp-like functional programs, or Pro
log-like rules. The system comes with

many files of programs for handling
math like differential equations and La
place transforms.

Getting to the Core
The program has two parts: the kernel,
which does all the mathematical work,
and the user interface, which moves the
information back and forth. These two
parts don't need to run on the same ma
chine, though, and it is possible to run
the kernel on a fast machine like the Cray
while running the user interface on a
Macintosh. The terminal software for
handling this remotely is built into the
program.
The kernel is written in C and should
run exactly the same on all machines.
The kernel's main section performs
basic numerical computations and alge
bra of symbolic expressions. The code
for more complex operations, like inte
gration, is stored in modules that you
load separately. This conserves memory,
continued
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Mathematica 1.0
Type

Mathematics system
Company

Wolfram Research, Inc.
PO. Box6059
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 398-0700
Format

Five BOOK-byte disks
Language

c

Computer

Macintosh SE or II with at least 2.5
megabytes of RAM; versions also
available for the Sun386i, Silicon
Graphics Iris, NeXT computer (bundled),
IBM RT PC, and 80386 machines
Documentation
750-page Mathematica

125-page book on the Macintosh
interface
Price

Mac II version: $795
Mac SE version: $495
Inquiry 855.

a scarce commodity with such a large
program. The code also frees memory
as soon as possible, so you don't have
to interrupt computation for garbage
collection.
The basic syntax is similar to that of

other symbolic mathematical packages,
such as Macsyma or Maple. The input
must be an expression of numbers, vari
ables, and functions of other expres
sions. It's just like typing an equation
into a standard computer program.
Mathematica parses the expression,
places it into its own internal format, and
evaluates all the functions until the sim
plest form possible is uncovered .
The number of different functions is
amazing. Hundreds of relatively obscure
functions, such as the zeta; the beta, and
the gamma (including variants like the
incomplete gamma function, the di
gamma, and the polygamma), are imple
mented in addition to the old familiar
ones like sine, logarithm, and absolute
values. The package includes almost
every continuous function used for physi
cal modeling that I can think of.
Mathematica can expand a rational
function into terms or factor it into the
smallest expressions on command. Dif
ferentiation is easy to do because its rules
are so well defined. Integration is much
more difficult, however, since answers
are not always known to exist, but Math
ematica can usually do as well as any
table of integrals that you'll find in a
book.
I found a small bug in Mathematica's
approach to integrating the difficult
Gaussian distribution e (-x' J. No closed
form solution exists, but since the inte
gral is so common in statistics, the solu
tion is written as sqrt(pi)/2*Erf(x),
where Erf is the error function circularly
defined to be the integral of e<-x')_ If I
asked for the closed-form answer, Math
ematica responded correctly, but if I

asked for the definite integral from nega
tive infinity to infinity, it answered 0 in
stead of the correct answer, 1.
If symbolic integration is not possible,
you can switch to numerical integration
by substituting Nlntegrate for Inte
grate in your command. The basic com
mand will not always work if there are
singularities in the function, but the
manual explains many of the potential
traps in numerical integration and possi
ble solutions. This is not a bug in the sys
tem. Numerical integration can be tricky
and inaccurate if not used carefully.
The syntax can also be a trap for the
naive user. When I typed Integrate
[Sin (x), x], Mathematica responded
1/2 Sin (x ~ 2). When I typed Inte
grate[Sin[x] ,x], the right answer was
returned. The difference between the
square brackets and the parentheses
caused the mistake: In the first case,
Mathematica thought Sin was acting as a
simple variable, not as a reserved func
tion. Mathematica ' s lax policy for pars
ing multiplication symbols compounds
the problem: The asterisk is optional,
and Mathematica assumes multiplication
when no operator is present.

Tailored User Interface
The user interface is different for each
computer. All versions display the
graphics in some form, but they do not
share all the same features. I used a Mac
II version that could take advantage of a
color monitor. I also ran a version for the
Sun386i running Unix.
The most important feature distin
guishing the Macintosh version is a very
fancy editor called the Notebook. The

Figure 1: (a) Contour graphics ofa simulation ofthe
electrical field in an aurora. The 32 by 32 array ofnumbers
was produced by a FORTRAN program and imported with
one command. (b) Three-dimensional plot ofthe same
numbers used for (a).
(b)
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basic component of the Notebook is a cell
that can be simple text, a line of input to
Mathematica, the resulting output, or a
Postscript graphic. The formatting of all
the cells can be easily controlled and
switched on and off. The usual Macin
tosh font commands and styles are all
available, as is a large complement of
predefined formats for titles, footnotes,
and so forth.
You can have the graphics cells dis
played in either pictorial form or raw
PostScript. You can edit the cell visually
with a few commands to change line
widths and remove the grid from a func
tion, for example, or you can rewrite the
raw Postscript code. Naturally, these
graphics look quite nice on the Apple
LaserWriters ..
The cells can be grouped into various
layers like an outline. The right side of
the window is dedicated to bracket-like
handles for selecting, cutting, pasting,
and grouping cells. If you don't want to
see the entire cell on the screen, a few
clicks reduce it to a small cell displaying
only the top line. A few more clicks re
turn the complete cell to the screen. A
Notebook with many different levels is
easy to maintain.
If the cell is an input cell for the ker
nel, you can edit it and then have it recal
culated. This is a handy feature if you
make mistakes while typing in a long ex
pression. The standard Macintosh cut
and-paste operations make this feature
easier. If several cells grouped together
are steps in a long calculation, you can
link them together so a change or recal
culation of one would force the recalcula
tion of all of them.

This is probably one cf the best imple
mentations I've seen of a hierarchical
editor. The brackets marking the ends of
cells and groups of cells are easy to
understand and manipulate. They are
ideal for scientific papers, which usually
have a rigidly defined format and a tree
like structure.
However, Mathematica makes·several
small changes in the Macintosh interface
that might confuse a few people. One po
tential detraction is the use of the prefer
ences file. Apple suggests that every ap
plication should create a preferences file
if it can't find one. Mathematica doesn't
want to do this. It just asked me to look
for it on the disk. This problem arose be
cause I set up the preferences file to load
the integration functions. Unfortunately,
I ciid this on a 2-megabyte machine with
out enough memory to hold it all, and the
program crashed whenever it tried to fol
low the preferences file. I threw away the
preferences file and then discovered that
I needed to dig out the master disks to get
everything moving again.
On the plus side, the help system is
more sophisticated and includes a new
menu selection, "Why the beep," which
explains the last error.
The Sun version is much less friendly.
The window is essentially a standard ter
minal. The kernel formats the equations
so the output looks exactly like the Mac
intosh's, but there is no cell structure.
The graphics are just as good because
there is a PostScript interpreter. The lack
of a Notebook doesn't affect the essential
function of Mathematica, but you will
miss it if you like working on a Mac.
But the Sun version has other advan

tages, since it is a Unix machine with vir
tual memory. It has a built-in interface to
the Unix pipes that lets it communicate
easily with other processes on the ma
chine; another program collecting data
can ship it over to Mathematica for pro
cessing automatically. The virtual mem
ory uses the disk as additional memory;
with it, a Sun machine with 4 megabytes
of memory can handle problems many
times larger than a Macintosh with 8
megabytes can handle. This makes the
machine much more attractive to users
who need to compute large programs. I
suppose the best compromise would be
running the Macintosh front end with a
kernel running on a Sun machine, al
though that could be a rather expensive
proposition.

Powerful Graphics
Mathematica's built-in graphics capabil
ities are its strongest asset. They make it
easy to pause for a moment and get a pic
ture of a function without running an
other software package. Most other
mathematical packages don't offer built
in graphics.
While some people might consider it a
luxury, there's no question in my mind
that the feature is desirable. I like to see
functions, even though I know that the
picture rarely yields much tangible in
sight. Simple pen-and-paper mathemat
ics showed me long ago that y=log(x)
grows slower than any polynomial, but I
still think of the picture of the curve to
convince myself of this.
The kern<::l handles the plotting and
can produce a variety of different graphs.
continued

(c) A different viewpoint ofthe plot in (b).
(d) A density plot that assigns each point a shade ofgray

based on its value.
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The software can plot both one- and two
variable functions or lists of data in a
table with one or two dimensions, with
very little help from the user. The com
puter chooses the scales of the axes, de
termines a good selection of points, and
produces a decent graph with just the
function and the endpoints. If there are
singularities, Mathematica clips the
graph quite well. If the result isn't per
fect, you can change the number of
points used, plot range, labels, aspect
ratio, color, shading, viewpoint, and
lighting. (The viewpoint and lighting are
only for three-dimensional plots.)
You can choose to plot two variable
functions in a three-dimensional per
spective, a contour plot, or a density
plot. I took an old file filled with a 32 by
32 array of data points in standard FOR
TRAN form. Mathematica accepted it
without any problems. I then made four
different plots (shown in figure 1) in
about 5 minutes. It's almost impossible
for it to be any easier.
The three-dimensional plotting rou
tines are impressive. The graph can be a
simple wire-mesh outline, a shaded sur
face, or some combination. You can
specify the shading with another func
tion or leave the shading up to Mathemat
ica. It will use an ambient light or any list
of colored point sources around the
graph.
Mathematica's graphics are based on
Postscript. Each version of the software
comes with its own Postscript interpreter
for displaying the images on the screen.
You can also save the Postscript com
mands separately into a file, and you can
later edit and print them out on a Post
script printer. Using PostScript as an in
termediate language is a wise choice be
cause you can customize your graphics
on a very detailed level if you want. You
can also print them out on a variety of
different laser printers.
Mathematica's graphics commands
make the system an ideal tool for writing
mathematical textbooks and creating
slides for talks. Most people just don't
want to go to the time and expense of
creating plots, but Mathematica destroys
that excuse. Graphs come easily from
functions.

Building New Functions
No matter how many functions Mathe
matica included, there would always be a
need for more-and that is one of the
main reasons for having the package on
hand. You can program new functions in
Mathematica's own yrogramming lan
guage, which is a melange of many dif
ferent features from other languages.
242
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The main structure is Lisp-like. Ex
pressions are just nested layers of func
tions that are manipulated by other f unc
tions. These expressions can be joined in
lists, and functions will operate on lists
of expressions with ease. The matrix op
erations borrow their syntax from APL, a
language that handles matrices with nim
ble grace.
You can define functions in a variety
of ways. The basic format is a rule-based
system similar to Prolog or other logic
programming languages. You specify

programmers may have
problems remembering
the syntax.
the function and the pattern of the input
variables as a rule. When Mathematica
encounters the function again, it tests the
parameters against the pattern, and if
they match, it executes the function. It
always tests the most specific rules first.
A simple example of this method is the
program for computing Fibonacci num
bers, taken from the manual:
fibonacci [n_Integer] : =
fibonacci[n-l]+fibonacci[n-2]
fibonacci[O] = fibonacci[l] = 1
The first two lines state that whenever
fibonacci is called with an integer, the
answer is the sum of the two preceding
Fibonacci numbers. The third line estab
lishes the base values for 0 and 1. This
puts three rules into the system. When
Mathematica encounters the Fibonacci
function, it checks the input against the
list of rules. If the parameter is 0 or 1, it
returns 1. If it is an integer, it recursively
calls itself. Otherwise, it does not evalu
ate the function and returns the expres
sion fibonacci[ ... ].
This rule-matching algorithm lets you
"overload" a function and teach Mathe
matica a variety of ways to handle an op
eration. I could easily have the Fibonacci
function detect if the input was an equa
tion and then do something completely
different with the equation. The pattern
matching algorithm would then execute
that code. For example, Plus [2 2] = 5 is
a valid line, and whenever Mathematica

needed the sum of2 and 2, it.would eval
uate it as 5. In all other cases, it would
use the internal routine for addition.
· Naturally, these rules don't apply only
to numbers. One rule for integration
looks something like Integrate[y_
+z_, x_] := Integrate[y_, x_] +In
tegrate [ z_, x_] . Whenever Mathe
matica finds Integrate called on the
sum of two expressions, it moves the ad
dition outside the integral and computes
Integrate of the two subexpressions. In
reality, when Mathematica integrates, it
is just searching through a table and re
peatedly applying the rules until nothing
more can be done.
The internal code for each function is
up to the programmer. You can imple
ment IF statements and WHILE loops,
and this leaves you several decisions. A
function can be implemented with all the
special cases filtered by a network of
conditionals, or it can be implemented
with the special cases as rules. Each
might be more efficient for different
tasks.
One problem many programmers will
find with Mathematica is remembering
the syntax. The average user will have
very little trouble using the software, be
cause Mathematica's built-in functions
have fairly straightforward definitions;
You use the complete words "Integrate"
or "Expand," for example, although you
can create an alias with abbreviations.
The programmer, though, must deal
with much more sophisticated problems.
There are so many features that each re
quires its own set of symbols, and there
aren't enough keys on the keyboard.
There are more than a handful of differ
ent assignment operators doing different
things. The underscore character, for ex
ample, can be used in six different ways
to specify the pattern for a rule.
The ">" symbol means "greater
than," the " > > " means "save to a
file," and " > > >" means "append to a
file." The exclamation point after an ex
pression means "factorial"; if it comes
before a command, it tells Mathematica
to execute the command on the external
operating system, but only on some sys
tems; and if there are two exclamation
points before a word, it means "display
the contents of a file."
These aren't bad features, but they il
lustrate how complex Mathematica can
get below the surface. A beginning and
even an intermediate user could use
Mathematica without realizing all the
underlying depth. Programming it on an
advanced level, though, requires a deep
understanding of what is going on and an
continued
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SYMBOLIC MAIB ON THE MAC

encyclopedic knowledge of many differ
ent combinations of symbols . C pro
grammers will feel comfortable, but
Pascal programmers like me might be
put off by the semantic confusion.

Well-Documented
There are two different types of docu
mentation for Mathematica. The infor
mation about the version for your spe
cific computer comes in a separate
manual. The manuals for the Macintosh
cover the relevant features in such a well
illustrated and excruciatingly detailed
way that the package includes a second,
thin Summary for Macintosh Experts.
The details about the kernel can be
found in Stephen Wolfram's 750-page
book, Mathematica (Addison-Wesley,
1988), which comes with the program.
The writing is clear, and the organization
is good. The first pages provide a simple
overview of all the capabilities. A user
interested in just the basic commands
need only read the first full chapter. The
small details about the structure of the
system and about programming it can be
found in the other chapters.
At times, I found myself wanting to
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know more details about the algorithms
Mathematica was using inside; there are
many times when it uses automatic set
tings to get results that can be wrong if
used naively. For example, the section
on numerical integration sketches possi
ble problems nicely, but it doesn't give
very good details about what is going on
when it attacks singularities. The entire
software system is so complex that 750
pages is only enough for a cursory sketch
of many of the less prominent functions .

And the Answer Is...
The user interface on the Macintosh is a
big asset and a pleasure to work with
after running old symbolic packages on
mainframes, though the programming
language can be difficult to use. If you
want to really use all the capabilities, be
prepared to be confronted with many dif
ferent options. Mathematica has almost
too many ways to do things.
There are a few negatives. The pro
gram is the largest memory hog since
HyperCard. It can run on a Macintosh
with 2 megabytes of memory, but not
very well. Integration needs at least 2.5
megabytes. I used a 5-megabyte machine

1988
$6 .00
$6.00

$6 .00

and lived comfortably. If you use the Sun
computer, its virtual memory takes care
ofthis problem.
I found several bugs in my early ver
sion of the software. The graphics soft
ware crashed when I moved the view
point of the graph to the origin. Some of
the sample Notebooks didn't do every
thing they said they would. Given the
size and the complexity of the program,
the bugs were not surprising, nor were
they more common than expected. Wolf
ram Research says it will provide fixes to
these bugs in version 1.1, which will be a
free upgrade for users.
If you plan to do mathematics-real
mathematics, with symbols, not just
numbers-then Mathematica might be
the one main software package for you. It
can do pretty much anything mathemati
cally that you might want a computer to
do. Its symbolic powers are strong, and
excellent graphics functions are built di
rectly into the software. •
Peter Wayner is working toward a Ph.D.
in computer science at Cornell Univer
sity. He can be reached on BIX clo
"editors."
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In·less:than't_wo ye3115, L.IXP- LINK has connected over
2001000·computers to qecome the standard in accessibility
software for TSM's and compatibles, laptops, and Apple
Macintosh computers.
But outstanding sales aren't the only way to recognize
great software. Consider what the experts have to say.

LAP-LINK transfers files between IBManCI compatibles,
laptops and desktops, including the new IBM PS/2. It
installs in seconds, features a split-screen design for show
ing files in both computers, and transfers data at incredible
speeds of over 115,200 baud.

Fast and accurate.
'.' .~ LAP-LINK. .. sets a record for the fastest serial trans
fer on a P. C"Howard Marks,P.C. MAGAZINE-July 21,
1987. And LAP-LINK is not only the fastest, it's also the
most accurate. LAP-LINK's error checking system guaran
tees that all data is transferred with 1003 accuracy.

LAP-LINK Plus
With all the simplicity and file transferring capabilities of
LAP-LINK, LAP-LINK Plus also offers the option of direct
disk drive and printer sharing between any two connected
computers. It's like having a two computer network. You
can easily switch between local and remote printers using
a pop-up window without leaving your application.

Easy to set up.
"LAP-LINK is the absolute easiest, simplest and most
convenient." Harry Newton, TELECONNECT-April,
1987. LAP-LINK comes with everything you need to set it
up- including 31h'' and 5W' disks, documentation, and
Traveling Software's universal cable with both 9-pin and
25-pin connectors.

LAP-LINK Mac

Easy to use.
"... I don't know ifthe manual is any good or not: I've never
had any reason to open it. LAP-LINK is so thoroughly intui
tive, fast and simple to use, the manual is blooming near
superfluous." Jerry Pournelle, BYTE MAGAZINE-July,
· 1987. All you need to do is connect our high quality univer
sal serial cable (no need to unplug your printer's parallel
cable), type "LL" on both computers and LAP-LINK will
automatically connect itself, ready to transfer single files,
entire sub-directories, or hard disks.

Award winning.
'1fyou like a package that's fast, efficient, and easy to use,
LAP-LINK is clearly the ... program ofchoice." M. David
Stone, P. C. MAGAZINE - January 12, 1988. P. C. Maga·

Everything you need to share files between any model
of the Apple Macintosh (512, Plus, SE and Mac IIJ and an
IBM compatible laptop or desktop computer (including the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and PS/2). It's easy to use and it's fast,
over 57,000 baud. LAP-LINK Mac is also fully compatible
with both Macintosh Finder and MultiFinder, as well
as AppleTalk, TOPS, and 3Com. New release 2.0 now
includes 14 file translators!
So for the best Accessibility Software, stop by your local
computer or software dealer today. Or call us at: 1-800
343-8080 or in Washington: 1-206-483-808'8. Ask about
our free catalog.
LAP-LINK is surprisingly affordable at $129.95,
LAP-LINK Plus $139.95 and LAP-LINK Mac $139.95
(Suggested retail prices including cable).

Travelin~r
~ f/...
Software
~

Traveling Software • 18702 North Creek Parkway • Bothell, WA 98011
ri.lacintosh. App lelalk, Finder. ri.lu ltiFinder. and Applt' arf;' trademarks of App le Computtr, Inc.. mri.l is a trademark of International Business 7'.fachines Corp., 3Com is a trademark of 3Com Corp..
No\·ell is atrademarkof Novell. Inc.. TOPS is a tradenrnrk of Sun :-.licrosystems. Inc.. Travt:ling Soft\\'are. LAP· I.INK . Lt\P·LINI\ Plus and LAP·LINI\ ;..Jae are reg istered trademarks of Travelin~ Soft\\'are. Inc.
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... With a10 Day Trial Membership
If you've thought about joining BIX

before but weren't sure it was what you
needed, now is the time to try it. Because
now for alimited time, we're inviting
you to try BIXfor 10 days. If at any
time during this 10 day trial period you
don't feel BIX has made you a more
knowledgeable microcomputer user,
we'll refund your entire registration
fee. You pay only for time spent on the
system.* (See log-on instructions for
hourly rates).
Explore BIX in your home or office.
Put its power to work for you and un
leash your full microcomputer potential
- programming, designing, specifying,
researching - and more.
Try BIX for 10 full days and see what
it can do for you. Explore more than
160 conferences. Access vendor support.
Speak to expert consultants. Research
new products and systems, and down
load public domain software.

Prepare yourselffor success
It takes asharp mind and hard work
to stay ahead, and having the right
tools helps.
Today, you can put one of the most
powerful instruments for career ad
vancement to work for you: BIX.

• Learn about new products before
they hit the market.
• Get quality marketplace feedback on
the products you're thinking of pur
chasing before you invest.
• Research problems and find the solu
tions that no one else has been able
to render.
• Access some of the most advanced
public domain software available in
the industry.
• Increase your working knowledge
of micros to make more confident
purchasing decisions and recommen
dations.

Join BIXandarm yourselfwith
the latest in microcomputer·
related information
BIX's exclusive Microbytes newswire
gives you complete, daily, up-to-date
computer industry information. You'll
gain insight from BYTE editors and writ
ers who analyze new products and their
potential impact, inform you of the
latest mergers and acquisitions, and re
port late-breaking news from important
seminars and conferences.

Talk to colleagues worldwide
You'll stay on top of your company's

business with BIX's electronic mail
service.
"Talk" to your east coast, west coast
- even European - contacts all in the
same day.
Or, simply communicate with other
BIX users worldwide. Share information
and ideas privately, or in conference.

Choose any option for
online access with aone time
$39 membership fee
• Use MasterCard, VISA or American
Express and begin your IO day trial
use ofBIX right now.
• The I0 day trial also applies if you
open an individual pre-paid account
on BIX. Trial commences once we
open your account and notify you.
• Other billing options including ~ual
ified corporate accounts are available.
(Sorry, our IO day trial is not available
for these accounts.) Call or write BIX
for details.

Use credit cards for immediate
access or call the BIX Helpline for infor
mation on any other payment option at,
1-800-227-2983 (from U.S. and Canada)
603-924-7681 (in New Hampshire
and elsewhere).
Act now! Our 10 day trial offer is
subject to cancellation at any time.

'lb notify BIX that you wish to discontinue service at any time during the trial period, call the BIX Helpline, and your entire membership fee will be refunded.
''BIX can be accessed via Tymnet throughout the U.S. and Canada. For the Tymnet number nearest you, call the BIX Helpline or Tymnet at I·800·336·0149.
t If your local Tymnet number is a toll call you will receive additional charges from your local phone company at their prevailing rate.
ttContinental S. Tymnet rates. Rates from other areas are available from BIX.
·
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Vq gives you fast free-form
retrieval and a powerful editor,
for the files and programs you're
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Vq finds disk information fast, no matter
how
it's formatted. You don't have to index or
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restructure your data to retrieve it. Just describe
what you want, in plain English, and it'.s on your screen-fast!
Then edit it with Vqs full-featured editor, or call up your own
word processor, compiler, or custom macro for processing.
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It's easy to define complex searches, in natu
ral language or as regular expressions. You
can find all this year's mail-order customers,
or you can find just those who ordered
encyclopedias or dictionaries but not atlases.
You can even "fuzzy search" if you're not
sure how to spell encyclopedia.
Vq will search one or more files or direc
tories, or a whole disk, to show you all the
files which contain the target information.
You can look at each hit in each file, high
lighted in full context, to find what you need.

When you've found it, call up your applica
tion program to process it, or use Vqs own
powerful editor. Its features and flexibility
expand your creativity into a screen-full of
windows, for different files or different
views of the same file. Compare files, edit
them in parallel, or copy-and-paste to a new
file-Vq makes it easy!

$270

Best of all, Vq is fault-tolerant. While you're
working, Auto-save is working too, so you
can start each session where the last one
ended-even if it ended unexpectedly!
Vqs macros make it easy to add its retrieval
and editing power to the applications you're
using now. You can call up a program and
pass it a file with a Hot Link, or create your
own library of custom sequences to invoke
with a keystroke. You can find and edit a
document before passing it to your desktop
publisher, or even Compile and Display Next
Error!
·
Vq doesn't complicate your life. It just adds
what's been missing-fast free-form retrieval
with integral multi-window editing, for your
files and programs.
Vq is for DOS and 05/2 systems.

$5 shpg/hdlg (US)
CA orders add 6.5%

800/284-3269

THE MATCHMAKER
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870Fifth Avenue, #201
San Diego, CA 92103

619/298-9349
FAX 001/619/298-9950

TELEX 201520 GBS UR

Vq is a trademarkofGolden Bow Systems
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he word "communications"
means different things to differ
ent people. Depending on con
text, it can imply talking face
to-face, writing letters, conversing on the
phone-even using body language. In
any context, it involves the sending and
receiving of information.
BYTE's first expanded In Depth sec
tion is devoted to the field of PC commu
nications. It explores various aspects of
LAN technology, from cable choices to
protocols, from operating systems to pro
gramming, and from management to se
curity. It also brings you up-to-date on
the current status of dial-up communica
tions software and modem technology.
In our first article, "Fiber vs. Metal,"
James Y. Bryce examines the cabling
choices currently available, including
fiber-optic, twisted-pair, and coaxial.
He explains the pluses and minuses of
each and describes fiber-optic technol
ogy in detail.
In "Looking for Trouble," Harry Saal
gives us guidelines for managing and
troubleshooting a LAN. He writes about
the logical tools we need to locate a LAN
problem and provides a list of some of the
physical tools available that can help in
"Troubleshooters," the resource listing.
In a similar vein, "The Data Bandits" by
William M. Adney and Douglas E. Ka
vanagh discusses possible security
threats to a LAN, including viruses, data
theft, and accidental data destruction,
and provides direction for how to make
your LAN more secure.
While LANs are a major source of ex
citement-at least in the BYTE office
most of us also still dial up various ser
vices and bulletin boards through our
modems. In "Dialing Up 1990," Brock
N. Meeks describes the current state of
dial-up packages and provides a list of
many of the current offerings in the re-

T
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source listing "Communications Pro
grams." And in "Whither the Modem?"
John H. Humphrey and Gary S. Smock
provide an update on modem technology
and on the rising spee\fs and falling
prices of modems.
In "OS/2 Hits the Networks," Ken
Thurber discusses the role of OS/2 in
various network situations and how it in
teracts with the offerings of the major
network companies. He also writes about
OS/2 as a distributed-systems platform.
You don't always, however, have a uni
vendor situation. In "When One LAN Is
Not Enough," William Stallings dis
cusses internetwork protocols-how you
can establish connections between simi
lar and dissimilar networks to extend
your communications ability.
Few of us yet understand the inner
workings of NetBIOS, but Brett Glass
opens up that complex world and lays it at
our fingertips in "Understanding Net
BIOS." Another puzzle lies within the
acronyms APPC and LU 6.2. Ralph
Davis leads us through this one in "A
Logical Choice" and provides the details
of the communications protocol used by
IBM's SNA and its connection to distrib
uted processing.
Finally, Ed Tittel shows us how to
connect and communicate between PCs,
Macs, and VAXes on a single network in
"Making the Connection." He also pro
vides a resource listing of connectivity
products.
Altogether, we hope you'll find this
section on PC communications enlight
ening . We have all learned to use
modems and even to become dependent
on them by now. And if market trends
are any indication, we will all become
very familiar with LANs as well in the
near future.
-Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Technical Editor, In Depth
JANUARY 1989 • BYTE
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Reread manual once
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la seaetary.

Print docllTieflt
from PC.

Serd FAXyoutSelf.

Announcing the first non-stop communications route sending adocument as big as the NewYork phone book
Now your faxes or files can fly cross country.And you
between businesses anywhere in the world.
can still be zooming around in your flight simulator. Or
Intel's Connection CoProcessor."'
writing that letter to your biggest account. Or recalculating
It's a whole new way to send and receive programs,
your spreadsheets for tomorrow's meeting.Without
files, text, graphics and electronic messages. Not just
interruption or downtime.
between PCs, but with fax machines as well.
The Intel Connection is a new
And when you fax, there are no
more stopovers at the printer, or
communications coprocessing board
cooling your heels in line at the fax
that frees your PC from the task of
machine. Because Connection lets you
communicating.
do everything without leaving your PC.
Which means you can work on your
And when you send files directly to
computer non-stop-even while
©1988 lntel Corporalion.Connection CoProcessor isa tr;1demark d Intel CorporJlion.WordPerfect is aregiS(t'red trademarkofWordPerfa1 Corp.Symantec is a tr.1demark ofSymamec Corp.Dorland is aregisK--red trademark ofilorland
tr3dem:irk of Microsoft Corporation. "CAS (DCA/lntel Communicming Applicativn Specification.)
·
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Resend docl.ITlent,
cross fingers.

Filalv. you send,
but FAX line is rusy.

another Connection-equipped PC, you won't have to fiddle
around with modemparameters or protocols. Because the
Connection CoProcessor sets them for you.At 9600 bps.
Best of all, Connection supports CAS;'a new
communication standard that is supported by major
software and hardware developers like Symantec;·
Borland~ DCA~ Microsoft~ and WordPerfect~ Which
means you can send, for example, aword processing
file to your London office, without ever exiting your
WordPerfect program.
You just send the document directly from your
application.That's it.There isn't any complicated

communications software to learn.
And everything is backed by toll-free technical
support and a five-year warranty from Intel.
So what are you waiting for? Call 800-538-3373 now
for a free demo disk.
Because with Intel's Connection CoProcessor,
communication is really going to take off.

ClXporJ tion. DG\ is J regisle!ed tradt:!mark of Dig ital Communications Associates, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
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V.32at
38,400bps.
MNP®Class9
Because life is too short
to use a slow modem.
We couldn't make our dial-up modems
any more accurate. So we made one twice
as fast. And it's available today.
Introducing QX/V.32c, the worlds
fastest dial-up modem. At 38,400 bps, with
full-duplex CCITT V.32 compatibility over
dial-up lines. Plus all the added performance
and Enhanced Data Compression of MNP®
Class 9. There's compatibility with V.22bis,
V.22, Bell 212A and Bell 103 included, so
that QX/V.32c communicates at optimum
levels with modems of all speeds. And it
can work in synchronous or asynchronous
environments.
Speed and performance are not the
only powerful features of the QX/V.32c. Its
compact design is equally impressive- I/3rd
the size of most competitive modems. And
it comes in a rack mount version, as well.

What will you pay for our breakthrough
V.32 modem? About the same as modems
with only half the error-free throughput. As
you can see from the chart, lower phone
bills alone could pay for this upgrade.

9600 bps modem ..................................................... $6.94

QXN.32c ...$1.74

Comparable costs of sending identical
amounts of data over dial-up lines.

Find out how Microcom brought error
free V.32 to 38,400 bps levels. Call toll-free
800-822-8224 today.

Workstation
Connectivity
Worldwide
500 River Ridge Drive, Norwood, MA 02062 617-551-1000 Telex 710-336-7802 MICROCOM NWD
Worldwide Distribution-International FAX: 617-551-1007 USA FAX: 617-551-1006
Toll-free 800-822-8224
MNP is a registered trademark of Microcom, Inc. QX/V.32c and Enhanced Data Compression are trademarks of Microcom, Inc.
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Fiber vs. Metal
Mix, match, and clwose betweenfiber-optic
and metallic cables
James Y. Bryce
he wait is over.
Fiber optics has
been considered an
exotic animal, a
technology that might offer
great potential but is too com
plicated and expensive for
routine use. But no more.
Despite repeated bursts of
television advertising praising
fiber optics in long-distance
telephone networks, the com
puter community still hasn't
accepted it for local-area net
works (LANs). But careful
consideration of fiber optics'
costs and performance and
that all-important cost-to
benefit ratio often demon
strate it to be the best choice,
if not for an entire network,
then for significant portions
of one.

T

What Is Fiber Optics?
An optical fiber is manufac
tured by drawing a large cyl
inder of glass, called a preform, out over
a long distance until it is one long piece of
pure glass whose diameter is measured in
millionths of a meter, or microns. The
fiber, just like the preform from which it
was made, has two fundamental compo
nents that extend along its entire length:
the core and the cladding (see figure 1).
The core is the smaller, interior por
tion of the fiber. It can be anywhere from
PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989

5 to 100 microns in diameter. In LAN fi
bers, the diameters usually range from
50 to 100 microns (very small cores of 5
to 10 microns are reserved for long-dis
tance telephone fibers). Light signals
travel through the core.
The cladding also is composed of
glass, but it was designed in the preform
stage to have a different index of refrac
tion than the core. Although the resulting

fiber is drawn from the same
preform, the two components
transmit light at slightly dif
ferent velocities; thus, light is
bent, refracted, as it enters
the transition between the
core and the cladding. You
observe the same physical
phenomenon when looking
through water and trying to
spear a fish; the light bends
when it passes from air to wa
ter. This bending is designed
into the fiber and keeps the
signaling light within the
core.
Various materials are used
to encase the fiber. The initial
materials are chemical coat
ings that protect the glass.
These are followed with
strengthening and protective
plastics and even metal
sheaths that "harden" the
fiber, or more likely the col
lection of fibers, against envi
ronmental damage. Fiber op
tics is considered so reliable and so
secure that military organizations such
as the U.S. Army now use fiber for al
most all communications-even under
battlefield conditions.

Launching the Optical Signal
Two electronic devices are generally
used to "launch" the optical signal into a
continued
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fiber. Long-distance telephone circuits
use lasers because they need power and
coherent light for transmission over dis
tances of several tens of kilometers.
Computer LANs use LEDs of considera-

bly weaker output powers and incoherent
light to transmit signals over distances of
only 1 or 2 kilometers.
The end ofthe fiber is carefully cut, or
"cleaved," at a 90-degree angle to its

Figure 1: With graded-index multimode fiber cable, light is constantly refocused as
it travels through the core.

Cladding~

Core - -..
Light
source

length; this produces a flat face that is
carefully aligned with the LED or laser
through connectors. The LED or laser
then is pulsed with the electrical signal,
and light is transferred to the fiber. In
"single-mode" fiber, like that used in
long-distance telephony, this light can
enter at only one angle and therefore trav
els through the core in one mode, without
significant refractions at the cladding.
In the "multimode" fiber used for
LANs, the light can enter at a number of
different angles, creating different paths,
or "modes," of travel through the fiber.
Each mode travels through the fiber, be
ing refracted back and forth from the
core's boundary with the cladding or be
ing constantly refocused. Light entering
the fiber at a shallow angle is refracted
fewer times than that entering at a steep
angle. (See figures 1 and 2.)
The different paths resulting have dif
ferent lengths. These differing lengths
ultimately result in data-rate limitations,
as the different modes arrive at slightly
different times. At extremely high data
rates, these different modes cause adja
cent optical pulses to merge into one an
other at the point where the practical
data-rate limit for a given length of fiber
is reached.
Although data rate is more limited
with multimode fiber than with single
mode fiber over LAN distances of usu
ally less than a kilometer, the multimode
material can carry data rates substan
tially greater than 1000 megabits per
second. Alsb, multimode fiber is easier
to handle, installing connectors is sim
pler, and LEDs are far cheaper than the
lasers used for single-mode fibers.

Comparing Cables
Figure 2: In step-index multimodefiber, light travels through the fiber, being
refracted back and forth from the core's boundary with the cladding.

Table 1: Fiber-optic performance as compared with twisted-pair and coaxial.

Data rate per kilometer
Accessibility to being tapped
Signal radiation
Potential for explosion
Bit error rate
Static problems
Grounding problems
Size and weight by data rate
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Twisted-pair

Coaxial

Fiber

16
megabits
Easy

500
megabits
Easy

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

1 h 106

1 in 10s

1000+
megabits
Difficult
No
No
1 in 109+

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Large

Large

No
No
Small

Fiber optics wins on almost every point
when you contrast it with metallic cables
(see table 1). The two types of metallic
cables most widely used are twisted-pair
and coaxial. Twisted-pair cables have
been in use the longest and are the most
misunderstood. Currently, there is a sig
nificant interest in making almost any
twisted-pair found in a building carry
LAN signals, because twisted-pair
cable, especially that already in place, is
considerably cheaper than other cable
technologies.
The pressure of this idea has been so
great that IBM declared an unshielded
twisted-pair designated "type 3" as part
ofthe IBM Cabling System. A number of
companies have installed the cheaper
cable only to discover in mid-1988 that
IBM's extension of the Token l\ing data
rate from 4 megabits per second, which
worked over reasonable distances on type
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3, to 16 megabits per second meant that it
would no longer work. This dilemma is
generally true of metallic cables: As the
data rate increases, signals degrade more
and more over unit lengths of cable.
The problem results from the cable's
susceptibility to interference (in metallic
cables, this is at least partially protected
by shielding) and attenuation of signal
levels in a fashion more detrimental to
high-frequency than to low-frequency
components. The typical digital signal

begins as a square wave. A square wave
is a collection, at least theoretically, of
an infinite number of sine waves of dif
ferent frequencies. Cables attenuate the
low frequencies the least, the high ones
the most. So as the square wave travels
down the cable, it begins to decrease in
strength and spread out, or round off.
Adjacent square waves do the same, and
pretty soon the different pulses are run
ning into one another (see figure 3).
The signal must be regenerated in a

Transmitted signal

Cable

device that can tell the difference be
tween the now distorted wave shapes and
reconstruct them as new digital ones and
zeros-clean square waves. This device
is usually called a repeater. In consider
ing any cable, you must consider how
much it distorts a signal over a unit dis
tance. For easy comparison, the unit dis
tance usually chosen is 1 kilometer.
In this article, I have considered only
cables of high-quality construction and
continued

Received signal

Figure 3: The change in signal levels over metallic cable. Beginning as a square wave, the typical digital signal will weaken and
round offas it travels down the cable. As adjacent square waves do the same, the different pulses run into one another.

CarrierNet
Makes Peripheral Sharing
And Office Networking Fast, Affordable,
,,.,.f ,I
-
.
mo~ed
And "C01.1ieieSS"
Today's office environment
requires a flexible solution for the
costly problem of equipment and
effort duplication.
Carrier Current Tuchnologies, Inc.
has the solution, with a line of cableless
products- The Carrier Office Network.
Our expandable, cableless network can be
used foc peripheral sharing, file transfers,
network updates, modem sharing and
electronic mail service.

The Carrier Office Network features
CarrierNEl; a cab/e/ess data transfer system.
CarrierNET connects quickly to the serial
port of your PC and plugs into the existing
electrical wall outlets ofyour building,
turning your office's electrical system into a
data transfer network. It does all this without
costly, unsightly cables. And, The Carrier

Office Network can'-- install<
exoanded or
in n:inutes.
Give us a call. And fmd out JUSt how
economical and efficient a Carrier Office
Cableless Network can be.

C~T

by Carrier Current Technologies, Inc.
4905 Pine Cone Drive
Durham, North Carolina 27707
919/490-4970

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
Circle 311 on Reader Senice Card (DEALERS: 312)
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The Future Is Plastics
T

raditional twisted-pair and coaxial
cables have a few characteristics
and tricks left that bear mention, espe
cially in getting from the wiring closet
to the machines on the floor. And just
around the corner lurks plastic fiber,
ready to bring economic light to that last
link.
Twisted-pair is so widely installed
that a major effort has been under way
to use it for ever higher data rates.
There are real limits to twisted-pair for
the future. Current work to make most
reasonably good twisted-pair carry
IEEE 802 .3 (ISO 8802/3) signals over
useful distances at 10 megabits has met
with success. Usually, this is called
Ethernet on twisted-pair, although the
Xerox-developed Ethernet, strictly
speaking, is slightly different from
802.3 in details such as preamble, ad
dress technique, logical link control,
type and length fields, and maximum
frame size.
Previous efforts at 802.3 protocol
over twisted-pair were limited to !
megabit data rates and standardized as
802.3 1Base5. Since the newer technol
ogies offer 10 megabits, you should ex
pect such lower data-rate systems to
fade into obscurity very quickly. Prod
ucts of two manufacturers represent
somewhat divergent IO-megabit
LWisted-pair techniques; other compa
nies are also entering the field.
Synoptics Communications of Moun
tain View, California, offers LattisNet.
This system uses two twisted-pairs for a
maximum distance of 110 meters, de
pending on the quality of the wire. Ca
bling goes back to a concentrator. The
product also provides modules fee fiber
optic connections among concentrators
and to individual devices . Current work
by the IEEE 802.3 committee (802.3
lOBaseT) is expected to standardize on
a scheme very similar to this.
3Com Corp. of Santa Clara, Califor
nia, has introduced a method that is con
sidered an extension covered by the cur
rent standard usually applied to "thin
Ethernet" (802 .3 10Base2). In this sys
tem, devices called PairTamers are at
tached to thin Ethernet coaxial cable
(RG 58 AIU or C/U) on one side and to a
single twisted-pair on the other. With
good-quality twisted-pair, distances of
up to 76 meters can be realized. This is
often more than adequate for ordinary
building installations.
A single run uses a PairTamer a teach
end of the twisted-pair. The device sim
ply converts from coaxial cable on one
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side to twisted-pair on the other, so no
other special electronic equipment is
needed. Once the conversion to coaxial
cable is made, the standard thin-Ether
net methods of daisy chaining from one
machine to the next and so on may be
adopted. 3Com provides information
fee calculating the distance limitations
of the combination of twisted-pair and
coaxial cables; the company also pro
vides cable-system test equipment and
multiport repeaters as aids in construct
ing systems.
Thin Ethernet still has some tricks
left also. Its standard installation re
quires that a loop of cable be pulled to
each device; there, a tee connector
passes the signal by a transceiver tap
usually built into the network card in
serted into a microcomputer. Multi
port devices such as the DEMPR from
Digital Equipment Corp. allow eight
runs of thin-Ethernet coaxial cable to
daisy chains of machines, converting
the usual bus topology into a star.
As Dustin Hoffman learned in The
Graduate, there is one word that defines
the future-plastics. Plastic fiber-optic
cable is here and has been for quite a
while. The primary difficulty with the
material has been its narrow bandwidth
and high attenuation when compared to
glass. Now research is leading to practi
cal and cheap plastic fiber. Hoechst
Celanese of Somerville, New Jersey,
and Codenoll of Yonkers, New York,
are working together to provide such fi
bers for local-area networks.
Plastic fibers are 200 to 500 microns
in diameter, can be cut with simple and
inexpensive tools, and are installed
with minimal training using connectors
designed to make the job easy. Why is
all this so simple and applicable to the
wiring-center-to-machine connection?
The distances involved are short, 100
meters or less, and many systems con
template regeneration of the signal,
either at the wiring center, the machine,
or both; thus, signal-loss budgets of 20
dB usually available in an optic system
allow otherwise sloppy, high-loss con
nections characteristic of the rough
techniques developed fee plastic fibers.
Watch fee plastic fiber over the next
year; it will probably be your cable of
choice for workstation hookup. It may
be offered so cheaply that you will
choose to pull it in along with twisted
pair or coaxial cable waiting to install
connectors and actually use it when
electrical-to-optical conversion costs
drop.

standard type; hence, my estimates are at
the high end of performance. For
twisted-pair in particular, the types
found strung throughout buildings after
being abandoned by telephone compa
nies are at best only vaguely known and
thus not adequately standard to provide a
basis for comparison. IBM's full-speci
fication cables, such as "type 2," provide
a more predictable base.

How Do They Perform?
Data rate: Twisted-pair is by far the
poorest performer in terms of data rate
per unit distance. The better grades,
such as those that meet IBM's type 2
specification, are good for perhaps 16
megabits per second over a kilometer.
Coaxial cable is far better, having a ca
pacity of300 to 500 megabits per second.
But fiber optics is the hands-down win
ner, being able to carry more than a giga
bit (1000 megabits) per second over that
same kilometer. We don't make use of
those data rates now, but the future holds
that prospect.
The most exciting prospect for high
data-rate communications is called the
fiber distributed-data interface. It's cur
rently in the final stages of specification
as a fiber-optic token-passing ring that
operates at I 00 megabits per second.
That rate has a variation to 200 megabits
persecond,andincreasesbeyondthatare
anticipated. The FDDI specification will
initially furnish the backbone connect
ing slower LANs, but, as our machines
improve in power, we'll need to directly
connect such high-speed fiber-optic net
works to our mainframes, minicomput
ers, and even microcomputers.
Security: Security of the cable system
has become a major concern of many
LAN installations. At the extreme, com
plex specifications, such as the Tempest
rating promulgated by the Department of
Defense, are required of electronic
cables and gear; a great deal of the Tem
pest specification deals with shielding.
Installations that are even more secure
require a fuller complement of cable pro
tection, including encasing cables within
thick conduits and blocking all wall pen
etrations; the Strategic Compartmental
ized Information Facility requirements
furnish an example.
You can tap metallic cables with rather
simple devices; the amount of signal
energy removed by such taps is usually
too small to be detected by all but the
most sensitive instruments located else
where on the cable. Fiber-optic cables,
however, are very difficult to tap. And if
a successful tap is made, the signal
drawn from the cable is on the order of a
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decibel or more, an amount easily de
tected by standard optical-measuring
equipment.
Metallic cables carry signals that are
basically radio waves. The cables act like
antennas radiating their signals freely.
Good-quality shielding greatly limits
this radiation, yet shielding is not per
fect. A poor connector may have a great
deal of leakage. Fiber-optic cables do not
radiate at all.
Explosion potential: Consider a fuel
depot, an oil refinery, a chemical plant,
an operating room where explosive anes
thetics may be used, or a gunpowder
plant (I actually designed a fiber-optic
system for a gunpowder plant). In each
instance, using metallic cables that carry
electricity adds to the danger of creating
a spark and a subsequent explosion.
Fiber-optic cables have no such dangers.
Bit error rate: Tests performed by var
ious laboratories have shown that about
one error in every 1,000,000 bits can be
attributed to metallic cables. Similar
tests on fiber-optic cables sho\\'. 1000
times fewer errors, or one error in every
l ,000,000,000 bits, or better.
Static: The most important instance of

our

NEW

static is lightning . A lightning strike
within 100 or so meters of a metallic
cable system can induce a very strong
voltage flow in the cable, destroying
equipment and, perhaps, endangering
people. Since fiber-optic cables need no
metal components, lightning · can't in
duce a voltage.
Grounding problems: We've all heard
the 60-Hz hum that results when an audio
plug is being inserted in an amplifier.
That hum occurs when the center pin
goes in and the shield is not firmly con
nected. It reminds us that the earth is the
return for all currents, and we are sur
rounded by a 60-Hz power system induc
ing current flow in all metal.
If a communications line is slightly
less than perfectly grounded, such a
"hum loop" may result, with the poten
tial for interfering with signals. Differ
ent points within the same building, and
certainly between buildings, have differ
ent grounding potentials. Equalizing
these potentials is often very difficult. At
worst, the differences found could be
dangerous to people coming into contact
with cables connecting two points.
Fiber-optic cables have no possibility of

this kind of current flow.
Size and weight: A quick glance at rep
resentative cables and their respective
data-rate capacities shows that fiber
optic cables are far smaller and lighter
than their metallic counterparts. This
leads to ease of installation, since less
equipment and less labor are required to
pull in major cable runs.

But How Much Does It Cost?
OK. You're convinced-fiber optics is
the best way to go for performance and
for the future. But isn't it prohibitively
expensive? See table 2.
Cable cost: Almost everyone thinks
that fiber-optic cable is very expensive
when compared with twisted-pair and
coaxial. However, for quality cable that
you would use in a well-designed LAN
for a moderate-to-large setup, the basic
cable costs are the same: $0.50 to $1.00
per foot. Plenum cable for use in areas
where air is moving, above the ceiling
grid in most recently built buildings,
costs about two to three times as much.
The cost of the cable itself is a constant.
Installation: Twisted-pair and coaxial
continued
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Table 2: Fiber-optic costs versus those for twisted-pair and coaxial cables.

Cable cost per foot
Installation
Design
Testing
Electrical to optical

Twisted-pair

Coaxial

Fiber

$.50-1 .00
1n
1n
1n

$.50-1 .00
1n
1n
1n

$.50-1 .00

None

None

2n
2n

1.5n
+50% to + 100%

require about the same amount of labor cron cladding. IBM has specified the
to install. Fiber-optic cable installation 1001140 core/cladding cable as "type 5"
costs about twice as much, due in part to for its Cabling System. Yet, when con
the higher skill level required, but more ,necting to cluster controllers, IBM uses
to the law of supply and demand. Few the 62.5/ 125 cable developed by Western
Electric. Most forecasters believe that
qualified installers are currently avail
able; thus, they can charge a higher price.
this will be the dominant fiber size in
Design: Systems of any size must have LANs. Although there are other con
qualified designers. You don'tjust drop a tenders, the SMA 906 connector is usu
cable system for a particular LAN into a ally the one found on LAN equipment.
Where do you use fiber first? Due to
group of multistory buildings; extensive
design work must precede . installation. the grounding problems, potential for in
Twisted-pair and coaxial designs cost terference, and ease of installation, con
about the same. Fiber-optic design will nection between buildings is the place to
cost about twice as much, again due start. Most LAN designs contemplate
mostly to supply and demand.
this (e.g., the use of the fiber-optic
Testing: Testing twisted-pair and co
"remote repeater" in IEEE 802.3 net
axial cables involves well-known tech
works). Next, use fiber optics for the
niques and generally available instru
riser cable among floors in multistory
ments. Since fiber is not so well known buildings. Again, ease of installation and
and its test instruments are more costly, limited numbers of necessary optical-to
testing fiber-optic cables costs about half electrical conversions make this an ap
again as much as testing metallic cables.
propriate selection.
Electrical to optical: Neither twisted
The last question becomes when to in
pair nor coaxial needs any special con
stall fiber directly to each workstation on
version devices to connect to a computer. the network. Fiber-optic interfaces are
Fiber-optic systems require circuits at available for this now, but they add to the
each device that convert electrical sig
cost. Installing all the drops to all the
nals to optical signals and vice versa. workstations could add up to a consider
These circuits can add 50 percent to 100 able expense. (For a less-expensive alter
percent to the price of the network inter
native, see the text box "The Future Is
face. Manufacturers, such as Codenoll of Plastics" on page 256.) This step also in
Yonkers, New York, and Siecor of Re
volves some specialized equipment, such
search Triangle, North Carolina, have as "star couplers," that replace the usual
been reducing the prices of these conver
bus topology if your LAN is based on the
sion devices over the past 2 years.
IEEE 802 .3 contention model. Ifyou use
the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring, various
Where Do You Start?
manufacturers, such as Proteon of Bos
So, you're convinced. Yoo want to get ton, Massachusetts, already offer appro
priate fiber-optic interfaces.
into fiber and beat the crowd that will fi
nally acknowledge the inevitable 3 to 5
For many installations, adding the
years from now. Where do you start? workstations may be too expensive or
You start by trying to figure out what the complex at the present time, but within
standard fiber is, how to connect it, and the next few years, fiber will go all the
where to use it.
way to the end user's workstation-a
Over the past several years, LANs workstation that will have a huge appetite
have used a confusing selection of core for the amount of information that only
and cladding sizes. Cores of 50, 62.5, fiber optics can satisfy. •
85, and 100 microns have all found favor
at various times. All but the 100-micron James Y. Bryce is an independent consul
core have cladding diameters of 125 mi
tant and author living in Austin, Texas.
crons; the 100-micron core has a 140-mi
He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."
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Looking for
Trouble
If your LAN 's perfonnance falters,
software may be the culprit
Harry Saal
ooner or later, every
local-area-network
manager senses it or
starts to hear it from
the users : Operations that
once seemed fast now take
longer. Sometimes a lot
longer.
Unfortunately, while a net
work is fantastic when it
works well, it 's depressingly
complex when you have to de
cide what needs fixing. It's
assembled from many compo
nents: workstations, servers,
their respective operating sys
tems, cables, cards, LAN
management software, stan
dard applications, the users'
own applications, plus every
body's batch files and handy
utilities.
When something goes
wrong, how do you find the
problem? Is it the hardware?
The cabling? The users? Is it
time for an upgrade? (See the
text box "Tricks of the Trade" on page
260.) Well, actually, many network
problems are software problems-either
its design, use, or installation.
Although software snags are often the
cheapest and simplest problems to fix,
they are often ignored as people search
for hardware trouble. In fact, LAN de
sign and management courses often rein
force this hardware bias and give first

Spotting the Problem

S
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priority to the system's physical aspects.
Many courses discuss troubleshooting
via sessions on how to use a time-domain
reflectometer to locate cable breaks or
impedance mismatches , or how to locate
a card that's jabbering (transmitting non
stop and jamming the network), but none
on how to spot a defective routing table
or a mistaken bit in a server's access
authorization.

Automatic recovery from an
error is fundamental to the
design of many LAN compo
nents. Every time a worksta
tion launches a packet (or
frame-the terms are equiva
lent) onto the network, it has
to assume that the packet may
not arrive. On a bus system,
there may be a collision as two
workstations try to transmit at
once. On a ring system, there
may be a break as another
workstation inserts into the
ring or drops out. On any of
them, the receiver may be
busy, or its buffers may over
flow. And of course there
may be noise or interference
so that the packet arrives
damaged.
For all these and dozens of
other reasons, LAN protocols
have a number of provisions
for retry and recovery. In the
end, the message gets
through. Network speeds are high
enough to allow many retries; most of the
time you won't even notice.
This built-in recovery complicates the
task of testing and troubleshooting.
When a link is cleanly severed so nothing
gets through, you can locate the break
relatively quickly. But when there's a
partial failure, the system's own recov
continued
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Tricks of the Trade
H

aving a problems with your LAN?
One of these options may help:

• Upgrade your network server's oper
ating system. You may find that features
such as backup, shared-file interlocks,
and manager maintenance may be more
important than gross speed. Probable
costs: $500 to $5000, times the number
of file servers.
• Upgrade the version of DOS for the
oorkstations. DOS is still what directs
each workstation's work and redirects
requests for network files to the net
work. Versions differ both in the re
sources they support and in the way they
do it-and in the amount of space they
consume. Probable costs: $50 to $100,
times the number of workstations.
• Switch to different software on your
current network hardware. This is a
major change. Probable benefits: un
clear. Probable costs: Thousands of dol
lars per file server, bridge, or gateway,
plus the costs of the organizational im
pact of a whole new set of network com
mands and conventions.
• Upgrade to a faster network technol
ogy. This is a big one. There's a factor
of 10 difference in the transmission
speeds of different cabling systems. But
is that where the problem is? To take ad
vantage of a different network technol
ogy, you almost have to start over, with
a new design for cable layout, new net
work boards at each workstation and
server, and perhaps different servers.
Probable costs: Incalculable.
• Split the network into subnets with
gateways or routers. Each subnet you
create will be freed from other subnet
traffic. Each packet that has to tra
verse the bridge must go through addi
tional processing and transmission
time. Probable cost for the installation
of a bridge: $5000 to $10,000.
• Add another file server. Distributed
file servers may ease access, give you
redundancy in case of a failure at one of
ery procedures often overcome the fault
and thereby mask a chronic problem.
It's not unusual for a network's speed
and resilience to mask a program bug
that in any other context would be obvi
ous. Imagine, for example, that someone
puts together an electronic mail system in
which (because of a programming error)
each workstation routinely sends every
message 15 times. (Don't laugh; a test
260
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them, and reduce traffic to each. Add
ing an extra file server may also intro
duce new problems of dividing storage
between them, assigning users to
servers, and finding where anything is.
Probable costs: $3000 to $9000 for each
file server, depending on speed and ca
pacity, plus software and licensing.
• Upgrade your server's CPU speed.
There's a range of 5 to 1 in CPU speeds
of machines that might be servers.
Switching to a faster server CPU might
help, or it might do nothing if that's not
where the bottleneck is. Probable cost:
$500 (for a turbo board) to $10,000 (for
a suitably equipped top-of-the-line 30megabyte 25-MHz 80386).

• Upgrade your server'S disk speed.
There is a range of at least 3 to 1 in the
access time of the disk. If requests don't
get through to the disk, it may be idle.
But ifthe server is being swamped with
needless requests, speeding it up may
not help. Probable costs: $1000 to
$4000, times the number of servers.
• Upgrade server cache memory. If the
server doesn't have the memory to stack
incoming requests, it may have to dis
card them, forcing the workstations to
retransmit. If it doesn't have the mem
ory to save data that's ready to send, it
may have to retrieve it again, requiring
new disk accesses. Probable costs: may
be zero if you can reallocate cache from

Table A: The 19adjustable parameters in IBM's PC LAN.
Parameter

Default

Explanation

Number of available network directories
s
Number of user workstations served
10
Number of network request buffers
2
SK bytes
Size of each network request buffer
(REO x ROB may not exceed 48K bytes)
Time-slice ratio of net and local processing
S-4
TSI
PRB
Size of print-spooling buffer
SK bytes
PRP
Printing priority vs. other local processing
3
SHB
Size of buffer for regulating shared RN/
2K bytes
Number of locked ranges in shared files
20
SHL
USN
Number of message aliases
17SO bytes
MBI
Size of incoming message buffer
Number of concurrent NetBIOS commands
8
CMD
16
SES
Number of concurrent NetBIOS sessions
SRV
Number of servers used
2
ASG
Number of network devices open
s
Number of network buffers
3
NBC
NBS
Size of each network buffer
.SK bytes
(NBC x NBS must not exceed 32K bytes)
PB1 ...3 Size of buffer for each network printer
1K bytes
(Sum of PB1 ... PB3 may not exceed
16K bytes)
SHR
RDR
REO
ROB

Min.

Max.

1

1SO
29
3
SK bytes 32K bytes

1

0-0
9-9
SK bytes 16K bytes
1
3
SK bytes 60K bytes
20
1000
12
0
SK bytes 60K bytes
32
31
32
64
.SK bytes 32K bytes
80 bytes 16K bytes

• Depends on server configuration and values of USN and REQ.

with AND where it should say OR pro
duced this.) Further imagine that each
receiving workstation, when it finds it
has multiple copies of the same logical
message, discards earlier versions and
keeps only the last. When the system is
tested on a lightly loaded network, each
message sent from A to B arrives prop
erly. Network speeds are so high, and
there are so many other variables at each

end, that no one notices the 15 repeti
tions. So the system is installed.
Knowing the length of the average
message, the number .o f workstations,
and the number of messages each work
station sends, LAN managers can easily
estimate the system's capacity. But as the
load grows, those 15 repetitions begin to
take their toll. Users begin to complain.
Has something broken? Not really. The
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existing memory; $500 to $2000 per
server if expansion memory is required.
• Upgrade workstation speeds. In most
environments, the real work is still done
at the local workstations. When users
complain that response is slow, it's al
ways possible the problem has nothing
to do with the network but is entirely
within the local workstation. Probable
costs: $500 (for a turbo card on an exist
ing machine) to $8000, times the num
ber of workstations you upgrade.
• Upgrade workstation cache memory.
The approach here is not to speed up
transmission through the network, but
to reduce the need for network requests.
If you have less than 640K bytes of
RAM, by all means bring each work
station up to that point. There are nu
merous ways to use additional RAM be
yond that. Probable costs: $500 to
$1000 per workstation upgraded.
• Upgrade width of data path on net
work-interface cards. There's variation
in the method (and hence the speed)
with which cards transfer data from the
workstation's main memory and return
it A major consideration is whether the
card uses an 8-bit or a 16-bit bus. Proba
ble costs: $500 to $800, times the num
ber of workstations upgraded.
• Upgrade the "smarts" of your net
work-interface cards. A "smart" net
work card can do much of the network
processing (e.g., decoding various
levels of network protocols) on the card,
while the workstation CPU does some
thing else. A "dumb" card may have to
steal processing from the workstation
CPU-and that may or may not make a
difference in what the user sees . Proba
ble costs: $500 to $800.
• Adjust network parameters, an easy
and cheap change. Making sense out of
which to change is not so easy. Cost: lit
tle or nothing in dollars, but lots of time
experimenting and figuring them out.
As an example, table A lists the adjust
able parameters in IBM's PC LAN.
bug was there from the beginning; they
just didn't notice it at first. A lightly
loaded network usually has so much ex
cess capacity that even gross errors aren't
noticed until later when load builds up.

A Troubleshooter's Tools
Simple LAN evaluation devices concen
trate on physical measurement, such as
bits-per-second transmitted, or bits-per

DLC header
and message

LLC header
and message

XNS header
and message

NCP header and message

destination accumulated over a sampling Figure 1: On a token-ring LAN running
interval, perhaps sorting these by the Novell Net Ware, an acknowledgment
workstation to which they're addressed. from the file server that a file has been
These summary tabulations accurately opened typically contains four nested
quantify the total flow, but they do little messages. They range from a generic
to identify specific software problems.
token-ring message at the DLC level,
If you manage a LAN, you must move through an indication ofthe logical
beyond being able to spot a problem; you destination and protocol, and finally
must be able to analyze the cause of the the actual message-in this case, in the
problem. Overall statistics let you say, encoding adopted by Novell.
"Yes, indeed, there's a problem," or
even "The problem has something to do
with workstation X and server Y." But boundaries of the various messages.
Message interpretation is not self
such measurements still give you no idea
what they're transmitting or why they're contained. For example, figure 3 is a
reply to an earlier request; interpreting it
transmitting it.
To look in detail at transmissions, you depends in part on knowing what the re
have to be able to eavesdrop on the net quest was. All this can be done, but it's
work. To understand what you 're hear far more work than just converting hexa
ing, it's essential to decode the proto decimal bytes to operation codes or let
cols. You have to be able to work back ters of the alphabet.
Once you can read what the machines
through the various layers to look at
what's being said. This is no simple mat are saying to each other, many problems
ter because there are so many layers to become ridiculously simple-and very
decode; a typical packet may contain easy to fix. While the effort or cost of de
many levels. The lowest level, data-link coding is substantial, the rewards are
control (DLC), specifies the workstation enormous. That is, if you consider the
address of the source and destination, the large potential costs of possible system
gross length of the packet, and the type of upgrades, the investment has very high
message it contains. That message in leverage.
turn contains a header andan indicator as
to the type of message it contains, and so A Potent Illustration
on for as many levels as the situation The following example . illustrates the
requires.
problems revealed by protocol decoding.
For example, on a token ring running Imagine you are a user at a workstation
Novell NetWare, an acknowledgment and you want to open a word processor
from the file server that a file has been called WP, stored in a public directory of
opened typically contains four nested a network file server. When WP was
messages (see figure 1). They range first installed (when network usage was
from a generic token-ring message at the light), you just typed WP and up came
DLC level, through an indication of the the word processor. Now there's a small
logical destination and protocol (Xerox but irritating delay. Counting frames by
Network System transport protocol, or destination reveals a surprisingly large
XNS), to, finally, the actual message burst of packets sent back and forth be
in this case, in the encoding adopted by tween the time you ask for WP and the
Novell.
time it's delivered. What's going on?
Putting a protocol analyzer on the case
There are altogether 91 bytes at the
DLC level. Of those, 77 are the LLC reveals that each successful use of WP is
(logical link control) message, 74 of preceded by a string of "file not found"
which are theXNS message. Of those 74, messages. Looking at the details of those
40 bytes are the Novell NCP (NetWare messages, you find that whenever the
Core Protocol) message, 12 of which are workstation requests the file, it runs
devoted to the file's name and 6 to its through a series of requests in which the
handle. At each level, the length and type file's name is stated with an incorrect
of the message is arbitrary, so decoding path. When it finally asks for the file
must thread back from the lowest level to correctly, the workstation gets it at once.
continued
the highest before even establishing the
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Troubleshooters
f you are thinking of buying LAN
devices, the following list
Imaymonitoring
be helpful.
• Software installed to supplement
existing hardware. You can install these
programs, probably the least expensive
and easiest to install of the options, on
an existing network workstation.
EtherProbe Network
Analyzer ................ ..........$995
For workstations using 3Com's Ether
Link Plus network-interface card. Moni
tors and displays Ethernet XNS and
SMB packets.
3Com
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 638-3266
(408) 562-6400
Inquiry 976.
LANWatch ................. ...... . $1200
Works with a variety of Ethernet cards.
Useful for studying network traffic.
FTP Software
P.O. Box 150
Kendall Square Branch
Boston, MA 02142
(617) 868-4878
Inquiry 977.
• Special network card and software
kit, for installation on an existing PC.
Here you can install a vendor- or proto
col-specific system instead of a stan
dard network-interface card, permitting
a workstation to act as a conventional
workstation or as a network analyzer.
LANalyzer EX5300 .... ......... $9975
For Ethernet and StarlAN. Install in an
AT compatible. Collects and records in
coming packets through 16 indepen
dently programmable filter channels.
Why does the workstation go through
this sequence of invalid requests each
time? Because the network has inappro
priately carried something over from the
single-machine environment: reliance on
the DOS path command to let DOS
search directories in which a file might
be found. Although the path command
still works, it can place a needless load
on the network.
Each workstation has access to disk
drives of its own and directories on one
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During playback, packets can be dis
played in hexadecimal or ASCll, with
decoding of DLC and LLC packets and
identification ofcodes in TCP/IP, DEC
net, XNS, AppleTalk, MS-NET, ISO,
and NetBIOS.
Excelan, Inc.
2180 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 392-3526
(408) 434-2300
Inquiry 978.

LAN DETECTOR ..... From $10,995
For Ethernet, JO-megabit twisted-pair
Ethernet, or StarlAN. Install in an AT
compatible. Can be connected 'on thick,
thin, or unshielded twisted-pair cabling.
Implements the protocol-interpretation
capability designed into The Sniffer.
lnterlan, Inc.
155 Swanson Rd.
Boxboro, MA01719
(800) 526-8255
Inquiry 979.
• Self-contained specialized collector
and analyzer. A specialized oorksta
tion, including built-in hardware and
software for tabulation of summary sta
tistics and filtering of packets to be
analyzed.
ISOLAN 1140 ..... ... ............ $7950
An independent network workstation
with its own Ethernet AU! interface.
(Requires a WYSE50 terminal key
board.) Compiles summary network
statistics by workstation. Provides load
ing statistics by workstation and over
time. Development functions for packet
analysis also provided. Permits hexa
decimal display ofpacket contents.
BICC Data Network
1800 West Park Dr., Suite 430
Westborough, MA 01581
or more network file servers. The usual
way to refer to the network directories is
to assign them letters so they look like
virtual drives. A workstation with drives
A and C of its own might then configure
virtual drives with names somewhere be
tween D and Z as names for network
directories.
A Bird's-Eye View
Each workstation starts up with an
AUTOEXEC .BAT, which sets various

(508) 898-2422
Inquiry 980.
HP-4972A LAN Protocol
Analyzer ..... .... .... ... ......$17,350
Se(f-contained Motorola 68010-based
Ethernet (802.3) analyzer with optional
travel pack, with programmable filters,
real-time tabulation of traffie by desti
nation, and traffic-generation options.
Hewlett-Packard Corp.
5070 Centennial Bll.!d.
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
(800) 752-0900
Inquiry 981.
Excelan EX5500 ...... ... .... ..$15,750
A self-contained version of the LAN
alyzer EX5300, installed in a Compaq
Portable JI.
• Multilevel protocol interpreter. Pro
tocol interpretation decodes the various
layers of the received data to recon
struct the logical message contained in
the network packets.
The Sniffer .. .. .... $15,750 to $24,000
A self-contained device installed on sev
eral hardware platforms, from laptops
to 80386-based machines. Includes in
terface card for IBM Token Ring, Ether
net, ARCnet, StarlAN, or PC Network
broadband. Additional interface cards
and software cost about $5000 each. In
terpreters can be purchased for IBM
Token Ring, Novell NetWare, XNSIMS
NET, TCP/IP, Sun, /SO/MS-NET, Nes
tar Plan series, or AppleTalk, at $995
each, and for DECnet and Banyan
VINES at $1995 each.
Network General Corp.
l 945A Charleston Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 965-1800
Inquiry 982.
parameters, starts the network software,
and assigns names to network directo
ries. It also sets the path command. This
gives DOS a list of drives or directories
in which to look for an executable file
(i.e., one whose extension is . BAT,
.COM, or .EXE).
When you simply type the name of a
file (e.g., WP to access your word pro
cessing program), DOS always looks
first in your current working directory.
If there's no executable file of that name
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there, it checks a reserved area of mem
ory called the DOS environment for a
path statement. The path consists of a
list of drives or directories separated by
semicolons. DOS searches each of those
directories in the order in which they're
listed. As soon as it finds an executable
file whose name matches, it stops
searching and reads and executes the
file.
Trying to make things simple and con
sistent for everyone, LAN managers usu
ally define path so that, on each ma
chine, DOS first looks in the root
directory of the workstation's own hard
disk, then in a network virtual disk as
signed as a private area for the user, then
in turn in each of several network direc
tories devoted to different kinds of appli
cations. Each cluster of network directo
ries is assigned to a virtual drive. In
IBM's PC LAN, it might look something
like this:

Share
Printers
Transfer files and a whole lot more with ManyLink.
Ma11yli11k for PCs is the inexpensive software
package chac lets two PCs (or a PC and a laptop
or PS/2) share printers, rran fer files and a
whole lot more. Just connect the PCs together
with the supplied serial cable, install the
software, and you can share any printer
, connected to either PC. All printing
and file transfers are done
in the background, so both PC
users can continue working even
while their files are being printed or
transferred.

NET USE F: \ \ FileServer \NET\
PRIVATE\UserID
NET USE P: \ \FileServer\NET\
PUBLIC

More than two PCs? Ma11yLi11k for H0rk

Groups allows up

to

eight PCs

to

share printers and transfer

files. There's no better way to make your printers and people

Each application has a directory of its
own. An application package's instruc
tions typically suggest creating an exclu
sive subdirectory. The manager of the
LAN then creates on the server a sepa
rate directory for each application. So
that each workstation can find any net
work application, in whatever network
directory it may reside, the manager sets
each user's path in a way that guarantees
that DOS will find the application. The
path is something like this:

path=\;C:\;F:\;P:BAT;P:\SPREAD;
P:\ACCTS;P:\MAIL;P:\WORDPROC;\

work more produccivcl .
\ irh Jl1a11yU11I.· for VetWo!l', any u er can print
to an

printer cabled to any workstation

on the network, a ing cime wasted ~
trekking to file serve printers.
And users can transfer files
from workstation to
work cation with a imple
"COPY" command.
All Man yLink products ·
allow users to send short
messages with a "CHAT" command, and provide security for

After-everyone has installed this setup, a
few quick tests demonstrate that it works
and is easy to use. But what really hap
pens? Every time you execute WP, the
workstation's DOS looks for WP in the
current directory and then in the local
hard disk. Not finding it in either of
those, DOS asks the network file server
to look in one of the directories identified
in the workstation's path. When the
server can't find the file there, the work
station asks for it in the next directory.
Since (in this example) the correct
path is the sixth of the network directo
ries, the workstation asks the file server
to look in five wrong directories before it
hits the right one. Each of those wrong
requests generates a directory search at
the server and a pair of network messages.

sensitive files. NetLine's latest product,' Ma11yLi11k for ISDN,
lets you use your ISON telecommunications system
to network your computers, share printers and
transfer files. So whether you have two compu
ters, a NetWare network, or an ISON system,
when you think of sharing printer ,
think of ManyLink.

fJr#JJJ NetLine

2155 ~onh 200 West. Suire 'JO. l'rorn. Luh 8.J60.J . 80!1.l7.l-6000
'\cr\Varc is a registered rradem,lfk of '\cJ\·ell. Inc.

NrrLinr pmr1Nr1s rill' llO'U.'.' a-z.:ailab!r through 1lliov D.

continued
Circle 325 on Reader Ser~ice Card
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Some Simple Remedies
Several simple remedies will solve prob
lems like the one just mentioned. They
all involve less reliance on the path com
mand for finding files.
• Using synonyms. Some DOS shells
provide a synonym facility in the work
station. When you type a command, the
shell looks in a table of synonyms, so that
(for example) when you type WP, the
shell immediately substitutes

often it reads not only what you asked for
but the following bytes as well. It keeps
what it just retrieved in a buffer. Experi
ence shows that's what you're likely to
ask for next. When you do ask, it has
what you need right there in memory,
without requiring another disk access.
When your personal computer serves
as a network workstation, it sets up an
other set of similar buffers, but for cach
ing data received from a network server.
Caching at the workstation is important,
not so much because it saves transmis-

\\FileServer\Net\Public\Word
Proc \WP
in the command that it passes to DOS.
Using synonyms means that each
workstation needs a table that pairs the
local name for an application with the
full network path to it. With the synonym
table downloaded to each machine (e .g.,
at start-up), there is no searching of di
rectories, and the machine can directly
transmit a request for the needed file.
• Centralizing executable files. Network
managers can decrease searching by not
creating separate subdirectories for each
application and by putting all the applica
tions in one directory, called, for exam
ple, APPS or illN. Then there's only one
network directory on everybody's search
path.
• Establishing and enforcing standard
ized batch files. Retain separate network
directories, but put a common network
directory of batch files on everybody's
search path. Make sure these batch files
don't rely on the path command to locate
directories, but instead contain explicit
paths. The batch file WP.BAT has to say
the following:

Z:\ WORDPROC\WP.EXE %1 %2
If the batch file stipulates the letter for
a virtual drive, all users must adopt a
common convention for assigning drive
names to network directories.

The Importance of Caching
Each personal computer has a CON
FIG.SYS file that tells DOS how to set up
the machine each time it boots. One of
these parameters sets the number of buf
fers in main memory for reading from
the machine's own disks. The disk-read
buffers amount to a cache: easily acces
sible temporary storage for items you're
likely to want again.
Caching is based on statistics: When
you ask to read part of a file, chances are
that in a few milliseconds you will ask
for more of the same file. So DOS gam
bles. When you ask to read just a little,
264
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Caching
has a price. To the

workstation, it means
setting aside a part of
main memory that
might otherwise be used
for active programs.
sion time-depending on the disks in
volved, it mayor may not-but because it
can greatly reduce the number of re
quests to a network file server.
Caching has a price. To the worksta
tion, it means setting aside a part of main
memory that might otherwise be used for
resident software or currently active pro
grams. Occasionally, it means sending a
long packet when in fact only a small part
of it is used. If you set aside too much
space for buffers, you starve the pro
grams that the cache is supposed to
serve. The payback is its effect on net
work traffic, especially on the number of
packets transmitted.
To collect an example for this article,
we set up a protocol analyzer to report
traffic between a workstation and a net
work server on a Novell token-ring sys
tem installed at Network General's head
quarters. We had intended to measure
the flow with normal caching at the
workstation, and then measure again
after we deliberately disabled the work
station's cache. In running this simple
test, we were surprised to find a nice ex
ample of a common problem that we
didn't realize we had. Despite the fact
that each workstation had allocated a
cache, in the sample we observed, the

workstations were failing to use it.
On this network, every workstation
starts out with a standard menu that it
downloads from a central server. First,
we recorded the workstation's request
for the file and the server's response. To
our surprise, the trace of" normal" oper
ations showed 13 consecutive reads and
acknowledgments just to get one batch
file of 263 bytes. Although the worksta
tion had allocated a cache, clearly it
wasn't using it. The workstation was ask
ing the server to send almost the same
fragment over and over. Why?
Our next step was to look in detail at
the workstation's request to open the file
and the file server's reply. Decoding the
workstation's first request, we saw the
contents of figure 2 at frame 53.
The workstation requested "exclusive
read-only" use of the file (hexadecimal
11). Figure 3 is the reply it got from the
server. The server opened the file, but
rejected the request for "exclusive" use
and instead provided "shareable" use. It
did that because at the server, the file
was flagged "shareable, read-only."
Following normal NetWare rules, a
workstation does not buffer a file that is
opened as "shareable." Here's the rea
soning. "Shareable" permits concurrent
access by different users. Some of them
may have read-write access. If there's a
possibility that someone else may be up
dating the file, it would be dangerous to
read ahead. That's because after your
machine reads part of the file into its
cache but before you refer to your cache,
someone else may update the file, mak
ing your cached version obsolete.
At the server, this file is flagged
"read-only." There's no way another
user could be updating it. Although we
knew that, the workstation had no way of
knowing. The workstation knew only
that when it asked for "exclusive read
only," what it got was "shareable read
only." It couldn't be sure that the file
server hadn't opened the file "shareable
read-write" for somebody else. To be
prudent, in such a situation the worksta
tion never uses its cache.
Our LAN manager had flagged this
file incorrectly. It should have been
marked "exclusive read-only." Although
you might not guess it from the name,
this permission allows any number of
people to open a file at the same time,
provided they all have read-only access.
How did an experienced person like
our LAN manager assign the wrong ac
cess code to a network application? Well,
by reading the network manual that
states: "Files flagged Shareable can be
read by more than one user at a time.
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LOOKING FOR TROUBLE

This attribute is usually used with the
Read-Only attribute." (SFT Net Ware
Getting Started: Supervisor's Guide,
pub. 113, rev. 1.00. Novell, November
1987, pp. 5-12.)

NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:

Neither of those two sentences is false.
But they lead you to believe that "share
able read-only" is just what you want for
an application that many people will load
from a network server. In fact, such a

NCP C Open file NG.MNU
--- Open File Request -
Request code = 76
Dir handle = 07
Search attribute flags = 06
Desired access rights = 11 . ..
000 . . . . . = Not defined
. . . 1 . . . . = Exclusive (single-user mode)
... . 0 . . . = Allow others to open for writing
. . . . . 0. . = Allow others to open for reading
. . . . . . 0. = Open for writing disallowed
. . . . . . . 1 = Open for reading

Figure 2: In this example, the workstation requested "exclusive read-only" use
ofthe file (11 hexadecimal), which enabled caching; the request was rejected
by the server. This action by the server disabled caching at the workstation level,
causing the system to complete 13 reads and acknowledgments to receive one batch
file of263 bytes.

NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:
NCP:

NCP R F = 1OF7 OK Opened
----Open File Reply--
Request code = 76 (reply to frame 53)
Completion code = 00 (OK)
File handle = OOA3 5616 4642
File name= "NG.MNU "
File attribute flags = 81 ...
1 . . . . . . . = File is shareable
. 0. . . . . . = Not defined
.. 0 . . . . . = Not changed since last archive
.. . 0 . . . . = Not defined
. . . . 0 . . . = Not execute-only file
. . . . . 0. . = Not a system file
. . . . . . 0 . = Not a hidden file
. . . . . . . 1 = Read-only
File execute type = 00
File length = 263
Creation date
= 15-Jul-88
Last access date
= 26-Aug-88
Last update date/time = 8.Jul-88 18:53:02

Figure 3: Here is the reply the workstation received from the server after requesting
"exclusive read-only" access to the 263-byte batch file. Although the server
opened the file, it rejected the "exclusive" use request and instead provided
"shareable" use, because the file was flagged "shareable read-only" at the server.
The workstation wasn't using its caching, because under NetWare rules ,
a workstation doesn't buffer a file that is opened as "shareable."
Rel.
Time
0.000
0.003

Cum
Bytes From Workstation
From File Server
67 NCPCF=31F7Read512at0
387
NCP R OK 263 bytes read

Figure 4: By changing a file marker from "shareable read-only"to "exclusive
read-only, " the packets transmitted for this 263-byte file declined from 26 to 2.
Bytes transmitted declined from 2558 to 387, and the elapsed time declinedfrom
0.163 to 0. 003 second.

file should be marked "exclusive read
only." (Remember, as long as it's read
only, "exclusive" does not prevent
multiple users from having the file open
at the same time .) We asked the LAN
manager to make that change. The effect
was dramatic . One request and one reply
(see figure 4) did it all.
For this simple 263-byte file: Packets
transmitted declined from 26 to 2; bytes
transmitted declined from 2558 to 387;
and elapsed time declined from 0.163 to
0 .003 second.

Tweaking in the Dark
Many network parameters are easy to set
but difficult to evaluate. For example,
you can set both the size and number of
network buffers. Larger buffers can di
minish segmentation of file transfers.
But larger buffers at the server don' t help
unless they're matched by the size of buf
fers at the workstations that use them. If
making buffers larger permits fewer of
them, that increases the probability that
there will be no buffer free to receive a
packet, so the packet must be discarded.
A discarded packet must be resent.
The sender of a discarded packet de
cides when to resend it on the basis of a
time-out parameter. If the specified
time-out is too large, the sender waits
idly before replacing a lost packet. If the
time-out is too small, the sender worsens
the contention for buffers by resending a
packet that has been queued rather than
lost. How can you balance these conflict
ing adjustments?
Making the adjustments when all you
have to go on is whether or not the net
work grinds to a halt is so close to flying
blind that it's very hard to make a ra
tional recommendation. Listening with a
protocol analyzer and making specific
observations gives you a basis for noting
when you've made things worse and
when you 've managed to improve them.

Knowing the Problem
Keep in mind three things when you run
into network problems. First, you need
to identify the problem. Networks are
plagued with software errors, many of
them trivial to fix but impossible to diag
nose by guesswork. Second, you need to
acknowledge the painful fact that you
the way you run your network-may be
part of the problem. And third, you need
to realize that you may be able to fix the
problem very simply-but first you have
to be able to see what's happening. •

Harry Saal is president ofNetwork Gen
eral Corp. in Mountain View, California.
He can be reached on BIX clo "editors. "
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The Data Bandits
Viruses, theft, and accidental destruction
are all dangerous foes when it comes to network data
William M. Adney and Douglas E. Kavanagh
ow that your per
sonal computer is
part of a local
area network,
should you be concerned
about the integrity of your
data? Well, if you store data
onthefileserver, yes. In fact,
you may want to take addi
tional precautions to secure
your data.
In many offices that use
LANs, a network administra
tor sets up and maintains
data-security policies and
procedures. But to rely solely
on that person to ensure that
your data is secure is neither
realistic nor wise. You should
do your part as well. After
all, it's your information
your spreadsheet, your docu
ments, your time and effort
that must be protected.
Protected from what?
There are many potential
threats to your network data
in today's computing environment, but
three are most common: virus programs,
accidental destruction, and theft. We'll
look atthese threats and the countermea
sures you can take to reduce or eliminate
them.
·

N

Computer Viruses
Viruses present a very real problem for
computer users, particularly for network
PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989

users. Many viruses attach themselves to
a file used by the operating system, such
as the BIOS (i.e., IBMBIO.COM), the
system kernel (IBMDOS.COM), or the
command interpreter (COMMAND
. COM). The most insidious attach them
selves to COMMAND.COM and are
passed on to other disks and directories
by the DIR command. Unfortunately,
the virus is only the latest in a series of

destructive programs that be
gan with the Trojan Horse and
the Time Bomb.
The Trojan Horse program
looks like it does one thing,
but it actually does something
else-like destroy a disk di
rectory or scramble a disk's
file allocation tables. The sig
nificant point about the Tro
jan Horse is that it always
does its vandalism every time
it runs. Like the Trojan Horse
of ancient Greek lore, the pro
gram masquerades as some
type of innocuous applica
tion; it can be any kind of
.COM or .EXE file that pur
ports to display graphics, list
a directory, "unerase" files,
or just about anything else.
The disguise usually doesn't
last long.
Trojan Horses can be very
destructive. They can do
everything from erasing files
on a disk to invoking the system's FORMAT program. If the files are
only erased, they can generally be recov
ered by an unerase utility.
If a Trojan Horse invokes FORMAT, ,
your chance ofrecovery depends on your
system. In general, you can't recover
files from a reformatted floppy disk be
cause most FORMAT versions actually
overwrite everything. On a hard disk
conrinued
JANUARY 1989 • B Y T E
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including the network's file server-the
network administrator may be able to re
cover most files (except for the root di
rectory) with an "unformat" utility. The
Mace Utilities package, for example, in
cludes both unerase and hard disk unfor
mat utilities you can use to recover data.
The Time Bomb is even more insid
ious. It can perform the same kinds of
vandalism that a Trojan Horse can, but it
usually does so by checking the system
date and executing its destructive code
on or after a programmed date. As you
might guess, the Time Bomb is more dif
ficult to detect and identify because your
computer may work correctly for a long
period of time-at least until the system
date reaches the "bomb date." Unfortu
nately, you may not know you have a
Time Bomb until it is too late and your
data has been destroyed or corrupted.
A virus program may contain destruc
tive code like the Trojan Horse or the
Time Bomb, but it has one added feature:
It is capable of reproducing itself and
usually does so by "attaching" program
code to one or more files in the computer
system. As a result, it is extremely diffi
cult to "kill" a virus once it is in your
system, since this usually requires a de
tailed examination of all files to be sure
that they have not been infected.
It may not be enough to delete a sus
pected file, because other files may be
infected. Many of today's virus pro
grams seem to like to pick the system
files, such as the BIOS or the command
interpreter, for their free ride into your
system, and they do so because nearly all
of today's popular computer systems
have identical filenames. But a virus can
also attach itself to just about any file in
your system.

Spotting a Virus
Detecting a virus can be relatively
straightforward. The first problem you
might notice is that an infected system or
network won't perform normally. You
may have sudden and unexplainable sys
tem freezes while using the same soft
ware you have always used. Or you may
have problems running the software-it
doesn't save or print files properly, it
doesn't respond to commands normally,
or it simply does strange things.
The second way you can spot a prob
lem is through the drive light on a floppy
or hard disk drive. Does it light up every
few minutes, indicating some kind of
disk activity when you are not using your
system? This is not a positive indicator,
because some software has an autosave
feature that records data stored in mem
ory after a certain number of minutes or
268
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keystrokes. Check your software manual
to see if you have this feature; if you
don 't, you may have a virus in your
system.
Another way to spot a virus-infected
program is to keep an eye on the date of
.COM and .EXE files displayed by the
DIR command. In particular, the date of
COMMAND.COM shouldn't change
unless one of the users has modified the
file. Since that requires technical knowl
edge, you can check the date of COM
MAND. COM on your DOS distribution

A

virus
is difficult to "kill"
because it can
reproduce itself.
disk, and it should be the same through
out your system on your working disks.
Dates for applications software will usu
ally be the date of installation or last up
grade. If you have a directory-listing pro
gram that displays the date of system or
hidden files, be aware that some pro
grams may update the BIOS file.
One last way you can spot a possible
virus is to know which files should be on
a disk and which files shouldn't. Unfor
tunately, it's easy to "hide" files from
the DIR command, so you will need
some kind of utility program, such as
WindowDOS from WindowDOS Asso
ciates, that displays all files on your disk.
For example, the IBM PC BIOS and sys
tem kernel usually have both the System
and Hidden attributes set.
In some cases, the files are also read
only. The WindowDOS program dis
plays all filenames-including hidden,
system, and read-only files-as well as
the size, date, and attributes for each
file. You can watch for any unexpected
new files or changes in size or date to
existing files by periodically running a
directory utility program.
In all documented cases, there is only
one way to get a virus in your system, and
that is to copy an infected file or pro
gram. The bad news is that you have
much more exposure to a virus, since you
may not have any control of the programs
and data that are placed on the network.
An ounce of prevention is still worth a
couple tons of cure. Unfortunately, the

prevention approach presents consider
able operational problems. The follow
ing three rules can help you prevent a
virus from infecting your system:
• Copy program files only from original
distribution disks that come in a shrink
wrapped package. This is generally safe,
although in at least one documented case
a distribution disk actually contained
virus code. If everyone follows this rule,
it will also aid in the fight against soft
ware piracy. In any event, be sure to use a
known original source that you trust.
• Don't copy program files from bulletin
board systems. This may or may not be a
viable option because you probably won't
have any control over what other network
users do. Unfortunately, some viruses
spread throµgh BBSes, and conscientious
operators are inventing many ways to
cope with the problem. Many of us use
BBSes regularly, but you should only use
those that are known to be reputable.
• Finally, buy software that helps pre
vent a virus from attaching itself to your
files. Shareware and commercial pro
grams are available, such as the Mace
Vaccine program, that intercept and
warn you of all attempts to update your
system files. Mace Vaccine is a memory
resident program that takes about 4K
bytes of memory, and Mace recommends
that it be placed first in the AUTOEXEC
.BAT file. This and other similar pro
grams can help provide some protection
against most of today's virus programs.
Preventing viruses isn't easy. But if
you 're cautious and vigilant, you can
protect your network's health and pre
vent data destruction or corruption.

Accidental Destruction
Accidental destruction is another threat
to your network data. In fact, it is prob
ably the most common threat to data on a
file server. A head crash on the net
work's file server or the electronic fail
ure of a hub communications controller
can wipe out a tremendous amount of
data. So can power failures.
In fact, mistakes of all kinds can cause
catastrophic data loss-for example, ac
cidental use of the dreaded DEL *. *
command if you are logged on to the
wrong drive or subdirectory. You can
counter these threats to preserve your
data. Many of these countermeasures ap
ply to most systems even if they are not
on a network.
One way to get around the DEL *. *
command problem is to provide network
subdirectories for each user. If all users
work out of their own subdirectories,
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only they will have read, write, and de
lete privileges for files in those directo
ries. Although other network users may
have read privileges in other subdirecto
ries, they cannot write files to, or delete
files from, a directory not their own.
Even so, you should always keep backups
of all files in your subdirectory.
You can always opt to store your data
on floppy disks in your computer and use
the network only to run application pro
grams. While this might also prevent
someone from stealing your information
off the network, it has the disadvantage
of being slower, since floppy disk drives
take longer to write data.
If you elect to store your files on the
network, the best way to protect them
from a head crash or other file-server
problem is simply to periodically back up
your critical data to a floppy disk on your
own system. When you are involved in a
complicated project, you should back up
often-for example, every time you take
a coffee break.

Theft oflnformation
Theft or compromise of confidential in
formation is another potential threat to
using a network. For example, let's say
you are a manager using a word proces
sor to write performance reviews on your
staffor using a spreadsheet to develop the
annual budget, including salaries, for
your department. How do you keep that
information confidential?
Sometimes, securing confidential in
formation doesn't require a lot of special
software or hardware. Since, in most
cases, simple precautions are best, just
don't keep that information on the net
work at all. Record all confidential data
on floppy disks and lock them in your
desk as you would any other sensitive or
restricted information.
Remember that the network adminis
trator usually has "supervisor" privi
leges that, of necessity, permit access to
any network drive or subdirectory-but
not to your floppy disks. But if you need
to store the information on the network,
virtually all oftoday's network software
has a variety of internal security features
defined and mair1.ained by the network
administrator.
Both public and private subdirectories
and drives can be defined, and user
rights and privileges can be defined for
various subdirectories. You should
understand what privileges you have for
the server areas you use. For example,
some public subdirectories (needed by
all users) contain various ·programs you
may use, and normally you can read and
execute programs in that subdirectory

but not write (or add) programs to it.
privileges for each file. You may decide
Also, typically, at least one public to declare a file as private, which means
subdirectory or drive includes read/write that only you can read or write to it. Keep
privileges for all users and is specifically in mind, however, that the network ad
intended to allow transfer and sharing of ministrator and other users may have
data among individuals and depart supervisor privileges that allow them to
ments. In addition, each user normally . access any file on the network. If a file is
has a private subdirectory with read/ really confidential, the easiest way to
write privileges for that single user and keep it that way is to store it only on a
with read-only privileges forother users. floppy disk.
Some network software also provides
Most of the best network software also
continued
commands that let you define specific
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John H. Humphrey and Gary S. Smock
High Speed Modems
June 1988, Byte Magazine

Our patented Model 2496 data
compressing modem was the only
2400 bps unit included in this ·
evaluation of 9600 bps dial modems.
And it was judged the surprise of the
lot!
Just imagine what our 9600 bps
modem can do . .. dial data
throughput up to 38,400 bps.
What's more, the Telcor Model 2938
also talks to 300, 1200 and 2400 bps
modems and fully supports MNP
Levels 2-6.
The Telcor Model 2938 outperforms
any other dial modem in the world. If
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you find that hard to believe, prove it
to yourself. Order a pair at $1195
apiece and try them for thirty days.
High speed file transfer software for
your PC-AT is included.
Call us toll free in the U.S. at
1-800-826-2938. Elsewhere call
1-508-653-3995. VISA and
Mastercard accepted. Also available
through local distributors.
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includes access-control features that re
quire you to enter a unique user identifi
cation (i.e. , a log-on ID) and a password
when logging on. It's important to
choose your password carefully and keep
it confidential. And you should change
your password periodically-at least
once every 2 months-just in case some
one else has learned or obtained it.
Modem availability can create another
security problem. A major point of vul
nerability is a network's dial-up capabil
ity. If outside users can access your net
work, you may want to check with your
network administrator to understand
what kind of security measures have
been implemented to prevent unautho
rized access or unauthorized use of a
networked modem.

ff
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HOW DO YOU GET AJOB
WITHOUT EXPERIENCE?
AND HOW DO YOU GET
EXPERIENCE
WITHOUT AJOB?
Most young people have
come from real companies.
one answer to this problem.
Like yours.
They avoid it until they're out of
For more information on
college. But they could be get
how you can participate in
ting solid work experience while
this valuable program, write
they're still in college. With
Co-op Education, Box 775E,
your company's help. And ours.
Boston, MA 02115.
We're Co-op Education.A
Not only will you be giving
nationwide program that helps
students a chance to earn
college students get real jobs
money and pick up the most
for real pay, while they're getting
valuable kind of knowledge,
an education.
' you'll be giving yourselves
But we can't do it without
a chance to pick up the most
you. Those real jobs have to
valuable kind of employee.

Co-op Education.
n!I

You earn a future when you earn a degree.

.
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Coping with the Security Problem
You can effectively deal with the two
most common network-security prob
lems-accidental destruction and theft of
information-by using floppy disks in
your system to store all data. This pre
vents theft of confidential data as long as
you keep the floppy disks locked up. It
also prevents others from accidentally
destroying your data; however, you
should make a backup of your original
data in case vou make a mistake.
Keeping a backup copy of your origi
11al floppy disk is also a good idea be
;ause it can reduce or eliminate loss of
your data if a Trojan Horse, Time Bomb,
)r virus is introduced into the network.
You may also want to keep at least two
llackup copies of critical files and rotate
them as needed so you will have a way to
recover that data-just in case.
Preventing data destruction resulting
from a virus is difficult for an individual
LJser, but you may want to consider one of
the "anti-virus" programs for your indi
vidual system. Discuss this idea with the
11etwork administrator, because there
may be various restrictions about run
11ing these programs on the network.
Most ofthese suggestions can be easily
[mplemented on your own system. More
[mportant, you can do something to pro
:ect your data when your personal com
outer has been added to the network.
~nd if you follow these suggestions, you
will have taken a major step in protecting
your data. •
William M. Adney and Douglas E. Ka
~anagh are senior consultants with TAP
(Total Assets Protection, Inc.), an Arling
'on, Texas, consulting firm specializing
·n strategic information systems and tech
10logically enhanced facilities. They can
]e reached onB/Xclo "editors."
Circle 321 on Reader Service Card 
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Dialing Up 1990
One way to move bits and bytes
from here to there
Brock N. Meeks
s we approach the
1990s, more peo
ple than ever be
fore will be dial
ing in and logging on. The
front-line troops in the cur
rent army of communications
tools are dial-up communica
tions packages. And the next
decade of dial-up software is
already upon us.
Software developers are
pushing existing technology,
anticipating new develop
ments, and improving on
tried-and-true techniques.
The result is that you have at
your fingertips more sophisti
cated and varied communica
tions options than ever before.
Let's look at some of these.

·ground while it queries the
database. If the on-line ses
sion should provide some
valuable data, the program
can sound an alarm to warn
you that something urgent has
been downloaded.
You can also create "meta
applications," which involve
multitasking and interprocess
communications. The script
language found in Relay Gold
and Relay Silver is an excel
lent example. Relay's script
language is built on an Appli
cation Program Interface
(API) that allows Relay to
send and receive commands
and data from programs such
as Ashton-Tate's dBASE III
Plus. A typical application
might proceed as follows:

A

According to Script
Early communications pro
grams had crude scripting ca
pabilities; script files created
a few years ago looked more
like hieroglyphics than a command file
does. And although you had to spend
hours creating these nearly incompre
hensible scripts, the most advanced ap
plications for them were often no more
than automatic log-on and message
retrieval functions. Enter today's com
mand-programming languages.
The programming language found in a
top communications package, such as
PHOTO/JLLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989

Smartcom III from Hayes Microcom
puter Products, lets you take advantage
of the multitasking operating system pro
vided for use with script programs. For
example, the Simple Communications
Programming Environment (SCOPE) in
Smartcom III lets you write a program
that will poll an on-line database every
hour and download pertinent informa
tion. Such a program can run in the back

• Your PC is set to automati
ca 11 y receive data from a
mainframe, under the guid
ance of a script program.
• As your PC downloads information,
Relay boots up the dBASE API and then
initiates another script that sends key
strokes to dBASE to execute report-writ
ing functions.
• The same script can then upload this
report to the mainframe.
• As insurance against line noise or
other induced errors, Relay can examine
continued
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dBASE responses. If there is an error or
the data is nonexistent, the Relay script
receives the error message, interprets it
based on a set of error-trapping routines
coded in API, and takes action accord
ingly.
Such complex scripts often require the
knowledge of an experienced program
mer, especially if the script language is
unlike the traditional programming lan
guages. Fortunately, many of today's
scripting languages resemble popular
languages. Crosstalk Mk.4 from Digital
Communications Associates is one such
example; its language, CASL, resembles
Pascal. This similarity makes writing
complex scripts an easy task for those fa
miliar with Pascal. In addition, func
tions built into CASL let you exchange
messages between script programs that
are running simultaneously.
Many of the more sophisticated script
ing languages let you automatically write
scripts in a "learn" mode. In this appli
cation, you log on and perform a typical
on-line session while the communica
tions program "watches" or records all
your keystrokes. These keystrokes are
saved, and when you issue the final com
mand, the program compiles them into a
script file. To repeat the on-line session,
all you have to do is execute the script file
the program has automatically written.
Some scripting languages, such as the
one found in Microphone II for the Mac
intosh, let you write sophisticated
modem controls. You can add several
different modem scripts to your script
file. These scripts let you take advantage
of technically complex high-speed
modems, such as the Telebit TrailBlazer,
a modem notorious for its complexity
(see "High-Speed Modems" by John H.
Humphrey and Gary S. Smock, June
1988 BYTE). Using the scripting lan
guage found in Microphone II, however,
controlling TrailBlazer is simply a mat
ter of picking the modem script you want
from a menu and placing it in the script
you're writing.
Script languages differ greatly in abil
ity and ease of use. In "Communications
According to Script" (August 1988
BYTE), Steve Apiki and Stan Diehl sup
ply a chart that outlines 13 top communi
cations programs and shows how many
keystrokes each needs to create a BIX
script file. The numbers of keystrokes
range from a low of 117 to a high of 479.

A Terminal Issue
Depending on your application, terminal
emulation is either of the utmost impor
tance to you, or it's a non-issue. Either
274
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you need it, or you don't. There is rarely you need additional hardware-a plug-in
board and a special monitor. Or you
any middle ground.
Terminal emulation allows a PC to act could use side-to-side scrolling. This
like a specific terminal attached to a technique displays the standard 80 col
mainframe or minicomputer. It's the umns on the screen; to look at the other
method of choice for harnessing the 52 columns, you scroll right (or left) to
horsepower found in most corporate set bring the "off-screen" characters into
tings. In an era of connectivity, of using view.
Some packages place terminal emula
all the computing resources that exist
within an organization, terminal emula tion in the PC's memory so that you can
tion is vital. And you are likely to find operate it as a terminate-and-stay-resi
that you need to access several different dent utility.
Today's dial-up communications
types of mainframes or minicomputers,
products offer a wide variety of terminal
each geographically distributed.
The needs for terminal emulation emulation. However, of the top-selling
range from simple data entry to allowing communications programs, only three
your PC to act with some intelligence. offer IBM 3270-type emulation: Cross
The bottom line for those needing termi talk Mk.4, Crosstalk XVI, and Pro
nal emulation, however, is access to in comm Plus. And none of these is a com
formation from a remote host; the hows plete emulation in and of itself. The two
and whys are unimportant. Since the Crosstalk packages require additional
number and type of hosts may vary, you · hardware (a plug-in board), and Pro
need a flexible terminal-emulation pack comm Plus requires a 7171 protocol con
age-one that can emulate several differ verter or its equivalent.
Terminal emulation in the Mac envi
ent brands and models of terminals and
cope with various hardware setups, and ronment is starting to gain some speed,
one that you can upgrade as new proto too. As the Mac has moved from a closed
system architecture to an open one with
cols are instituted.
The best terminal emulations can the advent of the Mac SE and the Mac II,
download data from a host and then re promising developments have pushed the
turn to the PC's own local intelligence so Mac into view as a viable front-end sys
you can apply whatever application pro tem for IBM-to-DEC mainframe appli
gram you need to process the down cations.
loaded data. More advanced terminal
Earlier this year, Apple unveiled two
emulations include data-conversion fea promising new development platforms:
tures that automatically reconfigure MacWorkStation and MacAPPC. The
downloaded data so it fits easily into the MacWorkStation is composed of three
displays of PC-based applications. The main communications modules for send
file-transfer protocols built into today's ing serial and binary data. High-level
dial-up communications packages let you programming interfaces allow main
make quick "start-and-stop" mainframe frame applications to exploit Mac fea
tures such as menus, windows, and dia
accesses in emulation mode.
Maximum flexibility comes from soft log boxes. The result is terminal
ware packages that let you redesign the emulation that melds with the Mac icon
keyboard to their preferences or in line and-mouse user interface. MacAPPC is
with a particular application. Bitcom lets the Apple implementation of IBM's Ad
you program in custom-keyboard config vanced Program-to-Program Communi
urations. For example, you could pro cations (LU 6.2) protocol (see "A Logi
gram the keys that a PC uses for certain cal Choice" on page 309).
commands to have those same meanings
A Matter of Protocol
under terminal emulation.
Relay Gold has a programmable-key File-transfer protocols are the heart and
board feature that lets you switch among soul of any dial-up communications pro
several types of keyboard configurations gram. In the beginning, there was X
without having to learn each different MODEM, and only XMODEM, which
one. You have the keys in the positions was developed in 1977 by hobbyist Ward
that are familiar to you, something not Christensen to let one of his computers
possible when switching between stand trade files with another. He placed the
alone terminals.
protocol in the public domain, and the
Screen emulation is also of key impor rest, as they say, is history.
tance. The ability to display 132 columns
Because XMODEM was the only pub
is vital to spreadsheet programs. Using a licly available file transfer, it quickly be
PC for these applications, however, re came the de facto standard. Today, there
quires more than software-based termi isn't a dial-up communications package
nal emulation. For 132-column displays,
continued

WHEN A LAN GOES DOWN
DO YOU GO WITH IT?
Business stops when a IAN stops. And so can many a

for network loading, capacity usage, performance and

promising career.

station activity- all presented in a logical, coherent way.

Prevention is better than cure - and a whole lot less
expensive. Which is why MIS professionals are turning to

And all accessed through the friendliest user interface
in the industry.

Spider network monitors to identify problems before they
come up.

Choose from two models: a board and software kit for
an existing AT or XT compatible, or a rugged portable unit.

A SpiderMonitor helps you make your IANs work harder:
it eliminates bottlenecks, improves resource-sharing, lets you
plan for future network demand.

A SpiderMonitor is a wise investment, fully backed by
comprehensive, on-the-spot support. No wonder MIS
professionals, installation engineers, software and systems

(It also helps you understand all the nuances of your

developers rely on SpiderMonitors - worldwide.

IAN - learning as you work.)
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Communications Programs
Access .... ......... ..... ....... ... ..... $250
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, and
compatibles
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 952.
ASCII Pro ... ......... ......... ... . $99.95
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, and
compatibles
United Software Industries, Inc.
8399 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Suite 2
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 887-5800
·Inquiry 953.
BackComm .... ...... .. .. ..... ... .... $149
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
Primary Data, Inc.
5752 Oberlin Dr., Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 546-3996
Inquiry 954.
BLAST II ....... ........... ... ........ $250
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
Communications Research Group
5615 Corporate Blvd.
Third Floor
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(504) 923-0888
Inquiry 955.
Carbon Copy Plus ...... ............$195
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, and
compatibles
Meridian Technology, Inc.
7 Corporate Park, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261 -1199
lnquiry956.

available that doesn't implement some
version of it. I say "some version" be
cause no standards were ever written for
implementing XMODEM. As a result,
various implementations exist-some
good, and some not so good. Now, some
12 years later, there still aren't any stan276
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Crosstalk Mk.4 ....... ... ......... .. $245
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Crosstalk XVI .... ................... $195
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Remote 2.. .... ..... .. .... .. .. ..... ... .$195
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Digital Communications Associates,
Inc.
1000 Holcomb \\bods Pkwy.
Roswell, GA 30076
(404) 998-3998
Inquiry 957.
Desktop Express (MCI Mail) ....$149
Runs on the IBM PC and compatibles
and on the Mac
Dow Jones Software
P.O. Box300
Princeton, NJ 08543
(609) 452-1511
Inquiry 958.
Flash .......... ...... ...... ... ... ... $29.95
Runs on the Atari ST
Antic Software
544 Second St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-0886
Inquiry 959.
Freeway Advanced ........... ......$139
Runs on any DOS computer
Freeway ..... .................. ... .. $59.95
Runs on any DOS computer
Kortek, Inc.
460 California Ave., Suite 302
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(800) 327-0310
(415) 327-4555
Inquiry 960.

HyperACCESS ................... ... $149
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Hilgraeve, Inc.
P.O. Box941
Monroe, Ml 48161
(800) 826-2760
(313) 243-0576
Inquiry 961.
Instant Terminal ...... ........... .. . $95
Runs on the IBM PC, XI', AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Softronics
7899 Lexington Dr. , Suite 210
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
(800) 225-8590
Inquiry 962.
Lotus Express (MCI Mail) .... ... $150
Runs on the IBM PC and compatibles
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02412
(617) 577-8500
Inquiry 963.
MaxOnline ........ ... ... .. .... .. .. $69.95
Runs on MS-DOS systems
Maxon Systems, Inc.
353 Vintage Park Dr., Suite B
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 377-0269
Inquiry 964.
Microphone ........ .. .............. ..$149
Runs on the Mac
Software Ventures Corp.
2907 Claremont Ave., Suite 220
Berkeley, CA 94705
(415) 644-3232
Inquiry 965.
Mirror II .......... .. ....... .. ..... $69.95
Runs on the IBM PC and compatibles
SoftKlone Distributing Corp.
327 Office Plaza Dr., Suite 100
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 878-8564
Inquiry 966.

<lards for file-transfer protocols, a situa
tion that has led to a variety of them, each
satisfying a particular need.
Today, there are at least a dozen dif
ferent file-transfer protocols in the pub
lic domain, as well as a handful of pro
prietary ones. Most of the top-selling

communications programs have their
own protocols, each designed around
what its manufacturer considers to be the
best method for sending files across the
public telephone network.
The trouble is, these proprietary pro
tocols, regardless of how effective they
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PFS:Access . ......... .. .......... ..... $140
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
Software Publishers Corp.
1901 Landings Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 962-8910
Inquiry 967.
Procomm Plus ...... ........ .......... $75
Runs on MS-IXJS systems
Procomm .... ..... ....... ... .... ... .... $35
Runs on the IBM PC, XT,AT, and
compatibles
Datastorm Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 1471
Columbia, MO 65205
(314) 474-8461
Inquiry 968.
QuickShare .. .. .. .. ..................$465
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles and on the Mac
Compatible Systems Corp.
P.O. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(800) 356-0283
(303) 444-9532
Inquiry 969.
Red Ryder ... ........................ .. $80
Runs on the Mzc
The FreeSoft Co.
150 Hickory Dr.
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
(412) 846-2700
Inquiry 970.
Relay Silver .... .. ... ........... ...... $150
Runs on MS-IXJS systems
Relay Gold .............. .. .. .. .. .. ... $295
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
Relay Communications, Inc.
41 Kenosia Ave.
Danbury, CT 06810
(800) 222-8672
(203) 798-3800
Inquiry 971.

are, can't talk to one another. For exam
ple, if you're not running Crosstalk
Mk.4 's DART protocol end-to-end, you
can't use DART to transfer files. Thus,
in the spirit of reaching most of the peo
ple most of the time, the majority of tele
communicators use some form of public

SideTalk .... .... ... ... .... ..... ...$119.95
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
Lattice, Inc.
2500 South Highland Ave.
Suite 30
Lombard, IL 60148
(800) 533-3577
(312) 916-1600
Inquiry 972.
Smartcom III .. ........ .... .. ....... .$249
Runs on MS-IXJS systems
Smartcom II ....... .. ................$149
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles and on the Mac
Hayes Microcomputer Products
P.O. Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 449-8791
Inquiry 973.
Telescape .. ..... ........... .. .... .. ... $125
Runs on the Mzc
Mainstay
5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 991-6540
Inquiry 974.
Works for Mac ...................... $295
Runs on the Mac
WorksforPC ........................$149
Runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s,
and compatibles
Microsoft Corp.
16011Northeast36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 975.

domain file-transfer protocol.
There are two levels of public domain
protocols: those like XMODEM and
Kermit, ubiquitous among dial-up soft
ware packages, and those developed and
put into the public domain in hopes that
they will become standards, like Tym

net's X.PC, Microcom's Microcom Net
working Protocol (MNP), and Hayes's
FAST.
Don't expect any standards to emerge,
however. The international standard
making bodies, such as CCITT, ANSI,
and IEEE, have avoided trying to develop
a file-transfer standard. Protocols like
Kermit and XMODEM defy definition.
They lump together many layers of the
Open Systems Interconnection commu
nications reference model, handling both
low-level error-correction and high-level
file-handling tasks. Such a melding of
OSI "stacks" confounds the standards
process.
Hayes's FAST, however, addresses
only the upper layers of the OSI model. It
offers a file-transfer interface, but no
error correction. Similarly, MNP ad
dresses the lower layers of the OSI
model, offering only error-correction or
data-link levels. Because these two pro
tocols adhere, more or less, to the OSI
model, their developers have begun to
push for standardization. However, the
standard-writing process is slow.
Into the next decade, the three pre
dominant protocols are likely to be
XMODEM IK, Kermit, and ZMODEM.
XMODEM lK is a substantial im
provement over Christensen's original,
which transferred files in 128K-byte
packets. XMODEM was intended for
"short-haul" file transfers between com
puters in the same local region, and over
modems with top speeds of 300 bits per
second. When bulletin board systems
(BBSes) began to proliferate and file
transfers started moving hundreds or
even thousands of miles, the original
XMODEM failed more often than not.
XMODEM' I K is a much more robust
protocol. It transfers files in I K-byte
blocks and implements an error-correc
tion scheme much better suited to the in
herently noisy public telephone network.
Kermit was developed at Columbia
University and is the file-transfer proto
col of choice for the many research net
works, such as Usenet and Bitnet. The
user community has since adapted Ker
mit for use in dial-up communications
packages, and it has proven itself a hardy
and reliable protocol.
ZMODEM continues to gain popular
ity due to its "checkpoint restart" fea
ture. This goes into effect if, for exam
ple, your modem becomes unplugged
from the phone connection, knocking
you off-line in the middle of a file trans
fer. You simply redial, and ZMODEM's
checkpoint restart lets you resume your
file transfer from the point of interrup
conrinued
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tion instead of making you resend the en
tire file from block one.
Other file-transfer protocols, such as
YMODEM batch and sliding-windows
XMODEM, although sturdy protocols,
aren't likely to become the protocol of
choice. They were originally intended
for downloading several files at once, not
individually. But with the advent of "ar
chi".ing" programs, sometimes called
"libraries," the need for these protocols
is diminishing. Archiving groups several
related files into a single "archive,"
compressed (or squeezed) to save file
space, and downloads them as a single
file, eliminating the need for batch-file
transfers.
In addition, interest in "attached-file"
protocols is growing. These protocols are
proprietary in nature, and the communi
cations packages that implement them
are of little use for general communica
tions needs. Such programs include
Lotus Express, a communications pack
age that automates sending and receiving
files on the commercial electronic-mail
system, MCI Mail. The advantage of a
program like Lotus Express is that it lets
you attach a binary file to a standard
ASCII text file. When you upload your
text message, the binary file is "at
tached" to the text and uploaded along
with it. Another user using the same soft
ware can then access the system, read
your message, and automatically down
load the binary file (e.g., a program,
spreadsheet, or database command file).
Some commercial on-line systems,
such as BIX, have also implemented this
feature, but it is a function of the sys
tem's software, not of the stand-alone
dial-up communications program.

able file transfers, modems operating at
speeds of 9600 bps or higher will be
come common. With the push among the
telephone companies to implement new
switching equipment and provide cleaner
lines, it won't be long before all serious
asynchronous communications are mov
ing at %00 bps or more.
Today's top dial-up communications
packages are capable of handling file
transfers at speeds up to 115,000 bps. If
the future didn't hold the promise of such
high-speed file transfers, we wouldn't
find this capability in these packages.
The push for faster bandwidth is
driven solely by the emergence of high
speed dial-up modems (see "Whither the
Modem?" on page 281). Although
BBSes are beginning to creep toward
handling file transfers of 9600 bps, the
real push is from the world of commerce.
Electronic funds transfers along leased
phone lines can handle data almost as
fast as the technology allows. Banks and
multinational corporations need to move
megabytes of data several times a day,
and in this arena particularly, time
really is money.
For now, 2400-bps capability is suffi
cient for commercial information ser
vices. Most of the on-line sessions are in
teractive, and you don't need 9600-bps
capability to type in your messages. The
market for high-speed, dial-up modems
isn't standardized. Implementing speeds
higher than 2400 bps would mean sub
scribers to the service would need to have
the same hardware that the service uses.
While higher speeds would be nice for
uploading and downloading, proprietary
hardware would lock out the majority of
users.

And the Band Plays On

A Bright Future

As the communications world strives for
faster bandwidth and cleaner, more reli

The future for dial-up communications
software is a bright one. For example,

when scripting languages become more
powerful, they will become easier for
nonprogrammers to use, thus sparking
more sophisticated and complex telecom
munications applications.
Beyond software improvements, how
ever, the move to integrate existing and
emerging technologies is likely to pro
vide the most exciting advances. The
addition of coprocessor boards to take
advantage of multitasking; the imple
mentationof gateway services by the tele
phone companies to allow access to
newer, faster forms of information; a
public Integrated Services Digital Net
work service; faster, cleaner, packet
switched networks; the fiber-optic infor
mation highway: All these advances will
lead to more communications power lit
erally at your fingertips.
The choices for dial-up communica
tions programs are varied, as are the
prices. Remember that paying more
doesn't necessarily mean you 're getting
a better program or a more powerful one.
Another long-held telecommunica
tions edict, "People don't change their
communications software," also appears
to be crumbling. In this day of custom
applications and specialized information
needs, staying with a single communica
tions package "in spite of the facts"
limits your telecommunications ability.
It would be nice to have a single com
munications package provide all the fea
tures you'd ever want. But that package
isn't here yet. For now, we have a large
variety of products from which to
choose: If you look for it, there's a prod
uct for every need . . . and, if you look
hard enough, a need for every product. •
BrockN. Meeks is a San Francisco-based
freelance writer who specializes in high
technology. You can reach him on BIX as
"brock."

Don't buy a"smart"modem
that
can't talk!
Watson is the real "smart" you build applications. For a phone demo,
modem: it gives you auto
answer, voice mail, speed
dial, database access. Plus
a full-featured 2400-baud
modem. Over 25,000 Watsons have been
sold. Voice quality is amazingly life-like,
and an optional programmer's kit lets

dial 1 (800) 6-WATSON (in Mass., (508)
651-2186). To .order, call I (800) 533-6120
(in Mass., (508) 655-6066).

Natural Microsystems Corporation
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BURi4LO®
ONLY $500

PLUS $100 PER 256KB MEMORY

When you can't afford to buy a laser for each PC, the
Buffalo SL™ is the inexpensive way to let everyone
share - not just your lasers, but printers, plotters and
modems as well. If you don't need simultaneous
access to shared files, the SL is also an alternative
to a LAN at a fraction of the cost.
The SL has four parallel and six serial channels, with
all ten being user configurable as either an input or
an output, so you can share 1 PC with 9 peripherals,
9 PCs with 1 peripheral, or any combination in
between. If you need more than ten channels, you
can link several SLs together. All channels can be in
use at the same time and can rapidly transfer and
queue data. The SL even allows your PC to send data
at 19,200 baud. All memory (user upgradeable up to
4MB) is dynamically allocated and shared as
needed.
·
The SL comes with software for menu-driven
installation and pop-up menu control selections, but
you don't have to be a programmer to use it. Of
course, the SL works just fine without our software
too! The SL has many other features so ask us to
send you more information.

MOR
When 640K just is not enough, you need to
add MORE™ MEMORY. This Memory
Extension System TM Board uses only one slot
in any 8 or 16 bit bus and can be used as
expanded, extended and/or conventional
memory (EEMS/EMS version 4.0 software).

2MB-$1200, 4 MB-$2100, 6 MB-$3000, SMB-$3900

MORE MEMORY is compatible with
PC/XT/AT computers and supports PC-DOS,
MS-DOS, PC-MOS, OS/2, Unix, Xenix, etc. It
is easy to install MORE MEMORY and it
comes with a 5 YEAR WARRANTY.
MORE MEMORY has built-in DRAM
protection that corrects for any memory errors
when you reboot, so you will never have to
replace a faulty memory chip. No downtime or
costly repairs will ever occur due to a failed
memory chip on the MORE MEMORY board. Buffalo Products also makes other smaller buffers, automatic
switches, and interface conversion devices. All of our products
HYPERWARE™ PC productivity boosting come with a 45 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Call us
software is included FREE with each unit. TOLL FREE and talk to one of our friendly application
HYPERDISK™ enables disk drive read/write technicians for solutions to your connectivity proolems.
intensive profilams to run 3-1 O times faster.
HYPERKEY enhances the responsiveness
of your keyboard. Sold separately, $49.95.
Buffalo Products, 2805 19th Street SE, Salem OR 97302 (503)585-3414

(800) 345-2356
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CADAPULT '" YOUR DRAWING INTO
LOTUS 1-2-3 OR DBASE.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ASINGLE PACKAGE.

Oralix introduces CAO lor the real world.
Any CAD package lets you createdrawings. New Dralix
CAO Ultra wilh CAOapull is !hi! lirst inexpensive CAD soltware
that can turn your drawings into usable database and spreadsheet
inlormation.
First. you can give every element in your drawing specilic
attributes-a name, apart number. aprice, for example. Then,
with littlemore than apush of abutton, you can convert the
data into aspreadsheet. move it into adatabase or insert it into
your drawing.
Suddenly your concept becomes abill ol materials, acom
ponent pricing list. an order lorm, a job estimate.

"SIMPLE TO LEARN AND EXTREMELY EASY TO USE."

-PC Week

You'll never !ind an easier CAD soltwareto use. With Oralix
all ol the menus are on the screen all of the time- there's nothing
to memorize! In minutes you'll create sketches and drawings natu
rally and ellorllessly-drawings that would require weeks ot train
ing on other CAO systems.

AMAZING POWER AND SOPHISTICATION FOR ONLY
$395.
All ol the drawing, designing and editing !unctions

demanded by architects, engineers. dralters, contractors and other
serious CAD users are included.
• Create your own symbol libraries with altributes or use
our pre-attributed, predrawn symbols supplied with the
package.
•Draw lines. arcs, polygons. splines and bezier curves or
lreehand sketch.
• Access our lull complement ol item and grid snaps lor
superior aa:uracy.
•Use our powenul and llexibte automatic dimensioning sys
tem and crosshatching and solid fill !or complex drawings.
· Take advantage ol tunction key macros lor even greater

pcllo1marce.
• Use lhe revolutionary word processing winuowlor adding
iJlJ editing text i1 drawings.
Plus much. much more.
•

Other low-cost packages require expensive add-on modules.
There's nothing missing lrom Dralix CAD Ultra. For no extra cost
you get
-Do!Plotter'" lor high resolution Dot and Laser Printer
output.
-General Symbols Library ol 450 pre-drawn objects.
-CAOapult exchan9e utility.
-HPGL compatabil1ty with desktop publishing
programs and alull range ol pen ptollers.

CALL US TODAY.
For the name cl your nearest Dralix dealer, call u; today
at 1-800-231-8574.
•
Ask about Drafix 30 Modeler and Drafix CAD
Repo rt too!

~lb~~{;
•

FORESIGHT RESOURCES CORP.

Cude 107 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 108)

10725 Ambassador Dr.
Kansas City, MO 64153
816-891 1040
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Whither the
Modem?
Speed is up and prices are down
can these trends continue?
John H. Humphrey and Gary S. Smock
odems are get
ting faster, and
the sheer vol
ume of per
sonal computer users forces
their prices down continually.
The technology that once pro
duced 1200-bit-per-second
modems for several thousand
dollars each has advanced so
much that today, a 1200-bps
modem can be had for less
than $100. The future of
modem technology holds
similar promises.

M

The Past
In the past, the industry con
centrated on standardizing
and developing modulation
technology (the core "en
gine" of the modem). From
the 1960s to the mid-1970s,
the marketplace saw intense
competition. AT&T's unique
modulation methods led the
way with international sanc
tion, following in the form of similar
CCITT V-series recommendations.
Early core engines presented techni
cally simple modulation technology that
embraced frequency-shift keying (FSK)
engines serving dial-link usage in the
300- to 1200-bps range (Bell 103/202
and CCITT V .21/23 ). Leased-line oper
ation, where the variance of channel con
ditions is more easily constrained,
PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION : RON BROWN © 1989

offered midrange speeds (2400 to 4800
bps) using more sophisticated differen
tial phase-shift keying (DPSK) engines
of the Bell 201/208 and CCITT V.26/27
products (see the article "High-Speed
Modems" in the June 1988 BYTE).
The late 1970s saw the emergence of
more complex modem-engine technol
ogy that sported sophisticated quadra
ture-amplitude modulation (QAM) and

dynamic adaptive equaliza
tion. Operating speeds
climbed to 9600 bps and
above for leased-line use. In
the early 1980s, the advent of
low-cost microprocessors and
switched-capacitor filter
technology formed a mar
riage. This union allowed
communications engineers to
bring DPSK and QAM tech
nology into low-cost forms
that gave dial-network users
both a speed boost and an op
erating-performance surge.
These improvements came in
the form of Bell 212 and
CCITT V. 22bis products pro
viding 1200- and 2400-bps
data transfer rates.
At the same time, digital
communications technology
began to thrive for corporate
users with the advent of DDS,
Tl, and. more recently, Inte
grated Services Digital Net
work (ISDN) link technology.
These nonanalog special-network tech
nologies introduced 56,000 bps, 1.544
megabits per second, and discretely
quantized 64,000-bps multiple-packet
data transmission potential. It looked
like digital transmission technology
would quickly surface as the long-term
winner for all data exchange. However,
the dial network is surprisingly resilient.
continued
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Dial links are already installed (our
parents and grandparents paid the amor
tized cost of construction). They inter
mix to effectively connect anywhere in
the global village without needing ad
vanced planning and telephone-company
installation services. This provides an
expedient answer if you want to get up
and running without wading through
miles of bureaucratic red tape.

The Present
In our ventures into space, we've made
use of orbiting satellites to carry commu
nications traffic. Everything from sim
ple dial-link telephony to TV video and
sophisticated military communications
have become a target for uplink/down
link traffic. This poses new problems,
and with them come new solutions.
In conventional terrestrial telephony,
impedance mismatches along the routing
path serve to generate echoes. At one
time or another, you've probably gotten a
link where it sounded as if you were in a
tunnel. The dial network once solved this
nuisance exclusively with echo-suppres
sor technology. The "tunnel" effect
occurs when echo suppressors fail to op
erate properly.
Echo suppression works on the prem
ise that humans use the telephone lines
and that they are half-duplex creatures
one talks while the other listens; both
don't talk at once.
Modems are smarter. They talk to
each other simultaneously and must do
so to maintain the link. To have effective
full-duplex modem communication, you
must disable the network's echo-suppres
sion feature; this is the purpose of the fa
miliar answer-tone burst you hear from
the distant modem when you dial.
Answer tone is a signal to the dial net
work that this is a data call and that it
should shut down echo suppression for
the duration of the call.
Echo suppressors assume that only one
party will talk at a time. The dial-net
workmonitors signal strength in each leg
of its four-wire path (me to you and you
to me), assuming that the side of the link
with the strongest signal is the talker and
that the other side can be safely attenu
ated during talker activity to prevent ech
oes from flowing back to the talker.
When the talker stops, the network re
leases its attenuation to allow listener re
sponse and squelches the opposite path to
protect the listener against echoes.
In this manner, the phone lines are ac
tively and selectively silencing one side
of the channel in an effort to provide
clean, echo-free communications. You
can imagine what would happen if the
282
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echo suppressors mistakenly "kicked
in" during a data call: One modem or the
other could lose the carrier due to the
sudden drop in signal strength caused by
the echo suppressor. Also, think what
would happen if the time delay of the
echo were to change radically.
The introduction of satellite communi
cations placed a primary echo-reflection
point one-tenth of the way to the moon.
Now echoes can flow back to the talker
long after the echo suppressor has kicked
out and appear during the responding
flow of the listener's response. If a call is
routed by a multiple-satellite hop (from
Omaha to New York, then from New
York to Paris), the problem is com
pounded. Simple suppression of one side
of the line based on relative signal
strength and fixed time delays breaks
down as an effective deterrent.
This situation has spurred research
into echo-cancellation (EC) technology.
If you know the waveform just issued,
you can store it and scan the other side of
the line looking for a delayed and attenu
ated copy-an echo. You can subtract an
appropriately scaled and delayed copy of
a stored waveform from the inbound path
to cancel the echo.
This is how EC technology was born,
and today's newest generation of dial
link modems (V.32) make use of EC to
achieve full-duplex, 9600-bps communi
cations. Both ends of the link transmit on
identical carrier frequencies simulta
neously. However, each modem knows
the waveforms that it has sent. It uses this
information to add an inverted and ap
propriately scaled and delayed copy of its
transmitted data directly into its received
signal path, canceling out the effects of
transmitter echo. Thus, only the distant
modem's inbound signal remains to be
processed.
In the early 1980s, work began on
what is now the V. 32 EC modem engine.
By 1984, the CCITT had ratified V.32,
and modem manufacturers began the
grueling task of designing functional EC
modems. To solve the problem, applied
mathematicians were put to work in
modem development. With them came
applied statistics and encryption
technologies.

Mathmagic
The industry has learned to use encoding
to produce performance gains. Trellis
encoding is used in today's 9600-bps and
higher speed-rated CCITT engines to
produce more reliable operation. At first
blush, trellis-coded modulation (TCM)
looks like pure and simple magic.
First, you add analog horsepower to

complicate the core transmission pattern.
Instead of using a simple 16-point con
stellation, for example, you force the
modem to a higher-density 32-point con
stellation. The 32-point constellation
offers higher encoding density with its
"quintbits" (2 5 =32), as opposed to the
16-point constellation with its "quadbit"
structure (24 =16).
With a given, fixed baud rate (e.g.,
2400 baud), the 16-point constellation
can deliver data exchange rates of 9600
bps (2400 baud x 4 bits per baud). The
more complicated 32-point constellation
offers an intrinsically higher data rate
capacity of 12,000 bps (2400 baud x 5
bits per baud). It's also more susceptible
to channel noise because you have
pushed the individual decision points
closer together, and any minornoise per
turbation is more likely to cause the dis
tant receiver to make a decoding error.
However, instead of using the higher
density of the 32-point constellation for
speed purposes, suppose you use its
added complexity for noise immunity
purposes to derive a performance boost.
TCM does just that.
Instead of operating at 12,000 bps,
V .32 TCM transmission remains at 9600
bps with twice as many constellation
points as it needs. The extra constellation
points produce a redundant bit. This
fifth bit is used as an embedded "check
sum" to produce intelligent transmis
sion. Decision rules are used in both the
transmitter and the receiver to produce
an orderly transmission that is designed
to maximize noise immunity.
The redundant bit serves an error
detection function similar to the familiar
ninth bit used for parity in 8-bit micro
computer memory systems. The mem
ory-parity bit doesn't prevent errors
from occurring; however, it flags them
and prevents them from propagating.
With TCM, the fifth bit acts to help
the remote receiver make a high-proba
bility choice among possible alternatives
when channel noise has distorted the in
coming signal. It doesn't absolutely
guarantee error-free communication,
but it does help by reducing the probabil
ity of errors.
The use of redundant encoding tech
niques like TCM has given rise to faster
operating speeds with little, if any, per
formance penalty. Today's modern
leased-line 19,200-bps half-duplex ma
chines churn along rather reliably pro
ducing similar noise-immunity charac
teristics to those of the V .29 9600-bps
modems used in the late 1970s.
Along with redundant encoding tech
nology, mathematicians brought encryp
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tion technology to the modem world.
The best example is today's 2-to-1 to 4
to-1 built-in data compression. If we can
compress the data before feeding it to the
modem and expand it once it's received,
we can achieve a throughput gain without
cost to analog engine complexity.
This is an exciting area of technology,
and the CCITT has been working fever
ishly in recent years to construct a plat
form for standardizing error-detection,
error-correction, and data-compression
functions in modems known as V.42.
These features exist today on a manufac
turer-specific basis. X.PC, MNP, and a
myriad of alternatives (e.g., Kermit,
XMODEM, and YMODEM) exist to re
liably transport data and, depending on
protocol, provide a speed boost via data
compression.
The V .42 standard sought plenary ap
proval from the CCITT, which met last
November. Current V .42 specifications
seek to form a standardized platform for
the development of these non-engine
related modem attributes. Experts ex
pect quick ratification of the V .42 rec
ommendation that embraces early MNP
compatibility (up to level 4) as well as a
more advanced form of error correction
known as LAPM (link access protocol
for modems).
V. 42 is expected to serve as a platform
on which to build for the future with so
phisticated add-on features, such as inte
gral data compression being brought
along via incorporation into the flexible
LAPM protocol. Since the industry has
seen impressive speed boosts of up to
four times from today's data-compress
ing modems (see the Telcor Accelerator
2496MA performance in the article
"High-Speed Modems" in the June 1988
BYTE), we can expect a larger selection
of standardized, interoperable modem
products to emerge in the future thanks
to V.42.

The Future
Unfortunately, today's concentration on
the fruits of mathematics has taken the
focus off core-engine development. In
the early 1980s, the industry focused on
engine development, and the CCITT pro
moted EC V.32 in 1984, well ahead of
then-current technical practice. This
served as a challenge to modem design
ers. Where is the next advanced-engine
specification to challenge us into the
mid-l 990s? Sadly, the answer is no
where. Many people expected that the
world would suddenly go digital and that
ISDN would surface quickly to provide
a global communications vehicle that
was fast, clean, and omnipotent. This

simply hasn't happened.
Leased-line technology exists based
on second-generation, multidimensional
TCM that yields solid 19,200-bps core
communications speeds. Unfortunately,
these machines are large, expensive, and
dedicated to corporate leased-line links.
What about higher speeds atthe personal
computer level for dial use?
Even though standards organizations
have not promulgated the next-generation
engine technology, entrepreneurial de
sign work is alive and well. The 19,200
bps leased-line machines' (for which
there are no adopted CCITT standards)
have improved to the point that core
engine technology now approaches per
formance levels robust enough to deliver
19,200-bps dial service. In fact, some of
the leaders in this area are experimenting
by adding dial backup capability to these
leased-line products.
The 19,200-bps modems are currently
half-duplex in nature, and no error-cor
rection or data-compression protocols
have been added as a front-end to the
modem's core engine. If you can use
echo cancellation at 9600 bps to yield
full-duplex, overlapping-carrier opera
tion, why can't you use the same technol
ogy at 19,200 bps to produce a full
duplex dial engine that's twice as fast as
V .32? The answer is simple: You can.
Already, derivatives ofV.32 using in
tegral data compression have been devel
oped that achieve 38,400-bps operation
(four times compression on a core 9600
bps engine). By using echo cancellation
and data compression, we can envision
an 80,000-bps full-duplex, dial-link
product made from today's 19,200-bps
engines using a four-times data compres
sor. Such a machine would rival conven
tional DDS yet have the flexibility of the
dial network's extensive existing routing
paths. This technology is at hand.
You can use EC to successfully sepa
rate transmitted data from received data
under spectral-overlapping conditions.
Couldn't you also use several echo can
cellers in a given modem design to sepa
rate multiple overlapped transmitters
sharing the same forward channel to
create bit-parallel transmission paths?
By blending multiple-carrier technology
with EC and then introducing the advan
tages of integral error control and data
compression, exotic modems of the fu
ture might be able to break the 100,000
bps speed barrier-an exciting prospect.
Certainly, the bandwidth of analog
telephony is not infinite, and there are
distinct limits as to how fast you can push
data through the pipeline. In the late
1940s, Claude Shannon gave us a for

mula for computing channel capacity
that is based simply on the bandwidth
and signal-to-noise ratio characteristics
of the channel at hand. Using this formu
la, we computed an upper limit of30,000
bps for 3-kHz phone lines that typically
exhibit signal-to-noise ratios in the 30
dB range. Shannon's law applies to the
base data rate of the modem's core en
gine, and all bets are off if we pre
compress the data stream before handing
it to the modem engine for transmission.
If we could develop the perfect Shannon
engine-today's 19,200-bps machines
are homing in-and add a 4-to- l data
compressor to it, 120,000-bps communi
cation should result.
Some people think "anti-Shannon"
engines may be feasible-modems that
are capable of detecting and canceling
noise sources in the phone lines. Such a
belief arises from looking at background
channel noise as the sum of multiple
sources and the idea that some key-noise
sources aren't entirely random.
If modems could be made intelligent
enough to recognize the discrete contri
butions of these nonrandom noise
sources and act to cancel their effects,
significant increases in operating SNR
and engine performance would result.
Anti-Shannon machines offer the hope of
link-performance boosts that are inde
pendent of a telephone system's age or
quality. Combine such thinking with the
continual improvement of the links
themselves (use of fiber-optic trunk lines
for terrestrial links and the addition of
satellite and microwave channels to the
mix of channel-routing alternatives), and
the belief in continued higher operating
speeds continues to brighten.
Dial-link machines aren't expected to
rival the 1.544-megabit-per-second rates
offered by T 1 carrier operation; how
ever, there's some distance to go before
modem technology is saturated. By the
1990s, we may realize an order-of-mag
nitude boost above today's 9600-bps op
erating speeds.
Price and cost follow the degree of cir
cuit integration and are responsive to
sheer volume demand. If enough of us
want to transmit the contents of a 10
megabyte hard disk across the country
or across the globe-in less than 2 min
utes, it will probably happen. •
John H. Humphrey and Gary S. Smock
are general partners ofTeleQuality Asso
ciates in Golden, Colorado, where they
provide engineering consultation and
telecommunications design and product
testing. They can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors."
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Advantages are
The Tatung VGA card
is all performance
enhanced by Tatung
Ours is a 16-bit
VGA provides
significantly higher
graphics array board
with a single high
resolution. In fact,
speed, register com
image clarity is 37%
higher than EGA. And
patible, VGA chip ...a
graphics controller
while EGA gives you
16 on-screen colors.
that's incredibly fast
VGA puts 256 colors
(It has a bandwidth
(from a palette of
more than 7 times that
262, 144 colors) on
of other VGA boards)!
a monitor's screen
You can access this
at a time. Distortion,
speed through the
ghosting, and even
16-bit data path to
eye fatigue is sharply
display memory, BIOS
ROM, and 110 . Our
reduced. In text
exclusive SwiftWrlte
modes, characters
makes the wait state
(even those with
virtually non-existant.
descenders like y, p
and g) are more clearly More? With 16 colors,
defined thanks to a
resolution increases to
9 x 16 dot matrix. But , 800 x 600. On-board Is
while the monitor Is a a 256K DRAM ; and the
card is backward com
vital part of a VGA
system, we think the
patible with EGA, CGA,
real key is the VGA
MDA and Hercules
card that goes with it. graphics standards.

Tatung Monitors
deliver the new standard
We offer the broadest
line of VGA monitors
available; 5 newly styled
and engineered
monitors. Each model
provides 640 x 480,
640 x 350 lines of
graphics resolution;
720 x 400 lines for
text. Tatung's new
VGA monitors offer a
broad range of
features that con
tribute to their
superior value: dark,
non-glare CRT's, auto
matic vertical sizing
encoding. multi-color
text or reverse video
switch, 110/220V swit
chable power supply,
removable lilt/swivel
bases...all supported
by Tatung's full year
warranty.

~

Tatung bundles
provide superior value
By bundling VGA
monitors and cards,
Tatung puts VGA
within the reach of
everyone. In most
cases, the Tatung VGA
bundle will cost no
more than EGA
packages! That's why
we believe that feature
for feature, dollar for
dollar, the Tatung VGA
bundle represents in·
comparable value. The
kind of value only the
largest manufacturer
of monitors in the
world can deliver.

Tatung offers
guaranteed com
Whenever a new
dard Is introduc
system users ha
justifiable conce
about software
patibility. That's
Tatung offers a
guarantee•: It y
note any softwa
compatibilities w
the 1 year warra
period, Tatung w
correct them fre
charge within 30
otherwise the fu
value of the Tatu
VGA card will be
refunded.

In addition, Tatung
offers users a huge
advantage: a Tatung
VGA bundle Is 100%
IBM7M VGA compati·
ble and more ...your
investment in software
is fully protected.

That's the Tatun
VGA story. It's a
worth seeing. Fo
complete inform
specifications, a
name of the Tatu
dealer near you,
to arrange for a
demonstration,
call us today.
After all, seeing
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OS/2 Hits
the Networks
Expect to see the development
ofmore distributed applications
Ken Thurber
f you operate a local
area network (LAN)
and want to run OS/2,
you'll face three differ
ent concerns. You'll need to
provide OS/2 on user PCs;
you 'II need to understand dis
tributed applications with
OS/2; and you' II need to
know how OS/2 operates as a
server platform.
The first step you need to
take to supply network sup
port to an OS/2-based user
PC is to extend the OS/2 envi
ronment. Applications run
ning on the PC should be able
to access files, printers, and
devices located on and shared
by servers on the network.
Next, you need to provide
OS/2 support for network
wide user and system-admin
istration features for the PC.
The third step is to provide a
networking system with en
hanced communications ca
pabilities so that the OS/2-based PC can
access other networking and computer
environments.

I

Distributing the Load
OS/2's support of multitasking and the
networking of OS/2 PCs is bound to en
courage distributed-applications devel
opment. These applications will be de
signed with a user/server architecture,
PHITTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989

.

where the user portion is oriented toward
the user interface and presentation, and
the server portion is oriented toward
shared-resource management.
Four basic components provide the un
derlying platform for distributed applica
tions: the operating system on the user
PC; the operating system on the server
(see the text box "Pieces of the Puzzle"
on page 286); the networking protocol

software that enables the PCs
and the server to communi
cate; and the interprocess/in
tertask communications
(IPC) mechanism. (The IPC
is implemented on top of the
other three components. It
handles service requests and
replies between the users and
the server, respectively.)
OS/2 defines IPC mecha
nisms for communications
between tasks running on the
same PC. A particular archi
tecture could extend these
mechanisms so that the tasks
running on both the user sys
tem and the server can com
municate.
Besides basic components,
a distributed-applications
platform needs to provide a
distributed naming system
that can be used to connect a
user to a server transparently.
(A. naming system can also
provide a common view to the
user and the system administrator of dis
tributed applications and network re
sources.) The platform should also sup
ply an environment that lets you manage
the server portion of the application from
anywhere in the network.
Since OS/2 is a multitasking operating
system, it is one choice for a network
server operating system. It's not your
continued
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neot"the key software components
in a PC local-area network is the
network operating system. And what is
its primary purpose? To provide multi
user·capabilities to a collection of sin
gle-user workstations.
In fact, LAN operat111~ ~yMc111~ ~u1vc
multiuser transparency problems, not
applications problems. They provide a
common syntax as well as error recov
ery to increase local and remote opera
tion consistency. They also increase the
portability of applications across differ
ent LANs and promote hardware inde
pendence. A LAN operating system's
goal, then, is

0

• Transform a collect10n ot harel"wi:Uc
and software resources, namely the
LAN and its PCs, into a coherent set of
abstract objects or resources.
• Support naming, access, shanng,
"Jrotection, synchronization, intercom
nunication, and error recovery.
• Multiplex and allocate these resource•
among many computations (PCs).

.

.
ing systems are not without their prob
lems. For example, none of them ad
:lresses the issues of data translation and
representation. In other words, most of
them support only one tvne of P~ ancl
operating system.
It's also difficult to map a resource
such as a file into this network of dis
tributed service and resource struc
tures, and error recovery in an operat
ing system can be complex. Anothe1
problem you might notice in distributed
systems is that multiple copies of the
same software seem to propagate. Thi~
is one of the reasons why distributed ad
ministrative control in
·
ment can be a problem.
In addition, if your local network op
erating system isn't efficient, it may be·
come a bottleneck in the system. If the
operating system can use only a small
portion of the network bandwidth, i1
may not matter ifthe LAN is a 1-mega·
bit-per-second or a 10-mbps system
Figure A is a logical model of a LAN

Requests

User processes

only choice, however. For instance, you
could use Unix to provide these same ser
vices for OS/2-based PCs. You can also
use OS/2 to implement the server portion
of a distributed application, but there are
other choices as well.
A networking system that includes a
solution for OS/2-based servers needs to
286
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operating system. In most PC LANs,
there is actually a communications ker
nel distributed across all the PCs, re
gardless of whether the PC is a server, a
workstation, or a nondedicated wor"
station/ serve
This model represents a common
.....:chanism of how you, as a LAN user,
can communicate with the server. First,
you send out a request from a PC or
workstation. It goes through a commu
nications kernel on your PC over the
network and through the kernel on the
server, where it performs a function or
an operation. You then receive the
server's reply, which travels through
the same mechanism. Thus, there's at
least one small piece of software, the
kernel. that's common to all the maAnother common element is the user
mterface. The ideal user interface in a
PC LAN operating system should at the
minimum include all the following
features:
:ommand-mode system; you may prefer
l menu-driven system if you're a begin
1er, or a command-mode system if you
iave more experience
• The ability to set the ctetault bo1
1ironment; in other words, a serve1
;hould be able to download default soft·
ware every time you log onto a network.
• The ability to execute server com
mands within turnkey applications; thi~
shields you from mundane net· .. ~~• ·
details.
• On-line help not only for an ap
ion but for the network, too.
• An elegant wav to recover from 1
1ntheLAJI
•A locato.
a resource,
cated in th1

Server processes

provide support for an OS/2-based appli
cation server and coexistence with OS/2based file and print servers.
The discussion that follows compares
IBM's OS/2 LAN Server to 3Com's
3+0pen operating system and also ex
amines how Novell's NetWare fits into
the picture.

Comparing Capabilities
Figure 1 illustrates the architectures of
the OS/2 LAN Server, the 3 +Open net
work server (which is based on the
Microsoft OS/2 LAN Manager), and
NetWare. They all support OS/2 network
workstations. And, although it doesn't
continued
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show in the figure, they are also all com
patible with an IBM PC LAN worksta
tion running DOS. In addition, 3 +Open
can have 3 +Open network workstations
running DOS.
The figure also shows the Open Sys
tems Interconnection model. If you com
. pare the OS/2 networking architectures
to the OSI model, you'll notice the key
compatibilities: An OS/2 server is used
as the kernel to the network server and
the Microsoft Redirector, and thus the
server-message-block (SMB) file-system
protocol is used.
In addition, IBM and 3Com support
the NetBIOS and the data-link-control in
terfaces. IBM's Advanced Program-to
Program Communication protocol will
be supported by the 3+0pen server and
will use the DLC interface to the physical
network connection. Novell's NetWare
also supports APPC. In fact, Netware,

along with the 3Com and IBM servers,
will be compatible with applications de
veloped by IBM and third-party develop
ers and will adhere to the OS/2 program
interfaces.
IBM has already announced several
applications as part of its OS/2 Extended
Edition. Independent third-party appli
cations developers have announced prod
ucts with similar functions that will be
generally available for OS/2-based net
work systems.
3Com is expected to offer advanced
network-service products, including
such office-productivity applications as
electronic mail and network manage
ment. IBM has not yet announced an in
tention to provide advanced network ser
vices for its OS/2 LAN Server, and
Novell seems oriented toward third
party suppliers for development of ser
vice products.

Sharing the Work
Today's business applications tend to use
the basic file-/print-sharing capabilities
of network systems. In these applica
tions, all computing is done at the net
work workstation. The shared disk of the
network server stores data processed at
the workstation and sends it to a shared
printer for hard copy.
Under OS/2, many applications will
be distributed. A distributed application
shares computing power among network
workstations and network servers.
Rather than simply sharing disks and
printers, the network server also shares
computing power.
For example, in a nondistributed envi
ronment, you can sort the data in a data
base that contains names and addresses
and render several different printed re
ports, depending on your requirements.
With a distributed application, one or

oft LAN M
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Figure 1: An Open Systems Interconnection and OS/2 architecture summary.
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more of the tasks (such as sorting or re
porting) would be sent to another com
puter on the network for processing. De
pending on their design, distributed
applications may offer many advantages,
including efficiency, data security, and a
better price/performance ratio for net
work computing resources.
IBM's OS/2 LAN Server clears the
way to create distributed applications
that have the potential to improve net
work workgroup efficiency (see the text
box "The OS/2 LAN Server" on page
290) . However, implementing the con
cepts involved will be difficult.
For distributed applications to work,
network software must support OS/2 on
both the network workstation and the
network server. NetWare, 3 +Open, and
the OS/2 LAN Server all do this. Option
ally, with NetWare, the network work
station can communicate to a proprietary

file server that passes OS/2 requests to a
coprocessor board that is internal to the
server.

OS/2 determines that a file, print, or de
vice I/O request is directed toward re
sources located on the network.
The Requestor module will formulate
the request into a protocol packet and
communicate with the VINES "socket"
interface. VINES will also support the
NetBIOS. Figure 2 shows VINES and
OS/2 workstation integration.
VINES currently supports a platform
for building distributed applications. All
services and applications in the VINES
product were implemented using this
platform.' The platform supports DOS
clients that can use network-wide IPC
mechanisms to communicate with Unix
servers. A network compiler technology
hides the details of this mechanism.
Banyan plans to extend its distributed
applications platform and will provide
full support for IBM OS/2 and OS/2 Ex

VINES and OS/2
Banyan Systems currently supports both
DOS-based and Unix-based servers in
VINES . In addition, the company is
committed to supporting all aspects of
OS/2. By supporting OS/2, VINES can
extend the services it now offers to in
clude multitasking features for network
based PCs.
Four major categories of services will
be available to an OS/2 workstation con
nected to a VINES network: NetBIOS,
OS/2 connectivity, communications, and
data management.
VINES will support OS/2 worksta
tions through a Requestor module for
file, print, and device sharing. The ap
propriate module will be invoked when

continued
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Figure 2: The Banyan VINES and OS/2 workstation architectures.
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The OS/2 J
ne good point about IBM's OS/2
announcement was that it helped
0
bury speculation concerning the tech
nologies and architectures to be en
dorsed for the company's OS/2 network
product, OS/2 LAN Server. Based on
the announcement, OS/2 LAN Server
apparently incorporates key technol
ogies derived from the 3Com and
Microsoft joint development of the OS/2
LAN Manager.
Specifically, IBM's announcement
reaffirmed that software developers
should write to the open programmatic
interfaces of OS/2 rather than to propri
tended PCs connected to a VINES net
work. Support for the NetBIOS and
APPC interfaces will be provided for
both DOS and OS/2. VINES will sup
port all applications interfaces for net
work and distributed applications as de
fined by IBM OS/2, OS/2 Extended, and
the LAN Server Program.

~Server

etary systems. It also made clear that
IBM endorses OS/2 network servers as
a key component of an open-system ap
plications platform for distributed net
work applications, meaning that OS/2
support on both network workstations
and servers is important
And last, but not least, IBM reaf
firmed Advanced Program-to-Program
Communication use in the IBM PC
LAN Program that uses the Microsoft
Redirector, server-message-block pro
tocol, and NetBIOS. These are the same
protocols and standards incorporated in
the OS/2 LAN Manager.
Microsoft's LAN Manager defines
four applications interfaces: OS/2 file,
print, and device sharing; the NetBIOS
interface; networking extensions to the
OS/2 IPC mechanisms; and user work
station and administration interfaces.
VINES will be compatible with the
first two interfaces. The third interface

OS/2 addresses three major needs. It
provides protected-mode operation to
fully utilize the 16-bit processing and
increased memory-addressing capabili
ties of the newer PCs. It supports multi
tasking and the necessary intertask
communications facilities. And it sup
ports the new generation of hardware
system architectures, such as the PS/2s.
When, in the past, MS-DOS domi
nated the IBM PC and PC-compatible
operating systems, the major network
operating systems all adopted a DOS
like appearance. With the advent of
OS/2, however, this may change.
is an alternative network IPC mecha
nism. Support will be included ifthere is
a strong need. The fourth interface is
specific to the LAN Manager's imple
mentation of file, print, and device shar
ing on an OS/2 server and in Banyan's
view is not necessary for OS/2 connec
tivity or IBM compatibility.

The Grand Canyon
of the Arctic
In Alaska there's a place as magnificent and rare
as the Grand Canyon-the Coastal Plain of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. Oil companies want per
mission from Congress to drill there (even though
the odds are four in five that no oil exists). That's like
damming the Grand Canyon for hydropower.
Approval to drill will destroy what's left of Alaska's
north coast and deny future generations the beauty
of our most spectacular Arctic wilderness. To learn
how you can help us preserve it, write or call: Sierra
Club, 730 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94109,
(415) 776-2211.

SIERRA
CLUB
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All About Named Pipes
Named pipes are an IPC mechanism sup
ported mainly by the Microsoft LAN
Manager and Unix. Named pipes pro
vide an interface that extends the IPC of
OS/2 transparently across the network.
They offer a higher-level · interface to
APPC, NetBIOS, or the network-trans
port layer, so it's easier to create an ap
plication that uses remote procedure
calls across the network.
Many developers believe that named
pipes, a complement to the interprocess
pipes used throughout OS/2, enhance
productivity and workgroup applica
tions, while APPC is best-suited for pro
gram-to-pro gram communications
among homogeneous IBM PCs, mini
computers, and mainframes.
Named pipes let an applications devel
oper access a computing resource (which
may be located elsewhere on the net
work) as if it were local. They do this by
simplifying the effort of building net
work-intrinsic applications.
Named-pipe availability, however,
·doesn't exclude you from developing ap
plications that directly use the APPC,
NetBIOS, or transport-level APls (see
figure 3).
Developers of network-intrinsic appli
cations believe this interface is most ap
propriate for office-productivity applica
tions that don't require access to larger
homogeneous IBM systems as their pri
mary function. However, the applica
tions won't function in an IBM OS/2
LAN Server environment.

Keeping a Secret
What no one likes to talk about is why
3Com's and Novell's past approaches
have outperformed the IBM PC LAN
Program.
The answer is simple: The PC LAN
Server uses DOS as its native operating
system, while 3Com and Novell designed
special high-performance proprietary
server operating systems.
But if 3Com and Novell include OS/2
as the server-based operating system,
what will happen to their performance?
Note that 3Com continually stresses the
idea of its "core"; that means either that
3Com will run OS/2 and be saddled with
performance comparable to IBM's or
that it must enhance the operating system
and end up with some level of incom
patibility. •
Ken Thurber is president of Architecture
Technology Corp., a consultancy and
publisher based in Minneapolis, Minne
sota. He can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors."
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When One LAN
Is Not Enough
Bridges, routers, and gateways can "network the networks"
William Stallings
he growth of per
sonal computers in
the office environ
ment has triggered
two dramatic developments in
rapid succession. The first
was the introduction of per
sonal computer local-area
networks. The second was the
interconnection of these
LAN s to each other and to
other types ofLANs.
A single LAN hardly solves
all of a business's intercon
nection problems. Like it or
not, the wide-ranging mix of
computers found in typical
corporations often requires
more than one LAN for ser
vice. The word processors in
one department, the personal
computers in another, and the
mainframes in the back room
all need their own types of
LANs. As a result, LANs of
many sorts, using everything
from simple twisted-pair ca
bling to hyperfast optical fiber, have
found their way into offices and labs. In
ternetworking protocols, therefore, are
now a necessity.
In fact, the "networking of networks"
takes place within single buildings and
across continents as .corporations attempt
to provide company-wide access to elec
tronic files, services, and resources.
Electronic-mail systems, for example,

page 295). In essence, a
bridge operates at layer 2 of
the Open Systems Intercon
nection (OSI) seven-layer ar
chitecture and acts as a relay
of frames between like net
works.
A router operates at layer 3
of the OSI architecture and
routes packets between dis
similar networks . Both the
bridge and the router assume
that the same upper-layer pro
tocols are in use. The gateway
operates at layer 7 and pro
vides a link between dissimi
lar architectures (e.g., OSI
and Standard Network Archi
tecture) on either the same
network or different net
works. I'll first look briefly
at bridges and then at the
functions and standards for
routers.

T

PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN© 1989

How Bridges Operate
gain value geometrically as new users
are brought on-line, a procedure that
often requires differing LANs to be
linked efficiently and transparently .

Bridges, Routers, and Gateways
lnternetworking technology has yielded
three types of products: bridges, routers,
and gateways (see figure 1 and the text
box "Making the Right Decision" on

To understand the action of a
bridge, consider first how communica
tion takes place among devices attached
to a single LAN. For example, on a bus
topology LAN, similar to ring topolo
gies, data on the bus is transmitted in
packets. So, if host computer X wishes to
transmit a message to host computer Y,
X breaks its message into small pieces
that are sent, one at a time, in packets.
continued
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Figure 1: Internetwork devices: (a) bridge, (b) router, and ( c) gateway. (The numbers refer to the OSI layers.)
Each packet header includes, among
other items of control information, the
address of Y. Based on some medium-ac
cess control technique (e.g., CSMA/CD
or token bus), X inserts each packet onto
the bus. The packet propagates the length
of the bus in both directions, reaching all
other hosts. When Y recognizes its ad
dress on a packet, it copies the packet and
processes it.
Now suppose you want to link two
LANs, A and B, using the same proto
cols. You can do this using a bridge at
tached to both LANs (frequently, the
bridge function is performed by two
"half-bridges," one on each network).
The functions of the bridge are few and
simple:
• Read all packets transmitted on A and
accept those addressed to any host on B.
• Using the medium-access control pro
tocol for B, retransmit each packet on B.
• Do the same for B-to-A traffic.
The bridge doesn't modify the content or
format of the packets it receives, nor
does it encapsulate them with an addi
tional header. Each packet to be trans
ferred is simply copied from one LAN
and repeated with exactly the same bit
pattern on the other LAN.
Since the two LANs use the same
LAN protocols, it's permissible to do
this. The bridge must contain addressing
and routing intelligence. At a minimum,
the bridge must know which addresses
are on each network to know which pack
294
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ets to pass. Further, there may be more
than two LANs interconnected by a
number of bridges. In that case, a packet
may have to be routed through several
bridges in its journey from source to
destination.
The bridge provides a transparent ex
tension to the LAN. It appears to all
hosts on the two (or more) LANs that
there is a single LAN on which each host
has a unique address. The host uses that
unique address and need not explicitly
discriminate between hosts on the same
LAN and hosts on other LANs; the
bridge takes care ofthat.
All about Routers
Router operation, as figure lb indicates,
depends on a protocol at OSI layer 3 (net
work layer), sometimes known as an in
ternet protocol. Figure 2 depicts a typical
example. Let's say you have a number of
PC LANs in your organization; perhaps
each supports a separate department. In
addition, there's a backbone LAN that
links all the PC LAN s to each other and
also supports minicomputer and main
frame resources that are accessible com
pany-wide.
Figure 2 shows the operation of the
internet protocol for data exchange be
tween host A on PC LAN 1 and host B on
PC LAN 3 through a backbone LAN.
These hosts and the routers must share a
common internet protocol, such as the
International Standards Organization
(ISO) standard protocol for connection
less network service or the Department

of Defense (DoD) standard internet pro
tocol (see the text box " Raising the Stan
dard" on page 297); in either case, this is
referred to as IP.
In addition, to communicate success
fully, the two hosts must share the same
protocols above IP. For example, the two
hosts must both have the same transport
protocol, such as the ISO standard trans
port protocol (TP) or the DoD standard
transmission-control protocol (TCP).
The IP at A receives blocks of data to
be sent to B from the higher layers of
software in A. IP attaches a header spec
ifying, among other things, the global
internet address of B. That address is in
two parts: network identifier and host
identifier. I'll refer to this block as the IP
datagram. Next, IP recognizes that the
destination, B, is on another network. So
the first step is to send the data to a
router, in this case router a. To do this,
IP hands the datagram down to the LAN
protocol, which appends a header that in
cludes the address of router a, forming a
packet.
Next, the packet travels through LAN
1 to router a. The router strips off the
packet header and analyzes the IP header
to determine the ultimate destination of
the data, in this case B. The router must
now make a routing decision. There are
two possibilities:
• The destination host B is connected di
rectly to one of the subnetworks to which
the router is attached;
continued

Making the Right Decision
he simplest of the internetworking
devices is the bridge. This device is
designed for use between local-area net
works (LANs) that use identical proto
cols for the physical and link layers. Be
cause the devices all use the same
protocols, the amount of processing re
quired at the bridge is minimal.
Since the bridge is used when all the
LANs have the same characteristics,
why not simply have one large LAN?
Depending on the circumstances, there
are several reasons for using multiple
LANs connected by bridges:

T

• Reliability. The danger in connecting
all data-processing devices in an organi
zation to one network is that a fault on
the network may disable communication
for all devices. By using bridges, the
network can be partitioned into self
contained units.
• Performance. In general, perfor
mance on a LAN declines with an in
crease in the number of devices or the
length of the wire. A number of smaller
LANs will often give improved perfor
mance if devices can be clustered so that
intranetwork traffic significantly ex
ceeds internetwork traffic.
• Security. The establishment of multi
ple LANs may improve security ofcom
munications. It's desirable to keep dif
ferent types of traffic (e.g., accounting,
personnel, strategic planning) that have
different security needs on physically
separate media. At the same time, dif
ferent users with different levels of se
c\lrity need to communicate through
controlled mechanisms.
• Geography. Clearly, two separate
LANs are needed to support devices
clustered in two geographically distant
locations. Even in the case of two build
ings separated by a highway, it may be
far easier to use a microwave bridge link
than to attempt to string coaxial cable
between the two buildings.

Routers
You can only use bridges to connect
similar LANs. Of course, in many
cases, you might need access to devices
on several types of networks.
A general-purpose device that can be
used to connect dissimilar networks and
that operates at layer 3 of the Open Sys
tems Interconnection (OSI) model is
known as a router. The router must be
able to cope with a variety of differences
among networks, such as the following:

• Addressing schemes. The networks
may use different schemes for assigning

addresses to devices. For example, an
IEEE 802 LAN uses either 16-bit or 48
bit binary addresses for each attached
device; an X.25 public packet-switching
network uses 12-digit decimal address
es (encoded as 4 bits per digit for a 48
bit address). Some form of global net
work addressing must be provided, as
well as a directory service.
• Maximum packet sizes. Packets from
one network may have to be broken into
smaller pieces to be transmitted on an
other network, a process known as seg
mentation. For example, Ethernet im
poses a maximum packet size of 1500
bytes; a maximum packet size of 1000
bytes is common on X.25 netwqrks. A
packet transmitted on an Ethernet sys
tem and picked up by a router for re
transmission on an X.25 network may
have to be segmented by the router into
two smaller ones.
• Interfaces. The hardware and soft
ware interfaces to various networks dif
fer. The concept of a router must be in
dependent of these differences.
• Reliability. Various network services
may provide anything from a reliable
end-to-end virtual circuit to an unreli
able service. The operation of the rout
ers should not depend on an assumption
ofnetwork reliability.
There is a place for both bridges and
routers in planning the development of
an internet. Bridges are easy to config
ure and have no effect on the host soft
ware. In an environment where all the
communicating devices are on similar
LANs, this is the appropriate solution.
If you have a mixed environment, you
need the more complex routers. How
ever, even then, you can use bridges to
interconnect some of the LANs.

Gateways
You can use bridges and routers to solve
internetwork problems in an environ
ment when all the devices implement
compatible protocols from the OSI
model. This is the ideal situation. How
ever, there will be times when a propri
etary network architecture such as Stan
dard Network Architecture (SNA) has
already been installed.
Because of the investment in the pro
prietary system, it's expensive and dis
ruptive to attempt to replace all the
communications software with OSI
based software. On the other hand, you
want to use OSI to gain access to prod
ucts from a variety of vendors.
The gateway provides a way to permit
the coexistence of OSI-based and pro

prietary products and gives you the tool
you need to plan and implement a
smooth migration to an exclusive OSI
strategy. It's a device that connects dif
ferent network architectures- by per
forming a conversion at the application
level. The gateway itself must use all
seven layers of the OSI model, plus all
layers ofthe proprietary architecture.
The gateway is used as a staging area
for a two-step transfer of data. Consider
a file transfer as an example. In the OSI
world, the file-transfer standard is file
transfer, access, and management
(FTAM). Two OSI hosts can exchange
files using FTAM. Similarly, two hosts
with proprietary architectures can ex
change files using the proprietary file
transfer application. If a mixed transfer
is attempted from an OSI host to a pro
prietary-software host, then the sending
host automatically (without user inter
vention) sends the file to a gateway
using FTAM. The gateway accepts the
file and then transfers it to the intended
destination using the proprietary file
transfer protocol. A transfer in the re
verse direction proceeds similarly.
Other applications (e.g., electronic
mail and document architecture) can
also be achieved via gateway. Thus, the
gateway must contain both the OSI ver
sion and the proprietary version of any
application requiring gateway services.
Using a gateway has several key limi
tations. For instance, the gateway is a
potential bottleneck. In an environment
where there are large numbers of both
types of hosts, there may be consider
able traffic through the gateway. To
overcome performance limitations, you
might need more than one gateway. This
complicates the host software, which
must now decide which gateway to use
for each transfer.
Also, the service provided for a given
application is the "least common de
nominator." For example, FT AM sup
ports the use of priorities. If the propri
etary file-transfer protocol does not,
then the priority discipline is imposed
only between the OSI host and the gate
way. From the gateway to the other host,
no priority scheme is used.
The market for gateways is projected
to grow rapidly. This is because OSI
based products are becoming increas
ingly prevalent and cost-competitive,
while there is and will remain for some
time a large installed base of systems
based on proprietary communications
architectures, especially SNA. While
the gateway is not ideal, it provides a
way to cope with a mixed environment.
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Figure 2: The host machines and routers share the same internet protocols. The hosts also share the same transport protocols.
• or, to reach the destination, the packet
must traverse one or more additional
routers.
In this example, the data must be
routed through router (3 before reaching
the destination. So router a constructs a
new packet by appending a LAN proto
col header to the IP data unit containing
the address of router (3. When this packet
arrives at router (3, the packet header is
stripped off. The router determines that
this IP data unit is destined for B, which
is connected directly to a network to
which the router is attached. The router
therefore creates a packet with a destina
tion address of Y and sends it out onto
LAN3.
At each router, before the data can be
forwarded, the router may need to seg
ment the datagram in order to accommo
date a smaller maximum packet size on
the outgoing network. In such a case, the
datagram is split into two or more seg
ments, each of which becomes an inde
pendent IP datagram. Each new data
gram is wrapped in a lower-layer packet
and queued for transmission. The router
may also limit the length of its queue
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for each network to which it attaches to
avoid having a slow network penalize a
faster one. Once the queue limit is
reached, additional datagrams are sim
ply dropped.
This process continues through as
many routers as necessary for the data
gram to reach its destination. The desti
nation host recovers the IP datagram
from its network wrapping the same way
the router does. If segmentation has oc
curred, the IP module in the destination
host buffers the incoming data until it
can reassemble the entire original data
field. This block of data is then passed to
a higher layer in the host.
The IP doesn't guarantee that all data
will be delivered or that the data that is
delivered will arrive in the proper order.
It's the responsibility of the next higher
layer, the transport layer, to recover
from any errors that occur. This ap
proach may not be completely reliable,
but it provides for a great deal of flex
ibility.
The IP approach means that each unit
of data is passed from router to router in
an attempt to get from source to destina
tion. Since delivery is not guaranteed,

there is no particular reliability require
ment on any of the subnetworks.
Thus, the protocol will work with any
combination of subnetwork types. Since
the sequence of delivery is not guaran
teed either, successive data units can fol
low different paths through the internet.
This allows the protocol to react to con
gestion and failure in the internet by
changing routes.

But What Is Its Function?
The routing function is typically accom
plished by maintaining a routing table in
each host and router that gives, for each
possible destination network, the next
router to which the IP datagram should
be sent.
The routing table can be static or dy
namic. In the case of a simple configura
tion, such as a collection of PC LANs
and a single backbone LAN, a static table
is adequate. For a more complex config
uration involving a number of LANs at
different locations and perhaps one or
more wide-area networks, the static table
has several drawbacks. It doesn't allow
alternate routing for load leveling, and it
doesn't provide for rapid reconfiguration
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Raising the Standard
The International Standards Organiza
tion (ISO) has issued a standard for an
internet protocol, the Protocol for Pro
viding the Connectionless-Mod.,: Net
work Service (IS 8473), often referred
to as ISO-IP.
The protocol is best understood by
examining its header format (see figure
A). Data to be transmitted is inserted
into a datagram with the ISO-IP header
with the following fields:
• Protocol identifier. When the source
and destination hosts are connected to
the same network, an internet protocol
is not needed. In that case, the internet
header is null, except for a special code
in this field.
• Length indicator. Length of the head
er in octets.
• Version. Included to allow revisions to
the standard.
• PDU l(fetime. This field is used to
specify the maximum number of rout
ers a datagram can visit so as to prevent
endlessly circulating datagrams. The
value is specified in units of 500 milli
seconds, but it is generally assumed that
each unit represents one "hop."
•Flags. The SP flag indicates whether
segmentation is permitted. The MS flag
is the More flag described in the main
text. The ER flag indicates whether an
error report is desired by the source host
if a datagram is discarded.
• Segment offset. Used in the segmenta
tion and reassembly operations.
• Type. Indicates whether this data
gram contains user data or an error
message.
• Checksum. Computed on the header
at each router for error detection.
• Options. Optional parameters include
Security, defined by the user; Source
Routing, which allows a source host to
dictate the routing; Recording of Route,
used to trace the route a datagram takes;
Priority; and Quality of Service, which
specifies reliability and delay values.
in the event of a router failure.
A dynamic table is more flexible in re
sponding to both error and congestion
events. For this technique, there must be
a protocol that will allow the routers to
exchange information about congestion
and the topology of the configuration.
This area is still experimental; the re
quired router-to-router protocols are still
evolving.

The Military Standard

DOD-IP and ISO-IP differ, they pro
vide essentially the same functionality.
Because DOD-IP and other military
standards have been around longer, they
are more widely used than the ISO stan
dards. In particular, a number of ven
dors provide TCP/IP-based products
and routers employing DOD-IP.

As part of its suite of standards, gener
ally referred to as the TCP/IP protocol
suite, the U.S. Department of Defense
has issued a standard for an internet
protocol. Actually, the DOD-IP pre
dates and is the inspiration for the ISO
IP. Although the formats and details of

Protocol identifier

Fixed
part

1--~~-L-en_g_t_h_in_d_ic_a_to_r~~---11

2

i--~~~~ve_r_s_io_n~~~~-1J

3
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sPIMs lER I
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5

6

Segment length

7

8

Checksum

9
Destination address length
Destination address
Mdress
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10
11
m-1
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m
m+ 1

Source address

n-1
n

Data unit identifier
Segmentation
part

Segment offset
Total length

n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
n+S

Options {
part

Options

n+6
p

Figure A: The 15-part header format for the ISO-IP, the ISO 's standard
for an internet protocol.

Achieving Segmentation
Both the ISO and DoD IPs specify the
same technique for segmentation. The
technique requires the following fields
in the datagram header: ID, Length,
Offset, and More flag. The protocols use
the ID to uniquely identify a host-origi
nated datagram. The ID consists of the
source and destination host addresses
and a sequence number. The Length is

the length of the user data field in oc
tets, and the Offset is the position of a
segment in the original datagram in
octets.
The IP layer in the source host creates
a datagram with Length equal to the
entire length of the data field, Offset =
0, and the More flag set to false. In order
to segment a long datagram, an IP modcontinued
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The Future
Table 1: The segmentation ofa datagram.
Segmentation example
Original datagram

First segment

Length=472
Offset=O
More= false

Second segment

Length=240
Offset=O

Length=232
Offset=240

More= true

More=false

ule in a router performs the following
tasks:

• It creates two new datagrams and
copies the IP header fields of the incom
ing datagram into both.
• It divides the data into two approxi
mately equal portions, placing one por
tion in each new datagram.
• It sets the Length field ofthe first data
gram to the length of the inserted data
and the More flag to true. The Offset
field remains unchanged.
• It sets the Length field of the second
datagram to the length of the inserted
data, and it adds the length of the first
data portion to the Offset field . The
More flag remains the same.

Table 1 gives an example of the seg
mentation of a datagram. The procedure
can be generalized to an n-way split.
To reassemble a datagram, there must
be sufficient buffer space at the reassem
bly point. As segments with the same ID
arrive, their data fields are inserted into
the proper position in the buffer until the
entire original datagram is reassembled;
this is achieved when a contiguous block
of data is buffered, starting with an Off
set of 0 and ending with data from a seg
ment with a false More flag.
Typically, reassembly is done at the
destination host, to avoid burdening rout
ers with unnecessarily large buffer space
and to permit segments to arrive via dif
ferent routes.

The use of internetworking is growing
rapidly, and all types of devices will play
a role in the future. You can use a bridge
primarily to link LANs that use the same
networking protocols.
Bridges don' t provide links to other
kinds of LANs or long-haul networks.
You can use a gateway as a special-pur
pose protocol converter. The only truly
general-purpose device of the three is the
router.
The international standards are gradu
ally gaining wider acceptance and clear
ly represent the wave of the future. We
can expect to see a rapid increase in ISO
IP-based LANs and routers over the next
year or two.•
Editor's note: This article is based on

material in the second edition of the au
thor's Data and Computer Communica
tions (New York: Macmillan , 1988).
William Stallings is president of Comp
Comm Consulting of London, England,
and the author of12 books on data com
munications topics. He can be reached on
B/Xclo "editors."
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Understanding
NetBIOS
Hardware and software independence makes this interface
an excellent vehicle for portable network software
Brett Glass
he~h.er

yoLI:'re
wntmg a sim
ple database
manager or ad
vanced groupware, expect it
to at least accommodate a net
work and, ideally, to use the
full potential that a local
. area-network environment
has to offer. As LANs prolif
erate, software products will
be expected to keep pace by
using these fast, convenient
connections to good advan
tage.
For that reason, it helps to
understand the IBM Net
BIOS-the most widely im
plemented (and emulated) in
terface between application
programs and LANs in the
IBM PC world.
NetBIOS is the Application
Program Interface (API) that
lets an IBM PC program ex
plicitly access LAN facilities.
It's possible, of course, for
any program to use the network while
making the usual calls to the MS-DOS
file system. NetBIOS calls, however, do
more: They let you instantly transmit any
sort of information to an application on
another network machine.
NetBIOS calls are hardware-indepen
dent. The same commands that worked
with the original IBM PC network (a
broadband system made for IBM by

W

PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989

Sytek) work with no changes on Ether
net, ARCnet, Token Ring, StarLAN,
and even simple serial-port LANs.
These commands are also largely soft
ware-independent. Whether you run No
vell's NetWare, 3Com's 3+, Network
OS, Banyan's VINES, ViaNet, or any
other IBM PC LAN software, chances
are it has a NetBIOS API built in or as a
no-cost option.

This combination of hard- ·
ware and software indepen
dence makes NetBIOS an ex
cellent vehicle for portable
network software. The sam
ple software for this article,
for instance, was developed
on an ARCnet LAN consist
ing of an IBM PC AT, an
EarthStation I diskless work
station, and Wendy, a "home
brew" AT clone. It then ran
on a large Ethernet, with
many PCs and different net
work software, with no
changes.
However, NetBIOS doesn't
have everything. Novell's
NetWare, for instance, has lit
erally hundreds of commands
to support user directories,
network security, account
ing, print servers, and remote
job execution; NetBIOS has
only 19. But this carefully
chosen set of basic functions
can handle the needs of so
phisticated network applications. (For
more details, see the text box "The 19
Commands" on page 303 .)

NetBIOS and the OSI Model
The IBM NetBIOS API provides services
on two layers of the Open Systems Inter
connection (OSI) model: the Data Link
Layer and the Session Layer. None of the
continued
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other layers are directly accessible to the
application (see figure 1).
The Data Link Layer, the lowest layer
supported by the NetBIOS API, simply
sends packets of data between two sta
tions on the network. The NetBIOS Data
gram Support commands operate on this
layer. Applications can transmit and re
ceive datagrams-small packets of raw
information-using these commands.
However, the Data Link Layer will not
acknowledge receipt of a datagram, or
even give any assurance that a program at
the receiving end was listening at the
time. On the other hand, this mode of
communication requires fewer resources
from the network adapter and NetBIOS
itself.
The Session Layer, a higher and more
robust layer of the OSI protocol stack, is

also supported by NetBIOS. The Session
Layer coordinates interactions between
applications and supports reliable trans
mission of data between them. When
NetBIOS establishes a session between
two running programs, each can tell that
the other is there and whether or not its
messages have been received.
It's up to the application program to
provide any higher layers it wishes to
use, including the Presentation Layer
(which formats data for an application)
and the Application Layer (which starts
code running to service a request from
across the network). When combined
with a program such as the IBM PC LAN
Program, DOS itself becomes a net
worked application and can implement
features on these two layers.
The IBM PC LAN Program, like

7 Application Layer
Provides a window between
application processes for
exchanging information

6

5

>

Presentation Layer

Provides for information
representation, informa lion
referred to by application
processes or communicated
between them

Session Layer

Provides for organizing and
synchronizing the interaction
between application processes
and managing their data

IBM PC Network Program,
other "redirectors" (e.g., MS-Net),
and network applications (e.g.,
NetChat)

...

}

NetBIOS session support

4 Transport Layer
Provides for transparent data
transfer between end systems

3 Network Layer
Provides forrouting and
relaying data through any
intermediate systems

2 Data Link Layer
Provides for transferring data
between directly connected systems
and detects any transfer errors

}

NetBIOS datagram support

1 Physical Layer
Provides for transparently
transmitting bit streams
between systems; includes
relaying data via different media

Figure 1: The !nJernational Standards Organization OSI model. NetBJOS provides
services on both the Data Link Layer and the Session Layer.
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many others, uses NetBIOS as part ofthe
mechanism that lets you share resources,
such as disks and printers, across the net
work. Others, such as Novell's NetWare,
use their own proprietary architectures
for resource sharing and emulate Net
BIOS for programs making NetBIOS
API calls. In some cases, the emulation
approach makes the network run faster,
but it can also cause problems with soft
ware compatibility. You should test a
program that uses NetBIOS on both types
of systems to be safe.

In a Nutshell
Gaining a thorough understanding of
LANs can take several years and a lot of
effort. One of the advantages of NetBIOS
is that it hides much of the LA N's com
plexity by providing a high-level inter
face to network functions . To program to
NetBIOS, you need only understand a
few simple concepts.
A fundamental part of NetBIOS pro
gramming is the concept of a name. Each
LAN adapter card can have up to 17
names, each consisting of 16 bytes. One
of these names is the permanent node
name.
The permanent node name is the phys
ical-adapter card's own unique name.
The original IBM LAN Adapter derived
this name from a 6-byte serial number
written into an EPROM on the card; IBM
guaranteed that each adapter had a
unique number. Other types of cards
may make other provisions to be sure the
name is unique. The permanent node
name consists of 10 bytes of binary zeros
followed by the 6-byte serial number.
Each adapter also uses a local name
table that holds up to 16 software-select
able names that are recognized on the
network. Each may be a unique name,
which the adapter reserves for its exclu
sive use on the network, or a group name,
which other adapters can use. When a
name is added to the local name table,
the adapter attempts to claim the name
by broadcasting its·intentions to all other
adapters on the network.
If other stations don't reject the claim,
the name is registered in the local name
table as being associated with that adapt
er. When a name is added to the name
table, NetBIOS returns the number of the
slot in which it resides. This name num
ber is used by many NetBIOS commands
as a quick way of referring to a name
that's known to be in the table.
Datagrams
The simplest way that you can communi
cate through NetBIOS is with the data
gram. A datagram is a block of raw data,
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The 19 Commands
ou can divide the 19 NetBIOS com
mands into four categories: gen
eral-purpose, name support, datagram
support, and session support (see table
A).

Y

• General-purpose commands. The
reset command resets the NetBIOS and
hardware for one LAN adapter on a PC
(the IBM NetBIOS supports up to two).
It erases the local name table, aborts all
sessions, and sets up buffers to handle
specified maximum numbers of active
sessions and outstanding commands.
Under normal conditions, you won't
wantto issue a reset command, since it
drops the sessions used by any network
program running on your machine and
renders any network disks inaccessible.
(You may be able to issue this command
with impunity in an emulated NetBIOS
environment, such as Novell's, but it's
not recommended.) If you wish, how
ever, to use a LAN adapter exclusively
for your own application, this command
frees all available resources for you to
use.
The cancel command cancels a com
mand that hasn't completed yet. This is
useful when you are using no wait
commands.
The adapter status command pro
vides status information on any adapter
in the network-not just the local one.
Among the items it provides are the 6
byte unit-identification number, jumper
status, traffic and error statistics, re
source statistics, and the contents of the
local name table.
The unlink command is used by a
system that has booted from another's
disk. During a remote boot, the network
adapter intercepts read requests des
tined for the boot floppy disk and gets
the data from a boot server on the net
work instead. The unlink call ends the
boot-disk emulation.
• Name support commands. The add
name and add group name commands
add names to the local name table. An
add name command requests exclusive
use of a name; it succeeds only if the
from 0 to 512 bytes long, that can be sent
to a unique name, a group name, or
everyone on the network (a broadcast
datagram).
Datagrams aren't acknowledged by
the LAN card at the receiving end and
are lost if the adapter they are intended

name is not already in use. An add
group name command succeeds as long
as no other station has been granted ex
clusive use of the name.
The delete name command removes
a name from the name table. Pending
operations and sessions may need to be
terminated when a name is removed.
• Datagram support commands. The
send datagram and receive datagram
commands do the obvious: They send
and receive datagrams. The send data
gram command sends to a specific
name, while receive datagram can re
ceive messages for a specific name or
for any name on the adapter. The send
broadcast datagram and receive

broadcast datagram commands han
dle broadcast datagrams.
• Session support commands. The call
command is a request to initiate a ses
sion, and the complementary listen
command tells an adapter to accept a
call. During a session, you can use the
send and receive commands to ex
change messages. The chain send com
mand sends a message that is concate
nated from two sources-this comes in
handy when messages have a header fol
lowed by a body. The receive any
command receives a message from any
name with which you have an active ses
sion, and the hang up command ends a
session.

Table A: The NetBIOS commands.
Command
General-purpose
reset
cancel
adapter status

Function

unlink

Reset the LAN Adapter, clear name and session tables
Cancel a pending command
Get information about the LAN Adapter, names,
sessions, traffic and error statistics, and software version
Terminate a remote boot operation (end INT 13 redirection)

Name support
add name
add group name
delete name

Add a unique name to the local name table
Add a group name to the local name table
Remove a name from the local name table

Datagram support
send datagram
send broadcast
datagram
receive datagram
receive broadcast
datagram

Send a datagram
Send a broadcast datagram
Receive a datagram
Receive a broadcast datagram

Session support
call
listen
hangup
send
chain send
receive
receive any
session status

Attempt to open a session with another name
Listen for a call to come in
End a session
Send data as a message within a specific session
Concatenate two buffers and send as a message
Receive a message
Receive a message from any open session
Get information about all sessions associated with
a specific name or all names

for isn't ready to receive them. An appli
cation that requires confirmation that the
message was received must arrange for
the application at the other end to send an
acknowledgment.
Broadcast datagrams are received by
any station on the network that is listen-

ing for them (i.e., any having a receive
broadcast datagram command pend
ing). All other datagrams are sent to a
specific name, and any station that has
the name in its local name table can re
ceive them.
continued
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Listing 1: The declaration for an NCB for the sample program.
type
NetName =array [1 .. 16] of Char;
{Format of a name used in net operations)
{The following variant record supports the use of the
callName field of an NCB for either a network name or
buffer chaining.)
NameOrBufinf o = record
case Boolean of
{Network name)
FALSE: {name : NetName);
{Length of next
TRUE:
(nextBufLen
Word;
buffer in a chain)
Pointer)
{Pointer to next
nextBufPtr
buffer in a chain)
end;
NCB = record
{NetBIOS command)
command,
{Return code)
retcode,
{Local s~ssion number)
lsn,
num : Byte;
bufPtr : Pointer;
len : Word;
callName:
NameOrBufinfo;
name : NetName;
rto,
sto : Byte;
post : Pointer;
lana_nnm
0 .. l;
cmd cplt
Byte;
reserved
array
end;

{Number of a local name)
{Pointer to message buffer)
{Message buffer length)
{Destination name or info about second)
{buffer in a CHAIN SEND)
{Source (local) name)
{Receive timeout in half seconds)
{Send timeout in half seconds)
{Interrupt completion routine address)
{Number of LAN adapter)
{Command complete flag)
[1 .. 14] of Byte {Internal use only)

Listing 2: Here, an in-line macro inserts the interrupt instruction directly into
the code.
function NetBIOS (var n : NCB) : Byte;
{Call the NetBIOS with the given NCB. The function
returns the same value that appears in the retCode
field of the NCB after the call. Note that commands
issued with the no-wait option and no interrupt comple
tion routine will return their final result codes in
the cmd cplt field. A Turbo Pascal inline procedure issued
here to-generate efficient code.)
inline($5B
{pop bx)
/$07
{pop es)
/$CD/$5C
{int $5C)
) ;

Conducting a Session
While datagram communications are in
herently one-way and unreliable, a ses
sion is a reliable two-way connection be
tween two names on the network. A node
on the network can be involved in more
than one session, and the same pair of
names can have more than one session
running between them. Sessions provide
reliable transport by confirming that the
receiver is there, the receiver is listen
ing, and each message is received. You
can also send longer messages via ses
sions-from 0 to 65,535 characters.
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To understand how a session works,
consider this telephone metaphor. The
station that initiates the session issues a
call command, and the called station re
sponds if it has a listen command pend
ing (i.e., if it's waiting for a call to come
in). If all goes well, a conversation is es
tablished, and each station can use the
send and receive commands to commu
nicate with the other. Like a phone call,
the session terminates when one of the
stations issues a hang up command.
You can execute many NetBIOS com
mands concurrently with other parts of

your program if you invoke them with the
No Wait option. The original IBM PC
LAN Adapter had its own 80188 micro
processor on-board, which made concur
rency easy; the adapter simply processed
the command and interrupted the PC
when it was done. It's not necessary to
have a coprocessor to allow concurrent
processing, however; NetBIOS imple
mentations for less-intelligent hardware
can "borrow" the main· CPU during
clock ticks and hardware interrupts.
Of the 19 NetBIOS commands, you
can execute 16 with the No Wait option.
If you do, the Network Control Block
(NCB)-the block of memory containing
the information about the command
passed to NetBIOS-must not be dis
turbed until the command is complete.
To invoke a NetBIOS command, you
must execute a software interrupt (IBM
has reserved interrupt number 5C hexa
decimal for this purpose) while the
CPU's ES and BX registers contain a
pointer to an NCB. The NCB is a data
structure containing information about
the command to be performed.
Listing 1 shows the declaration for an
NCB used in the sample program. [Edi
tor's note: NetChat is a shareware pro
gram written in Turbo Pascal. It is avail
able in a variety offormats. See page 3
for details.] The two subsidiary types,
NetName and NameOrBufinfo, build the
name and callName fields of the NCB.
The uses of some fields, command and
retcode, for instance, are implicit in
their names. Some of the others have
meanings that vary from command to
command and are not 100 percent con
sistent. The details go beyond the scope
of this article, but they are spelled out ex
plicitly in the NetBIOS bible, the IBM PC
Network Technical Reference.

Invoking Software Interrupts
Once the NCB for a command is filled
with the requisite data, it must be passed
to the service routine that handles inter
rupt 5C hexadecimal on your PC. The
methods you use to set up the registers
vary from compiler to compiler. In
Turbo Pascal 4.0 and higher, it's espe
cially easy: You can use an "in-line
macro" to insert the interrupt instruction
directly into the code. Listing 2 shows
the declaration I used.
The function NetBIOS ( ) (in listing 2)
is a machine language function that pops
the address of the NCB into the ES:BX
register pair. It then directly invokes the
interrupt via a hard-coded INT 5C in
struction. NetBIOS processes the NCB,
then sends back a return code in the AL
register, which just happens to be where
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Turbo Pascal expects the result of a Byte
function to wind up. Hence, no further
processing is needed.
If you're using a different compiler,
you may not have in-line assembly lan
guage capability. However, most lan
guages support a function (usually with
a name like Intr or int86x) that can ac
complish the same thing.

How Easy It Is
How simple can a useful NetBIOS appli
cation be? The program NetChat in list
ing 3 is only three pages long (not count
ing the unit that defines the NetBIOS
calls), and it's not only useful, it's addic
tive. NetChat implements a CB simula
tor, similar to CBIX or CompuServe's
CB, over a LAN, and it had the users at
my test site typing happily to one another
for hours.
The requirements I set for the sample
program were as follows. It had to allow
any station on the network to talk to any
or all other stations; not affect other net
work functions, such as file access or pe
ripheral sharing; and allow users to
come and go at will without halting com
munications.
The need for any-to-any and any-to-all
communications ruled out the use of ses
sions, which are essentially one-to-one
connections. Likewise, sessions would
be a poor choice because they would bog
down the network. During a session,
each message involves exchanging sev
eral packets to ensure that it arrives
safely. Furthermore, ensuring that each
recipient gets a widely distributed mes
sage multiplies the overhead by the num
ber of stations involved. Finally, since a
session ends when one station "hangs
up," maintaining a conversation as a
group of sessions would be difficult.
For these reasons, datagrams, which
don't incur the overhead of acknowledg
ment for every message sent, were the
clear choice for NetChat messages. The
remaining choice was whether to use or
dinary datagrams or broadcast data
grams for the "party line" traffic. As it
turned out, this decision was simple as
well. Because broadcast datagrams are
often used for other network functions
and might interfere with them, I elected
to use ordinary datagrams-in combina
tion with an agreed-on group name-for
NetChat messages.

Join the Club
Each station that participates in a Net
Chat conversation needs to tell its net
work adapter to listen for NetChat mes
sages, while those not involved should

Listing 3: The main NetChat loop.
{Main loop}
repeat
if KeyPressed then
begin
ch := ReadKey;
case ch of
~c : Halt; {Exit program}
~H : {Backspace}
if Length(editString) > 0 then
begin
Write("H' '"H);
Dec(editString[O])
end;
~M : {Send the string)
with sendNCB do
begin
repeat until crrd_cplt <> COMMAND PENDING;
{Wait for prev send)
if crrd cplt <> GOOD RTN then
begin
chatError . cmd_cplt;
Halt
end;
sendBuffer := userName + editString;
{Add attribution)
len := Succ(Length(sendBuffer));
{Size the datagram}
case NetBIOS(sendNCB) of
GOOD_RTN, COMMAND_PENDING:; {These codes OK)
else
chatError ! = retCode;
Halt
end;
editString ! = ' ' ;
ClrScr {Clear the bottom one-line window}
end;
{Ignore function keys)
#0: ch := ReadKey;
#1 . . #31,#127h#255:;
{and non-printing characters)
else
{Check for full line. Add character if there is room)
if Length(editString) < Pred(SizeOf(editString)) then
begin
editString := editString + ch;
Write (ch)
end
end
end;
for i : = 1 to RCVNCBS do
with receiveNCBs[i) do
case cmd_cplt of
COMMAND_PENDING:;
{Do nothing; no message came in for this NCB}
GOOD_RTN: {Display a message from the network)
begin
tempBufferPtr := bufPtr; {Get msg address}
bufPtr := freeBuffer;
{Find the free buffer}
len := SizeOf(String);
{Set buffer length field back to max length)
case NetBIOS(receiveNCBs[i)) of
{Immediately start another receive)
GOOD_RTN, COMMAND_PENDING:; {These codes OK}
else
chatError .- retCode;
Halt
end;
continued
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UNDERSfANDING NETBIOS

sendX := WhereX;
{Save location on bottom line}
Window(l,1,80,23); {Move to the upper window and position cursor)
GoToXY (1, rcvY);
Write(hMhJ,tempBufferPtr h); {Write the message}
rcvY : = WhereY;
{Go back to the bottom line}
Window(l,25,80,25);
GoToXY(sendX,l);
freeBuffer := tempBufferPtr;
end
else
chatError .- cmd_cplt;
Halt
end
until FALSE
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simply be able to ignore them. To indi
cate to the adapter that it wants to join the
conversation, NetChat uses the add
group name command to add a name to
the local name table-in this case, the
word NETCHAT followed by 11 zeros. It
then starts four receive datagram com
mands and waits for messages.
Why four receive datagram com
mands? Well, since datagrams are nei
ther acknowledged nor guaranteed to ar
rive intact, the most likely way for them
to be lost is if no receive datagram
command is pending when the message
comes in. NetChat makes sure that there
are always buffers ready for incoming
messages by issuing four commands with
the No Wait option and checking fre
quently to see if any of the commands
have completed due to an incoming mes
sage. If one has, NetChat starts a new
command even before it displays the data
from the last one. The result is a robust
system that isn't likely to lose messages.
While it watches for incoming mes
sages, NetChat also runs a simple line
editor in a one-line window at the bottom
of the screen. This editor accumulates
the characters for an outgoing message
until you strike the Enter key, whereupon
it issues a send datagram and sends the
string as a message to the group .
The sender's name and a colon are
prepended to the message so that other
participants will be able to identify the
source ofthe message.
When a message goes out to the group,
the local adapter receives it just like
everyone else. The message is thus inter
spersed with the incoming messages on
the top portion ofthe screen. The concur
rent tasks of editing outgoing messages
and displaying incoming ones are han
dled by a short, straightforward main
loop (see listing 3). Most of the code in
the loop is involved not with network
transactions but with presenting a nice
image on the screen. (Listing 3 also

shows you how to fill the required fields
for some of the more common NetBIOS
commands.)

Shutting Down
When NetChat terminates, it needs to
clean up and free the network resources it
uses. To shut down all pending opera
tions, NetChat issues a delete name
command to delete the group name from
the local name table. Since all receive
datagram commands must be associated
with a name, they terminate instantly
when that name is deleted. An outstand
ing send datagram command will com
plete quickly.
Our example program uses an "exit
procedure" (a procedure that's called
when a program halts) to perform the de
lete name command; thus, the name
will be removed (and the space in the
name table freed) even if the program
terminates abnormally. In NetChat, this
procedure is called ExitChat.
A Good Foundation
NetChat is but one example of what an
application can do using the resources of
NetBIOS. While a factory-control pro
gram or a large-scale X.400 electronic
mail package will be more complex than
my simple CB simulator, the underlying
principles are the same.
Regardless of the job at hand, how
ever, the key virtues of NetBIOS-its
hardware and software independence
and its inherent simplicity-make it a
good foundation on which to build any
PC application that must communicate
over a network. •
Brett Glass is a freelance programmer,
author, and hardware designer residing
in Palo Alto, California. He was one of
the original architects ofthe IEEE 802.5
Token Ring LAN and coauthored Living
Videotext's ThinkTank 2.0. He can be
reached on BlX as "glass. "
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controller, EGA, CGA. HGC .................. .. .. ..... .. $629
5251 /11 Plus ASTGuarantees ........................ $ 598
Magic 1/0 AT1-3 S,P,G (170B) .$ 59
~VERE* Ultragraphlcs & 19" Monitor . CALL
Floppyl/OS,P,G,C ................ $ 89
Deluxe EGA 800x600+ prt ........ $159
VGA ... .......... ...... .. ..................... $249
Above Board/286 -PCMB4020 512K ... $ 379
80287-8.. ........ $ 240 /89287-10 ............. $289
80387-20 Math Coprocessor .. .............. $495
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Advertised prices are cash, prepaid, Visa or MasterCard OnlylCustomers using AMEX, COO's or qualifying for terms, calculate additional charges by dividing above prices by .95. Credit card charged after
shipment. Special order items require cash prepayment and they are not cancellable I returnable. Sh~ing first 6 tbs. miRmum $8.00. llEEFEOJ<.. 101 FllST ~us. ONLY• Sales tax, Arizona residents only.
Product returns may be subject to a restocking fee or full credit toward a futt ·re purchase. All prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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We Guarantee Good News
Every Monday Morning!

I

n fact, we'll guarantee the best
news-100% factual, accurate and
unbiased expert analysis of signifi
cant developments in the personal
computer industry. Just straightforward,
no-nonsense professional reporting of in
dustry news, product announcements and
key events as they happen each and every
week.
BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill's new weekly
newsletter, is devoted to helping you stay
on top of the dramatic changes in the
continually-evolving business computing
arena. BYTEweek is devoted to reporting
and analyzing these changes and
developments through its timely, compact,
one-stop news format. BYTEweek keeps
you on top of significant industry trends
and developments through its coverage of
the IBM, IBM-compatible, Apple Macin
tosh and workstation markets. BYTEweek
gives you the full details of significant
new product announcements with in-depth
analysis.
BYTEweek guarantees what no other
personal computing publication can by
building on two renowned and respected
technical resources: the award-winning
Microbytes Daily on-line news service and
the technical expertise of the BYTE
Editorial Staff aided by the new resources
available to them in the recently expand
ed BYTE Lab. Through these resources,
you are kept on top of issues such as:
•New data storage techniques, in
cluding CD-ROM, erasable optical and
other text, graphics, and video storage
technology.
• Expert systems, with an ex
amination of both the technical
and human aspects of
implementation.
• Bus standards and the war be
tween IBM and the clone
manufacturers-with critically

'i

important user ramifications.
• Legal skirmishes and "look and feel"
suits, which can put the manufacturer of
your favorite software out of business.
• Software emulation that will allow
new, exotic computer systems to run
software written for IBM PCs.
• LAN system developments, including
all pertinent aspects of connectivity and
inter-operability.
• Network management, a complex and
increasingly important topic for per
sonal computers in both small and large
offices.
• PostScript clones, which promise
faster, lower-cost laser printers with the
same capabilities as the Apple
LaserWriter.
•New, easy-to-use programming
systems such as CASE and 4th Genera
tion Languages, that can allow non
programmers to develop powerful
applications.
BYTEweek offers you what no other in
dustry publication can: timely news on
the rapidly evolving computer industry as
it happens, framed by interpretation and
evaluation that only BYTE's experienced
editorial staff can provide.
Subscribe now and take advantage of
the special one-year charter subscription
rate of $395 [$495 outside the U.S: and
Canada)-a savings of $100 off the regular
rate. Your subscription to BYTEweek in
cludes 50 issues and a free subscription
to BIX, whi:::h includes access to the
award-winning Microbytes Daily on-line
news service. Your hourly usage rates will
be billed separately.
Don't miss this opportunity' Call
BYTEweek's toll-free number:

1-800-258-5485
to order your subscription or request
more information and a free sample issue.

ll'JTEWggO(
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458

1-800-258-5485
Charter subscription just $395 for 50 weekly issues
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PC COMMUNICATIONS

A Logical Choice
APPC, also called LU 6. 2, provides a solid foundation
for true distributed processing
Ralphpavis
erhaps one of a kind
among communica
tions protocols, Ad
vanced Program-to
Program Communication
(APPC), also known as Logi
cal Unit (LU) 6.2, is precisely
defined logically apart from
any of its actual implementa
tions. This is natural for a
protocol that is intended to
support "any-to-any" commu
nications.
There are many different
ways of implementing APPC
in the hardware and operat
ing-system software of differ
ent systems. However, the
completely logical definition
of its functionality ensures its
uniformity across a variety of
platforms.
APPC provides a solid
foundation for true distrib
uted processing, where pro
grams executing on different
machines cooperate in a sin
gle distributed transaction. Indeed, its
name reveals its purpose: It's intended as
a vehicle for programs to communicate
with each other.

P

What Is APPC?
APPC is IBM's strategic protocol for in
terprogram communication and a central
protocol in its Systems Application Ar
chitecture (SAA). Although the terms
PHOTO/ILLUSTRATION: RON BROWN © 1989
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AP PC and LU 6.2 are not exactly synony
mous, they are used as if they were.
APPC refers to the standard, the overall
architecture and design of the protocol,
whereas LU 6.2 is the software that actu
ally executes in a network node and gives
it access to the communications capabili
ties defined by the standard. (LU 6.2
also refers to APPC's historical position
in the development of IBM's System Net

work Architecture [SNA]
protocols, it being the imme
diate successor to LU 6.0 and
LU6.l.)
However, since IBM seems
to use the two terms inter
changeably, it seems unlikely
that I'll cause any confusion if
I do too.
When viewed from the per
spective of concrete imple
mentations, APPC appears to
· be extremely complex. Many
of the verbs require large data
structures as parameters. In
addition, in its major PC im
plementations (i.e . , IBM's
APPC/PC and Novell's Net
Ware LU 6 .2), APPC obliges
the systems programmer to
write a considerable amount
of support code.
Therefore, it's helpful in
trying to understand APPC to
study its logical definition
rather than its implementa
tions. This will also let you
appreciate its true power, as specific im
plementations may not incorporate all its
features.

Intelligent Peers
LU 6.2 is the successor to earlier proto
cols that supported terminal-to-host
communications. When they were devel
oped, terminals were not capable of incontinued
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telligent processing; all the intelligence
resided at the host. The terminal, essen
tially, had only one function-input and
output.
As PCs proliferated, users were no
longer content with dumb terminals; they
wanted intelligent processors on their
desks. But those who were already com
municating with hosts didn't want to give
up this capability. Thus, terminal emula
tors came along.
Terminal emulators enabled PCs to
pretend to be dumb terminals, but they
didn't take advantage of the power that
intelligent workstations offered. In par
ticular, the terminal emulators still re
lied on the protocols that assumed an all
knowing host and a helpless terminal.
Terminal-to-host protocols didn't offer
any capability for peer-to-peer commu
nication; they grew out of a master/slave
environment, where the notion of peers
was irrelevant.
LU 6.0 and LU 6.1 were early inter
program protocols that introduced many
of LU 6.2's features. They allowed one
program to load and execute another pro
gram through a partner LU and also pro
vided distributed commit-and-rollback
capability. However, LU 6.0 was limited
to the teleprocessing monitor, CICS
(Customer Information Control System),
and LU 6.1 allowed communication be
tween CICS and the database-and-com
munication system, IMS (Information
Management System). Both LU 6.0 and
LU 6.1 allowed interprogram communi
cation only between one host (PU Type
5) and another.

APPC, on the other hand, assumes
that intelligence is distributed around the
network. It provides an avenue over
which network nodes can communicate
with one another without going through a
host, and it also provides a solid founda
tion for true distributed processing.
APPC is meant for program-to-program
communication.
And that communication is not merely
passive. APPC gives programs the abil
ity to load and execute programs on other
network nodes, a step beyond other pro
tocols, which are mostly rooted in the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) ses
sion layer or below. They concern them
selves with sessions between machines,
whereas APPC's realm is conversations
between programs. (For a comparison
between the OSI layers and the SNA
layers, see figure 1.)
A full distributed transaction can in
volve any combination of participating
nodes. Node A, for instance, might allo
cate a conversation with node B, which in
turn allocates conversations with nodes
C and D. As part of the transaction, D
allocates a conversation between two dif
ferent programs that it executes con
currently.
At its highest level of error recovery,
syncpoint, APPC offers full protection
for resources involved in a transaction. It
implements true two-phase commit pro
tocol, which is essential for distributed
database systems. Thus, you don't have
to worry about implementing this diffi
cult-and crucial-component of distrib
uted database systems.

Coming to Terms
Before going any further, I want to de
fine some basic terms. A transaction pro
gram (TP) is a program executing in a
network node that, through LU 6.2, par
ticipates in a conversation with a pro
gram on another node. A logical unit
(LU) is a set of software routines that
control the details of creating and man
aging sessions.
Whereas the LU manages sessions
(logical links) between nodes, the physi
cal unit (PU) is software that manages
the physical data links between them. LU
6.2 and PU 2.1 go hand-in-hand. Indeed,
PU 2.1 was developed to serve as a plat
form for LU 6.2. Its predecessor, PU
2.0, permitted neither multiple sessions
nor peer-to-peer communication.
Conversations (TP to TP) are links be
tween concurrently executing TPs. The
programs can reside at the same or dif
ferent locations on the network. Sessions
(LU to LU) are links between LUs over
which conversations flow. The session
details are transparent to the TPs; their
view of sessions is limited to mode
names, which are associated with such
characteristics as level of data protection,
maximum packet size, and so on.
Conversations use sessions. The LU
will multiplex conversations over avail
able sessions. Typically, sessions remain
in an active state even when there are no
active conversations. This ensures that a
session will be available when a con
versation is requested and improves
performance.

Position within Layers
SNA layers

OSI Iayers
Application

'

~

Application

Presentation services

~

Presentation

Data-flow control

~

Session

~

Transport

>---+

Network

Data-link control

~

Data link

Physical control

'
~

Physical

,..
MajorSNA
layers

(

Transmission control
I•

Path control
I<

....

SNA = System Netv.ork Architecture
OSI = Open Systems Interconnection

Figure 1: The SNA layers versus the OSI layers. While the correspondences are very
close, they are not exact.
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LU 6.2 provides TPs with a high-level in
terface for program-to-program commu
nication. Because LU 6.2 executes verbs
on the SNA presentation-services layer
(corresponding to the OSI presentation
layer), programs need not trouble them
selves with any of the underlying data
link, network, or session protocols.
The presentation-services layer is
where many of LU 6.2's most important
functions reside. It's responsible for
loading and executing ("attaching") pro
grams, converting data records sent on
mapped conversations to general-data
stream (ODS) variables, and coordinat
ing error handling with partner LUs.
The term half-session layer is another
name for the two levels immediately
below the presentation-services layer:
the data-flow-control and transmission
control layers. It's called "half-session"
because it controls the local LU's contri
bution to a full session, which requires a
partner LU. This layer is responsible for
the pacing and sequencing of data pack
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ets and for encryption and decryption of
data (where these functions are sup
ported).

The Verbiage
The IBM literature identifies two com
ponents of APPC: the base set of func
tions and option sets. All implementa
tions of APPC must include the base set.
They don't have to support any of the op
tion sets, but any that they do support
must be supported in full. ·
There are two types of conversation
verbs: those that support basic conversa
tions and those that support mapped con
versations. There is a one-to-one corre
spondence between them; the same verbs
exist for both conversation types. Their
names are the same except that the
mapped-conversation verbs are preceded
by MC_. Thus, the basic ALLOCATE is
the mapped MC_ALLOCATE.
The basic-conversation verbs are lower
level than the mapped verbs and fre
quently require more arguments. They
require that you format user data in GDS
variables, and they offer less automatic
error recovery. They are used primarily
by programs that provide network-con
trol services (IBM's service-transaction
programs).
Mapped-conversation verbs, on the
other hand, offer TPs a somewhat higher
level of insulation from the underlying
details. Programs only transmit data
records; LU 6.2 creates the GDS vari
ables. The LU also offers a high level of
error recovery. Mapped conversations
also may offer a data-mapping capability
whereby you pass user data through a
mapping routine that performs transfor
mations on it. Mapped-conversation
verbs are used primarily by application
programs. Only the basic verbs are re
quired by the APPC specification.
The functions that LU 6.2 implemen
tations must provide, and the basic-con
versation verbs corresponding to those
functions, are as follows:
• Initiate a conversation with a remote
node and then load a TP at that node
(ALLOCATE).
• Transmit data to the remote node
(SEND_DATA).
• Receive data from the remote node
(RECEIVE_AND_WAIT).
• Notify the remote node that an error
has occurred (SEND_ERROR).
• Ask the remote node for permission to
transmit data (REQUEST_1D_SEND).
• Provide request/response protocol
(CONFIRM/CONFIRMED).
• Terminate a conversation (DE
ALLOCATE).

A variety of other verbs also cluster
around certain categories: type-indepen
dent verbs, control-operator verbs, and
LU-definition verbs.
You can issue type-independent verbs
during either a basic or a mapped conver
sation. Indeed, BACK.OUT, SYNCPT,
and WAIT can apply to multiple concur
rent conversations, without regard to
their types.
The control-operator verbs are used to
control session parameters, typically by
service-transaction programs. The

tor or systems programmer, and in a few
software tools available to that person.

Data Security
One of APPC's greatest strengths is its
multitiered data-security scheme, which
offers protection for sensitive data (and
the option of no protection for data that
doesn't need it). All the security features
are optional. The components of this
scheme are as follows:

• Data encryption and decryption. This
is available at the session level and is one
of the characteristics assigned to session
modes. If an ALLOCATE specifies a
session mode defined to support encryp
tion (with the DEFINE_MODE verb),
the data is encrypted and decrypted auto
matically. This security option is inde
pendent of the others; you may specify it
even if you omit all others, and you may
omit it even if you specify all others.
• LU-to-LU passwords. This is the most
basic security level, and it is a prerequi
site for all the more specific protection
mechanisms. It enables the control oper
ator to require a remote LU to provide a
CNOS (change number of sessions) verbs password when requesting a session. You
deal, not surprisingly, with regulating activate it by specifying a password on
the number of active sessions between the DEFINE_REMOTE_LU verb.
two LUs. When you use them to define • User IDs, passwords, and profiles.
These require a remote LU to provide
parameters for parallel sessions, they ac
tivate a basic conversation between the user information on allocation requests
local node and its partner LU, over directed to the local LU. The local LU
which they negotiate the session char
verifies this information against a list of
authorized users, passwords, and pro
acteristics.
The LU-definition verbs set param
files, set up with the DEFINE_
eters for the local LU. They don't involve LOCAL_LU verb.
any exchange with a partner LU. (See • Already ver(fied. As an additional op
table 1 for details on all these LU 6.2 tion, user IDs, passwords, and profiles
may be "passed through" when multiple
verbs.)
sites are participating in a distributed
transaction if the security-acceptance
Insulated from the Details
level between two LUs is established as
LU 6.2 gives application programs an in
terface to the SNA presentation-services "already verified." For instance, if node
layer. Because it resides so high in the A sends an allocation request to node B
SNA (and OSI) architecture, it shields carrying the user ID "RALPH DAVIS"
programs from any knowledge of the de
along with the password, node B may
tails of communications, such as session then pass that information through to
node C on a second allocation request
initiation, packet creation, data-link con
with an "already verified" indication.
trol, and so on.
TPs need only concern themselves The willingness of an LU to accept "al
with allocating and deallocating conver
ready verified" requests from another
sations, sending and receiving data, and LU is set by DEFINE_REMOTE_LU.
• Local restricted access to TPs. The
reporting success or failure to conversa
tion partners.
local LU can also restrict access to TPs.
Thus, although you might be able to allo
Although service programs communi
cate more directly with the half-session cate a conversation with the local LU,
layer and therefore require more knowl
you might not have access to all the pro
edge of the underlying details, their sole grams resident at the local node. Those
purpose is control and configuration of authorized to use a TP are specified with
the local installation of LU 6.2. Thus, it DEFINE_TP.
is possible to concentrate this knowledge • Privilege levels for TPs. You can also
continued
in a single person, a systems administra

One of

APPC's strengths is
its multitiered
data-security scheme.
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assign privilege levels to TPs as an argu
ment to DEFINE_TP, specifying which,
if any, of the control-operator verbs the
TPs can issue. This prevents unautho
rized programs from changing user-ac
cess information.

Data Integrity
LU 6.2 offers two levels of data-integrity
protection: CONFIRM and syncpoint,
which means that, at a certain point in a
transaction, participating nodes bring
their resources into synchronization with
each other. No protection (i.e., no auto
matic protection) is also an option; this
requires the participating programs to do
their own error checking.
The CONFIRM level is essentially a
request-and-response protocol. When a

participant sends a CONFIRM request
to a partner, that partner must respond
by issuing either CONFIRMED or
SEND_ERROR. This is all the protec
tion LU 6.2 offers at this level; the TPs
must handle any further error recovery.
CONFIRM-level protection is a required
feature.
Syncpoint error recovery is an option
al feature, and in some respects this is
unfortunate. Syncpoint protection is one
of APPC's most powerful features, and
it would be nice if you could assume that
it was always available. On the other
hand, syncpoint protection also address
es the problem of maintaining the integ
rity of a distributed transaction, a diffi
cult technology to implement.
Syncpoint protection provides for the

integrity of data updated at multiple
sites. In the terminology of database
management, it extends the scope of logi
cal units of work (LUWs) to all the ma
chines involved in a distributed database
system. Syncpoint protection provides
full two-phase commit protocol with
rollback and resynchronization capabili
ties. It thus makes LU 6.2 a solid founda
tion on which you can build distributed
databases.
When syncpoint protection is in effect
on a conversation, each participating LU
keeps a log of its activity on that conver
sation. LUWs begin when the TPs are
loaded and end at each syncpoint or when
the programs terminate. With a nondis
tributed DBMS, transaction protection
means that the system guarantees that it

Table 1: The LU 6.2 verbs.
Basic Verbs
ALLOCATE (MC_ALLOCATE)
Establishes a conversation between the local node and a part
ner node and attaches (loads and executes) a transaction pro
gram atthe partner.
CONFIRM (MC_CONFIRM)
Asks the partner LU to confirm receipt of transmitted data.
CONFIRMED (MG_CONFIRMED)
Confirms receipt of data-issued only in response to CONFIRM
(MC_CONFIRM).
DEALLOCATE (MC_DEALLOCATE)
Terminates a conversation.
FLUSH (MC_FLUSH)
Forces the local LU to send the data accumulated in its send
buffer.

RECEIVE_IMMEDIATE (MC_RECEIVE_IMMEDIATE)
Instructs LU 6.2 to receive any information that is available and
to return immediately if no information has been received.
REOUEST_TO_SEND (MC_REQUEST_TO_SEND)
Asks the remote transaction program for permission to enter
send state.
SEND_DATA (MC_SEND_DATA)
Places data to be transmitted to the partner LU i1 the local LU's
send buffer. When the buffer becomes full, the LU will transmit it.
SEND_ERROR (MC_SEND_ERROR)
Sends an error indication to the partner LU .
TEST (MG_TEST)
Checks to see whether the indicated conversation has received
either data or a request to send.

Type-Independent Conversation Verbs
GELATIRIBUTES (MC_GET_ATIRIBUTES)
Returns a variety of information pertaining to a conversation,
such as the following:
•the names of the participating LUs
• the session mode being used by the conversation
•the synchronization level in effect
•security information
•information used to synchronize or resynchronize participating
LUs (if SYNCPT is in effect)
POSLON_RECEIPT (MC_POSLON_RECEIPT)
Causes the LU to set a flag when the requesting program
receives a message on the indicated conversation. After issuing
POST_ON_RECEIPT or MC_POST_ON_RECEIPT, the program
must issue a WAIT or a TEST (MC_TEST) to retrieve the status
information.
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE (MG_PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE)
Forces the local LU into receive state and informs the partner LU
that it can enter send state.
RECEIVE_AND_WAIT (MC_RECEIVE_AND_WAIT)
Causes the LU to suspend execution of the transaction program
until data arrives on the indicated conversation.
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BACKOUT
Only supported if syncpoint error recovery is implemented. A
program issues BACKOUT during syncpoint processing if, in
response to a SYNCPT request from a partner LU, it detects an
unrecoverable error. BACKOUT propagates to all participating
LUs, so that all stations roll the transaction back to the last suc
cessful syncpoint.
GET_TYPE
Reports whether the indicated conversation is basic or mapped.
SYNCPT
Requests or confirms commitment of protected resources on all
conversations in which a program is participating. SYNCPT and
BACKOUT are part of APPC's syncpoint level of data protection,
one of its most powerful features.
WAIT
Suspends execution of a program until one of the indicated
conversations posts receipt of data. When the program resumes,
LU 6.2 returns codes indicating what has been received and the
conversation on which it arrived.
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will either execute an LUW in its entirety
or cancel it in its entirety.
This guarantee is impossible in a dis
tributed system because there are many
possible points of failure. Two-phase
commit protects against most failures,
and for those it can't handle, LU 6.2 of
fers recovery through resynchronization.
Resynchronization guarantees that if
you can't determine the success or fail
ure of a distribu~ed transaction, LU 6.2
will either automatically bring the par
ticipants into a consistent state or will of
fer the control operators the means for
doing so.

Two Phases
In two-phase commit protocol, one node,
designated beforehand as the transaction

initiator, enters a Prepare record in its
log, then sends each participating node a
Prepare message. The participants at
tempt to complete the LUW and write the
corresponding log records. If successful,
they enter a Request to Commit record in
their logs, then send a Request to Com
mit message back to the initiator. If un
successful, they will return an Abort
message.
The initiator waits for the responses
from the other nodes. If it doesn't receive
them within its time-out period, or if any
one of them is Abort, it writes an Abort
message to its log, then tells all the nodes
to abort the transaction. If all expected
messages are Request to Commit, it
writes a Commit message to its log, then
broadcasts a Commit.

Control-Operator Verbs
CHANGE_SESSION_LIMIT
Changes the number of sessions of a particular mode allowed
between two LUs. It also determines the maximum number of
contention-winner and contention-loser sessions. When two LUs
simultaneously attempt to allocate a conversation over the same
session, LU 6.2 will honor the designated contention winner's
request and deny the loser's., In addition, when the contention
loser wants to allocate a conversation, it must ask permission from
the contention winner. (All this is done automatically by the
LUs-transaction programs are not concerned with it.) This verb
may result in the activation or deactivation of sessions to accom
modate the new limit.
INITIALIZE_SESSION_LIMIT
Sets the initial maximum number of sessions of a particular
mode allowed with a particular partner LU. Also initializes the
maximum number of contention-winner and contention-loser
sessions. Like CHANGE_SESSION_LIMIT, INITIALIZE_SES
SION_LIMIT can cause sessions to be activated automatically.
RESELSESSION_LI MIT
Sets the maximum number of sessions with a particular partner
LU, and the number of contention-winner and contention-loser
sessions with that partner, to zero. As a result, it also deactivates
all current sessions of the indicated mode or al sessions if no
mode is specified.
PROCESS_SESSION_LIMIT
Used by the service-transaction program that is the target of a
CNOS request to cause its LU to negotiate or accept the limits
requested by the LU originating the request.

Session-Control Verbs
ACTIVATE_SESSION
Activates a session.
DEACTIVATE_SESSION
Deactivates a session.

LU-Definition Verbs
DEFINE_LOCAL_LU
Establishes the local LU's fully qualified network name; sets the
maximum number of sessions it will support with all partner LUs

Upon receiving the command from the
initiator, the participants write a Com
mitted or Aborted record to their local
logs, then send an acknowledgment to
the initiator. When the initiator receives
acknowledgments from all participants,
it writes a Completed record to its log.
Syncpoint error recovery implements
this protocol transparently to the TPs.
But how does it operate in an LU 6.2
transaction?
The initiator issues the SYNCPT verb.
This verb has no parameters; it synchro
nizes all the conversations in which the
local LU is involved (i.e., all those con
versations that are allocated with a pro
tection level of SYNCPT). Then the LU
at the initiator sends a Prepare request
continued

combined; adds or deletes user IDs, passwords, and profiles;
and identifies any data-mapping functions that will be available to
transaction programs. The LU name is how other nodes on the
network refer to the local LU.
DEFINE_REMOTE_LU
Similar to DEFINE_LOCAL_LU, except that it defines parameters
for remote LUs with which the local LU will be communicating. For
example, it sets the remote LU's fully qualified network name; its
local "nickname"; whether multiple concurrent sessions will be
available; an LU-to-LU password for session initiation; and the
level of security required by the local LU.
DEFINE_MODE
Defines the parameters for a session mode.
DEFINE_TP
Identifies a transaction program and sets a number of
parameters that control its execution during conversations.
DISPLAY_LOCAL_LU
Displays the following parameters relating to the local LU:
• the maximum number of sessions permitted
• the number of sessions currently active
• a list of user IDs, passwords, and profiles
• a list of data maps defined to the LU
• a list of the remote LUs known to the LU
• a list of the known transaction programs
DISPLAY_REMOTE_LU
Returns parameters governing the local LU's sessions with a
given remote LU. The parameters include:
• its local "nickname"
• whether multiple sessions are supported
• the security level required by the LUs on incoming allocation
requests
• the modes available for sessions between the LUs
DISPLAY_MODE
Reports the parameters assigned to the indicated session mode.
DISPLAY_TP
Reports information pertaining to a given transaction program.
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out on all protected conversations.
The participating nodes receive a
TAKE_SYNCPT indication. At this
point, they can issue only the SYNCPT,
BACKOUT, or SEND_ERROR verbs. If
the participants are ready to proceed
with the transaction, they issue
SYNCPT. If they have initiated conver
sations that are part of the distributed
transaction, the Prepare will be propa
gated down the line. If they haven't,
SYNCPT causes the participant's LU to
send a Request to Commit message to the
initiator.
If any participant can't continue the'
transaction, it replies to SYNCPT with
either BACKOUT or SEND_ERROR.
Either of these causes the initiator's
SYNCPT verb to return with an error
code of BACKED_OUT. If all partici
pants have reported that they are ready to
commit, the initiator sends out a Commit
command. The participants respond to
the Commit with a Forget message,
which tells the initiator that it can erase
its log records pertaining to the current
LUW.
If one of the participants has issued
BACKOUT or SEND_ERROR, the ini
tiator receives the BACKED_OUT re
turn code on the SYNCPT verb. At this
point, it must issue BACKOUT to propa
gate the backout to all participating sta
tions. Indeed, any time a TP receives a
BACKED_OUT return code on the
SYNCPT verb, it must issue BACKOUT.
BACKOUT, like syncpoint, affects all
protected conversations in which the
local LU is participating.
If a session or conversation failure oc
curs at some point in the distributed
transaction, LU 6.2 will automatically
initiate a resynchronization procedure. If
the stations can reestablish a session,
they will exchange log and status infor
mation and attempt to bring themselves
back into synchronization. If they are
able to, the transaction will complete,
and SYNCPT will return OK. If for some
reason they can't reestablish the connec
tion, the initiator's SYNCPT will return
a code of MIXED_HEURISTIC, indi
cating that you must undertake a manual
resynchronization.
LU 6.2 handles almost this entire com
plex procedure automatically. The only
verbs issued by the TPs are SYNCPT,
BACKOUT, and SEND_ERROR.
The syncpoint manager, on the SNA
presentation-services layer, handles the
rest of the process. It thus offers applica
tion programs a significant level of trans
action protection accessible through a
very simple Application Programming
Interface (API) (three verbs).
314
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Transferring Funds
A frequently cited use of distributed pro
cessing is the transfer of funds from an
account at one location to an account at
another. For example, a bank wants to
transfer funds between Chicago and New
York. A third computer, also located in
New York, is coordinating the activities
of the two bank computers.
The controlling computer allocates
conversations with the other two, then
sends them APPC messages indicating
the changes they need to make. The pro-

E

ndusers

won 't actually see
APPC; it will be
transparent.
grams executing at the target computers
can either perform the updates when they
receive the messages or store the infor
mation in arrays until they receive a
SYNCPT instruction from the master
computer. Assume that they are both
using the latter approach.
Because of the number of messages ex
changed during syncpoint processing, it
would be highly inefficient to do a
SYNCPT after each transaction. It
makes much more sense to buffer a cer
tain number of transactions and then do
the SYNCPT. Assume that after the data
for 100 transactions has been sent to the
local nodes, the controlling computer
issues a SYNCPT. When the local nodes
receive it, they take the data accumulated
in the arrays and issue update instruc
tions against their local databases. If all
the updates are successful, the local
node issues its own SYNCPT. If any of
the updates fails, the local node rolls
back its updates, then issues a BACK
OUT or SEND_ERROR.
The initiator's SYNCPT will termi
nate with a return code of either OK or
BACKED_OUT. If the return code is
BACKED_OUT, the initiator issues a
BACKOUT. The dependent's SYNCPT
also returns either OK or BACKED_
OUT. If it returns OK, the TP acts to
commit (make permanent) the changes it
has made to its database. If it returns
BACKED_OUT, it rolls back (cancels)
its changes.
Suppose that the bank is transferring

$10 million from 500 accounts in Chica
go to 500 accounts in New York. The
controlling computer in New York sends
the data for the first 100 accounts to the
two client computers, then issues a
SYNCPT. On receipt of the SYNCPT,
Chicago and New York perform their up
dates. They are all successful, so they
both issue their own SYNCPT. At this
point, all the SYNCPT requests termi
nate with return codes of OK.
The central computer now sends out
the data for the next 100 transactions,
then another SYNCPT. On receipt of the
SYNCPT, Chicago and New York issue
their updates. This time Chicago suc
ceeds, but New York fails. This means
that $2 million has been removed from
the Chicago branch and not deposited in
New York. Chicago issues SYNCPT, but
New York rolls back its updates and
issues BACKOUT. This causes the con
trolling computer's SYNCPT to return a
BACKED_OUT status. It then issues its
own BACKOUT, which notifies Chicago
that the transaction could not be com
pleted. Chicago then rolls back its
updates.

A New Technology
APPC is a new technology. It is also sys
tems software. Thus, before it becomes
available to PC users, it must be imple
mented in PC systems software, and ap
plication programs that use the systems
software must appear. Remember, end
users will never actually see APPC; it
will be incorporated into applications
software and will remain transparent to
them. Users will be aware only of the
wider scope of applications software that
APPC makes possible.
The first implementation of APPC on
the PC was IBM's Advanced Program
to-Program Communication for the PC
(APPC/PC). It enables two PCs con
nected by either an IBM Token Ring Net
work or a synchronous data-link-control
(SDLC) link to communicate using LU
6.2 verbs.
In mid-1988, Novell released NetWare
LU 6.2, which is compatible with
APPC/PC and intended for PC-based
LANs. Thus, the prerequisite systems
software on top of which application pro
grams can be built is now in place.
However, there are some problems
with APPC/PC and NetWare LU 6.2 that
mitigate their effectiveness as platforms
for applications. APPC/PC is tremen
dously expensive in its demands on PC
resources-it takes up about half the
memory available on a 640K-byte ma
chine. In large database applications,
compiled or interpreted, this is a fatal
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limitation. Since it's targeted for single
user machines, APPC/PC can't distrib
ute host sessions. Any PC using APPC/
PC to communicate with the outside
world must have all the necessary hard
ware and software.
NetWare LU 6.2 corrects these prob
lems for PCs connected in a LAN by im
plementing a client-server architecture.
It requires the presence of a Novell SNA
gateway but can supporf any NetBIOS
compatible network operating system.
Under the Novell scheme, a smaller ver
sion of the LU 6.2 software, requiring
less than lOOK bytes, resides in the work
station. The gateway contains the full
software.
The workstation passes LU 6.2 verbs
received from application programs to
the gateway for execution. All the work
stations on the LAN can contain LUs;
only the gateway functions as an SNA PU
2.1. Workstations can communicate with
each other. Also, the gateway distributes
host sessions, so NetWare LU 6.2, unlike
APPC/PC, permits resource sharing.
Thus, for installations with LANs,
NetWare LU 6.2 is a leaner, more effi
cient implementation. Indeed, APPC/
PC's memory demands disqualify it for
almost all uses in the DOS environment.
However, both APPC/PC and Net
Ware LU 6.2 possess an important limi
tation, particularly as platforms for a dis
tributed database system. Neither of
them supports syncpoint transaction pro
tection. This means that database de
velopers are still required to implement
their own two-phase commit protocol. In
other words, a major feature of systems
software that APPC promises remains
the responsibility of applications soft
ware.
APPC-based applications software for
the PC is currently either under develop
ment or of minor significance. IBM's
Enhanced Communication Facility I
Server-Requester Programming Inter
face (ECF/SRPI), which comes with
IBM 3270-emulation software, uses a
subset of APPC. ECF/SRPI gives PCs
access to IBM's mainframe database
systems DB2, SQL/DS, and IMS; host
printers, disks, and files; and host
programs.
Oracle Corp. , developer of the Oracle
relational DBMS, has announced plans
to support APPC in a future version of
SQL*Net, its distributed database soft
ware. At present, Oracle doesn't provide
multisite transaction capability. In other
words, returning to the banking exam
ple, it can be guaranteed that all the up
dates at either site are written as a whole
or not at all. But it cannot be guaranteed

that the accounts in Chicago will be
debited and the corresponding ones in
New York will be credited or that they
will all retain their previous values. A
version of APPC offering syncpoint pro
tection would be a natural vehicle for this
type of transaction.

A Paradoxical Standard
Indeed, APPC is a paradoxical standard.
The base set of required features offers
minimal functionality. The optional fea
tures offer rich functionality, but be
cause they are optional, their presence or
absence depends on the particular APPC
implementation. And there are so many
option sets that a proliferation of totally
incompatible implementations is almost
guaranteed. Thus, applications develop
ers can't write to "the APPC standard";
they must choose a particular version of
APPC and support it.
Serious PC applications are unlikely to
appear until the APPC standard matures
and its PC implementations become
more supple-the support of syncpoint is
an absolute must. •
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Making the
Connection
Can IBM PCs, Macintoshes, and iMXes harmonize
in the workplace?
Ed Tittel
here's a quiet revo
lution going on all
over the desktops
of America. Net
working technology has be
come widespread enough to
allow individual desktops to
stretch their boundaries to en
compass corporate resources
and provide easy electronic
company-wide contact.
The benefits of networking
are gospel. It allows everyone
to share data and move infor
mation around much more
easily, quickly, and efficient
ly than do older methods (see
the text box "Connecting ...
Cheap!" on page 318). Net
work access supports commu
nications applications, like
electronic mail, that make
people more accessible to
each other. And networking
applications allow co-workers
access to desktops other than
their own, that is, to other
computers over the network. This means
that workers can use the machines best
suited for particular activities (e.g., IBM
PCs for spreadsheets and business appli
cations, Macintoshes for desktop pub
lishing and graphics, and VAXes for
heavy number crunching or large data
base projects).
The focus ofthis article is the question
of how three popular types of com-

T
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puters-the IBM PC and its many clones,
the several varieties of Apple's Macin
tosh, and the DEC VAX family of mini
computers-can be brought together in
order to take advantage of this desktop
revolution.

Grafting Apples to Apples
When it comes to hooking computers to
gether, the easiest connections to make

are among like kinds (Macs to
Macs, PCs to PCs, and
VAXes to VAXes) . Of the
three, only one comes without
some form of built-in net
working. Curiously enough,
it's also the one most widely
used-the IBM PC. This is
why the PC supports the larg
est and possibly the most con
fusing selection of alterna
tives for connecting like
machines.
Both the Mac and the VAX
arrive "network ready" from
their manufacturers. The Mac
comes with a "plug and play"
network that is built around
the AppleTalk protocol suite,
and a built-in network inter
face that is ready to use with
LocalTalk (a proprietary
shielded twisted-pair) or com
patible cable. Although you
need to purchase one or more
network-interface cards for
the VAX to actually hook it up
to a network that is its operating system
supports the DECnet protocol suite, most
commonly found running over Ethernet
cable. This means that networking Macs
and VAXes is pretty straightforward.
While the built-in network capability
of a Mac or a VAX means that "there
must be a way" for you to hook up to one
of these machines using a network, it
continued
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Connecting . . . Cheap!
hile it's true that communicating
over a local-area network is fast
and convenient, it can be overkill in
some situations, especially where cost
is the most important factor. Here's a
look at some less-expensive alternatives
to hooking up pairs of machines.
Most of these kinds of connections
are temporary; some even require lug
ging machines around when the dis
tance between them exceeds the length
of the cables. The basic requirements
are still the same, but they occur in dif
ferent forms: Yw need a medium of ex
change (not necessarily a cable), some
software on one end to create output,
and some software on the other end to
read that output. Since you're not net
working, you no longer need a network
interface.

W

Updating SneakerNet
SneakerNet is a euphemism for walking
floppy disks from one machine to an
other. Obviously, this is easy when both
machines are the same, because they
can directly share media. Sharing infor
mation among PCs, Macs, and VAXes
is a little trickier, but the disk (or other
magnetic medium) is still the means for
moving information between machines.
Another method is media conversion.
Because of the increasing popularity of
microcomputers, most typesetting com
panies and service bureaus have conver
sion equipment that lets them read (and
write) disks in a variety of formats. This
kind of commercial service can work
well for infrequent data moves, but it
normally costs about $15 per floppy
disk. These services can also take disks
and create VAX-readable tapes, and
vice versa; this may be the best ap
proach to moving data between VAXes
and PCs or between VAXes and Macs
when no other connection is available.
Dayna Communications sells Dayna
doesn't necessarily make finding the
right connection simple or easy. Note
that while the Mac may come ready to
hook up to a network, you'll still need to
purchase additional software to use it for
distributed processing, E-mail, and so
on. That is, you'll need a product like
AppleShare, TOPS, or PacerShare to
fully exploit the Mac's networking
abilities.
Different ways of interacting with net
works make different demands on users.
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File for moving files between PCs and
Macs via disk. DaynaFile is a 360K
byte floppy disk drive (bundled with
software) that attaches to the Mac so it
can write and read IBM-formatted flop
py disks. SneakerNet can then move
these disks to a PC to exchange data.
Another entry in this field is available
on the Mac Ilx, which supports IBM's
quadruple-density 3 1h-inch disk for
mats as well as native Mac formats.

Hold the Phone
The old standby for creating temporary
links is connecting computers via
modem. This is the most popular way to
join remote computers together, but it
can also work in any setting as long as
each computer has a telephone line and
a modem of its own There are numer
ous options fer all three machines, so
there should be no problem getting any
two of the three to exchange data with
this technology.
If computers are in close proximity,
you can use telecommunications soft
ware to exchange data ove.r a special
cable as well as over the telephone. This
cable is called a "null modem" cable;
it's a standard RS-232C cable with 25
pin connectors where the DTR (data
terminal ready) and DSR (data-send
ready) leads are crossed from one end to
the other. This makes one end's send
the other end's receive, and vice versa,
permitting the cable to act as if a pair of
modems were in the circuit (hence its
name). These kinds of cables are widely
available at computer supply and elec
tronics stores, and they offer one of the
cheapest available links between ma
chines (hooking up to the Mac at one
end will require a special cable with a
standard RS-232C 25-pin connector on
one end and a Mac modem connector on
the other, or purchasing a 25-pin-to
Mac converter).
Choosing the method of interaction best
suited to your environment often means
trading functionality and ease of use for
cost.

Network Essentials
Whatever your choice, three constants
pertain to networking personal com
puters: First, you need some form of net
work interface (most commonly, an add
in card); second, some kind of cable
needs to be strung between the machines

In addition to RS-232C cable, you can
also find software and cable kits that let
you connect pairs of machines on either
a permanent or a temporary basis. Since
these connections can be permanent,
this could be considered a form of net
working, but most of these products de
pend on running special communica
tions software and run at speeds slower
than those normally associated with
full-fledged network connections.
Lap-Link Mac is a good example of
this genre; it consists of software for
both ends and a cable to run between a
Mac and any IBM PC-compatible com
puter with a serial port. Its impetus was
to let laptop-computer owners move
data to and from their Macs, but it will
link a Mac and a PC. Unfortunately,
nothing similar exists to link the VAX to
either microcomputer, but the "null
modem" approach will work in a pinch.

Beware the Gotcha
Once you have moved the data from one
machine to another, it still may need to
be converted. Often, you will need to
massage the file format into something
recognizable to the software that will
manipulate it. Fortunately, file-conver
sion programs abound that can translate
between a wide variety of programs on
various machines.
The important thing to remember is
that where there's a will, there's a way;
even when the means are not adequate
to support true networking, there are
lots of ways to move data between ma
chines. Consider the frequency of ex
change and the amount of data when
choosing which method to use, and
you '11 be able to get the most out of the
connections these options permit. Just
make sure your target machine can
actually read the data when it arrives,
and you'll be able to share information
among your computers with ease.
you want to connect (and everything
from telephone cable to fiber optics is
available); and third, you need software
that will allow the machines to commu
nicate with each other.
Ultimately, it's the software that de
fines how you interact with a network
and determines how it looks to you from
your desktop. The questions of which in
terface and which medium are resolved,
at least in part, when you choose your
software. In many cases, the software
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will dictate, or at least limit, the set of
possible alternatives.
For the purposes of this discussion,
networking software can be divided into
three categories: simple network-con
nection software, operating-system-sup
ported networking, and application
driven networking. Each of these has
strengths and weaknesses, advantages
and disadvantages, and cost-benefit
trade-offs.

Simple Network Connections
In this category, networking software re
sembles the kind of system you're used to
encountering when you use a modem or
an RS-232C connection to create tempo
rary links between pairs of machines.
The basic applications for this kind of
software are file transfer, which lets you
move files from one machine to another,
and terminal emulation, which lets you
establish a session on one machine and
work on another as if it were a terminal
instead of another computer. Some ex
amples of this genre include the Trans
mission Control Protocol/Internet Proto
col (TCP/IP) Lap-Link PC, applications
suite (TELNET, FTP, SMTP, and so
on); and a variety ofother file-transfer or
terminal-emulation programs.
As with the other two categories, sim
ple network connections are established
by running particular software applica
tions. In this arena, you need to be aware
of the network itself and of the operating
systems on both sides of your connection.
For instance, running a file-transfer
program means that you have to know the
formats for specifying filenames for
both operating systems, as well as the
commands for running the file-transfer
application itself. Likewise, running a
terminal-emulation program means that
you not only need to know the details of
the operating system on the computer
that you're using as a terminal, but you
also often need to learn how your key
board maps onto the host's standard key
board.
This discussion of file transfer applies
to all three types of machines, but in
looking at terminal-emulation options,
I'll consider just Mac-to-VAX and PC
to-VAX connections. Since both the Mac
and the PC usually run single-tasking
operating systems, I won't discuss emu
lating a terminal on them (programs like
Timbuktu or Carbon Copy Plus, which
allow a remote machine to take over a
Mac or PC, are more common here).
Since the VAX is a multiuser, multi
tasking machine originally designed for
terminal access, it supports a variety of
continued
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C: >ftp vaxl

Start up the FTP session; vaxl is a synonym
that actually corresponds to a network
address.

account name: test
password: xxxxxxx

The VAX requires you to have a valid account
name and password before it will permit
access.

ftp> cd [test.program]

Change to the directory in which to put the
file.

ftp> put flocalc.dat

Copy the file over the network to the selected
VAX directory.

ftp> quit

Exit the FTP application.

c: > telnet vaxl

Start up the TELNET session; again, you need
to know the name of the network node you
want to connect to.

account name: test
password: xxxxxxx

The same account and password dialogue as
before is needed to log on to the VAX.

$set dir [test.program]

The VAX command to change directories is
set dir.

$ program flocalc.dat

This sequence will cause the program named
program.exe to run, taking flocalc.dat as
input.

$logout

Terminate the VAX session.

telnet> quit

Terminate the TELNET application.

Figure 1: An FTP session. Boldfaced text is what you would enter, and plain text
indicates screen information written by the VAX or one ofthe applications.
terminal emulators for both PCs and
Macs. Most of the major terminal-emu
lation companies-Kea Systems, Walker
Richer and Quinn, and Coefficient Sys
tems-support emulators for both PCs
and Macs, while a variety of file-transfer
applications among any or all of the three
machines are also available.
Why bother to approach networking at
this level? The greater the burden of
managing the network that falls on the
user, the easier it becomes to write the
software to handle network communica
tions. In a word, this approach is cheap!
Because using simple network connec
tions requires the knowledge or ability to
work with several operating systems si
multaneously, it has been widely used by
computer professionals since network
ing's inception. For the same reasons,
however, it isn't the best solution for nov
ices; it burdens them with too many ex
traneous, unfamiliar details, and net
work access at this level is murkier than
it is transparent.
This approach is best applied when the
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need to communicate with other ma
chines is infrequent or irregular and
doesn't involve moving large amounts of
data. Since you must stop what you're
doing, start up a terminal-emulation or
file-transfer application, and then per
form the operations necessary on the
host to complete your tasks, this kind of
communicating can be time-consuming.
If it needs to be done often, the overhead
may consume any productivity gains af
forded by the network.
As an example, consider what's in
volved in running a program on a VAX
against some data generated on a PC
(based on public domain software from
the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications [NCSA] TELNET). The
applications used are part ofthe standard
TCP/IP applications suite.
The file-transfer application is called
File Transfer Protocol (FTP). This ap
plication uses a Unix shell-like command
set (which brings yet another operating
system into the equation) to perform
some basic operations. In this example,

the task is to move a spreadsheet file
named FLOTBL.DAT over to the VAX
for further processing.
The terminal-emulation application is
called TELNET, and it provides basic
terminal-emulation capabilities (includ
ing several varieties of VAX terminals)
in addition to its own set of capabilities
and commands.
First, you must transfer the file from
the PC to the VAX and then log on to the
VAX to execute the program. The dia
logue in figure 1 shows what you would
see at your PC. This dialogue has been
trimmed of some screen output (particu
larly related to logging on to a VAX), but
it shows the essential operations that are
needed.
Operating-System-Supported
Networking
This kind of network software provides
extensions to your local desktop that let
you access remote resources as if they
were local. This is accomplished by
building network-access capabilities into
the operating system (as has been done
with the Mac and the VAX) or by adding
software that extends the operating sys
tem to include network capabilities. For
example, you could use a program such
as Microsoft's MS-Net Redirector on
PCs to create virtual drives or printers
on remote servers. Networked operating
systems or system add-ins like TOPS,
MS-Net, or AppleShare represent this
type of software.
One of the fundamental assumptions
behind operating-system-supported net
working or its cousin, operating-system
enhancemen t-s u ppor ted networking
(which applies to more than just the PC),
is that the computers running such soft
ware are networked. Therefore, the soft
ware is set up to support networking
much more reasonably than in file-trans
f er and terminal-emulation applications.
The buzzword for such capability is
appropriate-this kind of networking is
said to be "transparent" to the user. You
don't have to concern yourself with the
how of networking; you can simply con
centrate on what you want to perform.
Furthermore, transparency means that
the activity looks familiar; it doesn't in
volve using the syntax of the host, just
that of the more familiar machine on
which you' re currently working.
The most common kinds of services
provided by networked operating sys
tems or enhancements that support net
working are called "distributed file sys
tems." This means that you can see disk
drives on file servers or on other macontinued

''The work groups in
my department need
to share printers.
They need host
connectivity, peer
to-peer file transfer
and E-mail ...

''But I don't need

the complication
and expense of a
file server.''
Now there's Commit'' 32.
For easy, fast communication
between PCs, MACs,
peripherals and minicomputer
hosts. For as little as
$150 per connection.
You'll create a LAN
where you can access a
printer or modem right
tram your application
program. Where file
transfer and E-mail are
background tasks. Where
terminal emulation is
automatic.
ALAN with hard
ware and software that
expands. From a department,
to a full-premise Ethernet®
LAN, to a LAN/WAN inter
networking solution for ten
users or a thousand.
It's not a file server. It's
what you need. From ITRON:

800-423-8044
609·722-5575

111111111

ITRON
An lnfotron Division

130 Gaither Drive, Suite 116
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
FAX: (609)234-0451
BBS: (609)722-0639 (1200 8NI)
In the U.K: (0!)735-0731
In Brussels: (2)725-0770
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Connections
Alis Office Automation
Package ... ....... .. ........ .. from $2495
Applix, Inc.
112 Turnpike Rd.
Westboro, MA 01581
(508) 870-0300
Inquiry 1167.
Alisa ADP ..... . .. . .. .... .. .... from $750
AlisaTalk ... .......... ....... from $4700
TSSNet . .. . ...... .... . ..... .. .. .. .. .... $495

DEC-to-Mac connectivity products
Alisa Systems, Inc.
221 East Walnut St., Suite 175
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 792-9474
Inquiry 1165.
AppleShare PC ..... ...... ......... ..$149
AppleShare File Server... ... .... .. $799
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Inquiry 1166.
Comm Unity-Mac .... ...... ..... .. .. $495
Comm Unity-DOS ... . .. ..... ... ... . $525
Technology Concepts, Inc.
A Bell Atlantic Company
40 Tall Pine Dr.
Sudbury, MA 01776
(800)777-2323ext. 221
(508) 443-7311 ext. 221
Inquiry 1187.
DaynaFile 5 1A-inch IBM PC
compatible floppy disk drive for
Macintosh ....... .............. .......$125
Dayna Translation Software . ... .$650
Dayna Communications
50 South Main St., Fifth Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801) 531-0600
Inquiry 1170.
DBMS4GL
for DOS ....... . .. . .. ............. . .. $995
for Unix or VMS . ... ..... from $5000
DBMSSQL
for DOS ......... ..... .. .. .. ... .. ....$795
for Unix or VMS ... ... . .. from $5000
Informix Software, Inc.
4100 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-4100
Inquiry 1173.
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Double Helix II. ..... .... ........... .$595
Helix VMX ....... ....... . ... from $4500
GeoQuery .... .. ... ......... .... .. ....$349
DataDesk ....... . .. .. .. ..... .. ... ... .. $495
Odesta Corp.
4084 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 498-5615
Inquiry 1179.

Lap-Link Mac .. ....... ..... .. ... $139. 9 5
Lap-Link PC ..... .. .. ... .. ..... .$129.95
Lap-Link Plus . .. .. ......... .....$139.95
Traveling Software, Inc.
18702 North Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(800) 343-8080
(206) 483-8088
Inquiry 1189.

Empress-32 relational
DBMS ...... ............. . .... from $1000

Mac220 . .... ..... .. .. ...... .. . . ... .. .. $129
Mac240 . . ......... .. . .. ... . ... . .. .. .. .$199
Mac241 . .. ... .... . .. .... ..... .... .... .$299
VMacS . ..... .. . ...... ..... .......... . .$399

For DOS, Unix, and VMS' systems
Empress Software, Inc.
Century Bldg.
1100 West St.
Laurel, MD 20707
(301) 953-0049
Inquiry 1171.
EtherLink/NB.... .. ... .. ...... ... .. .$595
SELink/NB ... ............ .. . ........$595
NB5010 ..... ... .. .. .. ... ... ... .. .. ... .$595

For the Mac and PC
3Com Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 562-6400
Inquiry 1188.
1

VAX terminal emulators
White Pine Software, Inc.
94 Route 101A
Amherst, NH 03031
(603) 886-9050
Inquiry 1191.
MS-Net ... ...... .. .............. OEMonly
Redirector ..... .............. . . OEM only
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 1176.

FastPath ..... .. .. .... . .. . .. . .. ...... $2495
EtherPort .. ... .. ............ ... ......$695
SCSI Connection .. ... ... ... from $1150
Kinetics, A DivisionofExcelan, Inc.
2540 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 947-0998
Inquiry 1175.

NCSA TELNET . ..... Price unavailable
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA)
University of Illinois
152 Computing Applications Bldg.
605 East Springfield Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
Inquiry 1177.

HostShare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
HostAccess . .... . .. ... ...... .... . .....$150
Excelan, Inc.
2180 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 434-2300
Inquiry 1172.

Net Ware ELS (entry-level system)
Level II ... .. ... .......... ... . ... . ... $1395
NetWare Advanced ............... $2695
NetWare SFT (system-fault
tolerant) .... ...... .. ........... ... .. $4695
NetWare for Mac (per user) . .. .. $200
NetWare for VMS . .. ...... from $5500
Novell, Inc.
122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 379-5900
Inquiry 1178.

Ingres relational DBMS . ..... .....$950
Relational Technology, Inc.
1080 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-1400
Inquiry 1182.
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Oracle DBMS ..... ..... .. ... from $1295

Runs on the Mac, PC, VAX, and Unix
machines
Oracle Corp.
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
(800) 345-3267
Inquiry 1180.
PacerShare .......... ....... ... from $400
Pacer Link ................ ... from $2000
PacerPrint .................. from $1000
Pacer Software, Inc.
7911 Herschel A-.e., Suite 402
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 454-0565
Inquiry 1181.
Reflection 7 for the PC ............$399
Reflection 7 for the Mac ..........$349
Reflection 4 for PC
(VT-241 emulation) ................$299
Reflection 2 for PC
(VT-220 emulation) ... .............$199
~X terminal

emulators

Walker Richer and Quinn, Inc.
2825 Eastlake Ave. E
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 324-0350
Inquiry 1190.
SybaseDBMS
for VAX .... .. ........ .... .. from $10,000
Sybase, Inc.
6475 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 596-3500
Inquiry 1185.
Syntax SMBServer
fer VMS ... ......... .... ... from $3250
fer Unix ................... from $5400
Syntax Corp.
1501 West Valley Hwy. N
Suite 104
Auburn, WA 98002
(206) 833-2525
Inquiry 1186.
10PS/DOS .... .. ... ..... ...... .. .....$189
TOPS/Macintosh ...................$249
Sun Microsystems, TOPS Division
950 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-9669
Inquiry 1184.

VINES/286 ... : ......... ..... from $1895
VINES/386 ..... .. ........... from $4995
Banyan Systems, Inc.
115 Flanders Rd.
Westboro, MA 01581
(508) 898-1000
Inquiry 1168.
VTERM/100 .... .. ..... .... ... ...... .$195
VTERM/200 ... ... .. ... ......... .... .$245
~X terminal

emulators for the PC

VTERM/4010 ....... ... ......... .... $249
VTERM/4105 ....... ... ... ...... ... .$395
VTERM/4208 ....... ...... ..........$995
~X terminal emulators with Tek
tronix graphics emulation for the PC

Coefficient Systems Corp.
611 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
(212) 777-6707
Inquiry 1169.
Xenix 286 ........ ................. .. .. $595
Xenix 386 .............................$695
Xenix-net 286 ....... .... ..... . from $595
Xenix-net 386 ............... .. from $695
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.
(SCO)
400 Encinal St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 425-7222
Inquiry 1183.
Zstem 220 ..................... .......$150
Zstem 240 .... ...... .. .... .... ... .....$295
~X terminal

emulators for the PC

Kea Systems, Ltd.
2150 West Broadway, Suite 412
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6K 4L9
(604) 732-7411
Inquiry 1174.

chines as if they were part of your own
desktop. This kind of software also com
monly supports such applications as E
mail or message-handling systems.
The VAX comes closest to providing
these services at delivery. While the Mac
supports communications through its
Local Talk port and the AppleTalk proto
col suite, it doesn't come packaged with
the ability to access remote file servers
and built-in E-mail as the VAX does.
None of these features is automatic on
the PC.
Paradoxically, the PC has been the
major platform for developing network
servers and network operating systems.
Several software companies have built
their businesses around adding transpar
ency to networking to make it easy for
users to communicate with each other.
These companies have tended to move
away from homogeneous computing en
vironments, such as "for PCs only," to
heterogeneous ones, and PCs, Macs, and
VAXes are the most common systems
supported by network operating systems.
Novell, one ofthe most successful pro
viders of network servers and network
operating systems, began with a PC-only
environment. Today, Novell's network
operating system, called NetWare, in
cludes services for Macs and VAXes, in
addition to DOS and OS/2 PCs.
Sun Microsystems acquired the Tran
scendental Operating System (TOPS)
when it bought the Macintosh-oriented
company last year; TOPS currently runs
on PCs and Macs, with Sun and VAX
versions under construction. Banyan
Systems' VINES network operating sys
tem runs on the PC and the VAX, and
support for the Mac has been rumored,
but not announced, for most of 1988.
Likewise, 3Com' s 3 +Open network op
erating system currently supports VAXes
and PCs, with Mac support (including
full Apple Filing Protocol compliance)
just around the corner.
· Interestingly, Apple and DEC are also
players in this game: They have begun to
develop products based on their alliance,
which occurred in 1988. For example,
both companies have announced operat
ing-system-level support for TCP/IP pro
tocols along with software support for
third-party developers. In addition,
Apple and DEC both offer hardware and
software add-ins to support their propri
etary networking protocols and software
forthe PC.
Apple sells a board designed to plug
into standard 8-bit PC buses, called the
LocalTalk PC Card, which with its
AppleShare PC software permits a PC to
continued
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communicate over Local Talk cable using
AppleTalk protocols in an AppleShare
environment. Likewise, DEC sells li
censes for a product called DOS Services
for VMS (virtual memory systems) that
lets PCs use the VAX as a file server and
execute applications stored on VAX disk
drives.
A common tendency with Apple and
DEC has been to create interfaces that
cause the other computers on the network
to look like their own. Apple's PC prod
ucts are a good example, and there are
add-ins for both Macs and PCs that make
them look like DECnet computers to a
VAX DECneC network as well.
For example, the CommUnity line
from Technology Concepts offers prod
ucts that include the necessary interfaces
and software to turn Macs and PCs into
DECnet hosts. For the VAX-to-Mac con
nection, Alisa Systems, Kinetics, White
Pine Software, and Pacer Software offer
a wide variety of network service appli
cations for various protocols; some of
them also offer PC-to-VAX connectivity
software as well.
As an example, I'll use HostShare, a
PC-based product from Excelan that ex
tends DOS by using the Redirector, soft
ware licensed from Microsoft. The Re
director augments DOS so that you can
define network devices, primarily disk
drives and printers, and give them "nor
mal" device names like F and LPTl.
Once you've performed the setup
work to create these definitions (you can
do this in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file),
you can achieve the same results as the
dialogue in figure 1 with this single
command:
copy c: \data\ flocalc.dat
f:\test\data
For this to work where drive F actually
represents a directory on a VAX disk
drive, you would also need to purchase
software, such as SMBServer from Syn
tax, for the VAX side. (SMB stands for
Standard Message Block, Microsoft's
networking protocol for network data
transfer that works with the Redirector to
support network operations through
DOS.)
Even though this example is brief, sev
eral things about it are worth noting.
First, the command line looks entirely
DOS-like. If you didn't know better,
you'd think drive F was just another de
vice installed on the PC. Also, notice
that the directory specification for the
VAX side of the transfer adheres to DOS
terminology; the software handles the
name translation for you, so you don't
324
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need to know that VAX filenames are de
limited with square brackets and that
subdirectories are separated by periods
(i.e., \ test\data on DOS is [test
.data] on VMS). If you were talking to a
Xenix or Sun server, the notation would
be unchanged. (Please note, however,
that the terminal-emulation portion of
figure 1 would remain the same.)
This transparency comes at a price. It

T

heage

ofdistributed
applications is
almost upon us.
Leading this trend
are the DBMS
companies.

Oracle DBMS and Applix's Alis office
automation package.
Application-driven networking is to
tally transparent by this definition; you
fire off an application on your local com
puter, and it handles all the processing
needed to move files across the network
and execute remote programs. Whereas
with either simple network connections
or operating-system-supported network
ing, you would have to explicitly move
the results back from the VAX, with ap
plication-driven networking the results
can automatically be reported back to
your node and displayed to you as you
need them.
Such applications are clearly the most
desirable for average users, since they
don't need to be aware of the network at
all, let alone interact with foreign operat
ing or file systems. However, just as in
troducing operating-system support for
network services limited the options re
garding what could safely be put together
to build a network, so also does the
choice of a distributed application limit
what can safely be assembled.

Leading the Way
often means buying more expensive soft
ware to get the increased functionality
and buying additional software for
servers and other pieces of network para
phernalia that you don't need for simple
network communications. It also means
that your choices about the kinds of hard
ware and software you can graft together
to make a single, coherent network be
come more and more limited.
Options in this arena start at about
twice the cost per connection when com
pared to simple network communciations
software, and they go up from there . For
most users, though, the added expense is
worth it. The primary additional cost
comes from needing to buy a network op
erating system add-in for each networked
computer (e.g., Sun's TOPS); networked
server applications (e.g., Syntax's SMB
Server) add to that cost as well.

Application-Driven Networking
In this category, you run applications
on desktops that access network re
sources but completely hide the details
for managing the access, making it look
as if all the data and operations used by
the program are local. Such applications
are called distributed because they es
sentially run over the network and co
ordinate multiple resources, both local
and remote. Applications belonging to
this category include the LANServer

Fortunately, the age of distributed appli
cations is almost upon us. Leading this
trend are the DBMS companies, which
currently have the greatest number of
products available and which support the
largest variety of computers and operat
ing systems.
Many of the relational DBMS compa
nies coming from the Unix world cur
rently offer products that can run on PCs
and VAXes, most notably, Ingres, Sy
base, Empress-32, and Informix. Oracle
is presently alone in offering a DBMS
that runs on all three machines, but the
others have announced plans to support
the Mac within the next year (the intro
duction of A/UX, the Unix operating
system for the Mac II, makes this a
necessity). Odesta's Helix VMX covers
an interesting subset; it supports VAX
servers with Mac clients-and even in
cludes the ability to store and reference
Mac graphics files on the VAX.
Another interesting niche in the dis
tributed-applications world is occupied
by office-automation packages. Like the
early PC network companies, most of
fice-automation companies are growing
out of a homogeneous computing envi
ronment and are just beginning to grap
ple with the challenge of supporting
multiple computers.
Right now, Applix offers an office
automation package, Alis, that supports
Unix or VAX servers for PC clients, and
other such packages are under develop
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ment. These promise to deliver on the
productivity and communications gains
provided by networks by taking basic,
everyday work and supporting it over the
network. By combining E-mail, word
processing, spreadsheets, and other spe
cialized applications into an integrated
working environment, these office-auto
mation packages may foreshadow the
electronic desktop of the 1990s.
Returning to my example, assume that
you want to move a spreadsheet file to the
VAX to make use of its more powerful
number-crunching capabilities to run a
financial forecast involving a number of
variables and several thousand data
points. If your office-automation pack
age supported a link to a forecasting
module on the VAX, all you would have
to do would be to prepare your data for
the forecast and wait for the results to ap
pear. Everything else-the file transfer
to the VAX, running the forecast pro
gram, and returning the results to your
workstation-would be totally invisible.
The simplicity and power of this ap
proach are appealing, but today's costs
can make it somewhat prohibitive. Client
copies for all your PCs and Macs will
cost from $200 to $1000 per node, and
the server software for the VAX will run
in the tens or hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Part of that cost is to fund a still
emerging technology. In a few years, as
the technology matures, networking will
be more affordable, and offerings will
also be better tailored to individual
users' and companies' needs.

A Growing Appetite
Networked software is beginning to con
nect more and more electronic desktops.
As users participate in networking more
fulJy, their appetite for the power and
synergy provided by shared information
and ideas will certainly grow. As the
technology to support that appetite also
grows, everyone will experience more
and more benefits from being linked
together.
Don't let the infancy of distributed
application technology deter or delay an
investment in networking; the simple
communications and operating-system
supported technology currently available
is very useful, as are the distributed
applications already available. Today's
network investment should continue to
pay off as networking 's uses and the soft
ware to exploit them expand to embrace
more and more desktops in the future. •
Ed Tittel is a field applications engineer
wit_h Excelan Corp . in Austin, Texas. He
can be reached on BIX clo "editors."

Support America7s colleges. Because
college is more than a place wiiere young people
are preparing for their future. It7s where America
is prep~ Ior its future.
If our country's going to get smarter7
stronger-and more competitive- our colleges
and universities simply must become a national
priority.
It7s an investment we all share in. Govern
ment Private citizens. And the business commu
nity. After all7 the future of American business
depends on it.
So help America prepare for the future with
a corporate gift to the college of your choice-and
you'll know your company has done its part.

Give to
the college of
your choice.
COUNCIL FORA.10TOEDUC..\TION
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OUR µP DEVELOPMENT TOOI5
HELP PROJECTS GET ON THEIR FEET.
The "creature" shown above doesn't
depict a futuristic lunar landing. Rather,
it represents a polar landing of a sophis
ticated weather monitoring device. A
new parachute-deployed device that in
stantly transmits vital environmental
data to waiting scientists. And whose
Antarctic installation and erection now
happen automatically, in a matter of
minutes, allowing critical data collection
in remote areas that were impossible to
reach before.
This "Self-Erecting Weather Station,"
sponsored by the National Science Foun
dation and designed and developed by
Polar Research Lab, was made possible
by Avocet and AVSIM™, Avocet's un
paralleled simulatorI debugger.

Unequaled capability

Polar Research needed AVSIM's so
phistication to control the sensors in the
weather station's "legs" and to create its
transmitter. AVSIM's detailed on-screen
CPU simulation, unlimited breakpoint
facility, and unique "undo" capability
gave their engineers the ease of use and
flexibility that allowed them to execute

Try the AVSIM demo yourself for 30
days. If you're not satisfied for any rea
son, return the_unopened program disk
for a full refund- less $35 for the demo
disk and manual, which are yours to
keep.

and test the software even before the
hardware was ready. Saving crucial time

Free Catalog

and frustration in both the programming
and testing phases of development. And
money, too; at only $379, AVSIM is a
fraction of the cost of additional hard
ware.

Complete compatibility:
from the ground up

Best of all, AVSIM is completely
compatible with our AVMAC™ macro
assemblers and AVOCET C™ cross
compilers - the ideal combination of
tools which gives you a comprehensive
development solution.

The AVSIM Full-Screen Display

Get your own project off the ground;
try before you buy

AVtJCET
INC.

Call Toll-Free 1-800-448-8500*
For your free catalog, to orde~
or for more information about
AVSIM and other Avocet products.

Call Avocet today and ask about our
complete line of affordably priced soft
ware and hardware pP development
tools. Discover how we can help you get
your next project on its feet, too.
©1988 Avocet Sysu:ms. Inc. All rights reserved.

SYSTEMS~

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY µP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Avocet Systems. Inc., 120 Union St, P.O. Box 490EW, Rockport, ME 04856/'ln Maine. or outside US., call (207) 236-9055/TLX: 467210 Avocet 0/FAX: (207) 236-6713
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THE BYTE AWARDS
The First Annual BYTE Award Winners

n the course l of a year, we see a lot of prod
ucts at BYTE 9 -the good, the bad, the ugly,
the innovative, the inane, and the endlessly de
layed. We objectively rate these products in our
Products in Perspective section to help you sep
arate the wheat from the chaff.
But of the hundreds and hundreds of products we see, test,
and evaluate, only a relative handful are good enough and ex
citing enough to make an editor go out and get a copy for him or
herself. Fewer still ultimately prove to be so useful, trustwor
thy, and generally handy to have around that they 're put into
daily use as office workhorses.
·
Another class of products separates itself from the pack
through a combination of factors such as outstanding value, ex
emplary innovation, and technical elegance. These are the ones
that bridge to the future and truly advance the state of the art.
In recognition of these outstanding products, we announce
the first BYTE Awards. The awards fall into two categories.
First, a BYTE Award of Excellence goes to those products our
editors and columnists judge to be the year's most significant
and outstanding offerings.
Second, each BYTE Award of Distinction is a personal favor
ite of some of the BYTE editors and columnists.
For our first year only, we have not limited our choices to
products released within the calendar year 1988. A handful of
our favorite products from 1987 are still significant and de
serve recognition.
Note that we haven't merely based our selection on press re
leases or on second-hand information from outside reviewers.
All our selections are based on personal, in-house evaluations
by BYTE editors and expert columnists.
Note also that we've made no attempt to define arbitrary cat
egories, or to force-fit products into some preconceived, pre
dictable, and ultimately indefensible lineup of "the best word
processor," "the best spreadsheet," and so on: "best" is sim
ply too slippery a term. But these products-every one of
them-are ones we wouldn't hesitate for a moment to
recommend.
And now, the envelopes, please.

[IJ
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EXCELLENCE
A/UX
A/UX is Apple's version of
System V Unix for the Mac II.
As such, it signals a new chap
ter in the history of Unix that
may change the development
of that operating system
forever.
Version 1.0 of A/UX was
essentially a plain-vanilla im-

plementation, providing
multitasking, virtual mem
ory, and network access, and
of course, the ability to run
Macintosh programs and ac
cess the Mac Toolbox rou
tines. Future releases promise
to bring more ofthe Mac's in
terface to Unix (e.g., incorpo
rating a Finder to launch appli
cations and manage files).
This could help make Unix the
multitasking operating system
of choice during the next de
cade, especially if other ven
dors pick up the basic interface
items.
The presence of A/UX will
help Unix challenge OS/2 and
drive Apple's own native
mode multitasking operating
system for the Mac. We find
A/UX to be significant be
cause of its potential and the
changes it heralds.

EXCELLENCE
Compaq
Deskpro 386/25

Compaq's 25-MHz Deskpro is the best representative of a fine
field ofmachines that moved the high-speed frontier up another
25 percent in 1988. Though edged out in performance by
ALR's entry, the 386/25 combines power with flawless opera
tion and dependability rarely found in systems so close to the
forefront of technology.
The 386/25 retains the Flex architecture and hardware cache
controller of its outstanding predecessor, the Deskpro 386/20.
Peripheral and expansion support is excellent. In addition to the
wide range of expansion cards designed for the Deskpro, the
system comes with a 16-megabyte memory ceiling and simulta
neous support for both the Weitek 1167 and 80387 coproces
sors. High-speed ESDI (enhanced small device interface)
drives bring the disk performance in line with the rest of the
system. For an ideal mix of state-of-the-art performance with
proven reliability, the Deskpro 3 86/25 deserves recognition as
the premier DOS system of 1988.
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EXCELLENCE
HyperCard
HyperCard merges the concepts of hypertext and object-ori
ented programming into a free-form database system that just
about any Macintosh user can learn to browse and program. Its
strengths are its powerful index-card metaphor, its compact but
useful HyperTalk scripting language, and its user interface.
Like any first entry, it has some flaws: it can be very slow, it
lacks specialized data structures, and it needs a full-blown
script editor and a real error handler.
Still, HyperCard opened up a new category of software. It's
an outstanding product that really came into its own during
1988. Apple should be applauded for bundling it free with
every Macintosh sold.
·

EXCELLENCE
Microsoft Bookshelf
Microsoft Bookshelf is the first substantial application of CD
ROM (compact disk read-only memory) technology.
The quantity of information provided by Bookshelf is numb
ing: A disk the same size as an audio compact disk contains The
World Almanac and Book ofFacts , Roget's II Electronic The
saurus, The American Heritage Dictionary, The Chicago Man
ual ofStyle, Bartlett's Familiar Quotations , a spelling checker,
a ZIP code directory, and more. It's a writer's El Dorado.
But it's not just the quantity of information that makes Book
shelf work: Considering how many megabytes are on the disk,
piles of ASCII text wouldn't cut it. Bookshelfs user interface
lets you skip through the references like an electron shot
through a card catalog. Best of all, Bookshelf can operate as a
terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) program, ·so you can conjure
it from within your favorite word processing program.
The amount of data stored on Bookshelf is surprising only
until you see the amount of unused space the disk still has.
Microsoft's release of its Programmer's Bookshelf (with elec
tronic versions of most of its programming manuals) proves that
the original disk is only a harbinger of personal library systems
of the future. If so, we're off to a good start.

Ne

XT

EXCELLENCE
NeXT Computer
The NeXT Computer shows
what can be done when a per- ·
sonal computer is designed as
a system, and not a collection
of hardware elements. It fea
tures the latest-generation
high-speed components: Mo
torola's 25-MHz 68030 CPU
and 68882 floating-point unit,
and a 4-megabyte-per-second
SCSI (small computer system
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interface) port. A built-in dig
ital signal processor (DSP)
chip provides powerful array
and signal-processing capa
bilities. It also has 12 dedi
cated direct-memory-access
channels that move data
throughout the system without
degrading its performance.
The NeXT Computer is
truly innovative in three areas.
First, the standard 256-mega
byte optical drive eliminates
the coming storage crunch that
will be brought about by the
huge databases we '11 be work
ing with in the 1990s. Second,

the DSP lets the NeXT Computer tackle tasks such as voice
recognition and synthesis,
three-dimensional graphics,
real-timedataacquisition, and
signal processing, plus future
applications not yet dreamed
of. Third, the object-oriented
programming environment,
plus kits supplied by NeXT,
promise to hide hardware de
tails from the programmer
and thus accelerate the devel
opment of new applications.
The NeXT Computer is worth
every penny of its $6500 mar
ket price.

1

EXCELLENCE
OS/2
OS/2 is today where the Macintosh was in 1984: It's a develop
ment platform in search ofdevelopers. Naysayers notwithstand
ing, that's likely to change. For better or worse, DOS and its
myriad applications are synonymous with computing for the
majority of PC users. Because users require multitasking, vir
tual memory management, and graphical interfaces (and be
cause DOS doesn't support those things), applications have had
to bear the burden. The results have be~ni chaotic.
Under OS/2, developers won't have to play tricks to create
the illusion of multitasking, won't have to manage memory,
and won 't have to invent proprietary and monolithic schemes

EXCELLENCE
Sun386i

The line between powerful
32-bit personal computers and
small workstations has all but
vanished. Some 80386-based
PCs are starting to take on the
duties of more expensive
workstations, such as high
resolution graphics and net
working capabilities. In an in
teresting twist, Sun's latest
80386-based workstation, the
Sun386i, has taken on some of
the abilities oflBM PCs: It can
run MS-DOS in one or more
windows under SunOS, its
Unix multitasking operating
system.
This Sun shines best in its
ability to run DOS windows as
processes under Unix. Each
DOS window acts'as a virtual
PC, andifnecessary, itcanac

for getting applications to exchange data. They can simply de
velop applications. Programmers now engaged in porting DOS
programs to OS/2 report excellent results-a tribute to Micro
soft's determined effort to make OS/2 backward-compatible
with DOS.
Some planks of the OS/2 platform-Presentation Manager
and LAN Manager-are still being hammered into place.
When it's complete and bug-free, when it can really use the
80386, and when more desktops sport OS/2-capable PCs, OS/2
will-deservedly-supersede DOS. But even as it stands, OS/2
is a milestone product.

cess Unix files on a hard disk
or PC peripheral cards in three
AT-compatible slots or one
XT-compatible slot.
The Sun386i's memory
management is excellent: A
PC program that runs amok is
cleanly killed off by SunOS
without disrupting other pro
cesses. Sun's efforts to shield
the casual user from the intri
cacies of Unix are good, de
spite a few gaps. CPU perfor
mance in a DOS window is
also good, although (as you
might expect) PC 1/0 in the
DOS window and peripheral
boards lags.
Nevertheless, the Sun386i
stands out as an attractive ma
chine in its own right, one that
reveals the true potential of the
80386 by running multiple
copies of virtual 8086 ma
chines while operating in its
protected mode.
continued
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EXCELLENCE
The Toshiba TlOOO
This machine sticks to the
basics and takes portability to
the limit. If a well-traveled
portable-computer user had
designed his dream machine,
he couldn't have done better.
The designers addressed
the one feature that users on

the road value most: conve
nience. At 61/2 pounds and 2
inches thick, the Tl 000
doesn't even fill a whole brief
case and won't add seriously to

its weight. In addition to being
tiny and featherweight, it is as
self-contained as you can get
and still have a real computer
that can handle real-world

workloads. The TlOOO's
4.77-MHz 80C88 CPU and
512K bytes of RAM can han
dle any DOS application. DOS
is in ROM, so you don't need a
boot disk. You can add an in
ternal 1200-bps modem, as
well as a 768K-byte nonvola
tile RAM disk to carry your
applications programs.
The Tl 000 has a perfectly
normal keyboard and a very
good nonbacklit LCD display
(made even better ifyou getthe
backlight retrofit made by
Avonix for $295). The nickel
cadmium battery will run the
computer for up to 5 hours.
Finally, though the TlOOO
listsfor$1249, BYTE staffers
have paid as little as $850 for it
through discount outlets.
Many ofus are in love with this
one.

EXCELLENCE

EXCELLENCE

TrueScan

Zenith FTM monitor

Unless you're willing to spend upwards of $15,000, the optical
scanners available to you can read only a limited variety of doc
uments. Also, these scanners can display them only as bit
mapped images and have little or no ability to convert the
scanned image into a file that you can further manipulate with
commercial word processing, spreadsheet, or graphics pack
ages. Even many of the most expensive systems have serious
limitations.
Calera Recognition Systems has brought forth a solution to
this problem called the TrueScan document recognition
system.
The top-of-the-line 100-character-per-second version costs
$3500; a second version that reads at 70 characters per second
and costs only $2500 works only with portraits. For these
breakthrough prices, you get an IBM PC-compatible add-on
board and document-recognition software that interfaces to
most low-cost ($1000 or less) optical scanners.
Among .TrueScan 's fea
tures are the ability to recog
nize tabular data and convert
them into spreadsheets; to
scan text only, image (graph
ics) only, or text and image
combined; and in text-and
image-combined mode, to
convert the text to ASCII for
mat and the graphics to what
ever file format you specify.
TrueScan is indeed an im
pressive product.

The Flat Tension Mask monitor from Zenith Data Systems is
the first significant improvement in traditional shadow-mask
monitor technology for high-resolution color monitors.
All color CRTs use some form ofshadow mask, which is sus
pended just behind the screen and controls the points where the
electron beams strike the surface. The shadow mask will heat
and deform under high enough power, making the color be
come less pure and limiting the levels of brightness that can be
displayed.
The Zenith FTM has changed the fundamental design of the
shadow mask by putting it under tension and installing it-still
under tension-into the CRT. This change creates a front sur
face that is completely flat. Because the shadow mask is under
tension, the heat created when the electron beams strike it does
not deform it, and much higher power levels can be used. This
improvement permits greater brightness, which in turn permits
the use of better antireflective coatings.
The result is an extremely
high-resolution monitor with
a flat screen that is virtually
free from reflections. If there
is a problem, it is that users of
FTM monitors find it diffi
cult to return to conventional
designs.

•
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New! PCX

MULTI-LINE
VOICE
.MAIL

If you like buying at adiscount, but hate deal
ing with the uninfonned key pushers that take your
orders, you're ready for an alternative source for
quality computer components: the On-Line Store's
WHOLESALE +711fo PRICING POLICY.
Offering more than just a good price, the well
infonned sales staff at the On-Line Store knows
what to ask to make sure the products meet your
particular needs.
Key pushers? They just take orders.
In addition, you 'U receive unlimited access to
their revolutionary multi-line BBS with literally
hundreds of free programs-yours for the taking.
PWS you'll find amultitude of other specials too
numerous to mention in this ad.

HAYES COMPATIBLE
MODEM BUYING
MADE EASY

I

Internal

External

MULTI-LINE
VOICE MAIL CARD

FAX CARDS

JT/FAX ·:.sn
··
? -··
i

I
I

By QUADRAM

g2Tir $269*
• External Version $349*

- '.-;

I
I

I
I

I

I

L......J

1Mwmra
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

• 9600 Baud $499*

JT/FAX has features such as pull-down windows, multiple
scheduling and Broadcast FAX and runs unanended. Input:
scanner or word processor. Output: dot matrix or laser printer.
Compatible with all Group Ill FAX. PC &iilor's Choice.

100.200.300.400
DPI Switchable

~

11

HI RESOWTION 4

400 DP! HAND SCANNER

:o=E$239*

~--~~

For use with IT/FAX plus scores of
desktop publishing applications.

ASCII Conversion Package. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89*

New!

Hayes Compat.12 Year Warranty

386

Famous BrandI Private Lobel

10WER
• 80386 Intel
Processor
• 80387 Co·
Processor SIOI
•!MB E.'Pllnd
to 9MB RAM
• 65 MB

/ .

fil,tflohotics

Multi ~t(i)
MT 224 EH (4800 w/LEV 5 MNP) ........ $ 369*
MT224 EC (4800 w/LEV 5 MNP) ......... 359*
MT 9600 V. 32 (Industry Standard) . .... Now 999*
MT 208B (IRS Approved). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL

MICROCOM·
AX 9600 + LEV 6 MNP ... ... .. .Closeout $ 499*
QX/12 w/LEV 7 MNP (12,000 Baud). ...... 569*
QX/32C TRUE V. 32 Modem (32,000 Baud) SAVE

Many other modems available,
including laptop & Portables. Call for information.

Hard Disk

• ii $9991):f~e~'
I

•
~

Financing
Arai/able

ACCESSORIES/DISPLAY
1.2 MB 5v." Floppy ..................... $ 99*
1.4 MB 3Vz" Floppy .. .. . .... : .. . .. .. .. .. . 109*
130 MB Hard Disk ...... . ........... .Now 899*
Alloy PC/Slave (512K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599*
Alloy 40 MB Tape B/U ...... .New Low Price 299*
Quadram 386/16 I MB . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 799*
Quadram 386120 I MB .................... CALL
Quadram VGA/EGA 256K ..... . . .. . . Vi Off 219*
Video-7 VGA/EGA Card ....... , . . . . . . . . . . 269*
Genoa EGA/HERC/GEM .... .... .... .Now 189*
Orchid Designer VGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279*

Some Products In Limited Supply. CALL NOW!
24 Hour Order Line: 805 I 650-0188
Circle 340 on &a.tkr Sirvice Card

$269

AWARD-WINNING SYSTEMS

$89* $119*
4800 BAUD• FASTER
$189* $249*
9600 BAUD• FASTEST $389* $439*
IBM PS/2 • 2400
$189* N /A

Hayes Compal.I 2 l!>ar Warranty

2400 Internal Modem ................. ·. ... $ 129*
2400 External Modem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189*
4800 Int. LEV 5 MNP .. . ............. ... NEW
9600 Courier HST Ext. ..... .. New Low Price 569*

PCX is a real voice multi-line Telemarketing System and
Voice/Mail Exchange with hundreds of features such as call
routing, questionnaires, multiple voice messages, autodialing,
remote access, and call
forwarding. Optional
versions allow one PC
to accommodate up co
16 phone lines simul·
taneously.

SCANNERS

2400 BAUD • FAST

Hayes Compal.12 Year Warranty

REVOLUTIONIZES PHONE
TRAFFIC HANDLING ...

$1995

FUii <:;ash Pri~
Anunnng Avaifubk-

ALL •PRICES SHOll'N ARE WHOLESALE ANO REFLECT AN AD
DITIONAL Jr, CASH DISCOUNT. THE ON·LINE SlDRE'S
WHOLESALE + 7% PURCHASERS PAY JUST J<io ABOVE THE
WHOLESALE PRICE. PWS SHIPPING AND HANDLING. Minimum
shipping: S5 perorder. International orders: call fomtes. Some prices sub·
ject to change. Products subject to a1~ilability and may be private label
versions. WE ALSO SERVE LARGE CORPORATE ORDERS: call for
information. This ad supersedes all previous.

BBS 805/650-0193

FAX 805/650-0195

Customer Service

805/650-0188

VI

Mailing Address

3037 Golf Course Driw
Ventura, CA 93003

IDI ffl lI
11

Your Dara Communications System Specialist
ASK ABOUT BULLETIN BOARD SOFIWARE
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DESQview3.0
Battery Watch
Battery Watch is the first in a
new class of software for lap
top computers. For the first
time, a software product is
available that will reliably
monitor your use and predict
the remaining battery time on
a battery-powered laptop. Bat
tery Watch also lets you drain
your nickel-cadmium batter
ies completely, which is the
only way to avoid recharge
limiting "NiCad memory."

Choice Words
Proximity's Choice Words is a
hard-disk version of the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
It is, in fact, thefirstmajorim
plementation of a dictionary
for a hard disk. The program
sells foronly $99 and includes
pop-up definitions for 80,000
words and a thesaurus. Put
ting a reference dictionary on a
hard disk is such a practical
idea that Choice Words may
seemless than exciting, butthe
fact that Proximity has done so
in such an easy-to-use way is
significant.

When people say they want
multitasking, often what they
really mean is that they want a
painless way to go instantly
from one program to another.
They also want a way to load
up machines with memory
resident programs and still
have enough room to run large
applications.
DESQview accomplishes
all that by extending tradition
al DOS. Unlike OS/2, DESQ
view lets you run the programs
you've already paid for. Add
the Phar Lap extension and
you can write programs bigger
than 640K bytes as well. Many
users will find that DESQview
is all they need.

I

---I
I

Compaq 386s

•

Intel's new 80386SX chip, a
less-expensive version of the
80386witha 16-bitdatabus, is
used in only one system as of
this writing. Not surprisingly,
it's a Compaq: the 386s. As
the leader, the Compaq 386s
will be the proving ground for
the new technology that prom
ises to cut costs by reducing
power requirements while re
taining compatibility.
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boost 'u nfragger, SST, and
many others-every one good.
But after trying them all,
we've found Fast Trax to be
fast, rock-solid, easy to use,
and highly configurable
your disk gets organized the
way you want it in minutes.

Fastback Plus
Documentor
Documentor is specialized: If
you don't do dBASE program
ming, you don't need it; but if
you do program in dBASE,
you can't live without it. Do
cumentor makes documenting
dBASE programs easier,
faster, and better, and does it
without muss or fuss. It will
save a dBASE programmer
many hours a month.

Epsilon Editor

1 ~:

ported to the IBM-and it
shines. It takes up just about
all the 640K bytes of memory
on an AT compatible because
the program is large and
comes with its own run-time
version of Windows 2.0. Ex
cel's most impressive feature,
its user interface, functions as
well as or better than its Mac
intosh relative.
The spreadsheet's key
board support lets you access
every one of Excel 's com
mands and functions. And if
you prefer not to use a mouse,
you can do without one with
this program. Excel is fast and
easy to learn and use.

Epsilon is a fast and complete
ly extensible EMACS-like
programmer's editor available
for both DOS and OS/2. It sup
ports large files, multiple win
dows and buffers, file- and
command-name completion,
keystroke macros, regular-ex
pression searching, and syn
tax-sensitive modes. But the
piece de resistance is EEL, a
C-like extension language that
comes with its own compiler.
Lugaru Software has imple
mented Epsilon's entire user
interface in EEL so you can,
for example, create your own
syntax-sensitive modes or pro
gram the help system to browse
through your source libraries.

Excel
Excel, Macintosh's extraordi
nary spreadsheet, has been

Fastback-a program that
backs up your hard disk-is
fast, and it is reliable. Now
Fifth Generation has im
proved it. The company fixed
the manuals and then put in
help files that make the man
uals nearly superfluous. Then
it added data compression to
save disk space and a utility
that estimates how many flop
py disks and how long the job
will take.
With this program, we've
copied 38 megabytes of data
from one machine to another
in 28 minutes (which included
formatting the disks). Fast
back Plus will also read back
up disks made with older ver
sions using an option called
Old Restore Program. If you
have a hard disk drive, we rec
ommend this package.

Fast Trax
Frequently written files tend
to end up scattered around
your disk. When you load the
file, DOS has to hunt for these
fragments, and that can slow
you down. Disk unfrag
menters put the files back to
gether in contiguous blocks,
speeding up disk 1/0.
And there are a million of
them: the Norton Advanced
Utilities offers a bulletproof
but inflexible defragger;
DOG, a shareware utility, is
flexible but not simple to use;
then there's VOPT, the Poly

Gateway 386

•

The outstanding value of the
Gateway 386 was one of the ·
most pleasant surprises pro
duced by our October roundup
of affordable 80386 systems.
Selling for $2995, the Gate
way machine combines power
and room for expansion at a
price that brings the expanded
capabilities of the 80386 to in
dividual as well as corporate
users. Its 20"MHz perfor
mance (though built around a
16-MHz chip), high-speed
memory, coprocessor sup
port, and 12-megabyte mem
ory ceiling sets it apart from
the rest of the 80386 clones.

GrandView
You could say this is many
packages combined into one
word processor, outliner, and
project-tracking software.
Grand View, a new type ofpro
gram, is so packed with good
ies that you have to really study
the manual to see how to get
around in this labyrinth. In
"document view," Grand
View's outliner is even more
powerful in many respects
than ThinkTank, and its word
processor is complete with
spelling checker. In "cate
gory view," Grand View has a
feature that lets you attach
keywords and priorities to
continued

While dBASE PromisesTuuThe Moon,
ClipperDelivers.
Right now, while others dream about
Clippcrll'
$695'
the database of the fiiture, you can be
A true compiler
Yes ( 1984)
using it today to create applications of
User-defined
y,,(1984)
unparalleled sophistication. With Clipper"
functions
Arrays
Yos(1985)
- the most powerful and complete
y,,( 1985)
VAUD function
database development system for PCs.
Improved
y,, (1984)
Open the Clipper box and you'll
Execution Speed
Link in Other
find the enhancements dBASE" has been
y,.(1984)
Languages
promising. And some it hasn't.
Null Character
Yos( 19871
Suppon
Such as: a remarkable development
1
·s""'""d ""' P""
language that takes you way beyond
dBASE" emulation, with enhanced commands and entirely new
language extensions. A unique open architecture which gives
you the flexibility to create and easily integrate user-defined
functions in C, Assembler, Clipper, and still other languages.
The speediest-ever dBASE compiler, yielding applications up
to 20 times faster. And that's just for starters.
Clipper also provides the most capable menu-driven
debugger to be found anywhere, as well as half a dozen
modifiable utilities to further reduce development time.
There's source code security, too, plus sophisticated
record and file-locking capabilities that make networking
Copy right • Nantucket Corporation, 1988. A ll rights reserved
Nantucket and Clipper arc registered tradema rks of Nantucket Corporation. dB ASE is a registered trademark

and dBASE Ill PLUS and dB ASE IV arc trademarks of Ash1 onTatc Corporation.

Circle 19 2 on Reader Ser~ice Card

dBASE III
PLUS™

dBASE IV™

applications easier to create.
And once you have created them,
No
???
Clipper gives you an equal measure ofcon
No
Limited
trol over distribution by creating .EXE
Just Intro'd
No
files - there are no runtime modules,
No
Jus t lmro'd
licensing or royalty fees, or additional soft
No
No
ware requirements. You can even add
stations to a network without adding to
No
Limited
your costs.
No
No
All of which adds up to the
most powerful and flexible database
development system today.
Why settle for the moon when you can reach for the stars?
Call (213) 390-7923 today, and we'll send you a free demo
diskette and a very informative booklet, Developing and
Compiling in Clipper. The dBASE development system that's
not just one small step . .. but a giant leap forward in pro$695'

D eve lopers Ed.
$1295'

g"mm;ng pow«

clipper®

Nantucket Corp., 12555 W.Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90066
Telex: 650-2574125 Fax: 213-397-5469
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LANtastic
items. While it'll take you a
long ti!Jle to find out all the
bells and whistles ofthis inf or
mation-management package,
we think it'll be worth it.

HP Desk Jet Printer

.&

Ifyou're looking for a truly si
lent printer, this HP ink-jet
will suit you. The DeskJet's
output is close to laser-printer
quality at a much more tolera
ble price of $995. It comes
with 128K bytes of built-in
RAM, a 16K-byte buffer, and
both parallel and RS-232C in
put. In draft mode, it runs at
240 characters per second
with 300- by 150-dot-per-inch
resolution; in letter-quality
mode, it does 120cpsat300by
300dpi.
The DeskJet comes with
Courier, Courier Bold, and
Courier Compressed fonts at
10, 16. 67, and 20 characters
per inch, and you can make all
your font selections from the
printer's front panel.

Illustrator 88
Adobe Illustrator was the first
of a new class of drawing pro
grams that use PostScript to
create artwork made up of
lines and Bezier curves. With
Illustrator 88, Adobe pulled
ahead of its chief competitor,
Aldus's Freehand. Illustrator
88 includes a new freehand
drawing tool and an automatic
tracing tool that makes tracing
a rough image fast and pain
less. Illustrator 88 can now do
four-color separations and
uses the Pantone palette of
colors to let you customize.
If you have a Mac Plus or II
and you're ready to move be
yond MacPaint, Illustrator 88
canletyoucreate professional
quality graphics.
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LANtastic is a half-slot, Net
BIOS-compatible networking
board for the IBM PC and
compatibles. If you need raw
speed, other networks are
faster, but they cost a lot more
and aren't as easy to install
and work with. The manufac
turer, Artisoft, offers a starter
kit that includes two LANtas
tic cards, cable, bus termina
tors, and NetBIOS, at a price of
$399. That's a lot of LAN
bang for the buck. It also lets
you access a CD-ROM drive
over the network without DOS
extensions in the remote ma
chine. Columnist Jerry Pour
nelle uses LANtastic (despite
the silly name) every day at
Chaos Manor.

Lightspeed C
This C compiler for the Mac
intosh wins our respect be
cause of its powerful features
and low price. New features in
version 3.0 include Multi
Finder resource and trap sup
port, 68020 and 68881 code
generation, and access to
Color QuickDraw. A new
source code-level debugger
gives you windows that track
your progress through a pro
gram and display the values of
selected variables or struc
tures. Ifyou'reusing a Mac II,
you can direct the debugger
output to a second monitor.
The documentation has been
revised and updated. Light
speed C is compatible with the
Mac Plus, SE, II, and Ilx.

MacDisk
This 330-megabyte hard disk
drive by Priam is a joy to have
ona Mac Plus, SE, or II, and it
works just as well on other sys
tems such as the Cheetah 386.
It's a SCSI device about the
size of a shoebox with two
lights on the front and a win
dow on the back. In spite of the
documentation, which leaves
installation in some machines
to your imagination, install
ing it is the simplest thing in

the world. It comes already
formatted; it's lightning fast,
with an 11-millisecond aver
age seek time; and it's rugged:
You can transport it from one
machine to another, and you
can daisy-chain it with any
other SCSI device.

dents may very well be drawn
into Mathematica's impres
sive displays and its ability to
solve equations quickly and
display graphical results. It
could enable you to absorb the
algebra and calculus that
seemed impossible to compre
hend from a textbook.

MaclnTax
Of the tax-preparation pro
grams we've used, several of
us have found MaclnTax to be
our favorite. You enter infor
mation, and MaclnTax auto
matically enters it (and up
dates it, if you change the
value) everywhere else that
it's relevant. You can expand
lines to allow for multiple en
tries (such as more than one
W-2 form). MaclnTax adds
the entries and inserts the total
on the correct line. The screen
display looks just like a real
1040 form, and the printout is
perfectly acceptable to the
IRS. A must if you're doing
your own taxes.

Mark/Release
Mark/Release is a pair ofpub
lic domain terminate-and
stay-resident programs that let
you painlessly manage your
other TSRs. You place a
"mark" in memory before
loading a new TSR program.
Later, you can remove any
TSR loaded after the mark
using "Release." With multi
ple marks, you can selectively
purge and load TSRs to run
with various applications you
use, or you can instantly clear
your RAM of all TSRs with
one command. No, it's notthe
neatest thing since sliced
bread, but it's one of those lit
tle programs that soon become
indispensable. And hey, it's
free; how can you go wrong?

Mathematica
Mathematica is another
breakthrough Macintosh ap
plication. It does for students
of calculus, symbolic algebra,
and some discrete mathemat
ics what calculators did for
those learning arithmetic.
Confirmed mathphobic stu

Maximum Storage WORM
We have looked at a number of
WORM (write once, read
many) optical drives. These
drives create permanent
copies offiles. If you change a
file, the drive makes a new
copy; your old version is safe
and can be retrieved-a boon
for writers who need archival
backup.
With a number of initial
problems corrected, we lean
toward the system made by
Maximum Storage; the drive
is simple to install (you mod
ify your CONFIG.SYS file),
and the MAXSYS software is
easy to use. By default, it dis
plays only the latest version of
a file, but it lets you go back
and retrieve any version you
like. Using the drive is much
like using any other hard disk
drive; you can even use it to
store compilers, word pro
cessing programs, and any
thing else you don't normally
write to.

NEC PSXL Printer
In April 1988, we conducted
extensive tests of 24-pin dot
matrix printers that produce
near-letter-quality output at
acceptable speeds. Among the
medium-price dot-matrix
printers, the NEC P5XL
model came out tops in both
high-quality text and graphics
output. It was also among the
quietest of the mid-price
printers, though its through
put lagged somewhat behind
that of competing models. If
printing quality is your prime
consideration, the P5XL is a_
best buy at $1295.
continued

exemplifies how a highly technical
book can be both informative and read
able .... Duncan's strengths include
a style that is at once easily read, a
thorough coverage ofthe subject matter
heretofore unknown, and the frequent
use of examples in the form ofassembly
language programs and code frag
ments."

"One of th e most autho ritative in its
field .... The book deserves a place on
the she lf of everyone w ho has ever g iven
a fl eeting tho ught to progr ammin g th e
IBM PC and co mpatibles."

Ray Duncan · DOS authority andnoted columnist,
ex.plore key pr.ogram.ming topics including character
devices. mas storage. memory allocation and map.ag'e
ment. and process mamu~ement. In addition to his
expert advice, be has padc.ed his I>ook with a healthy
assortment of updated. as..sembly-language and C list
iBgs that range from eode fragments to complet~
utilities. Tliese include a fully functionalterminal
ertmlation progFarn, a nifty DOS shell, and the frame
workfor customized crjtieaJ-etror 'interrupt handlers.
Arid the reference sectien in ADVANCED MS-DOS
PROGRAMMlNG, delailing each MS-DOS function
. and i.nteriupt, is virtually a book within a book.
ADVANCED MS-DOS PROGRAMMING. 'Y0ur
key to fa t, effieie11t, robust prog_rams. $24.95

Microsofr
Press
Hardcore Computer Books
Available wherever books and software are sold.
Or order directly from Microsoft Press. 800-638-3030 (In MD, 824-7300) 8:15AM to 4:15PM (EST).
Circk 180on Reader Serviee Card (DEALERS: 181)
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The Norton Commander
version2.0
The Norton Commander is a
DOS shell program. It simpli
fies using DOS by providing a
convenient user interface that
is programmed to automati
cally do many common tasks.
For example, you can view,
edit, copy, rename, move, and
delete files by simply scrolling
through a directory and hitting
a function key. You can just as
easily create, rename, or re
move directories. Navigating
through a crowded hard disk is
a breeze; just highlight any
subdirectory in a tree display
to move to that subdirectory.
Norton Utilities
version 4.5 and Norton
Utilities Advanced Edition
version4.S
The Norton Utilities is an es
sential first-aid kit for all IBM
PC-compatible computers.
The package is famous for its
program for recovering erased
files, and modifying and
viewing files. The Advanced
Edition features the Norton
Disk Doctor, a disk-diagnos
tics program that can repair
damaged boot records, media
descriptor bytes, and file-allo
cation tables. Both versions in
clude the Norton Control
Center, which lets you set
screen and color attributes,
adjust the keyboard rate, and
set other system parameters.
PC Outline
PC Outline is an outstanding
example of shareware. It's an
outline processor that's func
tionally equivalent to com
mercial products such as
ThinkTank: a tool for build
ing, rearranging, and selec
tively viewing an outline. The
program features a superior
user interface that seamlessly
blends pull-down menus
(making it accessible to nov
ices) with command keys that
experts will prefer.
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Brown Bag software, which
now owns the rights to PC Out
line, is planning a new version
called PC Outline Plus. We're
looking forward to it.

PageMaker 3.0
PageMaker is still one of the
finest desktop publishing
packages, and Aldus has con
tinued to improve it. Page
Maker 3.0 lets you combine
text and artwork created with
other programs and integrate
them into finished layouts.
The new version also lets you
automatically do long publica
tions using several design
functions at a time instead of
oneoperationatatime. It fully
supports style sheets and can
exchange named styles with
Microsoft Word 3.01.
With PageMaker, you can
cut and paste on-screen as you
would on an artist's drawing
board. PageMaker is the pro
gram that showed many of us
how to use the Macintosh to its
full potential.
PixelPaint
PixelPaint has helped estab
lish the Mac II not only as a
machine for engineering and
scientific problems, but as a
tool for serious graphic art. Its
drawing tools are quite similar
to MacPaint's and even use
some of the MacPaint conven
tions for copying and con
straining the movement of ob
jects that you work with on the
screen. However, it does it all
in color, and the special-ef
fects capabilities ofthese tools
using blended or shaded colors
are simple but well done.
PolyBoost II
PolyBoost II is actually a suite
of several programs including
a very fast cache for your hard
disk, a keyboard enhancer
(speeds up keyboard response
and includes a command-line
editor), a screen speed-up pro
gram (for monochrome or
color displays), a disk unfrag
menter, and several otherutil
ities. The combination of disk,
keyboard, and screen speed

ups is impressive-enough to
make your computer feel like a
new and faster animal. It will
accelerate almost any Intel
based machine and can exploit
conventional, extended, or ex
panded memory. In everyday
use, you can figure on an aver
age I/O speedup factorof three
or four. At $80, this is one of
the most cost-effective ways to
wring extra performance from
your PC.

Procomm Plus
There are many communica
tions software camps. The one
most of us use here is Pro
comm Plus. It is rich with fea
tures and is easy to crank up
and use. The program sup
ports almost any telecomput
ing application with its 11
standard protocols, 14 termi
nal emulations, every com
mon data-transfer rate up to
115,200 bps, host mode, split
screen chat mode, an auto
mated phone book, macros,
and a good script language. At
$75 , the cost/performance
ratio is outstanding.

QuickShare
.&
QuickShare is one of those
products you look at and say,
"Of course-why didn't I
think of that?" QuickShare
gives your Mac Plus, SE, or II
another hard disk. Here's the
trick: That additional hard
disk is in your IBM PC or com
patible. The package comes
with a TSR that sits inside your
PC, watching for requests
coming from the Macintosh to

QuickShare's SCSI board in
the PC. You create a single
large file on the hard disk, to
which the QuickShare board
maps all Macintosh disk re
quests; that file on the PC's
hard disk now looks like a vol
ume to the Macintosh. Quick
Share also features an elegant
file-transfer system that
makes sending information
back and forth between the
two machines about as pain
less as it gets.

SideKick Plus
Talk about bang for the buck.
SideKick Plus is jam-packed
with useful features. It has
nine · memory-resident note
pads/editors, a calculator, an
ASCII table, a disk navigator/
manager, a clipboard/cut
and-paste buffer, an outline
processor, a calendar/alarm
clock and appointment sched
uler, and a full-blown tele
communications package that
rivals many stand-alone tele
comm programs. You can set
up SideKick Plus to use Lotus/
Intel/Microsoft Expanded
Memory Specification (LIM/
EMS) or to write to disk to con
serve your precious 640K
bytes; it can run in as little as
64Kbytes.
Soft-ICE
Soft-ICE is an 80386-based
debugger that does in software
what hardware-based debug
gers do: It runs 8086-based
programs in emulation mode
and can halt and inspect them
when they access specified re
gions of memory or execute
specified DOS interrupts. As
a bonus, Soft-ICE works with
existing debuggers such as
CodeView. You can trap an
event that your debugger
wouldn't have caught, and
then transfer control to your
debugger and investigate the
problem in a familiar environ
ment. If you're developing
8086-based applications on an
80386 machine, this is an es
sential and affordable tool.
continued

TrueVista Videographics Adapters
TM

\le just Made ChoosingYour

Graphics Card

As Easy As 1,2,4.
m video to digital pre-press to
sing. So now, whether your choice
s platform or the Macintosh® II,
eed one source for your graphics
ne
he True Vista series. The chart below
· es several key differences in the
-- r··= or-cts.

You've probably seen ourTrueVista products,
or you've heard about their powerful features
like the real-time frame capture, on-board
Tl 34010 coprocessor, large frame buffer,
NTSC/PAL compatibility and more. Recently,
we announced several new products in the
series, each with unique potential for your

TrueVista Series
FEATURES

BUS
MAXIMUM
32 bits/pixel
ADDRESSABLE 16 bits/pixel
RESOLUTIONS 8 bits/pixel

512x512
1024x512
1024x 1024

1024 x 512
1024x1024
2048x 1024

1024x 1024
2048x 1024
2048x2048

VMX EXPANSION

2-10 Mbytes

2-10 Mbytes

2-10 Mbytes

TBA

TBA

$2995.

$4250.

$5995.

$4250.

$5995.

PRICE

1024x512
1024x 1024
2048x 1024

1024x1024
2048x 1024
2048x2048

Now There's SoftwareYou Can CountOn,Too.
To complete the equation, add in STAGE'",
our comprehensive graphics environment for
the 34010. Since STAGE is host-independent, it
allows you to access the coprocessor directly,
regardless of the bus. So your program on the
AT can be quickly ported to the Macintosh 11.
Customerswillnotbe tied to one platform
either, as files and programs will be compatible
across both hosts. STAGE is currently available
for the AT Vista series, and will be available
soon for the Nu Vista as well.

With the new members ofthe True Vista family
andthe release of STAGE, you now have
everything you need to develop exciting new
products for the next generation of computer
graphics. And many applications are already
appearing to assist you in your immediate
needs. Contact us to learn more about our
products or our third-party developer program
and the support available to you. You'll soon
see how you can count on True vision to
provide all your graphics solutions.

,

TRUEVISION1~.
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100, Indianapolis, IN 46256

800/858-TRUE

INTERNATIONAL: Canada 416/499-9400 France 33-13-952-6253 Italy 39-2-242-4551 Switzerland 41-1-825-0949
UK 44-1-991-0121 West Germany 49-89-612-0010 Other 6171229-6900
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Turbo C and Turbo Pascal

' DISTINCTION
SpinRite
The Gibson Research people
did their homework on this
one. SpinRite can repair bad
sectors on your hard disk, find
your disk's optimum inter
leave, and reset the interleave
via a low-level format while
leaving your data intact. All
interaction is via an easy-to
navigate window system. The
package comes with a 40-page
booklet, but the program is so
well put together you'll have
little need for it. Other pack
ages (such as the new version
of Disk Technician, which
we've only seen in beta ver
sion) may give SpinRite a run
for its money in 1989; but for
now, SpinRite is our pick.

Sprint
Sprint lets you produce any
thing from plain-ASCII text
files to desktop publishing
style documents with text in
snaking columns. Like Micro
soft Word, Sprint allows you to
manually embed formatting
commands or use style sheets
to clone formats from one
document to another. It let.s
you have up to 24 documents
and up to 6 on-screen windows
open at once.
Sprint has a built-in dictio
nary and thesaurus . It can
semiautomatically generate
indexes and tables of contents
for long documents. It's fast,
and it automatically and unob
trusively stores your work
every 3 seconds or so to save
your bacon in the event of
power failure or similar disas
ter. All it lacks is true
WYSIWYG. If you can live
without that, Sprint may be all
you need in word processing
software.
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Toshiba T3100/20

•

While this Toshiba laptop
isn't as lightweight as the
TIOOO-it weighs in at 15
pounds-its 16-bit 80286 pro
cessor running at 4 or 8 MHz
benchmarked faster than some
other laptops operating at
higher speeds. One of the rea
sons for its hefty weight is the
T3100 's 20-mega byte hard
disk drive. This is a feature
many of us lust over until we've
lugged it around foc awhile.
The T3100has an amazing
ly clear gas-plasma display.
The full 25-line by 80-column
screen has a resolution of 640
by 400 pixels. It's expensive,
almost$5000, but it has power,
speed, a hard disk drive, and a
terrific display all wrapped up
in a totable package.

Turbo Debugger
A good product sometimes
makes you do crazy things.
Turbo Debugger is so easy to
handle, we've run working
programs through it just to see
what's going on. Ifyou 're used
to the menu-driven command
system of Turbo C and Turbo
Pascal, you can maneuver
through Turbo Debugger with
rare glances at the manual.
Turbo Debugger is adapt
able enough to tackle most er
rant programs. Its 80386 pro
tected-mode operation stores
the de bugger above the !
megabyte limit in shielded
memory. It has a remote de
bugging feature; the debugger
runs on one machine and con
trols the targ~t program via a
serial port to another. Throw
in its support for math co
processors and integration
with Turbo Pascal and Turbo
C so you can do source and ob
ject code-level debugging,
and you've got a program
mer's Swiss army knife.

In a world where language
packages get bigger and big
ger, it's nice to see the Turbo
Pascal and Turbo C getting
better and better. The real
charm of the Turbo languages
springs from two sources. One
is the user interface. The other
is Borland' s philosophy that to
improve a language is not sim
ply to tack on support for the
latest member ofthe Intel chip
family. These languages were
built from the start with an eye
for the lowly 4. 77-MHz PCs
as well as the latest 80386
micros. For rapid prototyp
ing, there's not much better.,

support multitasking of DOS
applications and break the
640K-byte memory barrier.
The graphic user interface of
Windows/386 resembles that
of Presentation Manager, a
benefit for those considering
making the switch to OS/2.

•

Turbo Prolog 2.0

Zenith TurbosPort Laptop

Borland's Turbo Prolog 2.0
may not be what the academic
community expected in Pro
log, butthatmaybewhyit'san
exceptional product. In the
same way that Borland took
the academic Pascal and made
a useful and affordable devel
opment system, the company
has taken the concepts and
strengths of a much different
language and developed a sys
tem for real-world applica
tions programming.

Here's a battery-powered por
table computer that's easy to
be happy with. It has a great
display, intelligent power man
agement (IPM), and excellent
throughput. The TurbosPort's
fluorescent backlit supertwist
liquid crystal display produces
black-on-white images that
are easily readable because of
its contrast ratio, lO'h-inch
diagonal image area, resolu
tion, and gray-scale CGA
compatibility.
The IPM reduces recharge
time and prevents the power
robbing "NiCad memory" ef
fect. This Zenith runs the
80386 with no wait states at a
nonstandard 12 MHz, but its
slower speed is satisfactorily
offset by fewer idle cycles
yielding superior throughput.

Video Seven VEGA
Though there were some bugs
in the first Video Seven
VEGA VGA we tested, we
kept on trying and found that
the VEGA has some very nice
features. A half-length card, it
is the smallest board of the
VGA group we tested. Also,
the company furnishes soft
ware that can automatically
load the ROM code into faster
RAM for better performance.
At $499, this is a winner.

Windows/386
Windows/386 was one of the
first programs to take advan
tage of the advanced architec
ture of the 80386 microproces
sor. As such, it is serious
competition for OS/2. While
OS/2 is held back because it
was designed to run on 80286
machines, Windows/386 taps
into the power ofthe 80386 to

ZortechC++
The first IBM PC-based
C + + compiler (not transla
tor) aims to do for C + + what
Borland has done for Pascal
and Prolog: popularize a lan
guage by providing an inex
pensive high-quality compiler
embedded in a useful environ
ment. The toolset includes the
optimizing compiler, a linker,
an editor that's integrated with
the compiler, a Make utility,
and a graphics library. This
product will play a significant
role in the imminent ascen
dancy ofC ++. •
continued

ME 386-20

ME 386-18

ME 286-12

20 MHz 80386-20 processor D Microsoft
OS/2 and DOS compatible D 1 MB 32-bit
RAM running at "O" wait state (upgradable
to 8 MB) D Socket for 80387 /80287 math
co-processor O High performance NCL
floppy/hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock/cal
endar with battery back-up D Enhanced

18 MHz 80386 processor D Microsoft
OS/2 and DOS compatible D 512K 32-bit
memory on board D Two 32-bit expansion
slots D Socket for 80387 math co
processor D High-performance NCL
floppy/hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock/calendar

8/12 MHz 80286 processor D 512K
memory (upgradable to 1 MB on board)
D "O" wait state option (s.i. 15.3) D Micro
soft OS/ 2 and DOS compatible D 8 1/0
expansion slots D High-performance NCL
floppy/ hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock/ calendar
D Enhanced keyboard

'<evboarc

2350

$

Upright Case
Add $300

D Enhanced AT keyboard

$} 799

* SPECL..
~'
o
~-q~l~OK)

ME V20

The Network Solution

64K

~ra~m d&~C1nve

$899

ime

ELS Network for two-to-four users.
Increase your company's productivity
without making a big increase in expen
ditures. Complete software ...

$499

Call for all Nove ll Products

Roadrunner Plus (386)
12 MHz 80286 processor D Socket for
80287 math co-processor D 640K memory
(I MB option) D New Super-Twist LCD
with Backlit and Reverse; 640 x 200 dots
(640 x 400 option); 80 char. x 25 lines
D Monochrome/Color graphics card for
external monitor D 6 expansion slots
D Floppy /hard disk controller D Serial/
parallel/clock-calendar D 1.2 MB floppy
disk drive D 20 MB hard disk (30, 40, or
60 MB optional) D 12-function AT style
keyboard D l 10/220V auto-switchable
D 20 pounds

$} 799

Intel 80387 processor D 6/ 16 MHz clock
speed D 1 MB of memory D Socket for
math co-processor D Floppy / hard disk
controller D 1.2 MB high capacity floppy
disk drive D 42 MB fast access hard disk
(60 MB optional) D Serial/parallel ports
D Color/mono display card for external
monitor D New Super-Twist LCD with
Backlit and Reverse; 640 x 400 dots;
80 characters x 25 lines D 6 expansion
slots D 12-function keyboard D l 10/220V
auto-switchable D 20 pounds

$3399
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 174)

Prices and availability
sul1jecl lo change
without notice.
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Fax: (714) 662-1258 - Telex: 910 240 3029
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First Annual BYTE Award Winners
A/UX Development System ... .. $8399
HyperCard......... ................... $49
(bundled with Mac SE, Plus, II)
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Inquiry 890.
Battery Watch .... ...... ........ .. $39.95
Traveling Software, Inc.
18702 North Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(800) 343-8080
In Washington, (206) 483-8088

Inquiry 891.
Bookshelf ................... .. :.... ..$295
Excel for the Macintosh ... .... .... $395
Excel for the IBM ....... ...... ......$495
OS/2 Standard Version ... ..... ....$325
OS/2 Extended Version ............$795
Windows/386 .... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .$195
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080

DESQview 2.0112.2 ... .. .... .. .. $129.95

Illustrator 88 ............. .... .. .....$495

Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9851

Adobe Systems
1585 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
( 415) 961-4400

Inquiry 896.

Inquiry 1102.
Documentor ............ ............ .$295
Artisoft, Inc.
3550 North First Ave., Suite 330
Tucson, AZ 851 79
(602) 293-6363

Inquiry 897.

Inquiry 1103.

Epsilon Text Editor ................$195

Lightspeed C ... ....... .... .... .. .... $175

Lugaru Software, Ltd.
5843 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
( 412) 421-5911

Symantec Corp.
THINK Technologies Division
135 South Rd.
Bedford, MA 01730
(800) 648-4465
In Massachusetts, (617) 275-4800

Inquiry 898.
Fastback Plus ..... ..... ... ........... $189

Inquiry 1104.

Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.
11200 Industriplex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(504) 291-7221

MacDisk
230-megabyte hard disk .. .... $3295
330-megabyte hard disk ...... $3995

Inquiry 899.

Inquiry 892.
Fast Trax ..... ...... ... ............ $49.95
Choice Words .. .... ... ........ ... ..... $99
Proximity Software
3511 Northeast 22nd Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
(305) 566-3511

Bridgeway Publishing Corp.
2165 East Francisco Blvd.
Suite A-1
San Rafael, CA 94912
( 415) 485-0948

Inquiry 893.

Inquiry 900.

Compaq Deskpro 386/25
Model 60 .... ..... ... .... ... .... .. $8299
Model 110.... ...... ..... .......$10,200
Model 300 .. .... .... ... ... ......$13,299
Compaq386s
Model 1.. ....................... .. $3799
Model 20 ......... ... ... .......... $4499
Model 40 ...... ... ... ..... .. ...... $5199

Gateway 386 .... prices start at $2795
Gateway 2000
P.O. Box 2414
Sioux City, IA 51107
(800) 233-8472

Inquiry 1100.
GrandView ..... .... ... ... ......... ...$295

Compaq Computer Corp.
20555 FM 149
Houston, TX 77070
(800) 231-0900
In Texas, (713) 370-0607

Symantec
1020 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
( 415) 964-6300
after January, (408) 253-9600

Inquiry 894.

Inquiry 1101.

DeskJet ..... .......... ............. ... $995
Hewlett-Packard Co.
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
( 415) 857-1501

Inquiry 895.
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LANtastic ......... ....... ............$399

WallSoft Systems, Inc.
233 Broadway
New York, NY 10279
(800) 233-3569
In New York, (212) 406-7026

Priam Corp.
20 West Montague Expressway
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-9300

Inquiry 1105.
MaclnTax . .... ... .. .. ......... ... ... .$119
SoftView
4820 Adohr Lane
Suite F
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 388-2626

Inquiry 1106.
Mark/Release........... public domain
TurboPower Software
3109 Scotts Valley Dr ., Suite 122
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8608
Also available on BIX

Inquiry 1107.
Mathematica 1.02 Enhanced
Mac II ..... ......... ........... .....$795
Mac Plus/SE ..... .. .......... ..... $495
Wolfram Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 6059
Champaign, IL _61821
(217) 398-0700

Inquiry 1108.
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Maximum Storage WORM
500-megabyte external unit .. $4450
APX 4100 (internal unit) ... .. $4250
Maximum Storage, Inc.
5025 Centennial Blvd.
Colorado Springs, C0·80919
(719) 531-6888

PixelPaint .............. ....... .. ..... $395
PixelPaint Professional ............$595
SuperMac Technology, Inc.
295 North Bernardo
Mountain View, CA 94043
( 415) 964-8884

PolyBoost ... ... ...... .. ....... .. ... $79.95

NEC Information Systems
1414 Massachusetts Ave .
Boxborough, MA 01719
(617) 264-8000

Inquiry 1110.
NeXT Computer .................. $6500
NeXTinc.
34 75 Deer Creek Blvd.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
( 415) 424-0200

Polytron Corp.
1700 Northwest l67th Place
Beaverton, OR 97006
(800) 547-4000
In Oregon, (503) 645-1150

Datastorm Technologies, Inc.
1621 Towne Dr.
Suite G
Columbia, MO 65202
(314) 474-8461

Inquiry 1117.

Norton Commander .... ... .. .... .. . $89
Norton Utilities Standard ........ $100
Norton Utilities Advanced .. .. ... . $150

Compatible Systems Corp .
P. 0 . Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 444-9532

PageMaker 3.0, Mac version .....$595
PC version .... ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. $795
Aldus
411 First Ave. S
Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500

Inquiry 1118.
SideKick Plus ..... ...... .. ... ....$199.95
Sprint ....... ... ...... .... .........$199.95
Turbo C 2.0 .............. .. ......$149.95
Turbo Debugger ........ ... ..... $149.95
Turbo Pascal 5.0 .. .. .. .. ....... $149.95
Turbo Prolog 2.0 .......... .. ... $149.95
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box66000l
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400

Inquiry 1119.

Inquiry 1113.
Soft-ICE ............ ....... ........ ... $386
PC Outline ................ ... shareware
PC Outline Plus .................... .$195
Brown Bag Software, Inc.
2155 South Bascom
Suite 114
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 523-0764
In California, (408) 559-4545

Inquiry 1114.

Toshiba TlOOO .................... $1249
Toshiba T3100/20 .... .... ... ... .. $4699
Toshiba America, Inc.
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-3000

Inquiry 1123.
TrueScan ................ ... ........ $2495

Procomm Plus ........ ......... ....... $89

QuickShare .................. ........$465

Inquiry 1112.

Inquiry 1122.

Inquiry 1116.

Inquiry 1111.

Peter Norton Computing, Inc.
2210 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 186
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 453-2361

Sun Microsystems, Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300

Inquiry 1115.

Inquiry 1109.
NEC P5XL Serial/Parallel Printer
for Epson ......................... .. $1425
NEC P5XL Parallel Printer
for IBM, Epson, or Diablo ...... $1295

Sun386i ............... $7990 to $19,990

Nu-Mega Technologies
P.O. Box 7606
Nashua, NH 03060
(603) 888-2386

Inquiry 1120.

Calera Recognition Systems , Inc.
2500 Augustine Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 986-8006

Inquiry 1124.
VEGA . ...... ....... : .. .......... ......$499
Video Seven, Inc.
46335 Landing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
( 415) 656-7800

Inquiry 1125.
Zenith FfM Monitor
ZCM 1490-SW ..... .. ...... ... ... .$999
TurbosPort 386 Laptop
Model 40 ......................... $7999
Model 40M .... .... .... ... ....... $8499
(comes with 2400BPX AutoSync
Modem)
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4800

Inquiry 1126.
Zortech C + + .......... .. ....... $149.95
Zortech, Inc.
366 Massachusetts Ave.
Suite 303
. Arlington, MA02174
(800) 848-8408
In Massachusetts, (617) 646-6703

Inquiry 1127.

SpinRite ...... .... ...... .. ..... ..... ... $59
Gibson Research Corp.
22991 La Cadena
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 830-2200

Inquiry 1121.
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is the traditional time for prognosticating about the future.
Rather than give you our predictions for the year ahead, we thought
it would be a whole lot more interesting if we asked some ofthe pioneers
and visionaries ofcomputer science what they think lies ahead,
in their areas ofexpertise, and in computer science at large.
Here are their thoughts, in their own words.
Marvin Minsky
Jack Kilby
Grace M. Hopper
Dennis Ritchie
Ryoichi Mori
Ray Kurzweil
Jerome Feldman
Terry Winograd
Charles Simonyi
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT© 1989
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Marvin Minsky
Donner Professor ofScience, founder
ofthe Art~ficial Intelligence Laboratory
and Media Laboratory at Mfl'.
Professor Minsky is a pioneer
in the field ofartificial intelligence.

I t is easier to predict what computers will do in the far future
than what they'll do in the next few years. This is because we
can see some trends in current research, but can't really guess
how long it will take to apply the results of past research. The
first computer programs did only what they were programmed
to do. The programs we use today are more resourceful, be
cause they exploit the knowledge in specialized databases.
The trouble is that present-day expert systems are devoid of
what we call common sense, so each such program is like an
idiot savant-proficient at some specialty but incompetent at
anything else. So, for example, robots are good for commercial
applications in factories, where everything is so uniform.
There, the tasks are so repetitive that machines need little com
mon sense.
But consider the problem of making a robot physician. We
already have some parts for this. For example, there already
exist some computer programs that can read a patient's medical
history and then, in certain kinds of disease, diagnose and plan
the patient's treatment-and they can do this more reliably than
the average doctor can. When it comes to the real world, studies
have shown that in a horrifying proportion of hospital cases, the
wrong treatments and medications are given to the wrong
patients.
But today's computerized robots still cannot see well enough
to look out at you and see who you are. Nor do they yet have
good enough eye-hand coordination to put your pillow into a
clean pillowcase. Worst of all, they can't yet handle speech well
enough to distinguish your words and know what they mean.
Our medical robots can compete, in some particular specialty,
with a doctor's decade of advanced education-but not with
.
what a 5-year-old child can do!
What can we do to make smarter machines? First we'll have
to build up huge databases of the kinds of knowledge that
humans have. One such attempt is already under way, with a
program called Cyc, directed by Douglas Lenat at Microelec
tronic and Computer Technology in Austin, Texas. The goal of
the Cyc (from the word "encyclopedia") project is to give a
computer enough knowledge to be able to reason about typical
subjects in an encyclopedia. At present, this is being done by
344
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programming, but eventually we'll want machines that learn
from experience. Fortunately, the past few years have seen in
creasing attention given to research on machine learning, and
this should produce many useful applications in the future .
But factual knowledge will not be enough. We 'II also need
systems that "manage" themselves-that can decide which
knowledge to use in different circumstances, what to do about
uncertainty, when not to believe what they have been told, and
how to learn better ways to learn. Our machines must also
know about how to pursue goals, how to resolve conflicts, and
how to make sensible economic decisions about how to proceed
when the resources at hand are limited, as they always are in the
real world.
Although computer-based artificial intelligence already
does many useful things, we still know very little about these
higher-level aspects ofthinking. In my research, I propose sev
eral theories about how the great computers in human brains do
many commonsense sorts of things. But none of these theories
is proven yet. All we can be certain of now is that there will be
years of thrilling research ahead.

Jack Kilby
Inventor ofthe integrated circuit,
l;ilby was recently honored with the
installation ofa historic marker
commemorating the thirtieth
anniversary ofthe IC at Texas
Instruments' headquarters in Dallas.

T he development of integrated circuits has always been a
horse race between the circuit designers and the process peo
ple-the people who actually make the chips. At the moment
the process people are somewhat ahead, permitting much high
er yields and much larger chips.
This scenario is pressuring circuit designers to develop more
complex CAD systems for ever-larger digital designs. Today,
the existing tools permit development of chips with 50,000 to
100,000 gates per chip. Tools now under development will per
mit designs of up to 1 million gates per chip, or the design of
several chips with that number of gates.
In principle, this situation should permit the continued de
crease in the cost per gate of logic, both in terms of nonrecur
ring engineering costs and production costs. There is some evi
dence that this decrease may be slower than the projections of
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the past would suggest. As the line widths approach one
micron, the processes seem to become more complex and more
costly. The need for extreme cleanliness also has a price.
Integrated-circuit research and development is still very
active and, in the future, will result in many new products.
Gal\ium arsenide is becoming practical and will find signifi
cant applications-particularly in the microwave area. Super
conductors will play a part, as will entirely new methods of
computing, such as neural networks. Optical computing may
also find significant applications.

terns designers-we 're not using them. Big banks and big in
surance companies have them, but a lot of people are just de
pending on programmers.
I recently heard of a case where two companies merged and
needed to merge their data processing systems. The program
mers just added things together and forgot to notice that one
company started a new year on January l, and the other one
started its new year on April l. They ended up just adding the
year-to-date together.
I'm fascinated by some of the best of the expert routines, but
at intervals I have to remind people that no computer will ever
ask a new, reasonable question. That's what people do. I'm
skeptical of neural networks because people are writing the
programs and designing the networks that are designing the
programs. I wish we knew more about how we think.
I think our biggest problem in the foreseeable future, and it's
serious, is that we're not going to have enough trained young
people. Within 5 years, we'll be acutely short of electronic and
electrical engineers, technicians, professors-we're going to
be short of everything. Companies are going to have to hire
people and then train them. In this regard, we ought to make
use of retirees. I'm trying to set up retiree clubs to encourage
people-people who no longer want to work 5 days a week, 8
hours a day but might be very glad to work 3 days a week, 4
hours a day-to train these young people coming up.
Planes started flying in 1903, and by 1943, we·had a DC-2.
The computerfirst ran in 1943. We're at the DC-2 stage. We 're
only at the beginning. We haven't half gotten started yet.

.Grace M. Hopper
A Rear Admiral retired from the U.S.
Navy, Hopper is now senior consultant
for Digital Equipment Corp. ,
Washington, DC. She created the first
compiler, which converted a high-level
(human-readable) language into the
binary code ofthe Univac computer.

I t's difficult to predict the future in this business . When I
stood in front of the Mark I, there was no way I could have
guessed that there would be magnetic core storage. When I
stood in front of a Univac III that had magnetic core storage, I
couldn't imagine transistors-we didn't have them yet. No mat
ter what I look at today, there's something totally unknown that
isn't in our vision yet that will happen.
·
I can say I think that within the next 5 to 10 years we'll have
photonics-light-driven computers-because Bell Labs already
has one. That's probably the most exciting coming develop
ment. We 're making the transition from the Model T to the
Model A, but I can't guess what's coming up next. There are,
however, some possibilities that look quite promising.
I wrote the first compiler back in 1952, so I suppose I can
claim to have started computer-assisted software. When I look
at this object-oriented programming they're talking about, all I
see is bigger globs than I thought up for the subroutines of the
first compiler. That direction should continue.
I think we're facing an information overload. We're putting
information out of systems without looking carefully at how it's
going to be used. Does it feed to another system? Or is the data
going to people and are we giving them the information in the
best format possible? We've been letting the programmers run
riot, and we've forgotten about the systems analysts and sys-

Dennis Ritchie
AnAT&TBell Laboratories Fellow,
Ritchie was codesigner ofthe Unix
operating system and the C
programming language.

T his is a very interesting period in Unix standardization.
We're in the middle of two important developments and it's
quite exciting to guess how they will unfold.
The first concerns AT&T, Sun, and the OSF (Open Systems
Foundation, a collection of major computer manufacturers
formed to counter what they see as an attempt by AT&T and
Sun to corner the growing Unix market). AT&T supplies Unix
System V, while Sun's system, SunOS, was originally based on
a version of Unix called BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) .
continued
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The tension between the System V and BSD variants has
been annoying to everyone. A bit more than a year ago, AT&T
and Sun announced that the next versions of their operating sys
tems would be merged. The appearance of OSF at the begin
ning of 1988 suggested the possibility of a new pair of partly
incompatible versions ofUnix. Since the summer, however, it's
become apparent that AT&T, Sun, and OSF have become sensi
tive to this problem and seem to be trying to work out a
solution.
The other set of events is equally important-or maybe more
so. This is the work, parts of which are nearly complete, that
the official standards bodies are carrying out. In 1989, we may
expect to have an official ANSI C, and the ISO (International
Standards Organization) standard should follow soon after.
The ANSI X3Jl l committee working on the draft for the new
specification of the C language has just transmitted the draft to
its parent body.
Likewise, some of the IEEE standardization work on POSIX
(IEEE's name for its system) is nearing completion-especially
the system services part of the operating system. The specifica
tion for the user interface to the core applications isn't far be
hind. It seems that most of the major suppliers of Unix and
Unix-compatible systems are serious about complying with the
ANSI and IEEE standards. I believe this development is very
important and very promising.

Ryoichi Mori
Professor at the Institute of
Information Sciences and Electronics,
University ofTsukuba, Japan,
Professor Mori has been in the forefront
ofthe Japanese microelectronics
industry and the TRON projects.

O ver the past 20 years, I have seen two important innova
tions come along. In 1973, I predicted that the microcomputer
would be the most important issue for many decades. In 1978, I
came to the conclusion that the first Japanese word processing
machine, the Toshiba JW-10, would change the history ofJapa
nese documentation work. I predicted that the Japanese word
processor would reach not only to the offices, but also to per
sonal document work.
Now I believe that "superdistribution" will be the most inter
esting and important issue in the field of personal computing in
the foreseeable future. Superdistribution is a way of distribut
346
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I don't see significant changes in languages in the lower-level
areas such as systems programming. Some newer languages
such as Modula-3 are coming into prominence and finding ap
plications over older languages such as Pascal. Presumably,
Ada will be growing due to forces such as the government and
others that are picking it up.
More changes will be occurring in high-level areas other
than traditional languages. When I say higher-level languages,
I'm talking about products that are not often thought of as lan
guages. In some ways, the method in which you talk to spread
sheets is a language. In another way, interfaces, such as the
Mac interface, are languages. They're very different than text
based languages, but they can be thought of as languages.
In the middle area are environments such as Unix shells.
They are akin to fourth-generation ideas-they have very
powerful underlying primitives. That sort of approach means
that more people will be able to program. As Unix continues to
spread, people will learn to encapsulate short series of com
m ands, add a few tests, and soon find themselves
programming.
What's happening in languages today has been influenced
by the work that came out of Xerox-work such as graphics in
terfaces and Smalltalk. As more computer power becomes
available at less cost, more people will be able to use higher
level languages.

ing programs, using a tamper-resistant module to keep track of
usage rights and billing charges.
Steve Weingart of the IBM Watson Research Center and I
have designed these tamper-resistant modules. His module uses
analog detection of attacks. An IBM system to utilize the mod
ule, ABYSS (A Basic Yorktown Security System, created by
Steve White and Liam Comerford), uses a token card. My
method uses digital detection and has a system architecture
thus, I named it "superdistribution."
In one way, superdistribution is analogous to superconduc
tivity. In superconductivity, electrons flow without resistance;
in superdistribution, digital information flows without resis
tance. The key to eliminating the resistance is to eliminate copy
protection and piracy so as to safeguard the interests of users,
manufacturers, and distributors, who will then promote free
distribution rather than hinder it.
Superdistribution is different from conventional distribution
in that it allows users to obtain and test software from anywhere
in the world before paying for it, as well as to rent and purchase
full usage rights anytime. At the same time, a software vendor
can restrict software implementation to a set of qualified users
without any need for active verification. No explicit contract is
needed. With this system, running new software will be like
turning on a faucet and getting water. Billing will be automatic
for both user and vendor.
The information that accompanies the superdistribution soft
ware includes controls on its usage and testing. The billing in
formation collected by the module can be retrieved by means of
telecommunications, a system analogous to reading a water
meter.
Although software superdistribution resembles the distribu
tion of electricity, gas, and water, it is even more convenient.
No material medium is needed for superdistribution, and the
information is transmitted at the speed of light. Superdistribu
tion can be used not just for computer programs but for compact
disks and digital-audio tapes as well.
continued
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Over the past 5 years, the Japan Electronic Industry Develop
ment Association has intensively investigated the superdistri
bution concept. (Among the other projects initiated by JEIDA
are VLSI technology research, the Fifth Generation Computer,
and TRON.) In April of 1987, JEIDA established the Superdis
tribution Technology Committee, which I chair, to actively
pursue this concept. The committee, which includes experts
from Nippon Telegraph and Telephone and from all the major
Japanese mainframe manufacturers, foresees no major obsta
cles to realizing superdistribution in the near future.

Ray Kurzweil

instruments can capture the rich time-varying tonal qualities of
complex instruments such as the piano, we are beginning to see
a trend away from the historical link between playing technique
and the sounds generated. It is now possible, through the indus
try's standard communications protocol called MIDI (musical
instrument digital interface), to play a guitar on a piano key
board or vice versa.
In 1989, we will see electronic music "controllers" emulat
ing the playing techniques of many other acoustic instruments
including many wind and string instruments, drums, and
others. We will also see progress toward a more ideal genera
tion of controllers, where human factors are no longer limited ·
by the physical requirements of creating sounds acoustically.
At the same time, we will see the emergence of a new genre
of software for computer-assisted improvisation. Unlike their
crude "easy-play" forebears, these intelligent accompanists
will be programmed with an understanding of musical theory.
Professionals will use such software to assist them with many
chores of the composition process: to automatically generate a
walking bass line, expand a harmonic progression, or compute
a rhythmic sequence.
Beginners will use other versions of this type of software to
generate musically satisfying multi-instrumental "works" in
the early stages of their learning to play and to understand mu
sical theory. By combining the new controllers with intelligent
sequencing software, musicians will be able to surpass the limi
tations ofhuman fine motor coordination.
In another area, the advent of low-cost "intelligent" charac
ter-recognition software will fuel continued expansion of desk
top publishing and on-line database systems, as well as provide
affordable sensory aids for the visually impaired. The entire
imaging field will begin a major expansion in 1989, culminat
ing in a multibillion dollar industry by the early 1990s.

Chairman and CEO ofKurzweil Music
Systems and Kurzweil Al, Kurzweil
played a crucial role in the
development ofdigital synthesis ofmusic
and sound.

En

teilll said, "I never think of the future, it comes soon
enough." Unfortunately, those of us who attempt to apply sci
ence have little choice but to contemplate the rapidly changing
trends of technology.
I believe the coming year will see the culmination of a num
ber of trends that have been in gestation for many years. In
speech recognition, for example, progress has continued to ac
celerate since it first became a practical technology in the early
1980s, principally as a means of entering simple and repetitive
inventory data and control commands. Now, with the advent of
large-vocabulary discrete word-recognition systems, and aided
by knowledge-engineering software (software that encodes the
structure and context of specific domains of knowledge),
printed documents in large quantities are being routinely gener
ated solely by voice. In the next few years, we will see a rapid
increase in the acceptance of such systems, particularly in
fields with highly structured knowledge bases, such as
medicine.
We will also see significant research gains in large-vocabu
lary recognizers that can simultaneously handle continuous
speech and large branching factors. These systems will emerge
commercially during the next several years and will begin to
achieve a much-anticipated ubiquity during the 1990s.
The application of advanced digital signal processing tech
niques and artificial intelligence technologies to the creation of
music is moving even more quickly. Now that computer-based
348
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Jerome Feldman
Director ofthe International Computer
Science Institute, Berkeley, Cal(fornia,
Feldman has been called the "father of
connectionism. "

I n the near future, I see a large and growing interest in mas
sively parallel computation of a somewhat granular nature. Sys
tems that perform this kind of processing are called neural netcontinued
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works where the returns will be a very long time in coming.
works, connectionist systems, and parallel-distributed
A lot ofpeople are doing this now, based more on hope rather
processing (PDP) systems.
The basic idea, and I think it's a good one, is that because of than a technological foundation. This hope takes two forms.
The first is the belief that if you build computers more like a
advances in the fields of computer science, electronics, biol
brain, you should be able to solve brain-like problems morenat-.
ogy, and psychology, we're learning enough about the way ani
mal's brains work to judge whether some of this might apply to urally on them. The other is that techniques in machine learn
ing, which have indeed improved, are going to be good enough
technology. There may be some practical uses for neural net
works in the areas of vision, sound analysis, motor control , and 'to be able to use any old brain-like machine; that if you train it
with these techniques, it'll get smart. But both of these hopes
others, if we understand how the brain makes these things hap
pen. Animals are much better at certain kinds of tasks than any have no technological basis.
We don't yet have the scientific understanding about what's
computer or software you can build.
But it would take a large investment to solve these problems. needed for a vision or a speech machine. If we understood the
There's enormous potential, but I think a lot of the excitement problem, we could build the appropriate machine. A lot of the
in this field is based on the potential rather than technical hype has been based on the hope that you could somehow short
know-how. The big question is, is this the appropriate time to circuit this process-that we wouldn't have to understand
speech or motor control or vision; the learning rules alone
try to exploit ideas from the life sciences and technology?
I've been doing research in this area forover a decade. Some would make neural computers smart.
One thing I do know: With excellent scientists working on
people think neural networks will become practical in 5 years.
I've seen a number of commercial and military ventures based this, there will be good progress in the next couple of years:
on the assumption that this technology will be here soon. mathematical theories, hardware, software-all you would ex
There's no way that's going to happen. I don't think we can put pect out of an active area of research. Some simple applications
a time frame on complex systems because there are large areas will become practical that won't even scratch the surface of sci
that we don't understand. But with some breakthroughs, it entific understanding. No one knows how long it will be before
could happen more quickly.
there will be major applications in this area.
On the other hand, billions of dollars are spent each year on
People in this field are saying that the greatest danger to the
computing and software, and some small neural-network-type progress ofthe technology is exaggerated expectations. As long
app~ications will come along. But it doesn't make sense for gov
as people doing the work have patience and don't claim outra
geous things, I think the field has a long and productive future.
ernment or private enterprise to invest heavily in neural net

Terry Winograd
Associate Professor at Stanford
University. Winograd has been a leading
investigator in the field ofnatural
language processing, and is coauthor of
Understanding Computers and Cognition.

The

year 1989 will see an acceleration of the progress from
"connectivity" to "compatibility" to "coordination."
Connectivity, the first step toward integrated communica
tion, is well under way, with widespread networking and uni
versal low-level protocols rapidly gaining acceptance. Soon,
the basic connectivity of computers will be taken for granted in
the same way as the connectivity of roads and of telephones.
Next there is compatibility. It is useless to connect two ma
350
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chines if the document prepared on one cannot be printed or
viewed on the other or if applications on one cannot work with
the other. We are beginning to see progress through the creation
of comprehensive standards for languages, databases, commu
nication protocols, and interaction architectures. Standards
based on SQL, SAA, Unix, X Window, and the like will still
take a while to reach the uniform acceptance that we see at
lower levels, but the process is well in motion.
The third level, coordination, is just coming to be recognized
as a central issue. For users, the purpose of integration is not to
share data or connect processors, but to integrate the work.
Work is not about files and databases or spreadsheets and
forms. It is customers, orders, products, designs, and the myr
iad of specialized things that appear in different lines of en
deavor. The emergence of groupware reflects a growing recog
nitii:m that the industry needs to move away from thinking about
integration of the devices and data, and turn its attention to the
integration of work activities.
This shift requires addressing the nature of work in organi
zations. Organizations are structures for the social coordina
tion of action, generated in conversations based on requests and
promises, and associated with times for completion. This sce
nario works regardless of whether the request is the placing of
an order or a memo asking for a design team to be formed.
By directly addressing this universal dimension of human
communication, we can design action/coordination systems
that apply principles of conversation management to keep track
of what is going on and what needs to be done. By doing so, we
create a coherent principled structure around which the details
of activities, interfaces, data files, and printouts make sense.
Over the· next few years, the development of conversation/
action systems will create a new level of standards and integra
tion, making it possible to create people-centered systems that
bring new clarity to the coordination of human action.
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BUGS

Search &Destroy

Charles Simonyi
Manager ofAdvanced Languages at
Microsoft. As chiefarchitect of
applications, Simonyi oversaw the
development ofmany ofthe firm's most
popular applications.

J ust as the strength of a rope is derived from intertwined fi
bers, each shorter than the load-carrying length, the health of
the microcomputer industry is built on the myriad of develop
ments and controversies that emerge, interact, and complete in
a never-ending pattern. On the whole, I believe 1989 will be a
year ofdelivery more than a year of new promises.
A Grand Consensus has emerged, and in 1989 the consensus
is that the future belongs to the graphical user interface, to the
mouse, and to networked personal computers. For example, I
often see the drawing of a mouse as an illustration to set the
mood for some popular article where personal computing is
mentioned. Other pointing devices will be developed-espe
cially for use with laptops. ··
Computer networks will continue to grow and groupware
will become much more common, not only as E-mail and file
or printer servers, but also as specific features in standard
word processors, spreadsheets, and the like. These will be but a
few of the many innovations in the already established catego
ries of personal computer applications. New categories will be
rare, and current applications such as document processing and
desktop publishing may even lose their separate identities.
On the implementation side, the industry already has a re
markable consensus on using C. At the same time, the object
oriented programming paradigm is emerging as the most wide
ly applicable software engineering advance since structured
programming. It will be very exciting to see how these two
trends interact and reinforce each other in C ++ and in other C
derivatives. Of course, the original motivation for C was a de
sire for simplicity and elegance, so C purists will object to the
elaboration of the language. My feeling is that while the C pio
neers made an incredibly valuable contribution, the trend is to
ward the emergence of several variations of C and the domi
.nance of a single, very powerful, object-oriented superset of C.
In hardware, we'll see investments in RISC (reduced-in
struction-set computer) architectures because of the promise of
performance gains. The speed of traditional-architecture chips
will also be greatly improved, despite difficulties such as the
requirement for software compatibility. Many clever RISC
ideas, such as reduced-cost subroutine linkage, could enhance
non-RISC or even high-level-language performance. •
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Emerson UPS's Provide
Clean Fuel For Computers.
Since today's computers are no
less high performance machines
than the most sophisticated auto
mobiles, they need highly-refined
fuel, too.
An Emerson Uninterruptible
Power Source is the electrical
equivalent of a petroleum refinery.
Raw fuel in, good fuel out.
Such a simple solution to all the
harm spikes, sags, and blackouts
can do.

Unrefined Electricity Does
Crude Things To Computers.
Unlike bandsaws, washing
machines and tv's, computer
circuits are hypersensitive to the
slightest power variations_ Data
can be scrambled or vaporized in
a few milliseconds. Programs can
crash unceremoniously.
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Fuel Only.

Take !h gallon of gasoline formu
lated for high-performance motor
cars.
Add a clod of dirt, a quart of
kerosene, a tablespoon of sugar,
and a dollop of axle grease.
Sprinkle with rust particles and
dog hairs. Stir.
You'd be crazy to put that in
your Ferrari, right?
But what we've just concocted
is the petroleum equivalent of a
kilowatt of ordinary electricity.

....

Fact is, many problems blamed
on hardware or software are, in
reality, the fault of raw electricity
Industry statistics show that half
the downtime, lost employee and
machine productivity, and main
tenance costs are the direct resu lt
of bad electricity.
A typical computer site expe
riences about 7 blackouts, over 500
sags and more than 2,000 spikes
and surges per year. Plus there's
almost continuous line noise at
even the best locations.
Power surges alone are credited
by one insurance company with $35
million in pc losses just last year.
Any way you look at it, making
sure your computer gets premium
fuel is up to you. Fortunately, it's
easy and affordable.

UPS Performance And Throughput.
Most people think of Emerson
UPS systems as just battery backup

protection against power outages.
In reality, they're also the best
power conditioners money can
buy. They work continuously,
uniquely providing an impene
trable barrier that isolates your
computers from power problems.
The resu lt: You get the level of
performance your computer was
designed to deliver. The level you
paid for.

The High Performance
UPS Manufacturer.
Emerson makes a full line of
UPS, power conditioning and dis
tribution systems, even simple
surge protectors.
All feature quiet operation,
attractive design, UL-listed safety,
operation that is one-switch
simple, and proven reliability
backed by the best service in the
business.
So, let us help you rev up your
produ ctivity. Simply call 1-800
BACK-UPS for our free introduc
tory brochure and the name of
your local representative. Or write:
Emerson Computer Power, 3300 S.
Standard St., Santa Ana, CA 92702.

Circle 99on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 100)

FEATURE

THEXWINDOW
SYSTEM
Born as a means to network graphics workstations, MIT's X Window
is gaining ground as a windowing system for Unix
Dick Pountain
indowing user interfaces are now the accepted
way of interacting with computers. People may
still argue about whether they prefer icons or
filenames, pull-down or pop-up menus, but no
one disputes the usefulness of splitting the
display screen into several areas that clearly separate different
software functions.
Though purely character-based windows are quite workable
(consider pop-up utilities like Borland's SideKick), the indus
try trend is to adopt the full overlapping-windows metaphor
that treats the screen like a
bit-mapped graphics image
with "soft" typefonts and a
mouse-driven pointer that can
move around by single-pixel '
increments. Windows then
appear to be active objects
that can obscure one another,
can be moved and resized,
and can contain pointer-acti
vated controls for scrolling
and zooming. Special kinds
of windows (e.g., menus and
dialog boxes) present you with
choices from which to select
by pointing rather than by
typing commands.
Examples of such inter
faces familiar to us are the
Apple Macintosh interface;
Microsoft Windows for IBM
PC-compatible systems; Dig
ital Research's GEM, used on
the Atari ST and some PC
compatibles; and the Intuition
interface of the Commodore
Amiga.
ILLUSTRATION: TOM FOTY © 1989

Two features that are common to all these interfaces is that
they are for single-user systems and they are closely tied to the
hardware of the computer on which they run. This is partly be
cause such graphical displays impose a much larger computa
tional burden than traditional character-based systems do; thus,
their implementation tends to be highly optimized for speed by
using direct video memory accesses and even, in the case of the
Amiga, custom hardware assistance in the shape of a blitter
chip.
In the world of engineering workstations, windowing inter
faces have been the norm for
several years now. In that
world, the almost universal
adoption of the Unix operat
ing system combined with the
need to share data over net
works has generated more
pressure for standardization
than in the personal computer
world.
The goal has been a net
work-transparent, device-in
dependent way for a program
running on a network work
station to create windows on
the screen of another worksta
tion that might have been
made by a different manufac
turer.
Despite the emergence of
some proprietary systems,
such as Sun's NeWS, it looks
as though the workstation
world is settling on the X
Window System that was de
veloped at MIT.
continued
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The significance for personal computer users is that the
worlds of the PC and the workstation are very rapidly converg
ing (see the article "Sun's Newest Workstation: the Sun386i"
by Tom Thompson in the July 1988 BYTE) . Top-end PCs al
ready use the same processors (i.e ., the 80386 or the 68020/30)
as leading workstations. Networking is now widespread among
larger PC users.
Meanwhile, CAD and desktop publishing applications have
created a need for true high-resolution graphics. These latter

Client 1

Client 2

________

X Protocol
packets
~

-- - -

.....__ ~

Network

Workstation
X server

Device-independent
Operating system-dependent
Screen

Keyboard

Printer Network

Device
drivers

two application areas are also beginning to make people want a
portable, device-independent way of exchanging graphical in
formation. So far, that demand has been met by Adobe ' s Post
Script Page Description Language, which has now spawned
Display Postscript as a possible video graphics standard in ap
parent competition with X Window (but see below).

X History
The X Window System has sprung up i_n a mere 4 years, thanks
to the enthusiasm of a group of programmers at MIT and else
where. It arose in 1984 out of an MIT project called Athena,
which investigated the use of networked graphics workstations
as a teaching aid for students in various disciplines.
The idea was that each student should have a windowing
graphics workstation on which he or she could run local tools
like word processors and spreadsheets while simultaneously
being able to call up library pictures and documents from re
mote sources .
Since MIT has a mix of hardware from Digital Equipment ·
Corp. , IBM, and other manufacturers , it was clear that the stu
dents needed a hardware-independent protocol for sending
graphics around the network. The development of this protocol
by Bob Schiefler, along with work by Jim Gettys, Ralph Swick,
and others, led to the X Window System. It has progressed in
those 4 years from version 4 up to the current release, which is
version 11. 2 .
In 1986, the Athena team decided to release version X I0.4
on tape to other interested parties for a nominal charge (remi
niscent of the way Unix was spread in its early days). The posi
tive response was overwhelming. Hewlett-Packard and DEC
even designed new workstations around X Window.
Finally, in January 1988, MIT formed a consortium with
most of the leading workstation manufacturers to develop X
Window further and have it adopted as an ANSI standard. The
members ofthe X Consortium included Apollo, Apple, AT&T,
DEC, HP, Sun, IBM, Televideo, and Tektronix . The copyright
for X Window is held by the consortium members, but permis
sion for its use is granted to any party interested in implement
ing it.

What Is X Window?

Client 1

00

Client 2

Mouse
Display screen

DDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDD
c::::JDDDDDDDDCJ
DD
CJ

aaa
aaa
aaa

1

Keyboard

Figure 1: The client program sends packets of instructions
to the server, which contains the hardware-dependent drivers
for that workstation. An X server controls not only
the screen but also the keyboard and a pointing device
with up to five buttons.
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The MIT team designed X Window as a distributed, network
transparent, device independent, multitasking windowing and
graphics system. It permits you to display multiple application ·
on the same screen, and it Jets one application use many win
dows . It supports overlapping and hidden windows, text with
soft fonts, and two-dimensional graphics drawing.
X Window achieves device independence by splitting the job
of drawing windows into two parts, using the increasingly fa
miliar client/ser'ver model (see the article "A Personal Trans
puter" in the June 1988 BYTE). The client is an application
program making requests of the server to draw windows, text,
and other objects. The server program runs on each worksta-.
tion, drawing the required objects on the display.
The client communicates with the server by sending packets
of instructions conforming to the X Protocol, which is, in ef
fect, a high-level graphics-description language. Each worksta
tion has its own server, which contains the hardware-dependent
drivers for that workstation. An X server controls not only the
screen but also the keyboard and a pointing device with up to
five buttons (see figure 1). The application programmer links
the client program with X Window using Xlib, a library of
graphics and windowing functions.
The client and server might be resident on the same worksta
continued

You No Longer Have to Share the
Lower 640K With Your Debugger
Periscope l's new board uses ZERO memory in the
lovver 640K. Yet it has plenty of room to safely store
all debugging information, like symbols, as well as the
powerful Version 4 software.
Periscope's hardware aclcls
the power to solve the really
tough clehugging problems.
The break-out swi tch lets you
break irno the svstem anv time.
Yo.1 can track cl(iwn a ht;g
instantly, or just check
what"s going 011, w ithout
having to reboot or power
down ancl hack up. That's
really useful when your
s1·stem hangsi The switch is
incluclecl with Periscope I,
Per iscope 11, ancl Periscope 11 1.

m1~ccl-c;1,c wrnhol~

• '•• lirl'Apoim' 1111 \';ilu~' uf H1g'
• 1\lud1

mord

• Per iscope I includes a NEW full-length
The NEW Periscope I
memory board keeps all debugging
in format ion out of the lower 640K . Can be used in

PCs. ATs. and 386s with both EGA/ VGA and EMS boards
install ed . T he Per iscope break-out switch enables you to

recover from a hung syslem . Inc luded wilh Models I, II. and Ill

Periscope III has a hoarcl with 6-1K of write-protected RAM to store the
Periscope software ancl as much additional information as w ill fit. AND ...
The Periscope I ll hoarcl acids anot her powerful dimension to your
debugging. I ts hardware breakpo ints ancl real-time trace huller let you
track clown bugs that a software-or iented debugger wou ld take too long
to fine!, o r can't f ine! at all !
The Per iscope Ill hardware-breakpoint board captures information in real-time. so you "ll li nd bugs tha t can 'I be

lound wilh a sollware·base d debugger.

Periscope's software Is solid, comprehensive, and
flexible.
It helps you clehug just about any kine! of program you can w ri te . . thoroug hl y and
efficiernly.
Periscope's the answer fo r debugging clevice-clril'ers, memorv-resicle11t, non-DOS. :ind
interrup t-driven programs. Periscope works with any language, and provides source and/or
symbol support for programs written in high -level languages ancl assc:mhler.

· n, Prest"d e nt o f Un d erware, Inc.
D av1"d Nama
(of BRIEF fam e) says this about th e new
Periscope Version 4 :
"Periscope has always been an unbelievable
assembler-level debugger. Version 4 has
turned it into a terri fic source-level debugger
as well. Aside from major enh ancem ent s like
the source-level improvements, all the little
changes make really big difference, too. For
instance, symbol loo kups and clisassemblies
are noticeab ly faster, and highli ghtin g the
registers tha t have changed rea ll y makes l i fe
easier. Once aga in, Periscope has raised tl)e
industr y stanclarcl for clebuggers1"
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Periscope I has a NEW hoa rcl
wi th 512K of w r ite-protected RAM, user -expandable to !MB, for th e Pe riscope sol.twa re,
symbol tables, ancl all relatecl debugging in fo rmation. Normal DOS memory
(t he lower 640K) is thus tota ll y freecl up for your application, and Periscope
is' protected from being overwritten by a run-away program. The new
hoard's footprint is only 32K. so you can use it in PC, AT. and .'>H6 systems
1Yith EGA/VGA ancl EMS hoarcls installed (not possible with the prc1·ious
56K hoarcl). It can also he usecl wit h Pe riscope Ill to prm·icle add itiona l
write-protected me1110ry.

a

What's New in Periscope
Version 4:

board with 512K of write-protected RAM;
(user-expandable to IMB); break-out
switch: software and manual for 5795.
• Periscope II includes break-out switch;
software and manual for 5175.
• Periscope ll-X includes software and
manual (no hardware) fo r 5145.
• Periscope Ill includes a full-length
board w ith 64K of write-protected RAM,
hardware breakpoints and real-tirne trace
buffer; break -out switch; so ftware and
manual. Periscope III for machines run
ning up to 10 MHz with one \\':lit-state is
51395. Plus the new Model I board, 51995.
Due tothevolatilityofRAM costs, prices on board
models are subject to change without notice.

REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC, XT, AT, l'S/2,
80.186 or close cornpatible (Periscope 11 1
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rncrnor y (118K at installation time); one disk
driYc; an 80-colurnn monitor.
Call us l\'ith rnur questions. We'll he hap1w
to send mu fr ee: information or help you de
cide: 011 the rnodel that best fits your nc:c:ds.

Order Your Periscope,
Toll-Free, Today!

800-722-7006
MAJ O R CREDIT CARDS ACCEP TED

Periscope sof tware &
250+ page man ual
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Periscope
Company, Inc.

1197 PEACHTREE ST. • PLAZA LEVEL
ATLANTA, GA 30361 • 404 I 875-8080
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Ma
hile the X Window
System provides the
mechanism for drawing
windows and sending graph
ics around a network, it
doesn't mandate the user in
terface that runs on top of it.
The user interface specifies
what windows and icons
will look like, how the user
will interact with them, and
so on. Examples of user in
terfaces for other window
ing systems are the Macin
tosh Finder and the OS/2
Presentation Manager, while
Open Look (see the article
"Face to Face with Open
Look," by Tony Hoeber in
the December 1988 BYTE) prov10es a
user interface for Unix windowing sys
tems like X Window and NeWS .
X.Desktop, another window man
ager, is a complete desktop manager for
Unix systems based on X Window,
written by the Cambridge, England,
firm IXI Ltd. X.Desktop is a client ap

W

:4

pucauon tnat runs on your worKstauon
for the duration of a session. It com
pletely hides the normal spartan Unix
shell, though you can call up an ordi
nary shell in a window any time you
need to.
The icon-based desktop (see photo)
will be familiar to anyone who has used

tion, as when a single user is executing a program locally, or
they may be very widely separated . For example, a person with
a graphics terminal in London, England, could execute a pro
gram on a Cray-2 in Berkeley, California, by using a satellite
link in a wide-area network. The physical means of communi
cation is immaterial to X Window since the X Protocol is the
same in all cases, that is, network-transparent. Communication
schemes used with X Window include shared memory, mes
sage passing, and transputer links at the local workstation level
and RS-232C, Ethernet, token ring, and many others between
workstations .
Though X Window has been developed mainly under Unix,
it is not dependent on any particular operating system. It can be
implemented on top of any operating system , as it has been for
VAX/VMS. However, where possible, X Window uses operat
ing system calls to establish the connections between the Xlib
functions and the network, and between the network and the X
server. This implies that some operating systems, notably
multitasking ones with network support, will be far more suit
able than others . It is also possible to create mixed operating
system networks by implementing an X server for the "for
eign" system. MS-DOS microcomputers have been added as X
Window terminals to Unix-based networks by just this kind of
hybridization.

TheX Server
The chain of communication in opening a window under X
Window has seven links, depicted in figure 1 but summarized
as follows:
Application-> Xlib ->OS-> XProtocol-> OS-> Xserver->
Screen
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X.Desktop adds a few re
finements of its own to the
metaphor. For example, you
:an gi• e parameters to a
program by dragging the
icon for the data file to the
program icon and droppin~
it on top. To edit a file, yot
drag its icon on top of the
icon for the required editor.
What really distinguisheo
X.Desktop is its configura
bility. You can change no1
only the icons that represen1
a file type, but also the ac·
tions performed when ar
icon isclickedonordroppec
onto another. By modifyin~
d by providing alternative X
Window managers , it is possible fo1
X.Desktop to emulate the behavior ol
any other desktop system with grea•
precision.
IXI is offering X. Desktop as a
product, and it is currently bei1
sidered by several major Unix ve

An X server program controls the display screen, keyboard,
and mouse on the workstation. A single workstation might have
several screens driven by the same server (like those big
screens for the Macintosh), or a single computer might run
more than one server with different graphics terminals at
tached. More likely, each workstation will have its own X
server.
Since a single X server can service requests from many client
applications, the screen might have several windows containing
the output from different programs. The client programs might
be running on the server machine or on several others in the
network. Equally, programs running on the local machine or
workstation can open windows on other workstations. This
means you can create very sophisticated electronic mail sys
tems under X Window.
For example, the leader of a workgroup might pop up a menu
window on the screen of each member of the group . They would
have to click a preference from the menu, and the results of this
"ballot" would be returned to the application program on the
leader's workstation , where it would be displayed in a table.
This is an illustration of two-way communication in which the
X server returns user input from a keyboard or mouse to the
client program.
The X server's primary job is to share scarce resources
among the client applications that request them. The two prin
cipal resources are processor time, for drawing and text ma
nipulation, and screen space. An intermediary program, the
window manager (see below), doles out the screen space. The
server is responsible for scheduling work performed on behalf
of the client programs, for memory management, and for such
subsidiary processes as maintaining the communications links
with each client.

FEATURE
THE X WJNOOW SYSTEM

The server performs all these functions by using the services
of the underlying operating system. X Window can be used for
a truly distributed system; when it opens a window on another
workstation screen, it is the remote CPU that is doing the
drawing.
The current X11 version of the server can perform two
dimensional drawing of lines, rectangles, circles, arcs, text,
and arbitrary bit maps on monochrome or color displays with up
to 32 bits per pixel. The X server also loads new fonts from
operating system files, stores them in memory, and makes
them available fortext writing.
From a structural point of view, an X server consists of a
device-independent layer that receives and translates client re
quest messages in the X Protocol format, an operating system
dependent layer that interfaces to a particular operating system,
and a device-dependent layer that is a collection of device
drivers for the specific hardware supported. To port X Window
to a new system, only the latter two layers need rewriting.

as fairly as it can. It can, for example, resize existing windows
or alter their stacking order. Windows can be restacked,
moved, resized, closed, or reduced to an icon via the attentions
of a window manager. A window manager can also alter the
way events are delivered, grab the mouse pointer, and change
the input focus .
In fact, a window manager can impose any policy its imple
menter can dream up. It might forbid the overlapping of win
dows altogether and send a rude message to any client program
that asks for too much screen.
More sensibly, a window manager can emulate other win
dowing systems. If you have several window managers present
in your system, you can switch from the Macintosh look, com
plete with scroll bars, to the Microsoft Windows look just by
running a new manager. Several development firms are pres
ently working on window managers that emulate the OS/2 Pre
sentation Manager.

Window Hierarchies, Events, and Window Managers

A programmer wishing to write applications that run under X
Window must perform all windowing and drawing by using
continued

Xlib, X Toolkits, and X Protocol
When you open a window under X Window, it becomes part of
a hierarchy just like the DOS subdirectory structure. Each
screen has its own hierarchical structure and a " root" window
that fills the whole screen. The root window can have "child"
windows that occupy part of the screen. These in turn can have
further children. The overlap and visibility of windows is con
trolled by the stack order of siblings of the same level, but chil
dren always stay in front of their parents. (Figure 2 illustrates
this principle.) The number of windows you can create (and de
stroy) is almost limitless. Each window has attributes such as
foreground, background, and border color, cursor shape, and a
color map.
Pop-up menus, radio buttons, and dialog boxes are imple
mented as trees of child windows, since windows are used for
all screen interactions. The X server can only output via a win
dow, and it can allow more than one client to output via the
same window.
Input from the keyboard must also go into a window, nor
mally the one in which the cursor currently resides. However,
X Window has an "input focusing" feature that allows a client
program to specify some other window as the source for input.
In addition, a client can grab the mouse pointer under certain
circumstances.
X Window applications, like those of Microsoft Windows or
the Macintosh, are event driven. The main part of a window
application program is a loop that waits for an event to happen
and then jumps to the appropriate action. The X server recog
nizes many event types including pointer motion, key press,
button press and release, window entry and exit, input focus
switching, exposure of previously covered windows, color map
event, and status change. Also, communications from the client
programs can cause events.
The stated philosophy of the X Window System is to provide
only the mechanism for drawing windows, not the policy for
using them. This differentiates it from Microsoft Windows,
Macintosh, GEM, and other systems that provide both. Under
X Window, the policy must be provided by a separate program
called a "window manager," which is just an ordinary client
program.
Client programs have to negotiate with the window manager,
which has the last say in all matters of screen usage . The proper
protocol is for clients to offer the manager "window hints" of
their wishes (something like "I want a 20-row-by-30-column
window at row 10 column 10 in the foreground") . The manager
can then use any available algorithms to satisfy these requests
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Figure 2: X Window treats overlapping windows as a
hierarchy.
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only procedures from the Xlib library, which is available in C,
Pascal, FORTRAN, Modula-2, and Ada. If you write your pro
gram this way, you should be able to port it to any hardware that
supports an X server by simply recompiling without altering
the code.
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X

Window's

main competition is Display
PostScript, which offers more
powerful typographic functions
though the two systems are not
exclusive and mi,ght even complement
each other.
Xlib contains more than 200 procedures, many of which re
semble those found in any graphics library. For example, the
drawing primitives include XDrawPoint, XDrawRectangle,
XFillRectangle, and XDraw Arc.
Xlib supports clipping, stippling, and tiling operations as
well as the manipulation of raw bit maps. It supplies other pro
cedures to create and configure windows (XCreate Window,
XResizeWindow, XDestroyWindow), and still others con
cerned with events, queries, font manipulation, keyboard,
pointer, and color control.
Opening an X Window application involves eight steps in
sequence:
1. Open a connection to the server with XOpenDisplay.
2. Create a top-level window with XCreateWindow.
3. Set standard properties for the top-level window, including
hints for the window manager.
4. Create window resources such as graphics contexts.
5. Create any other windows needed.
6. Select the desired events for these windows .
7. Map the windows.
8. Enter the event loop.
The "graphics context" referred to in step 4 is a data struc
ture that contains information about a drawing: the foreground
and background colors, line width, and clipping region. Map
ping is an initialization process that makes a window viewable.
The C source code in listing I shows how this initial sequence
looks for a simple application that prints the traditional "first"
program of any language, "Hello World ."
Closing an application properly involves killing all windows,
freeing all resources, and then calling XCloseWindow. Should
you fail to do this and merely exit, the server will eventually
notice and close the windows down itself, since it is responsible
for maintaining the client connection.
I If you have linked your application to the required Xlib rou
tines, at run time X Window will generate the equivalent X
Protocol requests to send to the X server. These requests corre
conrinued

Listing 1: An X Window program for a window that displays Hello, World.

If you press a mouse button, it responds Hi!.

/*********** X include files **********/
#include <Xll/Xlib.h>
#include <Xll/Xutil.h>
/*********** declarations ************/
char hello[) = {"Hello, World."};
char hi[]= {"Hi!"};
/************ main *****************/
main{argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{

Display *mydisplay;
Window mywindow;
GC mygc;
XEvent myevent;
KeySym mykey;
XSizeHints myhint;
int i, done;
char text[lO);
/* initialization */
mydisplay = XOpenDisplay("");
myhint.x = 200;
myhint.y = 200;
myhint.width = 350;
myhint.height = 250;
myhint.flags = PPosition I PSize;
mywindow = XCreateSimpleWindow(mydisplay, DefaultRootWindow(mydisplay),
myhint.x, myhint.y, myhint.width, myhint.height, 5, 0, l);
XSetStandardProperties(mydisplay, mywindow, hello, hello, None, argv,
argc, &myhint);
mygc = XCreateGC{mydisplay, mywindow, 0, 0);
XSelectinput{mydisplay, mywindow, ButtonPressMasklKeyPressMasklExposureMask);
XMapWindow(mydisplay, mywindow);
/* main event-reading loop */
done = O;
while( done== 0)
{

XNextEvent(mydisplay, &myevent);
switch(myevent.type);
{

case Expose: /* repaint window on expose events */
if(myevent.xexpose.count == 0)
XDrawimageString( mydisplay, mywindow, mygc,
50, 50, hello, strlen (hello) ) ;
break;
case MappingNotify: /* process keyboard mapping changes */
XRefreshKeyboardMapping(&myevent);
break;
case ButtonPress:
XDrawlmageString(mydisplay, mywindow, mygc,
myevent.xbutton.x, myevent.xbutton.y,
hi, strlen {hi) ) ;
break;
case KeyPress:
i = XLookupString(&myevent, text, 10, &mykey, 0);
if( i==l && text[O) == 'q')
done = l;
brea-k;
) /* switch (myevent . type) */
} /* while (done == 0) */
/* Termination */
XUnmapWindow(mydisplay, mywindow);
XFreeGC(mydisplay, mygc);
XDestroyWindow(mydisplay, mywindow);
XCloseDisplay(mydisplay);
exit(l);

I
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spond quite closely with the Xlib routines that generate them
(though there are fewer of them, since many routines generate
the same request). For example, the XDrawRectangle routine
generates a Poly Rectangle request, and XCreateWindow gener
ates a Create Window request. X Protocol requests are variable
length data packets that begin with an 8-bit op code that identi
fies the type of request, followed by a 16-bit field specifying
length, and one or more bytes of additional data (see figure 3 ).
The added data might be numeric parameters and coordinates,
text strings to write, or raw bit-map data in scan line order.
Requests that are queries (e.g., QueryPointer, which asks
for the current location of the mouse pointer) return a 32-byte
reply packet back to the client. All the requests sent during a
particular connection are sequentially numbered so replies can
be linked to the request with which they belong. Because net
work communication is such a slow process, X Window pro
grammers try to minimize the number of these "round trips"
(i.e ., replies from the server to the client) . Most requests do not
require a reply and receive one only if they terminate with an
error. Events are transmitted back to the client as 32-byte pack
ets that contain an 8-bit code specifying the type of event.
Above the level of Xlib lies the realm of X Toolkits. These

(a) Generic Request Packet
Opcode

Data byte

Request length

More data types . . .

1 byte
1 byte
2 bytes
-----4-byte header----
Note: Request length is measured in 4-byte units and includes the header.

(b) Polyline Request
65

I cmode I 3 +n IDrawable IGC J List of n points .. .
2

4

4

4n bytes

.--Header-->
Notes:
Opcode 65 = Polyline.
"'Cmode" is the coordinate mode; 0 = relative to origin
1 = relative to last position
··Drawable" is a pointer to a window or pix'map (i.e ., multiplane bit map).
"'GC" is a pointer to a graphics context.

Figure 3: X Protocol request packets contain a 4-byte header
and as many additional bytes as needed to communicate the
request. The PolyLine request contains the information to
draw a series of lines with a given line style and thickness
within the graphics context.
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are sets of prefabricated routines, built out of Xlib functions,
that allow rapid program development. Several toolkits already
exist in the public domain. One, called Xtk, is supplied on the
X Window tape. Xtk lets you quickly prototype user interfaces
by bolting together ready-made components.
There is a well-defined style for writing X Toolkits, set
down in the Standard Supplement of the X Window System
Manual Set. The style is a model of good modern software en
gineering practice, being object-oriented in a very strong
sense.
The basic data type is a structure called a widget (which, in
Smalltalk parlance, would correspond to an object) that holds
information about the state of graphical objects. Widgets be
long to classes, with a full inheritance mechanism. Applica
tions are built out of instances of widget classes.
Widgets are active entities; a widget can take input from the
user and alter its display appearance by using procedures com
mon to its class. Pop-up widgets are for representing dialog
boxes and other interactive components.
Toolkits are written in plain, ordinary C. The object-ori
ented structure of the widget is implemented solely by careful
design of the data structure and meticulous naming conven
tions. This demonstrates that object-oriented programming can
be as much a frame of mind as a property of the language. The
only drawback to the scheme is that the manual reads like a
sequel to Through the Looking Glass. You may have to save a
child from a cascade of widgets. Even pickled widgets make an
appearance.

Competitive and Complementary Standards
Anyone who uses BIX regularly must surely, at some time,
have bemoaned the fact that you can't send graphics in your
messages. As communications become more sophisticated with
the eventual introduction of public ISDNs, protocols for send
ing graphics material over a network will take on great impor
tance . With X Window, it looks as if, for once, we have a
chance of achieving a standard quite early in the cycle, rather
than after the customary bloody war of attrition between com
peting proprietary systems.
The main competition to X Window appears to be Adobe's
Display Postscript; but, in fact, the two systems are not exclu
sive and might even complement each other. It's possible to
write X servers that generate Postscript output to drive Post
script devices, and it's equally possible to write interpreters
that translate Postscript output into X Protocol requests so that
X Window and Postscript clients can address the same server.
Because Postscript offers far more powerful typographical
functions than does X Window, the two could prove to be
synergistic.
Sun, whose NeWS windowing system is based on Display
Postscript, has indicated its intention to build in X Window
support. Microsoft has also put out feelers about a possible X
Window implementation of the Presentation Manager.
As for the future of the X Window System itself, the X Con
sortium has agreed to freeze the core specification at the XI I
level for at least 3 years. This will allow software developers to
work unhindered by upgrades . The principal development ac
tivity until then will be bug fixing, internationalization, an
ANSI standard, extensions such as three-dimensional graphics
support to the PRIGS standard, and inclusion oflive video in X
Windows.•
Dick Pountain is a BYTE contributing editor, a technical au
thor, and a software consultant living in London, England. You
can contact him on BIX as "dickp . "
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THE TOKEN RING
Our newest column
takes a hard look
at the nuts and bolts
of current technology

Editor's note: In this issue, we inaugurate a new column by Brett Glass, a hardware
designer, programmer, and author with some impressive credentials. Brett was one of
the architects of Texas Instruments' TMS380 chip set (which implements the IEEE
802.5 Token Ring local-area network) and coauthored Living Videotext's ThinkTank
2.0. He founded BADGE, the Bay Area Amiga Developers' Groupe, and is an
instigator of the Hackers' Conference, an annual get-together for the pioneers of the
microcomputer revolution. Brett holds a BSEEfrom the Case Institute of Technology
and an MSEEfrom Stanford University. In Under the Hood, Brett will present in-depth
analyses of sign(ficant new technology, as well as provide technical background for
understanding the material that appears elsewhere in BYTE. We feel fortunate to have
a writer of Brett's caliber on-board, and we welcome your response to this new
column. If you'd like to contact him personally, see the note at the end ofthe column.
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he IBM Token Ring has cap
tured more than 50 percent of
the microcomputer local-area
network market and more than
20 percent of all LAN applications
worldwide. This specification (also
known as the ANSI/IEEE 802.5 stan
dard) got a late start relative to other
LAN standards. IBM released it in late
1985, years after Ethernet and ARCnet.
Why has the Token Ring become so pop
ular so quickly? And what's really going
on under the hood? In this article, I'll tell
the "inside story" of the Token Ring and
show why it's likely to be the dominant
LAN standard by the end of this decade.

total effect resembles an endless, circu
lar version of the party game Telephone,
in which players occasionally add their
own information to the circle. This is the
ring part of the Token Ring.
But what is a token, and what role does
it play in making the network function?
Well, as mentioned above, each node on
the ring can either transmit its own data
or retransmit the data it receives from its
NAUN. Asyoumightexpect, however, it
can't do both at the same time. Thus, if
two nodes on the ring try to transmit si
multaneously, it's probable that one will
"swallow" the other's data and keep it
from propagating to the entire ring. To
avoid this, the nodes take turns transmit
ting, keeping track of whose turn it is to
talk by passing around an electronic "ba
ton" called a token.
A token is a short (24-bit) message that
says to the node that receives it, "It's
your turn to send data if you want to."
When a node that wants to transmit re
ceives a token (see figure la), it changes
the token into a frame, appending its ad
dress, the recipient's address, and the
data (see figure Ib). The transmitting
node is said to be in possession of the
token. No other node can talk; each must
obediently retransmit the data as it sees
it. When the frame reaches its destina
tion node, it is passed on (see figure le),
with status bits within the frame changed
to indicate that it was received. The
frame continues moving along the ring

T

Token Ring Fundamentals
Before I go any further, it's vital to
understand where the term Token Ring
comes from. The nodes in a Token Ring,
which can be microcomputers, minicom
puters, mainframes, or other types of
computer equipment, are electrically
connected to one another in a "ring"
configuration, as shown in figure 1.
Each node receives information from
one of its neighbors (its nearest active up
stream neighbor, or NAUN for short)
and transmits it to the node immediately
downstream. Unless a node is transmit
ting its own data, it passes on whatever
information it receives from its NAUN
verbatim. Thus, any node can transmit
information to any other node by sending
it through some or all of the others. The

until it arrives back at the sender.
Now, it isn't very useful for the frame
to go around the ring more than once: On
its initial circuit, it has already visited
every node on the ring. Therefore, the
sending node doesn't retransmit its own
data. Instead, on recognizing its own
frame, it "strips" the frame from the
ring and passes a token to its nearest
downstream neighbor (see figure ld).
The cycle repeats, with each node get
ting a chance to speak in turn.
This explanation is a bit simplistic (it
doesn't include the notion of priority, for
instance), but it covers the basics of the
Token Ring architecture. The true bril
liance of the Token Ring design lies in
the subtleties added by IBM's scientists
in Zurich and engineers from both IBM
and Texas Instruments.
The Token Ring has the ability to pri
oritize access to the ring, "heal" after a
cable breaks, disconnect malfunctioning
nodes, and identify the locations of noisy
connections within the network-capa
bilities absent from most other popular
network standards. In the sections that
follow, I'll explore some of these fea
tures in greater depth.

The Physical Layer:
Logical Ring, Physical Star
I'll start my tour of the Token Ring with
the lowest layer of the Open Systems In
terconnection reference model: the physcontinued
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ical layer. The first thing you'll notice if
you look at the hardware of a typical
Token Ring is that it doesn't look like a
ring at all; rather, it resembles a star (see
figure 2). Each network node uses a sin
gle two-pair cable to connect to a device
called a wiring concentrator, or, in
Token Ring parlance, a medium access
unit (MAU). One pair is for receiving
data, the other for sending data.
The star-shaped wiring topology has
two advantages. First, only one cable is
needed from each station on the network
to a single, centralized location. (Tele
phone systems are wired the same way.
In fact, IBM suggests that the same con
duits and wiring closets be used for
both.) This design requires more cable
than if you were to simply connect
successive nodes, but it makes it much
easier to add new nodes and remove old
ones.

The second advantage is that it's easy
to bypass an inactive or malfunctioning
node at the MAU by connecting its up
stream node directly to its downstream
neighbor (see figure 3 ). When you turn a
workstation off or when a node leaves the
ring because of a malfunction, current
ceases to flow in the "phantom circuit"
(see figure 4) associated with that node.
A relay opens in the MAU, and the ring
reconfigures itself without the inactive
machine.
If only one MAU is in the network, the
MAU configures all the stations attached
to it into a ring. If there is more than one
MAU, each links its stations into a single
ring that runs through all the MAUs.
Each node attaches to the MAU via a
special four-conductor connector. The
connector is hermaphroditic; that is, it
can mate with identical connectors.
When a connector is unplugged, short

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

ing bars inside join the send circuit to the
receive circuit, allowing the attached de
vice to perform loopback tests on itself
and the cable.
The connections between a node and
the remainder of the Token Ring are
transformer-coupled. This limits com
mon-mode voltages and breaks ground
loops that could cause harmful interfer
ence on the ring.

Longer Distances
In a bus-based network, like ARCnet and
Ethernet, each network node must be
able to be heard by all the others, thereby
limiting the total size of the network to
the distance that a single adapter's signal
can reach. But since each node on the
Token Ring needs to send a signal only as
far as the next node, a Token Ring can be
much larger. A Token Ring node can be
continued

\

Figure 1: A functional overview ofthe Token Ring. (a) The sending station waits for a token; (b) the sending station makes the
token a frame by adding addresses and data; (c) the receiving station copies data and sets the "copied bit"; and (d) the sending
station removes the data and generates a new token. (Figure courtesy of IBM Corp .)
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Figure 2: At the lowest level,
the physical layer, a Token Ring
looks like a star (hence the term "star
wired ring topology") in which each
node is connected to a wiring
concentrator, the medium access unit.

Figure 3: Signal flow in the medium
access unit. Note that any or all nodes in
the star-wired ring can be bypassed (f
necessary.

Medium access unit (MAU)/Wiring concentrator
(IBM 8228 or equivalent)
Loopback/Backup path

From

To rest
of ring

rest of
ring
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Ring
out
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node

Active
node

Malfunctioning Active
node
node

Adapter
To phantom
drive ci_rc_u_it'"----'"

Cable

MAU

(A)

(BJ

Figure 4: The "phantom circuit" is
essential to ring maintenance. If a node
is on a damaged section ofthe ring or
if requested by the local-area-network
management program, a node removes
itse{ffrom the ring by removing its
voltage from the circuit (deactivating
the phantom circuit). The presence of
too much or too little current in the
phantom circuit indicates a wiring
problem. (Figure courtesy of Texas
Instruments.)
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Encoding
he Token Ring uses differential

T Manchester encoding to transmit
bits on the ring. Manchester encoding
schemes are "self-clocking"-they at
tempt to guarantee enough up-and
down transitions in the incoming signal
so that it's easy to predict when the next
transition is going to occur.
Manchester and differential Man
chester encoding require that there be a
transition in the middle of each bit. In
Manchester encoding (see figure A),
the direction of the midbit transition de
termines whether the bit was a 0 (high
to-low transition) or a l (low-to-high
transition).
In differential Manchester encoding
(see figure B), the bit is a 0 if a transi
tion occurs at the beginning of the bit
time and a 1 if there is no transition at
the beginning. Differential Manchester
encoding was chosen for the Token
Ring because it is polarity-independent,
making the Token Ring easier to wire.
The transmit and receive pairs and the
transformers that drive them can be
connected without keeping track of
"positive" and "negative" leads.
The Token Ring also uses Manches
ter code violations-occasional bits
without transitions in the middle-to
make delimiters completely unambigu
ous (see figure C). Besides 0 and l, the
Token Ring standard defines two "non
data" bits: J, a 1 bit without the middle
transition, and K, a 0 bit without the
middle transition.
When it's not sending data, a node
"idles"-usually by transmitting 0 bits
continuously. This provides the down
stream node with a large number of
transitions with which it can synchro
nize its clocking circuits. In no case
should a station ever transmit more than
5 consecutive half-bits without a transi
tion. If a node does not see a transition
on its input after 5 half-bit times, a
"BURSTS Error" has taken place. The
up to 300 meters away from its MAU,
while an Ethernet (without repeaters)
can span 500 meters maximum.

The MAC Sublayer
Let's examine the signals the Token
Ring's physical medium carries and the
techniques used to arbitrate access to the
ring: the media access (MAC) sublayer.
Data is transmitted on the ring using
differential Manchester encoding (see
366
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0

0

0

0

0

Figure A: Manchester encoding.

0

Figure B: Differential Manchester encoding.

J

0

K

Figure C: Manchester code violations.

I

JKOJKOO

JK1JK11E

Start delimiter
(SDEL)

End delimiter
(EDEL)

Figure D: The abort delimiter consists ofa start delimiter and an end delimiter
together.
node assumes that a serious ring prob
lem has occurred and attempts to rees
tablish contact with its neighbors.
When the ring is idle, the stations on
the ring continuously relay a token. A
token consists of 3 bytes: a start delim
iter, an access control field, and an end
the text box "Encoding" above), typical
ly at 4 megabits per second (IEEE will
release a 16-Mbps Token Ring standard
soon). When the ring is idle, the stations
on the ring continuously relay a token
(sometimes called a "free token") to one
another.
When a node that wishes to transmit
receives a token, it examines the priority
bits to make sure its message has a prior
ity at least as large as that of the token. If

delimiter (see figure D). The most-sig
nificant bit of each byte is transmitted
first; this is the reverse of Ethernet, RS
232C, and most other serial communi
cations standards. The start delimiter
and end delimiter contain Manchester
code violations (Js and Ks); this guaran
it does, it converts the token into a frame.
Occasionally, a node will "decide" to
abort a transmission in the middle. To do
so, it sends an abort delimiter sequence,
which consists of the start delimiter and
the end delimiter together.

Addressing on the Token Ring
The IEEE 802.5 specification allows ad
dress sizes on the Token Ring. Besides a
6-byte address (the same length as in
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L
PPP

JKOJKOO

PPPTMRRR

Start delimiter
(SDEL)

Access-control
field (AC)

JK1JK11E

End delimiter
(EDEL)

Priority bits. Identify the minimum priority level for a message
to use the token.
Token bit. Identifies the data as a token rather than a frame.
Monitor bit. Identifies the token as a "priority token."
Reservation bits. Normally used only in frames.

TMARR

The end delimiter has two fields:
I-

The Intermediate Frame Bit. Indicates that the frame is part of a
sequence. (Not used in most implementations.)

E-

The Error Detected Indicator (EDI). Set if an error is detected. Any node
on the ring that finds an error can set the indicator.

Figure E: Token format.

SDEL AC

FC I DEST ADDA

Length
(bytes)
SDEL
AC
FC
DESTADDR
SRCADDR
INFOFCS
EDELFS

SAC ADDA

6

6

INFO

FCS

Varies

4

EDEL FS

Start delimiter. Same as in the token.
Access-control field.
Frame-control field.
Destination address field.
Source address field.
The data in the frame, possibly preceded by routing instructions.
Frame check sequence. A 32-bit cyclic redundancy
code for the FC, DEST ADDA, SAC ADDA, and INFO.
End delimiter. Same as in the token.
Frame status. Result of frame's trip around the ring.

Figure F: Frame format.
tees that they will not be mistaken for
ordinary data bytes.
When a node that wants to transmit
receives a token, it changes the token
into a frame, appending its address, the
recipient's address, and the data (see
figure E) . The frame also contains a
other IEEE standards), "short" 2-byte
addresses are available for small net
works.
The source address and destination ad
dress fields of a frame can do more than
identify a·single sender and recipient for
the frame. The most significant bit of a
source address is the routing information
indicator, used when two or more rings
are interconnected by nodes called
bridges. When this bit is a 1, it indicates

frame-control field, a cyclic redun
dancy code, and a status byte.
In the event that a node needs to abort
a transmission in the middle, it sends an
abort delimiter sequence, which con
sists of the start delimiter and the end
delimiter together (see figure F).
that the frame will specify not only the
address of the destination node, but also
a route to it-possibly spanning several
rings . This technique is called source
routing. Because the route is already
worked out, the job of a bridge is simple.
All it needs to do is follow the sender's
routing instructions, which are tacked
onto the beginning of the INFO field .
Destination addresses also have bits
and bit patterns with special signifi

cance. It's possible to earmark frames
for a server, a group of nodes , or all
nodes (a broadcast address).
Functional addressing is a powerful
feature built into every Token Ring
adapter. By sending a frame to a func
tional address, a node can use network
services-like a parameter server, an
error monitor, or a network manager
without knowing the address of the nodes
that provide those services to the ring.

The Active Monitor
So far, most ofthe features I've looked at
assume that the ring is up and running
properly. But what if something goes
wrong? When you first bring the ring up,
or when any malfunction requires recon
figuration, the nodes on the ring test
their equipment and send signals to one
another to identify their NAUNs.
The nodes select one node (normally
the active node with the numerically
largest address) as the active monitor.
This node is designated to perform spe
cial "watchdog" functions. The process
by which neighbors are identified and the
active monitor is chosen is called "bea
coning." Once the active monitor has
been chosen, it clears the ring and issues
a token to restart normal ring operation.
The most basic function of the active
monitor is to provide a clocking signal
for the Token Ring. All other stations on
the ring "listen" to this signal and syn
chronize with it. (The active monitor
uses its own crystal to clock the data it
transmits.)
The active monitor's next responsibil
ity is to ensure that a token is circulating
on the ring. First, the active monitor has
to make sure that the token "fits" on the
ring by introducing a 24-bit shift register
into the ring. (Each node is designed to
incur a minimal delay , typically 1 to 2 bit
times. The wiring of the ring may not
have 24 bits of delay all by itself. If the
signal travels on the ring at two-thirds
the speed oflight, the ring needs to be 2/i
x 3 x 10 8 meters/second x 24 bits I
[4x 10 6 bits/second] long, or at least
1200 meters long, for the wiring to delay
the signal 24 bit times .)
The active monitor also watches for
"lost tokens." If it does not see a frame
or a token go by within any 10-millisec
ond period, it clears the ring and starts a
new token circulating. These actions
keep the token from being irretrievably
lost if a station fails to retransmit it.
The active monitor checks for frames
and priority tokens (tokens with a prior
ity greater than 0) that circulate around
the ring more than once. It does this by
continued
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checking the setting of the monitor bit in
the access control (AC) field of each
token or frame it sees. If the active moni
tor receives a priority token or frame
with the monitor bit cleared, it sets the bit
as it passes on the information. If the
token or frame returns when it should
not, the active monitor will discover that
the monitor bit is already set to 1, and it
will immediately purge the ring of data
and restart the token-passing process.
Finally , the active monitor must " re

assure" the other stations on the ring that
it is present and working. To do this, it
broadcasts an active-monitor-present
frame to the rest of the ring. If an AMP
frame fails to circulate every so often,
another station (the standby monitor)
takes over the active monitor's job.

A Matter of Priority
On most other LANs, all nodes compete
on an equal basis for use of the physical
medium. For instance, there's no way
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for an Ethernet station to say, "I have a
very important message to send; please
let me go next!" As an Ethernet gets
crowded with traffic, it becomes likely
that collisions, or just bad luck, will
cause a delay of high-priority messages.
We say that networks like the Ethernet
are not " deterministic"-there's no
upper bound on the amount of time it will
take a node to gain access. In some situa
tions, like sensitive control applications,
the delays can be disastrous .
Some networks are deterministic but
lack priority structures. ARCnet, which
is a token-passing bus network, guaran
tees that each node can talk in turn, but
the turns are always distributed evenly.
There' s no provision for getting an ur
gentmessage to its destination faster.
The Token Ring , however, has a
unique scheme that provides for multiple
priority levels and egalitarian, round
robin access on each level. The key to
this scheme is the AC field present in
each token or frame, which carries prior
ity information and accepts "reserva
tions" for the next use of the token.
After a station transmits a frame, it
examines the AC field when the frame
returns. If the reservation bits of the AC
field contain a number greater than the
priority level on which the station is cur
rently transmitting, it means that one or
more nodes wish to transmit at the higher
priority as soon as possible. The sender
emits a token with the higher priority.
Since a station can use only a token that
has a priority less than or equal to the pri
ority of the frame that it wants to trans
mit, the token travels the ring until it
reaches the station that urgently needs it.
Figure 5 shows an example of the
Token Ring ' s reservation system at
work. In the simple three-node ring
shown, with nodes at 5 , 7, and 12
o'clock, station 5 is transmitting. Station
7 would normally use the token next, fol
lowed by station 12. But since station 12
has an urgent message to transmit, it
changes the reservation field at the be
ginning of station 5 ' s frame . Station 5
honors the reservation, emitting a prior
ity token that station 7 cannot use.
Once station 12 is through transmit
ting and the frame has completed its cir
cle, station 12 strips its frame from the
ring and passes the priority token on
ward. The priority token completes its
loop (being used in turn by any other
nodes having urgent messages) until it re
turns back to station 5 (which originated
the priority token) . Station 5 then de
motes the token to a lower priority and
gives station 7 its turn.
continued
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The Token Ring priority system has
some especially nice properties. First,
the priority of the token is always re
stored by the same node that raised it.
Thus, a request for a high-priority token
does not destroy the round-robin scheme
on a lower level.
Second, it can recursively nest on all
eight possible priority levels. Suppose,
for instance, that station 5, from the pre
vious example, had placed a reservation
for priority level 6 while station 12 was
transmitting (see figure 6). Station 12
would elevate the priority ofthe token ex
actly as station 5 did and allow it to circu
late. Station 12 would then restore the
priority to 3. Station 5, in turn, would re
store the priority of the token to 0 again.
You can now see why the active moni
tor watches for recirculating priority to
kens. Since each station that raises the
priority of a token is responsible for low

(a)

ering it again, a recirculating priority
token indicates that a node has malfunc
tioned.
This scenario demopstrates only two
levels of nested priority, not the most
complicated (seven-level) case. But no
matter how deeply priorities are nested,
the result is the same: Round-robin order
is maintained on each level, and the next
node to transmit is always the one with
the highest priority. These orderly and
evenhanded procedures for selecting the
next node to transmit pay off especially
well under heavy loads. When many
nodes contend for use of the network, a
4-Mbps Token Ring can perform nearly
as well as a 10-Mbps Ethernet, while a
16-Mbps Token Ring can provide more
than double the throughput.
I've already discussed one way in
which faulty equipment can be removed
from the Token ~ing: the phantom cir

Wants to transmit
at priority 3

(b)

Transmitting
at priority 0

Wants to
transmit at
priority O

cuit. Nodes that don't pass a thorough
self test verifying that they can commu
nicate properly with the rest of the ring
remove themselves from the network. A
more subtle feature, however, is the
Token Ring's ability to localize intermit
tent faults and noisy links.
As you may recall, each node exam
ines every token or frame it sees and sets
the error-detected indicator if it detects
any errors. The error-tracking process
does not stop there. Each node maintains
an internal count of how many times it
set the EDI. Network management soft
ware can access this counter. If there is
an intermittent or noisy path in a Token
Ring network, the system can always
track it down to a specific stretch of cable
(a "failure domain") by determining
which node is just downstream.
In certain cases, it's also possible to
continued

P=:O T .,Q M..1 Acc3

011

Wants to
transmit at
priority 0

Access
control
field

R"'O

(c)
Wants to
transmit at
priority O;
will not use
priority
3token

AC

End
of station
S's frame

(d)
End
of station
12's frame

Wants to
transmit at
priority 0

Figure 5: Placing a reservation. (a) Station 5 is transmitting aframe to station 7 on the ring. Normally, station 7 would be the
next node to get the token, even though station 12 had a higher-priority frame to transmit. (b) Station 12 sees that the reservation
field ofthe frame is less than 3 and places a 3 there. The frame continues back to station 5, which absorbs the frame and emits a
token. (c) The token emitted by station 5 had priority 3, so station 7 does not use it. The token continues on to station 12, which
uses the token to transmit a frame. (d) When station 12 has finished transmitting, it releases a token, still at priority level 3. (e)
Station 5 receives a token at priority level 3 and "remembers" that it was the one to raise the priority ofthe token. It therefore
restores the priority to 0 so that station 7 will have a chance to transmit.
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ORCHID Designer VGA(IBM PC/XT) ............. 287.31'
...... 162.00'
PARADISE Auto Switch 480 ...•....
PARADISE VGA Plus Card ........................ ..... 249.00'
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe 640 x 480 ........... ....... 189.00'
VIEDO 7 VGA ............................................ ..... 249.00'

PANASONIC
10801 ....................................................... ....... 170.69'
1592 ................................................................ 365.00'
KX·P4450Laser ....................................... , 1,374.48'
CITIZEN
180D .............................................................. 166.65'
MSP-45 .......................................................... 425.67'
Tribute 224 .................................................... 551.00'
Premier 35 .................................................... 459.00'
EPSON
LX800 ................................ ............................ 176.00'
LQ500 .............................................................. CALL
LQ1050 ............................................................ CALL
FX1050 ............................................................ CALL
FX850 .............................................................. CALL
NEC
P5200 ............................................................ 489.00'
P5300 .. .. ......... .. ............................................. 639.00'
P2200 Dot Matrix .......... .. .. ............................ 317.14'
OKIDATA
ML 393 ............................................................ 948.39'
ML 321 ............................................................ 435.oo·
ML 320 ............................................................ 315.00'
HEWLETT PACKARD
,LaserJet II .................................................. 1,585.00'
Desk el ................................... ......................... 651.45'

AST Premium 286 Model 80 ..••.... ............. ... 1,399.00'
APPLE Macintosh Plus. SE. MAC II .................. CALL
....... 2,295.00'
COMPAQ Deskpro 286/40MB . .......
COMPAQ Deskpro 386/60MB ...................... 4,750.00'
COMPAQ Portable Ill MDL 40 . ............. ....... 3,850.00'
IBM PS/2 Model 30 CMS 20MB .....•..•....... 1,473.59'
. ..... 2,395.00'
IBM PS/2 Model 50 .......
NEC HD. 640L. 2MB. backlit ... .. ................... 2, 175.00'
.... 719.00'
TOSHIBA T-1000 Laptop w/51 2K
TOSHIBA T -1200 DA w/20MB. backlit
2, 193.00'
TOSHIBA T · 5100 w/2MB RAM. 40MB ........ 4,375.00'
TOSHIBA T-3200 Laptop ... . .............. ...... 3,395 .00'

MITSUBISHI
DIAMOND
SCAN

$435°0*

CMS 360K Ext. PS/2 Floppy
IOMEGA Bernoulli II 20MB Int ......................
IRWIN 64MB Internal tape for IBM PS/2 ......
IRWIN 145 40MB Internal Tape ....................
MINISCRIBE 3650 40MB Kit ... _.. ... • ·- 349.00'
. MINISCRIBE 3675 60MB HD Kit .................. 389.oo·
MINISCRIBE 6128110MB RLL Full Ht. ........ 619.00'
MITSUBISHI 360K 1/2 Ht. Drive .................... 69.95'
MITSUBISHI 1MB 3.5" FD .. .. .. .............. .......... 79,79•
MITSUBISHI 1.2 MB Floppy 1/2 Ht. ................ 85.62'
PLUS DEVELOPMENT Hardcard 20 ............ 489.87'
PLUS DEVELOPMENT Hardcard 4 0 ........ .... 601 .82'
SEGATE ST-225 20MB Kit ...................... .
SEGATE ST-251 -1 42MB/40MS HD ........ .
SEGATE ST-4096 BOMB Full Ht. .. ................
SYSGEN Bridge File 3.5" Ext. Drive ............

AST Advantage Premium .............................. 295.00'
INTEL Above board 286 w/512K ........... ... 341 .00'
ORCHID Tiny Turbo 286 .............................. 241 .39•
ORCHID Twin Turbo12 ................................ 342.39'
THE Multi 1/0 w/P/S/G/CLK/CAL .................... 50.40 '
REAL BUYING CLOUT-Call now & join over 200.000
members who are 100 smart to pay more! MEMBER
SHIP BENEFITS: • 'Pay just 8% above advertised
wholesale price· 3% cash discount (included in member
ship price) • Optional software rental library • FREE
Wholesale Buyers Guide • FREE UPDATES • Price
Protection • Fully Insured 48-hour shipping •All sales are
linal except for defects which will be repaired or replaced
at our discreclion if it's properly returned within the Manu
factures warranty. FREE Technical Support • FREE
Bulletin Board • Prices subject lo change• All products
subject to availabilty. Join Ti;>day FQr As Litlle As $10.
625 Academ Qri~e_ Northbrook, IL 60062

Figure 6: If, in figure 5, station 5 had
placed a reservation for priority level 6
while station 12 was transmitting,
station 12 would elevate the priority of
the token, allow it to circulate, then
restore the priority to 3. Station 5, in
turn, would restore the priority ofthe
token to 0 again.

Priority= 6

Priority= 3

Priority=O

Figure 7: The Token Ring can
reconfigure itself to bypass shorts or
breaks in a cable. In this diagram, the
ring continues to function despite a
cable break between MAU 3 and
MAU4.
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Figure 8: A Token Ring bridge, a node
that is on two rings at the same time and
canpassframesfrom one ring to the
other. (Figure courtesy ofIBM Corp.)
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VAX Power - PC Price!
If you need or are accustomed to the
throughput of a 32-bit mini, including any of
DEC's VAX series, Mic..:roWay has great news
for you. The combination of our NOP compilers
and our mW1167 numeric coprocessor gives
VAX speed to your 386 PC! If you don't own a
386 PC, we provide a number of powerful PC
and AT upgrade paths.
MicroWay offers transputer based parallel
processing boards and languages for the PC,
AT, or 386. Each T800 RISC processor on
these boards packs the power of a 20 MHz
386/1167. A Ouadputer, with four T800s,
boasts 40MIPS/6 megaflops of throughput.
Many NOP Fortran-386 users are reporting
turnaround times that are two to six times faster
than their VAX. They are a function of the VAX
processor being used, the speed of the 386,
the number of users served by the VAX, and
the coprocessor being used with the 386.

32-Blt Compliers and Tools
NOP Fortran-3S6™ and NOP C-3S6™ Com
pilers generate globally optimized, mainframe
quality code. Both run in 386 protected mode
under Phar Lap extended MS-DOS, UNIX, or
XENIX. The memory model employed uses 2
segments, each of which can be up to 4
gigabytes. They generate code for the 80287,
80387, or mW1167. Both include high speed
EGA graphics extensions written in C that per
form BASIC-like screen operations.
• NOP Fortran-3S6™ Full implementation of
FORTRAN-77with Berkeley 4.2, VAXNMS
and Fortran-66 extensions .. .. . . ..... $595
•NOP C-3S6™ Full implementation of AT& T's
PCC with MS and ANSI extensions .... $595
NOP Package Pricing:
3S7FastPAK: NOP Compiler, Phar Lap and
80387 Coprocessor
16 MHz : $1299
20 MHz: $1499
1167FastPAK: NOP Compiler, Phar Lap
and mW1167Coprocessor 16 MHz : $1695
20 MHz: $2295
Phar Lap Development Tools ..... $495
Virtual Memory Extension $295
NOP Windows TM - NOP Windows includes 80
functions that let you create, store, and recall
menus and windows. It works with NOP C-386
and drives all the popular graphics adapters:
.............. Library: $125, C Source: $250
NOP Plot™ - Calcomp compatible plot pack
age that is callable from NOP Fortran . It in
cludes drivers for the most popular plotters and
printers and works with CGA, Hercules, EGA
and VGA ......................... $325
NDP/FFT™ - Includes 40 fast running, hand
coded algorithms for single and double dimen
sioned FFTs which take advantage of the 32
bit addressing of the 386 or your hard disk. Call
able from NOP Fortran with mW1167 and
80387 support . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... .. $250
3S7FFT for 16-bit compilers ............ $250
HALO SS to NOP Graphics Interface - This
module enables you to call graphics routines in
HALO 88 from NOP Fortran or C .. ...... $100

Micro
VVay

Dr. Robert Atwell, leading defense scientist,
calculates that NOP Fortran-386 is saving him
$12,000 per month in rentals of VAX
hardware and software while doubling his
productivity!
Fred Ziegler of Aspen Tech in Cambridge,
Mass. reports, "I ported 900,000 lines of
Fortran source in two weeks without a single
problem!" AspenTech's Chemical Modeling
System is in use on mainframes worldwide
and is probably the largest application to ever
run on an Intel processor.
Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports,
"My problems run a factor of six faster using
NOP Fortran-386 on an mWl 167 equipped
386120 than they do on my MicroVAX II."

Micro Way®
80386 Support
(508) 746-7341
Parallel Processing
Monoputer 2™
The world's most popular PC transputer
development product now extends the memory
available for developing transputer applica
tions from 2 to 16 megabytes. The board now
features a OMA bus interface for fast 1/0.
Monoputer 2, an ideal platform for porting
mainframe Fortran or C code, provides the
speed of a 386/20 for 20% of the cost!
Monoputer 2 with T414 (0 MB) . . . . . $995
Monoputer 2 with TSOO (0 MB) ... . $1495
Quadputer™
This board for the XT, AT, or 386 can be pur
chased with 2, 3 or 4 transputers and 1, 4 or 8
megabytes of memory per transputer. Two or
more Quadputers can be linked together to
build networks with mainframe power which
use up to 100 or more transputers. Or:ie
customer's application has gone from 8 hours
on a mainframe to 16 minutes on a system con
taining five Quadputers .......... from $3495
Transputer Compilers and Applications
MicroWay offers Parallel languages for the
Monoputer and Quadputer.
Logical Systems Parallel C ... .. ... $595
MicroWay Occam2 ............... $495
3L Parallel C . ... ....... .. . . .. ... $895
3L Parallel Fortran ..... . ......... $895
MicroWay Prolog Interpreter ... .... $750
Microfield - Finite element analysis .. $1600
ParaSoft: Parallel Environment ... . $300
Performance Monitor . . . $200
C Source Level Debugger $300
TSOO/NAG™ (See NOP/NAG) ...... $2750
3S7BASIC™ - Our 16-bit MS compatible
compiler introduces numeric register variables
to produce the fastest running 80x87 code on
the market ...... ............... . ... $249

Our NOP compilers and NOP utilities are the
key to taking advantage of the two to five-fold
increase in speed that the mW1167 provides.
The compilers generate mainframe style code,
while our utilities simplify ports from either the
PC or the mainframe world. A new utility
enables our NOP compilers to call HALO 88.
If you are curious about the benefits of the
ND P/mW 1167 approach, consider the follow
ing (price estimates are for complete systems):
Price
Coprocessor Speed (Flops)
80,000
$3,000
80287-10
440,000
$5,000
80387-20
2,100,000
$6,000
mW1167-20
When driven by a 32-bit compiler , the
mW1167 approaches the speed of a $600,000
VAX 8650! In fact, many of our users have
reported increases in turnaround of 2 to 4 times
that of their VAX! Call us for complete details.

Compaq 386/20/25 Add-Ons
RAMpak™- One megabyte 32-bit memory
module fits n Compaq memory slot .. CALL
mW1167™ is built at MicroWay using Weitek
components and includes an 80387 socket.
mW1167-16 . .
. .. . ........ .. .. $995
mW1167-20 .... .. .... .. . . . ..... $1595
mW1167 Microchannel-16 ........ $1295
mW1167 Microchannel-20 ...... . . $1595
Weitek 3167-25 ....... . . .. . . .... $2495
S03S7-20 ..... . .. . . . . . ... . . . . ... $595
S03S7-25 ....... .... . . .. . . ...... $695

Numeric Coprocessors
SOS7 ............... .. ....... . .. . $99
SOS7-2
..... .... .... . ......... $145
S02S7-S .... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ... $239
.. . ... .. .. . . . .... . . .. $279
S02S7-10
S03S7-16 ....................... $425
S03S7-16SX ... .... .... .... ..... . $450
S03S7-20 .... ... ...... ..... ..... $595
S03S7-25 ....................... $695
2S7Turbo-12 (for AT compatibles) .... $450
256K 100ns DRAM .. . .. ... . ....... $13
256KSIMMS ... . .. ......... . ... . $119
1 MB SIMMS .......... .. ........ $450
(All of our Intel coprocessors include 87Test.)

Intelligent Serial Controllers
MicroWay's AT4™, ATS™, and AT16™, the
fastest intelligent serial controllers, run in AT,
80386 and PS/2 PCs. They come with drivers
for UNIX, XENIX, and PC MOS.
AT4 .. . $795 ATS ... $995
AT16 ... $1295

32-Blt Applications
PSTAT-3S6 - Popular mainframe statistics
package. The full version was ported . .. $1495
NOP/NAG™ - Features a library of 268 en
gineering and scientific numerical algorithms.
Callable from NOP or 3L Fortran .. . . . ... $895

12 MHz PC Accelerators
FastCACHE-2S6 12 MHz .. ..... . .. . $299
SuperCACHE-2S6 12 MHz ........ . $399
FastCACHE-2S6 9 MHz .. .. . . ..... . $199

World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
32 High St,, Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
USA FAX 617-934-2414 Australia 02-439-8400 Germany 069-75-1428
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bypass a run of cable that has been com
pletely destroyed. Look at figure 7 and
notice the backup path. When two or
more MAUs are connected in a ring, this
path goes unused, because the ring goes
in one end of each MAU and out the
other.
But suppose that, for some reason, one
of the cables connecting the MAUs into a
ring fails. To get the ring up and running
again, all you need to do is to remove the
failed cable from both MAUs, allowing
the backup path, which runs through all
the MAUs, to complete the loop. Voila!
The ring is up and running again. If the
MAU is an "intelligent wiring center"
(IBM doesn't make one, but Proteon and
other vendors do), you may not even need
to remove the cable. The network man
agement software is able to reroute the
ring without any human intervention
whatsoever.

Bridges and Backbones
A bridge is a node that is on two rings at
the same time and is able to pass frames
from one ring to the other. Figure 8
shows a simple bridge. Figure 9 shows
multiple rings bridged to a backbone

ring. In large installations, a backbone
ring connects many rings to each other.
It consists of a series of bridges, each
connecting a local ring to the backbone.

NetBIOS and the Token Ring
Originally, the IBM NetBIOS (see my
article "Understanding NetBIOS" on
page 301) had to handle many of the
same functions that the Token Ring pro
vides. The firmware present on most
Token Ring adapters (the LLC sublayer)
orders packets and ensures their deliv
ery. Therefore, the NetBIOS API (Appli
cation Program Interface) is provided by
a NetBIOS emulator.
Despite the extra layer of interface, the
Token Ring card usually performs better
than the original IBM PC Network.

Token Ring Chip Sets
As of this writing, three chip sets imple
ment the Token Ring architecture. The
two produced by IBM and Ungermann
Bass are proprietary and not available to
the general public. The third, the Texas
Instruments TMS380, is available to all
who wish to build an interface to the
Token Ring.

The TMS380 chip set consists of five
parts . The two Ring Interface chips
(TMS38051/52) contain the analog com
ponents to interface to the ring. The Pro
tocol Handler (TMS38020/21) manages
the bit-level ring protocols.
The Communications Processor
(TMS38010) contains a 16-bit micropro
cessor and 2. 75K bytes of RAM; it exe
cutes firmware (co-developed by Texas
Instruments and IBM) from a ROM in
the Protocol Handler. The System Inter
face (TMS38030) connects the whole
package to a Motorola or an Intel micro
processor bus.
We can expect thechipset to shrink to
two chips soon, and to a single chip even
tually. IBM uses its proprietary chip set
on the PC and PS/2 Token Ring cards,
but it uses the Texas Instruments chip set
on the Token Ring adapter for the RT.
This is a good indication that the two im
plementations are compatible.
As this article went to press, the IEEE
802.5 committee was finalizing the text
of the standard for the 16-Mbps Token
Ring, and IBM released new dual-speed
(4-/16-Mbps) Token Ring adapters . In-

Figure 9: A backbone ring consists ofa series ofbridges in a ring, each connecting a peripheral ring to the backbone.
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COMPUTER BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
INTRODUCING PC-DOS AND MS-DOS
By T. Sheldon.374 pp., illus., softbound Find out about the free
advanced capabilities of DOS and how to use them. "Wonder
fully enlightening ... well-written... my pick for technical book of
the year." - Online Review 056559-7.
Regular Price: $24.95
Your Price: $21.20.

EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Reference
Guide
By B. Klieiwer. 269 pp, softbound The first to detail technical
aspects of the new IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter and Virtual
Graphics Display-how to design programs for these leading
graphics standards. 035089-2
Regular Price: $24.95
Your Price: $21.20.

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL
COMPUTER CONSUL TANT
By A.A. Simon. 256 pp., illus ., softbound Everything you
have to know to set up and run your own computer consultant
(or software development) business, full- or part-time. No
business experience required' 057296-8.
Regular Price: $19.95.
Your Price: $16.95.

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO Al
AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
By A.I. Levine, D.E. Orang, & B. Edelson. 256 pp ., 99 illus .,
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Your Price: $19.50
Also available in a TURBO PASCAL Edition! This new edition
shows you how to apply Al programming techniques to create
expert systems in TURBO PASCAL for your own use. 037476-8.
Regular Price: $19.95
Your Price: $16.95.

INTRODUCING UNIX1'M SYSTEM V
By R. Morgan & H. McGilton. 480 pp., illus., softbound Guides
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applications of System V, AT&T's new version of the UNIX
operating system. 043152-3.
Regular Price: $24.95
Your Price: $21.20

UNIX™ UTILITIES:
A Programmer's Guide
By R.S. Tare. 640 pp., illus., softbound Save time and effort with
poplar UNIX utilities! Helps you write efficient, bug-free
programs and significantly reduce turnaround time. 062884-X
Regular Price $24.95
Your Price: $21.20

DATABASE EXPERT'S GUIDE TO DATA
BASE2
By B. Larson. 442 pp. The first to provide in -depth coverage and
instruction in Database2 for programmers, database administra
tors and others with mainframe database experience. Make sure
you're ready by IBM's conversion date of 1992!
Hardcover: 036488-5 Regular Price: $39.95 Your Price: $33.95
Softcover: 023267-9 Regular Price $24.95 Your Price: $21 .20.

DATABASE EXPERT'S GUIDE TO SOL
By Frank Lusardi. 224 pp. This user-friendly guide provides
programmers and managers with a thorough introduction to
Structured Query Language (SOL) and relational database con
cepts. It describes the language's constructs and guides you
through complex syntactical possibilities, while emphasizing
SQL's practical use in designing and implementing databases.
Hardcover 039006-1 Regular Price: $39.95 Your Price: $33.95.
Softcover 039002-9 Regular Price: $24.95 Your Price: $21 .20.

MICROEXPERT SOFTWARE
By B. Thompson & W . Thompson. Your own expert system! This
affordable expert system shell allows you (beginner or program
mer) to see how a system works as you build it yourself.
Software includes tutorial for design of knowledge base and
creation of rules. Source code provided. "Highly recom
mended," Online Today.
IBM PC 852109-2 Regular Price: $64.95 Your Price: $55.20.
Apple II 852110-6 Regular Price: $54.95 Your Price: $46.70.

HARD DISK MANAGEMENT IN THE PC
& MS DOS ENVIRONMENT
By Thomas Sheldon. 224 pp., illustrated. This guide for
organizing and managing a hard disk system gives procedures
needed to build a menu system and directory structure.
Softcover 056556-2 Regular Price: $24.95 Your Price: $21.20.
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corporated in the new boards is Early
Token Release, which lets more than one
frame (but only one free token) occupy
the ring at one time. A proposal that may
be adopted soon describes dual rings that
rotate in opposite directions and merge to
form a single ring if a cable fails. This
feature is supported by Proteon but not
by IBM.
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Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

This article has covered much of what
there is to know about the Token Ring.
For those readers who want to learn more
or who want a graphical explanation,
I've saved a fun and interesting surprise
for last. The marketing folk at IBM's Re
search Triangle Park facility have devel
oped a freely redistributable animated
presentation on the Token Ring that will
run on any IBM PC with a CGA.
First, download the file TOKN
DEMO.ARC from the BIX listings file
area "FROMBYTE88." (Warning: It's
almost 180K bytes long.) Use PKXARC
to unpack it onto a formatted floppy disk.
Make the floppy disk the logged drive
and type AUTOEXEC. You'11 see a won
derful interactive demonstration of to
kens running around rings, changing
into frames with messages, shifting pri
orities, and vaporizing mysteriously.
(Watch out for the mischievous starship
Enterprise! The demonstration software
uses a special technique to produce up to
20 simultaneous colors on an IBM CGA
and isn't guaranteed to work with all
EGA or VGA implementations. How
ever, you should still be able to follow the
demonstration (perhaps sans some of the
brilliant colors) on almost any compat
ible system. Have fun! •
Many thanks to Leon Adams and Leslie
Price of Texas Instruments for providing
vital materials for this article. Thanks
also to IBM for use of diagrams and the
Token Ring interactive demonstration.
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We welcome your response to this col
umn. You can contact Brett Glass clo
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterbor
ough, NH 03458. You can also contact
him as "glass" on BIX.

The shortest distance
between two noints_
Pro-C':

·System design .

•

Finished application

The Csource code applications generator.
At last, the distance between system design and final
application is shorter than ever before. Pro-C maximizes
your productivity by creating commercial applications
in C source code.
Pro-C quickly generates well-structured, fully-commented
C code the way you would write it. This allows you to
concentrate on systems design instead of wasting time
repeatedly rewriting code. Plus, Pro-C can also be used
as a powerful prototyping tool that readily converts
system design into clean, professional code.
Learning to use Pro-C is simple: Menus guide you through
every step, and context-sensitive help is always avail
able. Pro-C quickly generates source code for screen pro
grams, reports, menus, and multi-file updates, as well as
concise system documentation and context-sensitive help.
PC Tech journal applauded the power of Pro-C in a

recent review: "The generated C code is excellent, includ
ing many comments and the type of functional organi
zation that a good programmer would choose ... Pro-C
excels at what it was designed for."

Pro-C is the only source code generator that runs under
the MS-DOS';" QNX:" XENIX™ and UNIX"' operating
systems. Unlike most 4GL's, Pro-C doesn't require a run
time environment-increasing performance without
royalty fees.
For added flexibility, a separate product, Pro-C
Workbench:" provides the C source code for over 60
Pro-C library routines that can be modified to your
requirements.
Pro-C code is optimized for a variety of compilers, includ
ing Microsoft"' C V5.0 and later, Quick C VLO, Turbo
cc>JVLO and later, Lattice® C V3.2, and Zortech"' V2.05 .

Pro-C: Beyond programmer productivity tools
Eliminate repetitive programming. Streamline application
development. Achieve maximum productivity.
Order Pro-C today. Call (800) 265-2682 .
For information on corporate purchases, call Chris
Finnegan at (519) 745-2700.

VESTRONIX
MS·DOS & Microsoft are registered trademarks of Mic rosoft CCN"p. UNIX is a
lrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Turbo C is a regislered trademark of Borland
International. ONX is a trademark of Quantum Software Systems ltd. Lattice is a
registered trademark of Lallice, Inc. Zortech is a trademark of Zortech, Inc.
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ALLEN SQUARE 180 KING STREET SOUTH SUITE 230
»VATERLOO. ONTARIO, CANADA N2J 1P8 (519) 7,15-2700
ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS: UNITED KINGDOM 01-790-2424 /
GERMANY 6155-6008-0 .!APAN 03-407·8561
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filePro is the
software of choice
in FORTUNE 1000
companies, govern
ment, thousands of
businesses, and VAR's worldwide. The choice is simple
when you want portability, a powerful development
environment, a fast and efficient database engine and
significant productivity when developing applications.

Yet, with all these
customers and file
Pro's capabilities, we
wondered why filePro
wasn't as well lmown
as some other DataBase Management Systems. Wefound
out that we had to tell more people about filePro, but
calling all of you on the phone would take too long. So we
decided to let you try filePro yourself.

Key Features:

Clip coupon and send check or use your credit card.
If you decide to buy filePro we'll reimburse the cost of
the demo system.

• Total Portability from single-user to multi-user to
networks. DOS to XENIX®to UNIX®to ULTRIX®.
• Full Screen Editor; Fast, Easy Layout for Screens &
Reports.
• Development Environment, Powerful & flexible 
great productivity.
• Relational Database Management System.
• Report Writer: Fast prototyping,and flexibility.
• Award Winning Manual - covers everything filePro
offers - cover to cover.
... And Many More Features that will excite you.

"Small ls Better"
The Small Computer Company, Inc.
41 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, NY 10532
(914) 769-3160
XENIX is a registere d t radem" rk ofMicrosoft. UNLX is a registered trademark of AT &T.
CLT RIX is a registered t rademark of Digital E qu ipme n t.
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..................................................,
)'es~ lef ne ;t'J ora 1ihe 6ec.r-£t t.

Please send me a complete filePro demonstration
system for only $50.00.
Name~----------------

Phone _ ________ __ _ _ _ __

y Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - Addre
city _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __

Credit Card: D MC D VISA # _ _ _ _ __
D Check Enclosed Expiration Date: _}_}_
D DOS:
D 386 XENIX _ _ __
(Hanlwore)

D UNIX: .,,..,.--(Hardware)

(Hardware)

D 286 XENIX _ _ __
IHMd,...re)

Your Demonstration Sy st.e m will be shipped within 3 weeks upon recei ptof youro rder.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Rick Grehan

TREES 'N KEYS, Partl

Keyed file systems
can help unlock the
data you've got stored
in humongous
databases
e have stepped into the era of
big disks; I mean big disks.
Not 2V2 years ago, a full
height 10-megabyte hard
disk drive was a respectable piece of
hardware. Nowadays, you'd be lucky to
find one in a flea market. A 20-megabyte
half-height drive is now the minimum
mass storage device a serious purchaser
of microcomputers will settle for; and
even so, the 20-megabyte hard disk
drives are fast fading behind hedges of
40- and 80-megabyte drives. A better
than-100-megabyte hard disk drive is no
longer something you hear about, it's
something you've got your eye on for
when the price comes down to within
arm's reach of your budget. Then there's
the gluttonous promise ofoptical storage.
This portends not only thousands of
files stored in the space that once held
only 360K bytes, but also the prolifera
tion of large files-files holding mega
bytes' worth of information. Of course,
as wonderful as it is to have the capacity
for such giant databases, the very size of
the files makes retrieving information
from them that much tougher (read:
takes longer).
Disk drive manufacturers can help
some: They can reduce seek time, pro
vide caching on the disk, and so on. cAdd
ing more buffers to your operating-sys
tem 's file management handling can
help, too, but there's a limit to what all
this caching and buffering can do. You
can stretch that limit considerably if you
work on the structure of your data, not
just how you retrieve it.

W

ILLUSTRATION: PAUL FISCH © 1989

!?A.A '88
Keyed Files
I'll start the discussion of keyed file sys
tems (KFSes) with an analogy: a drawer
full of manila folders-the kinds with
the raised tabs. Each folder holds several
pages' worth of information on a custom
er. When you open the drawer, you're
faced with an orderly arrangement of al
phabetized customer names. So, when
your boss swoops into your office unan
nounced for the latest lowdown on a
given account, you can be in and out of
the drawer with the goods in a matter of
seconds.
In this analogy, the drawer is the data
base, consisting of two parts: The tabs
represent the key file, and the papers
within each folder represent the data file.
The information on a given tab is re
ferred to as a key (hence the term key
file), a unique pointer to the information
(the papers) associated with that key.
The primary function of a KFS is similar
to that of the drawer example: You give
the database a key, and the program re

turns the information associated with
that key.
Figure 1° graphically represents a sim
ple KFS. Each entry in the key file is
composed of a key and a data pointer.
The data pointer indicates an offset into
the data file where the record attached to
the given key is located. So, in this exam
ple, we can see that Henry Carls lives at
100 South Park Ave.
Applications of KFSes are often simi
lar to the uses of a filing cabinet: A data
base of sales history records might be
keyed by client name or salesperson; a
school enrollment database might have a
data file of student information keyed by
social security numbers; a general-led
ger database might contain transactions
keyed by ledger account numbers.
Of course, a KFS has some advantages
over a filing cabinet; otherwise, we'd all
pick manila folders over microcomputers
when it came time to build a database.
The two most critical assets are speed
continued
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(you want to locate a customer's data
from a list of 10,000 names in seconds
rather than minutes) and the ability to
handle large databases: Hundreds of
thousands of records should not strain the
KFS. I'll address the issue of speed first;
the issue of database size gets taken care
of in the process.
Trees
Based on the premise that the most im
portant job of a KFS is locating keys, a
good bet is that the KFS will spend the
lion's share of its time handling searches
in the key file. I'm assuming that the data
pointer associated with a key is contigu
ous with the key, so once the key is
found, retrieving that data requires only
one disk access. Drawing from the analo

Data file

Key file

\

gy of a sudden request from the boss, the
KFS will have no foreknowledge of
which key a user might request.
This means that you have to be careful
about choosing the means by which the
key file is maintained. Storing keys in a
hodgepodge won't work at all, since
searching for a key would require, on the
average, that the system examine half the
keys. You might try storing the keys as a
huge, sorted, one-dimensional array, but
that means that every time you add a new
key, the system has to shift piles of keys
around to make a "hole" at the proper
place in the list for the new entry (a pro
cess known as insertion sorting). A sin
gly linked or doubly linked sorted list
(described in next month's column)
solves the insertion problem, but then

Andrews, Bob

931 Cypress Cove

Baker, Jim

100 South Park Ave.

Carls, Henry

P.O. Box43

Levitt, Paul

Route 2 East

Nason, Ralph

1014Kenwood Rd.

Nason, Sam

91 Redgum Cove

Woolston, Dayle

100 Maclean Ave.

v
Key

l"C

Data pointer

Figure 1: A super-simple KFS. The key file holds keys and attached data pointers.
Each data pointer is an offset into the datafile where the associated data is located.

Binary tree

D
D

Data pointer
Node pointer

r
I- I

I

I

Leaf
nodes

I
I
L-------------------~
Figure 2: A binary tree. The search for a particular key begins on the root node.
Key-node pointers, flanking the key and its associated data pointer, point "down"
the tree to other key nodes.

you have to come up with some mecha
nism to guarantee that the program won't
have to perform a disk access every time
a key is examined (looking for a key in a
5000-entry file would take an average of
2500 seeks).
The key files used by the system that I
present here are stored using a B-tree
data structure. The B-tree is often con
fused with the binary tree, but actually
the B-tree is a step up in sophistication.
All the algorithms I'll use for managing
the B-trees have corresponding algo
rithms in binary trees. I picked the B
tree structure because of its elegance and
because it provides speed when used
with a large database. Many professional
database packages use variants of the B
tree data structure; Btrieve (SoftCraft,
Austin, Texas) and db_File (Raima
Corp., Bellevue, Washington) come im
mediately to mind.
Examine the binary tree shown in fig
ure 2. Notice that each entry in the file
contains a key field and a data pointer, as
in figure 1. Now, however, I've flanked
each key and data pointer with two key
node pointers. Each unit-consisting of a
key, data pointer, and left and right node
pointers-is referred to as a node.
Moving from any node through its left
node pointer, you go "down" the tree to
nodes with keys that are lexicographi
cally less; following the right node point
er, you move to nodes with keys greater
than the current key. (Note: For the re
mainder of this article, I'll simply say
"less" or "greater" when comparing one
key to another . The system I present here
stores keys based on string comparisons,
but you can easily modify it to store keys
based on numerical comparisons.)
Figure 3 shows a B-tree key file. Now
each node holds multiple keys-four, in
this example. As in the binary-tree ex
ample, the pointer to the left of a key
points to nodes with lesser keys, and the
pointer to the right of a key points to
nodes with greater keys.
Let's say that you want to search a file
of 100 entries in a binary tree for a spe
cific key. By beginning at the root and
determining whether your search item is
less or greater than the key in the root
node, you can eliminate half of the tree
(unless you're lucky and the sought-after
key is in the root) . You've eliminated 50
keys from a search of 100 keys. Moving
down a level and examining the next
node again eliminates half: 25 keys re
main for the routine to sift through. The
third search reduces the number to 12,
and the process continues. If your de
sired key lies on the bottommost level,
continued
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Incredible
Value!

Don't
take our
word for it,
take theirs ...
"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It's
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a
good compiler.''
Victor Schneider
Dr. Dobb's Journal , June 88 (Letter to the editor)

''Overall, Power C's pe1formance is remarkable for the price. Quite
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C "standards", Power C is a
heavyweight contender in the educational, hobbyist, and perhaps even the
professional market - at a bantamweight price.''
Stephen Davis
PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review)

"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19.95, and is very competitive with
Turbo C, Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in both features and
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or for the
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of
Power C!''
Michael Cortese
Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review)

Technical Specifications
Power Cincludes: Power Ccompiler with integrated Make.
PowerC Linker, Power Clibraries (450 functions). the Power
Cbook (680 pages), and support for. ••
,,. ANSI standard
-;::;;- IEEE floating point
-;::;;- 8087/80287 coprocessor
-;::;;- auto-sensing of 8087/80287
-;::;;- automatic register variables
-;::;;- unlimited program size
-;::;;- mixed model (near & far pointers)
"'j7"" graphics an CGA, EGA, VGA, & Hercules
Optional Products:
,,. Power Ctrace debugger
,,. library source code
V' BCD business math

rder now by calling ou_r toll free
number or mail the coupon to
Mix Software, 1132 Commerce
Drive, Richardson , TX 75081.

I

1-800-333-0330
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements:
DOS 2.0 or later, 320K memory. 2 floppy drives or hard drive.
Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2 and compatibles.

60 day money back guarantee
Name _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
Street _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __
CitY - - - -- - - - - - -- - 
State _ _ _ __ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Paying by:

0 Visa

''The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines. It is magn~ficent. It's not
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C,
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end
compiler (Codeview)."
David Weinberger
Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review)
Circle 186 on Reader Service Card

D Money Order

D MC

D AX

D Check

0 Discover

Card# - - - - - - -- - - - - 
Card Expiration D a t e - - - - - - -- 
Computer Name
Disk Size

- - - - - - -- - D 5114'
Product(s) (Not Co?Y Protecteo)
D Power C compiler ($19 .95)
D Power Ctrace debugger ($19 .95)
D library Source Code ($10 .00)
(includes assembler & library manager)
D BCD Business Math ($10 .00)
Add Shipping ($5 USA - $20 Foreign)
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax
Total amount of your order

D 31/2''
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
B

Power C & Power Ctrace are trademarks of Mix Software Inc. Quick C & Codeview are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp. Turbo C is a registered trademark of Borland International.
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B-tree

D
D

Data pointer
Node pointer

Leaf nodes

Figure 3: A B-tree oforder 4. Now, each node holds multiple keys. (Note the dashed-line key pointers leading to nodes
not shown .)

0

511

Key-count
byte

D

Key-node
pointers

D

Data pointers

D

Unused space

Figure 4: Format ofa B-tree node. The node's length is deliberately set to 512 bytes,
the usual size ofa physical disk sector. The unused space at the right end ofthe node
varies depending on key length (constant for a given key file) and the number ofkeys
on the node.

Table 1: The first sector ofthe key file is reserved by the KFS software; it
holds descriptive information about thefile (e.g., how many keys are
currently in it, and the key length). This information is held in the first JO
bytes ofthe sector. You might want to expand this system to hold such
information as the date the file was created, when it was last updated, or the
name ofits associated datafile (if any).

No. of bytes

Variable name
KFTYPE

3
2
2

NOKEYSL/NOKEYSH
KAVSEC
NXKYSC
KEYLEN
MAXKS

Description
Typeofkeyfile; "K" = standardfile(i.e.,
a data file is attached); "O" = key-only file
(i. e., no data file is attached).
Number of keys in the file.
First record on available list.
Next free key sector.
Key length.
Ma ximum keys per sector.

you will have examined a total of six
nodes, the worst-case search of a bal
anced binary tree of this size.
Now store the same 100 keys in a B
tree structure with 4 keys per node (a B
tree of order 4). Again, begin the search
by examining the root node; this divides
the keys into five equal-size partitions.
The first search reduces the number of
keys you '11 have to examine in the next
step to 20. Dropping to the appropriate
node down on the next level and search
ing it reduces the search by a factor of 5 a
second time. Now you have narrowed the
search to 4 keys. At the third level, you 'II
locate your target. The worst-case search
examines only three nodes for a B-tree of
order 4 with 100 keys stored in the tree.
(Again, in this example, I've put the tar
get key on a leaf node.)
You can see that a B-tree gains an even
greater advantage when you align the
nodes to disk sectors and fill the node
with keys. (This is how my B-tree system
works; a key node and a key sector refer
to the same thing, and a single disk-read
operation pulls an entire node into mem
ory.) For a large file of 10,000 keys, a
balanced binary tree requires a worst
case of 14 seeks to find a key, while a B
tree of order 4 needs only 7 seeks, and a
B-tree of order 10 needs only 5. (For
more statistics, a 1,000,000-key file
stored in binary-tree fashion requires 20
seeks maximum, a B-tree of order 4
takes 10, and a B-tree of order 10 takes
only 7. I'm assuming all nodes are full in
these examples.)
continued
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Well, almost
everyone prefers MICROSTAT-11

If you like using statistics packages that require a couple of dozen disks and a manual that
reads like a Ph.D. dissertation, you probably won't like Microstat-11. On the other hand, if
you need an easy-to-use statistics package that lets you start solving problems five minutes
after it's installed, Microstat-11 is your answer.
Whether you use statistics to support your
spreadsheet work and reports, pure research,
or anything in between, Microstat-11 Rel. 1.5
has the features and performance you
demand:

Ease of Use. Microstat-II uses an
intuitive menuing system for program
selection. There is no complex command
language to learn or expensive training costs
to pay. You'll do more work faster with
Microstat-II because it takes fewer key
strokes to accomplish a given task. Fewer
keystrokes means faster results and fewer
mistakes.

Speed. Microstat-11 processes your data
up to eight times faster than competing
packages - even faster with a math chip.

And we gain this speed advantage without
any loss -c~'faccuracy.
Coverage. Whether you use simple
descriptive statistics or Stepwise multiple
regression, nonparametrics or ANOVA, we
have the procedures you need.

Compatibility. Creating data files is a
snap and you can import ASCII, DIF, and
dBase files into Microstat-11. Results can be
saved as ASCII files for easy incorporation
into your reports.
Microstat-11 runs on an IBM PC, XT, AT
or compatible with 512K of memory, two
floppy disks or a hard disk. The package
price is $395.00. If you're still not
convinced, try a demo disk for $19.95
(credited towards purchase).

Trademarks: Microstat-11 - Erosoft Inc. IBM PC. XT, AT - International Business Machines.
Registered Trademarks: IBM - International Business Machines.

We are so sure that you'll like Microstat-II,
we offer a 30 day money back guarantee.
Contact your software dealer or give us a
call. (If you already own Microstat-II Rel.
1.0, call for details on free update!)

Ecosoft Inc.
6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
1-800-952-0472 • FAX: 317-251-4604
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The Structure of the Structure
KAVSEC

2

Key file
~

/

8

Sector number

I

2
i

4

6

\

-

16

l

0

-1

8
10

~

~

12
14

16

11T

18

D Active key sector
D Deleted key sector
Figure 5: When all keys are deleted from a key node, that node is placed on a singly
linked list ofavailable nodes, the available list. The variable KAVSEC points to the
first sector ofthis list. The next time a new key node is needed, the software picks the
lead node offthe available list-8, in this case-instead ofextending the file by using
sector 19.

Root

18

3
Pseudo stack

Paul

0

Rick

0

hlJ
Node Offset

CURRENLKEY_SECTOR= 44
KEYOFFSET= 0

Figure 6: SEEK_KEY searches for the key PAUL in this example. As·the routine moves
down the tree, it records its trail on the pseudo stack. SEEK_KEY leaves
CURRENT_KELSECTOR set to the target node and KEYOFFSET set to the key number
within the node.

The structure of a key node for my B-tree
system is shown in figure 4. The first
byte of each node indicates the current
number of keys in that node. This field is
followed by the key and data-pointer sub
structure that is bracketed by key-node
pointers. In a key file, all keys will be
kept to a fixed length by either padding
or truncating (alphanumeric keys are
usually padded on the right with blanks
or nulls). Each key-node pointer is a 16
bit quantity indicating a sector number.
I'll talk later about the data-file struc
ture; for now, all you need to know is
that the data pointer is a 24-bit quantity
that references a record in a data file.
As keys are added to and removed
from the node, the key-count byte is in
cremented and decremented. The node
itself has a fixed size of 512 bytes (the
size of a typical MS-DOS disk sector).
Since keys can be from 1 to 64 bytes,
there will usually be some unused bytes
near the end of the node. (I arrived at the
64-byte maximum through my own expe
rience. This accommodates nearly every
application of keyed files you can come
up with. As usual, the source code is
available, so if you don't like that maxi
mum, you can change it.) The advantages
of the B-tree scheme make it worthwhile
to tolerate such wasted data space.
When it opens a key file, the KFS
management software must know some
details about the B-tree before it can per
form any functions with the file. Since
searches always begin at the root, it has
to know which sector the root node is on.
It has to know how many bytes long the
keys are, and what the next available sec
tor number is so that new nodes can be
added. All this information is stored in
sector 0 (see table 1).
Finally, the system has to be able to
delete keys (I'll go into that algorithm
next month). So it's possible that all keys
could be deleted from a given sector.
When this happens, that sector is placed
on an available list-a chain of records
free foruse, as shown in figure 5. Use of
the available list stabilizes the size of the
file as keys are added and removed.
Having defined the structure of the B
tree, I'll describe how to use it, begin
ning with the routine for locating a key.

Finding That Key
As you've seen in the examples, the
search process begins at the root. The
real workhorse is SCANKEY (its pseudo
code is in listing 1). SCANKEY manipu
lates an imaginary roving marker (com
posed of the pair CURRENT_KELSECTOR
continued
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COMPUSERVE ANNOUNCES HUMAN INTELLIGENCE
FOR YOUR IBM.

Sa.m T aylo r
marke t ing in f ormation manager

J oy Ocerslr-eet
computer sales & t r aining

Nancy_ Keep
la"' office automation consultan t

Thousands of people just like you have put
their heads together to form one of the world's
most advanced data processors - CompuServe's
IBM<!J and IBM-compatible forums. And they'd
like you to join them.
Forum members share problems and
solutions on our bustling message center.
They access and contribute to huge data libraries
teeming with the best shareware and public
domain software anywhere. And they
take on the latest computing topics in live,
online conferences.
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

George Conklin
ministe r

M ark Mu r phy

J ames llawkin s

compu t e r p r ogramme r

physician

Donald Landwi rt h
computer consu/ t an t

Nothing can make your computer
as intelligent or as friendly as CompuServe's
Forum members.
To join CompuServe, see your computer
dealer. To order direct or for more information,
call 800 848-8199. In Ohio and Canada, call
614 457-0802. If you're already a member,
type GO IBMNET at any ! prompt.

CompuServe®
An H&R Block Company
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Formal B-Trees
he initial formulation of B-tree
T
structures was made by R. Bayer
Mccreight in 1972 (see refer
and

h of the tree has the upper bound given
by the following:

E.

ence 1). Well-known computer scientist
Donald Knuth has a good discussion of
B-trees in The Art of Computer Pro
gramming, Volume III: Sorting and
Searching (see reference 2), where he
gives a formal description and suggests
some variations.
Ifyou want to get rigorous, a B-tree of
order n satisfies these properties:
• Every node in the tree has < = n
sons.
• Every node, except for the root and
leaf nodes, has > = n/2 sons.
• The root node has at least two sons
unless the root is a leaf.
• All the leaf nodes are at the same
level, and they have no nonempty key
node pointers .
• A node with i sons contains i- 1 keys.
From these properties, you can derive
the formula for the retrieval perfor
mance of a B-tree. Namely, for a B-tree
oforder n filled with Kkeys, the height
and KEYOFFSET); you give SCANKEY a key
node and a target key, and it returns with
the marker set to the target's location on
the node (if the target key was found) or
where the target key would be if it had
been on the node.
It should be easy for you to follow the
pseudocode for the SEEK_KEY routine in
listing 2. First, of course, SEEK_KEY has
to verify that there are any keys in the
file. If not, the routine exits immediately
with a "key not found" error. Other
wise, SEEK_KEY sets the current key node
to the root node and begins the process of
repeatedly calling SCANKEY until that
routine either returns a "key found" con
dition or encounters a leaf node. If SEEK_
KEY hits a leaf node, there is no more tree
to search, and the routine exits with a
"key not found" error.
Notice that, as SEEK_KEY moves down
into the tree in search of its target, it
blazes its trail on what I refer to as a
pseudo stack (using the PUSH() func
tion). This pseudo stack operates just like
a processor push-down stack (first in,
first out)-you can push and pop its en
tries-but an element on the pseudo stack
is a key-node/key-offset pair. So, when
SEEK_KEY completes, you can trace its
trail through the tree by examining the
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h

< = 1 + log 1.12i+1 ((K + 1)/2)

Some alterations to the fundamental
B-tree scheme provide optimizations
that could prove useful in specific appli
cations. For example, if your database
is used only for retrieval (e.g., an on
line dictionary file), a quick and easy
way to create a B-treelike keyed file sys
tem is to follow these steps:
1. Create a hodgepodge key and data
file (see figure 1 in the main text).
2. Sort the keys (keeping data pointers
attached) and store them to disk so that
there is a fixed number of key/data
pointer pairs per key file sector (except,
perhaps, for the last sector). These sec
tors become the leaf nodes.
3. Scan through the key sectors, copy
ing from each one the last (i.e., greatest)
key (do not erase the key as you copy it).
As you copy each key, attach the sector
number from which it came. The new
list of keys and pointers (it's already
pseudo stack's contents (see figure 6).
You 'II see the reasons for maintaining
this stack in upcoming routines. Now
that you know how to find a key, you
need to get something into the tree so that
you can have keys to look for .

Adding Keys
The CREATE_KEY routine (see listing 3)
begins by making sure there are keys in
the tree. If not, CREATE_KEY calls GET_
NEW_KELSECTOR, which returns a new,
empty key node. This node will become
the tree's root. If the file does have keys
in it, CREATE_KEY calls SEEK_KEY to ver
ify that the key you're trying to add to the
file is not already in the B-tree. Notice
that SEEK_KEY performs two functions:
!fit finds the key, then CREATE_KEYexits
with a "key already exists" error; if it
doesn't find the key, it at least has
created the pseudo stack and has set the
roving marker to reflect the. path and
position of the key if it had been in the
file. In other words, SEEK_KEY returns
telling CREATE_KEY either "the key is in
the file right here" or "here's where the
key should be."
Assuming the call to SEEK_KEY fails,
CREATE_KEY gets the green light and at
taches the data associated with the key to

sorted) will become your next-level
keys. Append this list to the key file in
the same manner as described in step 2.
4. Repeat step 3, creating new levels on
each pass. Each level will have fewer
keys than the preceding level; continue
until you end up with a number of keys
small enough to fit on a single sector.
That sector becomes the root.
You now have a keyed file structure
much like a B-tree, except that each key
is associated with one pointer. At every
level but the leaf nodes, a key's pointer
indicates the subtree holding all keys
smaller than or equal to that key. At the
leaves, the pointers are data pointers.
Also, notice that some keys are repli
cated at each level and that all the keys
appear at the leaves . If you tack addi
tional pointers onto leaf nodes so that
each points to its left and right siblings,
then accessing keys in ascending or de
scending order becomes a snap. The ad
ditional space consumed by nonleaf
keys would certainly be tolerable in
large-file applications, where sequen
tial access is critical.
the node. It does this by moving the tar
get key into a holding area called the
FLOATING_KEY buffer. Once CREATE_
KEY has built the data record and written
it to the data file, it records the pointer to
that record in its proper place in the
FLOATING_KEY buffer. (The routine is
building a "key packet," consisting of a
key, a data pointer, and left and right
key-node pointers, in the FLOATING_KEY
buffer, and it is preparing to tuck that
packet into the appropriate position in the
tree file.)
To perform the insertion, CREATE_KEY
copies the contents of the CURRENT_KEL
SECTOR into another holding area called
the WORKING_KEY buffer. CREATE_KEY
then makes a "hole" for the new key by
shoving all the keys one notch to the
right, starting with the key position given
by KEYOFFSET. Next, the routine copies
the contents of the FLOATING_KEY buffer
into the hole and increments the node's
key count by 1.
Now, iflife were easy, you could write
the updated node back out to disk and go
home. But inserting the new key may
have made the node too large to fit in a
single sector; CREATE_KEY checks the
newly incremented key count to deter
mine whether the node can fit. Fortu
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Modula-2
nately; I've defined the WORKING_KEY
buffer to be larger than a standard sec
tor-larger, in fact, by the margin of an
additional key and its attendant pointers.
If the node does overrun the sector size,
then CREATE_KEY must split the node.
To split a node, locate the central key
on the node, copy that key into the
FLOATING_KEY buffer, write all the keys
to the left of the central key to one node
(you can use the original node), and
write all the keys to the right of the cen
tral key onto another, newly created
node. Next, set the left and right node
pointers of the key in the FLOATING_KEY
buffer to point to the left and right halves

of the split node .
And what about the key and key-node
pointers that you copied into the FLOAT
ING_KEY buffer? That key becomes the
parent of the two halves of the node that
you split. This is how a B-tree grows. If
the node that was split in the preceding
paragaph is the only node of the tree,
then the contents of the FLOATING_KEY
buffer become the tree's new root.
Otherwise, you have to insert the con
tents of the FLOATING_KEY buffer into the
parent of the original node.
Once again, the contents of the pseudo
stack determine where you insert the
continued

Listing 1: In this pseudocode listing, SCANKEY searches the current key node
for the target key (CURRENT_KEYJ. The routine leaves KEYOFFSET set to the
key's location (fit'sfound, or to where the key would be if it were on the node.
This routine scans the key node -- represented by the array
KEY NODE[) -- for a match with the target key, CURRENT KEY .
KEY-NODE[) is loaded by GET(CURRENT KEY SECTOR) and written
to disk by PUT (CURRENT KEY SECTOR).
KEYOFFSET indicates a key position (0 for leftmost, 1 for the
next to the right, etc ... ) and not a byte offset.
SCANKEY:
KEYOFFSET : = 0; !FLAG : = 0;
WHILE KEYOFFSET < NUMBER KEYS
~GIN

IF key at KEY NODE[KEYOFFSET)
CURRENT KEY then RETURN;
IF key at KEY NODE[KEYOFFSET) > CURRENT KEY
BEGIN

!FLAG := 1;
RETURN;
END
KEYOFFSET . - KEYOFFSET + 1;
END
!FLAG : =1;
RETURN
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Listing 2: Thepseudocodefor SEEK_KEY.
This routine searches for a key. If the key is found,
CURRENT KEY SECTOR holds the key node that key is on,
KEYOFFSET points to the key, and !FLAG is set to 0.
Otherwise, !FLAG is set to 1, and
CURRENT KEY SECTOR and KEYOFFSET show where the key
*would*-have been.
NOTE: GET() and PUT() read and write key sectors to
and from the disk file.
SEEK KEY:
IF-number of keys in file = 0 then RETURN file empty error;
Clear Pseudo stack;
CURRENT KEY SECTOR := Root;
REPEAT 
GET( CURRENT KEY SECTOR);
CALL SCANKEY;

IF key found RETURN;
{ If the key node pointer is empty, the search has
{ encountered a leaf.
IF KEY POINTER[KEYOFFSET) = 0
RETURN key not found error;
{ Push pseudo stack.
PUSH( CURRENT KEY SECTOR,KEYOFFSET );
{ Search down-the-subtree.
CURRENT KEY SECTOR . - KEY POINTER[KEYOFFSET);
~DR~E~
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key. You can see in listing 3 that CREATE_ ing the central key up a level. Always, as
KEY attempts to pop the pseudo stack the tree grows, the keys' relationships are
and, if successful, returns within itself to · preserved. (Figure 7 shows the process
do the insert. This process can repeat as of adding a key to a B-tree.)
Finally, CREATE_KEY must terminate
many times as there are levels in the tree.
Each time it repeats, it works its way with the pseudo stack and internal point
toward the root, splitting nodes and mov- ers set to the location of the newly created
Listing 3: The pseudocode for CREATE_KEY. This routine adds a new key

to a B-treefile.

•30 day money-back guarantee
•2 year warranty
•Call or send for your FREE
Technical Gulde

.
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Telex6502820864
Fax (216) 439-4093

25971 Cannon Road• Cleveland, Ohio 44146
London (0734) 86 ·12-87 •Paris (I) 34810!78 •Zurich (01) 821 944
Milan 02-4120360 • Llnkoplng 013 11 () 40 • Gorlnchem 01830-35333
Sidney (2) 452 3831 •Seoul 784-9942 •Munich and ()(her European,
North African and Middle Easl countries noc lisrcd (089) 710020.
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{ Add a new key to the key file.
CREATE KEY:
SFLAG = O;
IF number of keys in file
0
BEGIN
GET NEW KEY SECTOR;
Root :=-new-key node;
Load CURRENT_KEY value;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
CALL SEEK KEY;
IF key found
RETURN key already exists error;
END
FLOATING KEY := CURRENT KEY;
{ •* Code to handle creati~g a new
{ •* data record goes here.
Ll:
Move KEY NODE[) to WORKING KEY buffer;
Move all-keys -- in WORKING KEY buffer
-- starting at KEYOFFSET 1 key position to the
right;
Move FLOATING KEY into WORKING KEY buffer at location
given by-KEYOFFSET;
Increment WORKING KEY buffer's keycount;
IF WORKING KEY buffer's keycount >maximum
keys per key sector
bEGIN
( Note: keycount refers to the number of keys in
1 WORKING KEY BUFFER.
FLOATING KEY :=WORKING KEY[keycount/2);
FLOATING-KEY's left key-pointer :=
CURRENT KEY SECTOR;
Move leftmost keycount/2 keys from WORKING KEY
buffer to KEY NODE[);
PUT(CURRENT KEY-SECTOR);
GET a new key node;
CURRENT KEY SECTOR := new key node;
FLOATING KEY's right key pointer :=
CURRENT KEY SECTOR;
IF keycount is ODD

i:=keycount/2
ELSE { keycount is EVEN )
i:=keycount/2 - l;
Move rightmost i keys from WORKING KEY buffer
to KEY NODE [);

PUT(CURRENT KEY SECTOR);
POP (CURRENT KEY SECTOR,KEYOFFSET);
IF POP() faiied 
BEGIN
GET a new key node;
ROOT := new key node;
END
GO TO Ll;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
PUT(CURRENT KEY SECTOR);
IF SFLAG = I
CALL SEEK KEY;
IFLAG=O;

RETURN no error;
END;
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Anew concept in managing

Megabytes
key. (This is particularly important in
the routine I'll describe next, SEEK_
NEXT_KEY, which must know the location
of the current key in order to find the sub
sequent key.) There is no problem if the
routine hasn't split any nodes in the pro
cess of inserting the new key. But if
nodes have split, there is the probability
that new nodes have been created. Then
the list of key-node/offset pairs on the
pseudo stack would no longer have legiti
mate directions for locating the recently
inserted key in the tree.
So, CREATE_KEY sets the variable
SFLAG whenever there has been a split.
Before CREATE_KEY exits, it checks
SFLAG. If SFLAG is set, CREATE_KEY calls
SEEK_KEY with the original key, blazing

a new trail into the tree and leaving the
pseudo stack, CURRENT_KELSECTOR,
and KEYOFFSET set with correct values.

Who's Next?
Suppose you have created a KFS for your
accounts payable system, and you want to
print the transactions out in ascending
date order. Yoo need a function that,
given that you've just accessed a specific
key, allows you to move to the next great
er key in the tree (the inorder successor,
in technical jargon). See listing 4.
First, keep in mind what the previous
operations on the B-tree might have been.
If a SEEK_KEY has taken place, then the
pseudo stack holds the trail you've folcontinued

of memory

IX-BoX*
Have you ever spent hours
- searching for a letter which you know exists,
but can't seem to find?
- looking for an adpress which you can only re
member half of?
- tracking down a variable which was initiali
sed somewhere in your programs, and which
is now causing them to crash?
- rummaging through your ultra-modern data
base, simply because you omitted to define a
simple key field when setting it up?
- searchlng)'Our literature index for an urgently
needed article?
- looking and looking, but without sue"
cess?
Then we can help! IX-BoX will instantly find all
your correspondence, addresses, programs,
entries, summaries - in fact, anything and
everything .~ $to~ed on your computer. IX-BoX
delivers the document you require in seconds,
and you can carry out any necessary changes
to it using the built-in editor. What more could
you possibly need?

(a)

4

4 O

IX-BoX is much more than a simple informa
tion retrieval system, yet it only costs $ 275

Carls

• ._Location returned
Harry
by SEEK_KEY

(b)

Demo disk costs

$10

• IX-BoX is a trade mark of Snark AG, Zurich.

Farsight

4

Once you've used the Farsight integrated soft
ware package, you'll know the fun of working
with and exploiting Megabytes of memory.
5

O Carls

(c)

Window manager, word processor a ii spread
sheet together cost only
S 99

Graphics
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Figure 7: Inserting key HARRY into an order-4 B-tree. {a) First, CREATE_KEY
locates where HARRY should go in the tree by calling SEEK_KEY. {b) The target key
node is expanded, and HARRY is written in-but now the node has grown beyond
the maximum number ofkeys allowed per node. {c) GEORGE, the middle key on the
node, is moved up to the parent node, and the leafnode splits. Notice that now the
parent node has more than the maximum number ofkeys allowed. It, too, will split,
and GEORGE will move up the tree to the next parent or-{fno parent exists-will
become the root.
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lowed into the tree, and CURRENT_KEL
SECTOR and KEYOFFSET indicate the loca
tion of the current key. In SEEK_KEY, you
can see that if IFLAG is set, the last call to
SEEK_KEY has failed but KEYOFFSET
shows where the key would have been.
The choices then become

• If IFLAG is set, clear it. KEYOFFSET is
pointing to the key you want. However, if
KEYOFFSET points to the right of the last
key on the node, you must pop back to the
parent node and repeat the process.
• If IFLAG is clear, simply move to the
next key on the node if the node is a leaf

Listing 4: Pseudocode for SEEK_NEXLKEY.
{ This routine searches for the current key's inorder
{ successor. If it hits the end of file, it rewinds
{ the key file and returns an error.
SEEK NEXT KEY:
IF number of keys in file = 0 then RETURN file empty error;
IF file is rewound
BEGIN
CURRENT KEY SECTOR : = Root;
!FLAG :;- 1;
GOTO Ll;
END
GET{CURRENT KEY SECTOR);
REPEAT

IF !FLAG NOT = 0
BEGIN
IF KEYOFFSET NOT • number of keys on node
BEGIN
!FLAG = O;
RETURN;
END
IF Pseudo stack is empty
BEGIN
REWINDKEY;
RETURN end of file error;
END
POP(CURRENT KEY SECTOR,KEYOFFSET);
GET(CURRENT-KEY-SECTOR);
END

ELSE
The following code executes if this file's
keypointer currently points to a key.
This means you have to advance to that key's
right keypointer and search that subtree -
if it exists -- for the "lowest and leftmost" key.
KEYOFFSET is interpreted here to indicate a key
node pointer on KEY NODE(]: 0 for leftmost, 1 for
next to the right, etc ... .
BEGIN
KEYOFFSET := KEYOFFSET + 1; !FLAG = 1;
WHILE key node pointer at KEYOFFSET NOT = 0
BEGIN
TEMP := key node pointer at KEYOFFSET;
PUSH(CURRENT KEY SECTOR,KEYOFFSET);
CURRENT KEY SECTOR:=TEMP;
L2: KEYOFFSET : ;- O;
GET(CURRENT KEY SECTOR);
END

END
END REPEAT

(key-node pointers on a leaf node are
empty, so the node cannot be a parent).
If, as in the above case, the current key is
the last on the node, you must pop back to
the parent, set IFLAG, and try again. (All
this popping is why it's important for
CREATE_KEY to keep the pseudo stack in
tact; otherwise, calling SEEK_NEXT_KEY
immediately after CREATE_KEY would
produce unpredictable results.) If the
node is not a leaf, move to the next key
pointer on the node. Follow that pointer
to the child node, and continue following
the leftmost key pointers until you en
counter a leaf. The first node on that leaf
is the inorder successor. Once again, as
SEEK_NEXT_KEY delves into the tree on
its search, it records its trail on the pseu
do stack.
One special case occurs when SEEK_
NEXT_KEY's attempt to pop the pseudo
stack fails: The stack is empty. What's
happened? Simply that the current key is
the greatest (last) key in the B-tree, and
the call to SEEK_NEXT_KEY has fallen off
the end. The routine handles this by re
winding the file and returning an "end
of-file" error. (The term rewinding is
handed down from the days when tape
drives were the primary storage device
for computers; it refers to the act of set
ting the pseudo stack and roving marker
to the logical beginning of the file.) The
very short pseudocode routine for re
winding the file appears in listing 5.

Next Month
I'll wind up my presentation of the key
file handling routines with a description
of the deletion algorithm and a discussion
ofthe data-file side ofthings. •
Author's note: The source code for the B
tree system will be available as of the
final part ofthis three-part series.
REFERENCES
1. Bayer, R., and E. Mccreight. Organiw
tion and Maintenance ofLarge Ordered In
dexes. New York: Acta Informatica,
Springer-Verlag, 1972.
2. Knuth, D. E. The Art ofComputer Pro
gramming, Volume II/: Sorting and Search
ing. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1973.

Listing 5: Pseudocode routine for rewinding the key file.
{ Rewind a key file.
{ This sets the roving pointer given by CURRENT KEY SECTOR
{ and KEYOFFSET to the file's logical start.

REWINDKEY:
CURRENT KEY SECTOR := O;
KEYOFFSET :;- O;
Clear Pseudo stack;
RETURN;
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maU9ze oo ONE easy screen. 1-120 fields/label . 13 lexl sizes
to 1" - readable al 50 tt. AIAG, MIL.STD, 2 at 5, 128,
UPCIEAN, Code 39. File Input, FAST-$279. Logos, Product

P.O . Box 567, Van Nuys, CA 91408·0567

Microcomputer Systems Consultants

Worthington Data Solutions

1-800-826-5432

(805) 957.2210

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 6646, Santa Barbara, CA 93160

Symbols. Other menU·driven bar code programs from $49.

30 day $ back.
417-A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345-4 220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 577.

CUT RIBBON COSTS!
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models: Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50
Electric E-Zee Inker - $89.50
Ink Master (Electric) - $159.00
1000's of satisfied users in 5 years. Money back guarantee.

BORG INDUSTRIES
525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, IA 50647

1·100-SS11-24114

In JOWA 319-987,'2976

nquiry 57B.

Aw arded Uniled Stales Patent #4701062
Lasts 10·15 times longer than the conventional ribbon
For prinfers using 112" width open spool ntit>On;

Dec LA 1801120

Dec

LA JOJJBM 1443

Star Gemini 10X
Teletype-Model 40
Extel
Tl 800/8 1o. 820, 880
Contact us by mait, phone or telex and we wi!lfa<wardyou a btochure

CONTROLLED•P.RINTOUT DEVICES, INC.
POB 869, Baldwin Ad ., Arden, NC 28704

(704) 684-9044 •TELEX: (FILMON-AREN) 577454

nquiry 579.

FREE CATALOG
A complete source for computer supplies at low
prices, Fast Service: Diskettes • Latest Accessories
• Books • Software • Dust Cove:rs • Furniture
• Data Cartridges • Plotter Pens • Cleaning Supplies
• Tapes • Ribbons • Printers • Computer Paper
• Copier Supplies • Surge Protectors • Cables

• Print Wheels • MUCH MOREi!!
Call, write or circle inquiry card for a FREE CATALOG

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES
186 B East Sunnyoaks Ave., Campbell. CA 95008
(BOO) 523·1238, In Calif. (408) 370-6747

Inqu iry 580.
392

BAR CODE READERS

specification! Built-in learning procedure automatically
creates knowledgebase. Interactive structured induction
allows you lo add new knowledge al any time. Includes con
sultancy syslem. Handles up to 10,000 rules on a PC! Demos
included! IBM pc's /PS-2's.
An ingenious prog1am, buy now fa only $99.95. s/h add $5.00

From the manufacturer for PC/XT/AT, & PS/2. At
taches as 2nd keyboard, reads as keyed data. Ex
ternal or bus install. With steel wand-$399. Sup
por11; All Novell! Kimtron, Link, Wyse, RS-232. Sup
ports Alloy PC-TERM. Portables, Lasers, Badge.
30 day $ back.

NovaCast Expert Systems

Worthington Data Solutions

2530 Berryessa Rd. Suile 607, San Jose, CA 95132

(408) 272-4071

Fax: (408) 437-TTT7

417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345.-4220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inqu iry 5B2.

SELF-INKING P.l:i!INTER RIBBON
Okidata·B2A·83 A·B4·92·93
Teletyp e-33, 35

NEW EXPERT SYSTEM
FirSIExpert - A unique expert systems tool that you can master
in a few hours! Generates the complete system based on your

BYTE • JANUARY 1989

Buy your own Book ·
Get a fully supported LISP program for
the MAC without the padded price to
pay for an expensive book. $20 buys
it MAC plus or equivalent runs it. Order
now and save.

Oosson Software
Bo x 33113, Coon Rapids, MN 55433

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics text to your program.
Prinl from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes: UPC,
EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot matrix
text up to 'h". LaserJet up to 2". Font cartridges not
required. $159-$239. 30 day SS back.

Wor1hington Data Solutions
417-A l"GD-ls: St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345-4220

In CA: ( 408) 458-9938

Inquiry 5B3.

muLISP™ 87 for MS-DOS
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environ
ment. muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times faster &
take 'h to 'h the space of other LISPs. 450 Com
mon LISP functions, multi-window editing & debug
ging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons & help,
demo programs, comprehensive manual.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.
3615 Harding AVfJ., Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816

(808) 734-5801

Inquiry 584.

COMPLETE LINE
OF BAR CODE PRODUCTS
• PrintBar II • PrintBar Softfonts
• PrintBar I • CodeScan 2000
FREE BROCHURES (916) 622-4640

Bear Rock Software Co.
6069 Enterpr ise Dr. Placer ville , CA 95667

Inquiry 586.

BAR CODE

CAD/CAM

BAR CODE SOLUTIONS
We make bar coding vefy easy with our complete line of
readers. CU PC-Wand readers network, or work with your
keyboard or terminal, or are carried around taking inventory,
entering sales and clocking time. Our bar code label print
ing soflware packages work with MS·DOS or PC-DOS and
mostmatrixorlaser pr\n\ers. We also sen pre-printed labels.
Our hardware can work with nearly every computer in the
world.

International Technologies & Systems Corp.

PHOTO PLOTTING

NEWI FAST! AFFORDABLE!

from your Smarlwork Edit file or any RS-274 Gerber

The LSPC SEAIAU2 ls a dual channel, multi·protocol, asyn
chronous serial interface tor the PC/AT. The max data rate
is 400 Kbps externally clocked. Typical applications are high
speed data acquisition, SDLCIHDLC communications with
mainframes, protocol conversion, and LANs. Get fai;I, flexi
ble performance at a low cost of $245. CALL OR WRITE
NOW!

Photo Plot file. Raster type Photoplolling supplied on
.OrJ1" thick Kodak Ultraline film. Plot data accepted by
modem, 51/4 ", 3'h '' MS-DOS format disks or 9 track mag
tape. Gerber plot file 8"x10" plots start from $15.00.
Call tor details.

KE.PAO

635-C North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621

(714) 990.1HO

fAX: TIC 990-2503

TLX 6502.U(T.14 MCI

Inquiry 587.

COMMUNICATIONS

Computer Modules, Inc.

CIRCUIT SYSTEMS
Fenton, MO

2348 C Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 496-1881 Fax: (408) 496 -1886

MO.

1-800-325-387811-314-343-1630 in

Inquiry 592.

BAR CODE MADE EASY
PERCON~ E·Z·AEADER"' keyboard interfaces and multiuser

AS-232 models ma ke it easy to add bar code to virtually any
computer/terminal WITHOUT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION.
Immediate shipping Two ~ warranty. Bar code printing
software available. Call for details on fast. accurate, ~data
entry, Substantial reseller d scourts.

Inquiry 598.

P-CAD MOUSE

Complete haldware and docurnenlation lor SS7S. Call

or wrllB lor more &lll)rmatlon. Thiee years war"11lty,
Ched<s, COO. V1SA. MC ar:cepted.

UNITEK SYSTEM

PER CON ®
2190 W 11th St., Eugene. OR 97402

9228 Vancouver Drive, Sacramento, CA 95826

(503) 344-1189

P-CAD trademark of Personal CAD System, Inc.

=

Inquiry 588.

Bi-Directional File X-fers

A quality mouse deslg_ned 10 run with 1he l'-C'<O solt·
ware. 11 requite$ oh e R5232C COM Pon for the con
nection. No extomal M!Curil)' deW:e 6 needed any mae.

1

I

(916) 962·6075

Inquiry 593.

Multi-Com telecommunications program oflers the following ..
• SimultanBous Dc;w.rnloading/Uploading
• Send/Receive Console Messages During File Transfers
• 100% Line Utilization During Mulli·Fite Transfe1s
• Uses Full Duplex ADLC Protocol
• More Efficient Than Xmodem, Kermit. etc.
• Saves Time and Cuts Connec\ Costs
Information & 5v.'' Demo Disk ..
. .$5.00 + $3 sJh
Program Pkg., 311z· & sv~ • disks, manual . . . $49.95 + S4 s/h

Multlplex Systems (412) 276-3374 24 hrs.
P.O. Box 16174, Pittsburgh, PA 15242

Inquiry 599.

CASE

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

FINITE STATE PROGRAM COMPILERS

Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. Looks jus1 like keyboard da1al
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser interface.
Also, powerful Bar Code and Tex1 printing software.
Great warranty. Dealer inquiries welcome.

State programs develop quicker, run faster and use less
memory than sequential programs. A few keystrokes can
replace hundreds of instructions. The Compeditor, a CASE
software development tool, forms source slate programs in :

Seagull Scientific Systems
15127 N,E. 24th, Suite333, Redmond, WA 98052
206-451-8966

FAX MACHINES $395

MURATA FAX M1n200nsoo .
- - .$695/CALL
SHARP FD300/420 . .
. ...... . . . . $1095/1295
SHARP F0220/550 .
• • , . .SCALL Low Price
RICOH 10/20 . _,. • _.
.SCALL/1595
SANYO SF100/SF200 .
. , .. _.$995/1195
CANON 20 (100)18 .
. ... . .$1075/CALL
TOSHIBA Laptop Computers .
. ... $759 & up
~ prices VISA/MC 2% COD 2% restock 20%

Ada, BASIC, C, FORTRAN and Pascal. FOR IBM DOS.
Price $200 per. lang. (With Primer and Debugger)
Sampler $50.00 (With all manuals & credit)

AYECO
INCORPORATED

5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando
FL 32808
(407) 295·0930

TELEPHONE PRODUCT CENTER
12603 Hoowr St., Garden Grove, CA 92641

800.444·3199

Inquiry 600.

Inquiry 594.

COMPUTER INSURANCE
DATA INPUT DEVICES
8 a r Code & Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers &
terminals, Including IBM PSl2 & others, DEC, Macintosh,
AT&T. ct Wyse, Wang . All readers connect on the keyboard
cable & are transparent to all software. Low cost bar code
prinl programs, magnetic encoders, & por!able readers are
also available. GSA contract #GSOOKB7AGS5346.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport, Palo Al1o, CA 94303
415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
FAX: 415-85 6-3843

Inquiry 589.

Kartech, Inc.

(Local 614-262·0559)
SAFEWARE, The Insuranc e Agency Inc.

Inquiry 601.

Inquiry 595.

MEDCOM INFO BBS
(714) 996-6666 (213) 644-5580
32 lines, 3/12/24, 8N1
PC-Pursui1able (comple1e cos1 & signup info
online). multi-user games, group chat, E-Mail &
message boards, computer art, many SIGs, INFO
MAT Magazine, downloadable software (191MB),
con1rac1 & perm job lists, shopping mall, Calif.
foreclosure info. FREE TRIAL.

6312 E. Santa Ana Cyii Rd. #361, Anaheim, CA 92807
4 996-7982

Inquiry 590.

450+ New Titles Added Each Month
18+ Special Interest Forum message bases plus
Real Time Conferencing _USA TODAY Decision
Line News Service. Quarterly Newsletter & BBS
System Users Guide. PC Pursuit Accessible. 780
MB on line. Comple1e PC SIG library. VISA/MC
9 Inc oming lines. FREE DEMO MODE
(503) 761-8100 12/2400 N ,8,1
RANDOM ACCESS Information Network
P.O. Box 16675, Portland OR 97216

Inquiry 591.

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469

(416) 656-2032

165 PinEmOOd Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6C 2V6

BBS/PUBLIC DOMAIN

Vo ice

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket
coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call
does i1 alt. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 10 5)

JOINT APPLICATION DESIGN
and PROTOTYPING WORKBENCH
Developers! Reduce your costs and improve user
satisfaction_ Give users a hands on feel for the
system. Build a full working model of a system in
just hours. PC-PROTO is easy 10 use, flexible, and
wriles 1he documentalion for you. From $149.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

CD-ROM
r ~~~C-D___
R_O_M
~D~rl_v_e_s_&~-~
T lt l-es~~~ t•

'C' DOCUMENTATION TOOLS

l.ergest selec Ion for PC & Mee.
Mlcrosol Programmers Library & Drive $995
Compu er Library $695 • Public Domain S/W $99.

• C..cALL S39 Creates graphic·lree of cal1erlcalled structures. and
files-vs·procedure table·of·contents
• C·HDR $39 Createslinse1tslupdates headers for each procedure
showing caller/called and identifl&l's
• C·UST $29 l ist. action-diagram. reformat programs
• C-REF $29 Local/global/parameter cross reference
• SPECIAL $99 All 4 plus Integrated C-DOC version

Drives from $699. Hundreds of titles from $29.

MCMSAIAM EX , Money-baek Guarantoo.
Call or write for free 100 page c;ita109.

Get It all from "The Bureau"

SOFTWA,R E BLACKSMITHS I NC.

Bureau of Electronic P-ubllshlna
121 Norwood Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ
(21)1;\ 746-3031

6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada L5N-4M1

07043

(416) 858·4466

Inquiry 602.

Inquiry 596.

..----------i'
l
Government Databases on
CD-RO Ms
Economics, Labor. Agriculture, Consumers, and Food .
Soon: Health, Business, lax, Energy and more. Includes

Hosts:

software to make tables, DIF or ASCII. $65 each, MS

Hopkins Technology
421 Hazel Lane, Hopkins, MN 55343
(612) 931-937 6
CIS 74017,614

Inquiry 597.

~

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linke r, Librarian
Targets f or 36 Micro p rocessors

Detailed US databases available on 5 CD-ROMs:

DOS req. CD-ROM publishing services available.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

l

PC/MS DOS, m icro VAX, VAX 8000
Developed and su pported at:

ENEF1rEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446
215-362-0 9 66
MCNISA

Inquiry 603.
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~----Tit,tE BB~ER'S MART·..............- - - 
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

DATA CONVERSION

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

CONVERT

DISK INTERCHANGE
SERVICE COMPANY

Professional Series
PseudoCode releases it's PseudoSam Professional

Serles of cross assemblers. Most popular processors.

Macros, Conditional Assembly, and Include Files. Vir·
tually unlimited size. For IBM PC's, MS-DOS 2.0 or
geater. With manual for $35.00. Each addrtional $20.00.
(t.'I res. 4% tax). Shipping $5, Canada $10, Foreign $15.
Visa/MC. (Dealer Inquiries Welcome).

Kore
6910 Patterson, Caledonia, Ml 49316

616-791-9333

W-2's AND 1099's
10 MAGNETIC MEDIA
FOR IRS
FROM Wt PEA REOOAO
APPROVED SERVICE BUREAU

• Dedicated Word Processors
• Mini, Micro & Mainframe Cof'!'lputers

• 9-Track Tape (800. 1600 an·a 6250 BPI)
• MSDOS, CP/M, UNIX, DOS, PRODOS, TSX+, RT-11
2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886

DataCopy Service of Texas
3306 W. Walnut #400, Garland, Texas 75042
(214) 272-7751

(5081 692-0050
Inquiry 616.

Inquiry 610.

Inquiry 604.

DISC spedal&os in tran•ferrlng tiles belwaon lneom
pmlbl• disk 1bmtm, 1111d between dis~ Md 9-lnick lope.

DATABASE MGMT SYSTEMS
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Condi·
tionals, Fast, Reliable . . ..•. ..... from $150
also: Disassemblers
EPROM Programmer Board

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone (800) 443-0n9
In CA (415) 825-4200
912 Hastings Dr., Concord, CA 94518

FREE TRIAL dBASE Ill CLON!!

•We are PC & MAC experts
• Lowest prices guaranteed
•All PC 's, MAC's, micfos, mlnis & malnltames
supponed.

** PC MAGAZINE 5N7/88 ••

Free 30 day trial full program USA only or Buy now get free
upgrade. Money back guarantee $69 + $5. SIH chlc!Amex.
CAN +$4. Other +$10. Cal or write:

Integrated Data Service

1 on 1 Computer Solutions

5439 Seneca Place, Simi Valley, CA 93063

26 Finchwood Or., Trumbull, Cf 06611
203-375-0914
dB.ASE Ill ls a trademark of Ashton.:fATE

(805) 584-0023

Inquiry 617.

Inquiry 611.

Inquiry 605.

MAG TAPE• • Disk
Disk• •Disk

"1on1 ls a programmable relational DBMS . .. The menu
mode Is a fancier and more complete version of DBases's
assistant mode... 1 on 1 "" 311 is a great deal for those who
would be glad to have a dBASE Ill PLUS clone"

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION
680XO Cross Assemblers
Now, iriexpensiY& QI.Ill~ 0000 CIOS3 .A.ssemblerl lhet use )OUr IBM PC or
~All~ irduOO 8ltensMI listing laci'itie:s. upkl 32 char labets,
sorted~ catim. INCWOE files, OOH nenWS. ORG, CX::. OS. EOU. ~
other directi\195 (EDL'8'11 ~ROS), prit1ed manuats.. ~ wrWts Ollri.llB S.

'8CO<ds. lilkr.g~o'6aleeithet"Stecord9or~modules,and
irdudea linksrwhich creates:~O<blnwyOlttpJlfiles.NolcopJpn>
tected. Minimum requiremenls 819 320K, DOS 2.XX, & 1'6Y, • DSOO.
Ba* ~Q-.$49.95
Unking~10--•.95
Bast: 6M20--$09ll5
Basic 680:me881--$129

Ol6dcs.

Box

V1SA..MCaa:tJf:la1. AW~ +6%$1!Jesm. NoPO~orl'OOS,

RAVEN Computer Systems
12116, SI. Paul, MN 55112
(612) 636-0365

QUALITY CONVERSIONS

BM PC to HP File Cop aUows IBM PCs, PS/2, com·
patibles to read, write files written by Howlett Packard
Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000's. We offer custom
..,rk using our file oopy utilities and program translators.
Call for eslimale, catalog, data sheet.

"TYPESET 6-24 point Low Rates
rwP !'«mats available)
IMAGES
Logos/Line Art/Glossies

1st Run Computer Services Inc.

Oswego Software

1261 Broadway, Suite 508. New York, NY 10001

507 Nor1h Adams St.
Oswego, Illinois 60543

(212) n9-osoo

Inquiry 612.

Inquiry 606.

IBM PC •to• FILEHP
COPY

• Disk
• Scanning
• Tape
"TYPEWRITTEN $.33 per page to ASC II

312/554-3567
Fax 3121554·3573
Telex 858-757

Inquiry 618.

6800-Famlly Development Software

Get the Expertise You Need!

CONVERSION SERVICES

Combine our software and your PC !or a powerful develop
ment system for the Motorola 6800, 6801, 6809. and 6SHC11.
Our C Compilers feature a complete implementation (ex
cluding bit fields) of the language as described by K&R and
yield 30-70% shoner code than other compilers. Our
Motorola-compatible Assemblers feature macros and condi
tional assembly. Linker and Terminal Emulator Included.

Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk • OCR

Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats including 3W:
8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Services.

CM!r 1,000 lormlllS! 3'k. 51'•. or 8 Inch (flsk!!; 9 track
onag tape; 10"M0.Be<r>O\Acartndge. Oa!a base and
word prOC8SSOr translation Speclaisls I ~ Govem·
mefilt Security Oata. Cail for lreei c:onsulla11on.

Wlntek Corporation

Computer Conversions, Inc.

1801 South St., Lala ette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

(619) 693-1697

Inquiry 607.

sw:

1

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.

9580 Black Mtn. Ad.. Ste J, San Diego. CA 92126

Inquiry 613.

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 1312) 459-6010

Inquiry 619.

DEMOS/TUTORIALS
ZBOIHD64180

DISK CONVERSIONS

Cross assemblers run on PC and are compati
ble with Microsoft MBO/l.80. $195.00 for
assembler and linker. We have CP/M emulator
cards for PC. Up to 12.5 mhz ZBO clock speed,
starting at $249.95! Also ZBO/HD64180 C
compilers.

Media transfer too r from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT, also WP, WS,
MS/WAD, DW4, MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11,
Xerox-Writer, ASCII.

Z-World

531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245
(213) 545-6551
(213) 322-6:\19

1m Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 (916) 753.3n2

FREE TEST CONVERSION

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Inquiry 614.

Inquiry 608.

1
"

INSTANT REPLAY Ill

Build Demos. lUtDrial$. ~

~ Musoe;
loeludes
Sc:teen Makec. l<eproke'Tlme ~ditor; Proonwn """""""'·
and Arima~ Aecll GtlJIJI Revi...s! Simply lhe BES1 Not!
""I'>' ,p n:ecied. Nb roY.allies. 60 day satlsiaclloo mo1,.ly
bad< gLttlLIBM and Compalh $149,96 U..S.OhklCt Ord.
Olsk<ltiD $,500

If"Tlt!ted KDybolld Macros. MCI Manu S)Sams.

°""°

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

31&1 Soulh Vall~ Street "(ste 252)
Salt Lake Cit , Utah 84109 (801) 487-9662

Inquiry 620.

DAT A CONVERSION

DISASSEMBLERS
;.....~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......; ~

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION
Mora than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer!
Word Proceaalng, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks

~aI=~!:'~ 1'::1~M1::'.yot~~c'!~~~~sp~~~~~~

1

Typesetters, and Electronic Publlahing systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
#1 in the translation industry!

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, L.cs Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 387-4477
Inquiry 609.
394

1-800-825-8251
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DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Pro
cessors, & Typesetters.
TAPE Conversions as low as $23.00 MB
DISK Conversions as low as $15.00 per Disk
Call or wrile TOOAY for a cost saving quotation.

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210

W. l..allm@r Aw., Carnpboll, CA 95009
(408) 866-6080

Inquiry 615.

SOFT·X·PLORE
See "BYTE's May '88 issue pg. 78". Disassemble 500
kb (')program at 10,000/min. (•)in any file, ROM/RAM
memory up to 80386 instruction set("). SOFT-X-plore:
• is for MS/DOS 2.0+ 5)'01.ems
• uses 20 algorithms and seven passes (*)

• only $129.95 plus S&H w/30 day guarantee.
1:> order call (BOO) 446·4656 or info(203) 560-0236
or write:
RJSWANTEK INC.
178 Brookside Rd., Newington CT 06111
*

best on the market

Inquiry 621.

MC/VISA accepted

_! I

DISK COMPATIBILITY
IBM PC's USE Mac DISKS

CHEAP DISKS!!!

M • tch Maker lets ycu plug arry Macintosh aattet·
nn111opP'I d r""' Into an IBM PC. Hall size card and
SOl1Ware !&ts )00 copy IC/from, view dlrecwy, in
itialize, or delete ti les on th.o Mee dlsketts. Works
with PCs, >m, ~ aoa cornpa!ibles. The eesy IY<IY
10
lnlwma.tionl
$149.00 Visa/MC/COD/Chk.

AlthouJh this headline may not convey
quality ..... our 3V2'' floppy disks dol

or Gall Howard's
Smart Luck Computer Advantage~ for your
favorite Lotto game. (Please specily.)

FREE...

with your Demo disk order. .. Gall
Howard's 64-page Pocket Gulde to Lottery Win
ning Whee/Ing Systems. Send check or money
order for $5 1or 5Y4 n ($6 1or 3 1k ") demo disk to:
Smart L uck Co mputer Systems

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA
1-800·231-4355

Dept. B·5, P.Q Box 1519, White Plains, NY 10602

Inquiry 628.

'

Inq uiry 634.

'

DUPLICATION SERVICES

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC' s AT's

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION

CompatiKil/PC . . . .
. .. . $309
CornpatiKil/AT
...... $ 250
Built-in 11oppy controllers-no problem.
Suppons muldplo dllves and lormats. Lots your
COl'nf)Uter Ii$& I BM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plt1S morel
Call tor fu11 h&r Information or to place an order_

• One Stop $hoppl119 • Technlca.J Su,p pon
• Custom Packaging • Drop Shipping
• Fast Tu rnerol.lnd
• Copy Protedlon
• Com petitlve Pricing

FLOW CHARTING 11+ HELPS YOU!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Micro Solutions Computer Products

PJ1 Box 110, Fmeho~. NJ ama

815n56·3411

Inquiry 623.

PATTON & PATTON
11

See our ads on page 411.

Inquiry 629.

DISK DUPE EQUIPMENT

81 Great Oaks Blvd .. San Jose, CA 95119

11

1-800-525-0082 (Outside CA)
408-629-5376 (CA/lnt'I)

Inquiry 635.



DO YOUR OWN DUPLICATION

SOFTWARE KIT PACK AGING

Copy 10,000 or only 10 .. . . . in as Ii tie as 15
seconds each with 1amous Mountain Duplica
tion equipment at the very best prices!! See us
1or all al your duplication equipment needs
from Disks to Drives to Duplica tors.

OEM suppliert a one a f the world's largest com
puter comp a nies olfers quality packaging 1or
your computer products. Quality products
re11ecting your companies image is our highest
priority. Ask about P R EFORMATIED DISKET
TES for R&D. Call or write.

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA

UNISPEC CORPORATION

223 Nor th Royal Avenue, Front Royal , VA 22630

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

/'ISCl!art eteates Nassi-Shr\elderman (str\Jet\lt&d)
fkM>chans from a simple POL. Keywords daflne
struetu res & te•I s1ri119s appear in tfie chart. Easy
to crerue, .....en easier to ruvisel ~atic cllart siz·
Ing, text oentE)ring. 'lrl!nslators l1om many
langua9as awllable, For Mac and IBM PC

S I LTRON IX, INC.
P.O. Box 62544, San Diego, CA 92136

4845 Transit Road Onit K·S. Depew, NY 14043

(716) 633-2810

1·800-231-4355

Inquiry 624.

1·800-637-4888

Fax (716) 633-2813

Inquiry 636.

Inquiry 630.

DISK DUPLICATION

HARDWARE

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

WE COPY YOUR DISKS FOR LESS

BUILD TALKING ROBOT!

• Specializing in duplicating disks provided by the customer

-

• 3112.. or SY•"
• SY•" PRICES - 22 cents 10 30 cents a disk!t!
• 31/2" PRICES - 35 cents to 50 cents a di$k'"
• Bad disks re1urned
• Fast turnaround
• Yoo choose the quality al the disk, wel duplicate them!!
• We can he\p with labels. sleeves. prinling - just ask!
• No hiiddelJ costs

-

-

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Build B.E.RJ: © the Basic Educational Robot Trainer
Featured in BYTE April & May I rI1
Even a child can program this talking Robot. built
from off·the·Shelf componenls
Minimum Kit
$50.00 U.S.
Complete Kit
$180.00 U.S.
+10% S/H
VISA welcomed
For further information write to:

DSP products for the IBM PC/XT/AT based on the Tl
TMS32010 and TMS320C25. Designed IOI applications
in c ommunications, instrumentation, speech, and

I

numeric processing. Offered wtth 12 btt 80 KHz AID and
:::i

DALANCO SPRY

Suile800, 1146 H"1>1<)()oJ St., Vancouw1-, ac. Canada V6E 3V1
VISA ordeni only: 604-68~0595

366 Massachusetts Ave . Suite 303. Arlington. MA 02t74

617·646-6703

Inquiry 625.

DIA and continuous data acquisition & playback option.

$650 and up.

GoCo Dist.

DISK-0-DATA

800·848·8408

FLOW CHARTS

Precise flowcharting ls fast and simple with Flow Charting
II+. Draw, edit and print perfectcharts: bold and normal fonts,
26 shapes-95 sizes; fas t ent1y of arrows, bypasses & con·
nectars; Fast Insert Line; shrink screen displays 20().column
chart; 40 column edit screen for detail work, much morel

800-222-0490 NJ 201-462-7628
MEGASoft

VISA/MC/COD/CHECK.

132 W. Lincoln Hwy.. DeKalb. IL 60115

BEAT THE LOTTERY

223 North Royal Ave nue, Front Royal, VA 22630

Micro Solutions Computer Products
132 w. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb. IL 60115
a1sn 56·3411
Inquiry 622.

ENTERTAINMENT

$5 Demo Disk

100% Certified
720k only 9H
1.44 MEG only $2.60

"'°""'

DISK DRIVES

.

DISKETTES

89 Westland /We., Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 2 44-6007

Inquiry 637.

Inquiry 631.

ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

I

• Disk duplication
• All lorm!ll!;
• EVERLOCK copy
protection
• Label/sleeve prin ting
• Full packaging
ser vices

•
•
•
•
•

Warehous ing
Drop shipping
Fulfillment
48-hour delivery
Consultation &
guidance

Star-Byte, Inc.

713 W. Main SI., Lansdale, PA 19446

215·368·1200

800·243-1515

Inquiry 626.

DUPLICATION IS THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY

Let us Flatter you!!! See us for all disk
duplication needs. 10 disks to 100,000 and
more All formats-All systems. Best
prices-Our own in-house printing of
documentation-labels-sleeves.

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA
223 North Royal Avenue, Front Royal, VA 22630
1-800-231-4355

Inquiry 627.

I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

* * * EGA Chess * * *

CHIP CHECKER

" Challenging"... "Relentless "...-PC Mag
Fully Animated High Resolution Graphics
Solves Mate In 7 . ..On Screen Clock
Huge Opening Book .. .Select I.ever
Save/Restart/Print Your Own Games
Requires 256K EGA/VGA 5.25" disk
$34.95 ($5,00 tor Demo)

in

CUBE Micros ystems

1u

P.O. Box 26064, Overland Park, KS 68225

(913) 649-6747

VISA/MC

• 74/54 TTL + CMOS
• 14/4000 CMOS

• 8000 Nat. + Signetics
• 9000 TTL
• .3n + .6n IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type

• 14-24 Pin Chips

of output in seconds. Also test&: popular RAM chips. IBM

compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $159.

Inquiry 638.

NEMESIS"' Go Maste
Go, a ga me of strategic elegance, has been a way of
life in the Orient for a.ter tcx..r thousand years. Many con
sider Go to be the secr et of the Japanese business
man's success. 'While chess is a game of war, Go is
a g ame of market share " [President of Nikko Hot els].
"If you are Interested In Go, buy this program."
Game of the Month J. Pournelle BYTE 7181

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
Has optimum features for monitor

+ control applications:

16 Chan AID • 4 RS232/422 Pono • 48 P1og 1/0 Lines
• B Opto IN s • B HiDrive OUTs • 4 Timers • Watchdog
• 104K Memory • 5.25 x 8.0 Options: Resident FORTH

OS with Target Compiler. Editor, Assembler, + Auto
Load/Sta1t; 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan Cl'A • Battery Backed
Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support.
E.PAC 1000+ $249.00
E.PAC 2000+ $449.00

The Leader in Computer Go.

76 Bedlord SI. #34-Y, Lexington, MA 0217~ , (617) 66\·0486

Inquiry 633.

(616) 983-2352

_j

Inquiry 632.

Toyogo, Inc.

DUNE SYSTEMS
2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, Ml 49085

EMAC INC.
P.O. Box 2042. Carbondale IL 62902

(618) 529·4525

Inquiry 639.
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HARDWARE

LANS

PC BOARDS

FREE CATALOG

Ale you abcul to •perid thousand$ of dollar'$ lor

P-C-B ARTWORK MADE EASY!

Prococt your c:omplller ~, rmm bl act-ou~ brown·
outs, oUdk>Mdoo hash ond su<gesl Complme line DI 117.11
cost Em•rpM<y
unltJ, Uott Coodlllonefll
anil Surge Suppre$3015
deme.ge and loss al
valuable data P«weni el'fOIS, mll!Unctions Md falso
prllllOWll Send 'for fTIOnO)' savl119 caialog today.

Novell or 3-COM?

Create and Revise Pr ln ted -Clrcult~Artwork
on your IBM or Compet!b!e
• Help Screens
• Dip & Sip Library
• Printer and Plotter Artwork
• Supports Mice
• Auto·Aouter available
• ICON Menus
Requirements: IBM or Compatible PC, 384K RAM, DOS
3.0 or later. PCBoards: $99.00
DEMO: $10.00

The Invisible Network does the same thing, but costs only
$249 per machine. True NETBIOS-compatible LOcal Area Net
work with high·speed 1.8 Mbps interlace cards, cables, and
af/ networking soltware. Works great with Mulli·user dBPSE.
Clipper, OuickSil...er, FoxBASE+ , and all other file-sharing and
multi-user soltware.

""'-"'Supply

P«M>"'

INDUS-TOOL
730

w.

I'

Lake St, Chicago, 1L 60606

Database Specialties (415) 652-3630
Box 2975, Oakland, CA 94618

P.O.

Phone 312-648-2191

PCBoards

2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205
!ZHl 933·1122

I n q u iry 651 .

Inqu iry 640.
-

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
Rack-Mounted AT 286 or 386
lnduslrial,

Med ~Tech ,

LAPTOP SPECIALS

Laboratory and Comm. needs

(516) 589-8666

Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • O\TAVUE • SHARP •
NEW! Hard drives available for Tandy 1400 LT &
Toshiba 1100+ • AFFORDABLE 5y," or 3'h''
DRIVE UNITS for LAPTOPS & DESKTOPS •
DICONIX PAINTERS • 768 card for T1000 • 2400
BAUD MODEMS !or Laptops • Fast reliable and
friendl y service. For LaN Prici ng call

International
Telecommunications Services

201·469-7678 (7 Days, 9 am-10 pm Eastern time)

0 Intel 80286 or 80386 CPU daughter card 0 Passive back

plane (8·10 expansion slots) 0 Fils standard 19" rack 0 Heavy·
c:lrty dual fans 0 Oean ar filter 0 High-speed. high-quality hard
disk available 0 Slide-mounted CPU chassis for easy
maintenance access 0 Power supply up to 360 Watts. FOf
detaUs and prices, Contact:

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED

gramming techn iq ues, how to use DOS and
BIOS. All in super fast assembly languag e. In ·
eludes source code and software license.
D IS K1 - 360 K $5
7 20K $6
Book-$18

Zipfast electronics
Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40581·2238
Inq uiry 6 5 2.

nquiry 646.

In qui ry 641 .

80 programs for IBM PC
Games, quizzes, trivia, utilities, antiviral, pro

POETRY PROCESSOR
2 PC -

LATEST AWARD BIOS
PC/XT " 286 • 386
Support For:
• Enhanced Keyboards
• EGA & VGA Graphics
• 3.5" Floppie s & More. ..
Authorized AWARD Distributor

I
I
I

.I

1llP

Call 1·800·423·3400

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
Inquiry 642.

FILE TRANSFER UTILITY

2 PC : Comects any two PC's for file transfer and communication .
Featu1es • 115.200baudtransfer rate • directory trees • chat mode
• file tagging/viawingldeletion • print facity • l..riwrsal cable • free
ca.tie wiring diagram (so you can ''rol yax own" cable!) • 3 1,~"
& SY•" disks. Complete - $55 (List: $80}, w/o cat>Je - $45. 2PC
Lite: lass Expensive, Works Great! Complete · $40 (List: $50),
w/ocable · $30. AJ-11 cables optional. B~h programs haw43-line
mode.
Cables sold separately: ser/par, kbd, mon, & others

Thompson Computing, SIIlF N. 'kntu Parle Road,
Suite 306, Newbury Park, CA 91320, (805) 498-7653.
VISA/MC add 4%. $3.50 SIH.
Inqu iry

POETRY PROCESSINGsYTE

nomambe,..
2186"" 221-2287
Michael Newman's POETRY PROCESSOR, is now available for
IBM PC's & compats. Includes text editor, form edtOf & templates,
25~ r~ng dictionary, aiJlOm3'ed melrical scansion, rfttme
check, user "Instant Anthology" network .
. $89.95

"Sho\Jd delight anyone who k1les words... Justifiesa recom
mendation ... " Peter H.. Lewis, N)'. Times .. . "dcmnrigh!
user-sumptuous." Washington Post
Call 201-525·2122 fordetails on orderingPOETRY PACKAG E -also incl.
N.E.R.O. a stantfrnrtiyine diet $59.95 & ORPHEUS A-8-C a poe1~
tutorial $49.95 at ~lal XMAS dltc0unt. Or and ck or mlo to:

Mlchael Newman
clo The Paris Review, 541 E. 72nd St., NYC, NY 10021

647.
-

-

PROGRAM SUBCONTRACT
Apple • S ervice Parts

LAP-LINK

• Accessories • Systems •

The ultimale solution for linking laptop computer with any IBM
a>mpalible desktop PC. 115, 200 baud transfer ~r than
any other product available. No installation necessary, easy to
use split screen design Includes incredible "uniwrsal cable"
that connects any two computers. Transfer entire disks laster
than a DOS COP'/ command! Only $129.95 including uniwrsal
cable and bcjh Jw• and 51/•" cisks. "B1idge" CM'fler'S can trade
il for only $89.95 wlo cable.

*

*

BUY
SELL
TRADE
PRE-OWNED Electronlcs, Inc.
30 Clematis Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
800-274-5343

FAX

617-891-3556

Serlllce Centers and Dealers welcome

1-800-343-8080

(2061 483-8088

Inqu iry 648.

nquiry 643.
-

Travellng Software, Inc.
18702 North Cre ek Parkway, Bothell WA 98011

In a Time Jam?
Let us do your software w o rk in T P ascal or
TC or M/S C. Guaranteed fast turn, lcm price
and satisfaction. To your specs or we'll
design t o o!

Automated Software
3239 Mill Run , Raleigh, NC 27612
800-227-7681 or 919-782-9045
Inqu i ry 6 5 3 .

-

--

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR
SCIFOX"'PARALLEL COPROCESSOR
PC/XlWIJBS prug·!il board wl!l'I For111 soitware. 1D
MIPS operation, up to 54l MIPS burnt. 64K to 1M
b)l'!e memory. USIJS Harris RTX 2000• lllSC
t ealtfm o CPU with I-cycle mulliply, I.cycle
14-priority interrupis. twO 256-wotd stacl<S, ll'lree
16-bll !lme1/counters, 16-blt IJo bus. rdeal
real·
time control, signal and imege p1oeasslng and
mult1plo beard opell!Uon. From $1 ,995.

'°'

SILICON COMPOSERS, INC.

(415) 322·8763
210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
STOCK-MASTER 4.0
Commercial grade Inventory management
software at micro prices.
•Stock Status Repor1ing
• Supports all 12
transaclion types
Trend Analysis
Quality Control
Mult iple Locations
Purchase Order Tracking

•Open Order Reporting
• Serial/Lot # Tracking

•
•
•
•
•

.Activity History Analysis
Bill of Materials
Purchase Order Writing
Order Entry
Mat erial Requirements

•On Line Inquiry

Applied Micro Business Systems, Inc.
1n-F Riveraide Ave., Newport Beach, CA 92663

714-759-0582

Inquiry 645.
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TURBO SCREEN MASTER

MEMORY CHIPS
.. Call
4125&15-12·10 ..
4164·15 .
. Call
... Call
4164·12 ..
41t28 Pggy Bad< lo< /fJ . .Call
41464·12 (64Kx4) ..
Call
414256 (256Kx4) . .. .. . . Call
2764,2712B,27256,27512 . • Call

51000 (1 Meg)..

.. . Call

51258 for Compaq 386 . Cati

8067-3-2 .
90287-6·6·10 . •
60387
NEC.V.21Hl •
Mouse..

. Call
. . . . Call
. . Call

. . Call
. Call

Prfces subject ro change

ESSKAY

B Y TE • JANUARY 1989
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

718-353-3353

Inqu i ry 649.

Inquiry 644.

•
•
•
•

MEMORY CHIPS

Produce data enlry screens and help windows for Turbo
Pascal and Turbo C. Menu-driven, context sensitive help,
configurable edit commands, flexible data validity
checking, colors, IBM-PC graphics Gharacters.

Generates Pascal and C source code. Only $69.95 plus
$3.00 S&H. WA residents add 7.8%.

BLUE BRIDGE SOFTWARE
7401 W. Canal Drive, Suite 343
Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 627·6729
Inquir y 6 5 4.

MONITOR INTERFACE
DRIVE MULTIPLE MONITORS
with one PC using our VOPEX video port ex
panders. Featuring no loss of resolution or color,
presentations are more dramatic. We have a

VOPEX for PC, PS/2, MAC II & workstations. Units
are available from 2 to 10 output ports.

TLIB™ 4.1 Version Control
"TLIB" is a great system" - PC Tech Joumsl 3/88.
Full-featured configuralion mgmt for software profes
sionals. All versions of your code instantly available. Very
compact, only changes are stored. Check-in/out looks,
revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for

NETWORK TECHNOLOG IES INC.

Pensophlc, ADA, IBM, Unisys, MS-DOS. $99.95, or
5-station LAN $299.95 + shipping

MC/VISA/AMEX
SOO·RGB·TECH or 216·543·1646
19145 Elizabeth St., Aurora. OH 44202

P.O. Box 4156, Cary, NC 275t9

Inquiry 6 5 0 .

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
nqu iry 655.

(919) 856-0475

I

1

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

FORTRAN NAMELIST EMULATOR

PUBLIC DOMAIN
FREE CATALOG

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

NAMLST"' subroutine library provides Fortran programmers
with an emulation of NAMELIST and associated read and
data types, 31 character
wrile routines. Supports For1ran
names, control of output line length, tab stops, paging, plus
features not found in compilers with NAMELIST statements.
Popular Fo1tran 77 compilers. Literature available. Price

PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE

Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer repre

n

senting more than 300 manufacture1s with over 800 software
prod.Jets f0< IBM personal computers and compatibles. We
have serviced the professional programmer since 1984 by
offering sound advice and low prices. Call or write loday to
receive your FREE comprehensive Buyer's Guide.

$150.

Data Ready

Programmer's Connection
7249 Whipple Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720

464 7 T Highway 280 E- Suite 150, Birmingham, AL 35242

(205) 991-6381

Inquiry 656.

US 800-336·1166

Canada 800-225-1166
International 216-494-3781

Inquiry 662.

Programmer's Calculator

5322 Rockwood Ct., El Paso, TX 7gg32
(915) 584-7670

Inquiry 657.

RENT SOFTWARE $1/DISK

Relocatable, symbolic disassemblers arenow available
for the Motorola, Intel, RCA, Tl, Rockwell, & Zilog
micros! Automatic label generation, assembly capability
and much more. Call and ask for what you need.

RELMS"'

Falk Data Systems

_I

P.O. Box 6719, San Jose, CA gs150
(408) 356-1210
TWX g10·379-0014
(800) 448-4880

Inquiry 663.

DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS

INVENTION Software

(313) 996-8108

"Copy rig ht-it® "

Inquiry 658.

Runs on IBM

PC, XT, AT,

and compatibles.
Send $25 check to:

I

Guarantee!

FutureSystems

Box 3040 (T), Vista, CA 92083
office: 10-6 PST Mon.Sat.
(619) 941·9761

FREE IBM SOFTWARE
••'

synthetic intelligence ™
New York

Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $1 per diskfull or we 'll copy. IBM (3112 " also),
Apt>la. C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3.
VISAJMC. 24 hr. info/order line. (61g) g41-3244 or
send #10 SASE (specify computer) Money Back

Inquiry 669.

Copyright your software with:

Professional Programmers Extender: Standard
Mac interface, lists, printing, graphics, tiling. Ex
tender GraphPac: Quality color graphs. Line, bar,
semi-log, customizable symbols.

Computer Solutlons
PO. Box 354-Dept. B, Mason. Michigan 48854
1-800-874-9375 (M- F 10-6 EST) 1·517-628-2943

Inquiry 668.

DISASSEMBLERS
MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC

See " What's New" pg. 78, BYTE Nov.
1986. Memory reside nt & stand alone.
Rasulls ir.i Bl N , OCT, DEC & HEX
simultaneously. Fulfy customl.:ablel Tutorial
and thorough documentation . S29.95

• 400 IBM PC & compatibles disks •
200 Amiga disks • 125 Atari ST disks
PC disks as low as $1 .25 each, Amiga & ST as low as $ 1.60
each! Rent or buy. Free shipping! Call toll free, write or cir·
cle reader service for FREE BIG CA.TALOG with lull descrip
tions. Please specify computer-48 hr. turnaround!

FREE CATALOG also contains SHAREWARE. 5y,
and 3112-inch. All categories. ENGINEERING, CAD,
DESKTOP
PUBLISHING,
LANGUAGES,
UTILITIES, BUSINESS, GRAPHICS, SPREAD·
SHEETS, WORD PROCESSORS, CHURCH,
MEDICAL, HEALTH, EDUCATION, HOME.

SECTOR SYSTEMS COMPANY, INC.
Depl. B1 , 416 Ocean AY9nue,

M.arbletlead, MA Ot945
(617 J 639-2.525

286 Fifth Ave. #707, NY 10001

Inquiry 670.

Inquiry 664.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
TURBO PLUS $149.95
Programming tools for Turbo Pascal 5.0 Screen Painter,
Code Generator, 110 Fields, Dynamic Menus,
Programming Unit Ubraries, Sample Programs,
280 Page Illustrated Manual. 60 Day Satisfaction
Guarantee! Brochures & Demo Diskettes avail.
Highly Favorable Reviews/ IBM & Compatibles.

Nostradamus Inc.
3191 South Valley St. (Suite 252) Sall Lake City, UT 84 109

(801) 487-9662

Inquiry 659.

Get INSIDE!

execution time of every function or procedure with
microsecond accuracy or computes how often each
source line is executed. Simply compile your applica

tion and INSIDE! does the rest. $75. VISA/MC/COD

Paradigm Systems Inc.
P.O. B·ex 152, Milford, MA 01757

(800) 537-5043

In MA: (508) 478-0499

Inquiry 660.

Our collection contains the latest versions of the Best
Shareware and Public Domain Programs. Most are menu
drivenwilhfull documentation. 3.50" format is also available.
Orders shipped First Class Within 24 hours and Satisfaclion
is guaranteed. Write for free printed catalogue or send a 2sa:
stamp for a disk catalogue.

A.C.L.

(916) 973-1850

Modula-2 DBMS: $39
faster than previous release and includes all new manual,

plus advanced features such as automatic index file
maintenance. ForJPI, Logitech, Stony Brook, FST compilers.
$39 price includes all source code . Ask about our screen,
graphics, EMS, engineering, Btrieve and Netware support

libraries. too. MCNfSAJ AMEXIPOICOD.

4536 SE 50th, Portland. OR 97206
(503) 777·8844; FAX: (503) 777·0934

Smart Work International

14 Camille Or.• Lake Hopatcong , NJ 07649

1621 Fulton /we., Suite #35-B, Sacramento, CA 95825

Inquiry 671.

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC
Hundreds to choose from, wordprocessors,
databases, spreadsheets, games, lotto, com·

munications, business, music, bible, art, education,
language and useful utilities for making your com·
puter easier to learn. Most programs have
documentation on the disk.
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAYI

FREE SOFTWARE
Buy or Rent $1/dlsk

World's largest Free Software Library of IBM PC & Com·
patibles and Macintosh. Over 3000 programs for
Religion, Utilities, Business, Com., Word Processor,
Education, and Games on 5.4" and 3.5" format. Best
quality, Lowest rate, and Fastest service. For fast free
catalogue write to:

BEST BITS & BYTES

SOFTSHOPPE

RO. Box 8245. Dept·B, Van Nuys. CA 91409

P.O. Box 15022. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106
(313) 763·8721

In CA: (818) 781·9975

800·245·BYTE

Inquiry 672.

Inquiry 666.

ModBase 2.0 is a B-Tree file manager that uses Ashton
Tale's dBase Ill data file formal. New version is four times

PMI

ONLY $2.75/DISK OR LESS

Inquiry 665.

INSIDE! is a powerful software performance analysis
tool for popular PC compilers. INSIDE! measures the

Inquiry 661.

INEXPENSIVE DISK SUBSCRIPTION

OUTSTANDING IBM SOFTWARE

FREE SOFTWARE
BEST OF PUBLIC DOMAIN
& SHAREWARE.
Carefully selected and
edited programs for 1.8.M.
Send S.A.S.E. for free catalog.

C.C.S., Inc.

Dept. B1
P.O. Box 312, Lafayette Hill, PA 1g444

Inquiry 667.

FREE SOFTWARE

~1

We send you 15- 20 new IBM programs a month on 5
disks-FREE\ You pay only $5. shipping/handling. An·
nual membership reg. $29.95. Join todayfor only $9.95
and we'll send you over 30 programs on 10 disks as a
bonus-FREE! No gimmicks-no catches!

toll free 800 669-2669 ext 348
SOFTWARE of the MONTH CLUB
we take vfsa/mastercard/amax

Inquiry 673.
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THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

: g~~~~~':\r :fa~~~~~;~~ftware copiers
• No Damaged Media
• Unlimited Metering
• FREE Demo Disk
STOPCOPY" $325"

QulekWlndows

Unique new progam

~ lerters arid addresses Ell'Mlopas
in sc1i~. Many hancM1i'ling sry1es available including ordinary,
calligraphy and """" Thomas .-.001 For llM PO'Xoo, oom
palibles and 24-pin dot matrix or HP laser printel'S.

arid multiple-input dialog boxes quickly and easily. Full suppon
of Microsoft mouse. Join the many Fatune 500 companies us
ing OuidM1r-.o and ooler )OIK copy tJdaoi. Oud<Wlr-.. $19.
!'dvanced $139. For Microsoft QuickBASIC or BASCOM. See
pg,78, BYTC, Man:h 'Ba

Protect
Your Valuable
Software lnv111tment

PC SOFTWARE SERVICES, INC.

Software lnt1Jrph8se, Inc.

STOPCOPY PLUS• $4500o

16405 Bridge End Rd., Suite 102.. Miami lakes. FL J:ln4

5 Bradlfl'i SI.. Suite 106 • Pl<Mdenc8. RI Ol2900
(4111) 274~
Coll now for Frae Demo Disk

BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS'"
14105 Heritage La., Silver Spring, MD 20908

"HANDWRITING" BY COMPUTER
N aw Trasl>1'fOOf your mslllngsl

As seen In the Mlcmsolt Yalue-l'ack Catalog!
a...e v.indo.-... Jl<l><JP Md p.6doMl rrenus. daa«11y,.,.,.,,..

Qu/le
Simply
The Best
Way To

• No 'Source Code Changes
• Multiple Layering
• Full Hard Disk Support

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

SOFTWARE/BASIC

SECURITY

(301) 87M094

(305) 362-9277

Inquiry 685.

Inquiry 680.

Inquiry 674.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
Heads-doiYn data entry with tlloO-pass verification for
the IBM PS/2-PCIXllAT & compatibles. Feat1res irr
dude: Au1o du~ip, \Qfif)'bjpass, range~ table
lookups, a complele odi'l lang\/age. FtJly meru drM3n.
Price $395
Call for our free 30 day trial period.

"TCS'l"••-rd-"--"""'-"~
all
i*Pf)'d al dlllla las sl.dl• ~Ola: blm, viad ~
g.pQ. CAOCAM h..:. Special brra~ b' ~ U!l8 ~
..- rosv ~ - - ommn1s _
_. .

":'.,:.';'.;::

~. Ad9ar,cxn:isl:l~l'T8'UllB~briliiillltnrca1tr1. Ftt
,. ISMfC hi Int lrue a;m~ ~ (fD17, Bl2H7 a ED3B7) 19

~l'I":";~..=~·~
-ci-....,M-(n:>OES,rof!S'l:US-trii.O"'*
or MO fer $125 (Moo """' add 5%).

est

P.O. Box 98, Newton, MA 02168

SlmpUfy the Business of Business
wffh

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

PRIVACY·YESNIRUS·NO

COMPUTER KEYES
Tel:

~

SIMPLESOFTs Business Software
•General Ledger
• Pcos Payable
• Pcos Receivable
• Cashflc:m
$49.95 each + S&H

••• Write for FREE CATALOG •••

I ll

SIMPLESOFT SOFTWARE CORPORATION

21929 Malll!lh Rd., Woodway, WA 96020
U~ B00'35&-020J
Far. 20077!>7210

1402 E. Guadalupe Road, Suits 22a Tempe. IV. 85283

~

(602} 831-8105

Inquiry 686.

Inquiry 675.

,
MILPBB-MIXED-INTEGER LP

BIT·LOCK® SECURITY

PowerChurch Plus®

rri_....,..

A gener.i-pu'PQSO menvdi\en sy.2ern to LP881Jr sdlirg
i....., progl3'rl& Sd\es pdhr& v.itl1 up" iOO ro>
5'-airts and 3!:00 irteger, zerQ'one or norirteger vafiatjes uSng an
advarced ~cl lhe brarch and bound m6hod. NEW ve<·

Pncy SllMVAl. 5 VEAA5 P"l'IUS ~ d paNe<·
~ nd(~ ""'1riy. ~ deaY!fu1 olgarillvns.
~ p:lll lmRtpOl'llnlS@Clriyde.ie& P.ARALLB.
OI SERIAi. IJOI\ ~
GOll'lCllric:d KEY.WK'"

bo/

san-LI::tul~

""'°"""'

and mullilaalutt!d COMPLJ.LOCK"' l'duding °"""*lown.
~. dlll enc:rypllOll, and mlJllJpnlduct pnllocllon.

Fas. lnendly, (eliable d'Jurd1 adminlstra!f0J1
1¥1em. Full 1unc1 8C(XJ(rling, nming lists,

membership. oonlnbulions. attendance. lMXd
processing. accts. payable. ~ell. munl-user
support, and much more - (or $695 com
pleta FREE demo version.

Use 1-2-313~asa,_x

an

generalor or po&
Olher leatires irdude tieraaMI and
ta:t> opeoWi, ~"'Ye dsjlay and edlrg, an eqldon
P""""" ~ist!bago fiel.QQ,.,c~~
n3POll ge1€lal< and serSIM1y ~ $149 v.itl1 0087
12Q.page mar<Jal.

""""°"and

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 922-64101770-1863

F1 SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 3096, Bewrty Hills. CA 90212

EASTERN SOFTW\RE PRODUCTS, INC.

FO Bae 1Sl21!. ............ Ill 2Zm

Inquiry 676.

(lll3) :J60.1"00

121:1) ll5'MMll5

Inquiry 687.

Inquiry 681.

COPY PROTECTION

THE ASSESSOR SERIES

he worid's leading softW8la manufactul8fS depend
on Sollguatd copy ~ systems. Yoor FREE
OJSKETTE introduces you to Super\Jx::k..-invisibie OOf1t pro.
tection for IBM-PC (and oompalillles) and Macintosh.
• Hard disk suppat
• No source code changes
• Cuslbrn imd wr.s;k;lns
• LAN suppcit
• New upgrades available

(408) 773-9680
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC.

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS"'

-

Research statistics and business planning software ..

T

M"1'1le<Sip01 fields JM_,..,~
l!res. ~
ant feci(s). Offerirg-256 funds; ~ pledge: """""'1S: Po6f
to 255Ylyt Finara.geo. ledgerwWdg«: up to 9Xl sutittas & 99
de!E. """1h& YTD ~ ~tlrar>f """1h AtE~
~tines, 2:£1 e.e1S r::e- ~ 00 c::or\CBJJJ\e v.e0<S 78-6555
b" ~. 3'/2 & had dsk. Pd "" '1m Wife !Jr lme 4&~ gjde

GEOGRAPHIC PSSESSOA cn;JjiW¢a!aty _ , tlr :IXXJ+
cities ... COMPETTTIVE ~ =sDA tlr 2500+
commonly su""')'!d iJbs ... WUPJION PSSESSOA !Jr g"ft.
tax, ESOP pl&'ring "m'' r™fdJ held stock ... MAAJ<ET PLAN·
NING ASSESSOR Sn1W!ting pdlll1iaJ !Jr product sales in :IXXJ+

l

N American areas
($92 BBCh per quartor. $Z79 annual subscription)

Romar Church S\'Sl.ems, Attn: BJB

ECONOMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Inquiry 682.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
• Purch Ordllnvntory
• Accounts Payable
• Job Costing
• Job Estimating
3 0t 3+ SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS"

Cr. Crd/Chk/COD

487&8

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING TOOLS

dFELLER Inventory
Business inventory prog""'s wntten in modifiable ciBOSE
source code.

dFEllER inwntcty $150.00
Requires clBOSE II Ol Ill, f'C.DOS.l'.:PM
dFELlER Pl s $200.00
with Histoty and Purchase Orders
Requirns clBOSE I or clBOSE Ill Plus (F<l< S1od<rooms)

R!ller Associates

Santa Merica Ave.

San Diego, CA 92107

46514

Inquiry 688.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
General Ledger
Accounts RBCllbl.
Order Entry
Sales Analysis
$99 EA. + s&h w/d3ASE 2,

0cnan. IN

(219) 262-2188

(714) 833-98()1

Inquiry 677.

•
•
•
•

P.O. 8"" 4211,

I

901 Dol<l Street, NIM'p0(1 Beach, CA 92660

110 ~. St.1111200, S~ CA 94C&I
FAX(Q1713-1G

SOFTWARE/CHURCH

550 CR PPA. Roule 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849

(619) 223-3344

11

BSOFT SOFTWARE
444

(906) 481H:i024

Inquiry 683.

nqu iry 678.

Hobbyists-Students-Engineers
CIRO.JCT OESIGJL_CompOes. menu seledions Imm basic
~city through circuit designs.
MATHEMATICS_CompMath, menu seledions from
general math through S!BliSllco.
ANAL'ISIS_ Con"'118W Rlurier Analysis c:J ~ and
filte<!i PC/MSOOS $49 each. VISA/MC
~

(614) 491-0832

Rd., Columbus, OH 43201

nquiry 689.

SOFTWARE/BASIC
LetterBase™

QB 4.5 LIBRARIES
Make QuickBASIC 4.5 even better with our
ANALLYI Family of Products. Programming tools,
WINDOWING, Graphics and morel
FREE CATALOG of Complied BASIC Tools.
(800) 423-3400.

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Par1<view Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15 215

Inquiry 679.
398
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New E·Z \/Mf to keep track of people AND prin dated
and self.addlllSSBd form l<A1ers AIJTOMAJlCAU.Y. Also
does custom letters, labels lor ro!aly desk files and
phone directories. Extremely EASY and FA.51: Sup
pOlts Laser Printer.> Order 1oday for $7995 and receive
FREE program to COIMlrt standard mail list files. IBM,
3841<, HD. Mail today to:
Pllr1cslde Coqiu1lr Sy9tems
1241 Landlair.

~Aria, ~

Inquiry 684.

9'Z700

(714) 838-1888
Visat'MC

Affordable Engineering Software
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & O\TALDG
Circ:urt Allalysis • Roct Locus • Thoonal AnalySs • Pldter
Ori\1!IS • Engineeting Graphics • Signal Processing • Pc·
Flier Desgi • iansfer Fundior\IFfT Allal)'is •
logic Sinulalion • Miarulip DeSgn • FC'MSDCG • Macin
tosh • VISA/MC
~ve

BV Engineering Professlonal Software
'2023 O'ialQo A'>fJ.. SW 8-13, fWEr9cfe. ISP.. 92507
(714') 761-()252

Inquiry 690.

I

I

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

Engineer's Aide

TIME RESPONSE SOLUTIONS

Join the Desktop Engineering Revolution/
•
•
•
•

Pipeline/Ductwork Sizing
Pump/FanfCompr. Sizing
Heat Exchanger Sizing
Fluid Properties Library

•
•
•
•

Of control systems and dVMmic differential equa
tions, linear and nonlinea-, with TUTSIMN, America's
#1 choice for Simulation. Block Diagram based
simulation language, and FANSIM" for FFT and Fre
quency Analysis (see BYTE, Oct., BB, pg BO.). Both
programs for IBM PC's.

Orifice/Control Valve Sizing
Project Financial Analysis
Conversion Calculator
Specilication Writer

Above programs In one stand alone Integrated
package tor $695. For IBM PC a. Macintosh .

T U T S I M Products

(Fonne.iy APPLIED 11
200 California Ale., Palo Alto, CA 94306

EPC<>N
1·800-367·3585

P.O. Box 270, W>odsfield, OH

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer into an
HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged lines.
Vary line width, color. Works with Autocad, Drafix,
etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Epson
LQ/FX, Toshiba, HP Laserjet. Hercules/CGNEGA/
VGA for preview. $64 checklm.o.

F P LOT C O R POR ATI ON
24-16 Stei1Way SI., Sutte 60 5, Astoria, NY 11103

(415) 325-4800

43793

Inquiry 691 .

212-418-8469
Inquiry 702.

Inquiry 6fJ7.

SOFTWARE/FINANCIAL
Hlstorlcal Stock Market Data

MATHMATE

Versatile Math software with direct connection to
Lotus 1-2·3 for advanced curve fitting and automatic
LOG-LOG plots. Powerhouse solutions for more day
to day math problems. Includes 3 solvers. 3
calculators and math graphics. $149. 30 day money
back guarantee.

MOLLY (RE: "What's New" BYTE 10/88 p. 84), with over
150,000 dailypi~es (4 Mbyles) on n)ljor indexes many
from lhe 1~ lndudlng all 3 ooN Indexes. S&P 500.
Int Raies and '"""' IJOr $199.95. ECONOMIC Dllabase

with 160 data series, most begin in the 1940s, for $159.95.
All files are in WK1 format for use with spreadsheets. IBM
& Mac. Oemo disk $5.00. Guaranteed!

MCAE Technologies, Inc.

MarketBase Inc.

(408) 371-6095

250 W. 90 St., Nl1N 'tbflc, NV !0024
t.acJO.MARKETS

3474 Nova Scotia Ave., San Jose, CA 95124

Inquiry 692.

Inquiry 698.

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B&W or color reprodudions of your display on any
cbl matrix. inkjet. or laser printer GRAFPLUS sup.
ports all "'1ISOrls: of PC or MS·DOS with IBM ~nd.
EG4, \/GI\), Tecma1: and Hercules graphics boards.
$49.95.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
4740 441h Ave. SN, Seattkl, WA 98116

800-628-2828 x 527 (206) 937-1081
Inquiry 703.

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN
SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC"'

FORTRANn PROGRAMMER'S ASSISTANTS
FREE YOU FOR MORE CREATIVE WORK

GPSS/PC" is an IBM personal computer implementa·
lion of the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interac·
live environment allow a totally nem vi£m of your simula·
lions. Simulate complex real-world systems with the
most interactive and visual yet economical simulation
software.

ASSlSTANT 1-12 productivity tools (beautifier, checker,
documenter. !unction maker, action chart , etc.) & a source library
with 300 essential subroutines. (MS.DOS) $245
ASSISTANT 11- FOATRAN77·to-C translator with run·time
libra1y (source) & 4 C produc1ivity tools. (MS·DOS) $475 demo
$10. 30·day money back guarantee. ORDER NOWll

MINUTEMAN Software

MlcroTools

P.O. Box 17i/Y. Stow. Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1082 E. El c.mtno Root 15. Sunnvwlo. CA 94087

(508) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540

Inquiry 693.

SPICE

SOFTWARE/INVESTMENT

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG

C-ompare CMtr 1,'.300 Mutual HJ nd3 with Business Wliek's Mutual FLl'ld
Sc:omboard and ~ur IBM PC or compatible. Use smp1a rnoou com
mands to saardl and sort on CJYer 25 infonna!ion fields. No additional
saftw.!19 rEIQl.Jired. Data transports easily to lolus 1-2-3 Search. total,
a rage, rank, display and print reports-at the touch of a leey!

Geological software for log plotting, griddinwcontour
ing, hydrology, digitizing, 3.0 solid modelling, syn
thetic seismogram, fractlJ'e analysis, Image process·
ing, scout ticl<et manager, over 50 programs in
catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for Free
Catalog!

Northern Valley Software

RockWare, Inc.

'Rolhmclc ll<. Rancho PalOo ~rdn. CA 9027•

(301) 593-0683

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.
*Version 381 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
*PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Call. write, or check lnqu lry # for more lnlo.
~

MICROCOMPATIBLES

301 Prelude Dr., Dept. B. Silver Spring, MD 20901 USA

Inquiry 704.

Inquiry 699.

Circuit Analysls -

FORTRAN PROG RAMMER?
NON ~u can call 2-0 and 3-0 graphics routines within your
FORTRAN program,
GAAFMAr/C: screen routines $135.
PLOfMArlC: plotter driver
135.
PAINTMATIC: printer driver
135.
R>r the IBM PC, XT, AT & compatibles. ~ sup{X)lt a vari·
ety of compilers, grsphics bds., {Jotters and printers.

4251 Kipling St., Suite 595. Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA

(213) 541-3677

Only 169.95 each !or an EQuity or Fi:ced Income Oi~o
$199.95 per subscription for oither the EQ\ity or fb8d Income wrsi(>n
S319.90 lor a S1.1bacription to bath \l9l'Siorus (a 58'/ings ol SS<I!)

Order ncm or

information by calling
(In Illinois, call 1-312-250·9292)

~ more

1...S00-55~575

o.wm. 10 Business Week Diskettes
P.O. Box 621, Elk Grave. IL 60009

(303) 423-5645

Inquiry 694.

Inquiry 705.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

1UrboGeomet ry Ubrary

Personal Englneorlng is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge (USA only) to sclentistslenglneers
•wbo use PCs for 1echnlcal applications. Topics
each month Include fn•lrumentaUon • Data
AcqJControl • Design Autom1tlon. To receive a
free samP.I~ Issue ill1d quallflcallon form either crr
cle betow or send request oo letterhead to·:

CMtr '60 2&3 dimensional routines, includes Intersections,
Transforma!ions, Equations, HlddenUnes, ~Ne. Curves,

MARKET QUOTATION MONITOR

1-800-635-7760
FAX: 214·423-4465
(214) 423-7288

111 E. Drake Rd, Suite 7041, R>rt Collins, CO 80525

source code. $149.95 + 5.00 S&H. Foreign add $16.00. VISA,
MC, Chk, PO. 30 Day guarantee.

Disk Software, Inc.

Inquiry 695.

FUTURES

2116 E. Arapaho Rd.. #451, Richardson, TX 75081

11

Box 1821. Brookline, MA 02146

OP TIONS
Tl.l'n Your PC Into A

100 page book co.-ors satellhe and radio data mceJ:(l'on ct finan
cial nBY.S and quotes for ~ur PC, $19 (includes demo ciskette).
Free informative catalog of
• Data receivers and kits
• Quote pr essing and display software
• Descrambllng software utilities
303-223-2120
~5 Demo Diskette

~
--= ~ ~·~~~:~s f1~~
PaScal, TurbO C. MSC & Tuba Pascal tJAC. 400 pg. manual,

Personal Engineering Communications

STOCKS

DATArx
Inquiry 706.

Inquiry 700.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
EC·Ace ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
You can afford to get started wtth EC-Ace, a subset of
the pcMttr1ul ECA..2 circuit simulator: Includes all the
basics and built-in graphics.
• PC, DC, Temperature, Tr·ansient
• A lull 525 pg. ECA-2 manual.
• Interactive, twice as fast as SPICE.

EC·Ace 2.31 IBM PC or Mac $145.
Call 313-4163-8810 for FREE DEMO

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mar1< 1Wain Ct., Ann Arbor. Ml 4St03

Inquiry 696.

S
SCIENTIFIC

&

E G

S

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS SYSTEM

See "What's New" pg 82, BYTE June, 1988

I
I

Log, Data & Linear Axes; Curve Fitting & Smoothing 1-2-3 In
terface; Numeric Spreadsheet. Suppcrts all Video Standards,
PC Printers & PlcAters. 10 Curves w/5000 pcints each. Plus
much more. Call Today.

Edmond Software
3617 Windover Drive
Edmond, Oklahoma 730l3

nquiry 701.

1-405-842-0558
t -800-992-3425

FORTHWITH DRUMA FORTH-83
Power1uL Woll designed. U- -ndly. Al!nlellwly pric
ed. Enhance productivity. R9du c:e d9V91opment tlm&
• No 64K limit, 16 bit speed to 320K, 1Mb+ memory.
• On-line doc/glossary, full DOS & file interface.
• Assembler, editor, examples, many utilities
15 day unconditional guarantee. From $7'9, S&H $2, VIStlJMC.
IBM PC/XT/AT & all compatlbles. Other packages: Inquire

DRUMA INC.
6448 Hwy. 290 East El03, Austin, TX 78723
Orders; 512-323-0403
BBoard; 512·323-2402

Inquiry 7CJ7.
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SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

FORTRAN for Macintosh

HARD TO FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS & POWER USERS

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQN
SOLVER

l..angua~e

Systems FORTRAN is a full-featured FOR
m1111177 corrpiler integrated w/MPW. Full ANSI FOR
TRAN 77 plus VAXWpe extensions. SANE numerical
calculations & data types incl. COMPLEX"16. 68000,
68020 and 68881 ob;ect code. ~ geater than 32K.
Link with P.a-1, C, MacApp. $359 w/l./FW via air.
MCNISA/Check. MAC+, SE, Mac II. HD req.

Cloth binders & slipcases like IBM's_ Vinyl binders,
boxes, and folders In many sizes. Disk pages,
envelopes, & labels. LON quantity imprinting. Bulk disks.
Everything you need to bring your software to market.
Disk and binder mailers. Much morel LDw Prices! Fast

FOR THE IBM PC & COMPAnBLES

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

service. Call or write for a FREE CATALOG.

Language Systems Corp.
441 Carlisle Drive, Herndon, VA 22IJ70
l70;J) 478-0181

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited

30f Prvlude Dr., Sl""'r Sprir>g, MD 20901

376 E. St. Charles Ad .. Lombard, IL 60148

(301) 593-0683

1-800-DEAL·NOW

Inquiry 708.

312·629·5160

Inquiry 714.

SAVE

EASY TO C

Inquiry 720.

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

The C Workshop interactive software teaches you
C. Do real C program exercises with built-in editor
and compiler. Feedback ~uides you to solution.
All you need to learn C, including our 3B4-page
book. $69.95 + $5 Ship. PC compatibles.
MCN/SAIAE/check.

LET'S TALK LABELS

Wordcraft

We are a complete software packaging service.

3827 Penniman Ave., Oakland, CA 94619

(800) 888-0852 x955

"powerful and easy to use•••"
Ask for our free 16 page brochure with complete prt>
duct descriptions and detailed technical application
notes (and for a brief description of two of our pro
ducts see "What's New", By1e, page 84, July/BB).

We do disk labels (51/4" & 3~)
• Better • Faster • Cheaper •
Because we specialize In disk labels . . Let's Talk
We also have 'fyvek Sleeves
Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages

MicroMath Scientific Software
2034 East 7000 South
Salt Lake City, Utah B4121-3144
(801) 943-0290

Hice & Associates

I

9303 Cincinnati-Columbus Rd., Wes Chester, OH 45069
513·771·0133

Inquiry 709.

Inquiry 715.

SOFTWARE/LASER FONTS

SOFTWARE/PRINTER
PRINTER GENIUS

Scalable LaserJet Typ.efaces

We offer the largest library of high 'IUil!'ll" ryp.W:es at

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo Pasc;al, Turbo C, Microsoft C

Powerful memory resident printer management • Con·
trol printer features from menus or within documents

the lowest price! With the FontMaker program and our
scalable typefaces, you can quickly and easily make
soft fonts in any size (3-720 pis). You can select the
width, slant, rotation, flop, reverse of any font.
Basic Set (8 typefaces, FonlMaker)
$69.95
Tho lW>M- L~ ~ r~ )
:l<!lllS

Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and
Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine libraries, device
independent graphics libraries (including EGA, HP ploUer
and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3--0 plot
ting librar , data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process
control software. Versions available !or a variety al popular
languages.

• PrlrUpoal to disk files ormomory • BacirglOU!lc.I prlnC
• File & directory brcmse • Edit small text• and more . •
• User friendly pop-up screens • 92 page manual •
Preset for all printers • Completely flexible • PC

MS-DOS • $89 + $4 S/H • VISA/MC

"DIGl·FONTS. Inc.

Nor Software Inc.

3000 Youngfield -~t .. Lakewood, CO B0215

(800) 242-5665

Inquiry 721.

Quinn-Curtis

527 3rd Ave., Suite 150, New 'lllrk, NY 10016
(212) 213·91 18

(303) 233-8113

Inquiry 710.

1191 Chestnut St., Unit 2-5, Newton, MA 02164
(617) 965-5660

Inquiry 716.

SOFTWARE/MATH EMA Tl CS
MATH EDITING

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS
Optlcel Character Recognition

FOR THE PC

• MathEdit constructs math equations to be inserted Into
WordPerfect and T£X documents.
• User.friendly interface-no new word processor needs
to be learned

• MathEdit-$149

K-TALK
COAIAIUNICAT10HS

(614) 294-3535

Scientific Software

Stop retyping: PC-OCR" software will convert typed or
prirted pages no edilable teXI files br )QUr \\Old processor.
Works with HP Scan.Jet, Panasonic and most other scan
ners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User trainable: you
can teach PC-OCR" to read vi11ually any typestyle, incl.
loreign lonts. Proportional texl, matrix printer output, Xerox
copies OK. $385. Check/VISA/M::/AmExp/COD

x'I = E"'
[•"' (")]
+ (~
)
k.O ''k
k
qaf(lX

50 McMillan AN&•• Suite 100
Columbus. Ohio 43201

Inquiry 722.

Essex Publlshlng Co.

I

P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

Inquiry 711.

Inquiry 717.

Scientific CALCULATOR parallel processing &
graphics, Sci.NOTEPAD free-form data management,
DIALSEARCH literature searches, SCt.GRAPHPAD
and SCl.STATPAD graphics-aided data analysis
(log/semilog plots, error bars, curve fit, more). From $85

0n 5V• and 3W' MS-DOS disks. 30 day $ back.
VISAIMCIP.0. Also see our ad under LANGUAGES.
I

Scientific LOGICS Inc.
21910 Alcazar Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014

14081 446-3575

Comcuserv 74017663

Inquiry 723.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
What? You've never seen

a complex function?
1ty f(z) - The Complex Variables Graphing
Package for PC's or Macintosh

"Let our animated screens show you
what the printed page cannot."
(Ask about our 40 Hypercube)
1

1

I

DATA ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS ON PC'S
•F1eeappl'cationassistaoce. Telu.se.boul ~ OSP, ~control A/O
or DA needs. Our 6'1,pert 911g\neering staff will provide )OU wllh a system
solution to fit ~r needa and budget.
•Ml & IEEE 488 boan:f5 ftom M"8B)W. Scientific Solutions and Atl8IOg
Otwice&.78-6SS5
• Ana¥is aoftwat9 lrcluding PRIME FAGTOR FFr subroutine library,

FOURIER PERSPECnvE II adv<wlced Hnear S'ptems ana¥is.
• Menu drtven 60ftwere from Unkel, Ulbof8lo'y Tedlnolog.es. Quinn Cur:ls,
and Golden. Sclen1iflc/engineerlng 2 & 30 graphics.

·~~~

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES

Lascaux Graphics
12121 654-7429

Inquiry 712.

T&I.

RJ. Box 9'106. 'fOUral,n valley, CA 92708
FAX. (t\4) 850·9987
MCI. AUIGATOR

(11418~9984

Inquiry 718.

SOFTWARE/MUSIC
IBM MUSIC FEATURE CARD!

KALMAN FILTERING SOFTWARE

~=~:i~=:::-~==
-~ ~l,;gl)ly~~and<IOdl~

p11.......,...,.

conoilo<l io l\Jll on POMS ~~
a 1or you1 own ~ In INM.ll'W -code. An COOi is l'u1fr
..,.. .....Gd.

:~\=~~=~ ~~~:~::g~ ~~~=~ \~~~~6!;~~~e}- : ....- ~~gg

• Bierman Estimation Subroutine Library (Source Code)$1500
5 !I•# AopPes or 0 ThJck Tape

TAU CORPORATION .,. Albe•to w.,. U. Goloo. CA 95032
408 395-9191 • TELEX: 184302 TAU UT

Inquiry 724.

SOFTWARE/SECURITY
POWERFUL EQN SOLVER

KEEP YOUR PC PRIVATE!

Option card with 8 voice, multi·timbral MIDI synthesizer on

$99 RISK FREE OFFER WrTH FREE WORD PROCESSOR!

board. Includes 240 pre-programmed Yamaha sounds, 96

• "A real Bargain" IEEE • "Dev. over 40 years tJ.; aerospa e vets"
EE TIMES• Defines new functio s" EnggTools CURVE'""• Graph

MaoLock PC Security Software protects MS-DOS files and
programs from unauthorized access. Microlock features
unlimited passwords, Quick Encryption, Locks Directories,
Hides files, l.ocks .EXE and .COM files, uses one simple con
trol menu w/on-screen help!
Only $89.951 (+$3 slh) 30 OAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
CheckNlsa/MC

programmable patches and a MIDI infoulllhru interface.

Use two cards to double capacities. AA all-irH>ne MIDI
Studio for IBM and compatibles for only $495. Soft.Nara
available for recording. arranging and educalional needs.

Packages recommended. Dealers, catalogers, & VARS call
fa discount schedule.

01a1rtbutad by MIX BOOKSHELF
6400 Hollis St., #12. Emeryville,CA 94608 (415) 653-3307
1-800-233-9604

nquiry 713.
400
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msu l~ ACROSS SINGULARITIES • Change pasa et""*"'1citio s
tul'VH (pQlrncmnl91.tl to Imported data • CCM.

• Flt 60th order

PlEX/n>al """' • C"'4*!d Oil Eq • lndefinile lntegals • Mo<e
• MS-DOS, 640k, graphics card

Call Today/800/621-0849 x 330
PTlme • VISA/MC/AMEX/Check

8:~5:30

Curve Systems International
747 Moreno Ave., L.A. CA 90049

Inquiry 719.

MlcroNlche, Inc.
The Summit, Suite

no, 4350 Brownsboro

l.oui...-..l(Y~

Orders: (502) 893-4526

Inquiry 725.

FAX: {502)

Rd.

893-4503

I

SOFTWARE/SECURITY
KEEP YOUR FILES TO YOURSELF
PtO!aet from Iha compeUUon all )'O'lr PCIAT sensitive
files. Usa Ille ultimate dllla securi!y progtam:
ENCRYPT
EASYI FASTI RELIABLE! No hard disk required. For
extrasafety,do all your file transfers using coded data.

ATIENTION: Coded data is unbreakable.
$50
30 day $ back

R. T. RATO
Est Luz, 173·3E 1600 LISBOA PORTUGAL

Inquiry 726.

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP
1040 TAX PACKAGE -

STATISTICS

$10

OUR 121h 'llw- Rtalured oo the C0\18r of Petsooal
Computing. Includes 1040, schedules A B C E
& SE. Easy lnpu1, help screens & other forms
handled via one line Input. For IBM PC's & com
patibles & C64's. COD's pay sh1pping-pmpald we

o

pay.

JJ R DATA Research
7 Wildwood Dr., Dix Hiiis, NY 11746
516 643-1931
Inquiry 732.

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM®
- Locks Hard Disk.
- Restricts Floppy Use.
- Protects Subdirectories.
- Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Soflware.
- IBM PC, XT. AT and True Compatibles.
- DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk Syslem.
- Keep Other People's HANDS OFF YOU( System

• $89.95

VISA/MC

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15238

STATISTICAL NAVIGATOR"'
Stalistical Navigator an expert system using Al strategies to help
guide the researcher to the appropriate statistical analysis. Based
on your answ&"S. it suggests several analyses rari<ed by suitability.
II explains what the analysis cbes and hCJN ii fits yo.x objectives
and asst.mptions. Special intro price S99.95+s/h.
VISAIMC/AMEX/PO, 30 daYilJilrantee.

The Idea Works, Inc.

100 We• Btlaroood. COlumblo,

1-800-537-4866

Inquiry 737.

1988 TAXES
FAST, EASY, ACCURATE
IBM/Compatibles, Commodore-Amiga. Prints
forms, audits taxes, multiple returns, 20 forms and
schedules, saves to disk, forecast 1989 taxes.
ONLY $34.95. Add $4 S/H, MA add 5% Sales Tax,
Check, M.O.. Credit Cards.

MINITAB's a PC of cake!

MINrTAB's intui1ive commands ate easy IO o·se and
{eme mbor. filatums d&sctlptlve slatislics. regres·
sieo, ti[l')e s&rles, ch ~square. Iii-res graphics. much
more. PC version ,incl. LOTUS Interface. JO.day
1r1a1. necwork pricing. Call for FRE,E btochure.

Quality Business Systems

Mlnltab, Inc.

P.O. Box 805, Hudson, MA 01749

3081 Enterprise Dr., State College, PA 16801

1-800-225-5800

(412) 963-1624

Inquiry 727.

Inquiry 733.

SOFTWARE/SORT

SOFTWARE/TOOLS

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

NATURAL LANGUAGE SOFTWARE
Use JAKE to create a front endto')Our database, game,
or graphics program! JAKE translates English queries
and commands into C function calls and data structures.
JAKE offers context-sensitive semantic processing; in
terfaces easily; < 64K mem.

$495. INTERACTIVE DEMO $10

Opt-Tech Data Processing

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.
5525 Scotts VillleyOr. #22, Scotts Valley, CA 95066

(408) 438-6922

P.O. Box 678 • Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

NCSS

Professional, easy to use, menu driven statistical
system. Used by over 5,000 researchers.

:
:

~.~ ~t~~s~:~: !~D·~~o)-!~~9

1

~.~ ~e 0 ::~~~t'.:~4e9nt-$49

• 5.5 Survival Analysis-$59

We accept checks, PO's, Visa, MC. Add $3 s/h.

NCSS-B
865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 84037

801-546-0445

Inquiry 739.

Inquiry 734.

Inquiry 728.

(814) 238-3280

Inquiry 738.

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup·
ports most languages and filetypes nciudlng Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, multiP.ie keys and
much more' MS·DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737

MO 65263

314-445-4554

STATISTICS

SOFTWARE/STRATEGIC
WANTED: CEO, Compaq Corp•

STATA

. . or Microsoft, or Chrysler, or Union
Carbide, or Georgie Pacific, or ••.

STATISTIX'" II

NEW RELEASE NOW AVAILABLE. Even better
graphics, expanded otl-lioo help. and much more.
Sllll ot\ly $590. Quantity and Academic Discounts
avallable. $20 Demo. Call toll·lree for more infor
mslion . >:X/VISAIMC.

Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-to·
use. Full screen editor. transformations, linear
models (ANCNA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stat procedures. Clea , well
organized documentation. Satisfaclion guaranteed.
$169 PC DOS, $99 Apple 11.

.,,_~)'.._.~~-

"'d!tAlli Ol

Kll'M

.......

,.,.,ou~

OfltM tllOlll OOl«W liusinas lu.den In ~ '\tM.I

:-cc::..-:;:.==~==--=r~
poelt.lclneop.l\. a'ICI Is ..,._.... In tdliPC Md. Mac 91:wm-.Od>,ioH9.95

01Atpi inone ~.,_.,._,~ cases ..-..btnfl2Ull(Pt.m

t4.DD~~l>Of'Olf, Ofil»tlltlO"t~fiMM ca tl :

1-800-STATAPC

BUSINESS WEEK

Computing Resource Center

3624 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

10801 Nationa l Boulevard, Los Angeles. CA 90064

ckl S!ral gic Manaoemerit Group, Inc

(213) 470-4341

1-800-445-7089

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

RO. Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113
(612) 631-2852

nquiry 740.

Inquiry 735.

Inquiry 729.

NH

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP
W-2 & 1099 ON FLOPPY
The MAG COLLECflON of programs make an IRS/SSA FOR·
Mt\T floppy from a data entry screen or imported ASCII file.
Includes manual and application forms.
• Used nation wide
• Menus, user friendly
• Step-by-step data entry
• Prints W-2 & 1099
• Free phone support
• PC compatible

llllnols Business Machines Inc.
Department MAG
1403 Box 3(1 Troy Rd., Edwardsville, l 62025
PH. # (618) 692·6060

THE SURVEY SYSTEM

A-Cross

An easy-to-use package designed specifically for
questionnaire date. Produces banner format, cross
tabs & related tables, statistics (ind. regression) & bar
char1s. Codes and reports answers to open-end
questions. All reports are camera-ready for profes·
sional presentations. CRT interviewing option.

This year's /11 Cross Tab peckagel

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr., Dept. B, Petaluma, CA 94952

707-765-1001

CALL FOR INFO ANO FREE DEMO DISK .

STRAWBERRY SOFTWARE
42 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923·8600 or FAX: (617) 926·0134

Inquiry 741 .

Inquiry 730.

APRIL 15th™
Tai< preparation package based on Lo tus 1-2-3, 2.0 for

IBM-compatible PC wf512K. Includes 1040, 1040A, all
Schedules & 12+ supporting Forms. \RS-acceptable
printouts (except 1040, 1040A). Easy-to-use menu func
tklns & Help files, 1988 Version $49.95. Low-cost 'ITT'
demo available for '88 tax planning.

JD Enterprises

P.O. Box 658
SI. Ann MO 63074
(314) 427-3353

Inquiry 731.

Easy to learn & easy to use. Superfast, Supereasy "Point &
Pick" operation. #1 in connections. statistics and tabulation
features. Output to Lotus.WKS files, ASCII, and laser printers.
#1 with leading market research firms and Fot1une 500 com
panies. Accepts dBase, ASCII & Column-binary data.

STATISTICS CATALOG!

Spreadsheet Statistics

If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need.
Write or call now to get a FREE catalog of statistics
and quality control software.

NEWI 23 comprehellSl\'8 statistics and forecasling
mo<Mes lor analyzing LOTUS worksheets. Low
cest $24.95 each. Easy te use. Includes tutorial.
Basic and advanced statistics with g<apHics aod
many usor-<loflnable optfons. Compare. rfree
brochu re.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd., Ste. 222
Northridge, CA 91324

(800) 451-3030

Inquiry 736.

Walonlck Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Mlnneapolls.. MN 55423

(818) 993-8536 (CA)

(612) 866-9022

nquiry 742.
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-- - -- -[HE BUMER'S M~Rm~---UTILITIES

UTILITIES

UTILITIES
BASIC FORMAT UTILITY +

FOfllMT$ SOURCE COOE WITH BOLD \IAfUABUOS. Oil
l<E'YWORDS, UNDEJ1UNED LOOPS, OTHER OPTIONS.
CROSS flEfERE NCe VAR IASLES, CAL.LS. AND
REDIRECTS. FAST ON se~EEN \l'JllABLE TRACE..

The NOVA UTILITIES

AVID COMPUTING

Twelve advanced DOS programs that are on every
user's wish list. Disk editor, file recove<y, point-and
shoot window directOI)' manager, encrypt and com
press files, DOS command line qualifiers, find,
view, delete, move, copy, more! L ss than $6 per
program at only $69.95 complete with 100+ page
manual.

1012 MORSE AVE, #11, SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
(408) 747-0244

P.O. Box 37464, Albuquarqua, NM 87176 (505) 836-8400

NUM SER/UN·N UMB1' R UTILITY AIDS PROGRAM
0£\IELOPMENT_FOA Ll(l'EST BASICS. $25.00 ~DOS 2+ l
MONEY BA01< GUARANTEE

$79.95!!

Order the RED Utilities nCM/ I Programs include:
Disk cache speeds hard and floppy disks. Printer
spooler. Batch file compiler speeds batch files.
Path command for data files. Wild card excep
tions. Sort directories. Over 10 more programs.
IBM PC. Visa/MC. Send for free catalog.

The Wenham Software Company

NOVA SOFTWARE, Inc.

5 Burtey & . Wenham, MA 01984

Inquiry 747.

Inquiry 743.

(508) 774-7036

Inquiry 750.

WORD PROCESSING
MATCH PRINTERS TO PC
For less than $30 MatchFont and Match-a-Printer
are great for foreign and scientific writings. Get all
the characters you need from most programs and
printers (Apple & Epson printers, daisywheels, etc.).
Greek, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Swedish ,
You name it! To receive a
Japanese. graphics .
demo disk send $5 refundable upon purchase to:
Call or write 818-906-6791

MATCH SOFTWARE
6426 Coldwater Canyon, Norlh Hollywood, CA 91606-1113

Recover deleted files fast!

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN

Disk Explorer now incWes automatic file reccvery. You
type in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and
restores i. Disk Explorer also shows what's realy on disk:
view, change or create formats, change a tie's status,
change c:Bta in any seclor MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/Creel!
card welcome.

Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Pun~
jabi, Bengali, Gujarari, Tamil, Thai, Korean, Viet, or IPA. Full·
featured multi-language word processor supports on-screen
foreign characters and NLQ printing with no hardware
modifications. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $150
add't !or laser; $19 demo. S/H in U.S. incl'd. Req. PC, 640K,
graphics. 30 day Guarantee. MCNISA/AMEX

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

111

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.

710 W.ISllllli eM., Suite 609. sar.a Moolca, CA 90401
21:lr.l94-8622 lbe' 510600Su.l Cbmm1 Pro SNM

Inquiry 751.

Inquiry 744.

ATIENTION FORMAT VICTIMS!!!

LOGGER®

DuangJan

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

l..Qgger, lor IBM-PC anCl eofllPllllblos. lrael<I and mpon;s:
ll~er, Tim. on, Tltnoe Oii. Dlrettories used. Programs
ustd, PfQllrlm Slallleftcl Um•. anCI calculi!ISS IDISIS.
Trac!C!I dlteaOlfetilllles: Ol*!INI. c ,...1ed, Renaml)(I.
Oel«od. Conil>leisly nnspoian1. RetaU1 lot S14JIS with
q uantity diSoOunts e•allebfe.

655 Sky Way #125, San Carlos, CA 9401\l

System Automation Software, Inc.

Bilingual word processor for English and: Arme
nian, Bengali Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi, Khmer, Lao,
Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil, Thai, Viet.
$109+$5 s/h (foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor includ
ed. For IBM with dot-matrix & LaserJet printer.
Demo $6 + $1 s/h.

REARGUARD password protects you from accidental
formatting of your hard disk. Not memory resident nor

modifies DOS. Completely automated in allation.
Manual and diskette pro ided.
ONLY $29.00 + $4.00 S/H VISAIM-CICOD
UPS BIR

Order tol free 1·800.523-87n

415-593-8777 (CA)
TELEX EZLINK 62873089

212-334-1858 (NY)
FAX 415-593-7875

Inquiry 745.

8555 161h St., Sliver Spring, MD 20910

(215) 331-2748

Inquiry 748.

Inquiry 752.

PC-Write 3.0 -

FasTrleve®

COPY AT TO PC

The 1.2mB drive has long been known to FEAD but NOT
reliably WAITE on 36Q<B floppies. With ' 'CPYAT2PC" ..

Fas'TJ'ieve. tOt IBM-PC end compalibles,

1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. "CPYAr2PC" (Not

sec.) retrl9119 te>:l using

Copy Protected) offers 'the preferable SOFTWARE SOLU·
TION.' ONLY $79+$4 S/H VISA/MC/COD UPS BIA

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order tel free 1-800-523·87T7
415-593-87T7 (CA)
212-334-1858 (NY)
TELEX EZLNK 628T.l089
FAX 415-593-7675

Inquiry 746.

MegaChomp Company
3524 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19149-1606

1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565·8080

dexes

your wordproa1sslng documents lo Instantly ( < t
~ur

searcll exprusslons

(bool1tan s temerns, P,lirases, spoll1ng varlatlons).
Retrl<!YBd text can be e<lil&cl, l)flnt!KI, end saved
to disk. Rehln1 for $99. 01.sco~nia avallable.

System Automation Software, Inc.
8555 16th St., Silver Spring, MO 20910

1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

Inquiry 749.

Quicksoft
nquiry 753.

THE BUYER'S MART
Mark Stone at B¥JE

603-924-3754
402
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1·800-888-8088

219 First. Ave. N., #224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

ADVERTISE YOUR
COMPl!lliER PRODUC'JS HERE
for as little as $425 in
For more information call

Shareware

Fast, full featured word processor for IBM PC. Now
edits large files & multiple columns. Also spell
check, mailmerge, networking, ASCII, and macros.
Easy to use, op(1onal menus. Suppons: 500 printers
incl. lasers. Sottware, guide and tutorial on disk:
$16. Registration with manual, support newsletter
and 2 free updates: $89.
90 day money back guarantee. VISA/MC.

Priority_O_n_e_ _ __
reak through the Xf sreed harrier. The
nm VT! .1.1-Xf Turho comru1er srrints
along at a fost HJ MHz rrocessing sreed.
Thar's rower enough to move 4uickly
through your most demanding johs.
These hot new systems come wilh
c1crything you could 11an1 or nwl - 1he things the
olher guys charge exlra for. This means a full MOK
RAM memory is slandard. Many other syslems sold
tnda1 come with onl \' ~56K RAM. The extra memorv
) OU .need Oil Olhcr syslems means a 5~00 urgrade _:_
11i1h ours. ii's already inslalled.
Each s1stem is 1horoughly tes1ed and hacked liy a
i'ull one 1ear 11arranll' and the assistance of our Toll
Free Tedinic.il Surran Hotline.
Features
• 4.fflllMHz Turho Processing Sreed
• 640K hyt~s or RAM memor
. • Serial and rarallel rorts
• 5 slo1s for system exransion
• CGA/MGA and Herrnles video huilt-in ·
• Clock calendar w/hattery hackur
• IBM-Xf comra1ihlc
• 135 Watt Power Surrly
• MS-DOS .1J/GW-BASIC
• One year warranly

FREE

With e1e1~· system rurchase:
Srinnakcr ~ EH ·y Working Word Processor

Single Floppy System

30 Mbyte System

11i1h Monochrome Moni1or
and Srinnaker Word Processor

with Monochrome Monitor
and Srinnaker Word Processor

$739

$1059

H~WrI\I

HM\' llSc

Citizen MATE/12

Zip Card

12.5 MHz ECiA Color AT System

21 Mbyte Hard Disk on a Card
av~. access
• Shock m~unling
• Pla1ed media
• 1 Year Warranly

Zipper

• 65 ms

• I Mhyte RAM

• HO Controller
• l:Ci/\ Comr. Videii
• LC iA Monilor

$1799
HMlT/S<

1~00

$279

abed

AT121J
i\Tll~J

AT121ll"

1211 Mhyles (MFM/28ms)
160 Mhy1es (MFM/28ms)
WI Mhy1es (ESDl/17ms)

BMMXfll40
BMMXf2190
GMMXf4380E

Th• Mkrocompu1•r
lnduJlry A HOClaf/Ofl

Circle 215 on Reader Service Card

~400

MHPRIMI

PRIORITY

hrs in1ernal

[1

HMPRIMc

ELECTRONICS

21622 Plummer St, Chatsworth, CA 91311

$1,499.00
$1,649.00
$2,649.00

PRODUCT AND PRICING MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE IN RETAIL STORES

hrs in1ernal

$49·99 $99·99

HMPRIZD

Proud member of

Maxtor Hard Drives

+

Hayes Compatible Modems

(BOO} 423-5922

VIS4

FAX (818} 709-4362

-

• Same Day ShippinA • Money Back Guaranlfe (call for details)
• No credit card surcharge · limited l:l stock on hand
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NEC V 20 & V30 CHIPS
Replace the 8086 or 8088 in Your IBM PC and
Increase Its Speed b y up to 30%!
Price

Part No.

UPD70108-5
UPD701 08-8
UPD70108 -10
UPD70116-8
UPD70116-10

(SMH<) V20 Ch;p •••••••
(8MHz) V20 Ch;p• •• • • • •
(10MHz) V20 Ct;p ••••••
(8MHz) V30 Ch;p•••••••
(10MHz)V 30Ch;p• •• •• •

$ 7.49
$10.75
$1 2.95
$ 9.95
$16.95

7400
Part No.
7400..
7402.
7404.
7405..
7406.
7407.
7408.. ••••• .
7410.. ••••• •
7414.. • •••••
7416.. •
74H.. ,

....
.......
........
.......
· ····-·

..

7420. ••• ::::
7430. . •
7432.. •••••.
7438.. ••••••

7442.. ..•• ..
7445.
7446.. ::::: :

7447. •••••• .
7448........
7472.

...... .

7473. . ... ...
7474..
7475..
7476.

10+
.19
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.25
.19
.39
.25
.25
.19
.19
.29
.29
.39

1-9
.29
.29
.29
.35
.39
.39
.35
.29
.49
.35
.35
.29
.29
.39
.39
.49
.79
.89
.89
1.95
.39
.39
.39
.49
.45

.69
.79
.79
1.85
.29
.29
.29
.39
.35

· -··
......
.......

.....
..
....

74LSOO.
74LS02..
74LS04..
74L505.
74LS06.
74LS07.
74LS08.
74LS10.
74LS14, .. •••
74LS27. •••••
74LS30.
74L532.. •.
74 LS42.
74LS47.
74LS73.
74L574.
74LS75.
74LS76.
74LS85. . ...
74LS86.
74LS90. . ....
74LS93.
74LS123..
74L5125..
74LS138..
74LS139. .
74L5154. ...
74LS157..
74L5158.• , : :
74L5163.. •••
74LS 164.. .••

···-·
· ··-·
·····
..

...
.....
.....
.....
..
.....
.....
...

·· ···
..
..

7~
.26
.28
.28
.28
.59
.59
28
.26
.49
.35
.28
.28
.49
.89
.39
.35
.39
.39
.59
.29
.49
.49
.49
.49
.49
.49
1.19
.45
.39
.49
.59

.16
.1 8
.18
.18
.49
.49

.18
.16
.39
.25
.18
.18
.39
.79
.29
.25
.29
.29
.49
.19
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
1.09
.35
.29
.39
.49

1-9
.69
.45
1.95
.49
.45
.39
74123.
.49
74125..
.55
74126.
.55
74143....... 4 .95

Part No.
7485. . ••••••
7486.. • •. •••
7489.. .. ...
7490.. ••••••
7493.. • '' . ••
74121 .

.. ....
....

.....
.....
.

74150.

.. . . .. 1.35

74154...... .
74158.. . ....
74173. •••• . .
74174.. •• • ' .
74175. .•••• .

1.35
1.49
.79
.59
.59
74176. .. .. .. .79
74181 . ••• . . 1.95
74189..
. 1.95
74193.
.79
74198... • : ~ : 1.85
74221 .. •••• ' .99
74273..
• . 1.95
74365. .
.59
74367. · • . . .. .59

.....

LS

..

74LS165. .
.75
74L5166.. ••• .89
74LS173. •••• .39
74LS174... ,, .39
74L5175.. • •• .39
74LS189..... 3.95
74LS191 . .... .59
74LS193
.69
74LS221 .
.69
74L5240
.59
74L 5243. . .
.69
74LS244. .... .69
7 4LS245.. ••• .79
74L5259. , ••• .99
74L5273
.89
74LS279.
.49
74LS322• .
.3.49
74LS365 .
.49
74LS366. .
.49
74LS367 .
.49
74L S368 . . . .49
74LS373
.79
7 4L5374... • , .79
74LS393..
.89
74LS590.
. 5.95
74L 5624• . . . . 1.95
74L S629. . . . 2.49
7 4L564Q .... 1.09
7 4L5645• .... 1.09
74L5670..
.99
74L5688• . · : 2.39

....
....
....
..

....
...

...
...

...

....
..

10+
.59
.35
1.85
.39
.35
.29
.39
.45
.45
4.85
1.25

1.25
1.39
.69
.49
.49
.69
1.85
1.85
.69
1.75
.89
1.85
.49
.49

.65
.79
.29
.29
.29
3.85
.49
.59
.59
.49
.59
.59
.69
.89
.79
.39
3.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.69
.69
.79
5.85
1.85
2.39
.99
.99
.89
2.29

74S/PROMS•
74SOO..
74504... . •••••••••
74S08.. .... . . ... . .
74510..
74532... •• . • •.. •• 74574.. •••••••••••
74S85.. •
74586.. . .. . .
745124..
. ...
745174. . .• • • .. •••
745175.
• • - • •• - -

.25
.25
.29
.25
.29
.29
.89
.29
1.49
.49
.49

745188".. •• ' • ..
745189....... . ....
745196.. ..... . . . ..
7 45240. . . .
..
745244...... • .....
745253.. , . , , o •• , •I
74528r....
. ....
745288*.
7 45373.
..
745374.
.
745472".
. ..

74F
74FOO...
74F04.. . . ........ .
74F08.
74F10...
74F32..
74F74...
74F86..
74F138.

.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.29
.39
.59

CD
CD400 1... ,.,, •• , •
C 04008. . • , , , • • , .
C 04011 .. .........
CD4013.. ......... .
CD4016 .. ...••••• . .
CD4017.. ..... . ...
CD4018. ••••••••••
C04020
CD4024.
CD4027..
CD4030..
C04040.
C04049
C04050.
CD4051.
CD4052..
CD4053.
C04063 .. .. .......
C04066.. ,., , •• ..
C04067............
CD4069. .
C04070.. ..........
CD4071 .. .........
C04072.. ....... •

.19
.59
.19
.29
.29
.49
.59
.59
.45
.35
.35
.65
.29
.29
.59
.59
.59
1.49
.29
1.49
.19
.25
.22
.22

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS

74F1~. . •••.•••••
.59
74F157..
.59
74F193. . . .... ..... 2.95
74F240.
.69
74F244.
.69
74F253.
.59
74F373.
.79
74F374.
.79

MOS
C04076. . .. ....
.59
C04081. • · · ••• ...... .22
C04082.. , •••••• . , .22
CD4093 . ......... .35
C04094.
.89
C040103... . . ..... . 1.49
CD40107. ,.. . . . • • • • .49
C04510. •••••••••• .69
CD4511 . .... . .. .,
.69
CD4520.. , •• , , , •• ,
.75
CD4522. • ' ••• I • • • • ' .79
CD4538. ... . ....... .79
CD4541.
.89
C04543...
.79
C04553.
. . 3. 95
C04555 . •••••••••• .79
CD4559.. •••••••••• 7.95
C04566.. •••••• , •• 1.95
CD4583.. .......... .59
C D4584. . . • • • • . . • • • .49
C04585.. •••••• , ••• .69
MC14411P . ........ 7.95
tv1Cl 4490P.
. 4.49

6500/6800/68000 Cont
Part No.

Price
6845.
. 2.75
6850.
. .. 1.95
6852.
.75
6854.... ........ 1.19
MC68000L8.
9.95
MC68000L\O. • .... 11.95
MC6801 OLIO.. .
49.95
MC58020AC128. . . .. 99.95

zeo. ZBOA, ZBOB SERIES
ZBO.............. 1.19
Z80-CTC. .
. . 1.29
Z80-PIO.. ..... .. . . 1.29
Z80A. . ....... .... 1.29
ZBOA-CTC........ 1.65
ZSOA-OART. • . . .. 4.95
Z80A-PJO.
.... 1.89
ZSOA-SIO/O. .
. 3.95
Z80B.
. ... 2.75
Z80B-CTC .
. . 3 .95
Z80B-PIU . ..... . .. 3.95

8031 ~O~~ ~~~IE.~ . 3.95
80C31
. .. 9.95
8035...... .. ... .. 1.49
8073. ......... . . 6.95
8080A
..... 2.25
8085A...
. .. 2.49
8086.
. ...... 3.95
8086-2.
..... 6.95
8087 (5MHz)...... 99.95
8087-1 (10MHz) ..229.95
8087-2(8MHz) ... 159.95
8088. . ...
4.95
8088-2. .
. . 6.95
8116. . .......... . 4.95
8155............. 2.49
8155-2..
. . 3.49
8156......•..... 2.95
8203............. 6.95
8212 . •••• • •• • ••• 2.29
8224.
. . ... 2.25

6500 /6800 /68000 SER.

6502..
. .. 2.65
65C02(CMOS).. . .. 7.75
6520. ....... . . . . 1.95
6522...
. .. 2.95
6532........... . . 5.49
6551.
. . . . ... 2.95
65C8021CMOS)
. 15.95
6800.. ••••••• . . . 1.95
6802.. .... .. .... . 2.95
6810 . . .... . . . .... t25
6821 . ••••••••••• ' 1.75
6840............. 3.49

8000 SERIES Conl.
Pu1

Prln
8228... •• ........ 1.95
8237-5.. .... .
4 .25
8243.. • .......... 1.75
8250A. . - • . • • .
. 4.95
82508 (For IBM) ... . 5.95
825 1A . .
. . 1.69
8253-5.. .... . ... .. 1.95
8254..
3.95
8255A-5. . • . • • .
2.95
8259-5.. ........ .. 2.25
8272.. . .
. .. 3.95
8279-5. . ... ..... . . 2.95
8741. . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
8742.. ,. • • .
19.95
8748 (25V).. . ..... 7.95
8748H {HMOS) {11V) .. 9.95
8749.. •••.•• - ... 9.95
8751 (3.S-BMHz) •.. • 39.95
8751H (3.S· 12MHz) .. 44.95
8755... ••••••• .. 13.95
N11:11 .

-·

MICROPROCESSOR SALE!
8052AHBASIC
MC68000P12
MC68701
MC68705P3S
MC6870SU3S
80286-10
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
8038~·20

CPU w/BASIC Interpreter......... $24.95
16-Bit MPU (12MHz)..... - ....... $12.95
8-Bit EPROM Microcomputer.•.•.. $14.95
8-Bit EPROM Microcomputer.•.••.• $9.95
8-Bit EPROM Microcomputer...... $10.95
16-Bit Hi Performance MPU....... $69.95
Math Co-processor (BMHz). ..... $244.95
Math Co-processor (10MHz)..... $309.95
Math Co-proc. (16MHz) amoAnRAv • •• $474.95
Math Co-proc. (20MHz) amoARRAV ••• $749.95

-----COMMODORE

Pric:o
"•11&-15

16;JS4Xl

4121).20
13 1;D72x 1
"4164-100
65.536• 1
"416<1-120
65,536 x I
•41El4-ISO
65,536x 1
•• 164-200
~• 1
'TllAS441 1>- 12 16,384x4
•• 1~

262.1 •• . ,
2&2.144x1

"41256-120
"4 12S6- 1SO

262.1•14x1

'41256-100

(200n>) ~ -·-- · 3.25

wo1no .......... 8.95

(100ns)••••••• . ••• 3.•9
(120n&J . . . . . . . . . . 2ll!.
11~
(2QCJoll~

•••••••••••• ~
• • • •• • ••

- 1.75

(120ns). •.••••• ·-•·· 7.75
(!IOns).............. 1:)Ag

(100ns) •• • •••••• 12-49
(120n•~ .......... 11.95

"514256F'-10 262.144 x 4 (100n~} 1 Meg. • • • . • 59.95
- - - - - - STATIC RAMS - - - - - 2018-45

2 102
2114N
l! 114N-21.
l! 1C 14
~ 1 01

'1) 1 161'4
'6 1 1~

'626-Al.P-12
'e2!!4f'-15
"ell64LP-15
e.514

( 121'.lns)... . . ... . . ..... 4.49
(45rnil. . ... . ........... 6.95
(350nS).. • .. • • .. • • • .. • 89

204a x 8
1024 x 1
1024 ".
lo:!4 ~ 4
1024 x •
ioo x 4

(450ns).... .. ......... .99
(200r>llJ ~Powor.. ••• I !1
(:!OOnsJ (CM0$1.. • . . • . . A9

c•SOnsHCMOSJ. .•••••. 2.95
204Bx B ( 150NHCMOSI- •.... 4JIS
2048 x B (150nsj LP CMOS•• . •.•• 5..99
B192x 9 i120ns1 lPCMOS. .•.. 10.49

1!50n8 (CMOS~ ....... 9..95
..... 10.25
(350n!I) (CMOS ~ • •••• . • 3.75
(1 !50n&)
16.49

8192x 8
81\12X8

( l~)lJ'CMQS.

1024 x •

"432l\6-1SL ~768. 8
Low-. ...
"6.2256LP-12 32.768 x 8 (12Clroil lPCllOS. .. •• 17.95

=== !:~m:~::::::::::: : ~

- - - - - - - EPllOMS - - - - - - 
TMS2616

TMS2.532

TMS:!S32A
TMS2564
TMS2718

17QV>
2700

2716
27 18-1
:17016
213"2
2732A-20
2732A-25
27032

276'1-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764~5

27C&H!I
211:nl·20
27128-25

27128A-25
27C128·25
27256--20
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-<!0
2751-2-25

•09'5xe
e H12 • e

(•SOnsi2 1v•••••••••• 449

(4SOnol 1!5V•••••••••••• 6..9(;

:t04B • 8
256•8
102• x a

(450Ml 3 \t)&l!OI!. • •••• lill5
p,.,,).. .... .. . ...... 4..95
c•SOnsJ. .•..•.•..•••..• 6.95

(•SOns) 25V•••••••••••• 3.75
(350nSJ 25V. • • • .•••.•• 4.2S

2048x6

2048 x 6

=~: 1:~i~~~.'~~~! .:: J~

4096 •II

12CIOl-..l2'1V. .••• . ••••.. 42!>

:g:~: !~~m~ cCM651." : :: ~

811l2x8

~) 21V............ 4~

8Hl2" 8

!250n$) 21V. . . . . . . . . . 3.159

8192x8
6192xB

12:50n5) 12..5V. ....... . . 3.69
!450n9)21V.•• • .••••.• 3.:l9
819:2" 8 11san.J 12.!V ICMOSI ••. 5.95
16.38-4" 8 (200ns] 2 1V............ 6.115
16.38.4 x B !2:50n5l 21V. . .. • •.• SSS
111.394 x 8 !250ns) ,2.!!V.. . . ...... 5.25

111384 • 8 r.!50nsl 21 v 1CMOS1. •.• 5.95
32.768xB I~) 12.Sv....... a.95

32,768 x 8 !2S0n&I 12.SV.......... ~9

32.768•8

~•8

C250nol 12.5V (CMO$j ••• a2S
(200n9! 12.SV.•••••••• 10.95

65.536•8 !251'.ln&l 12£.V.•• . ••••.• 9 .95

- - - - - - ltPllOMS
:1ll 16A-25
28 17A
2B65A.:JO

52Bl3C21V)

2048 x 8
2048 x 8
e 192 x a
2048x8

Pfke

,~

262.14•x 1 (!!!On&). . .... .. . ... 11 ,411
"41464-15
6$,536x4
(1!>Qns)(441;4 ~ .•••• 14.75
•5 11OOOP-10 l.Cl48.57El x 1 ( 100ns)1 M<>g. . ... . 39..95

204-B xEI

CHIPS

PA rt No..

----~70. • . ...•.••. 9.1'15

(150na), •, ......

(2S0n•I SV Rcll<IMl'llO. ••. 1).25
(35Cnsl 5V AoadM\"do. •• . 7.95
(300nsl SV RnOON.1110.... l!.95
(35()1$j5VRoo<!Qnly. ... 1.49

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
TM.113S .l11f@ 35V..
• • .19
TM113S h11@ 3SV. .
.19
TM2.2/3S 2211! @3SV. .
.2S

Sl3o52P..•. _...

. 1.2.!

65QdA. . • · ••••••• •• 1. 19

5907.............. 2.95
6510. • .. ••. . •••• 12.95
6522............. 2.95
11525. ............. 4.!15
6526. . • . •••. . .••• 14.95
6532. .... . ....... . 5.49
6545-1.. • . . ••• . . .• 3.95

ISSGO. . .. . • • • • .. • 1095
61;67. . . . ......... 2495

6569. .. ... . . . . . 15.95
6572"... . ......... 1095
6581 (1211}. ••••.•• 12.95
6582 19V). • • • • • • • 14-95
l,l!;O;I•• •••• • • •••• • 7.95

85G4. • . .. •• . . - • • • 4Jl5
9S66. • .. ••• "•••• • 9.9!!l
8701 ••••••••••• . •• 9.95
8721 . •• . - . . • • • 14.05

8722. •• • •••...•.. 13.95
'251104-04- . ..... 12-95
310654-05. •• •••.•• 9.95
310018-00. . . . • .. . 12.llS
3180Hl-Ol....... , 2.115
318020-0I. .. •• . • 12.ll5
32.5302-01•••••••• 14.95
325572-01... .. .•. 17.95
"B2SIOOPU\...
• 1S.05
901~1 ........ 15.115
901ZW.01.. .•••• • 15.95
001227-03. ••••••• 15.9!5
901229-05. ••••••• 1S.95
..No lf)VC:G- Dv;Jiil!Jbto
"·Nolf!. B2S •()11'.)A..A :
Ul7 l(:-6'1)

74C/CMOS
1.au .. .29 7¢17• . . ..g
l •CW
140)<
J<CIJll
l 4C1~

74Cl4
7<1::12

1<CI•
1'ctll
1.as

<9

.29 7<Cl l5
1' 1.c:n1

179

29

119

lQ.00

19 11Q4' • •1.19
J 4C37l 1.95

49

.2'J 7¢!1• •••1.0S
<7 !41:912 I.Ill

" g
.29

7Wl1 ~ --

1..19

1 4~

d 5

.395 7'C'l21 •.95
.9') 74C'l22 •• .3.95
1•(3)
NCI~ .. 2.95 mmi . .a..s
7¢17.J • .!R l~ ..M!I

74C89

TM4.713S 4.7iil@3SV.
TM6.8/3S 6.8111@3SV.
TM1013S 101'! @ 35V..

.<5
.<9
.59

POTENTIOMETERS
Values available {msert ohms into space marked "XX"): SOOn, 1K. 2K,
SK. 1OK, 20K, SOK, 100K. 200K, IMEG
43PXX
Wan. lS Turn .99 63PXX ~Wart. 1Turn
.89

l

1•

I

TRANSISTORS ANO DIODES
'1'12221. .
1N1111A..
1N3055. .
2N3904. .

.13
.19
.65
.12

ffi2901...

. 13

UQIO.

.25

IN1.51 •

15

2114.41l l.. •••• , .11

.11
.07
.19
.49

1N4004
1N4148 •
1N4735. ..
C10681

SWITCHES
JMT123 SPO( Oo·Oo 1.19
MPC121 SPO(Dn·DN·Oo1.19

206-8 SPO( 16-p;oDIP 1.25
MS102SPS(Momeotary .39

D-SUB CONNECTORS

DATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804LCN ..
• • 2.79
ADC0808CCN. . . • . • 5.95
ADC0809CCN. .
. 3 69
AOC1205CCJ·1 • . 19.95
DACOBOBLCN.. . . , 1.75
DAC1008LCN. • ..... 5.9 5
AY-3- 10150.. ,,. . , 4.95
AY-5-1013A..
• . 1.95

Pll'1Uo.

"2016-12
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.39
1.19
.59
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
2.95

MISC. COMPONENTS

MICROPR
Part No.
Price
D765AC.. , • • . . .. 3.95
WD9216.
. ..... 3.95

0625P Male. 15·Pm

.69

06258 Female. 15·~"

.75

LEDS
XCSS6R Tm. Red.
XCS56G Tm . G1een..

• • .13
.17

XCSS6V f1.l,. VeUow. .
XCSS6C 11~. Cleat/Red.

.17
.17

IC SOCKETS
Low Profile
Wire Wrap (Gold) Level #2
BLP. .
. 11
BWW..
.59
14LP. .•••••.
.1.2 14WW. . ••••••••••. .65
16LP. •• ••••.•
..
.13 16WW.
69
24LP.. ...........• .25 24WW. . ... . . ... • . 1.19
28LP.
.27 28WW. .
. . 1.39
40LP. . ..
.,
• . .29 40WW. .
. 1.89
SohlerUll Standard (Sold & Tin) & Header Ph&'ll Sockzts llsa Avail.able

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS
~loto

Pilrt Ho.

7• HCOO. .. .... . . . .
74f!C02 • . .
741-1COO••.•. , • . • • ..
7•HCO!! . •• • • • • • .
74HC10.. . .........

19
. 19
19
19

.25
.29
,25
29

HHC14.. .
74HC30.. •
HHC32. •• •
7• HC74. . . •
7•HC7S.....
74HC76. .....
l•HCU.
74HC86. .
74HCl1J.
74HCl25

~

P9:n No..
Price
74HCl75... ..
•.
~9
7•HC22 I. . . • . • .. • • • • .99
74HC?•O..... • •
.69
74HC244.... •• • • .. • .19
74HC245,. • •• .. • 79
74HC2!'.l. ...... .
.49
74HC2S9. , •• , •• , • • ;19
74HC213. .. • • • . •
74HC313: • •• • ,

74HC37 ... • • • •

74HCT-CMOSTTL
74HCTOO•••• . ••.•..•
7•HCTil2.

••••

. 17
. 17

74HCT04.• ., •••••••• •19
74HCTO~ . ..••••••

74HCT 10. •••• •• .•.
74HCT32. •••.•••••
74HCTl4.....
74HCT86. •..
74HCT138 ••••

. 17
17

74HCtlS9. .. . ...

•

74HCT240. ••• • • • • ..

69

.19

74HCT24• •. ......

.29
.25
.39

7•HCt2•S. ... .• • . . .
74HCT373... . .. . . •
141CT37•... . . . • . .

.S9
.69

49

.<9

L I NEAR
OSOO:lSCN. ••

. .• 1.!15
Tl.OHCN. ... . •• • 99
'11.llMCN. .. •• • •• • • • .89
AFIOO- I CN• . ••• . •.•• 8.!15

LMJ07N. • • . • • • • .39
LM309t<. • • . • • • • 1.25
LM311N. ..... . • • . .39
LM317T . •• •• . • • .
LM31BN. .. •• • •• .•

65
.99

LM3 19M •••••••• 1.29
~
••..••• 3.•9
l.M:r.!•N. . . • • • • . • 5
l.M33$(_ . . . •• .. •
4.49
LMJJ9N, • . • • • • • •

.39

l.F3•7N.

.•• - .•.. l .•9
l.Ml4m • •••
. ,69

IM$50T.......... 295
l.F351N • • . • • • . .J9
1.F353N •
U':l55N..
l.F358N
1.1'357N,

LM:is&f

.••• • •.
. ••• • ., ..
...... ..
.. • • • ..

,

• •...

49

.79
79
69

A9
I.MUON. • • • • • • .•• 1.95
1.MUIN .....
149

rs

t=:L:.

l.M14SllN. ... . .. • •

l.Ml488N.. • . • • •

.35
.45

D$1•Ce8N ICMOS'} • . • 1.19

LM1"8!1M. •••••••••• .45
DS14Cl!m (CMOS) ••• 1.19

"Ml•96N...... . . ..

69

MC16'8P. . •. . •••.• 2.95
LM1871N. ••• . ••• . •• I 95

lM1872N.. ......... 1.95
LM 1B96N-1 ... • • • . 1.49
~ •••••••.• ;75
ICJl22o& ••••• • ••. . . :us
Xll2211 . . ... . ....... 2.95
Xll22•.'I. •• . •••• . •• . • 1.95

:!6LS29... . ....... . 2.95

$
.99

2a$31..

.

•
•
•• l.C9
N.. • . . •. .2S
N•• .. . • .•• . 1.211
N (8 S>llll. ... .. 1.79

........ 395
• • • .. ••• .. 99
. . . . . . • ... . 49
1.19
4 1P. .. . . .• . . .
99

~~~~:::: : :::::. m

MC3487P........... .99
1.(19 LMl!IOOH .
49
l.M393N
.39
LMJ.99K •
3.•9 ~~::
1 :~
LF•UCN
..
79 lMJ9 14N
1 79
Tld7ACN. •.•....• U9 lM39161t .
1.49
ttSQI).
..99
29 ~~-:.:
.59 78051< =•OK-5~ . 1.39
45 7811'( r.t3•0K-1
• 1.39
79 781~1\ ~
OK-15
1.59
LM :IN.
•S
.89 7~T (UA340l-5i
lM567V, .
75 78121 CLM:MOT-1~
• •S
NE592N •••
75 7815T !LM340T-15} • 45
IMJ.87N • .

... g

LM7•1CN
LM747CN. .
MC13~.

MC1377P .
MC1398P
l Ml414N,.

..

.29
49

.89

•. 229

.. •.95
.99

79051< (l.M:mJIC-5) . • • 149

7905111.M320T· Sl

•

75472. •• . • • . . • . .

49

.49

75477.... . • . • • . . 1.29
M<:U5106P•.••..•. 1.95
MCU6'06P•.••..•• 2.95

* RAM 'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES
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.39

7•HCT157. .. . . • . • • • • .2'i1
74HCT174... .• .. . • • • 35
74HCT175. .. • • . •• • • .39

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

404

_sg

69
.69
7•HCS9S ....
12'I
74M0688. . .......... I 49
7<1tC943. ...... . .
8.95
7•HC4040. • . •• • . . . 89
7•HC40<9... •• • • .. .3ll
7• HC132.
.d 7•HC•DSO, . .• • • • .. .3ll
74HCIU
• • . • .4 S 7"HC4060...
• • . .!19
7411Cl39. . • • .
AS 74 HC•5n .. . . •• • • . 1 19
74HC l5". •
..
1.49 74.HC4S l4. ••••• . ..•• 1.79
74HC 163•.•...•....49 74HC45'38. . •
•• 1.19
7• HC174,
•.... .59 7•HCl5•3. . ......... 1.19
.3S
.3S
55
.JS
69
49

Circle 142 on &aderServke CanJ

orldwide • Since 1974

QUALITY COMPONENJS • COMPETmVE PRICING
• PROMPT DELIVERY
Jameco IBM PC/JCT SMHz 111rbo
Compatible Kit With 266K RAM

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Part No.

Description

JE3010

JE1001

4.77 /BM Hz Turbo Motherboard... . .. . ... . . . ..... . ... •
(Zero-K RAM - includes AMI BIOS ROM)
Flip-Top Case ..... . .. . ... . ...... . .... . .... .. . .... 34.95
XT/AT Compatible Keyboard .... . . . . .......... • . . . • . .S9.95
5.25" DSDD Disk Drive (Black Bezel).. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... 89.95
150 Watt Power Supply.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . 59.95
360K Floppy Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . 29.95
Mono/Graphics Card with Printer Port..... • • . . • . • . • . . . 59.95
12" Monochrome Amber Monitor. . ..... •..• . .... . . .
256K RAM (9 chips) ........ . .. ........ .. .. . . .... _
. ._ _

8/12/16MHz NE;

- Additional Motherboards 
4.17/BMHz IPC/ XD.......... $ 89.95
4.77 /IOMH z IPC1xn.... .. .. . . $109.95
8/12MHz IAD .... .. .. . •.. . . $329.95

Jameco IBM
PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Computer
Cases
JE1010
JE1011
JE1014
JE1017
JE1018
JE1019

JE1010
JE1015
JE1020
JE1030
JE1040
JE1050
AMBER
41256-150

Regular Us

Save $128.06

JE3QQ2

IBM Compatible PC/XT 8MHz Turbo Kit. • , •

$

1

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONIT9RS_ _

Standard PCIXT FIQ-Top Case • • • • $34.95
Slandard PC/Xf Slide Case•••• • • $39.95
Baby XT Turbo Flip-Tq:i Case•• • •• $69.95

BabyATFlip-Top Case .• .•••. .. $54.95
Baby AT Slide Case. . . . . . . . . . . $69.95
BabyATFlip-Top Case...•••.• • $69.95

TEST EQUIPMENT

AMBER 12' Amber Moooctlfome • •• $99.95
CTX2410 1~- RGB Color•• •• •• $279-95

MARK~ TI NG ASSOCl~TION

AMl80386
•
Motherboards ~

TM5154 . .. ...... . .. .. . . $399.95 ....,,_ _.._ _ cna•10

JE1059 SAVE $40.00..... . ..... .

S:51!1 . !l~

. .......

Protectlofl

13" VGA Monitor and VGA Card - VGA compatible.

800 x 560 Max.

Resolution - displays up to 256 colors (PC/XT/AT)

JEVGA....... . .............. . ..... . . .. .. . $649.95

JAMECO IBM PCJXTJAT COMPATIBLE CARDS

JAMECO SOLDERLESS
BREADBOARD SOCKETS

20MHZ 80386 (AT) . - • $1699.95

JE3030

8MB(Zor6·KI Ooughl<rboord ••• S299.95

Seagate 20,30----...
40 and 60MB
Hard Disk
Drives

• Hondhotd. hiOll oeevmey

M465Q_. . • S99.95

Graphic
Display
Cards
JE1050
JE1052
JE1055
JE1071

r._..._••.._,..,

161.lHz 80386 (AT) • • • $1399.95

JE3020
JE3025

350 Max. Reso lution (PC/XT I AT)

Mehlx M4650·:

C.1pe.dt11Joo, ffcoqwncy
• On~ Ye.ar 'WllrT~nl't
·
· Sim; 71. • 3.5'W • l.5"H

• Expandable to 2MB (Zero-K incl.) of 32-bil RAM
with expansion board (included) • Expand an addi
tional 8MB using the JE3030 (below. Zero-K incl.)
• XT footprint-AT compatible· 80387-16/20 ca 
pability· Built-in set-up and diagnostics· Includes
AM I BIOS ROMs • One- year wa rr anty

Half Height

EGA compa ti ble, 720 x 350 Max
Resolution - displays up to 16 colors (PC/XT/ An

. A.udiblltt;Oll~-fi
• TiO .... AClllC ~ll>go;-,
RelllSlancit. Con11nully

:;;,.-;7,.-;:-;-,y,7,~

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

14" EGA Color - EGA/CGA Compatible. 720x

14" EGA Monitor and EGA Card -

• 4~ o;g;t~CD
• M""'ll nw,ilag ..uh O..rload •

~~i'.~~r~N°G~6~~~'~

c1Rm

Free! QAPLUS Diagnostic
Software Included!
Free! PC Write Word Proces
sing Software Included!
256K RAM Included,
Expandable to 640K
4-77 or 8MHz Switchable
AMI BIOS ROM Included
· Save $128.06

· Expandable to 8MB
RAM (Zero-K included)
• 8/12 or 8/16MHz
switchable • Supports
all NEAT function s including
shadow RAM, EMS 4 0, RAM
re-mapping and selectable
wait states • 80287 -10
Coprocessor capability
• Norton SI rating of 15.6
• AMI BIOSROMsincluded
• One-year warranty

JE1001
JE1002
JE3005

~MMC

ST225
ST225XT
ST225AT
ST238
ST238XT
ST238AT
ST251
ST251XT
ST251AT
ST251-1
ST277
ST277XT
ST277AT

20MB llri>e only (PC/XT/An..... $224.95
20MB w/Controller (PCtxn. . . .. $269.95
20MB w/Controller (A 1)••..•...
30MB Drive only (PC/XTtAn •.•.•
JOMB w/Controller (PC/XT) • .. .•
30MB w/Controller (AT). • . •• , • ,
40MB Drive only (PC/XT/AT) . . ...

$339.95
$249.95
$299.95
$ 389.95
$429.95

40MB w/Cont. Ca<d (PC/XD..... $469.95
40MB w/Controller Card (AT). •..
40MB Fast 28ms (Drive only). ...
60MB Drive only (PC/XT/An •.•..
60MB w/Controller (PC/XT), ..•.
60MB w/Controller Card l A lt

$539.95
$499.95
$499.95
$549.95

. __ $639.95

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT
& AT Compatible

JE1056

$59. 9 5
$49.95
S159.95

Mono Graphics Card w/PfltHer Po<1 (PCIXT/ Al)••• - •

EGA Card .nth 256K \fkll!o RAM (PCIXTIATJ- • • - ••
Mulli 110 wi01 Drive Con!IOller
and Mono Gra~l\ici; (PCJXT)• • • • •• • - • • ••• •• •

$119.95

~~!~S:!

Disk Drives

JE1022 (Plc:twedl ..:

Color Graphics Card w/Pfinier A)r1 (PCIXTIAT) . - - • ••

JE1020 3tiOK lllD<k B>J.(PC/XT/ An. - • $ 89.95
JE1021 -~ ll>'.1. cPCrXT/A'TJ ... S 89.95
JE1022 1.2MB Bel. . Bll. (PC/XT/ A'Tl • • $109.95
3.5" PC/XT/ATCompatible Disk Drives

JEU

3.5" 720KB (Mounting Frame Included)

J E21

JE:I•

MF353B (PC/XT/Al).. . ....... ~ $ 109.95

Part

Dim.

c.;ontact

tllncimg

No.

L"xW"

Point&

Posts

Price

200
400
630
830
1,360
1,660
2,390
3,220

0
0
0
0
2
3

$ 2.95
$ 4.95
$ 5.95
$ 7.95
$14.95
$22.95
$27.95
$37.95

JE20
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

6 1h x

3

1,1.i

3/4

x 21/e

6 1h x 1 3/a

6112 x 21/a
6 1h x 31/a

6V2 x 4114

6'/a x
7\~

'JUUU'J l

5'1'4

x 71h

4

NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. I (88) •• • • •

:t> l

MF355B

Datal

2400/1200/
NEw, Pocket \ler.;ion!
• Hayes command compat
ible ·Bell 103/ 212A com
patib le· Au t o - dial/aul o
answer • FCC approv ed
1-year warranty· Inc ludes
MaxiMite Communic ation
Soft ware (e xcept 1200PJ

g:;ime

(Al]

'J.~:

400042 NSC linear Data Book-Vol. II (88). . . . $ 9.9!
400043 NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. Ill (88) • . .. $ 9 .9!
210830 lntelMemo1y Handbook (88) • • . •••• $ 17.9~
230843 Intel Microsvstem Hndbk. Set (881. . . . $24.9~

JE1044

360K Floppy/Hard Oisk Cofltroller Cord (PCIXTJ • • • • $129.95

JE1045

~/~~~ig:;~~P~'. ·;~~~-~o~~!~~ ~'.s~ . . •. . $149.95

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

© 1989 Jameco Electronics

~

. -=. 9
'

,

..

.... j

llCC!I

....

-

..

'

.~

.

1200P

1200/300 Baud Pocket Modem..... $ 99.95
1200/300 Baud Internal Modem. ___
2400/1200/300 Internal Modem....
1200/300 Baud External Modem•••.

$ 69.95
$129.95
$ 99.95

'1400E

2.snn112nn13nn

$169.95

$20 Minimum Order

Jameco

9

ELECTRONICS

1189

: , '- . ...u. , ... l- it\•

1200H
24005
1200C

IBM is a registered t1ademark of lntemational Business Machines

(May vary according to weight)

California Residents:
Add 6%, 61/2% or 7%
Sales Tax

~~'~;\.~ ~~'.'°'. ~'~~-~$1.~sdS"l Z9.95

E.-tPrn::il MnrtPm .

.

Data Sheets - 50¢ each
Prices Subject to Change

Send $2.00 Postage for a
FREE 1989 CATALOG
FAX Numbers: 415-592-2503
or 415-595-2664
Telex: 176043

1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, California 94002
24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE (415) 592-8097 • The Following Phone Lines Are Available From 7AM-5PM P.S.T.:
• Customer Service (415) 592· 8121

• Technical Assistance (415) 592-9990

Circle 142 on kctder ServiceCard

• Credit Department (415) 592-9983

• All Other Inquiries (415) 592-7108
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4&5

Circle 91 on Reader Service Card

DISKOVER US!

0

)

$295
For IBM·PC's &com·
palibles, menu·driven
AVPROM programs
EPROMs up lo 8 x
faster lhan serially·
connected unils (20
sec. for 2764).

oo•

29

AVPlll™

5.25 DSIDD. Blacl<

¢ : ~6:~t!:~':..rabs

t() MINIMUM

• Shrink Wrapped

Que10·68llQO e:m.n

Since 1983, professional quality
tools for the entire 68xxx family
including the 68030. Hosts:
MS-DOS, UNIX and VAX.
C Compilers
C Source Level Debuggers
Macro Assembler Packages
Disassemblers
Simulators

• 4. and 10 socket
gang versions too.
Call for prices.
For complete
specs, free 32 pg .
development tool
catalog, call

AVtJCET

IN 16COLORS . . ............41c

oo·

]

59

800/448-8500

AVtlCET

FAX: 207/236-6713
Telex: 467210 AVOCET CI

SYSTEMS . INC.'

120 Union Si., Rockport. ME 04856

Circle 31 on Reader Service Card

5.25 DSIHD. Bladl
• In Tyvek Sleeve

Circle 227 on Reader Service Card

¢ · 5 Cokn Labels w1Tab5

NJ MINIMUM

• Shrink Wrapped

Cross-32
Meta Assembler

IN 8 COLORS.... •••••• . ....89c:

D

0

Systems®, Inc

or 207-236-9055

0

1

~

c

(

0

Table based macro cross-assembler using the
manufacturer' s asscmbl)' mnemonics.

$1 07·€>

Includes manual :i.nd MS-DOS assembler disk
with tables for all of tlie following processors:

3.5 OS/DD, Blue
& Gray
•
• 5 Color Labels
NO MINIMUM • Shrink Wraw<>J
IN 6 COLORS .... . .......$1.28

1802
6801
, 680XO'
8048
T tS320

64180
6805
80X86
8051
TMS370

6SC02
6809'

65816
68HC11
COP400 COP800
8085
8096
Z8/Z80 •• . MORE

Use.rs ~n create tables for other processors! '

$3.55
IN BULK

• 3.5 DS/HD, Blue
&Grey
• 5 Color Labels
• Shrink Wrapped

Generates listing, symbol table and binary,
Intel, or Motorol11 hexcode.
Free worldwide: airmail 1hipping & handling.
Check, MO, VISA or MC: US$199 or CN$249

Sentinel Disk Mailer with
Anti-Static Liner ... 39¢

·pro1r anu E!E)PROMs(up10 I M•s.011), PAl.fl'l.B4)VluPROM,l!IHl&l7ll!oC:ri•i..

• lcm SIMlc IJld 07111mic IV.Mi. Tn and CMOS logic chipi.
-All of abavefunclions 1rc~1fo11ncd only onsinglcunil ..,11111u11uyalldi1ioul muduk.
• INDIVIDUAL PROCRAMMEM.S art abo 1vilablc.
(E(E)PROM P<u111m mu(l.~ . 8. lb1ocb !1), P ALp1ogrunmcr,8IPOUR p1oirillllll1'I,

8741 !oe:rits Pfo1r.mm", l'5l 1nic1 programmer, Mcmof)' IC&: TTL 1cm1.)

Universal Cross-Assemblers
POB 384, Bedford , NS
Canada B4A 2X3
(902) 864-1873

rJ

XELTEK

~\l'fS,\CQt

KT ..:4

SA-.rA CIARA C,\~•u•~

ORDER TOLL FREE
l
'

1·8U0-S·U·l975 1<•

111 (40~1'~1 tiW\

\I\ '- 'I~\ 11 M. \ \U '

~AX l""'l\"~7 h~""

ACCFMl

, .. e

i \I

I)

[ CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS
SW!
2"1• x ''"

2,3/,,, x 7f15
2112 x 1s11s
2112x 15/1s
23/4 x 23/4•
ZJ/4 x 1-7118
3 x 15/1 15
3.3 x 1s11a
3112x is11a

3112 x 15/i a
3112 x 1s11e
J l/2 X1Sf1e
4 X 1Sf115

ACll2ll

1 across
4 across
1 across

3 across
1 across
1 across
4 across
4 across
1 across
2 across
3 across
4 across
1 across

4 x is1ia
4 x 1 7fia

3 across

4x1 7Jia

3 across

1 across

ll<a..Qlx.

fliW1.l2lli!

10,000
20,000
5.000
15,000
2,500
5,000
20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
5,000
15.000
5,000
15,000

$1.95
$1 .95
$2.18
$1.98
$12.00
$3.00
$2.00
$2.05
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.21
$3.21
$3.25
$3.25

Circle 283 on Reader Service Card

6809
Single Board Computer
REAL VOICE Digital Recording
tor your PC, XT. AT or Compatible

•VOICE MAIL SYSTEM
•TELEMARKETING
-Inbound & Outbound

Man y other sizes available . Call for fu1thor info rma tion.
"De signed for the 3

Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

•SMARTEST ANSWERING
MACHINE
•AUTODIALER-DATABASE
•VOICEPAD'"

s· disk. Prices quoted tor fu ll boxes only

·Voice for your Programs

•PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT
·(optional ' l 'PJ

"The Quality Disk & Label Speclallst Since 1982"
1040 Broadway, Westville, NJ 08093

'Ii card. software, cables, and speaker
1

1-800-426-3303

26900

+ 5 s/h

(415) 652-9600

609-456-6996 • FAX #609-456-7172

•

All orders F.O.B. Westville, NJ. Fresno, CA.
C.O.D. orders add $2.20. Pre-approved
purchase orders, Visa & MasterCard accepted.
All products assembled in the USA.

406
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Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

Special
COMPLETE-PC

CAD... etc.

ANSWERING MACHINE ... $209
FAX ·PC ... $299
HAND SCANNER ... $155

Logitech
C7 Clear Mouse & Paint
$85

2861386

FlatSCTIHln

Ullra, 1 Plus or 3D Modula

Call

$579

Call

Summagraphics

DESIGN CAD

SMART MODEM

Mac 121112 Tab/at

Standard or 3D

12008/nt.

24008int.

10911-m2

1124

$269

$145

$59

$115

$179

Call

SOFTWARE (cont.)
Excell PC •• .• . . .. . .•. . . .. . . . . 281
FastBack •..• . . . .• . . . . . .. • . . .. 69
Alps ••••• • • • •• • • ••• •••••.•.. Call FastBack Plus •. .•• • • •• . ••. . .. . 85
Canon BJ· 130 •••• • ••• •• •• ..• . Call FormTool . .. . .. ..... . . . . .... . . 52
Citizen 180·D . . .. ... ..... .... 157 Freelanoo Plus • . ..•• • .••... • . 293
MSP·15E ...... . ....... .... 295 Fox Base Plus . . . .. . . . . ... . ..• 179
MSP--10 ..... . ... . . . . . ..... 269 GEM Draw Plus . . .... •• •.•. • • • 159
MSP-45 ••• • •••••• • •• •• •••• 389 Generic Cadd 3.0 .. . ..•..•••• • . 48
MSP·50 ............. . .... . 345 GenericCadd Others . . • . ... •. • Call
MSP·55 ••••• •••• •• • ••••••• 440 Harvard Graphics •• . • •. .•.• •• •255
Premiere 35 • • •••• •• • • • • • • • • 439 In House Ace! •. •••••• • .• • •• • • 107
TriJute 124 •• . . ••• • •• • •• • .•. 439 King Quest IV •.••••• • • • •• • •.. • 35
Tribute 224 .••• • • • • • •••••••• 579 Laplink Plus •• • •••••• •• ••••• • •• 74
Dioonix 150 ••.• • • • •• • •••• • • • • 295 Liesure Suttlarry I •• • ••• • .••••• 35
HP LaserJetll •••• •. .•• . • • • .. 1690 Lighting Hard Disk Speedup .. . . . . 59
JDL850Series .. . ••. •. ••• . •.• Call Lotus 123 2.01 • •.•••••• • • • •••• Call
NEC LC890 • • . • • • .. •.• .•.• .. . Call Lotus Agenda • . . .. . . . . ••• . • .. Call
Panasonic 1Q8(Jj·m2 ...••••..•. 155 Managing Your Money ••• •• • • •• 113
I 1091i·m2 .• .• . • •.•• . • • •• • .. 189 MathCad 2.0 . • . . .. • ..•• • . . •.• 195
1124 •••• ••• ••••••• •• •••••• Call MicroSolt Flight Sim .••. . ..•..•. 35
159211595 ••••••.••• ••. .3821418 MicroSolt Windows 2.0 • • • • ••• • .. 5 6
1524 ..... . .. . . . ... .. .... . . 515 MS·Dos 3.3 . • •... ... . • • . .•..•• 95
ToshiJa321·SL . . • . . . . • . • ••.. 455 Norton Util4.0 ... . • . • • • • . . ....• 45
34 1·SL . •• . • .. • . • .. ..• • • • •• 609 Novell Netware 286 • ••. •• • . ..• • Call
351·SX • ••• •.• .. .•.•• •• .•.• 888 PageMaker 3.0 .. .......... ... Call
Others ••. •• •.•••••• •• • ••• • Call Paradox 2.0 ..... .. ... . . . . .. .. 391
PC Tools Deluxe . . . . ........ . . Call
PathMinder4.0 .••.•...•...••. . 55
Peachtree Accounting II .. . .. . .. 145
Peachtree Quero . . . . ... . .. . • . . Call
Arrdek 1280 & Card • •• • ••••••• 639 PFS: First Choioo 2.0 • . • • . . . • .•. 77
210A •• • •.•.•••• • . . .•• . . . . •. 87 PFS: Frst Publisher 2.0 •. . . •.• . • 54
Hitachi . .. ..... .• • . . •..• .. . .. Call PFS: Professional File 2.0 •.••.• Call
MttsubishiDiamondScan 1381 •. 477 PFS: Prolessional Plan 1.02 .••• • • 51
Montterm Viking •• . .. ... . . •.• . Call PFS: Professional Wrtte 2.0 . . . .. 102
NEC Multisync II . • .. • .. . .. . ... 565 Plan Per1ecl . ..•.•• • .• . •• . ..•. 185
Multisync GS •... ••• .• •.•.• . 185 Q&A ... . . . . . ........ • •...... 177
Others •••• •• •••••• •• ••••••• Call Q&AWrtte •. • . • • •. ••• •••••..• 115
Samsung •. .. ••• • • ... .... . .• . Call Quattro •.••.. • ••• . . . • • • • ..• • . 132
Sigma Designs LaserView • .. . • • Call Rapid File • •.• • •• •• •••••••••• 172
Sony Multiscan 1302 . . ..... .• . 650 R:BaseforDOS •••••.. • . . . . . . 415
Multiscan 1303 •• • •• • ••• . .. • . 475 ShipMate™(upsMan~est) • • •••. 199
Zenith 1490 Flatscreen •• . •. • ••• 579 SideKickPlus • •• •.•••••.• • .•• Call
Smart Sysmen •. • • • .... . . •• • • . 4 18
Sprint .• .•• • . .•..••.. • •.•.•• •115
SOFTWARE
Tops • • ••••••••. . . • •• . • .•.• . • 101
Turbo Basic. c. or Pascal .•. . . • •• 85
Ventura Publishing 2.0 ... • . . . • . 458
AutoSketch® •.• . .. . •. •• •••.... . 59 VersaCad & Libraries . • . .. . ..•. Call
BoeingGraph • •• •• • • • ••• • • •. •• 195
Windows . .•. .•. . .. .• ... .. . . . Call
By·Line •• • • •• ••.. • •••. • •. •• • 169
WordPer1ect 5.0 . . .... . . . ..... Call
Carbon Copy Plus • • •. •. • • • .• .• 103 XTree . .. . • .. .. . .. . • .. • .... . . • 33
Cl~per . • . • . .• ...... . . • . • ..•. 369
XTreePro . ... . . .. . ....... . .. . . 58
CopyllPC • ... . • ....• • . • ..• ••• 18
XTreeNet .•..•• • • • • • .• • •.•.•• Call
Corefast . . ..... . . . ...... . . .. . 85
Dae Easy 3.0 • • • •••• •••• •• •••• 58
dBaselV • .. •• ••. ••• ••. • .•• • • Call DIGITIZERS & PLOTIERS
DesignCad •• •• • • •• •• . •• •.•.• 145
Desklink ••••.• ..•• •.• • . . .. . •• 92
DesqView . . ... ..... .......... 69 Calcomp 1023-GT •.. •. . . . .. .. . Call
1043-GT . . •.... . ..... . .. . . 5898
Drafix 1 Plus ••••• . ••••• . •••• . Call
Drawing Brd 12x1216·Btn ••••. 369
Drafix Ultra ••••••• ••. •••••••• Call
Drafix 3D Mod & Options ....••• Call Enter Sweet·p 600 . . ....... . •. 598
Houston
Instruments
Dollars & Sense . •••• .. • •• •.••• 95
DMP 41142 ... • .. . . .. .. .•• • 2098
EasyXtra •••••••••••••••••• • • 54

HITACHI Digitizer
1o Year Warranty
Puma Pro 121112
(rap/acing Tigar Tab/at)
4-Btn Cursor, 1·Btn Pan
& Mousa Emulator.

$349

..•••••••••Ill
Digitizers & Plotters (cont.)
DMP 51MP . • . • . . ..... . .. • •3550
DMP 51 •. .•.• . .. . .....•.•.3200
DMP 52MP . . .. . .... .. . . ...2600
DMP 52 .. .... ... . . .. . .. . . .2300
DMP 56A .•....•...•......3800
DMP61 .. . . • . . . . .. . .. . • . ..2890
DMP62 .... . .. . .. .. .. ... ..3990
MP Options ......... .. ..... .Call
Hitachi Puma Tab (10·Year Warranty)
PumaPro 12x12.4btn,Pen,SW ..349
PumaPro 12x12.12btn,SW ..•.•369
loline ••• ••• •. • . ••. .• •••••• • •Call
JDL 850 Series .. . . ... . . . .. .. .Call
Kurta IS 12x12 •• •..•• . • • . • • •• •285
IS 12x17 ......... . .........485
Summagraphics 12x12 Plus . .•• . 329
18x12 Pro w/4 Butt & Stylus . ... 559
Mac Bit Pad 12x12, 4But.Sty .. .269

SCANNERS

ScanMan or Comp/al• PC

H$1Sc55'

DRIVES, MODEMS & FAX

COMPUTERS

Mttsubishi AT 40/64 Mb Hard Drive
112 ht • 23ms .. •.... . . . ... .• 389
Panasonic FAX Board . •. . . . •. • 689
Seagate ST225 w/card ••.•.•. . 260
ST238 30Mb w/card ....•• .. . 285
Sharp Fax UX-140 & Phone • ..• 969
Srrart Modem 1200B intw/sw . . .• 58
2400B int w/sw . • . • . . • . . . . . . 11 5
ToshiJa3.5XT/AT720kDrive . • .. 89
5.25 XTIAT 360k Drive .. . . . ... 75
US Robotics .... . . .. .. . ......... .
Courier 2400 . . . . •. .... . .. . . 279
Courier 2400E .••..• ••.. •..• 299
HST 9600 ... • ....•.• .... . • 599

AST Premium
286 Model 80 . . . • .. . ... .. • • 1349
286 Model 140X . . .. . • ... . . 2098
386 Model 300 .. .. ... .... . . 2475
Mttsubishi MP286L . . .• • . •...•• Call
NECMultispeed ..... . . • ....• 1079
Multispeed EL II ..... .. . .. .. 1423
Multispeed HD • •• • • .• .••. . . 2209
T oshiJa Laptops .• . ••. . .. • . . • . Call
T1000 •.•. . •••••..•••••. . •• 745
Zenith Laptops
SuperSport·Dual . •• .. .. • •• . 1570
SuperSport 20Mb .. . ... . . .• 2357
SuperSport 286 20Mb •••• • • • 3298
SuperSport 286 40Mb • • . . . .•• Call

BOARDS & NETWORKS

Intel
3·Com Etherlink . ... .. .... .. .. Call
AdageAD10l4 •••.••• • ••• •• . • Call
AD 1Ol8L .... .... . ... . .. . .. Call
ArcNet •••. . ..•••••. • ••••••• Call
Artist ... .. . . .. . . . ..... .... . Call
AST .......... . ........ . . . . Call
ATI EGA Wonder ... . .. . . .. . . . 169
VIPVGA ....... .. .... . .. . . 249
Copy II Opt Board Dix . . . . . . . . . . 95
EtherNet Plus .. . .. ........... Call
Genoa VGA 760x1024 . . • . ..... 379
Hercules Graphics Plus .... . ... 169
lntelAboveBoard 286/512k . .•• • 359
AboveBoard PS 286/512k . . . • 388
Paradise EGA480 ... • ..•. • . . . Call
VGA Plus . . .• .•. . . . . . .• .. .• Call
VGA Plus 16 .. ... ... • . • .... Call
VGA Pro . .... . . .. . . . . .. • .• Call
Sigma Designs VGA •••• .. •... 209
Tops Flashcard ......... .. . . . 143
Ver1icom . • ...•. • . . . . .. .•. .•. Call
Video 7 Vega Deluxe . . . . ••• • • • 177
V-Ram • • • • • ••.• •.. • •.•• • •• Call
Vega VGA • ••. .•..•.• • . . •• $255
Western Digital EtherNet Plus •. . Call

Logical Connection 256/512k • . •. Call
Others • • . •••• •• •...•...•••. .Call
ScanMan ... .. .. . .... .. ...... 155

WANTED

Original Programs - utilities,
applications, ate. Earn
royalitias in just 90 days.
Mail or Fax your info to attn. 8111
MS·DOS & MAC compatible only

coprocessors
Genuine & New
8087·2 (<·10MHz) ••••• • ••• 132
80287 ·8 . . . . • . .... • .•.• • •• 205
80287·10 (•>10MHz) • •• • ••• 239
80387·16 .. • . • .. .• . • . • .••• Call
80387-20 • . • • •. . .. ... . .. • • Call
80387·25 .• ••.•. . • . •• . ••• • 549
80387-SX ... . ............. 398
80C287A (for Laptops) . . . . .. 299

MOUSE
Logttech C7 Serial or Bus .••• • • • • 64
C7 Clear Mouse & Paint . . • ••.. 85
HiRez Bus . .•• • • . •....• ... • . 82
Bus & Paint ........... . . . ... 82
Serial & Publisher .• • •• • • . ••. 104

OPTICAL
OptiDriverKit •.•.•.. • ••..• .• • 525
40 ms equiv. for most optiDrives

HELPERS

Pre-approved P.O.'a are welcome. Prices reflect cash discount and are subject to change without notice. Product com
patOjUty, WillrBlltM. & claims are responsibility of manufacturer only. All returns are subject lo a restocking fee. Per
""'ill'Cotrt>lllllf checla delay shipping. AZ orders only add 6.7% tax. Orders are processed same Day. International orders
C4U(~ 861·1090..

Circle 189 on R£ader Service Card

PANASONIC

It PAYS to
BUY-MHI !
Service You
Expect!!
Volume Bids
Wecome!
VISA
MASTERCARD
PO's
Just Call First.

Sharp F~x $898
Model Fa-300
Group 3, 2, FMG1
Auto & Manual
Build-in Phone
16·1evel Hall·Tones
Accepts 11" wide Documents
Confidential Trans & Recv

MHI Warehouse, Inc.
8129 N. 35thAve. #2-306
Phoenix, AZ 85051
New Orders:

1-800-621-3999
Order Info: 602-997-8877
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LA COMPUTER CORPORATION
A California Corporation

213-328-9294

800-888-9294

213-328-1758

INSIDE CALIFORNIA

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

FAX

COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

LACC

THE VECTOR XT TURBO

LACC

THE VECTOR (286·10)

THE VECTOR (386) 6/16 MHz

4.77 lo 10 MHz • 256 lo 640k
150 Power Supply • AT Slyle Keyboard
1 Drive with coot. • AT Case Turbo Switch

802S6 • 64()( •Up to 1 Meg• 1.2 Meg
Floppy AT KB • Floppy and Hard Controller
200 Watt Power Supply

$429

$899

INTEL 80386 • 1Mb RAM
Expand to 4Mb RAM • 1.2 Meg. Floppy
Par., Ser.. Clock, Calendar
200 Watt Power Supply • AT Keyboard

with Monochrome

with color

$589

$769

$2289with 40 Meg.

with 40 Meg.

with 30 Meg.
with Monochrome

with 30 Meg.
w~h color

with Monochrome

with Color

$1395

$1609

$2699

$2899

BLOW OUT SPECIALS
NEC EFL360

NEC Multisync 11-569
Monitor
LACC - MonoCard w/par $49

Letter Qualit y Printer
22 CPS Daisywheel
Demo unit • Original Box
90 Day Warranty

RETAIL

XT Compatible Case
While they last

$545 ONLY $149

AST PREMIUM/286
Model
Model
Model
Model

PC
80 .
140
120
170

LACC • 12008 lnternalMon.
with Software $56
Zenith 1490 Fiat $569

$24
COMPAQ

MAGAZINE ED'S CHOICE
_.
. _. . _Call
. .. ..• .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. $2359
. . . .. ..• .. . . . . .. . • .... . 2099
.. . . ... . ...... . .. . . . . .. 2699

IBM
Prices to Low to List
Model
Model
Model
Model

Desk Pro 286 • 12 MHz • 40 Meg... $2395
Portable II Model 214 _. .
_1995/2599
Portable 386 • 40 Meg. . . .•• . • .. . .. 5599

30
50
60
80

. .. ..... .. _.. .. ..
. ... Call
• 20 Meg. w/monitor
.. $2875
• 44 Meg. w/monitor .
. . $3495
• 44 Meg.
. .. .. . . . Call

ALL SYSTEMS COME WffH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY
AND OUR 15 DAY MONEY BACK EXCHANGE POLICY

HARDWARE SPECIALS

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

Segate ST4096 BOMB . . . • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $589
Segate ST238 30mb w/Controller . ..... ..... .. ........................ . . ... .. 250
Segate ST 225 with Controller (20 Meg. Hard Disk)
. . .. 239
Panasoric 1091i ~ 2)
. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .•.•. . . . . . . . . . •.
. ... 169
Samsung EGA . _. ... _... _.. ............................ . . .... .. . .. . . . ... 349 .
INTEL Inboard 386 _• , •••.• , .......................................... .. .. Call
Hayes 1200 B with Software . . ........................................... . .. 259
Amdek Monrtor 410 Amber Of White ..... . ............................... . . .. $145
ATASI 40 Meg. . . .................................. . ................ . . . . . 319
NEC Multisync
. .. .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. . • .
.. .. 549
Arcive 5540 Tape Drive . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . • • • . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . .
. ... Cal
HP Lazer Jet I . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. .... .. .......... . .. .. 599

Lotus 1,2,3 . . . . . . . . .
_.. ... . $309
Micro Soft WOfd _
... __199
WOfd Perfect _
.. 195
Word Star Pro Rel ..
. . ...... 219
Print Shop . .. . ......... . ... . ..... 33

Nortoo Utilities . . . . .. . . . .
. ... $ 48
Micro Soft Flight Simulator •. , • • .
. .. 29
D Base 3 Plus . .. ...... ........ ... .375
Crosstalk MK4 . .. .. . ..... _. _
... 109
Fast Back .. . ................ . ..... . 69

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

HERE ARE SOME OF THE LOW PRICES YOU'LL FIND AT OUR STORE
MODEMS

n

12004 (W) S.W. . . ............ _.$
2400! (W) s.w. .
--.. . . . . . 169
HAYES
1200 EX ................ ..... . Z79
1200 B lntoo: . . ........ .. ..... 269
2400 EX ............... , ...... 399
2400! .. -- .......... .. ... " ... 409
lnoomm - 2400 Ext .. • • • .. • • . .. Gall
US ROBOTICS 2400! .. .................. .. . . . $229
12004 .. ..... -- • .. . .. .. .. . . ..... 99
VOU<SMOOEM 12001 . .................. . _.. $119
1200X .................... . . 119
EVEAEX

FLOPPY DRIVES

SSB'h Ht 360 DSIDD .. • • . • • . .. • • . • . .. $79
1.2 Meg. '12 Ht . • •• , • .. • • . . . . .. . ... . 99
REMAX 213 Ht. fcr IBM . • . __ ___ .. _.. .. ,., .... . 39
TANOON 100.2 OS/DD .... , ............ , • ....... 89
CHINON 720K 3 112 PC •
• ......... • ....... .. . 89
IBM
"'' Ht.. ....................... ...... 89
TEAC

HERCULES

GRAPHIC BOARDS

Morvgraphics Catd .
. . . .. . . $169
Colagrajlhics Catd . - .. - - . - - 179
HERCULES Monodirmie w/S.W. Par. Pott
_____ .59
COMPATIBLE Colar Par. Port . .......... ....... _.59
EVEREX
EGA .. • • • .. • . • • • . • • . • • • • .. - . 000

OKIDATA

182 Plus _.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 229
2'1212931294 Plus .. .. • .. • .. • • • • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. Call
ML 32!Y.39Y.D3 • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • . • • . . . . ... Call

PRINTERS
PANASONIC

t~~ CPS

d.m)-

~

"o

~~ s199

~a~<> :,i..
~JI 01

MONITORS

8087-l! .. ............... .... ... $144
8087-3 .
- ...... .. . . ..... . ..... 101
80287-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
- -175
80287·8 .. ........... .. .... ... ·- .. 244
80287-10 . .
. .. 299
80387 (16 MHz) . • • .. • . .. .. • .. . ... 469
P>UNe t:Dan>-286A + 512 • .. • . • . . . . .. 389
PC64K . ....................... . .. 209
PS( Pq Multilunciion .
. .... 229
Six Pac Plus witt1 641< ....... _.. . .. ... 109
Multi Board Exp. to 2 Meg. .•...... _ _11 9
641< (9 O'ips) 150 NS . • .. • .. • .. . . . . . Gall
256K (9 O\ips) 150 NS . ........ , • . _. Gall

HARD DRIVES

SAMSUNG Til 1252 Flat Semen Moro. .. . .... .. ... 75
LACC
Moncx:hrome _ .. • .. .. • • . • .. • .. • .. • _69
AMlilEK
310A .. • . • • .. .. • • • .. • • .. . .. . . . .. . 139
1200 (Desk Top). . . . . . . . . ..... . ..... 729
SONY
EGA Multiscan CPD 1302 . . . . .
. Gall
(Reqi.ires EGA 0< Compact Card)
PAKAAD BEU. Tll Monochrmie .
. . ..... . . . 69

SEGATES 20 MB 1/2 HD (ST225) . ... , • . .. • • • . ... $265
~ MB 'h H (ST238) .
.. ... 299
40 MB (ST251) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 419
~Meg . ATSA1 . ............. . .... .. . 329
70 Meg. Miniscribe .. ...... , ...... , .. . Gall

Too Many items to list.
Please calf for information.
COMPUTERS

BIOlherFAX 100 .. ......................... ... Call
BIOlher FAX 150 _. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . • .. . . .. 999
Slsrp. FO :m FAX .. • • • •• • .. .. ... , • ... 1209
Slsrp. FO 420 FAX .. • .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. ..... 1329

FAXES

Give yourseff the advantages
of a Pensonal Computer.
Lat us help you start or
complete your system.

Apple Products Available
Macintosh - Image Writers
Plus More! - Cal for CLJ'renl prices!
A ea11tom1a Corporation

P.O.'s aa:epted from qualified oompanies, instrtutions and schools we accept VISA, Mast"'°"1l
·

BYTE • JANUARY 1989

~

ll'lTEL

L0 ·950 (264 cps d.m)~~ ~
L0·25SQ.-{324 cps)~- ~ ~
FX800 - (:ID cps) 54 cpsln (NLO)-~ ~(C:: ~ EVBWC
~240 cps) 48 cps (INLQ)
iS'~ 'S>; (AFX-850 (264 cps)
.(lo iS'o

LA COMPUTER CORPORATION
408

MEMORY CHIPS/MEMORY BOARDS

1CJOOI (140 CPS 80 Col) . _
. . .. $159
1092! (240 CPS 80 Col) .
. ... . . . . . 269
1524 (24 PIN 132 Col) . . _.
_... Gall
1592 (132 Col 180 CPS) . ..... . . .. .. 399
3131 Letter Quality .... _.. .. ..
.. Gal
L0600{180 CPS) 60 CPS NLO

3701 Inglewood Avenue, Suite 161 • Redondo Beach, CA 90278-111 0

Shipping: UPS. US Mail, Fed.

~.

Emery, Other • OPEN MONDAY lHRU FRIDAY
7 am to 6 pm - SAT. B am to 2 pm

Circle 148 on Reader Service Card

Order BYTE and IX on disk
Toda'
. ~ BlX
Best o1

ReceiVe bighligbt~BYfE's wor\d·
activities .on BlXc,,.·r·e ncing s)·stem·
h •ext
ine con•..
da s on·l
d search t e '
You can read an roce sor. Each.
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mo t \nterestlng
·
.
·
di cuss1on
di k contains
'
u.
.
e rece 1
and inf rroa e ma bine you own.
st>edfie to th rd the JBM disk,
for example,~ ~r ht frotn IBM·
d get the h1gblig Disks can be
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nference .
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r bY annual
ordered singly o
subscription .

BYTE Program
Listings on Disk
fu\\ '{ext o
on Disk

~YTE listings on disk are the
".ghl choice if you wan! lo com
prle or read tbe complete source
C,0 ~e listings of programs. BYTE
hstmg are available from
D~cember 1985 lo p resent at lhe
prices tated below.

f BY'fE

. .. contain\
r d,s,..s
can ord e
rchab e
NoW you \\ machine-sea read and
·ng the iu
\'OU can
d
1
rt\c\e .
wor •
text oi a text with anY ierence and
search t\\e f;!Lce\\ent for te rdered
cessor.
~" be o
. .
bscriphon
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h, D i \!.S.....
researc ~ bY annual. su vai\ab\e
sing\Y o i sYIE 's a 19sS.
fu\\ text o
September
·,ng {roll\
star t

on Disk ,
f each month s

-

BYTE also offers listings in print form.

Order
bound versions of the complete source code listings of pro
grams excerpted from our articles. Handy for quick reference.
Order singly or by annual subscription; with or without ac
companying diskette version.
Call toll-free for more information: 800-258-5485.

ORDER FORM: To place your order, fill out the card and mail.


~

IN USA
Single Month (1 disk)

OUTSIDE USA

Annual Subscription (13 disks)

Annual Subscription (13 disks)

Single Month (1 disk)

5-1/4 Inch:
D IBM PC
Other disk formats
available.
Call toll-free.

D Full Text of BYTE

$9.95

D Full Text of BYTE

$79.95

D Full Text of BYTE

$12.95

D Full Text of BYTE

D BYTE Listings

$9.95

D BYTE Listings

$79.95

D BYTE Listings

$12.95

D BYTE Listings

$99.95

D Best of SIX

$9.95

D Best of SIX

$79.95

D Best of SIX

$12 .95

0 Best of SIX

$99.95

3-1/2 Inch:
D Apple Macintosh
D Atari ST
D Amiga
D IBM PS/2

D Full Text of BYTE

$10.95

D Full Text of BYTE

$89.95

D Full Text of BYTE

$13.95

D Full Text of BYTE

$109.95

D BYTE Listings

$10.95

D BYTE Listings

$89.95

D BYTE Listings

$13.95

D BYTE Listings

$109.95

D Best of SIX

$10.95

D Best of SIX

$89.95

D Best of SIX

$13.95

D Best of SIX

$109.95

FOR DIRECT
ORDERING
CALL TOLL FREE:
800·258-5485

"6

Call: M-F, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Eastern Time

JANUARY

PLEASE COMPLETE IN FULL

Full Text of BYTE
Year
Month

Address

BYTE Program Listings
Month
Year
Zip

City

State

County or Parish

Country

For credit card
orders only.

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Date

El\ITE
-

~,j~

1tn ~

• Please indicate the issue date
below. If you are beginning an an
nual subscription, note the start
ing issue.

Name

(603-924-9281 for New
Hampshire residents)

Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

$99.95

Best of SIX
Month

Year

D Check enclosed
D MasterCard
D VISA
D U.S. funds enclosed
(If ordering from outside the
U.S. please remit in U.S. funds
drawn on U.S. bank. Thank you.)

Order BYTE and BIX on disk
Toda I

{ BlX on Disk
Best o . oi each montb's

BYTE Program
Listings on Disk

Receive bigb\igbt~BYIE's wor\d·
activities on Bl~ierencing system.
c\ass on-Une co d earcb tbe text
You can read an rocessor. Each_
p mos t interesting
w1"tb anY word
. . tbe
.
.
,,
contains
t discussions
dis"
f e recen
and informa "' a~bi.ne you o~n.
specific to tbe mder tbe \BM disk,
For examp\e, ~rb\i bts from IBM·
d get tbe big g Disks can be
an . .
nferences.
spec1hc c?
or by annual
ordered · ing\)I
subscription.

BYTE also offers listings in print form.

Order
bound versions of the complete source code listings of pro
grams excerpted from our articles. Handy for quick reference.
Order singly or by annual subscription; with or without ac
companying diskette version.
Call toll-free for more information: 800-258-5485.

ORDER FORM: To place your order, fill out the card and mail.

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED SfATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 10 PETERBOROUGH, NH
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BYTE & BIX on Disk

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458-9990

111 .....11 •• 1•• 1.1.1.1 •• 1.1.1 •• 1.1 •• 1.1 •• 11 ••••• 11.1

Circle 90 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
WRITE orCALLtor YOUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE 8 & 8
ELECTRONICS CATALOG TODAY!
Pages ard pages of photographs
and illustrated, descriptive text
lor B&B's complete lineof RS.232 converters, RS-422 con
verters, current loop converters, adapters, break-out box·
es, data sv.itches, data split·
ters, short haul modems,
s11ge pmtectors,and much,

~iE~~~~;jM$~f~~~W :':i's

Can you graph, solve, find
minima, maxima points of
inflection, etc... of this
equation in 5 minutes or
less?

5

* *COSEXP (SIN
*

(1/x))
(x)) 
= F (x)

(x 3 )

orw o.ci
fNll ~
TilllAY a UVE

forqualicy, service and competitive
prices will be more lhan met by B&B
ELECTRONICS. Manufaclurerlo you, no mid·
dlemanl Money-back guarantee! Same-day
~ •One-year warranty on products!
Technical support is available.

+

(x

1'0

you can do this
and much more!
Demo Diskette $s.oo

TRILOBYTE, INC.

8&8 ~~!~~!:!!!!!~!

596 Abolicion St.

Hato Rey, P.R. 00918
(809) 767-1839

4002A Baker Road. PO. Box 1040 •Ottawa, IL 61350

Phone: 815-434-0846

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

2-4 box

.. MAC·PAC-50

31/2

10+box

SINGLE

"NO LABEL"

( 100 )

(SO)

(400)

l.l 5ea

l.12ea

l.09ea

DOUBLE 1.27ca

l.22ea

l.l9 ea

0 00 •• •·•·

Delaware

1·800·451·1849

· ~ .Sk
~ett8---J0':1~~=
".;'.800.s544o5a
PO. aox 161•. BETHANY. °"' -

D1lJOMecuo11~
TELEX-4933362

Circle 278 on Reader Service Card

5-9box

37~ 37~ 36~

Hif

WithTH~f'i[]

Write For Your FREE Catalog Today!

SONY
~~ 15~ 15l0 15~

TJ006

N~~~g:i.,1J~9~~~.\~~t..t
FAX 405-495-459fl

~BASF
514"
DOUBLE
SIDE 6@ 64D
HIGH

PROGRAMMERS
FOR IBM PC/ XTI AT

PACKAGED 10 PER BOX
2 Boxes 5 Boxes 10 Boxes
5zg

"EXACT TERMINAL EMULATION
AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE"
• PRECISE EMULATION OF THE
DEC VT52, VT100, VT102 . VT220
• EXPANSION MODULES FOR
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS
• 9 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS.
• EASY TO USE, QUICK TO
INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE
• IBM PC , XT, AT, PS/2

FOR INFORMATION
800/548-9777

• Select Device with vender name & type number direclly
• Enable user to set up Program Pulse Widlh. Vpp. Vee.
Over-program Pulse Width & Iteration Counts.
• Capable of sel & 8/16/32-bits wide-word programming.
XP6000A Adapler & cable installs in PC for
SSS
connecting programmer externally
XP6001 1·socket 1M·bits EPROMs programmer 5160
XP6002 8·sockel 1M·bits EPROMs programmer 5375
XP6003 l·socket MCS·48 micros programmer
S21 S
XP6004 1·sockel MCS·51 micros programmer
$270
XP6014 4·sockels lM·bils EPROM programmer $260
AT-101 IA EPROM Eraser erases 30 24·pin ICs
5195
withlimer

Xcndcr Cor11oration

SCFTIIOHICS

303/593-9540
TELEX 450236

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT I AT

Xl ndcr
1

mt KENNUJY ll1.rn..1f[ .. JMISEY UIY. NJ 07.~K·
HL: 201 ·M 1)·8.'!!JI ·nx: 'JI u 2 In .11 j I U IAMPION

l'ax: 201-864-'>il l

Circle 363 on Reader Service Card
lnduslrial Con1rol Systems

'"'"""'' """·~-

~~~
~

f« IOOOM

PC, XT, AT PS/2
and PC DDS" or MS DDS'

Diskless Systems
Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or
6250 BPI 9- Track tape. System can also be
used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up
to 4 magabytes per minute on PCs and
compatibles. Sub ystem include 7" or 101/2"
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card
and DOS compatible software. For more
information, call us today!

DLJRLSTRR,,.
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
·
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card

• Emulates a disketle or hard disk, adapter and disk
drive-SSDD (180K), DSDD (360K), HG (786K or
1.2MB) 720K or 1.44MB.
• Standard and Casselte models for bolh EPROM and
SRAM technology. Interchangeable EPROM and SRAM
casseltes.
• Two Autobool, file and EPROM programming modes.
• Simply copy a Mas1er Diskelle 10 program 1he EPROMs.
• Lisi prices wi1h memory ICs from $295. Models
available DEM wilhou1 EPROMs.
EPROM MODELS programmable and read only
SRAM MODELS read and wri1e-ba11ery backed
FLASH EPROM MODELS electrically eraseable and
reprogrammable

CURTIS, INC.

2837 N. Fal,,_lew A"·• St. Paul, MN 55113 [ ~]

6121631·9512

'IBM PC. XT. AT Incl PC ODS

JJt

Fax 6121631·9508

U<lttll.iA.s of ISM. MS OOS

tS • ll'~mJrll

·

9811 9fill

DENSITY

11~

MF·ID

11@

MF·2D

14zg 1395

g~

I

lzg

13~

MF·2Ho36~ 35~ 35~
TELEX#4933362 - - FAX #405 -495·4598

I maxell®I
OPTICAL DISKS CALL
2 Box 5Box 10Box
QB]
6I9 6~
I" MD·2D
54*
MD·2HD 12fill 12~ 11~
Packed 10/Box

I"
32*

8"

*

01<1Re"b~

- 12~ 121? 12~
- 15fill 15~ 15~
MF2HD - 371!9 365.!! 35~
FD1 ·1200 - 19~ 19?11 18ti
FD2-1200- 23~ 22~ 21fill
MFlDD

MF2DD

Delaware

1·800·451-1849

~:,:~~~ 1~800.6S·44oss
•eett~
P.O.BO•""· BETH••Y.O<""""
•
~
Nevada 1·800· 621·6221
OllllCC lOll
•0.80• ,,,. .. " ' VEG"5. NV. .....

[)· r.l

TELEX #4933362
FAX#405- 495-4598
Minimum order S20Q9 ·No Surch<!_r.Qe on Visa
MasterCard.' COD orders add .S3Q!l. Surface
Sh1pQrna UPS add S3Q9 per 100 for 3112"or 5114'.
add 54® per 100 for s:· US Ma iI delivery add
9~ ·'Prices sub1ect to change without Noti ce:·

a! Moc111scill

Circle 69 on Reader Service Card
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This could be the most productive
phone number you call today. Toll free.

1(800)531-5369
(Or, if you prefer to FAX your order-1 (512) 344-2985.)

$,f1299.1J~

TrippLite® Battery Back-Ups
Protect your equipment and data by providing safe shut down time
for your computer systems and other sensitive equip
ment during black or brown-outs. Data loss from one
black-out can cost you hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars.
$
oo
These units feature AC line
lfl&,,-.;.
•
----4 •.•-'' .,._......
·;:; 
spike and n~is~ suppres-$
~
sors, status indicator
•
lights and heavy gel
•
. • p~.__
o;; ."'!
cell batterie.s-a regu
•
.J
lated battery charger
automatically restores oc-200
BC-325
BC-750
battery to full charge .2 00-w ~ 325-W
750-W
when AC power returns.
TrJppLite®Voltage Regulator

599.-00

w.oo
. •

'>9j9

.

39 00

..

This complete Tripplite®
Series offers reliable
battery back-up at
an extremely
1 lowprice.

~ -..

~

~_r:.-~:·- i::

Line Conditioners

s 79. oo s149. 0 ~

••• •
LS-600

$3~~.oo

I

1:1....•

SC-BC-2000
2000-W

BC-1200
1200-W

\.

$199. 00
-·- !!!~"-~~~~~-

~:"

-.,. .,

~-

'

I t

-·-· - ...

"='"•r

I

..

-

'

•

-~---~-::.. ·"c.·

LC-1200

=

LC-1800

I

Trippllte• Line StebUlzer/Condflloners automatically

adjust varying lnpul vollage 10 provide full voltage support
during a row voll11ge condi1ion while suppressing spikes and
llnenoise.

_

PC/ AT Parallel
Printer Cables

08-25  25 Line Cables
Male-Male

Length
Price
Stock H
6 It. $ 6.95 25MM-6
10ft.
7.95 25MM-10
15ft.
11.95 25MM-25
25ft.
17.95 25MM-50
6ft.
1.2.9S: 25MM-100

l-"'!P~O~P~U~L"'!A"!!R~C~A~B!'!'L~E~S;.;..Description
Monitor Ext.
Keyboard Ext.
Power Adapter
~TM-6
AT Modem Cable
call Other cables available

410
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Length
6 ft.
10ft.
25ft.
50 ft.
100 ft.

62.95

08-25 - 25 Line Cables
Male-Female
Pdco

S5.95 Stocic I
3.95 25MRi

us ~~:~~g

5.95 25MF.SO
25MF.100

Circle l 9on Reader Service Card

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card

ON TARGET ASSOCIATES
Products and Services
for Design and Manufacturing Engineers.
Micro Channel Design Consulting
Prototype Cards
Newsletter

p S/2 ~======;.:::ASICs
Adapter Bracket Sets
Bum-in Mother Boards
We will move your PC/XT/ AT products to the
Micro Channel, or create your new design.
CALL: (408) 980-7118
for our Free catalog

ON TARGET
TARGET
TARGET

DCl • 2 Wit cfisltll VO: 10 Milz 8255.
115
AD500 • 8 channel IJ.bit (plus sign) integrating AID: prog.
gains of I, 10 & IOO; 7 4igital VO unes.
$239
ADIOO • Single channel version of AD500: IO digital VO
lines.. Same programmable gains. 700 meg input Z.
$H9
ADIOOO • 8 channel 12·bit AID: 25 uS: sample & hol4; 3 5
Mil z timer/counters: 24 4igital VO lines.
$295
ADA300 • 8 channel 8·bit 25 uS AID: single 0/ Asample &
hold; 24 digital VO lines.
$239
AD200 • 4 channel 12-bit 125 uS AID: l 5 Milz timer/
counters: 24 digital VO lines.
$239
DA6oO •Fast settling dual bipolar 0/A
$179
PD200 • Prototype boar4 w/ address decoder: manual $99
All boards i1lcl1ttle BASIC, Pascal, C. and Forth dn"vers.
30day retum; I year tl'fl"anty. Call for "Real World

Interfacing" application notes.

Real Time Devices, Inc.

...the PS/2 leaders.

P.O. Box 906 State College, PA 16804

(814) 234-8087

PS12 and Micro Channel are kadcmarks of IBM Coro.

Circle 198 on Reader Service Card

Circle 232 on Reader Service Card

E(E)PROM, MICRO & MEMORY
CARD PROGRAMMER..... $345 - $595
• No personalit y modules for E(E)Proms & Intel Micros.
• All 24/'2JY32 pin EPrnms t o 1 MBit (upgradeable to32MB)

• 8741,-2,-4,-8,-8H,-9,-9H,-51,-CSl,-SZ,-55, 9761. EEPROMS.
• Memory Cards: Seiko/Epson, GI. Flash Eproms. On.board
Programming capability. Easy FIW upgrades. Modular design.
• Stand·alone E(E)Prom & Memory Card Duplication I Verify.
• User friend ly menu ·driven driver for IBM·PC & Macintosh.
• Autobaud RS232 to any computer. Hex/BinaryflntcVMotorola.
• Built-in Eraserffimer option ($50). Gang-Module ready.
•Direct lechnical support. Full l year warranty.
Call today for datasheeu!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
355 West Olive Ave, Sunnwale, CA 94086
(408)730-5511 FAK (408)730-2155 TLK 984185

LOW COST
INTERFACE
CARDS FOR
PC/XT/AT

51/4" DS/DD

39c

100% CERTIFIED
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Price based on quantity of 250 In bulk
includes Tyvek sleeves and label kits.

800-222-0490
In NJ 201-462-7628
FAX 201-462-5658

e

24 HOUR SHIPMENT

e

MEGASoft

P.O. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728
Full service duplication facility

51/4" DS/D D 59e
3112" DS/DD 1.15
LIFETIME WARRANTY
Price based on quantity of 300 in bulk
includes Tyvek sleeves and label kits.

800-222-0490
In NJ 201 -462-7628
FAX 201 -462-5658

•

24 Hour Shipment •

MEGASoft
P.O. Box 7 10, Freehold, NJ 07728

PC485D

[ RS 485/422 INTERFACE )
• Meets the EIA RS-485 standa rd for multipoint bus
lr ansmission and the E IA RS-422A standard.
• Can be conligured as CO Ml or COM2.

: ~i~h s~~~i:f>c~:i~d:::ss:.ii~~a&~~-data lransfcr over
long cablcs{over 4,000 n). Ma . Baud ralc 56KB/115KB.
• Tri·state line drivers permil implemen tat ion of LANs.
•Two wire (half duplex) operation. DB9 or phon~jack.
• Sample communication software available. ($50)

PC488A
[IEEE - 488

Circle 169 on Reader Service Card

Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

and soflware support for BASIC.

• CONTROLLER I TALKER I LISTENER capability.

• Compatible with most IEEE-488 Software Packages for the

IBM -PC (e.g. ASYSTANT GPIB, Lotus Measure, etc.).

Expansion Board

• Hardware compatible with N.I. GPJB · PCUA. ·

41256 - 06
41256-10
41256 - 12
41256 -15 . . . . . '
1mg x 1 - 10 . . .
1 mg x 1 - 08 . . .

$12.30
$11 .00
$10.80
$9.80
$35.00
$40.00

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
8087 - . . . - - . . $98.00
8087 - 02 .. - .. $140.00
80287 - 08
$220.00
80287 - 1 0
$270.00
80387 - 16
. $360.00
80387 - 20
$510.00
80387 - 25
$620.00

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES

1·800·2·SABINA

PC488B

$345

[IEEE - 488 CARD WITH]
[BUILT- IN BUS ANALYZER]
• GPttASIC package compll:mt:nls IBM/Microsoft BASIC
interpreter and compih;r to cn:atc a programming .
environmenl similar to IW desklop computers.
• Additional libraries of over 20 high level 488 dedicated
functions for C, Pascal or Fortr.:t:n availi1blc ($50 ca.).
• Powerful menu-driven bus anal yzer, which can run in
the foreground or in the background while 488 programs or
commands arc executed, features program stepping, break
poinls and real time bus dala caplure (4k circular buffer).
: ~r'~:i'tc~~:~~~a'bl!~e~~r~fr~s~~RaQ~~~ar.r screen.
• Tarker/Listener/Controller capability. Based on TMS-991.
• NEC- 7210 based version (NI PCil/IIA compatible) · $ 4_45
MC/VISA/AMEX

Call today fordo1ashcets!

SABINA INETRNATIONAL, INC.

PERSONAL SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

65 7 Brea Canyon Road Suit(: #4
Walnut.California 91789

707 Johnson Road, Blaine WA 98230
1604)597-6298
TLX 04-508306
FAX 1604)597-6214

(714)594-6336 • FAX (714)595-4008

Circle 208 on Reader Service Card

•Includes INSTALLABLE DOS DEVICE DRIVERS

• ~~~~m.f~LJ.;l-:::~vi3s'!J~~~d 24 hours B&C Microsy

MICROSAT II

•For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatible.
• Satellite data receiver  9600 baud.
• Satellite bulletin board.
• Satellite video and
audio option - Add $200

$145
INTERFACE]

• ~C~~~an~unaJe s~~~~o[yC1 ~~~~AL,
•Selectable base 1/0 address, IRO and OMA.

Satellite Communication

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

$95

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card

A-sus~ [JfJ&IYAY!~
REMOTE DATA
AQU/SITION AND
CONTROL

espite its /av cost, power andease of use, the A-BUS 1/0 system until
recenUy had amajor limitation: it had to re located close to the controlling
computer. Now two new serial adapters from Alpha Products hcue
rem°'ed this restriction. Any computer with an RS232 port can control the A
BUS line ofdata aquisition and control cards.
Using standard telephone type cable, the A-BUS system can be located up to
500 feet away from the computer. With the addition of a Modem the A-BUS
cards can be controlled from anywhere. As with all A-BUS cards, the adapters
are easily installed ard are programmed using standard commands.

NEW SERIAL
PROCESSOR
HAS BRAIN

. .he /ow costSP-127 Serial Processor fills agreat need in remote data
• .aquisition. It includes acomplete BASIC interpreter and can run programs
independently of the host computer. This distributed processing relieves
the host computer of housekeeping chores and low level decision making. The
SP-127 can read and record data at set intervals for later reviewing orrecalling
at the host's convenience.
The Serial Processor communicates wfth any computer through an RS232 port
and includes acomplete BASIC interpreter with 32Kofmemory. Adding a
Modem turns the SP-127 into aautomated remote data and control station.

THEA-BUS
ON NETWORK

he usefulness ofthe A-BUS has been expanded with the addition of
"Serial Nodes•. These inexpensive ($49} devices provides the ability to
connect up to 16 complete A-BUS systems to asingle serial port on any
computer. The node also functions as arepeater to increase the reach of the
adapter beyond the 500 foot limit
Nodes work in conjunction with the company's SA-129 Serial A-BUS Adapter.
Plant-wide data collection and control should become widespread thanks to the
system's /av cost, outstanding capafilities, and easy of use.

ADVANCE IN
MOTION.
CONTROL

D

T

reaking new groundin motion control and robotics, Alpha's Smart Quad
Stepper Controller outperforms systems costing 5-10 times more. This
$299 board includes amultitasking microprocessor capable of controlling
4stepper motors sirrvltaneously at speeds up to 1000 steps per second Four
Axis positioning is perfect for robot arms, positioners, pick and place, etc.
Commands are intuitive; plain English words and afagMng syntax make it easy
to write {and edit} command sequences. Scaling factors allow for meaningful
units ofyour choice, and 32 bit floating point arithmetic ensures accurate
~culations. The •1earn" feature involves storing aseries ofmovements so that
even acomplex sequence can be repeated easily. Alpha's engineers thoughtfully
included direct drivers for small motors, ard a varifiy ofinp;ts ~imit switches,
remote keypad, panic button, etc.).
An SC-149 can be set up quickly and easily, minimizing development time or
allowing more effort to be devoted to the rest of the robotic project.

B

~AlPHA
412
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Circle 18 on Reader Service Card

A-BUS™
[i!j}/i:lIBD©
Classroom to advancedindustrial applications.
Be aWizard in your Lab, Factory, College, Home...

NEW: REMOTE A-BUSI Use the new Serial (RS-232) Adapter
or Processor to control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 500 ft
away using phone type cable, or off premises using amodem. Call or
send f<X' the A-BUS·Catalog covering all the new products.
,-.~~~~~~~Important~~~~~~~~

AH 11-11us li)'llema: t come &ssemoiea ana 1es1ea • 1nc1uae a11mea manuais wn nscnemm1cs
and programming examples
Can be used with almost any language (BASIC. Pascal. C,

+

assembler. etc.) using simple 'IN' and ·our commands (PEEK and POKE on some ~ers) +
Can grow up to 25 cards ~n Bfrt combination) pei adapler +PrOVideS jumper selectable adaessing
on each card +Reqire asingle low cost unregulated fl.J power supptf +Ale usual~ ~
~om stock. (().oernight se!V\ce is Miable.)

Inputs, Outputs, etc.
Dlgttal Input: sop(jcatf isolated lnpin. lnpti can be 5to toov
vollage !Mis Of S«kch ciOSureS.
IN-141: 165
D/A converter: 4 Channel aBit D/A converter with output
ampllfiela end separate adjustable reterences.
DA-147: 1141
24 llne
VO: Conne'124 lnpul Of ou1p1«i s1gna1s cm~
!Mis nvltches). Veriely of modes. (Usea 82S5AI DG-141: S72
Dlgltal Output Driver: aOIJlpu!S: 2SOmA at ~. Drive relays.
solenoids, stepper molors, IM!p6. etc.
ST-143: S71
Clock with Alarm: PowedU clock/calendar. Blltery backup.
Tmlngto 1/100 sec. AJann re1rt. LED and buzzel. CL-144: Ste
Touch Tone Decoder: Eich tooe Is COMl!ed Into anumber
wllich laslOltd en the boaid.
PH-145: S87
A-BUS Prototypng card: 4x4.5' card WI accept up to 10
l.C.s. With power &grMd bus.
PR-152: S11
Counter Timer: nwee 16 bl COUIU!Silllllet3. cr-1so: s132
Relay Card: BlndMdualtf controlled lndusll1el r911ya eec11 wtth
status LED's (3A II 120VAC co.cw. SPST).
RE-140: S142
Reed Relay Card: areed relays (20ma 11 60VDC. SPST).
Individual~ controlled and lllchld. wtth Slllus LEOs.RE-151: S109
Analog Input: BWlog q,w. G-5.1V In 'J!XnV steps (8 blll).
G-1rxN rqe poallle. 7500 ~. AD-14Z: S142
12 Btt Ato D: An11oQ to dlgllal COMl'ler. lnpti 1'111Q8 ~to
+4V. expandable to 100V. On-board ampllftef. Resolution 1mV.
~line 1Xlml 1 chaMe(. (E2pWld to 8cllanne!s wlh Iha
RE-158 cW)
AN-14t: S153
Dlgttal Input: a~ llolaled ~ lnpti can be 5to100V
vobge IMil Of Mell cloluleS.
IN-141: Sl5

m

us

- - - - - - A b o u t Alpha Produc t s - - - - - 
Founded in 1976 IO! the purpose of developing low cosl VO device$ IO! persooal computers. Alpha
has grown to seNe CNer 7cax> customers In over oo countries. Our customers include mlll'( ~the
Fortune 500 (IBM.Hewlett-Packard. Tandy. Bell Labs. GM...) as well as most majo! universities.We
design. manufacture. sell and se1Vice the A-BUS products in the USA.
OvtcM18 dlalrlbutOfl: England: caJdy Sclenoe Assoc. Ud. 051342 7033.
A1181111l1:Brumb'iTechnologies Ply. Ud.7591638. France: Coserm 46 86 64 75

Motion Control

A-BUS Adapters

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The wortd's finest
On board microprocessor controls four motors simuttaneous~.
Uses simple English commands like 'MOVE ARM 10.2 INCHES
LEFT". FO! each axis, yoo control coordklates (absolute Of rela
tive), ramping. speed. units, scale factO!s. etc. Miil'( Inputs IO! limit
switches etc. On the ft/ reporting of speed. position, etc. Built in
drivers IO! small molO!S (such as M0-103or105). SC-149:Sm
Options: .. 5amp/ptwepower boosterfor 1motO!: PD-123: S49
.. Remole 'teach' keypad fol direct motO! control: RC-121: S54
.. Steppe! molO!S end C&llles: send IO! catalog

.. can address 64 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.
.. Requie one cable. MolherbOard requited Nm0!8 than 2cards.
A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:

IBM PC/XT/AT &compatibles. u.ooemtor1ong11ct AR-133: SU
Appll ll,11+.lle Pklgl 1rmw,11ct
AR-134: SS2
C4IMlodofl 64.128 Pklgl IND &pMilon f'llt
AR- 139: S4a
mHOModel1az.200u.«>l*!~bu1'.
AR-136:$71
Model 100 (Tan<fy portable) Pklgl!Notodilllont.obo. AR-135:$75
TRS-aQ Model 3.4.40Y~M111111150l*lbu111..S. AR-132: S54
TRS-ao Model I Pklgl IND«>l*l"'*"""bul.
AR-131: S39
Tandy Cdor COmputOISAI IDI 11ct ..._orY~ AR-138: $49

A-BUS Cable: Necessary to connect !IT'/ parallel adapler to
ooe A-BUS card Of to lllSI molherboard.50 pn 311. CA-183: 124

Stepper Driver Ktt: FO! experimenting with stepper molO!S.
Includes 2M0-103 molO!S and aST-143 dual driver PA-111: $99
Stepper Motors:

Special c:eble for two A-BUS cards
CA-112: S34
Serlal Adapter: ConneC1 A-BUS systems to lll'f RS-232 port
AllowS up to 500 ft lrom computer to A-BUS.
SA-129: S149
Serlal Processor: same u allOYe plus buln In BASIC for o11
1ne monlloMg. logglng. declsiol\ maJdng. et.
SP-127: S111
Use SA-129 Of SP-127 wtth modems for remole data acq~
Motherboard: Holds up to 5A-BUS catds in sturdy ahnnlnum
hme wlh canl guides. Alldh conneclO! allows (using WleS r.A
161: S121 ldll!Ollal ~ds to be added. MB-120: Sloe
Power Supply: Powel peck IO! up to 5cards. PS-121: s12

Complete Catalog Avallable

M0-103: 2'11' dla. 'II' shaft. 7.5'/step. 12V. 5 oz-kl torque. S15
M0-104:2· dla. 'II' shall. 1.B'/step. 5V.ro oz-lnt01que.
S4S
M0-105: 1.T square,.2' shaft. 3.75'/step. 12V. 6 oz-In.
S15

~ trfonnltlon: We accept Visa. Mastercard. Clleeks. and M.O. Purchase O!ders are
sulljed to Cledll lpp!OYll. C.O.D. Is S4 8Xlla. CT mldenll add 7.5% saJe9 tax.
Slllfll*lg: S4 pe! Olde! (UIOlll'f UPS ground). UPS 2nd Orf Air: S4 extra. Nex1 Day selVice
IYlllable. cnaa: S6 pei Older (AJrmtn). OlbJde and canacta: Add 10% of Older tolaJ,

Circle 18 on Reader Service Carri

It used to be difficult and costly to do process control,
robotics, data aquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer.
Now the low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any
project you can imagine.
Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from flipping
switches, to reading temperature to moving robot arms, to lighting
lamps, to counting events, to sensing switches...
Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well
beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a
remote data station with the new serial adapters.
Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's
easy to connect, and software is abreeze to write in any language.
Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the
A-BUS the first choice in specialized 1/0.
An A-BUS system consists of: • AA A-BUS adapter plugged
into your computer • Acable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2
A-BUS function cards. • The same cable will also fit an A-BUS
Motherboard f<X' expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination.
Call our application engineers to discuss your project.

~
• s•om11•••"''" com•••r

For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806
Weekda'/S from 9to 5EST or FAX 203 656--0756

ALPHA

fftl@?<i!ClD@f!~

242- B West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820
JANUARY 1989 • BYTE
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3 1/2 - 135TPI
OS-DD COLOR

3 112 - 2MB
DS-HD BLACK

1.15
1.25

3.1 a
3.25

BULK
COLOR
PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

5-1/4" - 48 TPI
OS-DD

OS-HD 96 TPI
IBM-AT Compatible

.19

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY

.90

.59

BOXED
COLOR

.99

CURRENT LOOP

ADAPTER FOR
IBMPS/2

PARALLEL PORT
FORPS/2

MODELS 50, 60, BO

• Configurable as Serial RS-232
• Built-in Null Modem Eliminator
•Supports 20, 30, and 60 mA values
• Supports Com1 through Coma

• LPT1, LPT2, LPT3
• Optional Serial Port
• OEM Pricing Available

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-117 0

~GUATECH

r'!I ~UA TECH

~ tNCO~POl:tATEO

476 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

.84
.63

PLASTIC STORAGE BOX
COLOR
BULK
COLOR

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-140S
TLX: 5101012726

RS·422

3-1/2" - 135 TPI
BLACK OS-HD

3-1/2" - 135 TPI
OS-DD COLOR

1.75

1.39
1.15

~ INCORPORATED

Communications Board

4.50

PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

COMMUNICATION BOARD

.&4
3-1 /2" OS.HO

3-1/2" OS-DD

4.50

1.34
DS-HD 96 TPI
IBM-AT Compatible

.72

1-800-553-1170

1.48

476 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
rEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

PALMERASE"'

World's Smallest lN Eraser

TERMS: P.O. orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $3.00 per I 00 diskelles
or fraclion thereol, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will belier any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally.

~
U

EJ'°"'°"' .f_
~
9 · L ._

V/!>4'

Toll Free Order Line:

1-800-233-2477
~

lSC INTERNATIONAL

-414

I

• For ItlM PC/XT/ATIPS/2
•Dual channel RS-422/RS-48!:.
• Selectable/shareable interrupts
• Differential drivers to 4000 ft
• Immediate delivery

1-800-553-1170

~GIUATECH

elikan
5-1/ 4" - 48 TPI
OS-DD

• Four Independent RS-232 Ports
• Flexible Interrupt/Address
Options
• Discounts Available
• For Models 50, 60, 80

BYTE • JANUARY 1989

PALMERASE" can erase 20, 2~, 28, and
40pin EPROMs in less than 3 minutes' Also,
larger erasers are available to handle EPLDs,
MICROs and other UV erasable devices.
Please call todayfor more information on an
eraser that's right for you.

LOGICAL
D•VIC•S, INC.

1201 N.W. 65th Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
1-800-331-7766• in Florida: (305) 974-0967

~BUATECH
~ INCORPORATED

Leaders m communicat1on 1ecnno1ogy
478 E_ Exchange SL, Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726

the

HUSKY™

What's New at

"The Source" of the
electro-mechanical components
for the hobbyist.

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?
e warehouse 60,000 Items at
American Design Components
expensive, often hard-to-find com
ponents for sale at a fraction of their
original costl
You'll find every part you need 
either brand new or removed from
equipment (RFE) in excellent condition.
But quantities are limited. Order from
this ad. or visit our retail showroom
and find exactly what you need from
the thousands of items on display.
OPEN MON.-SAT. 9-5

W

51/4" FULL-HEIGHT
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
(IBM~ Compat.J

51/4" FULL-HEIGHT
HARD
DISK
DRIVES

12" EGA COLOR MONITORS

1 Mb (unformatted), 135 TPI, 3 ms.
access time. Power require
ments: +12, +5 volts. Removed
40 Track,
from operational computers 
Double Side/Double Density
TEST"ED - UKENEWI
Tandon #TM100-2 or equiv.
Mfr- l\EC, model FD1035
Item #7928 $79.00 New
Item #17171 $79.00 ea.
2forS150.00
2 for $150.00 New

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE
CHASSIS

25KHz 
High Res.•.

Perfect for
text, CAD,&
other graphics.
8·color display.
Scanning freq. to
26KHz. Res.: 752 x 410.. Input: 110/220V,
50/60Hz.• 75W. Mtd. in metal chassis. Works
ideally withe EGA "Wonder Card." Diagram
incl. Hitachi #CD1215·DTL.
ltem#18059
$129.00

With
50Wpower
supply (fan cooled).
Can accommodate any of the following:
2 full·ht drives.............ADChem#7928
2 floppy drives.................#10005/17171
1harddrive ..................................#19704
& 1 lloppy...............................#10005
Input: 115/230V, 50/60 Hz.
Orig. for Burroughs computer.
Dim.: 11"Wx8"H x 12"D
Item #14541 $59.50

COMMODORE

COMMODORE

PLUS 4 COMPUTER ...

DISK
DRIVE

48TPI,

THERE'S NO RISK!
With our 90-day warranty,
any purchase can be returned for
any reason for full credit or refund.

31/2" MICROFLOPPY

C-64
POWER SUPPLY

*
*
*
*

ELECTRONIC CASH
REGISTER DRAWER

115 CFM MUFFIN®
TYPE
FANS

(Computer Operated)

115VAC; 60Hz.;
21W.;28A.; 3100 RPM; 5·blade model;
aluminum housing. Can be mtd
for blowing or exhaust.
Dimen.: 4 11/16 •sq. x 1'/z• deep
Mfr: Howard Industries or equiv.

I

PC/XT AT Compatible
ENHANCED LAYOUT
101-KEY KEYBOARD

*Membrane
* 12 Function Keys
* Separate Numerical Cursor
* LED indicators for Scroll,
1
Caps & Number locks
Item #1864 New - $9.95 ' ~g~nc~~i~~~ ~~J'~~ ';:,~~e~)i: ' * 1· inclination Foot Stand
W/Adjustable Speed Control
OAdim.: 18>/4W x 4"H x 15"0.
Mfr. #29079
Item #20611 $12.95 Item #12265 New - $49.95 Item #19680 New - $49.95
Fits right underneath your PC.
Comes with metal cash drawer
and cover, which are removable.
Security switch w/key allows you

Fig.2

STEPPING MOTORS
ROBOTICS ...
Precision steppers
with increments
from 1 to 7.5'.
Speeds up to
5.000 steps.

1112•sq. x 11/,(deep

for

HIGH POWER
SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLY

Fig. 1
2"'L x 2114'"'die. x 21/.(H

Step DC
Item
No. Anll.!• Volt.
Built-in software includes a word processor.
5275 i.8·
1.8
DC Output: 5VDC@ 7.5W
spread sheet, graphics, & filing system.
and 9VAC@ 6.7VA
Comes complete with power supply and
7630 1.8"
3.0
Input
117VAC,
50/60Hz.
instruction manual.
Commodore #310157-02 (black)
(Customer Returns - Tested Good/}
16410 1.8° 12.0
Item #19202 $49.95 Item #19315 New - $24.95 •Grams per Cm.

Torqua
ot/in. T~
72

PM

20

200

PM

100•

PM

Mfr. & Part No.

-~'31rJ~.a2()1B
~'a':r~.402
:Cf~~Motlon

,

Fig.
1

Price
$19.95 ea.
2 forS37.50
$34.50 ea.
2forSS9.50
$9.95 ea.
2 for 514.95

We carry a complete line of Computer & Game Accessories and Equipment!
... Please call or write with your requirements ...
9" OPEN FRAME
MONITORS ...

1TL
Graan

Phosphor

ANTI-GLARE
SCREENS •••
Glare & reflection filters that
improve speed, accuracy &

==··o

Input: 12VDC.
~:~hrome ...............Item #19215
Audiotronics #900964-04
Item #17198 New - $19.95 IBMPC Color....;........... ltem #19216
AT&TMonochrome ..... Item #19223
Composite-Black & Whha
Apple Macintosh ........ .Item ' 19225
Input: 12VDC. (Mtd. ii metal chassis.)
CompaqPortable .........ltem #19226 ,
fvlotorola #XM226·21
ltem#19694 New - $22.95 New - $8.95 ea.; 2/$15.00
THERMAL PRINTER

Dot Matrix-120 CPS

DC Output: +5V @ 18A
-5V@ 2.5A
+12V@ 2.5A
Input 115/230VAC, 50/60Hz.
Dim: 13"L x 411,·w x 11/ 2"H
Mfr - Sola #39-139
Item #17210 New - $29.95
DYNAMIC MEMORY
BOARD

PROTOTYPING
DEVICE w/EPROM
INTERFACE (Z8603l
Complete microcomputer
* Software incl.
* 0-256Kb memory in 64Kb incre·
ments
* Fu1Jy:socketed for easy upgrade
(IBM parity checking)
Multi-position, 30"•
co'!'pletely ad/j3ust
l .
swing arm, w -way
metal C-clamp. Has 4• diopter
magnifying lens, w/ruler. Poree
lain lamp socket &on/offswitch;
uses up to a 60W bulb. Color:
beige. LA.. listed.
Item #13136 New - $29.95

2KbROM; 128 bytes RAM; 321/0 lines;
up to 62Kb addressable extern. space
ea.; 144 byte reg. file;. 124 G.P. reg.;
4 VC port reg.; 16status &contr. reg;
Full duplex UART; 2 program. 8·bit
counternimernOn·chiposcill. accepts
crv-tai or external clock drive; 1.5V
power supply. TTLcornpaL
Item #18515 $24.95

* ~~k'J~i~~~~~':,;~s~igh·speed
* Allows you to print while still
using the computer
Techmar #MU203010 (w/o RAM)
$
95
Item #19977 New- 29 •
*Set of 9 - 64Kb RAM Chips
Item #19983
9 chips for $17 .50

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 815 FAIRVIEW AVE., P.O. BOX 220, FAIRVIEW, N.J. 07022
0 My check or money order is enclosed.
YES! Please send me the following items
0 Charge my credit card.
Item
How
No.
Price
Total
M 1. 1
Descri Uon
0 Visa 0 Master Card 0 Amex

MINIMUM
ORDER
515.
Byte-189

Card No.

Exp. Date
S ignature
Telephone: Area Code

Number

Name
Print speed: 120 CPS.
Paper width: 81/ 2"; 80/132 columnsnine.
With RS-232 IBM serial interface. Oper
ates on 115/230V, 50/60Hz.
Hewlett Packard #HP2671A
Item #19705 $79.00
(Removed from working systems/}

Address
Ci
State
Zip
All inquiries and free catalog requests-call (201) 941-5000.

For all phone orders, call

TOLL FREE 800-524-0809.

In New Jersey call (201) 941-5000.
JANUARY 1989 • BYTE
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Circle 199 on Reader Service Ca rel (DEALERS: 200)

PCl-286-12
• 80286-12
•1 .2 MB Floppy Drive
•640K RAM
• Serial I Parallel I Game
• 101-Key Enhanced Key Board
•SI= 13.3 (1 Wait)
SI = 15.2 (0 Wait $100 Option)
• 6/12 MHz Key Board Switchable
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 80287 SOCKET
• 200W POWER SUPPLY

GAS PLASMA 286-1

MONO SYSTEM
• W/Mono Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

• 80286-12 CPU
•SI= 13.3
• 3Y2 " FD 1.44 MB
• 20 MB HD ST-138
• LCD Screen (640 X 400)
• 110 Card Parallel/Serial/Game
• 640K RAM

$1255
VGA COLOR SYSTEM
• WNGA Card & Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

$1855
EGA COLOR SYSTEM
• WtEGA Card+ Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

LCD-286-10 PORTABLE

PCl-386-16
• W/40 MB HD

$2395

• CPU 80286-16
·SI =18

$2695

$1640

CRT-PORTABLE-286

$1655.00

• 10 MHZ 80286 SI =10.3
- - 
• 12 MHZ SI= 13.3 (Option $50.00)
• 16 MHZ SI= 18 (Option $250.00)
• 640K RAM
• LCD Screen 640 X 200
(Option 640 X 400 $180.00)
• Super Twist & Back Lighting
• 86 Key Board
• External I Parallel I Game
• 1.2 MB Floppy drive
• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 80287 Socket
• 200 W Power Supply
• Side 15 31, • 9 w· 8"
• 23 LBS

LCD-386-16

$2795.00

• 80386-16 MHZ- - 
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 80387 Socket

LCD-386-20

$3095.00

• 80386-20 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 80387 Socket

x

(818] 571-5548

PACIFIC COMPUTER

$1449

•Compaq Type
- - 
• 80286 (10 MHz or 12 MHz)
• 12 MHz SI= 13.3 (Option $50.l
• 16 MHz SI= 18 (Option $250)
• One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• 200 W Power Supply
•TTL Dis ply 9" Amber
•AT Key Board
• Serial I Parallel I Game
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 20 MB Hard Disk

w:---:::::;;;=:.....,

x

$2495

GAS PLASMA 286-16

PCl-386-20

CRT-386-16

$2595

CRT-386-20

$2895

• 80386-16

(Technical support)

702 S. Del Mar Ave., #B,
San Gabriel, California 91n6

(800) 421-1102 (IN CA) ORDER
(800) 346-7207 (OUT CA)

(FAX) 818-286-8662

"ALL SYSTEMS COME WITH ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

ONLY

Mon - Sat

9:00 AM- 6:00 PM

l•ll•ll

lllS4



Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired people access to
electronic information. The question is how and how much?
The answers can be found in "The Second Beginner's Guide to
Personal Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by
the National Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains a
Buyer's Guide to talking microcomputers and large print display
processors. More importantly it includes reviews, written by blind
users, of software that works with speech.
This invaluable resource book offers details on tra1n1ng programs in
computer applications for the blind, and other useful information on
how to buy and use special equipment.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266,6160
$12.95 for braille or cassette, $14.95 for print. ($3 extra for UPS shipping)
NBP
416
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is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.

I

IBM COMPATIBLES REDUCED BY 200/o to 400/o
CATT118MHZ

CAT 386 SYSTEM

CAT™ 286-10

BASE SYSTEM
• 256K (Opt. 640K) • 150 Wan Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard & Case
• 4.77 or 8 MHZ Keyboard Selectable
• FOC
• 8087 Socket • 360K Floppy Drive

• 12" Amber Monitor
• 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
• 1 Meg of Memory
• Parallel, Serial & Clock
• 70 Meg Hard Drive

BASE SYSTEM
• 512K Exp. to 1 MEG • 200 wan Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
• Western Digital Controller • 1.2 Meg
Floppy • Legal Bios w/manuals • Systems
Documenta lion • 1 yr war. • Clock/Cale

$399ototl'

s2799oo
s299900

16MHz
20MHz

11.3 NOATONS SL

1\ll\\l\\-111111111111111111111.

·s799ooR1

OPTION A
12" Mano Amber Monitor
Graphics Card w/par pol1

OPTION B
640 x 200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card w/par port

OPTION C
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card w/par port
20 Meg Hard Drive

OPTION A AT
12" Mono Amber Monilor
Graphics Card w/par p0tl

OPTION BAT
640 x 200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card w/par port

OPTION CAT
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card w/par port
40 Meg Hard Drive

s51900

s59500

s7aaoo

s94900

s109500

s139900

* FOR LUW PRICES
& FAST DELIVERY * (800) 654-7762
VIDEO CARDS

(800\ 654-7762.
int~l
If Your PC
Uses the Intel

8088
8088 or 8086
8086
80286
80286
80286
80386
80386
80386
386SX

COPROCESSORS ~
Then You
MEADS
Running at ••

Need Intel

Price

5MHz or less
BMHz or less
10MHz or less
6-BMHz
8-12MHz
10M Hz or more
16MHz
20MHz
25MHz
16MHz

8087
8087-2
8087 -1
80287
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-SX

97 50
14350
20900
15900
229 00
25900
387 50
54900
6B900
42900

MODEMS BY

ACCESSORIES OF ALL KINDS

TAPE BACKUPS

~VEREJP

BY ~~

CONTROLLERS BY

~VERE~

WESTERN DIGITAL

WX-1 8 Bit 1;, Sized for XT . . ____
..
5900
WA-2 16 Bit Full Sized Hard/Floppy .
...
11900
WD-27X 8 Bit RLL 1;, Size .. __ • _ _• _. . .. ..... _. 7900
WAH 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller .
. . .. _. __ . . 12900
RA2 16 Bit RLL Hard/Floppy for AT
... . .. . . 15900
MEAD Floppy Disk Controller for XT . •.. _•..• .. _. • • 2900
MEAD 1.2 Meg & 360K Controller for XT , . . , _.
5900
Cable Set for Hard Drive Only , • _....... _. _•• _. _. 500

40MB Mini Ca1tridge, 1.BMB/min, XT .
. .. 35900
40MB Mini Cartridge. 3.6MB/min, AT .
_35900
40MB Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont
. .. 59900
60MB Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont.
.54900
60MB Streaming 600A, 5MB/min w/Full cont
.54900
125MB Streaming Cartridge, 5MB/min w/Full cont. .111900
Excell 60 Model 60/80 . _ • • • • • • . • •
. . . . 99900
Excell 125 Model 60/80 . • • . . .
.125900
External Add 19500

111)

FLOPPY DRIVES

~

FROM~

PRINTERS BY

~

YOUR LOW PRICE LEADER

1252 12" Amber w/Tilt & Swivel Base . . _..
7900
1257 12" Amber Flat Screen 720 x 350 . • • ..
9900
1464 14" Color 640 x 200, 16 colors . . . ... . ... . .. 23900
1453 14" EGA 640 x 350. 64 colors/.31 • _____ .. 35900
CN4551 Multisync EGA 720x480 .
. .... 43900
IBM CGNVGAIPGNEGA Compatible

: CITIZE]'{

Panasonic

KXP1080I 144CPS . _.• .199
KXP10911 192CPS .... 229
KXP1 0921 240CPS . . . .379
1592 214CPS 15" ..... 499
1595 288CPS 15" . ... 549
1524 240CPS 24 pin .649

360K 112 Ht. PC Compatible - Mitsumi.
-· ... ··- 5900
1.2 Meg Mitsubishi Black Face
... -- - 7900
720K 31/2" Drive w/5114" mounting _.••. ' - '·- ' •• 8900
1.44 Meg ~;," Drive w/51/4" mounting .
.•• . . ... 11900
360K Tandon TM100-2 Full Ht. . _.
... . . -- B900
160K Tandon TM100-1 Full Ht •••.•. ......... 3900

*

11-A~%<A11

COMPLETE KITS
~....Tr
ST125 20Meg 40 Mil 1;, Ht •••• , , • • • _•
. . 29900
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables . .
• __ ... 25900
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables.
29900
ST251 40Meg 'h HT 40 Mil w/software ... _.
.37900
ST251-1 40Meg, 28 Mil Sec
. • • . . 46900
ST277R 60MB 40 Mil 'h Ht . . _ _ _ _.
. __ ... 4B9oo
ST4026 20Meg Full Ht 40 Mil
...... ..
. . 27900
ST4038 30Meg 40 Mil Full Ht
.. •• , ,
.30900
ST4053 40MB 28 Mil Full Ht ............ , •
.51900
ST 4096 80Meg Full HT w/software
.54goo
Fastrax Software
.......... _.. _ 4900

150 Watt Power Supply Direct PC Replacement
.5400
200 Watt Power Supply Direct AT Replacement ...... 7900
Dos 3.2 w/GW Basic .
_5900
Everex Ram Expansion for AT or XT starting at .. . .. 5900
No Slot Clock . _• __ . _.. _• _.. .. ___ • _ . . • .... .3900

EV-923 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Bitcom Software . 7400
EV-941 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Bitcom Software .13900
EV-945 External 2400 Baud
_. __ • ... 19900
For error correcting add $10 .00
Hayes Compallble Major Manufacturers
1200 Baud Internal w/Software
• _. • • • _.
5900
1200 Baud External fully Hayes Compatible _ • _ • • 9900
1
2400 Baud Internal /2 card w/software .... . . . .... . . 10900
2400 Baud External Fully Hayes Compatible
12900

MO~~~~N~
BY
..

&5> Seagate HARD DRIVES

.11900
Vega v10£0\VsEVt...... . • • . . _ • • • • _.. • .• .
Everex EGA 640 x 350 W/par. port. . . ... . .. .. .. 16900
. ..... 24900
Everex VGA 640 x 400, 17 VGA Modes .
. . 62900
Everex PGA 640 x 480; 256/4096 Colors . . _
5BOO
MEAD Monographics w/par port Hercules comp.
5500
MEAD Color graphics w/par port Hercules comp.

*

180D 180CPS 9 Pn 10" .179
MSP40
.... ....... 379
MSP45 . • _ .. __ . _ ... 479
Parallel 6 ft. Cable
$14 00

*

Liquidation
Closeouts
Discontinued Items
Overstocked
oSAVE UP TO 90°/o OFF REYAIL - All New 90 Day Warranty* (~
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

RAM UPGRADES

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED BY C.ITOH
Why pay $1149 for a C./toh

-~

STARWRITER™ F-10
When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel
printer from the same manufacturer is only

s299oe~
·
•
•
•
•

4164
4164
4164
41256
41256

OPTIONS
6 ft. Serial Cable
Bidirectional Tractor .
Cut Sheet Feeder .
Serial to Parallel Converter

STANDARD FEATURES
.S 1900
14900
19900
... _9900

150 NS . .
.2"
120 NS ......... 3"
100 NS. . .... .3"
150 NS .
.11"
120 NS .
. . .. 11"

STATIC BUSTER

Simm Modules
256 x 9 100 NS.
.12900
256 x 9 120 NS . . .... _11900
1Meg x 9 120 NS
.. 399° 0
1Meg x 9 100NS ...... 42900
1Meg x 9 SONS .
.54900
1Meg x 8 120NS
.39900

MEAD CLOSEOUTS

• 40 CPS • Accepts Paper to 15 inches • Form
Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel
• Industry compatible ribbon, printwheels and
control commands • RS232 Serial Interface

Attached to the CRT tace and keyboard, Static Buster
works just like a sponge, dissipating static at a rated
20,000 volts in less than two seconds.
Lisi 79 95
Mead 19"

Intel 2764 New Eproms
... 3"
Original Compaq 360K Drives . _
. .49 00
Demo Mono Monitors 30 Day Warranty . . .. _4900
5 Meg Hard Drive .
_••. _.5900
Solder Sucker •
. goo

EXTENSION CABLES

AT CASE OR BABY AT CASE

1200 BAUD MODEM

• 6 Foot
• Specify Monitor or Keyboard

• 2 Bay Standard AT Style Case
• Keylock Power and Hard Drive LED's

• Hayes Compatible w/software
• Auto Answer I Auto Dial
• 1/1 Card Internal
Lisi 9900
Mead 5400

10 MEG HARD DISK KIT
Includes Controller & Cables
,
Nt o>I'-'
• 'h Height • 80 Msec
New/Major Manufacturer al'~"~''
Mead 179oo

Lisi

29° 0

M••d 14.,

I.bl 149

I01d

34'"

Lisi

9900

800-654-7762

Mead

2900

NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

SALES: 7 a.m. -6 p.m. PST

TERMS:

702·294-0204

Purchase Orders from Oualllled Firms
Pe1sonal Checks • AE add 4o/o
200/a Restocking Fee on Non·Deleclive Returns

MC • VISA • COD • CASH

CUSTIJMEA SERVICE I OAOEA STATUS:
9 a.m.-4 p.m. PST

FAX 702-294-1168
Tti<Jtm~rks

41256 100 NS .
41256 80 NS .. . _ • . 13"
4464 150 NS .. ... . . . 15"
1Meg x 1 120 NS .. . 37•
1Meg x 1 100 NS _•.• 39"

''e Registered wirh lneir 1esriective Ca 's

P1ices Subjtcl lo Change

'RAM not include. All are new. 90 Day warranties.
All RAM items subject to price change.
All Products 90 Day Warranty unless stated otherwise.

Circle 166 on Reader Service Card

,,.,
1000 Nevada Hwy. • Uni! 101 • Boulder City, NV 89005
WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS INVENTORY

SHIPPING: (min. 6"1 UPS
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Circle 68 on Reader Service Canl

9-Track Tape Drives: Yes!
for IBM PC/XT I AT/386

16·BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG·TO-DIG IT AL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLESISEC
for IBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE

andPS/2

Interchange tapes from mainframes.
lmporlant features:
• 800, 1600, 3200, 6250 BPI
•EBCDIC/ASCII conversion
• IBM & ANSI labeled tapes
• Network backup
• DOS, XENIX, Microport
• Highest quality customer service
For quick delivery we stock all major
manufacturers' tape drives, including
Cipher, Kennedy, M4 Data, Qualstar.

The next versatile and best sounding speech product available la"
under $4000! The amazing SpHCh Thing provides text-to
speech as well as PCM and ADPCM speech and music repro
duction. Comes with ''Thing'' DI Aconverter that attaches to the
parallel printer port out1ld1 the computer-Ideal for laptops. Will
not Interfere with normal printer operation. Also comes with audio
ampllller/speaker and power adapter. Software Includes two ad·
vanced text-to-speech programs, digitized speech and music
Illes, lull screen waveform editor, sampling music keyboard,
special ellects mixing board, and drivers so you can add speech
and sound ellects to programs written In BASIC, C, PASCAL, and
others. Includes 54 page manual. SPEECH THIND-S79.95.

$475
We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems.

Prices start at $3,755. Call Today!

5700 RAISE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS. MT 59912
Rnn.1?1 . c;1c;c; nr

DIGITIZER-only $89.95

D
The Vole1 M11t11 PC DlgHlm ls a lull 8-blt PCM sampler board.
Fits In any available slot. Up to 15,000 samples per second.
Input pre-amp has automatic gain control and 4.5 Khz low pass
filter. Includes a quality headset microphone. Software Included
for recording and editing sound Illes for playback through
Sp11eh Thing. Also Includes a real-time spectrum display and
oscilloscope display as well as assembly language source list
ings for writing your own drivers. BONUS: Voice recognition pro
gram Included which Is callable via an Interrupt vector. Demon
stration program written In GWBASIC. VOICE MASTER PC
OIOITIZER-$89.95.

VOICE RECOGNITIONonly $49.95

0

rn.m1r.n.

THIS 15 THB MOST SOPHISTICATBO

irnrr'ER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCH

WITH TWO SBPARATS INPUTS (SBRJAL AND PARALLBLJ A.tlD
rwo SBPA.RA.TB OUTPUTS ISBRIA.L A.tlD PA.RA.LLBL) CA.ti BB
LJSBD LJKB STA.tlDA.RD BUPPBR ..
WITH A.NY ltlPUT TO A.tlY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CA.N CONNBCT 2 COMPUTBRS TO I
PRINTBR. OR I COMPUTBR TO 2 PRINTBRS. OR 2 COMPUTERS
A.ND 2 PRltlTBRS .... A.NO MORB • I COMPUTBR TO 3 PRltlTBRS
DR 3 COMPUTBRS TO I F'RINTBR
HIOH CA.PA.CITY • 04 KB TO Wl KB A.ND • 2~(1 KB TO I MB
MODB:LS A. A.ND BJ.
PA.USB, COPY A.NO RBSBT PUNCT!ONS
SBRJA.L PORTS WITH 1 OR & BITS WORD LBNOTH, I OR 2 STOP
BIT, PARITY, XON/XOP'P, OTA, ATS.
DOB-A-O<K I

l' J r.-111 11

195

P"11" 11o11• f•H lld

DCB-B-2'oK
n~'l u tu

IMI

I

255

1'1

•C

ALSO, WB HA.VB THB MOST COMPLBTB DA.TA. CONVBRTBR
UNIT
CONVBRTS RS132 SBRIA.L TO CBNTRONICS PA.RA.LLBL
OR VICB VBRSA., JUST BY MOVINO JUMPBRS BAUD RA.TB A.ND
PROTOCOL PULLY PROORA.MA.BLB
PROM 1&0 TO 19200 BA.LIDS
INOl.UDBS : DTR, ATS, XON/ XO,,, PARITY, •It'
DCU
(

11

)

I

80

DCU

1 Megabit of DRAM, User upgradable to 32
Megabit 4x20 LCD Display, .3, .6 Zif socket.
RS232, PARALLEL in and out 20 Key tactile keypad
(not membrane). 32K inlernal EE PROM (easy firm
ware upgrades) QUICK PULSE ALGORITHM
(27256 in 5 sec. 1 Megabit in 17 sec.) Completely
stand alone, 10 day money back guarantee 2 year
warranty, made in U.S.A. Technical support by
phone, Complete manual and schematic.

~0 111!!!!!1'1

l"I

Po,,.r uippU ind ubln NOT int'lud1d

[§p

~

!miiiliill1

serial()parallel
bi-directional converter

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS

INTECTRA ln<.-Depl.232

4535 Orange Grove Ave., Sacramento, CA 95841
Call for more information
Phone (916) 924-8037 FAX (916) 972-9960

2029 TSRMINA.L BLVD
MOUNTAIN VIBW-CA.-9~0~3

A price/performance break-through! Equal In performance to
other systems costing hundreds more $$$. The amazing Votc:t
M11t1r K1y program adds voice recognition to just about any pro
gram or appllcallon. You can voice command up to 256 keyboard
macros. Fully TSR and occupies less than 64K. Instant response
time and high recognlilon accuracy. Easy and fun to use-no
compilers or editors required. Works with CAD, desktop publish
ing, word processor, spread sheet, even other TSR programs. A
g1nuln1 productivity 1nh1ne11. Volu M11l11 K1y can also be
called from within a program for adding voice recognition to
custom applications. Vole• M11t11K1y requires the Vole• M11t11
PC Olglttm for operation. (Please note: Votu M11t11 K1y will not
replace the keyboard or mouse except under certain circum
stances. Not to be confused with the still unavailable ''voice
typewriter.") VOICE MASTER KEY-$49.95.
BONUS OFFER! Buy Votu M11t11 K1y with PC Olgttlm for only
$1Z9.95-you save $10!
BETTER BONUS OFFER! Buy all three: SpHeh Thing, PC Dlgl
tlm, and Vole1 M11t11K1ylor only $189.95-you save $20!
ALL OF THESE PRODUCTS ARE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALITY.
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 34Z·1Z71
Monday-Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM Pacific Time
Add $5for shipping and handling on all orders. Add an additional
$3 lor 2nd day delivery. All goads shipped UPS. Master Card and
VISA, money order, cashiers check or personal checks accepted
(allow a 3 week shipping delay when paying by personal check).
Foreign Inquiries contact Covox for C&F price quotes. Specify
:omputer type when ordering. 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARAN·
rEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. ONE YEAR WARRANTY
lN@HARDWARE.

C11i or wrH1 for ~REE product e1t1lt111.

covox

INC.

875-D CONGER ST
EUOENE, OREGON 97402 U.S.A.
TEL: 503-34MZ71 FAX: 503-342-1Zl3
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DEVICE PROGRAMMER
$550
$750

! not only a
printer buffer !

•

m

LAWSON LABS, INC_

Overland Dala, Inc.
5620 Kearny Mesa Rd. • San Diego, CA 9211
Tel: (619) 571-5555 • FAX: (619) 571-0982

1415) 967-8818 TX 345545

;iU DAY FREE TRIAL
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE ... NOT ER
RORS AND NOISE. WE CAN PROVE IT. NO
COMPROMISE 2400, 1200, 300 BAUD MODEM.
FULL FEATURED, HAYES COMPATIBLE IBM
INTERNAL. • SOFTWARE INCLUDED • DEAL
ERS INQUIRE • 30 DAY MONEY BACK TRIAL.
CALL FOR DETAILS

CompuCom Corporation
(800) ACT ON IT

(408) 732·450D

VISA IMC

You don't need to be an expert
to diagnose and correct
problems involving PC setup.
All you need is HELPME™
software! More than 300 tests.
On-screen help tor under
standing and correcting iden
Quick
tified
problems.
identification of system con
, figuration and compatibility.
$99 plus shipping and han
dling. MC and VISA accepted.
California Software Products,
Inc., 525 N. Cabrillo Park Drive,
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 973-0440.
1

PC Software for $3

WINTER SPECIAL!

49

Buy 12 Disks 

GET 4 MORE

FREE

Thousands of IBM/Compatible Public Domain and Shareware Programs
Are Available from the Micro Star Library, and All Priced at Only s3 49 /Disk
We feature the best and most up-to-date shareware available.
Our software is guaranteed against bugs. defects. etc.
And We Offer FREE Technical Support For Our Customers
ORDER TODAY on our TOLL FREE PHONE LINES • ORDERS SHIPPED OUT SAME OR NEXT DAY
GAMES
ARCADE GAMES (106) Has
Kong. 3-D Pocmon. Bricks.
Pongo. (Requires color.)
BASIC GAMES (107) Poc
mon. Lunar Lander. Stortrek.
Meteor. Breakout. and others.
CARD GAMES (109) Canasta.
hearts. draw poker & bridge.
STRIKER ( 110) Defender-like
gome. "Top Gun" in space.
FLIGHTMARE (112) Futuristic
fighter pilot game. (Requires
color graphics adopter.)
SLEUTH ( 117) Who done it?
ONO (119) Like Dungeon
and Dragons.
ROUND 42 (120) Belter than
Space Invaders. 42 levels.
GAMES IN BASIC (124) Land
er. biorhythms. desert. Phoe
nix, Sta Wars. others.
QUEST (152) Role ploying
adventure fantasy game.
(Requires CGA)
SPACE WAR (158) Dogfight in
outer space. using phasers,
photon torpedoes. etc.
BRIDGE PAL (171) Complete
game of contract bridge ,
with tutorial.
FENIX (193) Just like the
fomous orcode game.
PINBALL GAMES (197) Pin
boll, Rain, Twilight Zone.
Wizard. etc.
KID-GAMES (GAM8) Animals
moth, clock game. alpha
bet. etc.
CHESS (GAM9) Incredible.
2D and 3D. Many levels. Ploy
bock moves. store gqmes.

" e o :r

CHRISTMAS SONGS (311)
Ploy your favorites on a PC.

WORD PROCESSING
PC-WRITE 2.71 (401-402) (2
disks) Latest version of this
populor program w/spelling
checker.
PC-TYPE+ (421-423) (3 disks)
Excellent. Includes moil
merge, 1OD.ODO word spell
ing checker. Interfaces with
PC-File • ' PC-Style.
MAXI-MAX (432) 59 macros
to use with Word Perfect 4.2
or later. 11 templates for
forms. border designs. etc.

B·WINDOW (1407) Give win
dowing capabilities to your
Basic program.

UTILITIES
HOMEBASE (2608, 2612, 2613)
Complete desktop organ
izer. Great!
LIGHTNING PRESS (2718) Print
shop clone. Includes graph
ics for many uses.

A Savings or S13 Qo•
Otte• e•P"es Rlb•uo•v 28 1989

DOS

EDUCATION
FUNNELS AND BUCKETS (201)
A fun way to learn moth.
MATHPAK (202) Tutorial with
lessons in higher moth.
PC·TOUCH (204) Learn typing.
BASIC TUTORIAL (208) Learn
programming with BASIC.
BEGINNING SPANISH (211)
Tutorial.
SPANISH II (232) Sequel.
BIBLEQ (214) Learn the Bible
with this Q-A tutorial.
FACTS 50 (239) Geography
lessons for U.S. Nice graphics.

GRAPHICS
KEYDRAW CAD SYSTEM ( 1001,
1002, 1065) (3 disks) Popu
lar. Also uses mouse. (Re
quires color graphics - CGA)
DANCAD 3-D (1051, 1052) (2
disks) Create 3-D graphics.
Rotate. magnify, etc. Runs
on CGA. EGA. or Hercules.

PROFESSIONAL MASTERKEY
(2805) Like Norton's. Retrieve
deleted files. A lifesaver.
BAKER'S DOZEN (2821) 13
utilities from Buttonwore.
AUTOMENU (3003) Make PC
menu driven. Incl. posswords.
SCREEN (3006) Save your
monitor from screen burn-in.
DOT MATRIX FONTS (3061
3062) ( 2 disks) Print your text
in different fonts. Works with
most printers.
MARKET CGA (BUS17) Per
forms sophisticated analysis
on stocks, funds, etc. (EGA
version is BUS 16 ).

SIDEWAYS (1007) Prints text
sideways. Useful for spread
sheets.
SIMCGA/HGCIBM (1027,
1062) (2 disks) Use with Her
cules graphics cord/ com
poti bles to run programs
requiring CGAon your mono
chrome PC.
IMAGE 3-D (1048) Create
. and edit 3-D objects. Move.
scale. rotate and tip image.
FINGERPAINT (1050) Use key
board or mouse to draw.
Like MacPaint. (Requires
CGAor EGA)
FANTASY (1057) Create flow
ing graphic images with
mouse or keyboard. (CGA).
FLOWCHARTING (1078-1079)
Complete system for flow
charts, orgonizotional. elec
trical. etc.. with symbols.

RELIGION
THE BIBLE (3301-3306) (6
disks) Old Testament. King
Jomes version.
THE BIBLE (3307-3308) (2
disks) New Testament. King
Jomes version.
WORD WORKER (3309-3310)
(2 disks) Bible search pro
gram. New Testament. King
Jomes version.
BIBLEMEN (3330) Excellent
Bible quiz program.

tl!~f.
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BILLPOWER+ (BUS40) Bill cli
ents for time and materials.
advances. retainers. etc.
Computes taxes. post due
interest. etc. Hos full G/L.
CPA LEDGER (706-708) (3
disks) Complete general
ledger for corporations. part
nerships or sole proprietors.
PERSONAL FINANCE MAN
AGER (715) Household bud
get manager. Keep track of
checking, savings. invest
ments.
PAYROLL USA (725-726) Up to
2.000 employees in any state.
dBoselll and Lotus compati
ble. Complete P/R system
EXPRESS CHECK (786) Check
ocount with running bal
ance. monthly reports. etc.
Prints checks.
FINANCE MANAGER II (774
775) (2 disks) For personal or
small business financial onon
ogement.

PC-PROFESSOR (1401) BASIC
tutorial. Good.
BASIC PROGRAM GENERA
TOR (1402) The menu driven
way to write programs.

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Q-MODEM 3.1 (1101, 1102,
1144) ( 3 disks) Powerful but
easy to use. Fast.
RBBS V16.1A (1107-1109,
1150) ( 4 disks) Multi-user
BBS.
PROCOM 2.42 ( 1112-1113)
(2 disks) Hackers delight. Re
dial capability. Latest version.

SECURITY/HACKING

APPLICATIONS
FORM LETTERS (1907) Com
monly used form letters and
business opplicotions.
EZ-FORMS (1908) Make forms
to meet different needs.
MANAGER'S PLANNER (1920)
Doily planner. Prints out.
HOME INVENTORY ( 1966)
Track all your possessions.
BIORHYTHM (1990) Display
the 3 biological cycles: phys
ical. emotional. intellectual.
FAMILY HISTORY (2203-2204)
(2 disks) Create files and
genealogical reports.
DR DATA LABEL (2327) Power
ful moiling list program. Cus
tomize labels to size.
LOTTO PROPHET (2364) Best
Lotto program we've seen.
CITY DESK (2513) Simple
desktop publisher.
LOTUS MACROS (601) Save
hours of work. ( Req. Lotus)
LOTUS SPREADSHEET TEM·
PLATES (602) Ready-made.
(Requires Lotus 1-2-3)
GOAL-SEEKER V3.5 (624)
Achieve objectives by chang
ing spreadsheet variables
and seeing result. (Requires
Lotus.)
LOTUS TUTORIAL (630) Learn
Lotus (requires Lotus).

UNPROTECT PROTECTED PRO
GRAMS (1202) Mo.ke back
ups of protected software.
UNPROTECT II (1203-1204) (2
disks) Ways to backup com
mercial software.
UNPROTECT Ill (1205) Unpro
tect Softguard protection.
UNPROTECT IV (1206) More
programs you can unprotect.

ADULTS ONLY (2901)
Animated. Req .
CGA.
MAXINE (2902) ln
cred ble. (CGA)
POKER (2903)

t

game (CGA)
X-RATED COLOR SHOW (2915)
Beautiful girls. (CGA)
X-RATED PRINTSHOP (2909)
Graphics for Printshop.
PC-FILE + 2.0 (601, 605, 637)
(3 disks) Rated better than
dBase Ill' by Consumer Rpts.
PC-GRAPH (802) Create
graphics from PC FILE.
FILE EXPRESS 4.0 (803-804)
Powerful system Allows 32.000
records. Sorts up to 10 key
fields.
DBASE Ill+ ROUTINES (851
852) ( 2 disks) Latest utilities
to help you utilize dBase Ill •

MICRO STAR
1105 SECOND ST.• ENCINITAS, CA 92024
HOURS: Monday - Saturday 7 AM - 5:00 PM. Pacific Time
TERMS: We accept MasterCard. VISA. Checks ( ollOW 10 days to
clear), Money Orders, and COD (add S4.00).
MINIMUM ORDER: 5 Disks, $3.49 per disk. 3'h" format add 51/disk.
SHIPPING & HANDLING: $3.50 (Total per order).
MAii -IN ()Rnl=RS· rirf"'lo rlio:.lt

PIANOMAN 3.2 (301) Turn
your keyboard into a piano.
PC-MUSICIAN (302) Com
pose. save. and ploy music.

DOS TUTORIAL (1301) Teoches
you to use DOS.
STILL RIVER SHELL ( 1304) Run
DOS commands from a
menu. Makes DOS easy
BATCH FILE TUTORIAL (1305)
Utilize botch file processing.
MORE DOS TIPS (1318, 1323)
(2 disks) More about DOS.
HELP DOS (1326) On line
DOS help with menus. In
cludes DOS dictionary of
terms and a hints menu.

n1
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AS-EASY-AS (505) Great. In
cludes screen help menus.
Utilizes function keys. A Lotus
clone that reads Lotus files.
PC-CALC+ (512-514) (3 disks)
Jim Button'sfamous Lotus clone.
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Circle 89 on Reader Service Card

PAL/EPROM PROGRAMMER for PC

HARD DRIVE SALE

1475

VERSION 2 of Soflware and Hardware
• Programs 20 and 24 pin MMI.
NS, TI, Altcni, Cypress, Ricoh/

SEAGATE

P1n..1c:ePALs. EPLDCUV

OS-DD

.69 ...
1.54 . .. 3.50" 3M Diskettes
1.89 . .. 8.00" 3M Diskettes
.85 ~ .. . 3M Mark Q PC "Formatted" Disks
3.99 . .. . 3M Highland Box Diskettes (min 10 bxJ
.52 . .. . 3M No Logo w/Tyvek, labels, & w/p

erasable), polarity, and RA types.
Functioru1 Include: read, wriLC,
verify, pro1cc1, edit. p1int.. and
file load ind save of program.
• JEOEC files suppo11ed..

ST- 225 .. .. ...... . $ 255.00
with controller and cable

ST- 238 . ....... . .. $ 265.00

2716-27512 EPROMs.
FunctJ 'ons Include: read. wri1e,
verify, blank check, Hl/l..D split,
etli l in ASCII, HEX, or Do.:eimal.
INTEL Hex and Molorola 'S'

with controller and cable

DC-1000 ..•... 12.60 DC-300XLP .... 19.40
DC-2000 .•.•.• 17.05 DC-600A ..• .•. 21.45

LA27100

$1299

3M Mag. Tapes 2~00' WTS ~min 10 '""'' • • •••• 12.50
3M I.lag. Tapes 1200' l'ITS (min 10 'ee!sl . . ... . • 9.25

BASF

~
~)

SS-DD

'FREEPlaslic

Librar~ Box

.53*.. . 5.25" BASF Diskettes
1.59 ... B 00" BASF Diskettes
OS-DD

OS-HD

Ouantity Discounts Available
.••
...

3.50" BASF Diskettes in FREE

.89
1.79

LA27200

$1899
24~1111C1dtwidl.4l\ilr:~ · 6~moc.\cwWi 1 6~i

lmaul Ihm &.om.'lmMJU.(l.A.ml:O) • ICQ r.l) tr(LA2ltOG) ~ 250 1-ll

OKI<.,,,_ DC .. SOMJI< • "i....t T,,_.,. S..,..
Ve.11»1;1 Un.I .um.. m...• ~IY lD .1.tY ~ • ·rn1.1
~.,. " i'llll'rin.r; Ol-.&r• '1f $~ ~ • s:..~~ Du.. *NI $esip wa.
(201) 994 - 6669

11....,..1

ST 251 . . ..... . ... $ 325.00
ST 251-1 ... . .. .... $ 420.00
ST 125 . . .. .. .. . . . $ 289.00
with controller and cable

ST

138 ....... .. . . $ 359.00

with controller and cable

U

A.N.

,

Link Computer Graphics. Inc. ~
· 4 Sparrow Dr.. Livingston. NJ 07039 ~

Wholesale & Retail, Inc.

1320 South Dixie Hwy. Suite 256
Miami, Fla 33146

~

Phone: (305) 284-0827
Fax: (305) 284-0831

OS-HD

1.34 ... Color·Coder a 14" Value •.. 3. 79
.62 .... 5.25 " OS/DD BASF Diskettes with
FREE BASF VCR Tape or Plastic Box
.38 .... 5.25" OS/00 BASF Nologo Diskettes
1

, Circle 152 on Reader Service Card

Circle 32 on Reader Service Card

.

ynanuc-====
lectronics

with Tyvek sle!Jves. labels &. wlp.

Get the whole

stoiy on graphics

terminal emulation.

SIMMS
CALL FOR PRICES
INTEL

8087
80287
80387
80387SX
80C287A

DRAMS
64K
256K
4464

SIMMS

256 x 8

X9
1MegX8
1MegX9

1 Meg

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX™ 4105/6/7/9 and

Phone 714-855-0411
Fax: 714-855-8504
23522 COMMERCE CENTER DR. #L
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653. USA

Circle 9 3 on Reader Service Card

DEC VTIOO™ terminals,

call or write:

Cl GRAFPOlnT
4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd., Suite 280,
San Jose, CA 95129 (408) 249·7951

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card

HARD DISK ACCELERATOR
• Caching eliminates repetitive
disk accesses
• Use up to 15 Mb of extended/
expanded or 500 Kb of standard memory

Please call for Information ,...,,,
TERMS: Nosurchage on VISA, Maslercard or AMEX . COD only add
$3.00 . Prepaid orders deduc1 2'11. cash discoun1. PO's accepted trom
recogn ized instilutions and corporal ions on Net 30. Bank drafl. TIT or
UC acceptable. Shipping: $41100 or fewer disks. Reduced
shipping charges on larger quanlities. Price quoted for case (100
disllsl quantities less than a case add 5'11. . (Min order $25.00)

WE BEAT ANY PRICE!
Toll Free Order Line:

Information Line:

1-800-523-9681

1-801-255-0080

TLX-9102404712

FAX-801-572-3327

ii DISKCOTECH

DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Ulah 84091

420
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DISKETTE ACCELERATOR
SCREEN ACCELERATOR
Find out how our whole family of
EMU-TEK graphics tenninal emulation
suftware makes gcxxl sense for the work you do.
Call rnday for more infonnation.

FTC

DATA
SYSTEMS

(714) 995-3900
(800) 962-3900 (800) 972. 3900 (Calif.)
10801 Dale St., Suite M·2
Sranton, CA 90680

Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

FAST -

FRIENDLY -

SAFE

VCACHE
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
$59.95

Add $3 for

sh1pfcm~lhandl1ng

j

~~~ %1, as~fi~d~a~

5

2870 Fift~~~~~

San 01ego, CA 92103

800/284-3269

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card

TIMELINE INC.
ORDER DESK ONLY
Continental U.S.A.

Inside California

L.A.

(800) 223-9977

(800) 872-8878

& Technical Info

OEM INQUIRIES
WELCOME

(213) 217-8912

S8Pll Sfll-1\~l\'
· ~~~~~1~11.~o~~ert~fu~~ 9 ~~~!~~~~~r $60.00

PERSYST™ MONOCHROME DISPLAY AND
MULTIFUNCTION CARD FOR IBM PC/AT

1

This card has 1 serial port and 1 parallel port. It can be expanded to 1.5MB memory.
This card has extended memory only. (This is not EMS or EEMS.)

RESOLUTION "AMBER

• Aa1 facep1ata
•Vertical input Is 47
• 9CO
lines al.centet
kl 63 Hz
650 lines al comers •

You can attach a monochrome monitor to the card as well as hook up a lightpen.
Also includes utility software: drive emulator, printer spooler, utility to control calen·
dar/clock.

~

POWER SUPPLY

On/off switch in the front. Built in filter
for easy power cord plug-in. Open
frame, L-bracket type. Two 4-pin
power plugs for floppy and/or hard
disk drives.
Output: + 5.05V @ 22A, + l2.02V
@ 4A
2V
·-I
@. 5A,+12.59Reg.
@I.SA D.C.
Dimensions: 13~L X 5~W X2~H

3

HITACHI DOT MATRtlC

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
• 16 characters x 1 line• 5v power reQuired • C· MOSITTL co mpalible signal · ., .._.,,,,,,,,,,.....,,,,..,.,_
,
01
level • Built·in RAM for display data storage• Multiple instruction set(based · ~~
o:: '
·~~-.;·-·~-~

Physical size 3-11B"L x 1-318"W x 114 " 0

J

·

.0

~

DS/DD

5 for 5 2.5

$79.00

tl..

$ ..;,

LCD DISPLAY

480 dot x 128 dot graphic and
alphanumeric display.

9

· Compower 130 Watt supply. Unit is
open framed.
Output:+5V@5A, +12V@5A, -12V@ .5A

O/men1/on1: B'hL

1

4'1•W

1

2V>H

Power Syslems-180 Watt supply.
Unit is open framed with 2 four pin
power connectors built onto the unit.
Output: +5V' 20A, +12V@ 4A,
-12V
SA
Dimensions: 'hL x 4'1aW x 2'12H

NEC5261
(Same as 5260 l
1 D Milliwatt (Max Output)-5 Mw (minimum)
Tube Is in cylindrical housing 15" long. Emits Red beam.
-Class 11 lb Laser-Random Polarization-Non-polarized Laser
Mode:TEMoo-Beam diam. at 1 /e2 . 83mm-Beam divergence:
.96mrad -Operati ng_ Voltage: 235DV±.100-Starting Voltage:
<1 OK V-0 eratin Curre nt :6.5 mA
_

VGA Color Graphics Package

r:::======to

0
$UPDATE
6 4 9YOUR0XT/
·

-

•

Possible Display Modes VGA Graphics:
800x560x16 colors 320x200x256 colors
640x480x16 colors
640 x 350 x 16 colors
640 x 200 x 16 colors
640 x 200 black and white
320 x 200 x 4 colors 40 and 80 column character mode
The manutac1urer of this monitor
SET THE STANDARD FOR COLOR
GRAPHICS. The ca"11S an ATI
improved VIP CARD. The package
comes w11h user triendly manual and

sieµ-uy·>lop "" l•uct,ons. o,,o yea1
ATTO VGAGRAPH1cs~~" 11 u• ·.ry on th:! 11 1'·n110 1 twu yeac

n1

1

Cal tor Qty. Dlecou .. 11 wom.u ity "" u11i1 c&Jd

1.00i2~;.77 (~0)'87'2~s~-!;.1 ~';;~;-:;~"";.';'2
OEM Inquiries Welcome

15% Restocking fee for returned orders.

Circle 273 on ReOlkr Service Card

Minimu m
2
perOrder

9

1490 W. ARTESIA BLVD, GARDENA, CA 90247

•

Y O U R CHOI CE !

THE RETURN OF THE SPY IN THE SKY
NEC UPD791D - {CH ARGE COUPLED DEVICE)
"" 4096 ELEMENT - LINEAR IMAGE SENSOR
The charge coupled device is soldered to a pre-amplifier board. f!'Ne sold
out of the AID board that accompanied the unit ... They went fast!) Since
this is an analog device, the circuitry to provide liming signals and con
vert analog outputs to digital MUST BE SUPPLIED BV THE PURCHASER
to interface to a microprocessor based system.
i:::. Timing requirements could be determined from a NEC manual on the
-;i 791 D or from the schematic on the AID board. PLEASE NOTE: We have
the AID board schematic, but unfortunately, we do NOT have the NEC
manual.Designed for page scanning applications_includinq
facsimile.(Optical character recognition and other imaging
app lications which require h ig h resolution and high sensitivity)

$ 19 0 0

Order Desk Only

•
4 for $99

LASER TUBE $99.00

aO

Q,.el 1ourc1 OI optlc1I 1nd 1lectro-m1ch1nlc1I p1rt1 Ind 1y1t1m1
Including the 1>1111 lor 111 lnl11red communle.1tlon11y1t1111.
Cont1ln1 !U • 12 to 72 mm (Sx) zoom len1 with 1uto locu1lng copablllty.
DC motor driven or m1nu1I zoom 1nd locu11y111m1 with precl1lon gur
reduction units, mech1nlc1I clutch11, 1nd high qu111ty DC motor1. DC
rot1ry 1ctu1tor controlled lrl1 dl1ph11m unit.
Option Av1ll1blo: tnl11red dl1t1nce mu1urlng 1y1t1m
(locu1lng unit) with control 1lectronlc1 S10.00.
•

ss9

$ 29 95

10 Mllllwatt-Hellum Neon

Easy "Microprocessor" interface.
. Documentation included.
'bfb'b•
Approx. size: 10"Wx4"Hx.05"D
ROBOTIC LENS with infrared sensors (auto focus)

TAPE BACKUP 'FULCRUM
CARTIDGES-- T.R'ACK B'ALL
DC300XIDEX
""
""
$10.00
·~ ,...,,,
(2 pc. minimum) •PCM1(}UlnoEdiloro
DC1000 No label
F1tstc1>o1co1wC10u..
N•w M•nu KtV
$5 ,00
°Da ~OIUIJ2J
(4 pc. mlnlmurri) ~°i;,dg:;~·~.~~.

_

~.Ji

1/2 Ht. 720K 31/2"

S65.00

DS/DD

_

~

-- ;.. _._

NEC FLOPPY DRIVES
1/2 Ht. 360K 51/4"

_

[ Please check dimens io n s.T hese are o p en frame su pplys . )

188 Watt Switching Power Supply.

$ SO.OO
I

..__

BLOWOUT! $12.00

Includes: Board, manual and driver software.
Features:
• 9 color planes, 672x480 pixels.
• 20 & 30 operation modes, 4096 colors.
•Also emulates IBM CGA card.
• On-board processors-Intel 80188 and NEC 7220.
• 75 high-level graphics commands il firmware.
• Character-like commands generated by 1/0 statements in high level language
used to control graphics operation.
Compatible with Auto-CAD.
__(;...N_o_1e_:_C_aJ_rd_
u_se_s_2_-_8_b_11_s1
__
o_ls_
.J_ _ _ _,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

on 13 commands) • Buill·in C·MOS LCD driver & controller• Easy ,
"Microprocessor" interface• Low power consumption• Sx10 dot matrix
fonnation with cursor, alphanumerics & special symbols• 98 ASCII character
generator (plus 64 katakana)• 8 programmable characters • ribbon cable
connector already prewired.

j

22
• Operales from
frequency:
KhzTYPICAl
12VDC al 1.4 amp
(adjustable) BANDWIDTH
For splhideo (TTL inputs) operation. Nct composite video.

HIGH POWERED 3-D GRAPHICS FOR YOUR IBM PC

VECTRIX™ COLOR CARD

:~x

MHZ

15

$59.00

Uses 64K or 265 K chips .

O·K memory on board.

~!r!'!~
i,~:tMONl~TO
Rr4U
HIGH

,

Heroulilta...Graphioa Co-...Uble

•
•

Max resolution (800x560)
Bandwidth· 17 Mh

•

Soltware selectable to VGA,«=GA
CGA, MDA, HGA
- .

·

Z

•A11t1 ·relleclive. coated no11-intcrlacE.
fi1cker tree screcru .31 dot o~ch

Mimlnum Order: $20.00. Shipping & handling charges via UPS
Ground: $.50/lb. UPS Air: $1.00/lb. Minimum Chlrge: $4.00. We
accept cashiers checks, MC Clf VISA No personal check COD's.
Calrtomia residents add 61/i% sales tax. We are not responsible.for
typographical errors. All merchandise subject to prior sale. Phone
orders welcome. Fol'llign OrdeB require epec:lal hlndllng.
Pr1c:ea subject to chllnge without notice.
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All lt11ms In Srock
100% Gut1r11ntelld

-

MC, VISA, COD Accepted
24 Hour Shipment

SIBEC II

FRAME GRABBERS
PRICE

PRICE

with
frame

wilhout
frame

grab

grab

495
795
995
1995

NA
NA
NA
1495

Call Far CJur Monthly Sp11ci11/11

c-

3.5" DS/DD
•SONY
• DATASAFE
DS/HD
•TDK
5.25"DS HD
•TDK
• DATASAFE
5.25• DS!PD
• MA)(ELL
•VERBATIM
•3M
• DATASAFE

~

..I

1.29
1.09
3.85
1.29
.89

The ideal solution for embedded control
applications and stand alone development.

.64

•
•
•
•
•

.59
.57
.35

Prices baaed an 200 Diska
Includes Labels, Sleeve& & Tabs

$228.00 QTY 1
Call Now' (603) 469-3232

~ir-

J

lnNJ 800-426-0247 FAX
291-892-5655
201-892-6186

m

PRINCETON

~~ DISKETTE

\.. 432 Macarthur Dr.• Brick, NJ 08724,,

8052 Basic CPU
PROM Programmer
iSBX' Expansion Bus
Highest Quality
1 Year Warranty

RESOLUTION
MODEL
HRT 256-4
256 x 256 x 4
HAT 256-8
256 x 256 x 8
512x 512 xB
HAT 512-8
HRT 512-24
512x 512x24
·CALL FOR DIFFERENT MODELS
• IBM PC/XT/AT COt.f>ATIBLE
·DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME
- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN
-24BITRGBOUTexcept model HRT 256-4
16 level gray scale out

·SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR
RETURN OLD BOARD AND JUST PAY DIFFERENCE
INPUT DEVICES loptionall
Microsoft Mouse (bus or serial) . . • •

.............. $99

Bil Pad Plus by Summagraphics. . , . _..

. ........ $359

Inquire about our 8051 product development

kit for the IBM PC/XT/AT.

[)]

Binary Technology, Inc.
Main St.. P.0

Box 67 Meriden . NH 03770

"iSBX is a trademark or Intel Corpora1ion.

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

HRT
PHONE 416-497-6493

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. BOX 76
LEWISTON. N.Y. 14092
FAX 416·497-1988

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO
INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

FREE IBM SOFTWARE
MODEL
SX151
RS2J2C OR STANO ALONE (all models), Com
munication protocol: XMODEM, HEX, and
BIN. Programs: EEPROMS, 2716 - 27512 and
CMOS. Programs (w/adapter): 25XX, 27101
(and above), 68701, 68705, 68764/6, 8741/2,
8744, 874819, 875112, 8755, 87252, and
CMOS. More available soon. Model SX151
$214 (assembled wilh case). Other models
are available from $49 (kit).
Cross assemblers by PseudoCode for IBM
PCs $35. ZBO, 1802, 6502, 6800/1/2/3/5/8/9/
11, 68000/8/10 8048/9, 8051/2, 8080/5,
8096, and more soon .

li!i!iJiiii1 KORE, Inc.
~ 6910

Patterson S.E.

fAiiiiiiJ Caledonia, Ml 49316
~

(616) 791-9333

$5 for shipping (USA), plus $3.00 COD.

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. cover.;:
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake• Water Damage • Auto Accidenl
For information or immediate coverage call:

--)

1-800-848-3469
!11 Ohio C£Jl! J-614-262-0559

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agem~r Inc.

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

AOAPTEC

PCIXT Controller ST506/412

. . . . . . . , •••• , , ..... $45

2070 PC/XT lo 506/412 ALL . • .. • •••• , • • . ... $69
2071 PC/XT to STS06 ALL (1 drive) . •• , •••• , , . . . $59
2072 PCIXT ALL .. • , • .. • • .. •• .. .. ••• • ..
. .$79
2370 PC/X T to ST506 ALL . ................ , • , .$99
3530 SCSI to Tape CMC 36 .. . ..... , • • • . • • . • . .. $78
4000 SCSI to ST506/412 . .. , ...... , ••.,. , ...... $89
4000A SCSI to ST506/412 . .
. ... .... $129
4070 SCSlto ST506/412 ALL . •.... , •••• , . . . .. $98
4520 SCSI to ESDI . ........ , • _.... , ...... ..... $98
5500 SCSI to ST506/412 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. $125
5580 SCSlto SMD . •••.•• ., .... , .......... $175
XEBEC

Circle 236 on Reader Service Card

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM com
patible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable. Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
A/D, 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital 1/0.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card

TurboFlow

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

51410 SASI Controller . ••• , • • , •
, • , • • , ... $89
51420 SASI to SV•" Floppy & Hard Disk Conlroller .. $29
Apple II, II+, l\E Host Adapter . , , • • • • . • • • • • _. ... $29

OTHERS

OTC 510A SAS\ controller . , • • _. • _. • _.......... $98
OTC 5187 AT to STSOS/412, No Floppy . ••• ,
.. $98
Kanan DJ-210 3112" SASI to ST506/412
. $89
(Xebec 1410 clone) . • • • . __ ••••• • . . . . . . .
'ND 1002-SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller . . $109
Western Digital 1003WAH. _.••••••• _ .......... $119
Manuals . • , , • • • • • • , • _. • _. ........... $8 each
Cables Available . •• , ••• , .. , , , • • , , .. Ask for Pricing
Hard Drives 20-380 MB • • • ..... .•.• • • • • . • .• Call

Compuler Surplus Slore

715 Sycamore Dr. • Milpitas, CA 95035
Phone: 408-434-1060
Fax: 408·434-0931
Twx: 1561447

•Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
• High Speed Backup
·All Software, Complete System
• Service and Support, easy
lnslallation
call (818) 343·6505 or write to:
Contech Computer Corp.

P.O . Box 153 Tarzana, Calif. 91356

CONTECH

"We Buy and Sell"

Circle 64 on ReCulerService Card

•Pop-up icon menus
~
•Variable 5ize 5ym hol'
.. ~
• Paper5ize to34" x 44::..,......---~
Hercule' mono, CCA. EGA
HP-GL, DM/PL. Swec tP !'lotto"
Automaiic PAN ning to scandraw\ng 4uickly
• HlM/EPSON, NEC, OKIDATA, HP Loser l et
Dayfron Eleclronics Inc.
610 S. Sherman #104, Richardson, Tx 75081
Add !ii,\h ($4 USA, $15 fun.:if!.n), Texas rc .~idcnt!ii add 83 sales ta x
fnr technical informaliun call 2 14·(lfJ-2137

Order Today! 1-800-882-5822
l\toncy-hark guaranlee

Circle 66 on Reader Service Card

•

MAX/Advanced
286/10 MHz BareBones
Includes 1 01-ke~ keyboard. 1.2Mb floppy, floppy/HD
controller card. OK expands to 1 Meg.

Call for Custom Configurations ...
• FLOPPY DISC DRIVES •
ACP Advanced Cardst lBM
MonographiCSIHGAwlprintl)Or1 . . . 55.
COkM'Qfaphicsw/prinlerport ... . . . 55.
SuperEGA. Genoa compatible .. 149.
SuperVGA, 1024 x 768 ........ 269.
DiamondMultil/0,2s.p,Q,tlk/XT 139.
XTSix-Pakcompatible/OK .
". 89.
XT286AcceJeratorcard ..
269.
XTMulti !/Ow111oppycontralle1.
69.
XfdualFloppycontr~er .
. .... 29.
XTSeriall/Ocard . .. ... . . . . . . . 29.
XT/ATParallel 1/0 card .
. . 29.
AT Serial VO card.
. 39.
XT/ATGameadaplerporl .
29.
XT/AT EPAOM programmer . .
149.

AST Research
Xlormer/286. 512K, lOMHz .
Advantage 21386.0K.EMS PS/2
Adv Prem AT2861512K LIM 4.0.
Rampage2/,512K,EEMS,PS/2 . .
RampageAT.512K.UM4.0,lo2Mb
RampagePluslMC,OK.modelS0.60
RampagePlus/286.0K.up to8Mb
AST Sixpakplus, OK . .
.

699.
489.
399.
399.
call.

ATI Technologies
EGAW"1der800 ..
. .. 288.
VGAIVIP .. .. .. . .. ..
299.
VGAWonder(1024x768) .... . call.
2400etc int. Modemw/~P-5 .. 199.
GENOA
Super EGA/Hi-Res Plus. .
229.
Super VGA/Hi-Res . .
. 339.
Super VGA/ ............ .. .. 299.
Superspectrum mono /CGAIHGA 149.
IWTEL
lnboard386PC to38&16MHz.1Mb 895.
lnboard386/ATto386/16MHz
1095.
lnboard386/AT install kits.ea. ... 185.
lnboafd3861AT 1Mb piggybackbd. 595.
AboveBoard 2 Plus.OK,mod50f60 329.
AboveBoard 286.512K.OS/2PS/2 399.

ONuMoN1cs

XTftoppycontroller, 1.44Mb.
AT 3.0Mb w/Mutli 1/0, OK
AT SuperMulli VOw/floppy
PS/2Multi 1/0
?&'2floppycon!ro~er l44Mb
HP Laseriet 1Mb Ram card .
MOTHERBOARDS
XT Turbo w/8105. BMHz .
XTTU!bo w/BIOS, 10MHz
AT 286 w/8105, 10 MHz
AT Baby w/BIOS, 12MHz
AT 386 w/BIOS, 16MHz
COMPLETE PC
CFAX4800 PC fax board ..
CHS 2000PI Hand Scanner

89.
1H,
"~

....

!Ht.

.u.

299.
269.
329.
499.
699.
289.
369.
369.
199.
269.
89.
89.
89.

~

T·.....,.. &PC P""1

TOSHIBA AMERICA
FDD4403 3112" Micro 720K .
3112' Micro1.44Mb w/kit ..

MICROPOllS
1333WV6.fiil Ol.lOo>.
133Ml~I.!~..

99.
139.

5995

649.
699.

fll.»m

MAKTOll
Xf ·~™"- ~"'
~

849.

... 1495.

1141)'HlMQ.J/JM

Xt llMIJ380Mb , ESOI
..... 2995.
PLUS Development
Pfus20Hardcard,20Mb.49ms
549.
Plus40 Hardcard. 40Mb.39ms.. 699.
SEAGATE

ZIPJll.$1225, ~T .t15msl"H.
2'9.
31lll.Ul?JeFl(6lmllltlUAJllitl lit.

:i~~~: :~11:.~

219.
329.
419.
649.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!!

& PC Pam\

TE/C
SSBV 360K Floppy/PCIXT/AT . . 89.

• PRINTERS •

N0040 360K Aoppy black bezet " 84.
ND04E·G360K floppy AT gray
84.
N0080E·G 1.2Mb AT gray
110 .
ADVANCED
360KFloppy-blackbeZel .
1.2MbFloppy·blackbezel ..
3.5' 1.44Mb Floppy wlkit ..
3.5'720Kfloppyw/ki! .

749.

ORCHID Technology
Tiny TIJ'bo 286 -REOUCEDI ....
Designer8008·bi1.EGACard .
ProOesigner 16-blt VGA . . . . . . .
ProOesignerPlus 16-bit VGA.512K
RAMQUEST 50/PS/2, 2Mb..
PARADISE
VGA Plus . . .
VGA Plus 16 .
.
VGA Professional . . . . . . . . . .
Autoswitch 480 EGA card ...
OU A DRAM
Micro!azerll bufferw/64K
Ouadsprinl XT actelleralor . .
Uberly EMS XT card, OK .
Silver Ouadboard. Sixpak comp.
VIDEO 7
VEGA Deluxe, EGA Card .
VegaVGA, 8-bit VGA card . ... .
Fastwrile VGA. 16-blt VGA card
ViamVGA, CAD VGA card

Mana er
Mouse
1. t;ha rger. reoever,

139 .

69.
89.
99.
79.

85Mb
Hard Drive
Includes EDSI AT Controller...

'si.~i,~~~a~,~~-· ~~ 99!~9R95
T~mQlllM

SONY
31f2"MicroFloppyl44Mb ..

ACP's Special
Year-End Sale!

65Mb.ST277R,AT,(40msJHH' 549.
38Mb,ST4038, AT,(40ms)FH .. . 499.
42Mb,ST4051,AT,(40ms)FH .. 649.
44Mb,ST4053. AT.(28ms)FH
699.
80Mb,ST4096. AT.(28ms)FH .. 699.
21Mb.ST125, 3 S'A29m>i>lH. . . 329.
30Mb.ST138.3.S-.(38ms)HH. . 429.
WESTERN DIGIT AL
RlecardPS30 PSl2 roodel 30. . .. 389.
Fjeca,d30 . ...... . ... .. . . . . .399.
1006RAH Contro~er 1:1illterleave. 199.
1003AAHConlrollerALUAT .... 167.
1003WA2 Floppy/Hard/AT ..... 149.
1002-27X Conlroller Rll./XT . . .. 98.
1002·WX1 Controller fXT.
89.

l::
Tallgrass Technologies

338

NEW! 40Mb TAPE BACKUP !!

~~~~~Ji~u~~:u:~t-~.

~~~A¥~ci:~~~~.104oi
C. ror olJ1er modcts: and external systems...

•

• TAPE BACKUP/VIDEO •

Reg 149 95
·
•

DICONICS/K ODAK
150PPortab1eprinler{paialle1) .
339.
300P wlwide carriage(paralfel) . . 539.
EPSON
l.X800 BOcolumn. 180cps ... ... 209.
EX800.FX286e.FX86e ,L0850.
L01050.L0500. elc. ..... .. . . call.
ACP is your lull line Epson dealer
HEWLETT PACKARD
LaserjetSerres II
call.
Oesk,jetw/laserquality .
895.
Scanjelllalbedscanner .
call.
IBM PRINTERS
Proprinlerll.240c.ps .... . . . . . 435.
Propn'nterX24. 24Clcps24pin ... 635.
ProprinlerX124.240cps24pin . 835.
NEC

P2200. 24pin{36Cbr360clpi) . . . . 399.
LC890 Silenlwriler Laser printer 3395.
OKIDATA
. .. 995.
ML393.180cpsNLO.
PANASONIC
KX·P1091i.192cpsdralt,par .
198.
KX·P1092i.240cpsdrall,132 .. 339.
KX·P1524, 24pin, 80cpsNLQ ... 549 .

STAR
NX 1000,80ool, 9pin ...
199.
NX 1000. Rainbow, BO col. 9 pin . 269.
NX2400,80col.24pin
.... 299.
TOSHIBA
P321SL.24pin,216cps ..
499.
P341SL.24pin.216cps ..
699.
P351SX,(cotoradd 5179)
1099.
Pagelaser12.Highvolumelaser .. call.

• MODEMS •
Advanced MODEMS
1200baud w/soltwa1e(intemal) .
69.
1200baud Exlernal w/soflware
89.
2400baud w/soltware(inlernal)..
99.
2400baud Externalw/soflware. 139.
HAYES
Sma11modem 24008 w/sw(int) . . 44 7.
Smartmodem2400 Exlernal. . 447.
INTEL
Conll!ClionCoprocessOI w/SNfwrt 799.

ConnectionCoprocessor2400baud 249.
24008 Modem2.150z.60.70.80 319.
24008Classic Modem2. XT!AT . 269.
MIGENT
Pocket MODEM 1200
sale 95.
PROMETHEUS
2400G External..... .
188.
2400812 w/soflware{internal) . . 149.
12008/2 w/sottware(intemal) sale 89.

·MONITORS•
AMDEK
310A12"amberTTL . REDUCED- - 68!
410A 12" ambergreen or wMe . 153.
128013"graphics(1280x800) . .. 799.
laserDrive COROM w/Microsott 899.
IBM MONITORS
850312' Mono(640X480J . ••• 199.
851214'Coloranatog
. 499.
8513 12· EGA(640x480) . . ... 549.
8514 16" Hi-res(1024x768) ..
1295.
MAGNAVOX
RGB Colordisp1ay80/CGA
288.
EGACo!ordisplay .
399.
VGAColordisplay .
499.

NEC
MLJllisync II 13"TTVanalog . . . . 595.
Mullisync Plus 15' VG.AJEGA .
945.
Multisync XL 20'{1 024x768) . 2275.
Monograph sys(1024x1024)
1555.
SAMSUNG·IMTEC
12"amberTILmonochrome .. . • 88.
14· amllerUatscreenTTLmono . 198.
14"whiteftatscieenTTLmono .
129.
14' CGAIRGS Color
288.
14'EGAColor .
"' 388.
14"VGAColor . .
. 388,
WYSE
WV3014' terminal .
. . 349.
WYSO 14' terminal
. .... . .. 419.
WY60 14" terminal ASCII ..
519.

• INPUT DEVICES • MICE •
l OGITECH

--'5'2

1"'1 l.louA PCIXT/Al •
St!io/ MotM PCIXTIAT

30.

u·~·.

95.
95.
... 79.

MICllOSOFT

8ol~Wl'CP-

• H)$.

Selllllb&'llO!'C~ ... IOS.
Sm!IP5'2-.l'C"""""""1 . . 109.

Lotus 1·2·3 .... .... 325.
Ventura ...... ....... 499.
PageMaker ........ 499.
Word Perfect .. ... 239.
Excel . ........... ... . 299.

~~~na°f°rtxi1M . ... n .

PS'21.b#c- ............ ii.
PUl-.b~l'CIXTIA T

, 99.

SUMAIAGllAPHICS
~W.F\Wl8M

ug_,

ACP's
Sale
Price
m0t11 IO chOOS9 .••

Polaroid® DataRescue™

3 ~·oSJOO 1Mb 16.SO IBM DS/DD Grav Disks

··f r HD 2Mb.......39 .99·~
:5·.25' HO 1.61Mb14.

-:-*

BOO<od II)' OATAAESCU! .. .Polat01d win
retrelvqi yQur data FR.EE .. yiu lase l'I!

Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

""'°'"'"""""''°'-·.O.Sl·l ·....,..•~C · C>.cllll ·Sc>r,· •

...... • ~ ·t- · - · -

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713
Retail: 13IO·B E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

Circle 16 on Reader Service Card

r:800-366-3227.
BOO·FONE
ACP
714·558-8813
Customer Seflllce 714-558-1356
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THROW AWAY YOUR
COMPUTER MANUALS!
Learn Popular Software
Programs With ...
VIDEO INSTRUCTION TOOLS
Lotus 1-2-3 (4 hours) .. . . . . . . .
. ... $ 99.95
WordPerfect 5.0 (4'h hours) ..... . ... . . .... . . 129.95
WordPerfect 4.2 (3 hours) . . ....... , . .. .. .... 99.95
DOS 3.3 (3'.'> hours) .. . ..................... t29.95
Intro To IB M- PC (t 'h hours) .. . . . . ........ . .. . 79.95
PageMaker 3.0 - PC (2 hours) . . . . ... . . . .... t79.95
PageMa ker 3.0 - MAC (2 hours) .... . . . . . .... 179.95
Ve ntur a Publisher (2 hours) .... .. . .. . . .. . ... 179.95
Ventura - techniQues (2 hours) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 179.95

Q & A (1~hho u rs) . .

. . 79.95
M1croSott Word - MAC 4.0 (2'h hours) . . . . ... 129.95

MicroSoft Works (1 1!.z hours). . . . .

. . . . .... 79.95

HyperCard - MAC (2 hours) ..... .. .. ......... 79.95
These video tapes are self-contained tr aining
guides, whi ch demonstrat e every command in a
given software packa ge, while showin g th e co m~
pute r screen a nd keyboard SIM ULT ANE OUSLY.
Sa ve money ... call today!

MICHAEL HALVERSON & ASSOCIATES
1313 Newburgh, WesUa nd, Ml 48t85
(313) 729-0325 / FAX: (3 13) 729-0238
FOR PRO DUCT INFORM ATI ON

1-800-537-1641

MAJOR CRED IT CAR DS ACCEPTED

Circle 96 on Reader Service Card

SKI & LEARN FRENCH!
Dlablo Super D2 Ribbons
150% higher yield than HyType II~
Provides the higest quality print. ·-

Order No. 9R2986 $4.65

·

Super Sale Price on
3M 3.5" Micro Diskettes
2.0 ... DI""" (DSHD)
Supplies United. Order Now.

$3.40

~- -::
• - _

ea.
-

Toll

Free:

Michigan:

800-258-0028
800-632-2468

FREE CATALOG
Can ple t e Lile of Ouei lty Suppies F Of YolK Com p u le1,

~
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INV/7ED
~M inimum Orde r $25.00. S&H : S2.00/Doze n.
--.,,
Price s Subject to Change .

Precision Data Products™

Full-tim e & P art - tim e work all over Europe
from a S wiss Alps base while you fine -tune
har dwa re inst a ll ation s a nd train ope rator s!
Join a young, dynamic leam with o ne foot in the
UK and the other in Switzerland this season.
Train, lea rn and progress in man y business
skills, sports and cu lt ura l areas.

• PC Hardware Application &
Support Engineers
• FW II & III, Dbase lllplus & IV,
Ventura & I or Pagemaker 
Software support specialists
• Desk Top Publishing,
Graphic Designer/ Artists
Applications are requested fo r exceptional and
am bitious people, Oexible about working hou rs
and the bala nce between compensation and the
qua li ty or life.
For more information, 11rst Fax (021 261042)
or mail your brief typed CV with full phone
contact deta ils, passport style photo if possible.
and handwritten cover lener to:
TH O RB UR N & ASSOCIAT ES
POB 1225, 1001 LAUS ANNE, SWITZERLAND

P.O. Box 8367, Gremd Rapids, Ml 49 518

616·452-3457 •FAX: 616·452-491'1

Circle 212 on Reader Service Card

Circle 271 on Reader Service Card

IMAGING CARD
DV-01
GRAYSCALE
FRAME GRABBER

Tan99. Now More han Ever,

Compo site video in/out
256 x 240 resolution
Digitize/display at frame speed
256 gray levels in
16 Meg. c olor palette out
PC/XT/AT c omp atible

ThelJest Value in PCB Design.

T:ike

:i.

look :it the all new Tango Series II . Our pop-up menu

interface sets a new standard for ease-of- use and productivity. Lay

out simple flr'Oltl t}-pe$ or complex, mu lti- layer, SMT desi~n~ with
over JOO new features iad'tldi11g; user-definable tracks. pads, and
grids.
For IB~t-PCs and compatibles, Tango-PCB Series II, just S595.
Tango-Routt Series II autorouter, just S49l. Both include one
t.it '~ updato. fm 1ech suprort, 30-day money-back guarantee.
Clll tod>f. •

$849.00

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE

800-433-7801

VISA/MC

ControlVision

619.695.2000

\CCEf. 'lechnologics, 7358 Trade Streel, San Diego, CA 921 21

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card

~PROM PROGRAMMER
•Programs
27~in8S('(".

Ci:}

•Reads.pro·
gr<ims,copies
O\·er475dl'
vices from35
mfg's· 2716·
27513,27011,
68764,68766,
2804-28256,et c
• Optional m1Cl'OConlrolh.•r heads s upport874x and 87CSI series
• Improved design now progr.:ims over twice as fast
• AutomJtk01lly uses the fostest algori1hm ret"ommended by the
m.:inuracturcr to ensure reli.:ible dat.:i stor.:igc
•Connects ''ia HS-2J2 to .:iny computer; re. XT, AT, PS/2. Mac. etc
• Supports XMOOEM/XMOOEM CRC protocols & ASCII file xfers
• Supporl5o Intel. Molorol.i, hu-sp.:ice, straight hex and binary files
•Checksums supportl'd
• 8 b.Jud r.:ilt'S 1038,400
• Collate5 16 & 32-bit dJ;tJ;
• 30-day money-bark guara ntee
• Engr support team for fast upda tes • Gold Tt"xt u1l Z IF IC SOCk\.1
• One-ye.lr warr;mt y !parts Jnd labor) •Same day s hipment
• UV eraser~ from $3195
• Toil-free technical support
• Thouliands of satisfied customCl"S a!lest to the El'- l 's gr<'JI vJlue
• Low price of 53-i9 includes IBM compatible communications pro
gram. u!i.t.'r's manual<ind two fret> fllmWDW!!Upda tecoupons

CALL TODAY !OR MORE INFO 1-800-225-2102

BP~
10681 !·f addington #190, Houslon, TX 77G.i3
!713) 461-9430 FAX (7\3l46\-7413

Circle 362 on Reader Service Card

Co mplete wi th software
De mo Disk ava ila ble

&. "

~-;: ·

P.O. Box 596, Pittsburg, KS 66762
(316)231 ·6647

Circle 177 on Reader Service Card

Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

Z80 or HD64180

#: iC-80
,.......,. ...

h'll• TllM .and Money
~r1000H.ltf>10- ti.v

iC-80 In-Circuit Emulator
• C an be con fig ure d for Z80 o r H D64 I 80.
• C source code level debuggin g w ith o ur C
co mpi le r.
• Works w ith IBM-style PC.

• 64K overlay memory.
• Base pr ice $995.00. $1340.00 includi ng o ne
p ro be a nd symbo lic debug soft ware.
Z- World, 1772 Picasso Ave, Davis, CA 95616

(916) 753-3722
Fax: (916) 753-51 4 1.
In Germany: iSystcm 08131/1687

Circle 306 on Reader Service Card

Hrow•• llJ'dSoil'IWIM"cl
ll~DfSpildM

lnlerest to Technical
PC Users:
• RS 232 /IEEE 488Networks
• Stepping & Ser"o
MciorControls
• Augged;zedPC's
• RackMtg. 80286 & 80386
• LaboratoryA1.1lorna11on
• 1 MHZA•D
• Oig11al Scopes 10200 fAHZ

enables you to configure the
BEST products from the world's
leading PC hardware and
sottware vendors inl o risk free
turn-key system solution s that
meet your ne eds.

•
•
•
•
•

Toll Free Hotline for apphcation
assistance and convenient one
stop shopping at competitive
prices. 100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

High Speed Bus Adapters
Wave!orm Synthesizers
Dataloggers
PC Bus Expansiofl Chassis
MdMuchMore

c ...t1v r w rlt1tleit•. 111nnl!
h•ndbook l OOD)'l

203•786·5151i;i
t9CO .IJ.AtoSl);iPM E.S
.

n

~>...........

~
p OBo. 9565. New H.,;,, CT 06536

Te le:i: 9102501037
- Fa~
-: 20J.7B6·5023
----

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card

Cali-t=ornia Digital
17700 Figueroa Street

~a;'';-fi;o~rn~1~-a~9;r1;'2;4;8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

• Carso

Colot Monitor
Better ~AA
Than
~fl/t

I~ •'.:J(JK 118

Ideal for CAO/CAM and Desk Top publishing applicalions. The Roland
CD/240 color monitor has a resolu tion a! 720 pixels by 400 lines on a .31 mm
dot pilch 12" non·glare screen. VGA specifications in text mode EGA in
graphic mode.
Comparable monitor and card packages relai1 at over $1095. California
Oigilal has made a special purchase and is able to offer the C0/240 and 132
column VGA/EGA graphic card for only 5389.

20" Analog Color

~ '!JIJl 16$9

PC Magazine has chosen the.NEC-890 best laser prinler of lhe
year (Jan. 12, 1988). And ils obvious why ... the printer is Post
script, Hewlett Packard, and Apple compatible. and comes slan·
dard with three megabytes of memory. The 890 accepts data from
parallel, serial and Apple· Talk devices.
NEC has also incorporated 40 built·in fonts along with two paper
trays into this industrial quality laser printer
Hewlell Packard Laser II , 8 pages per minute ............. .......... $1659
OMS PS/810 2 Meg., 35 fonls, Postscripl 8 pgs ........... .•• .. ...... 3879
Apple LaserWritterll ..... .... ...... ... .... .... ...... ........... ,•.. .. .... 1899
Texas Instruments 2115Postscript15 pgs. .. .......... .......•... .... 5426
Qua dram Quad laser with 5 megabytes .. ......... ..... ... .............. 2995

,;.; :~ i: :.Fi: r.·l-frRU

Texas Instruments
Io~
Prot:a1o 9s
'SJ.
"~"·,,
~"-·"
a~.phanumeri.c

key·
lures. a full
board along with a two line dot
malnx LCD display. Complete

Ofilia D1g1 tal for only SSS. P tWcr;.
& software cartridges iwM io

Ever try gathering. a cla. ssro. om of stu
dents around a 12 inch monilor? lhis 20

0 ;,

Iiitf -11!\'jjtlt
IQ •

M

i.-

.

111.

inch analog RGB morntor 1s the ideal
, solulion. High screen resolution of 1200
pixels by 950 lines allow extra line detail
without the dots looking like golf baits .

.-......- ~~:e~ ~~iu:ndo~~~a~l~m~~ll~bl~~r
40Meg_. Tape
01

over

' $2000. Only 350 available.

Back-up

1

239.:

Head Crash, Power Spikes orjus\ poor disk maintenance ...
Don't loose data because you didn"I back up. The All/40 is an
inexpensive way to save and restore files in the event that your

data has been distroyed.
This 40 megabyle half height tape back is manufactured by North
Americas largest producer of data retrieval equipment.

No need to purchase a separale lope controller. .. lhe ALL/40
attaches directly to your existing floppy disk controller. Supplied
software all ows you r computer to back up any time Day or

Night. Come back in lhe morning and 40 megabytes of irreplac·
able data has been stored on one Scotch DC/2000 data cassette.
Back up entire hard disk, modified files only, or by file name. Loss
of data is inevitable but when you are backed up on an ALL/40 its
not a catastrophe.

H11ae111 1111r ,,

1~9,'$

P/oHef 1fJIJ{. fl
"'"

"'"'""

OneTwo Ten
TEC501 112 height sgl.side
TANDON 101 /4 full ht. g5 TPI.
FUJITSU 5V4" half height
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
TEAC FD55BV half height
TEAC FD55FV g5 TPI, half ht.
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg./96
Switching power supply
Dual enclosure for 51/4" drives

49
99
65
119
149
89
119
109
109
119

39
89
63
109
139
85
109
105
99
115

35
79
57
105
135
79
105
99
89
109
49
59

1

3 12" DISK DRIVES
SONY MP·53W 720K/Byte
129
SONY MP-73W, 2 Meg.
159
TEAC35FN 720 KIByte
129
TEAC 35HN/30, 2 Meg.
159
51/•" form factor kit
8" DISK DRIVES
QUME 842doublesided
189
QUME841 single sided
119
SHUGART 851 R dbl. sided
319
REM EX RFD4000 dbl. sided
189
OLIVETTl851
189

MMC
M IC. RO Ci5 M fSU '1'{ A
M A~K ET !N G

COUNCI L
_ , , llUll1llSi ASSIOCMTKlll

125
149
119
149

119
call
115
145
20

179
109
309
179
179

175
99
299
165
165

'191

40 Mega/Jyle Hartl D/1/t /{if
Forty megabyte internal hard
disk drive, controller and cables
all for only $397.
The kit includes the a 40 mil
lisecond Miniscribe 3650 drive
and a half slot Western Digital
controller.

The Hitachi 672/XO is a four color 11 by 1 7 (8 size) ploller with

~up°~2~4;~~~7,,%~~~~~n~ait:~it~ b~~t7~},;i~~~!~~;,c~~gis
RS232C compatible.
The 672 plois at a fast eight inches per second in axial direction
and eleven inches at an angle of 45 degrees. The plot1er also
features a sell contained digitizing function that allows data to be
entered into your computer from printed graphs and blue prints
Four different color pens are supplied with the ptoller but a wide
variety of technical pens are available.

NealllN/89
Computer

119

1

Hard to believe. ,. but we found a stash of brand new ~nnhlHc-.a lh
Model H/89 computers. These comput~rs. feature the Zilog Z·SO
CPU and operate under CP/M. The urnl 1ncmpora1es a 12 inch

!d~l~:~~tt!~~ ~~~§~.n~,~~~;:;·5~s~n~~i~~ailable lor

~le . Wt'lilO $ ~c:J tasl WIP aro o1 1 ~ 1 ng the Hf89 a'I Ofl!lj $179.
Word PfOCOSSlf1CI and c:on.n~lion &e4rw.&1re ~

Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Pr ice does not include controller .

each two+

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. V2 HI. 239
SEAGATE 238 30 Meg. RLL 259
SEAGATE 251/151 M. 28mS. 459
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 659
MINISCRIBE 8425 25 M 65ms239
MINISCRIBE3650 50M 61 ms. 419
MINISCRIBE 6085 90 meg. 795
MINISCRIBE 3053 25 ms. Vzhl.459
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1299
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695
RODIME RD·204E 53 Meg . 895
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg. 1595
MAXTOR XT2190 192 Meg. 1919
TOSHIBA MK56 70 M. 30mS.1289
CONTROL DATA WREN " V"
call

229
249
445
639
227
399
779
439
1229
1619
859
1550
1875
1229

Every year si nce t 973 , customers from virtual ly 11!Very nation in the free
World have chosen Californla Digital for !hefrdata processing requirements.
II ils compuler, California Digilal has it. .. complete minisystem or just one
microchip. California Digital offers over 10,000 unique computer products.
Reg ardless of how specialized your data processi ng requi rements...
Cafifornla Digital is your one s top shopping solution.

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC •
XEBEC 1220 with floppy controller 159
OTC 5150CX
119
OMTI 5527 RLLco ntroller
99
ADAPTEC 2070 RLL controller
99
ADAPTEC 2372A 1/1 interleaf
159
WESTERN DIGITAL WD /1002WX2
89
WESTERN DIGITAL 1003WAH orWA2139
WESTERNDIGITAL 1007/WA2 ESDI 239
• SCSl/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 5V4' foot print
239
WESTERN DIGIT AL 1002·05E5"4'' 229
DMTI 20L
89
• Winchester Accessories •
Dual floppy enc. and powersupply
S9
Winchester enclosure and supply
139
Switching power supply
49

DYNAMIC RAMS

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM*
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT AND...

SIMM 001100
1 MBIT 100ns

$CALL
$36.00
$39.00
$14.75
$12.25

514256mins
41464

150ns

41256

\20n5

,_,, 41256

1sans

51258

100ns

II" 4164

150115

• For ~..-.d. ZiP.. Pk:c. $WR -

4il•1H•1
$12.25

•!!l'!:f-1
PIA-. (;al I

For information interchange. backup and archival sto1ago.
AK Syslems ofle1s a 9-track. IBM lormat-compat1ble
'h" magnelic tape subsystem !or tho IBM PC, featuring:

•IBM format1600/ 3200 and800 cpl.
• Sottware forPC-DOS, MS -DOS, XENIX.
• AlsoforAT&T. DEC, VAX,
VME, S-100, RS -232,
IEEE488.

AKSystems

•ro'"'""'Yl8E:XMil>""'~"""'"

20741 Me111/aS1
Chat~worth.CA 91311

Wfl18,

Circle 301 on Reader Service Card

phrm~o1

1WX lfJI ml0tmal10<1.

!61B)70'J-8100
TWX 910-'193-2071

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card

IEEE-_.

Easiest IEEE 488(GPIBIHPIB)
Interfaces for your PC, PS/2,
Macintosh, HP and morel
GF.T A VOICE CARD TODAY

APPLICATIONS

i\llrill l.F.T YOUR PC 00 THE

• _
Sale9, e:11hlblt pre9entatlon
• Voice message management In a
atore. laclOfy, office, and hosp\\al
• Comt>Uterl:ted S9CUrlly and
monitoring system
• \A:Jlce alarm and remlnderlor
busy aecutives
• Speech analysls and voice
synthesis
• '-':lice mall on a llopPf or through
a modem
• \.tllce question and ansv.'llr
• SOund-4Jffed In gam es and
slmu1at1on
• '-':lice output tor Industrial
control/automation
DVC (Olgital Voice Card !or
PCIXT/IJ)
195.00
MIC (Microphone tor OIJC) 112.00
SPK (Speaker l or O\IC)
H.00
VPB (\b!ce In a Box, up to 32
:sawnds)
seo.oo
VPB-11 (up to 64 seoonds)
195.00
Wl- ICUV' VISA. Mast.oianl .

TALtct'liiG.
The DVC n1111c.; cnmp!c1c with
1lri•crM•liw;irc and<lcmunMra1iun
pmgr.m1' in C. BASIC. PASCAL

mil DBASE, II is simple Lo pmgmm
- 1 ~ for u~c. A built-in VLSI
mkc pl'lll.'C''"r han<llc• the c.:hurc of
Jigililing and modul:uinn. 11
<ligi1i1c' •nice inpu1 al llK ~ample'
ptr 'ccnm.1. 10 hi!• AID. DIA . Vnin•

<lalilarc tr.in,fcrrc<l bc1 ...·cc11 pm·
cc"urandmcmory1hrnugll•clcc·
! ~bk

OMA 'hanm:h. Tho:

r~ cmc1 rni::

...... .._~.,,r~

..i,i~

pro11r.1m~and ..,·i!h
minimal CPU 11wrhead. h dPc s not
Ii•· up CPU time while ptf.IC"c ,~ng
1hc , ·, ,kc da1a. The DVC can con·
tinu11u,[ y n:"n1d and pli1 yboick ~11kc
li1r up 10 170 minulc•Ofl a 20.\l
h;inhlhl.

Y1«1!h u\cr

Release 2.0
Available
Now

uiordc:rinU.S.p!eu.ec.o ll

1·800-263-7487

Computer Age Ud.
Ttl: (416) 859-0370
Fu: (4l6) 859-0'm

• Controllers
• Converters
•Extenders
•Buffers
•Boards

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Call or send
for your FREE
h Technical Guide

Please see our ad
on p.11ge 388.

i~

~ L8C
~71

(21 s) 439-4091

Route 3, Box SC, Barton, VT 05822

Cannon Road• Clevelend, Ohio 44148

(802) 525-3458

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE

(MADE IN U.S.A.

wlthqu1Hly)

LOW·LOW·LOW

•lnle1802116CPIJ

• Fullycom111111liewi~1IBMAT
• 6JllMHlselectabl1,B1lo!:I

•5nKon 1Mmollitrtio.rd
• 19Swlllll!ICMr111«1ly

'"""'

•ClocklC1l1n.. &8•111
HO/fOeonl

.rccc1ass "B.. 1p11rCM111

• 12 bit Da l a Ac quisiti on System

FAX (802) 525-3451

Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

System 1800
Basic System S899

$99

A08·1 card & DIG ·OSC -8 Soltware
• Analog input
' 8 tiil resol ution
·use as a sto1age scope
• save waveform to disk
• 110uS conversion
• High input impedance
• 0-SV r<Wlge
• 7 TI"L inpu!s
•!or IBM PC and compalibles

DAS 12

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE

Telex 6502820864 • Fax 21 6 439-4093

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card
SYSTEM

Each of three products allows the IBM PS2/PC/XT/AT
to be used as a complete developm@nl system for the
Motorola 6805 series single ch i ~ microcomputers.
MCPM·1 supports the MC68705 family, MCPM-2 sup
ports the MC146810S family and MCPM-3 supports the
MC68HC05 family. Each system is $495 and includes
a programmi!'l circuit board with driver, cross
assembler and ...,,lilalOliOlll:Ju!IQer softwam. A ~em
is also available for the HITAClll 63705 ZTAT micro.

$299

•·'6Hour1;iclo1"1h1gh1emp
dyn1mic00111.on
• 12MEGTecOr.. AT

:~u~/-~e~e~· !nf-u',gC~SC~bv. somv : ~~~ g~n~e~~io~oo

Laserjet Printer
Series II
Scanjet Scanner
+ interface kit

Koybol!d
•RunsAu~d.Lolus.XeM ,

' Sample/Hold lot precision readings
•software to sim ulate 8 channel OVM, data logger. plot data
• 7 TTL 110. trigger sa mpling or conlrol external devices
•option available: 12 bit analog output. add SIOO

NoYell. allPIOllSohWill
•200~oldoeum9!1tall()tl

(wnl!1n1 nU.SAJ
•&0287CO.P-M>tk•!
•80.000unollit\Slilltd"'''h

eu.s11>mwr9P01C111!ole
• M.i<MrnU.SA
. .,,.nr,

, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__

••lh

l~

~""--- 'to - ~Ul!ca .. ~ 11·1~r-. r.lon)

a.

r.....

Spfo..IJS9'J5

~ $d.
lfl! •
(ii c1111 + 1~· £"'rt< EGA IJ1mm) Mori)
&J"9 tfGAS)'5. llM-Sii!.+E>'trexfGAt.1n:l+m:Ct11N1r.;ig8060IJ1mmlMoo)

SI099

S1395

S~l rm300l0 2~H1'366"0Wii t.1 rneo.KB. B•5fS'f.ilern

S2300

SY51fm 1800 HJMH1·2e6' 0 l"Ji1 S12K.

2~.

SHH
SllOO

~1em

St1:em 11'00 12M111 "1&6" 0 wait 1 met fl.AM. KO. 0He S',11etn
Sys1er" 3000 15MH1 ·:i.oo· a wait 1 mea. KB. B•~a S'J1(~m

P. K8. B•st

$1895

al/llPA/l' • lppll'

:VERE* AST"

$1650
$1285
AceR
& other

XTIAT Compat ibles & 386 Computers
CALL for LOW PRICES

Gov't, Corporate, Schools, Dealers,
& Export INQUIRIES WELCOME.

full U11• of C"lfl n l'IN uctaM!llbl•

All boards have a user manual, demo soltware with source
code in Pascal. BAS IC, C and a one year warranty.

JB COMPU-TRONIX

PEC2a61&1V10
MMrt PEC 2116/QlHi. 512K
ModtJ PfC 286/121Mr. 51alt
Mo4d PEC 286116 MHZ. 512K

3816 N. Wadswo th Blvd.
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

(303) 425-9586
Call for FREE CATALOG. accept MCNISA orders

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

"The

S~!fTl1600XT10Mlk256K

S 825

~e...'Pii~ise~ Plll5 161:11

Slill:S

~MonrtO<!~)

E!;h:,a~. ~0~1~ f!~! 96orp. VAR

320<! El Cammo Real.

408-241.1210
Da lly UPS

SLJRAH inc::.

S)'S1tm1~T12MHl. 256K

s "95

~

C1a11.

~

gsos1

Fai•409-241.121'9

M-F 10-7: SAT 11-4

VISA1MCIAE

Prlcesch•ng• wll/'loul noflc•

Circle 241 on Reader Service Card

44862 Osgood Road, FREMONT, CA 94539
PH: (415) 651-5101
FAX: (415) 651-5241
1-800-543-1001
VISA, Mas ter Card accepted. wise

Circle 257 on Reader Service Card

10 years at= co111111it111ent to you!
As we celebrate our 10th year in business, we'd like
to give a special thanks to all our loyal customers!
Our business is built upon your trust and confidence
in us, things we take very seriously.
To those of you who have never ordered from us, here
are 10 reasons to give us a try:

J. 30 day n1oney back guarantee on e11ery iten1*
You can buy with confidence from JDR because you can
return any purchase within 30 days for a complete refund
i!!.. One year limited warranty on e11ery iten1*

We warranty all our products to be free of defects in materials
or workmanship for one year from date of purchase.
3. Toll-t'ree ordering: call B00-538-5000

Monday-Friday 7 AM-5 PM, Saturday 10 AM-3 PM (PST)

4. Toll-t'ree customer ser11ice
We're here to help--just give us a call.
5. Toll-t'ree, top-notch technical support
Our 24-person support staff provides technical
help before or after you make your purchase!

6. Extensi11e product testing
Every new product is put through extensive testing
in our own labs before we add it to our selection.
7. Wholesale prices on 11olume orders
Just ask for our Wholesale Department.
B. Fast shipping

Most orders are processed and shipped within 48 hours.
Need it tomorrow? Ask about our Overnight rates.
9. §hareware by Buttonware

Comp! i mentary software with every purchase over $100

JO. Electronic BB§: (4UBJ 374-i!!.171
For 24-hr. ordering, technical support, tips and more!

"Wewish to thank you and your staff for
the great service you extended to our
department with our orders. We really
appreicate it when a compay expedites our
order in such a timely manner, with quality
merchandise and competitive prices."
-Sally A. Callaway, Kalispell, MT

"We really appreciate
JDR Microdevices, a vendor
which provides products and
service that can be relied upon
for excellence"
--Diane M. DuBois, San Jose CA

"/hove your MCT-XTMB and
MCT-FDC and was very pleased
to find the instructions were the
best by for for any circuit board I
hove seen. A compliment should
be in order. "
-C.C.. Morstons Mills, MA

"THANKS! The response to my letter
about the problem I was having was
GREAT! Robert called me and assured
me that he was going to find a solution.
HE DID! Please give him my thanks
for his help."
-Clyde Hussey, Sylva, NC

"I found JOR's tech support to be responsive,
helpful and honest-appreciably more so than
other companies I have dealt with.
I would certainly use JOR for other purchases
and will recommend the company to associates
with confidence."
-N.G., Melville, NY

•A full copy of our terms is available upon receipt.

Circle 364 on Reader Service Card
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§TATICRAM§
SIZE
256x4
1024x4
1024x4
204818
TC5516
2048x9
TMM2016·200
204818
TMM2016· 150
204818
TMM2016 · 100
HM6116·4
204818
204818
HM6116·3
HM6116-2
204818
2048x8
HM6116LP·4
2048x8
HM6116LP·3
204818
HM6116LP·2
819218
HM6264LP · 15
HM6264LP·12
819218
HM43256LP·15 32768'8
HM43256LP· 12 32768'8
HM43256LP-10 3276818

PART
2112
2114
2114L - 2

250ns
200ns
150ns
100ns
200ns
150ns
120ns

200ns
150ns

12Dns
150ns
120ns
150ns
120ns
100ns

EPROM§

DYNAMIC RAM§
PRICE
2.99
.99
1.49
3.95
3.25
3.29
4.29
4.95
5.95
6.45
5.95
6.45
6.95
9.95
10.9 5
12.95
14.95
19.95

SP EEO
450ns
450ns
200ns

SIZE

PART

SPEED

200ns
150ns
200ns
150ns
120ns
100ns

16384x1
4116·200
16384x1
4116-150
MK4332
32768'1
6553611
4164· 150
4164·120
6553611
4164·100
6553611
TMS4164
6553611
TMS4416
16384x4
41128·150
13107211
TMS4464·15
6553614
6553614
TMS4464·12
262144x1
41256·150
41256·120
262144111
262144x1
41256·1 00
262144X1
41256·80
HM51258·100 262144x1
1048576x1
1 MB-120
1048576•1
1 MB-100

150ns

15Dns
150ns
150ns
120ns
150ns
120ns

tOOns

eons

100ns
120ns

100ns

PR ICE
.89
.99
6.95
2.89
3.19
3.95
2.89
8.95
5.95
10.95
11 .95
12.45
12.95
13.4 5
13.95
13.95
34.95
37.95

SIZE

PART

2708
2716
2716 ·1
2732
2732A
27C64
2764
2764·250
2764-200
MCM68766
27128
27128A·200
27C256
27256
27256-200
27512
27C512
27C101-20

CU·PRUCE§§OR§

SPEED

450ns
450ns
350ns
450ns
250ns
250ns

1024x8

204818
204818
409618
409618
8192x8
819218
8192x8
819218
819218
1638418
1638418
3276818
3276818
3276818
6553618
6553618
131072X8

450ns

250ns
20Qns
350ns
250ns
200ns

250ns
250ns
200ns
250ns
250ns
200ns

Vpp
25V
25V
25V
25V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5 V
12.SV

12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V

8087
8087·2
8087-1
80287
80287· 8
80287-10
80387·16
80387·20
80387·25

PRICE
4.95
3.49
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
3.49
3.69
4.25
15.95
4.95
5.95
7.95
5.95
7.9 5
11 .95
12.95
34.95

SMHz

8MHz
10 MHz

6 MHz
8 MHz

10MHz
16 MHz

20 MHz
25 MHz

~

~

99.95
159.95
229.95
179.95
249.95
309.95
499.95
799.95
999.95

inter
5
YEAR

WARRANTY

IN CLUDES MANUAL & SOFTWARE GUIDE

HIGH·YECH
SPCrfLIGl\,T

300AYMONEY-BACK6UARANTEE
mLL-FREE TECHNICAL !iUPPORT

!ilMM!i !ilNEiLE IN-UNE MEMORY MODULE§

MICROPROCE§!iOR!i

6500
6502
6502A
6502B
65C02"
6520
6522
6522A
6526
6532
6545A
6551
6551A
"CMOS

2.25
2.69
4.25
7.95
1.65
2.95
5.95
13.95
5.95
3.95
2.95
6.95

6800
6800
6802
6803
6809
68B09
6809E
68B09E
6810
6820
6821
68B21
6840
6845
68B45
6847
6850
68B50
6883
68000

1.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
5.99
2.95
5.49
1.95
2.95
1.25
1.85
3.95
2.75
4.9 5
4.75
1.95
1.75
22.95
9.95

8000
8031
8035
8039
8052AH
BASIC
8080
8085
8085A· 2
8086
8088
8088·1
8088·2
8155
8156
8155·2
8741
8742
8748
8749
8755
80286
80286·8

3.95
1.49
1.95
34.95
2.49
1.95
3.75
6.49
5.99
12.95
7.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
9.95
29.95
7.95
9.95
14.95
79.95
249.95

Bi!OO
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8237
8237·5
8238
8243
8250
8251
8251A
8253

3.29
1.49
1.49
2.25
2.25
3.95
4.75
4.49
1.95
6.95
1.29
1.69
1.59

Bi!OO
8253·5
8254
8255
8255·5
8256
8259
8259-5
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279·5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

1.95
2.79
1.49
1.59
15.95
1.95
2.29
4.39
4.95
16.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
3.95
3.95
4.95

Z-BO
Z80-CPU
1.25
ZSOA·CPU 1.29
ZSOB·CPU 2.75
ZSOA·CTC 1.69
ZSOB·CTC 4.25
Z80A·DART 5.95
ZSOB·DART 6.95
ZSOA·DMA 5.95
ZSOA· PIO
1.89
Z80B·P10
4.25
ZSOA·SIOiO 5.95
ZSOB·SIOiO 12.95
ZSOA· S I0/1 5.95
ZSOA·SI0/2 5.95
Z80B· Sl0i2 12.95
Z8671BASIC 9.95

1/-~0

428

.69
1.09
1.95
.59
.99
1.49
.34
1.25
1.75
.59
.89
3.49
1.75
.69
1.49
1.25
3.49
.34
3.95
1.19
1.79
1.75
4.49
.59
2. 19
.59
.99
.99
.59

LM380
LM383
LM386
LM393
LM394H
LM399H
TL494
TL497
NE555
NE556
NE558
NE564
LM565
LM566
LM567
NE570
NE590
NE592
lM723
LM733
LM741
LM747
MC1330
MC1350
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1496
ULN2003

.89
1.95
.89
.45
5.95
5.95
4.20
3.25
.29
.49
.79
1.95
.95
1.49
.79
2.95
2.50
.98
.49
.98
.29
.69
1.69
1.19

.35
.49
.49
.85
.79

B YT E • JANUARY 1989

XR2206
XR2211
LM2917
CA3046
CA3146
MC3373
MC3470
MC3480
MC3487
LM3900
LM3909
LM3911
LM3914
LM3915
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC4558
LM1360
75107
75108
75110
75150
75154
75188
75189
75451
75452
75477

SPEED
150NS
120NS
100NS
100NS
100NS
SONS

PRICE
89.00
99.00
129.00
429.00
529.00
599.00

§ERIE!i

SPEED UP YOUR R:: BY 10 TO 40%!

•

HIGH SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION IN HARDWARE
PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088
SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET
LOW POWER CMOS
v20·
SMHz
v20·
8.95
SMHz 10.95
v20·
10MHz 12.95
V30
SMHz 13.95

•
••

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR§
7805T
7808T
7812T
7815T
7905T
7908T
7912T
7915T
7805K

.49
,49
.49
.49
.59
.59
.59
.59
1.59

7812K
7905K
7912K
78L05
78L12
79L05
79L12
LM323K
LM338K

PALS
1.39
1.69
1.49
.49
.49
.69
1.49
3.49
4.49

2.99
3.85
3.29
1.95
5.95
1.95
1.29
.59
2.29

16L8
16R8
16R6
16R4

9334
1.75
2.85
9368
.69
9602
ULN2003
.79
MAX232
7.95
MC3470
1.95
MC3487
2.95
AY5·3600
11.95
PRO

2.95
2.95
2.95

2.95

UART!i
AYS..1D IJ

AV:J.1015
TR1602
2fi51
IM6402
IM640il

Ml!iCEUANEOU!i
ADC0804
ADC0809
DAC0800
DAC0808
DAC1022
MC1408L8
8T28
8T97
OP8304

LINEAR COMPONENT§
TL071
TL072
TL074
TL081
TL082
TL084
LM301
LM309K
LM310
LM311
LM311H
LM311K
LM312H
LM31TT
LM318
LM319
LM323K
LM324
LM331
LM334
LM335
LM336
LM338K
LM339
LF347
LF353
LF356
LF357
LM358

ORGANIZATION
256K X 8· BIT
256K X 8· BIT
256K X 8· BIT
1MB X 8·BIT
1MB X9·BIT
1MB X9·BIT

PART NO.
41256A8B·15
41256A8B· 12
41256A8B·10
42100A8B·10
42100A9B·10
42100A9B·80

INS32'0
NS16'50

3.95
4.95
3.95
4.95
3.95
9.95
6.95
10.95

INTER!ilL
1Cl7107

ICL7660

10.95

1.99

J.U
ICUCJ38
ICMT207A
ICMT208
IUS

us

741.§00 TTL LOGIC
74LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS51
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LSt07

74LS109

74HCOO
74HC04
74HC08
74HC14
74HC32

1.49

4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4023
4024
4025
4027

1.49
1.49
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
.39
.39
1.29

74HC74

74HC138
74HC139
74HC154
74HC157
74HC161
74HC164
74HC175

.21
.25
.25
.35
.35
.35
.45
.45
1.09
.55
.65
.65
.59

74HC244
74HC245
74HC273
74HC367
74HC373
74HC390
74HC374
74HC4040
74HCTOO
74HCT04
74HCT08
74HCT32
74HCT74

.85
.85
.69
.69
.69
.79
.69
.89
.25
.27
.25
.27
.45

74HCT138
.35
74HCT139
.55
74HCT157
.59
74HCT161
.79
74HCT240
.89
74HCT244
.89
74HCT245
.99
74HCT273
.99
74HCT373
.99
74HCT374
.99
74HCT393
.99
74HCT4040 .99
74HCT4060 1.49

!iTANOARO CMO!i WGIC
4001
4011

.19
.19
.35
.29
.29
.49
.69
.59
.69
.25
.49
.25
.39

4028
4040
4042
4044

4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4060
4066

.65
.69
.59
.69
.69
.69
.29
.29
.69
.69
.69
.69
.29

4069
4070
4081
4093
14411

14433
14497
4503
4511
4518
4528
4538
4702

74LS112
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145

74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS156
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS169
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240

.29
.45
.49
2.75
.39
.39
.39
.49
.39
.39
.39
.99
.99
.99
.39
.39
1.4 9
.59
.49
.35
.29
.29
.39
.49
.39
.49
.65
.9 5
.95
.4 9
.39
.39
.4 9
.69
.69
.69
.69
.59
.59
.59
.69

74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245

.69
.69
.69
.69
.79
.49
.49
.39
.49
1.29
.49
.39
.79
.39
1.98
.59
.89
.89
1.49
3.95
2.49
.39
.39
.39
.79
.79
.95
.79

74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS299
74LS322
74LS323
74LS365
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
1.1 9
74LS390
74LS393
.79
74LS541
1.49
74LS624
1.95
74LS640
.99
74LS645
.99
74LS670
.89
74LS682
3.20
74LS688
2.40
74LS783 22.95
25LS2521 2.80
26LS31
1.95
26LS32
1.95

7400 §ERIE!i LOGIC

HIGH !iPEEO CMO!i LOGIC
3.95
2.95
1.95
.89
1.29
1.29
1.95
8.95
2.95
.49
.98
2.25
1.89
1.89
3.49
3.99
1.25
.69

.16
.18
.17
.18
.16
.18
.18
.18
.16
.22
.22
.26
.39
.26
.17
.22
.22
.23
.26
.17
.18
.28
.26
.26
.39
.7 5
.85
.17
.29
.24
.29
.29
.49
.49
.22
.39
.49
.39
.49
.34
.36

.19
.29
.22
.49
9.95
14.95
6.M
.49
.69
.85
.79
.95
9.95

74UD

7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414

7416
7417

7420
7430
7432
7438
7442
7445
7447
7473
7474
7475
7476
7483
7485
7586
7489
7490
7493

.19
.19
.1 9
.29
.29
.24
.19
.25
.49
.25
.25
.19
.19
.29
.29
.49
.69
.89
.34
.33
.45
.35

.so

.59
.35
2.15
.39
.35

74121
74123
74125
74150
74151

74153
74154
74157
74159
74161

74164
74166
74175
74367

.29
.49
.45
1.35
.55
.55
1.49

.55
1.65
.69
.85
1.00
.89
.65

74Fl74§

NFOO
74F02
74F04
74F08
74F10
74F32
74F64
74F74
74F86
74F138
74F139
74F253
74F157

.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.55
.39
.55
.79
.79
.89
.89

74F240
74SOO
74S02
74S04
74S08
74S10
74S32
74S74
74S86
74S112
74S124
74S138
74S153
74S157
74S158
74S163
74S175
74S195
74S240
74S241
74S244
74S280
74S287
74S288
74S299
74S373
74S374
74S471
74S571

1.2 9
.29
.29
.29
.35
.29
.35
.49
.35
.50
2.75
.79
.79
.79
.95
1.29
.79
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
1.69
1.69
2.95
1.69
1.69
4.95
2.95

Circle 6 on ReaduService Card

32.768 KHz
1.0 MHz
1.8432
2.0
2.4S76
3.S79S4S
4.0
s.o
S.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
10.73863S
12.0
14.31818
16.0
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184

.9S
2.9S
2.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.9S

1N7S1
INS402
IN4004
IN4148
KBP02
PN2222
2N2222
2N2907
2N30SS
2N3904
2N3906

2N4403
2N604S
MPS-A13
TIP31
4N26
4N27
4N28
4N33
4N37
MCT-2
MCT-6
TIL-111

.10
.10
.2S

VIUOI

UlAPPAO\IED
•
•
•

ADJUSTABLE HEAT SETTING
TIP TEMPERATURE READOUT
IU:PLAC•EMEHT TIPS

FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE WITH GOLD PLATED EDGE 
CARD FINGERS AND SILK SCREENED LEGENDS.

AVAILABLE SUI!

163-2C

FOR PS/ 2
32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD
16 BIT WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT
PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR16 ABOVE
16 BIT FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS
FOR AT
JDR-PR10
16BIT WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT
JDR-PR10PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR10 ABOVE
FORXT

CAPACffUR§

JDR-PR32
JDR - PR16
JDR-PR16PK
JDR-PR16V

TANTALUM
1.0µ/
6.8
10
22
1.0µ/
2.2
4.7
10

O!iCILJ.ATOR!i
1.0MHz
1.8432
2.0
2.4S76
2.S
4.0
s.o
S.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.31818
1S.O
16.0
18.432
20.0
24.0

.49
.2S
10/1.00
2S/1.00
.SS
.10
.10
.2S
.79

S.9S
S.9S
S.9S
S.9S
S.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
1.9S
1.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S
4.9S

1SV .12
1SV .42
1SV .4S
1SV .99
3SV .4S
3SV .19
3SV .39
3SV .69

RADIAL
sov
1µ/
4.7
sov
SOV
10
47
3SV
16V
100
100
sov
3SV
220
470
2SV
16V .70
2200
4700 2SV 1.4S

DISC
10p/
22
33
47
100
220
.001µ/
.oos
.01
.OS
.1
.1

SOV
sov
SOV
SOV
sov
sov
sov
sov
SOV
SOV
12V
SOV

.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.05
.OS
.OS
.OS
.07
.07
.10
.12

AXIAL
1µ/
10
10
22
47
100
470
1000
2200
4700

sov
16V
sov
16V
SOV
3SV
SOV
16V
16V
16V

.14
. 14
. 16
.14
.19
.19
.29
.29
.70
1.2S

36WATTSUPPLY
• +SV @2.SA , + 12V@ 1.SA
• 3 PIN INPUT, 6 PIN OUTPUT
•SELECTABLE 11 OV-220V
S X 3 X1 .6'"
PS-3045
$12 .95

FLOPPY DRIVE SUPPLY
• +SV @ 2.SA, +12V @ 2A,
-12V @ .1A
• +SV @ SA , IF +12 NOT
USED
PS-AST EC
$24.95

BVPA5!i CAPACITORS

BIT RATE
MC14411
BR1941
4702
COMS016
COM8116
MMS307

CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC
CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC

.011:1

.Olu
.1t:•

9.9S
4.9S
9.9S
16.9S
8.9S
4.9S

,1xx

MICRO SUPPLY
• UL APPROVED, 144 WATTS
• +SV @ 18A, + 12V @ 4A,
-12V @ SOOMA
PS-1554

DISK CUNTRUUERS

100/S.OO
100/10.00
10016.SO
100112.SO

1n1
1791
1793
179S
1797

CL.Del( CIRCIJIT!i

MC146818
MMS8167

S.9S
9.9S

MMS8174
MSMS832

34.95
12 .95

EXTENDER CARDS
APPLE TYPE SUPPLY
• APPLE CONNECTOR
• +SV@6A, +12V@3A,
-SV @ 1A, -12V @ 1A
PS-A
$49.95

FOR PROTOTYPE DEBUGGING.
TESTING AN O TROUBLESHOOTING.

1\1~

t.O cf!ii!

pftl
GENERATOR§

69.95
49.95
15.95
39.95

4.9S
9.9S
9.9S
12.9S
12.9S
19.9S
19.9S

2791

9.9S
2.9S

2793

2797
29.9S
8272
4.39
UP076S 4.39
MB8876 12.9S
MBBBn 12.9S
1691
6.9S
2143
6.9S

"!iNAPABLE"
HEAOER!i

WBU-204-3
WBU-204
WBU-206

CAN BE SNAPPED APART
TO MAKE AN Y SIZE HEADER.
ALL WITHY CENTERS
STRAIGHT LEAD
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD
2 STRAIGHT LEADS
2 RIGHT ANGLE LEADS

SUWERLESS
BREADBOARD§

.99
.49
2 .49
2 .99

·r ~,
1360 TIE PTS

1660 TIE PTS
23~0 TIE PTS

12-9'5
19.95
24 .95

W
- B·U--2°'0"'8_ _

IOC CONNECTORS/RIBBON CABLE
DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

SOLDER HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER
WIREWRAP HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE WIREWRAP HEADER
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET
RIBBON HEADER
RIBBON EDGE CARO
10' PLASTIC RIBBON CABLE

10 I 20
.82 1.29
.es 1.35
1.86 2.98
2.0S 3.28
.63 .89
s.so
.es 1.2S
1.60 3.20

IOHxxS
IOHxxSR
IOHxxW
IOHxxWR
IDS xx
IOMxx
IOExx
RCxx

-

CONTACTS
26
34
1.68 2.20
1.76 2.31
3.84 4.SO
4.22 4.4S
.9S 1.29
6.2S 7.00
1.3S 1.7S
4.10 S.40

40
2.SB
2.72
S.28
4.80
1.49
7.SO
2.0S
6.40

so
3.24
3.39
6.63
7.30
1.69
a.so
2.4S
7.50

& ENDER CHANGERS

EPRUM ERASER§

GENDER-FF
GENDER-MM
GENDER·MF
GENDER-NM
GENDER·JB
GENDER-MT

FEMALE-FEMALE 7.95
MALE-MALE
7.95
MALE-FEMALE
7.95
NULL MODEM
8 .95
JUMPER BOX
8 .95
MINITESTER
14 .95

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS. SEE D·SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS BELOW

D-!iUBMINIATURE CONNECTDR!i
ORDER BY
OBxxP
OBxxS
OBxxPR
DBxxSR
DBxxPWW
DBxxSWW
IDBxxP
IDBxxS
MHOODxx
HOODxx

DESCRIPT ION
SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
WIREWRAP
IOC RIBBON CABLE
HOO.OS

'

MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
METAL
PL ASTIC

9
.4S
.49
.49
.SS
1.69
2.76
1.39
1.4S
1.0S
.39

CONTACTS
1S
19 2S
.S9 .69 .69
.69 .7S .7S
.69
.79
.75
.es
2.S6
3.89
4.27
6.84
1.99
2.2S
2.0S ..
2.3S
1.1S 1.2S 1.2S
.39
.39

..
..
..
..
..

..

37
so
1.3S 1.85
1.39 2.29
2.27
2.49
S.60
9.9S
4.2S
4.49

..

..
..
..
-
..
-
..

.69

.7S

RS-i!!3i!!
BREAKOUT BUX
DATARA!iE II

$39.95

• SHIRT POCKT SIZE I • ERASES
MOST EPROMSI EPLO'S IN 3 MINUTES
ALL SIZES UP TO 4 AT A TIME
•
DATARASE II

FOR TR OUBLESHOOT!NG
SERIAL COMM UNICATIONS
•
•

OPEN/ CLOSE
INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS
20 JUMPERS CROSS·
CONNECTANYTWO ~..,..,..-s...,..>~·. .

CIRCUITS
10 LEDS SHOW
CIRCUIT ACTIVITY
GENDER-BO 34.95

•

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACT S IN THE POSITION MARKED
·xx· OF THE "ORDER BY" PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE: A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC
SOLDER WOULD BE OBl5PR

MOUNTING HARDWARE 59t

IC !iDCKET!i/DIP CDNNECTDR!i
t

I

DESCRIPTION
SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS
WI REWRAP SOCKETS
ZIF SOCKETS
TOOLED SOCKETS
TOOLED WW SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIERS
DIP PLUGS l lOCI

I

ORDER BY

xxST
xx WW

ZIF xx
AUGATxxST
AUGATxxWW

ICC xx
IDPxx

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card

e

.11

I
I

14

.11

.s9 I .69
4.9S
.62 .79
1.30 1.80
.49 .S9
.9S .49

..

CONTACTS
22
16 I 1e I 20
.12 ~ .1S I .10 1 .1S
.69 i .99 11.09 1.39
4.9S
S.9S
.89 1.09 1.29 1.39
2.10 2.40 2.SO 2.90
.69 .99 .99 .99
.S9 1.29 1.49

-

-

-

24
.20
1.49
S.9S
1.49
3.1S
.99
.8S

28
.22
1.69
6.9S
1.69
3.70
1.09
1.49

40
.30
1.99
9.9S
2.49
S.40
1.49
1.59

SHURTINli
BWCKS
Sl.-,.00

•
•
•

6.8V FOR 2861386 COMPUTERS
MOTHERB OARD CONNECTOR
ADHESIVE VELCRO STRIP FOR
EASY MOUNTING
LITHIUM 6 .8V
$11.95
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OFI HANDY !iCANNER
4DODPI

!1iif!4995
• 100. 200. 300. 4-00 Dl'l

eotH DlnECi lONS

• B&W ANO 3 HAl.F·TONE

MOOES
• 32 LEVELS Of' GRAY Sc.ALE
• KERCULES. CGA ANO EGA COM?A TIBLE
INCLUDES HAto OPE ANO IMAGE EDITOR SOFTWARE

HS-3 000

•
•
•
•
•

2400112001300 HAYES COMPA TIBLE
8 EASY-TO-READ ST A TUS LED'S
CALL PROGRESS MONITORING & ADJUST ABLE VOLUME
2ND PHONE JACK FOR VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
REOUiRES SERIAL PORT & CABLE (OPTIONAL)

PR0-24E
PR0-12E

1200 BAUD EXTERNAL

$169.95
$99.95

APPLEIMACINTD!iH MDDEM!i
MACINTOSH 2400 BAUD EXTERNA L AS ABOVE WITH C BLE
AND PROCOM·M SOFTWARE

PR0-24EM
PR0-24A APPLE II 2400 BAUD MODEM
PR0 -12A APPLE 111200 BAUD MODEM

$199.95
$179.95
$139.95

$599.95

NEC MULTl!iYNC II

• AUTO FREQ ADJUSTMENT • RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS
BOO X560 • TEXT MODE & TEXT COLOR • INCL. ADAPTOR

NEC-MULTI

$129.95
$69.95
$249.95

EXTERNAL i!4DIJ BALJD

BOOX560
MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION
• 640 X 480 IN
16 COLORS
• 320 X 200 IN
256 COLORS
• IBM STYLE
ANALOG
MONITOR
• FULLY VGA. EGA.
CGA. HERCULES
& MONOCHROME
COMPATIBLE

VGA-PKG

• AUTO DIAL ANSWER
• SELF TEST ON POWER-UP
• FULL OR HALF DUPLEX
• TOUCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING
• HAYES& BELLSYSTEMSCOMPATIBLE
• MIRROR II COMMUNICA TIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED

PR0-241
1200 BAUD 112 CARD
PR0-121
PR0-24M 2400 BAUD FOR PS/2

!li64!JOO

•

NOT fil HANOY Sc.AN RS
ARE TK E $AMEi
• INSTANTLYSCAHSUPTO
• . WIDE IMAG!iS

•

VGA COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

$499.95

JDRMULTI

• FULL FEATURED MULTISCAN MONITOR WITH UNLIMITED
COLORS • HIGH RESOLUTION. 14" NON-GLARE DISPLAY
• AUTO SWITCHING • TTUANALOG VI DEO INPUT
HIGH RESOLUTION BUS MOUSE FOR BETTER RESPONSE
AND LESS HAND MOVEMENT. IDEAL FOR CAD WORK
INCLUDES DRIVER. TEXT EDITOR & POP UP
• 320 DPI •
MEN US •
NO PAD . POWER SUPPLY OR POR TREOUIRED

JDR-MULTI

REU!iY!i EliA
•

LDlilTECH 3-BUTTDN MDU!iE
PC MAGAZINE EDITORS CHOICEI ALL MODELS HAVE
SERIAL SUPPORT (COM11COM2). 200 D.P.I. RESOLUTION.
LOTUS 1-2-3 SHELL. SELF-INST ALLING SOFTWARE AND
"POINT EDITOR"

IEGA SPECIAL. SAVE $60!

LMOUSE
$79.95
SERIA L MOUSE WILOGIPAINT
$99.95
LMOUSE-P
$99.95
LMOUSE -SP BUS MOUSE WllOG IPAINT
LMOUSE-SPSL BUS MOUSE WIPUBLISHER PKG 139.95
LMOUSE-SPC BUS MOUSE WILOGIPAINTICAD $149.95

$399.95

BOOX5GO MAXIMUM RESOLUTION • 31 MM DOT PITGH
14" BLACK MA TRIX SCREEN • 16 COLORS SWIVEL BASE

•

EGA-MONITOR

~

BUY THE RELISYS EGA AND THE MCT EGA CARD TOGETHER
AND SAVE $60.00 JUST $489.00

RliBMDNrrDR
•
•
•

$~79.95

COLOR/GREEN/AMBER SWITCH• .41MM DOT PITCH
640 X 240 RESOLUTION • 14" NON -GLARE SCREEN
TILT AND SWIVEL BASE

RGS-MONITOR

POCKET MODEM

FLAT !iCREEN

•gggs

!fit39.95

•LOW DISTORTION 14" GLARE -RESISTANT AMBER SCREEN
• 720 X 350 MAXIMUM RESOLUTI ON • IBM COMPATIBLE
TTL INPUT• SWIVE L BASE

GM-1488
MONO-SAMSUNG WITH 12" SCREEN

$129.95

TILT a1 !iWIVEL MONITOR !iTAND!i
YOU'LL NE VER
BE FAR FROM YOUR
DATA WITH THIS 6 OUNCE
HAND -HELD POCKET MODEM
• 12001300 BAUD • BATTERY & AC POWER
• SERIAL INTERFACE (DB25) • 4 ST A TUS INDICATORS

GVC-12P
GVC-24P 2400 BAUD VERSION

KEYBOARD!i

MOWED COMPUTER CABLE§
$84.95
$64.95

HTC ENHANCED !iTYLE LAYOUT
•
•
•

AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

STC-5339

$79.95

HTC 84 KEY LAYOUT
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT

STC-5060

$59.95

HTC AUDIBLE "CUCK" KEYBOARD

430
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$12.95
$39.95

$249.95

WITH TACTILE FEEDBACK

MAX-5339 ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
MAX-5060 84 KEY LAYOUT

MS-100
MS-200 5 OUTLE TS AND SURGE SUPPRESSOR

HIGH QUALITY GOLD·PLATED CONTACTS: CABLE AND
CONNECTORS ARE 100% SHIELDED. MOLDED ASSEMBLY.
PC PRINTER CABLE
$9.95
AS ABOVE - 25 FOOT
$15.95
RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER
$15.95
DB25 MALE TO DB25 MALE
$9.95
DB25 MALE TO DB25 FEMALE
$9.95
9 PIN TO 25 PIN SERIAL
$6.95
KEYBOARD EXTENSION
$7.95
36 PIN CENTRONICS-MIM
$14.95
20 PIN HARD DISK CABLE
$3.95
34 PIN HARD DISK CABLE
$4.95
34 PIN DUAL HARD DISK
$6.95
37 PIN EXTERNAL FLOPPY
$9.95
9 PIN MONITOR EXTENSION
$6.95

CSL-PRINTER
CSL-PRINTER-25
CSL -PRINTER-RA
CSL-DS25-MM
CSL-DS25-MF
CSL -9 -SERIAL
CSL-KSD-EXT
CSL-CNT-MM
CSL-HD-20
CSL-HD-34
CSL-HD-340
CSL-FDC-EXT
CSL-MNT-9
CSL-MODEM

$7.95

SLEEK UPRIGHT DESIGN SAVES
SPACE, ADDS STYLE'
• ACCOMODATES ALL
SIZES OF MOTHERBOARDS
•
250 W POWER SUPPLY
INCLUDED
•
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY
& 4 HARO DRIVES
•
TURBO & RESET SWIT CH
•
SPEED DISPLAY. POWER
& DISK LED'S
•
INCL. MOUNTING HARDWARE.
FACEPLATES & SPEAKER

CASE-100
CASE-FLIP
CASE-SLIDE
CASE-70
CASE-JR

FOR 8088 MOTHERBOARDS
FOR 8088 MOTHERBOARDS
FOR 286 MOTHERBOARDS
MINl-286 WI POWER SUPPLY

POWER §UPPUE§
ALL OUR POWER SUPPLIES ARE UL APPROVED . 1101220V .
PS-135
IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 135 WATTS
$59.95
IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 150 WATTS
$69.95
PS -15 0
IBM AT COMPATIBLE. 200 WATTS
$89.95
PS-200

PS-250

$129.95

Circle 7 on Reader Service Card

f.44 MB 3

'!~"

DRNE

!ligggs
• ULTRA HIGH DENSITY
• ALSO WORKS WITH 720K DISKS
FDD-1.44X BLACK FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44A BEIGE FACEPLATE
FOO-SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER $19.95

SIZE

Iii! HEl&HJ" RDPPY Dl!iK DRNE!i
FD-SSB
FD-SSG
M2551A
M2553K
FDD·360
FDD-1.2
MF355X
MF355A
FDD-3.SX
FDD-3.SA

5-1 ,.- TEAC DSIDD 360K
5-1W TEAC DSIHD 1.2M
5 -114" FUJITSU DS/DD360K
5-114" FUJITSU DS/HD 1.2M
5-1 W DSIDD1360K
5-114" DSIHD 1.2M
3-112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB (BLACK)
3-112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB (BEIGE)
3-112-DStDD 720K (BLACK)
3- 112" DSIDD 720K (BEIGE)

$99.95
$129.95
$89.95
$119.95
$69.95
$109.95
$129.95
$129.95
$97.95
$97.95

TAPE BACK-I.JP DRNE!i
AR5240X
AR5540A
AR340

ARCHIVE TAPE DRIVE -XT'S & AT'S
FASTER TAPE DRIVE -AT'S ONLY
40 MB TA PE CARTRIDGES

$369.95
$369.95
$24 .95

Dl!iKEJTE!i
N-MD20
BOX OF 10 5-114" 360K DSIDD
N-MD2H
BOX OF 105-114" 1.2 MB DS/HD
N-3.SDS
BOX OF 10 3-112" 720K DSIDD
N-3.SHD
BOX OF 10 3-112" 1.44 MB DS/HD
N-MD2D BULK 360K DSIDD (MIN. 50 DISKS)

$6.95
$13.95
$16.95
$49.95
EA.49¢

ORNE ACCE!i!iDRIE!i
FD-ARAIL
FD-SSMHW
FD-SY
FDSSP

K its include a Seagate hard disk drive,
drive controller, cables and instructions .
HDKIT20 20 Mb System Kit
HDKIT30 30 Mb System Kit

MTG_ RAILS FOR AT COMPATIBLE
12.95
HALF -HEIGHT MOUNTING HARDWARE
2 .95
Y-POWER ADAPTOR FOR DRIVES
2.95
BEIGE FACEPLATE FOR TEAC DRIVES
2.95

MODEL

AVG.
SPEED

20MB
ST-225
65 ms
30MB ALL ST-238
65 ms
40MB
ST-251
40 ms
40MB
ST-251 -1 28 ms
40 ms
60MB ALL ST-277
30MB
ST-4038 40 ms
BOMB
ST-4096 28 ms

HT.

DRIVE
ALONE

Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Full
Full

$225
$249
$379
$469
$449
$559
629

INBOARD 3Bli/PC

•sgslllJ
.

-

...
. -~-=-- ,- .

intel~
.

,1

•i!!l.95

SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4 FLOPPIES
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD"S TO AN IBM PC OR
COMPATIBLE• SUPPORTS DS/DDAND DS/ODW/DOS3.2
MCT-FDC

l.i!MBFLDPPYCUNTRDLlER

. .39.95

XT SYSTEM SHORT OF SLOTS? THIS CARD FREES ONE UP•
• INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD'S & 2 HOD'S. CABLING FOR 2
FDD/1 HDD • SUPPORTS BOTH DS/DD & DSIOD WIDOS 3.2
MCT-FH

i!B&l3B&FWPPYIHARD
FLOPPY I HARD DISK CONTROL N A TRUE AT DESIGN
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2360K1720K/ 1.2 MB FDD'S
• SUPPORTS 2 HOD'S USING STANDARD TABLES
MCT-AFH

HARDDl§KCDNTRDU£R
HARD DISK CONTROL AT AN ECONOMICAL PRICE
• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10.20.30 & 40 MB
• DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGIC AL DRIVES
MCT-HDC

RL.LCDNTRDLlER

.,,9.95

n99.95

IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT COMPATIBLE
• SUPPO"ITS UP TO 2 ALL HARD DISCS AND 2 FLOPPIES
• SUPPORTS 36017201 1.2 MB FLOPPIES IN 5.25" & 3.5"
MCT-AFH-RLL

Circle 7 on Reader Service Card

$499
$603

$589
$659
$729

~·

"'Your products and prices have kept us coming
back now for two years•••keep up the good work."
--P.S., Sterling Heights, Ml

UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 3B6 FOR LESS THAI-I $900
•
16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES BOBB
•
1 MB MEMORY INSTALLED
•
EXPAND TO 3 MB WITH PIGGYBACK CARD
•
5 YEAR WARRANTY
PCIB 1200
PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARDS
PCIB1210
I MB INSTALLED
$649.00
PCIB 1220
2 MB INSTALLED
$1195.00

not hesitate to order anything from JDR
---because I know your policy Is to stand behind
your products 100%."
-Robert Rlndy, Grand Forks, NB
"A noie thanking yourtechnlcal support staff In
helping me with my computer problem••• ~They
are) very thorough and knowledgeable. Thanks!

•P...

--J.F., Troy , Ml

DISPLAY ADAPTOR§
MONOCHROME &RAPHIC§

MUU'IFUNCTIDN CARD§

TRUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY SUPPORTS LOTUS 1-2-3
• PARALLEL PAINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS LPT1 on
LPT2 • USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY
MCT-MGP

MUIJlllDFWPPYCDNTRDLlER •79.95

E&AADAPTDR

A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
•SUPPORTS UP TOTW0360K FLOPPIES, 720KW/ DOS 3.2
• SERIAL, PARALLEL. GAME PORT. CLOCK/CALENDAR
MCT-MIO
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT
$15.95

100% IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
• 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64
COLORS • COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND MONO·
CHROME ADAPTORS • HERCULES COMPATIBLE
MCT-EGA

N9.95

MUI.II llDCARD

CUWR&RAPHICSADAPTDR

USE WITH MCT-FH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
•SERIAL POAT. CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BATTERY
• PARALLEL PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2
MCT-10

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
• SUPPORTS RGB. COLOR. & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 640/320 X 200 RESOLUTION. LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG

i!B&l3B& MUIJIFUNCTIDN

..39.95

MDND&RAPHIC§ MUI.II 110

.,,9.75

ADDS UP TO 3 MB CF RAM TO YOUR AT
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5 MB OR 3 MB WITH OPTIONAL
PIGGYBACK BOARD (OK INSTALLED) • INCLUDES SERIAL
AND PARALLEL PORT
MCT-AMF
MCT-AMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD
$29.95
$24.95
AIO -SERIAL 2ND SERIAL PORT

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT•
• CTRL 2 FLOPPIES. SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT.
CLOCK CAL • RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MCT-MGMIO

i!B&l3B& MUI.II 110 CARD

USE THIS "DO EVERYTHING" CARD TO HOOK UP YOUR
MONOCHROME MONITOR, PARALLEL PAINTER, MODEM AND
JOYSTICK AT THE SAME TIME. THE ONLY OTHER CARD
YOUR SYSTEM NEEDS IS A FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER
• AT COMPATIBLE
• 720 X 34B RESOLUTION , BO & 132 COLUMN TEXT
• PARALLEL. SERIAL & GAME PORTS
• HERCULES COMPATIBLE MONOGRAPHICS
• INCLUDES SOFTWARE FOR RUNNING COLOR GRAPHICS
PROGRAMS ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR.
MCT-MGAIO

USE WITH MCT-AFH MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS
MCT-AIO
AIO-SERIAL 2ND SERIAL PORT
$24.95

MEMDRY CARD§
57&K RAM CARD

eS9.95

i!B&l3B& MDND&RAPHIC§ 110

•99.95

A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION N A SHORT SLOT
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K
• USES 64K & 256K RAM CHIPS (OK INSTALLED)
MCT-RAM

TRANSFER DATA 50% FASTER
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 ALL HARD DRIVES
•DESIGNED FOR XT COMPATIBLES
MCT-RLL

i!B&l3B& FWPPYIHARDRL.L

$389
$489
$519

1'69.95

ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT
• S' JPPOATS 2 DRIVES, CAN MIX 360K AND 1.2 MB
•ALLOWS DAT A TO FLOW FREELY FROM XT'S TO AT'S
MCT-FDC-1.2

FWPPYIHARDCDNTRDLlER

$419
$449

" ...I will

BY MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNDWliY
DRNE mNTRDu.ER§

$339
$299

"We'll continue to do business with you whenever
we can."
--James Hillegass, Minneapolis, MN

-.

INTERFACE CARD§
FLDPPYDl!iKCUNTRDLlER

$269

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD

. .i!9.95

2MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT MEMORY FOR AN XT
• CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS • USER EXPAND
ABLE TO 2 MB • CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY. AAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-EMS
MCT-AEMS 2B6t3B6 VERSION
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NEW! MODULAR PRDliRAMMINli §Y§TEM
/' MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
THE IDEAL SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPERS; AN INTEGRATED MODULAR SYSTEM THAT EXPANDS
AS YOUR NEEDS GROW. ALL THE MODULES USE A COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD SO YOU
NEED JUST ONE SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS AND MORE.

HO!iT ADAPTOR CARO

a

a

a
a

!/ii!!9.95

A UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR ALL THE PROGRAM ·
MING MODULES
USER SELECT ABLE PROGRAMMABLE ADDRESSES
PREVENT ADDRESSING CONFLICTS
INCLUDES MENU-DRIVEN SOFTWARE PACKAGE
INCLUDES MOLDED CABLE

MCT-MAC

UNNER!iAL
$4!1!1.!l!l

MODULE
a

PROGRAMS EPAOMS. EEPAOMS. PALS. Bl ·POLAA
PROMS. 8748 & 8751 SERIES DEVICES
a PROGRAMS 16V8 & 20V8 GALS (GALLIUM ARSENIDE)
FROM LATTICE. NS. SGS
a TESTS TTL. CMOS . DYNAMIC & ST A TIC RAMS
a LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK. EDIT. BLANK CHECK .
PROGRAM. AUTO. READ MASTER. VERIFY & COMPARE
• TEXTOOL SOCKET ACCEPTS .3 TO .6" WIDE IC'S FROM
8·40 PINS

OVER 20,000 JDR SYSTEMS HAVE ALREADY
BEEN BUILT. EASY TO ASSEMBLE IN JUST 2
HOURS WfTH A SCREWDRIVER.

Ii!! MHz MINl-i!!B6

a
a
a
a
a

!/ili!!3i!!.75

12 MHZ MINl·286 MOTHERBOARD a 512K RAM MEMORY
MINl·AT CAS E WITH POWER SUPP LY
84 KEY KEYBOARD a MONOCHROME MONITOR
1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE a FLOPPY I HARD CONTROL
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

10 MHz TURBO BOBB

!/i661.00

a

INCLUDES SERIAL PORT. 2 PARALLEL PORTS. CLOCK/
CALENDAR AND GAME ADAPTOR a RUNS COLOR
GRAPHICS ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR.
a MOTHERBOARD a 256K RAM MEMORY a 135 WATT
POWER SUPPLY a FLIP· TOP CASE a 84 KEY KEYBOARD
a 360K FLOPPY DRIVE a MONOGAAPHICS 110 CARO
a MONOCHROME MONITOR

MCT-MUP

EPROM MODULE

a
a
a
a

a

MCT-MEP
MCT-MEP·4
FOUA ·EPAOM PROGRAMMER $169.95
EIGHT·EPROM PROGRAMMER $259.95
MCT-MEP-8
MCT-MEP-16 SIXTEEN·EPAOM PROGRAMMER $499.95

MDTllERBDARD§

DIGITAL IC MODULE

TURBO 4.77/B MHz

a

!/i99.95

• XT COMPATIBLE• NORTON SI 1.7 • 4.77 OR 8 MHZ
OPERATION WITH 8088·2 AND OPTION ·AL 8087·2 CO·
PROCESSOR a FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR
ANO RESET SWITCH SET SUPPORTED a CHOOSE
NORMAL/TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE SELECT
PROCESSOR SPEED

MCT·TURBO
MCT· XMB STANDARD MOTHERBOARD

$87.95

!/iU9.9 5

PROGRAMS 24·32 PIN EPROMS. CMOS EPROMS ANO
EEPAOMS FROM 16K TO 1024K
HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER
AUTO. BLANK CHECK/PROGRAM/VERIFY
VPP 5. 12.5. 12.75. 13. 21 & 25 VOL TS
NORMAL. INTELLIGENT. INTERACTIVE. & QUICK PULSE
PROGRA MMING ALGORITHMS

a
a

!/ili!!9.95

B74BMOUULE

a

TESTS TTL. CMOS. DYNAMIC & ST ATIC RAM
AUTO SEARCH FOR UNKNOWN PART NUMBERS
USER-PROGRAMMABLE TES T PROCED URES

a

MCT-MIC

a
PALMOOULE

a
a

!/ii!!49.95

PROGRAMS MMI. NS. Tl 20 & Tl 24 P~ DEVICES
BLANK CHECK. PROGRAM. AUTO . READ MASTER.
VERIFY & SECURITY FUSE BLOW

MCT-MPL

MCT·MMP

Bl-POLAR MUUULE

a
a

PAL PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE

10 MHz !ilNGLE CHIP

!/ili!!9.95

XT COMPATIBLE a NORTON SI 2.1 a USES LESS
POWER. IMPROVES RELIABILITY a KEY SELECTABLE
SPEED. 4.77 MHZ OR 10 MHZ a 2.3 TIMES FASTER THAN
A STANDARD a RESET SWITCH. KEYLOCK. & SPEED I
POWER INDICATORS SUPPORTED

MCT -MPL-SOFT

$99.95

PAOG. 8741. 8742. 8748. 8749 & 8750 EPAOMS &
PROMS
LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK. EDIT . BLANK CHECK.
PROGRAM. AUTO. READ MASTER. VERIFY & COMPARE
NORMAL & INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS

PAOG. AMO. MMI. NS. TI & SIGNETICS Bl · POLAR PROMS
LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK. EDIT. BLANK CHECK.
PROGRAM. AUTO. READ MASTER. VERIFY

MCT-MBP

a

MCT·TURB0·10

BOi!!B6 6/10 MHz

!/i379.95

II AT COMPATIBLE a LANDMARK AT SPEE010 MHZ
a NORTON SI 10.3 a 8 SLOTS (TWO 8·BIT. SIX 16·
BIT) a HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6 OR 10 MHZ
a FRONT PANEL LED INDICATOR a SOCKETS FOR
1MB OF RAM AND 80287 a ONE WAIT STATE
a BATTERY BACKED CLOCK a KEYLOCK
SUPPORTED a RESET SWITCH

MCT-286

Ii!! MHz MINl-i!!B6

a
a
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!lifj!g9s
a

a
a
a
a

!/i399.95

AT COMPATIBLE a LANDMARK AT SPEED 13.2 MHZ
NORTON SI 11 .6 a 6 MHZ. 10 MHz (011 WAIT STATE).
12 MHZ (1 WAIT STATE) a ZYMOS ASICS FOR FEWER
CHIPS, GREATER RELIABILITY a SUPPORTS 5 12K- 1024K
MEMORY a RECHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACI TY Nl·CAO
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Buy with

ence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

This message is brought to you •
by :

the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6
E. 43rd St. ,
Purchasing Guidelines
New
York, NY 10017
• State as completely and ac

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing a more
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?

curately as you can what
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model
number, catalog number.

MMC

• Establish that the item is in
stoc k and confirm shipping
date.

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc.

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised .
• Obtain an order number
and id entification of the
sales representative.
• Make a record of your
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping. date of
order. promised shipping
date and order number.

If you ever have a problem,
remember to dea l fi rst w ith the
• Does the company offer
seller. If you canno t resolve the
technical assistance?
problem, write to MAIL
• ls there a service facility ?
ORDER ACTIO LINE, c/ o
DMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York,
• Are manufacturers warran
y 10017.
ties handled through th e
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• ls there an additional charge
for use of credit cards ?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

11'1 Dirt•cl Mark etin g Associa tion, Inc. 1988
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EON SYSTEMS .... ...................... 67
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SOFTKLONE DISTRIBUTING .. ... 273
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SOFTWARE VENTURES ........ .... 273
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SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL ... . 67
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STANFORD RESEARCH
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STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS . ....... 109
STRATEGIC STUDIES GROUP ..... 109
SUMMAGRAPHICS ... .. ..... . .... . .. 162
SUN MICROSYSTEMS .. . . 11, 327, 343
SUN MICROSYSTEMS, TOPS
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SUNRIVER ...................... .... .... 67
SUPERMAC TECHNOLOGY .. .... . 327
SYBASE .................... .. ........... 317
SYMANTEC ...... .. .... .. .... .. . 109, 327

SYNOPTICS
COMMUNICATIONS ...... .. ......253
1186 SYNTAX .. ............. ..... .... .. .. ..... 317
TANDY .... .... ........ ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... 11
1187 TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS ........ 317
877 IONET COMMUNICATIONS .. 67, 135
950
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ...... .. .. .. . 367
870 THE PERISCOPE COMPANY .. .... .. 67
THE SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER
DESIGN ..... ..... ... ............. . .. ... 11
1139 THE WHITEWATER GROUP .... .... 67
987 THOMPSON COMPUTING .. .... .. .. 67
976 3COM .. .. .. .... .. 67, 253, 259, 285, 317
985
1188
1002 TMA .. ... ... ......... .. .............. .. ... 109
1135 TML SYSTEMS .................... ... . . 67
1012 TOSHIBA AMERICA ...... II, 109, 327
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1189
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WOLFRAM RESEARCH .. .... 239, 327
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ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS ... 109, 135,
327
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COMING UP IN BYTE
PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:
In the front of the book will be Microbytes, What's New, and Short Takes.
Next month's Short Takes will include products for computer security,
programmer's tools, a writer's utility package, the Apple IIC +, and more.
Our First Impression will take a look at the most recent incarnation of
Borland' s Paradox database for the IBM PC.
February's Product Focus will deal with six of the latest generation of C
compilers, which represent the most recent advances by software houses to
address the needs of serious programmers.

System reviews will consider the newest Zenith and Ogivar 80386 portable
computers, as well as Tandy's Model 5000 80386.
Hardware reviews will start out with a look at five new floppy disk drives
and controllers for both the IBM PC and the Macintosh.
Another review looks at four midsize SCSI hard disk drives for the Mac.
In software reviews, we have a group review of three assemblers: MASM,
Turbo Assembler, and OPTASM. We'll also review a new C programming
toolkit for both the Mac and the Microsoft Windows environment on the PC,
called XVT. Application reviews will include consideration of two of
Ashton-Tate's latest, the long-awaited dBASE IV and Full Impact.

IN DEPTH:
Personal workstations is the subject of our February In-Depth section. It
will begin with Nick Baran providing a working definition of just what a
personal workstation is. Speaking directly to that point, Stan Diehl and
Steve Apiki have performed a bit of garage-shop magic in a piece about the
ultimate upgrade. Other articles will feature the ins and outs of performance
measurement, a comparison of RISC chips, the state of the art in workstation
graphics, how well the Mac II and 80386 machines function as
workstations, a survey of the current crop, and more.

FEATURES:
We 'll look at how microcomputers are being used in sequencing DNA. Dick
Pountain explores a new storage medium, digital paper. Roy Kimbrell has
contributed a series of C programs. Charles Hart has also contributed a
series of programs to accompany his interesting piece on Turbo windowing.
In our Hands On section of the Features department, Brett Glass focuses
his hardware lens on disk drive interfaces, while Rick Grehan continues the
January theme by presenting part 2 of his B-tree project.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor·
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.
• Correspond directly with company.
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GENERIC SOFTWARE
... 215
WINTEKCORP. . • • .. .
.5

227 OUELO .................. . 406
388
383

23
24
109
110
410
414
178
179
192
425
22
43
246
258
338
289

384

14
27
39
94
356
164
351
352
202
237
251
260
261
385

IBM/MS·DOS APPLICATIONS
Business/Office
APPLIED COMP. SERVICES .. 146
ASHTON-TATE ......... 148,149
ASHTON-TATE ... .. . . .. 148,149
FOX SOFTWARE .
. .... 25
FTG DATA SYSTEMS
... 420
GAMMA PRODS . •..•... 961S·26
INK INTERNATIO~
961S·22
MICRORIM ... .
82,83
MICRORIM ..
. . 82,83
NANTUCKET .
. . ... . . . 333
NOVELL DEVELOPMENT . 961S·27
ORACLF .. ..
77
OUICKE
.. . . 32
. .. 35
RAIMA . . .. . ...... . .
SBT . .. . .. .
l61S·33
SCITOR CORP .
. ...• 235
SMALL COMPU' ~CO ...... 378
SYMANTEC . . • . ..... ... ... 4 7
'LITER SYS. 369
UNIVERSAL Cl
VERSASOFT .
104

IBM/MS-DOS APPLICATIONS
Scientific/Technical
ACCEL TECH . . • • .
424
ASYSTSOFTWARE
•• 209
BINARY ENGINEEf
258
ECOSOFT . ............... . 383
HORSTMAf'<i. . • • . .
. .... 40
MATHSOFT
. 69
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
. 142
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS .. . 142
PATTON & PATTON
. 124
SAIC . . . .
. . 54
SPECTRU
'"
. 93
SYSTAT . ....
. . . 212
SYSTAT . .. .. ........... . . 212
IBM/MS-DOS APPLICATIONS
Spreadsheet

117 GOLDEN BOW
. 248
.. 96PC·15
526 INTEC .
527 INTEC . . .. ... ... . . ... . 96PC-15

409
489
490
332
333
353
354
335
389

IBM/MS-DOS - LAN
EXCELAN . . ... ...... . 961S-43
NET LOGIC
16M/AT· 2
NET LOGIC . . • • • •
16M/AT-2
SIMPLENET . . . . . . . . .
. . . 292
SIMPLENET . . .
. 292
SOFTWARE LINK , THE
. 161
SOFTWARE LINK, THE
.. 161
SPIDER SYSTEMS .
. . . 275
IBM/MS-DOS - GRAPHICS

DAYTRON ELECTRONICS, INC. 422
114 GENERAL PARAMETFjlCS .... 121
203 PAUL MACE SOFTWARE .
. 349
278 TRILOBYTE INC ........... . . 409
390
11
42
43
50
74
75
98
144
149
163
186
211
227
239
'
254
284
290
305
391
12
28
30
40
42
43
44
405

IBM/MS-DOS - LANGUAGES
A+LMEIERVOGT .
. .. 387
BORLAND . • ..••.••.•. .... 71
BORLAND . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . 71
CNS, INC . . • . . . . . . . . .
. . 30
DAYSTAR COMPUTING ....... 60
DAYSTAR COMPUTING .
. . 60
ELLIS COMPUTING, INC.
. 44
JENSEN & PARTNERS. INT'L. . 111
LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 205
MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS . 105
MIX SOFTWARE . .......... . 381
POL YTRON, CORP . .. ..... .. . 49
OUELO . . .
. 406
. 87
SANTA Cl
S/WDEV
.. . 99
STSC . ..••... , ••.••.•.•• .. 243
.. 125
USERSOI
VESTROr
... ....... .. .. 377
ZORTEO
. 61
IBM/MS-DOS - UTILITIES
A+ L MEIER VOGT .
. ... . . 389
ATRON .................... 66
AVOCET SYSTEMS, INC.
. 326
BLAISE COMPUTING INC .. . . . 33
BORLAND . ............ . . ... 71
BORLAND .
.. 71
BUMBLEBEE SOFTWARE INC. 102
CALEND . ..•..•...•.•• 961S·29

Inquiry No.

46
47
522
523
524
69
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301

CALIFORNIASOFTWARE . . 418
CALIFORNIA SOFTWARE
. 418
COPY TECHNOLOGIES ... 96PC·3
COPY TECHNOLOGIES . . 96PC·3
CORTEX COMPUTING .... 96PC·6
CURTIS INC. . . . . . . . . . . .
409
DAYTRON ELECTRONICS, INC. 422
DEPARTMENTAL TECH., INC .. 137
GOLDEN BOW ..•...••.. . . 248
GOLDEN BOW . . ......... 420
HAMMERLY COMP. SERVICES227
KNOWLEDGE GARDEN ...... 299
. ....... 96PC-1
MATRIX ..
MICROSOFT .
. .. 13-15
NU-MEGA . . .. ..•.. ... . 96PC·14
NU-MEGA.
. 96PC·14
OS ASSOCIATES •..••• 96MW-2
OS ASSOCIATES ....... 96MW·2
PAUL MACE SOFTWARE ..... 128
PERISCOPE COMPANY .... . . 355
PETER NORTON ••.....• .. . 134
...... 134
PETER NORTON
PRO-MARK .
. 291
PRO-MARK . ..... . .
. 291
QUAID SOFTWARE
. 351
SAK TECHNOLOGIE
96PC· 13
SAX SOFTWARE . . ... ...
.198
SUPERSOFT... ........... .. 58
TURBO POWER .
. ....... 116
VERMONT CREATIVE S/W ... 10
WOODCHUCK IND. • . . • . . . . 426

392

IBM/MS-DOS COMMUNICATIONS

51
52
315
316
119
167
168
334
248
277

COEFFICIENT SYSTEMS ..... 204
COEFFICIENT SYSTEMS ..... 205
DIVERSIFIED COMP
.. 319
FTP SOFTWARE .... ...... . 270
GRAFPOINT . .
. 420
MEDIA CYBERNETICS . . ... . . 217
MEDIA CYBERNETICS .
. .. 217
SOFTKLONE DISTRIBUTING 248B
SOFTRONICS . ............. 409
TRAVELING SOFTWARE . .... 245

80
117
118
122
146
529
535
536
498
499
204
206
359
360
326
327
224
530
240
256
281

393 OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT
283 UNIV. CROSS-ASSEMBLERS . 406

394
519
10
16
19
21
503
33
41

MAIL ORDER/
RETAIL

3-F ASSOCIATES . ...... . 96PC-5
4 GUYS . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 100
ADVANCED COMP. PRODS.
423
ALTEX ELECTRONICS
.. 410
AMERICAN DESIGN COMP... 415
AMERICAN RIBBON.
. ... .. 54
APPLIED PROG. ELEC .... 96NE·6
B&B ELECTRONICS ......... 409
BOFFIN LTD .. . .. . . •
. .. 131
BUYER'S MART ........ 392-402
CALIFORNIA DIGITAL
..... 425
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53
486
487
495
496
504
505
54
57
62
476
64
65
66
88
89
90
91
93
508
509
479
411
123
124
134
142
364
6
7
483
148
419
166
169
170
96
421
175
177
182
183
187
188
189
195
340
199
200
513
205
212
213
215
216
217
235
238
241
531
245
330
331

Page No.

COMPACT DISK PRODUCTS . 376
COMPARE COMPUTERS 96M/AT·3
COMPARE COMPUTERS 96M/AT·3
COMPARE COMPUTERS. 96MW·3
COMPARE COMPUTERS . 96MW-3
COMPARE COMPUTERS .. 96NE·5
COMPARE COMPUTERS .. 96NE-5
... 197
COMPUCLASSICS
. .... . 53
COMPUSAVE .
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER .. 22,23
COMP.MASTERSOFAUGUSTA 96S0·1
COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE 422
COMPUTERLANE, UN LTD.... 193
CONTE CH .... ..... .. ..... . 422
DISC INTERNATIONAL ..... 414
D ISKCOTECH .......... . ... 420
DISKETTE CONNECTION .... 409
DISKS TO GO .. .......... . . 406
DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS .... 420
ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS .. 96NE·1
EXEC. PHOTO & SUPPLY 96NE·13
GEN. BUS. MACHINES ... 96S0·6
GREY MATTER .
961S·44
HARD DRIVES INT'L. . ....... 200
HARD DRIVES INT'L.
. . .. 200
l.C. EXPRESS ..
. 426
JAMECO
..... 404,405
J.D.R. MICRODEVICES ..... . 427
J.D.R. MICRODEVICES .. 428,429
J.D.R. MICRODEVICES . . 430-432
KNAPCO ............... 96S0·3
LA COMPUTER ..
. . . .. 408
MAYFAIR MICROS
961S-37
MEAD COMPUTER.
.. . 417
MEGASOFT .. .
. 411
MEGASOFT .. .
.. ... 411
MICHAEL HALVERSON &AS: ;QC... 424
MICRO TECHNOLOGY . •. 961S-35
MICROCOM SYSTEMS
... 24
MICROCOMP. MKTG. COUNCIL 961S-42
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 424
MICROSTAR.
. . ... .. 419
MICROWAY .
. .. 373
MICROWAY . .. . ........ .
153
MONTGOMERY GRANT ...... 266
MR. BOOKS. INC ..
. 52
M.H.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 407
NITRO MICRO .............. 362
ON-LINE STORE .
. ... 331
PACIFIC COMPUTER . . .. .. . 416
PACIFIC COMPUTER . ..... .. 416
PC LINK .
. . ...... 96NE·3
PC NETWORK
. 371
PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS 424
PRINCETON DISKETTE ..... 422
PRIORITY ONE . ... . ..... ... 403
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE62,63
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .
. 112
SABINA INT'L. INC.
. .. 411
SAMNA CORP ......... ... 74,75
SCHWAB COMPUTER CTR.. . 426
SEVERE DISCOUNT COMP. 96PC-2
SHAMROCK COMPUTER ... 199
SHECOM .
. ..... 391
SHECOM .
. 391
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•
428
250
436
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257
313
314
269
270
273
512
527
482
431
294
500
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Advertising Supplement included with this issue:
Jade Computer (U.S. and Canada Subscribers)
BYTE WEEK trial offer for West Coast and Northeast subscribers.
* Correspond directly with company.
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Inquiry No.

198 ON TARGET ASSOCIATES . . . 411
• ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS . 9615-40,41
ROBT TINNEY GRAPHICS .
. 316
.. 422
236 SAFEWARE

SN'W ELECTRONICS..
. . 158
SOFTLINE CORPORATION 961S· 17
SOFTWAVE APS
. 961S·18
SOLUTION SYSTEMS . .•• .. 110
STONE COMPUTECH CO. 9615-36
STONE COMPUTECH CO. 9615-36
SURAH CORP. , •• , , • .
. 426
S-100. .
. 307
. .. 307
S-100 .........
TELEMART .
. 358
TELEMART .
.. 358
TIMELINE . ,
. 421
UNDER-WARE ELECT ... 96NE-16
UNDER-WARE ELECT.... . 96PC-9
96S0-8
UNDER-WARE ELECT.
U.SA SOFTWARE.
. 9615-13
WAREHOUSE DATA . .
. . 123
Y.ES. MULTINATIONAL .. 96MW-7

395

EDUCATIONAL/
INSTRUCTIONAL

13 ACADEMIC PRESS. , , • , .... 130
BYTE BACK ISSUES ......... 244
BYTE BACK ISSUES ......... 440
435 BYTE BITS ..• , .. , •• , • • 961S·34
BYTE BOOK CLUB ...... 176,177
BYTECIRCULATION . , •. 9615-32
BYTE SUB . MESSAGE .... ... 145
BYTE SUB . SERVICE..
. . 192
... ... .. 96MW-4
BYTE TIPS
BYTE TIPS
96M/AT-4
BYTE TIPS
. 96NE-4
BYTE TIPS ............. 96PC-6
BYTE TIPS .. , , ...... . . . 9650-4
BYTEWEEK /NEWSLETTER . 308
60 COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 129

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPACT DISK CLUB .
. 225
506 COMP. RESOURCE CTR. 96NE-15

-e>S
'l'JJ:.

Page No.

Inquiry No.

• COMPS. FOR THE BLIND 96NE-2
70 CYBER RESEARCH .
. .. 424
EXPOCONSU L INT'L. 96M/ A T-6, 7
EXPOCONSUL INT'l. .. 96NE-8,9
MACMILLAN BOOK CLUB .
. 17
MCGRAW-H ILL BOOKS ..... . 375
MCGRAW-HILL CEC. . • . .... 361
180 MICROSOFT PRESS . • .
. . 335
181 MICROSOFT PRESS .
. 335

396
•
150
209
240

Page No.

Inquiry No.

398
8
84
85
137
138
145
226

OPERATING
SYSTEMS

2001 SALES , INC .. • . . _ • . •. . .. 46
DIGITAL RESEARCH • . . . . . 188
DIGITAL RESEARCH .
. 188
INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS •
. 41
INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS • . .. 41
.. . 52
KADAK . ..
QUANTUM SOFTWARE .... .. 85

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

ADOBE .
. .......... 42,43
LASER CONNECTION .
. 21
PERSONAL TEX
. ' . . 138
SAX SOFTWARE . ........... 198

399

ON-LINE
SERVICES

" BIX.
450 BIX
58 COMPUSERVE . ..

397

9615-38
- 246,247
. ... . 385

RECRUITMENT

271 THORBURN & ASSOCIATES .. 424

• Correspond directly with company.

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE's 'Thlephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring ]Jroduct information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on a Touch-Tune telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [# or
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter D D D D D D D D []!] []!]

GET PREPARED

6)
ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

* enclosed

in the boxes) on telephone pad

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [I] []!][I] [JI][]!] []!]

7a) When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)
b) Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. D D D []!] []!] 6. D D D []!] []!] 10. D D D []!] []!] 14. D D D []!] []!]
2. DD D []!] []!] 7. DD D []!] []!] 11. DD D []!] []!] 15. DD D []!] []!]

3. D D D
4. D D D
5. DD D
END SESSION

[]!] []!]
[]!] []!]
[]!] []!]

8. D D D
9. D D D

[]!] []!]
[]!] []!]

12. D D D

[]!] []!]

16. D D D

[]!] []!]

13. D D D []!] []!], 17. D D D []!] []!]

8)

End session by entering 0 0 [JI] [I] []!] []!]

9)

Hang up after hearing final message
If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

If you are not a subscriber till out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8272.
*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!

INFORMATION
Want More Information About the Products and Advertisers Featured in this Issue?
Circle numbers on reply card which
correspond to numbers assigned to
items of interest to you.

Check all the appropriate answers to
questions "N.' through "C".

Print your name and address
and mail.
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A. What is your level of

management responsibility?
I D Senior-level Management
2 D 01her Management
3 D Non-Management
0

B. What 1S your primary job
function/principal area of

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2 D Computer Retail Slores
3 D Consultants
4 D Service Bureau/Planning
5 D Distributor/Wholesaler
6 D Systems House/
Integrator/VAR

7 D Other: - - - - - - - - 
responsibility? (Check one.)
Non-Computer-Related Businesses:
1 D Administration
B D Manufacturing
2 D Accounting/Finance
9 D Finance, Insurance,
3 D MIS/DP/Infonnation Center
Real Estate
4 D Product Design and
10 D Retail/Wholesale
Development
11 D Educalion
5 D Research and Development
12 D Governmenl
13 D Military
6 D Manufacturing
14 D Professions (Law,
7 D Sales/Marketing
Medicine, Engineering,
8 D Purchasing
Archilecture)
9 D Personnel
15 D Consuiling
ID D Education/Training
11 D Other: - - - -- - - - - 16 D Other Business Services
17 D Transportalion,
C. Please indicate your
Communications, Utilities
organization's primary business
18 D Oth er: - - - -- - -- activity: (Check one.)
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Computer-Related Businesses:
I
I D Manufaclurcr (Hardware, Software)
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D Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95 and bill me. Offer 1>a/id in U.S. and possessions
- -only.
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INFORMATION
Want More Information About the Products and Advertisers Featured in this Issue?
Circle numbers on reply card which
correspond to numbers assigned to
items of interest to you.

Print your name and address
and mail.

Check all the appropriate answers to
questions "!\' through "C".
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City
A. What is your lnel or
management responsibility?
D Senior-level Management
2 0 Other Management
3 D Non-Management
I

B. What is your primary job
function/principal area of
responsibility? (Check one.)
I 0 Adminislration
2 D Accounting/Finance
3 0 MIS/DP/Information Center
4

D Product Design and

Development
5 D Research and Development
6 D Manufacturing
7 0 Sales/Marketing
8 D Purchasing

9 0 Personnel
10 0 Education/Training
11 D Other: - - - - - - -

C Please indicate your
organization's primary business
activity: (Check one.)
Computer-Related Businesses:
I D Manufacturer (Hardv.'ilre, Software)

State

391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420

Zip
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2 0 Computer Retail Stores
3 D Consultants
4 D Service Bureau/Planning
5 D Distributor/Wholesaler
6 D Systems House/
Integrator/VAR
7 D Other: - - - - - - - 
Non-Comp 1~ter -Rela ted

Businesses:

8 D Manufac1uring
9 0 Finance, Insurance,
Real Es1ate
10 D Rc1ail/Wholcsalc
11 D Education
12 D Government
130 Milicary
14 D Professions (Law.
Medicine, Engineering,
Architecture)
15 D Consulting
16 D Other Business Services
17 D Transportation,
Communications. Utili1ies
18 0 Other: - - - - - - - -
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D Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95 and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only.
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24-wire print quality.
or 170 in draft
Ho.Hum.
mode. Dresses
Yawn. That's
.~---up memos, lethow people
ters, etc., with up to 128 type variations. And,
react when your writing fails to keep them
like all our Pinwriters, it works with more soft
glued to the page. But you'll get readers' atten
tion and keep it, when you write with appeal
ware packages than any other 24-wire printer.
For more information about the entire
ing, fully-developed characters. Like the ones
created by our Pin writer® P2200 printer.
Pinwriter Family, call 1-800-343-4418. And dis
The P2200's 24-wire print head produces
cover what a little character development can do
crisp, fully-formed characters for a 9-wirc
for your writing.
price. Which means you get print quality that
NEC PRINTERS.IBEY ONLY STOP
people will stop and read. At a price that
WHEN YOU WANITHEMlD.
won't stop you.
Of course, stand-out print quality is just
one reason the P2200 is so outstanding.
It sprints through 55 letter quality CPS

NEC

NEC Information S\'stcms, Dept. 1610, 1-tl-t ,\ \assachuselts :\\'e. , Boxborough , ,\-\;\ 01719 .
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Get the power
and performance
of Intel's 80386
...at 20 MHz.

/iiJ I I I I I
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To streamline your heavy busi
ness tasks, tum to the Tandy 4000
LX. With its 32-bit Intel® 80386
microprocessor operating at 20
MHz, the 4000 LX delivers a new
level of performance to sophisti
cated database management and
spreadsheet analysis applications.
Two megabytes of zero wait-state
memory make the 4000 LX ready
to use with MS® OS/2, as well as
MS-DOS® software. With this
much memory standard, the Tandy
4000 LX is also ready to use as the

· . . .. . . . •

hub of a powerful multiuser office
system running SCO™ XENIX®
software. And as a network file
server in a 3Com® workgroup, the
4000 LX provides 20 MHz perform
ance for exceptionally high-speed
data transfer.
The Tandy 4000 LX is highly ex
pandable. Three front-panel device
slots and eight expansion slots give
power users the flexibility needed
in configuring the optimum sys
tem. VGA graphics for desktop
publishing, an Intel 80387 math

coprocessor for math-intensive ap
plications and SCSI technology for
high-performance disk storage are
but a few of the many expansion
options available.
And for entry-level 386™ power,
we offer the original Tandy 4000.
Using an 80386 processor that op
erates at 16 MHz, the lMB Tandy
4000 is the perfect low-cost choice
for the heavy power user.
The new generation Tandy 4000
LX. From the best-selling family of
PC compatibles made in America.

Tandy Computers: Because there is no better value1!'
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Intel/Reg. TM ard 386/TM Intel Corp. MS, MS-DDS and XENIX/Reg. TM Microsoft Corp.
SCOITM The Santa Cruz Operation. 3Com/Reg. TM 3Com Corp.

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Circle 229 on Reader Service Card

